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PREFACE, 

Tue author first studied the Parmenides in college days long ago, as an 

exercise in metaphysics; but all such occupations had to be renounced 

when he took up the practical duties of his calling. As time passed, how- 

ever, the speculative interest revived, the subject was resumed, and he found 

himself most unexpectedly committed to publication before he had realized 

what such a step involved. In the meantime he had become satisfied that 

the highest manuscript authority for the text was accessible at Oxford, and 

his leisure moments had now to be given to palaeography. With the zeal 

of a beginner he decided to reproduce the form of the manuscript, a resolution 

rendered feasible by the condition of the text. This fixed for him the size 

of his page; and that in turn suggested facsimiles and a regard to outward 

appearance. Metaphysics, palaeography, aesthetics—such was the writer’s 

downward course: it remains to hope that the result may justify the under- 

taking. So far as contents are concerned the work errs both by excess 

and by defect, and that largely through circumstances. It was compiled in 

spare hours, at long intervals, while the writer was, if he may so speak, in 

bondage under the elements of the world. During its progress effort was 

occasionally misdirected, notes lost their first significance, standpoints had 

to be abandoned, and the literature of the subject proved unmanageable. 

And in the end, with no mere affectation of humility, the writer feels that 

he presents little upon philosophy save ra dedyuevméva wept TO &y Kai ToAXa, 

while his contributions to palaeography have still to be tested by the 
5 



6 PARMENIDES. 

experts. At most he can but rank with the untrained boxers of Aristotle, 

who mrepupepomevot TUmToOVveL Kadas TAyYyas, GAN’ ovK aro emloTIHLNS. 

A commentator on Plato must beware of two dangers. If he does not 

detect in his author the latest developments of metaphysics he may be 

adjudged ignorant of these; if he does he may be taxed with a want of the 

‘historic sense.’ The dilemma is not an agreeable one. The writer is perhaps 

imperfectly informed upon recent metaphysical theories, but his ignorance is 

not proved by a failure to read all Hegel into the Parmenides. In a 

parallel case, he might know little of renaissance architecture in Italy, but 

that could not be properly inferred from his inability to find a place on 

the Acropolis for half the public buildings of Vicenza. On the other hand, 

if Plato himself escapes being a Hegelian, it must be granted that the 

comments of his Neoplatonic followers have a strangely modern character. It 

is part of the wonderful suggestiveness of Plato’s contributions to philosophy 

that they act contagiously upon the imagination of readers; and even the 

Parmenides, perhaps the most ‘sawdustish’ among them, is no exception. 

Toward previous workers in the same field, many of them critics and 

scholars of the highest rank, the writer is not consciously chargeable with 

discourtesy or disingenuousness. But if any expression should be thought 

wanting in respect, or any view appear to be appropriated without acknow- 

ledgment, he sincerely desires to recall the one and give up the other. 

Among his brightest memories will be the days of lovely autumn weather 

which his work led him to pass, from time to time, among the quiet and 

impressive surroundings of great libraries. It is no less a pleasure than a 

duty to acknowledge here the very great consideration and kindness shown 

him by the authorities of all these noble institutions. In particular, he will 

always remember with gratitude that at Tiibingen the time of the officials 

was drawn upon and the rules of the library were relaxed to oblige him, and 

that from Venice, through the personal kindness of Count Soranzo, a photo- 

graphic negative was received within a fortnight of the date on which the 
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request for it was posted in Scotland. His thanks are also due for obliging 

communications from Mr. Warner of the British Museum, and from Professor 

Mahaffy. While the character of the letterpress is such as to demand most 

attentive revision, the protracted and fitful progress of the volume made 

it impossible to ask assistance from friends in looking over the proofs. 

The printed authorities consulted are all named from time to time in the 

course of the work, but Professor Schanz calls for special recognition 

in connection with the manuscripts. The writings of some commentators 

could not be had separately, and are quoted from the variorum edition of 

Valpy. Others, cited in turn by these, could not be procured at all. Such 

are the disadvantages of living in a provincial town. Of English editions 

of the dialogue the only one used is that of Thomson, published more than 

a century ago. The writer remembers seeing, when a student, a small modern 

edition; but he did not note the author’s or publisher's name, and has tried 

in vain to obtain a copy since. He owes very much to all these sources 

of information. Now that the work is ended, he is satisfied that the standard 

aimed at is deserving of respect; but when he thinks of the extent to 

which learning in all branches has latterly become specialized, and of the 

many pitfalls lying in the path of imprudent amateurs, his satisfaction is 

tempered with anxiety, and he is almost ready to say with Thomson, ‘nec 

laudem quaero, sed pro laude veniam.’ 

STIRLING, October 12, 1894. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

1. 

IN writing an introduction to the Parmenides of Plato it is unfortunately necessary, AutHorstur oF 

in view of modern controversies, to begin by discussing the authenticity of the work.’ “°"" 
So far as Antiquity is concerned, no doubt upon the subject would appear to have 

arisen. The best manuscripts give the dialogue without hinting a suspicion; and these 

can be traced back, with reasonable certainty, to a common fountain dating from the 

first thirty-six years of our era. Within that period one Thrasylus or Thrasyllus drew 

up an arrangement of all those Platonic writings held by him to be genuine, which 

seems to be the source of most or all of our existing texts. According to Diogenes iii. 56-6.. 

Laértius this arrangement took the form of tetralogies, and was as follows :— 

I. Euthyphro. Apologia. Crito. Phaedo. 

II. Cratylus. Theaetetus. Sophista. Politicus. 

III. Parmenides. Philebus. Symposium. Phaedrus. 

IV. Alcibiades 1. Alcibiades IL. Hipparchus. ° Anterastae. 

V. Theages. Charmides. Laches. Lysis. 

VI. Euthydemus. Protagoras. Gorgias. Meno. 

VII. Hippias major. Hippias minor. To. Menexenus. 

VIII. Clitopho. Respublica. Timaeus. Critias. 

IX. Minos. Leges. Epinomis. Epistolae. 

kal odTos wey oUTw Siaiped Kai Twes. It is indeed indicated by Diogenes in another ix. 37. 

place that Thrasylus had doubts about one of these dialogues; but that was the 

Anterastae, not the Parmenides. 

Immediately after giving this list, however, Diogenes goes on to record a second How far can we 

of a much earlier date. “Evo: 6é, says he, dv éore cat ’Apistopayns 6 ypasmarixds, eis "°° Pack? 

tpiroylas @dxoust Tos dtaddyous. According, then, to Aristophanes the grammarian, 

called ‘of Byzantium,’ whose prime we may place between 220 and 190 B.C., the order 

of the dialogues should be this :— ‘ 

I, Respublica. Timaeus. Critias. III. Leges Minos. Epinomis. 

II. Sophista. Politicus. Cratylus. IV. Theaetetus. Euthyphro. Apologia. 

V. Crito. Phaedo. Epistolae. 

ra 6 GdAa xa’ &v kat araxtws. In the trilogies, it will be observed, the Parmenides 

does not appear; and we have to consider whether it was likely to be found among ‘the 

remainder which were placed not in groups but singly.’ The ordering of the Platonic 
b 
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writings would seem to have been almost an industry in itself among the scholars who 

flourished after the founding of the great libraries. First we have Thrasylus cai twes, next 

€or and Aristophanes; while immediately after the word araxrws Diogenes goes on 

dpxovra 66 of pév, ws mrpoelonrat (Ze. the énor), dad THs TLodrrelas’ of 8 am’ ’AdneBradou 

roo pelfovos’ of & amd Oedyous’ nor & (Thrasylus and his followers) Ev@v¢povos’ aAXor 
KAerropavros’ twés Trualov’ of & ard Baidpov’ érepot Oearrirov' woAdoi dé ’AsroXoyiay 
Thy apxyv wotowvra. His final remark is as follows, continuing from qototvrat: voOevovra 
6& Tov Starsywv duoroyounévos Midwv i “Irrorpodos, "Epugias  "Epacisrpatos, ’AAKvay, 
’Axéparor 3 Licudos (some read axéparor , Vicugos), “A€toxos, Bataxes, Anpoddxos, Xerdaby, 

“EBddun, "Empevidns dv 4 ’Adxvwv Aéovrds twos eivar doxei, xaba gyot PaBwpivos év To 

TéuTTo Tov arouyypovevxuatwy. Thus we have got before us a complete deliverance by 

Diogenes Laértius upon the canon of Plato’s works. Now in the course of this connected 

and detailed statement he (1) gives a long list of dialogues held to be genuine and 

arranged by Thrasylus: (2) a shorter list of those arranged by Aristophanes, after which’ 

he says, ‘the rest’ were placed one by one: (3) enumerates other arrangements; some of 

which as will be observed, begin from dialogues named in (1) although not named in (2): 

(4) gives the names of those dialogues, ‘the’ dialogues, which were ‘declared to be 

spurious by common consent’ (the translation is Grote’s): and lastly (5) indicates the 

great importance which was attached to the ordering of these works by the scholars of 

antiquity. Ina word he has the subject fully present to his mind in all its bearings. And 

the question comes to be—if Aristophanes had omitted from his list the Parmenides, or 

any dialogue included in the list of Thrasylus, would Diogenes under these circumstances 

have failed to say so? That does not seem probable, more particularly since he treats the 

work as genuine in his Lives of Parmenides and Zeno; and we may thus infer that the 

Parmenides existed among ‘the rest’ of Aristophanes at—let us say—210 B.C, We 

have, moreover, the following very comprehensive decision ascribed by Diogenes to an 

author who lived half a century or so later than Aristophanes, wavtwy pévto. Tav 
Sexparixev drvardoywv Lavaitios adnPeis eivae Soxet Tovs UNatwvos, etc. This verdict may 

not include the voOevduevor, but cannot well exclude any others. 

It may perhaps be asked at this stage—those copies of Plato’s works which formed 

the text for all this deliberation and arrangement, where were they to be seen? to whom 

did they belong? Although the conclusion is not based upon positive testimony, it is very 

generally assumed that the copies were those contained in the Alexandrian, and perhaps 

in the Pergamene, library. The year 283 B.C. marks the point at which the throne of 

Egypt passed from the First Ptolemy to the Second; and it appears to be accepted that 

by this date the library at Alexandria had taken definite form. While owing its origin to 

the tastes and munificence of the Ptolemies, that great collection seems to have been much 

indebted for its actual character and contents to Demetrius of Phalerum. Of this man— 
born in Attica shortly after Plato’s death, for years conspicuous and popular at Athens, an 
orator, a voluminous author, a student of philosophy, and finally a protector of Plato’s 
successor Xenocrates—we do not indeed know, but may with every right assume, that he 
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was familiar with Plato’s Academy when Xenocrates was its head (B.C. 339-314), and that 
when in later life he had the ear and support of Ptolemy Soter he would be at pains to 
secure for Alexandria the best copy which care, skill, and money could command of all 
the Platonic writings. Exclusive of Demetrius, Aristophanes the grammarian, mentioned 
above, was fifth curator of the Alexandrian collection ; and his period of office might date 
from, we shall suppose, his fiftieth year—that is, from about 210 B.C. 

We have just seen what an object of study the Platonic writings were to scholars 
of this age, and we are at the same time entitled to hold that a copy of them, and 
that a careful one, existed at Alexandria as early at least as 250 B.C. Plato died 
in the year 347 B.C., or about a hundred years before. How do we bridge over the 

interval? Although passages are quoted to prove that Plato despised written, as 

compared with oral, instruction in philosophy, he was certainly a voluminous author ; 

and both from the style of his works and from familiar anecdotes recorded about him, ? Dicoys. Hali- 

we are justified in saying that he was a most careful and critical one. He also in rents 

middle life founded an institution at the Academy which would have many points eas Rotiaclets 

in common with a University. Here he lectured to numerous and enthusiastic students ; ee 

and here beyond all rational doubt would be collected, as they were written, the Quint. viii.6, 64. 

series of his published works. This would seem to give a greater initial probability 

of careful transmission than could be affirmed in the case, for example, of Herodotus 

or Thucydides. But further: on its founders death the institute passed under the 

charge of a nephew, Speusippus, and thereafter, as we have seen, of a disciple, Xeno- 

crates; the consecutive presidency of whom brings us to the year 314 B.c. Nor does 

the career of the Academy seem to have been broken or its abode disturbed until 

the time of Sulla. On what precise material the works at the Academy when com- 

plete were engrossed may be uncertain, but there can be no extravagance in assuming 

that it was capable of lasting for a century; and if, as seems highly probable, the 

full list was made up under Speusippus by the year 340 B.C., we would thus have it 

carried safely down within the period during which Demetrius could have it tran- 

scribed for Ptolemy. Few who have read the vicissitudes which have been survived 

by the Clarke MS. would find any difficulty in accepting the assumption, that at 

least two well authenticated copies of all Plato’s works existed at the year 200 B.C, 

one at Athens and one at Alexandria. Nay—to judge from the remark of Diogenes 

in his Life of Democritus, that Plato was persuaded not to burn the works of Demo- ix. 4. 

critus, because ‘many had copies’—the number was probably much greater. 

With such an argument as this—indeed it is substantially his—Grote is perfectly 

satisfied. He considers that few if any authors of the Greek classic age have the 

authenticity of their writings placed upon so substantial a foundation; and unhesitatingly 

adopts the entire Thrasylean series, rejecting only the works which in Alexandrian 

times were ‘declared to be spurious by common consent.’ And surely his verdict 

is weighty. Few have had better means of knowing the amount of evidence on which 

the facts of Greek history depend. It is worth adding that the Scholiast on Aristotle’s 
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Metaphysics—though, of course, he is comparatively late—speaks of rov émvypapopevov 

Tlappevidny 4 mept ideav tov Ilkatwvos duadoyov. And other passages might be cited. 

This topic of the spurious dialogues, however, calls for some investigation. With such 

guarantees for authenticity, how did spurious works come to exist at all? Unless 

Plato himself left authoritative testimony that he had published all he wrote, or at 

least had destroyed anything which he did not wish published, it might well enough 

be affirmed after his death, if any one had an interest in advancing such an assertion, 

that some hitherto unpublished work had been discovered. A student in the Academy 

or a contemporary of Plato might do so, if either desired to attack some statement by 

Speusippus about his uncle’s views, But even more unworthy reasons were not wanting. 

The passage usually cited in this connection since Bentley’s time is from Galen: 

mow yap tous év ’AXeEavdpeta re cat Ilepyauw yevéeoOa Bacireig ext xtijoe BiBXiwv 

prormnOévras ovdérw Wevdas éreyéyparro otyypaypa’ AapBavev O ap£apevor pucOov 
tov Koulovtwy alrois otyypauma Tadaod Tivos dvdpos ovTws 6n ToAAA Yrevdas 
érvypapovres exoutcov. Galen certainly lived (130-200+ A.D.) long after the date to 

which he makes reference: still he was born at Pergamus, which favours the idea 

that he had local tradition in support of his assertion, while the motive assigned for 

forgery is unhappily only too probable. Later writers also, unless they derived their 

authority from this passage, confirm Galen’s statement, and even give some details 

upon the subject. Thus David when commenting upon the works of Aristotle, says, 

év ois Sytyntéov Kat TO yujowv dia THY ‘yryvouéevyy vobelav’ voOevovTar yap Ta PiBAla 

mevraxos and proceeds to specify these. It will be observed that Galen dates forgeries 

from the time when libraries had already become recognized channels of royal 

expenditure. Perhaps it is on this ground that Grote would hold the rejected 

dialogues to have been set aside simply because of their late admission into the 

libraries. ‘It is the transmission, the externally attested authenticity, of these works 

that we doubt’—so he seems to make the librarians speak—‘and our doubts are 

based on the fact that our catalogues were completed before they appeared. With 

their internal character—the presence or absence in them of a “Platonisches Gefiihl” 

—we take no concern. And this may possibly be so. Nay, the date at which 

these dialogues appeared might perhaps be brought within narrower compass by the 

reference of Diogenes quoted above to the judgment of Panaetius. The inference 

from the words of Panaetius, who died before 111 B.C, would seem to be that he 
either did not concur in the rejection of the spurious dialogues, or else knew nothing 
of them—that they had appeared after his death, In this way Aristophanes also 
would know nothing of them, nor does Diogenes say anything to contradict this. But 
on the other hand what is to be said of the following? AveBdaddero & 6 Aloxliys 
(pupil of Socrates) kat wddio’ id Meved:jmou tov "Eperpiéws ws Tove Trelarous Stadoyous 
dvras Lwoxparous UroBaddorro, AapBavov Tapa ZavOlarys Sv of pev Kkadovpmevor axéparot 
opddp’ ciaty éxheAuuévoe Kal ovk émipatvorres THv Swxpatixyy edrovlav’ ods Kal Tlecicrpatos 
6 "Ed¢écios éheye wy civar Aloxivov. Kal rav éxta Sé Tors wAcorovs Tlepoaids not 
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Tlacipavros efvae trod ‘Eperpixov, eis rovs Alcyivov 6€ xataraga. adda Kat Tav 

"AvrisOévous tov re pixpov Kipov cat tov ‘HpaxAéa tov éAdocow Kat ’AAKiBiadyv kal 
Tous TOV GARwy O& éoxevopyTa. of 6 odv Tov Aicyivov TO Loxpatixoy 700s aopmepaypévor 

eioly Extra’ mpatos MiAriadys, dt0 Kal dobevérrepov mus exer’ KadXias, “Agioxos, Aoracia, 
"Ark Piadys, Tyravyns, ‘Pivwv. pact 8 airov &t aopiav éAOeiv eis Likedav rpos Atovicroy, 

kat urd pev Tdatwvos rapopOiva, trod 8 ’Apictixrov cvora0qva [others ovorivai). 

dovra té Twas Toy diaddywv Sépa AaBeiv... Tov’rov Tos Siaddyous Kat ’Apictimcos 

urwmrevev. év youv Meyapos avayvyvicxovros aitod pact oxaYra eirovtTa, “md0ev cor, 

Anora, tadra;”.... Tdytwv pévroe tov Swxpatnov Startdywv Tavatris adnOeig evar 

Soxei rovs [\atwvos, Revopaytos, ’AvticOévous, Aicxlvov’ Storage 6& rept rav Paidwvos 
(Ueberweg makes the strange mistake of supposing this to be the dialogue called 

Phaedo, instead of the dialogues written by the person of that name) kat Ev«deldov, 

tous & GAXous avaipet wavras:—to which we may add for completeness diadcyous Totvur iii. 48. 
gact mpatov ypayrat Zivwva tov "EXeatyy’ ’ApictoréAns 0 év wpwoTw Tepl TomTar 

’"Are£apevov Urvpéa 77 Tijiov, ws kat PaGBwpivos év dromvnpovevpact. doxet dé mot TdaTwv 

axpiBacas 7o eldos Kal Ta mpwreia Sixkalws dv waTep TOD KdANOUS OVTW Kal THs evpéerews 
amrogpépecOa. From these passages it would seem clear (1) that dialogues existed 

before Plato was born: (2) that about the time of Socrates’ death, there sprang 

up a perfect literature of them purporting to be his or to embody his teaching : (3) that 

plagiarism existed and was exposed at the time, in connection with these dialogues: 

(4) that the tests by which this exposure was effected were—both then and in the 

time of Diogenes—internal not external: (5) and, finally, that in comparing the list 

given here with that given above, of the spurious Platonic works, we find that there 

are certain names common to both, and that a reference to dxépador diadoyor and 

émra occurs in each list. From all this it will be seen that a shadow falls upon the 

argument given but now for the authenticity of the writings ascribed to Plato. 

Accordingly, in modern times, and more especially since Schleiermacher made his 

great attempt to construct a self-consistent scheme of reasoned truth from those 

writings, the whole question of their reliability has been reconsidered. In arriving 

at a judgment, the tests applied have been both external or historic, and internal 

or literary and speculative. 

On the historic side, the great question has been, Can we find evidence for the Isit referred to 

existence of Plato’s works prior to the time of Aristophanes the grammarian? which by Havatalle? 

again, for practical purposes, resolves itself into the other question, Can we find 

references to them in the works of Aristotle? It is obvious that an authentic 

reference gleaned from such a source would be of great authority. At the same 

time the subject is not without difficulties; for the text of Aristotle is less fully _ 

assured than Plato’s own. Besides the facts already enumerated in support of Plato’s oe 

text, we have the further circumstance, that according to the testimony of Hermann eter die 

and Zeller as quoted by Ueberweg ‘in der gesammten alten Literatur, soweit sie pe aneiites 

uns erhalten ist, keine gesicherte Bezichung auf ein Platonisches Werk sich findet, p. 13:2. 
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welches heute nicht mehr existirte’; so that we now possess at least all the genuine 

works of Plato, whatever those may be. No such affirmation can be made in the 

case of Aristotle. In the Berlin Edition, among the fragments, quite a considerable list 

is given of works referred to in ancient writers as by Aristotle, which have not come 

down to us. Again a considerable quantity of what actually appears under his name 

is doubtful, either absolutely or else in the precise form in which we find it. Zeller 

gives a list of references to Plato in Aristotle which he holds to be discredited on 

this ground. Let us now take two cases in which clear references do occur. In De 

Anima we have tov avrov 6¢ tpdmrovy kat Uddtov ev to Tiymaio tay Woyny ex Tov 

oTolxewy mot, with which compare Timaeus 35 a. Again in the Politics we find 

evdéxeTar yap Kal TéKvwy Kal ‘yuvatKOv Kal KTyuaTwy KoWwvely ToUs ToXiTas GAApAoLS, 

aomep ev ty ILoAuteta ty IAatwvos, with which compare Republic, Book v. In the 
case of both these dialogues, references might be multiplied. For us the problem is, 

Can any similar reference be quoted of which the Parmenides is the object? There 

can not. But it might, of course, happen that Aristotle, while really having in his 

eye a work by Plato, might be less precise in the form of his allusion, trusting that, 
from the context or other circumstances, those for whom he wrote would understand his 

real intention. Accordingly, we find many alleged references to Plato which range 

through all the grades of likelihood from practical certainty downwards. Here for 

example is one which has given rise to discussion: in the Topics, Aristotle says, ws 

Tlharov opigera popavy tiv xara Torov kivysw. No work is cited by name in this 

instance: but in the Parmenides we find «vovmevoy ye [ro &v]  geporro % aAXoLOITO 
av, ara yap povae xurjoes. Nat.... Kat um ef géporto ro év, fro ev TH alto av 

Tepipéporto KiKAw 9 weTadAAAaTTOL Xwpay Erépav GE Erépas.... "AAAG 6H Xepav apeiBov 

Gor’ GANOO ylyvera Kai ovTw Kueirat;... Kara wacav apa kiyow oO bv akinyrov. 

Undoubtedly the sense of the two passages is the same, but there is no verbal 

identity, while on the other hand there is another similar passage in the Theaetetus 

dpa kweicOa xadeis, Grav Tt Xopav &k xwpas petaBadrAy } Kat ev TH a’TO oTpépyTal; 

"Eywye. Totro mev toivw & éotw eldos. Stray 6& i ev ev TH adTO, ynpdoKy Se... ¥ 
Twa aAynv GAAolwrw GAAoWTaL, apa ovK akov Erepov eidos Pavat Kurjoews ; “Epmovye Soxei. 

"Avaykaiov pev odv. dvo dy éyw TotTw ctdy Ktijoews, GAXolwow, Tiy O& Tepipopar. 
Ueberweg is not sure that any more is meant than a reference to some statement 

made orally at the Academy; but if a work is alluded to, he thinks that a reference 

to the Parmenides is ‘etwas weniger ungenau. Again, Stallbaum, in his copious and 
learned introduction to the dialogue, cites various passages from Aristotle, which clearly 

seem to treat of questions within Aristotle’s knowledge, very closely resembling those 
which are discussed in this dialogue. Of these we may quote two. Controverting 
the distinction between Adyou pds Tov’voua and pos THv dtavotav, Aristotle says, E 67 
Tis TAEw cHuaivovtos TOU ovduaTos olorro ev onuaivew, Kal 6 épwrav Kal 6 EpwTwmevos— 
olov tows TO dv H TO ev wOARa onuatve, GAAG Kal 6 arokpivdpuevos Kai 6 épwrav Zivwv 
év oldpevos elvar apirnoe, cat rtw 6 Adbyos Sri ev wavra—odTos mpds Tovvoua fora } 
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mpos THv didvoiay Tod épwrwmévov Sietdeyuévos. And again, near the end of the same 334 12> 25. 

work, he says, Tots uév yap Soxei TavTov onuaivey TO dv Kat TO Ev of 6& Tov Lijyevos 

Adyov Kat Ilappevidov Avovor dia TO woAAaXaS gpavae Td ey AéyerOar Kai TO ov. Un- 

doubtedly there is a strong resemblance here to the course of our dialogue pp. 127-9: 

but unfortunately neither the dialogue nor its author is named, and the reference is 

not so close as to satisfy us without that additional security. All that we can do 

is to point out, as Zeller is careful to do, that allusions in themselves uncertain gain Plato, etc. p. 59. 

in force from the circumstance that ‘the Platonic writings are the only writings of 

the Socratic school to which he ever refers. This circumstance makes it extremely 

probable that Aristotle really intends to ascribe all the writings quoted by him in 

this form (here however the quotation is what is doubtful) to Plato.’ 

Admitting, however, the absence of a clear reference, we are still entitled to 

plead, that, as was mentioned above, we do not possess Aristotle’s works in a perfect 

form. Thus we find in the list of lost works tabulated in the Berlin Edition ra v. 1508» 

mept Tov cidav ypadévra adt@ dvo BiBXia, GAdNa bvTa Tapa TO M Kal Vv Kal ékTOS THs 

mera Ta Gvotka cuvtafews (Michael Ephesius in Metaph. N. vi. and others). Had 

we but these two books, the apparent silence of the Metaphysics might cause no 

anxiety. But taking matters at their worst—assuming that he never did refer to the 

Parmenides—we might still meet the difficulty by parallel cases. Thus Zeller, who 

has carefully treated the question, says, ‘Aristotle is not passing judgment on Plato’s Pl. ete, p. 73 

works as a literary historian who is bound to furnish a complete catalogue of them, ”” 

Nor does he deal with them as a modern writer of the history of Philoso- 

phy, whose object it is to combine their whole philosophic content ...; he only 

mentions them when occasion offers... He owes his knowledge of the Platonic 

doctrines in the first place to verbal communication and personal intercourse; in the 

second place only, to the writings of Plato.... The metaphysical bases of the system 

... are... searchingly criticised,... but in by far the greater number of cases on the 

ground of Plato’s discourses... Only one of the many passages from which we 

derive our knowledge of the theory of ideas is quoted by him [Phaedo, 100 B sq. in 

Met. L 9, XIIL 5, Gen. et Corr. Il. 9]; he makes no allusion to what is said on the 

subject in the Republic, Timaeus, Symposium, Phaedrus, and Theaetetus; nor to 

the explanations of the Sophist, Parmenides, and Philebus, though there was abundant 

opportunity for it... It is certainly surprising that Aristotle should assert that Plato 

never enquired wherein the participation of things in ideas consists; while in the 

Parmenides [130 E sqq.] the difficulties with which this theory has to contend are 

clearly pointed out. But it is not more surprising than that he should assail the 

doctrine of ideas with the question: “Who formed the things of sense after the 

pattern of the ideas?” [Met. I 9, 99!a, 20], though it is distinctly stated in the 

Timaeus [28 C sq.] that the Creator of the world did this in looking on the eternal 

archetypes. Nor again that he should maintain, notwithstanding the well-known 

explanation in the Phaedo [100 B etc], often alluded to by himself,—...... that 
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the final cause is not touched by the ideas [Met. I. 9, 992a 29 ovde dy 6 epi ... ovOev 

darerat Ta elon]. We should have expected that in attacking Plato about the rpiros 
avOpwros Aristotle, had he been acquainted with the Parmenides, would have referred 

to the fact that in that dialogue the same objection is raised. But might we not 

also have expected after the further stricture, “Plato ought then to assume ideas 

of art productions, mere relations, etc., which he does not,’ some such remark as 

this: “In his writings he certainly does speak of such ideas?”’ Nor is such unex- 

pected forgetfulness confined to Aristotle. Diogenes Laértius enumerates among 

certain other facts peculiar to Plato—in whose case, as has been seen, we do not 

hear of lost works—that rpards re avtetpykws cxeddv dract Tois mpd avTov, yTeira 

dia TL py Euvnpdvevoe Anuoxptrov. The illustration seems very pertinent: it is impossible 

to suppose that Plato was not well acquainted with the tenets of a man of great 

celebrity who was his contemporary for some sixty years. 

But something further may be urged in relation to the question. Thus in his com- 

mentaries upon Aristotle’s Physics Simplicius says, raxa \éyomev Sr mpos Ta év TH Siadoyw 

+p Uapueridn rapa tod Wrdrevos eipnuéva arereivaro viv 6 ’ApiororéAns, év ois TO ev ov 

broriOguevov Tov Lapuevidny kat arodekvivra Oavudgew goxev 6 IDAatwy. The words of 

Aristotle to which Simplicius is referring are jupévor péev obv Kal érepoi Ties éiow adrijs 

[se. Tis yevérews or wetaBorjs], GAN’ ovx kkavas. mwpOTOY Bev Yap Omodroyovow amas ‘yiverOat 
é« un Ovros, 7 Llappevidny opOas A€éyerv. Simplicius has said that the commentators regard 
this as a reference to the historical Parmenides, and then makes the remark which 

Mallach Fram.of we have quoted. Certainly Parmenides rejected ro my dy entirely, and contended for 
Parmen. 59-64. 

156 C-D-E. 

a being which had no yéveow, POopa, or peraBorsj—as ayévntov éov Kat avodeOpov 

eoru—tha yap yéerynv Sibjrea abrod; my, TdOev avénOév; ovr’ ék uy dvTos éacw pacOa 

a ovdé voce. We may observe also that Aristotle puts the words Ilapuevidyy eye 
under the government of érepor ... duoAoyovow, and that the process of becoming and 

change is discussed more than once in the Parmenides, particularly in the argument 

marked in our marginal summary, III. iii, where the language used is in conformity 

with Aristotle’s observation. We shall venture, however, to take a wider sweep in 

our reflections. It is conceded that the Parmenides is a very important dialogue in 

connection with the characteristic Platonic doctrine of ideas, It alone has the word 

Ideas included in its title, and some objectors can hardly be alive to the blank which 

would be caused in our conception of the ideal theory had this work not come down 

to us. They first read into that theory all the light this dialogue sheds, and then 

extinguish it, but without forgetting what it has shown them. Let us now, bearing 

this in mind, reflect for a moment upon the character of Aristotle’s Metaphysics. In 

composing the treatise of which that work represents all that we possess, Aristotle 

was perforce led to dwell at length upon the views of Plato, because Plato was in 
strictness the first of the metaphysicians. His predecessors, with partial exceptions, 
were more properly investigators of physical facts and causes. Accordingly we find 
that the doctrines of Plato upon ideas are discussed pointedly and in detail in a 
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passage which is twice repeated, and that they are over and over again referred to 
in other parts of the work. And yet, throughout the whole, only two dialogues are 
named—the Hippias, which is surely not of vital consequence, and the Phaedo. It 
will not be maintained that the Phaedo is the only dialogue to which a reference 
would under the circumstances be expected. Even it is referred to only in connec- 
tion with a special point, and the argument which precedes and follows contains no 
allusion of a similar nature. Suppose the Parmenides dropt from view for the moment, 
still why have we no citation from the Meno, the Cratylus, the Republic, the Philebus, 
the Timaeus—to say nothing of the Sophistes and Politicus, which, like the Parmenides, 
are suspect? Surely, to repeat the contention of Zeller, with such a series of works 
unmentioned, the argument from silence loses much of its force. And if we consider 

the substance of Aristotle’s criticisms in the passages just indicated, we are justified 

in contending that no dialogue which Plato ever wrote would form a more natural 

and obvious text for them than the Parmenides. Apart now from its controver- 

sial portions, what is the character of Aristotle’s treatise as a whole? It is not 

very artistically compacted, but it exhibits several well marked features. (1) It 

handles repeatedly the conceptions éy, éy, dpiOucs. For these we may refer to the 

Parmenides at large. (2) It defines or describes certain terms liable to be misunder- 

stood, prominent among which—besides éy and déy—stand dpyij, ravtdv, davtixelueva, i 

mpotepa and varepa, répas, &£is, Ta00s, orépnois, wépos, Sov, yévos. Let any one for 

a moment consider the part played by these ideas in the Parmenides. (3) It emphati- 

cally presses, d plusieurs reprises, the vital importance of the law of contradiction 

to metaphysical inquiries, although the natural place for such insistence would be a 

treatise on deductive logic. Now a prominent objection urged by Grote against the 

arguments advanced in the Parmenides is, that they constantly violate this law—the 

one ‘is and is not,’ ‘moves and is still,’ ‘is like and unlike,’ ‘one and many,’ 

The law of contradiction had hardly received definite form before Plato’s time; but 

Aristotle might feel all the more bound to give it prominence in view of the—under 

our supposition—conspicuous instance in which neglect of it in metaphysical investiga- 

tions had been exemplified. (4) Let any one glance at the vocabulary of the Meta- 

physics and mark the employment of such words as dxpiSés, vonua, tapaderypua, 

apayuateverOal, toaypuatela, emiatijun, Kivyos, weraGory, taking along with it the well 

known statement éri de of dxpiBéorepor Tov Adywv of pev THY TpPds TL ToLovoLY (déas, 

dv ov papev eivae cad’ avro yévos, of de Tov Tpirov avOpwroy AéEyovow, and then compare 

the text of this dialogue. It is not meant, by this line of argument, that the Meta- 

physics is a polemic directed against the Parmenides alone—in that case the dialogue 

would have been named—but it is meant that the substance of the Parmenides is 

distinctly included with that of such dialogues as the Republic, Phaedo, and Philebus, 

in Aristotle’s mental picture of Plato’s views, and forms a prominent feature in his 

controversial allusions; and that but for the existence of the Parmenides, the polemic 

of Aristotle would lose half its point and value. 
é 
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Yet, probable as these arguments may be, so long as actual demonstration is not 

reached objections may be raised. The chief of these is that, while the points of 

relation between the Parmenides and the Metaphysics are undoubtedly striking, they 

are due, not to the fact that the author of the latter had the former in his mind, but 

rather to a very different cause, to wit that the author of the former had either read 

the latter or had heard Aristotle lecturing, and so could not be Plato. This 

objection and any answers that may be made to it rest not upon historical but upon 

internal evidence. In reply we may argue thus—referring to the notes for details. 

1. Had the author of the Parmenides been a student of Aristotle he would in 

discussing, as he does, ideas of relation have naturally called them ideas zpés 1, 

which is their technical name in Aristotle's works, He does not do so. But he uses 

the preposition wpos in a less formal way—zpos dAdijAas etaty al elow, Tpos avras, 

mpos Ta wap’ nuiv, and so on—a way which suggests that, while the technical phrase 

was yet unselected, we may have here the very source from which “it was drawn. 

Again, we find scattered through the work such names for the ideas as avry omosdrns, 

airo ro &y, a’ta Ta edn. But we do not find the av’ro coalescing with the following 

word in the manner which is familiar to readers of Aristotle, in such words as 

avtoavOpwros, aitofmor, avTodim\dotoy, avtodoéa. Here also the technical terminology 

of Aristotle seems unknown to the writer of this work. Similarly in the passage 

where zpecBirepoy is said to be opposed as a diapopdrys to jvewTepor, and to that 

alone, there is no allusion to the well-known technical phraseology of the Categories, 

in the chapter upon zpos te, with regard to ra oiketws avtictpéeporTa. 

2. And as with the terminology, so with the conceptions, of the dialogue—they 

seem less developed and analysed than similar conceptions in the works of Aristotle. 

Thus the discussion of «xiyyois, which is begun in the first argument and resumed in 

other parts of the work, does not reveal a logical division of the subject as clear 

as that which we find in the Physics. The same seems to hold good in regard to 

the relations of wavy to é\ov when compared with the treatment of them in the 

Metaphysics. Nor could the argument érépwOi dv ergo érepov have been employed by 

anyone who was familiar with the Sophistici Elenchi, particularly chapter v. 

But specific evidence is produced, chiefly by Ueberweg, which tends to show that 

statements in the Metaphysics are irreconcilable with the Platonic authorship of this 

dialogue. 

1. Thus Ueberweg quotes the following remark made by Aristotle when 

speaking of the manner in which, according to Plato, things participate in the ideas 

cata péOekw yup eivat Ta TOANA ToY cvvwimwY Tois eideow. THy 6é méOekw Tovvoua 

movov petéBarev’ of ev yap TvOaydpeo pymjoee Ta dvta pac eiva tay apiOuar, 

TDAatoy dé uebé€et, Totvoua meraBartov. Thy pévror ye wéOcew ) Thy plunow, iris av ety 

Tov edav, apeicay ev kow@ ytetv. The objection here hinges on the sense of the last 
clause. Ueberweg gives no verbal translation of the words: but in order to make out 
a case from them the rendering would need to be that Plato and the Pythagoreans 
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‘were at one in omitting to investigate’ the nature of uéOefis and pluyow. The 
opening part of the Parmenides being in express terms a discussion of péOegis, the 
objection comes to a bearing instantly. Now in making this statement mere 
inadvertent error on Aristotle’s part is perfectly possible. A man busy with his own 
great and somewhat hostile speculations does not always keep in mind all that an 
opponent has said and done. Any modern philosophic controversy in a magazine 

might illustrate this. Again such an argument might seem effective if it stood alone, 

yet be perceptibly weakened by repetition. We would not willingly surrender three 

dialogues on such a ground; and as a fact Ueberweg has that difficulty to face. 

Aristotle explicitly states that Plato never investigated the genesis of concrete things, pe Gener. et 

like flesh or bones, but confined himself to that of ¢rovyeia; which is contradicted by Com i 3:54 

Timaeus 73—a work which Ueberweg places first on the list of those authenticated $ce.ako Tim. 

by Aristotle, because of the number of his allusions to it. Here Ueberweg extricates 356 Phaedo 

himself thus: “theils betrifft dies eine Frage von geringerer Bedeutung, so dass ein” Poa 

Uebersehen leichter erklarlich ware, (surely to Plato it would be a question of méOegis 

in both places) theils bestimmt Aristoteles im Folgenden seine Meinung naher dahin, 

dass mit Ausnahme des Demokrit keiner seiner Vorgiénger etwas wissenschaftlich 

Bedeutsames dariber gesagt habe.’ Again, the nature of méOefs is discussed in the 

Philebus, ‘worin,’ however, pleads Ueberweg, ‘Aristoteles noch kein Gyreiy finden pnit. iss. 

mochte. Probably he is contending for a foregone conclusion. But the argument 

may be attacked on closer grounds. The words ddgeicav év xow@ yreiv may possibly 

be made to bear the meaning above given to them; at the same time one cannot 

but feel that another is preferable. Aristotle, if fairly understood, simply means that 

the Pythagoreans and Plato were not wedded to a particular view on this matter. 

They held the doctrine, believed that it contained the key of their problem, and tried 

to make their meaning intelligible; no doubt. Yet they acknowledged the over- 

whelming difficulty of the subject and ‘left the matter as an open question to be 

investigated in common’ by philosophers. ‘In medio reliquerunt’ says the Index of ger, £4. index 

Bonitz finder xowds (though a different view would seem to be taken under aguévac), Avs sub ver: 

and it ‘is satisfactory to find that Dr. Jackson in one of his very able articles 

translates the passage thus, ‘but what this participation or imitation was to be, both 5... prio, 

Plato and the Pythagoreans left an open question.’ With such a rendering there is no No. 20, p. 92 

difficulty about Plato’s discussing péOefis in the Parmenides or elsewhere ; he may 

and does discuss it, but he is far from satisfied with his conclusions, and would 

welcome fresh light from any friendly quarter. Appeal might be made to the Phaedo, 10 p-10. 

especially 100 D, iaws evjOws exw Tap’ euauT@, STL ovK GAXo TL motel auTO Kadov 7) 4H 

éxelyov Too KaAou elre Tapoucia, ere Kowwvia, cite Ory On Kat brws Tpocyevouern (he had 

already said dudte peréxer éxelvov To Kadov) ov yap ert TovTO ducxupiGopat, GAN’ Ste To 

Ka\@ Tarra Ta Kada ‘ylyverat xada, etc. The objection, in fact, cannot be sustained. 

2, Again, it is contended very plausibly by Ueberweg that an argument... 

which is put forward in the Parmenides against the tenability of the ideal theory is 132 0-5. 
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simply an adaptation of what is called the rpiros dvOpwros confutation employed by 
Aristotle, and must therefore have been employed by some forger who had read 

Index Aristotelii Aristotle—not by Plato. In Bonitz we find the following cases in which Aristotle 

cus subvec. makes use of or refers to this argument. 
Met. i. 9, 900 b (1) "Exc 68 of axpiBértepor Tov Noy (ze. of those in which ra e/éy are maintained) 
17. e 4 a , ~ 707 fal a+ > > eS c € ‘ x G 

of wey Tov Tpos TL ToLovoW ideas, Gv ov Pamev etvar Kal’ avTO ‘yevos, of de Tov TpiToY 
wv z 

avOpwmrov NEeyouow. 
: aif : Pe 

(2) Which we place next as a mere repetition of the previous one—Ezx b€ of 
ny , A , e \ A , on hod iol »” > Q’ eon 

axpiBécrarot TGV Adywy of wey TAY Tpds TL ToLoVoLY WEas, wy Ov pacw etvat Ka avTO 
is € A *. 

yévos, of 6€ T. T. a. X. 

Met. xii. 4, 1079 a 

13: 

ia la ‘ er if a * ~ 

Met. vi. 13, (3) "Orws b¢ cuuBaiver, & extw ovola 6 GvOpwros Kat boa ovTw AeyeTat, wnBEV Tor 
a > , \ \ eo? won > 9 OF , > & 

év TH Adyw elvar pnOevds ovalar, unde Xwpls Urapxew aiTaV fund ev GrAw, eyw d’ oiov 
> a ~ % a , » , ow ia , 

ovx eval Te €Gov wapa Ta Twa, otd GAO Tay ev Tois Adyous ovOEv. "Ex Te dy TovTwY 

1039 a 3. 

Oewpotat pavepoy rt ov0ev Tay KaOdXOU UrapxovTwY ovata éoTl, Kal OTE ovbey onuaiver Tor 

Koy KaTyyopouuevwy Tdde Tt, GANa Toidvde. Ei de pu}, GAAa Te moAAa oupPaiver Kal o 

tpitos avOpwros. 

Met. x 1, 1059 b (4) Ta pév ody edn Ste ode Sort, dprov. “Opws 6 aropiay exer, Kav elval Tis avra 

F Oy, bia th ToT’ obx Gomep ert Tov paOynaTiKGr, oUTws EXE Kal Ext T@Y Grwv ov éoTW 

elon. Aéyo & Ste Ta paOnuatiKa mev peragd Te Tov edov TBéact kat Tov aicOyTav oloy 

rpita Twa Tapa Ta €ldn TE Kai Ta Sedpo' TpiTos O avOpwros ovK ~xtW Ovs trTos Tap’ avTdv 

Te kal ToUs KaO’ ExacTov. 

Sophist. Hlench. (5) "Ere 6¢ kat o%6 eft toltwy Tov AOywv—namely, among others—Kai 67: éere tes 

tpltos avOpwros Tap’ abrov (i.e. the idea) cat Tovs kal? éxartor. This he goes on to interpret. 

(6) Alexander commenting upon (1) says, after illustrating how the argument may 

be conducted, ty mev ovv rpwTn Tov T. a. eEnyjicer GAXot TE KeXpyvTa Kal Evsnuos cagpas 

év Tois Tept AéLews, Ty Oe TeAevTAala adTos (ze. Aristotle) & te To TpwTw Tepl (deer Kat 
év tourw (Met. 1.) per’ orLyov. 

Now by any one looking over these passages it will probably be admitted that 

we have not discovered the origin of the name. The fourth is the only one in which 

Aristotle speaks in terms which look as if he were making use of the name or the 

argument for the first time; yet he can hardly be doing so, for this is in the tenth 

Book, and we see that it already appears in the first and sixth. And in these (we 

may bracket I. and XII.) he speaks of ‘the’ 7. a. as of a method of reasoning well 

known, while in (5) he refers to it as being used quite commonly in a sophistical 

manner; and finally Alexander says it was used by others as well as by Aristotle. 

Perhaps however Alexander, in saying it was used by others, is simply adopting the 

language of the passage (1) on which he is commenting. It is hard to understand 

how anyone reading Met. 1. 9 could assume that the argument called 7. a. originated 
with Aristotle. It is an argument of general bearing, to which a particular application 
has given a pithy name. The name may be due to Aristotle, although his existing 
works seem to give no proof that it is; but of the thing he expressly declares én: 6é 

22,178 b 36. 
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of axpiBéorepor tev Oywv... Tov Tplrov dvOpwrov éyovow. True, the use of the 
argument in the Parmenides is a use with the eyes open to its consequences—not a 

use which is unconsciously self-destructive, and the destructiveness of which is left for 

Aristotle to point out. But Aristotle says nothing which should render that an 

objection; and, as we shall presently see, it applies to other works besides the 

Parmenides. Accordingly we may meet Ueberweg’s objection thus: 

a. If the 7. a argument occurs in the Parmenides it does not follow that it was 

derived from Aristotle, since he speaks of that argument as known independently of him. 

8B. We might even, as has been hinted above, find in the words of dx«piBécrepa 

rov Noywy the missing reference of Aristotle to the Parmenides—certainly no more 

correct description of the dialogue could be given than these words convey; and Dr. 

Jackson holds that there is no doubt upon the matter. In connection with the Jour. puil. 2, 

expression used by Aristotle it may perhaps be interesting to quote from the dialogue * ** 

the following phrases: odd atrd (Td yévos émiaoriuns) axpiBéarTepor, ... axpiBerTaTny 132 0-0. 

emioT HUY... aKpiBerTtaTy SeoToTeta ... axpiBerraryn érictijun. In other respects also the 

Parmenides meets the case. Aristotle declares that these Adyor of which he is 
speaking acknowledge the existence of ideas tov zpos 71, and the definition given of 

moos tt in the Categories enables us to determine that the ideas of dmodrys, méyeOos, 

Searroreia, oracts and xivyows, of which this dialogue speaks, are all ideas of that class. 
y. But we may go further: if the Parmenides contains the argument in question 

so does the Republic. Plato is arguing about the construction of «Atva by God and «. s97¢. 

says, dvo dé TotavTae 7 TAElovs OvTE epuTEVOncay v70 TOU Beco ovTE wy pracw..."OTL... 

év0 movas Toujoee, Tarw dv pla avadavetn, ns exeivar dv ad aupdrepat TO eidos Exouev, Kal 

ein dv & éote KAlyn éxety, GAN’ ovx ai dvo. So likewise in the Timaeus @ propos of the Tim. 3:4 

question whether there are several heavens or one—elwep cata TO wapadevypa 
Sednusoupynuevos éora there must be but one, ro yap wepiéxov wavta, Omdca vonTa 
Goa, pe éExrépov SevTepov ovk av mor etn’ Tadw yap dv éTepov eivat TO Tept Exelvw 

béoe Ceov, oF pépos av elryy éxelvw, Kat ovK adv ert éxelvow aXN exelvw TH TeptexovTL TOO 
dv adopowpévov éyorro dpOdTepov. Here, as before, the argument is weakened by 
repetition. We might surrender the Parmenides; are we to give up the Republic or 

Timaeus with it? Fortunately it is not incumbent on us to do so. Already a clear 

reference to each of them from Aristotle as genuine has been cited, and they stand at p. si. above. 

the head of Ueberweg’s list as being more frequently and clearly referred to by 

Aristotle than any other Platonic works. And if they stand, then, so far as this 

argument is concerned, the Parmenides may stand with them. 

Admitting, however, that the work is not proved to be of a date more recent Could Fiatohave 

than Aristotle, scholars still maintain on various grounds that it at least could not “teri? 

have been written by Plato. Thus Socher, as Stallbaum points out, considers the parmen. 

work spurious on the ground that while it treats of a subject eminently Platonic, it"! ® »~ 

does so in a trenchantly destructive spirit. “So derb geht doch wohl kein Schrift- 

steller sich selbst zu Leibe!” (Socher). This is a plausible argument. To anyone who 
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seeks to arrange the works of Plato so as to give a complete and self-consistent 

scheme of philosophic reasoning, a criticism such as he is here found directing against 

the basis of his system cannot but cause some embarrassment. And Stallbaum’s 

explanation of the difficulty must be regarded as unsatisfactory. According to him 

Plato here criticises not the actual theory of ideas but merely something which to an 

inattentive reader might be mistaken for it. But that Plato should allow views so 

like his own, yet not his, to appear as if rejected by himself, without clearly indicating 

their points of divergence, seems very improbable, and amounts almost to deliberate 

trifling with the convictions of those who were his pupils and devoted followers. 

It may be pointed out that there is no exceptional keenness, nothing like animus, 

in the phraseology of the Parmenides. It is simply a discussion of the difficulties 

arising out of a theory of ideas, and an acknowledgment of their gravity. In the 

Theaetetus Plato exhibits as untenable every definition of knowledge; yet he believed 
in knowledge and in knowledge of ideas. In such a case we must take account of the 

mental detachment, the humorous sense of self-depreciation, which shows itself at 

intervals in all Plato’s writings. We hear of the irony of Socrates; and no doubt 

much that Plato writes is written artistically in character. But his artistic success 

arises largely from personal sympathy with the feeling delineated. Moreover he had 

a remarkably developed dialectical faculty, and no thinker so gifted could reach 

middle life without being forcibly impressed by the conviction that in the last resort 

metaphysical questions must be dropped with a sigh, rather than argumentatively set 

at rest. ‘I thought,’ says Prof. Green, an earnest metaphysician if ever one existed, 

‘I had got hold of a key which I find now will not unlock so much as I fancied it 

would.’ And just as Socrates in the course of conversation playfully made light of 

his own knowledge, so Plato, when impressed by a sense of metaphysical failure, 

gives this feeling from time to time ample but also playful expression. If, on the 

other hand, conviction is strong within him it asserts itself by rising above conscious 

defects of argument in great declamatory bursts—‘I know that my redeemer liveth’— 

or again by taking refuge in the dogmatism of a professor. As Grote says, ‘ Plato is, 

occasionally, abundant in his affirmations: he has also great negative fertility in 

starting objections: but the affirmative current does not come into conflict with the 

negative. His belief is enforced by rhetorical fervour, poetical illustration, and a 

vivid emotional fancy. These elements stand to him in the place of positive proof ; 

and when his mind is full of them, the unsolved objections, which he himself had 

stated elsewhere, vanish out of sight. Towards the close of his life (as we shall see 

in the Treatise De Legibus), the love of dialectic, and the taste for enunciating 

difficulties even when he could not clear them up, died out within him. He becomes 
ultradogmatical, losing even the poetical richness and fervour which had once marked 
his affirmations, and substituting in their place a strict and compulsory orthodoxy.’ 
And what is here truly said of Plato’s life and speculation as a whole is equally 
applicable to any dialogue wherein destructive criticism is followed by a constructive 
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effort. When the latter begins the drama ceases, and the conversation becomes as 

uninteresting as a catechism. Drop the questions from the catechism of the West- 

minster Divines and you leave a treatise: omit the answers from the latter portions 

of the Republic or Parmenides and you have a treatise likewise. Nor must we 

overlook the fact that while Plato’s interest in philosophy was undoubtedly profound, 
his feeling for and delight in literary expression was a keen rival to it, and perhaps 

from time to time even took control of the argument. This may be called an 

external way of putting the case, and it may be urged that in Plato the form is the 

necessary counterpart of the matter, that the two compose an organism which cannot 

be severed into its elements. It is doubtful whether this alters the question very 

much. Philosophic enunciation in early times, partly from its fragmentary and 

inspired character, partly from the undeveloped state of prose composition, was either 

aphoristic or poetical. Its next form, during the generation prior to Plato, became in 

the main that of the dialogue. Plato with his great natural genius had almost no 

philosophic reading except verse, and for years witnessed the dialogue in the most 

picturesque and lively operation. The result in his hands was a sort of poetic 

apotheosis of the dialogue. Yet, soon afterwards, this form of expression ceased from 

the domain of speculation. That Plato was not straining his convictions when he 

claimed that dialogue, and even spoken dialogue, was the only true vehicle for 

speculation we may quite believe. But, on the other hand, Plato we can imagine was 

sometimes quite aware of his ability to write dialogue, and occasionally, as we 

cannot but think, must have felt dialogue an artificial encumbrance. At times 

dialogue runs away with him. At times again he gives us not dialogue but a 

narrative of dialogue at second, third, or even fourth hand. If at such times his 

expression is the essential clothing of his thought then at such times his thought 

must have been itself rather artificial Let us be frank on this matter. The 

difficulty that is found in arranging his works may in part be due to the fact that he 

lectured constantly but published only portions of his views. That, however, does 

not meet the whole case. Professors do not usually give to the world of their worst. 

As a rule they publish what has been most carefully matured and has produced 

in their experience the deepest impression, perhaps even what old pupils urge them 

to put in a permanent form. Plato may not have done this; but assuredly he was 

no child in authorship. His works are voluminous, of brilliant ability, and carefully 

polished. Yet while he is often as detailed as any philosopher who ever lived, and 

while his works give much more than mere fragments of his views, he has seen fit to 

leave his writings to the world as if they were in the main mere detached and 

fortuitous conversations between groups of persons whom accident threw together. 

Socrates conversed at random. Granted: but Plato was not conversing. Yet his 

works are in such a state of mutual detachment, that it needs a cumbersome literary 

finesse in order to allude to one in the other, and after all we are left in doubt which 

is the referring dialogue and which the object of the reference. Surely if we are 
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now at issue about the order of his writings and the growth of his views, this is, 

at least in part, but the penalty justly incurred by Plato the philosopher to Plato 

the literary man. It is not meant that he was often or consciously sophistical ; 

but it is meant that he was not infrequently artificial. Carlyle in like manner, 

though pronounced to be ‘terribly in earnest, had a very artificial habit of 

omitting to specify the persons whose views he was controverting, and of affect- 

ing to quote from Sauerteig and Our earnest friend. Leaving this slightly un- 

congenial argument on one side, then, and accepting Plato as also ‘in earnest, 

although Johnson does not admit that in regard to Greek thinkers, we have still to 

remember that his works do not represent even to his own mind an elaborate ‘system 

of reasoned truth, in which every step is a logical necessity logically made good, 

where there are no defects and no excrescences, known or unknown to the author, 

and where the end is clearly in view from the beginning: but that rather they 

exemplify the lifelong growth of a great mind, which had indeed a prevailing bias 

and aspiration, but little demonstrable certainty about systematic details, which was 

always feeling after the truth, yet often confessed that it had failed to find it, which 

sometimes contradicted itself, sometimes ironically gave up its quest, and sometimes 

under new circumstances lost faith in old conclusions, which was as much sceptical 

as it was dogmatic, which was influenced by literary as well as philosophic impulses ; 

but which always strove to be found ‘on the side of the angels.’ It is a truism to 

say that no theory of the universe has yet met all objections. Plato might well be 

sensible that objections could be raised to his, yet cling to it as still on the whole 

the best; nay, even as an anchor of his soul, although entering into that which was 

within the veil. ‘Behold the cloud, and again ‘behold the cloud, says Ruskin 

when called on to explain the ultimate character of geological forces; but he does 

not therefore dispute the reality of their action. ‘The true eye for talent presupposes 

the true reverence for it—O Heavens, presupposes so many things!’ exclaims Carlyle; 

yet he does not therefore cease to hold that heroes are to be found, and therefore 

to be sought. We do not then admit that the Parmenides is spurious because it 

controverts doctrines elsewhere urged by Plato; on the contrary we conclude by citing; 

in addition to the Theaetetus, other passages indicating a similar tone of mind. In 

the Sophistes, he contrasts materialists with idealists as two opposing schools, each 

of which is extreme—the latter pddra evAaBos dvw0ev é€ aoparov modev apvvovra 

(against the former), voyrad arta xat dowpara edn Biagouevor tv GAnOuyy ovctav 

eva. He certainly calls them jmepwrepo than their opponents; yet all along he 

speaks of them critically as from without. Nevertheless, the soundest explanation 

of the passage is, that he is criticising his own views. The same thing recurs 

in the Politicus. Again, in the Phaedo he clearly shows that his arguments in 

favour of the ideas have not laid his doubts to rest. Having already had occasion 

to quote the striking language in which he there admits his speculative anxieties, 

we need cite here only the closing words—od ydp et toro Sucxupifouat, adr’ dre 
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T@® KANO TavTa TA Kaa ylyverar Kara... Tas Toradras Kourveias ens dv xalpew, Tapers 

aroxplvacOa trois ceavrod codwrépots’ cl dé Sedis dv, TO Neyouevoy, Tv EavToD aKiay, 

Kal THY Gmepiav, exOuevos exeivou TOU aoadrovs THe brobdrews, OUTWS aroKpivao uy: and 
so on. Hereafter we shall discuss in more detail the relation in which the self- 

criticism of the Parmenides stands to Plato’s system as a whole. Apart from this 

difficulty, there appears to be no good reason of an internal character for doubting 

the authenticity of the work. It is a philosophical discussion bearing upon a subject 

intimately associated with Plato’s name. In point of importance and character, it is 

eminently worthy of his reputation. Nor is this a small matter: we can imagine an 

inferior writer trying to gain currency for a second rate work by assigning it to a 

great author, but who that could rival Plato would consent to remain unknown? 

As Mr. Jowett says: ‘Shorter works are more likely to have been forged than longer Plato, end Edit., 

ones... while, perhaps, there is no instance of an ancient writing proved to be gee 

forgery, which combines great excellence with considerable length. A really great 

writer would have no object in fathering his works on Plato; and to the forger or 

imitator, the “literary hack” of Alexandria or Athens, the Gods did not grant original 

genius.’ Again, it is in Plato’s style, by which are meant several things. Not only 

is it a dialogue—and no philosophic dialogues have come down to us with any name 

but Plato’s—the type of dialogue likewise, and the characters, are Platonic. It begins 

in a lively dramatic fashion, such as might be paralleled in many of his works, then, 

when the theme proper has been introduced, the dramatic character, as was said 

above, becomes subordinate and ceases to be an essential feature of the composition. 

So in the Republic; when preliminaries are settled, and constructive work begins, 

what importance have the answers of Glauco or Adimantus? They simply confirm 

Socrates, give him an opportunity for restating an argument, save the work from 

being a mere treatise, and furnish the chief speaker with an avamavAa. Such is the 

service done by Aristoteles in the Parmenides. Even the artificiality of the narrative 

may be made an argument in its favour. An imitator would hardly be likely to 

make his work a report of a report of a report. 

Having now dealt with most of the objections which are raised, let us conclude Does Plato cise- 

by asking whether there are any traces in Plato’s other works of a reference to the Yb"? 

Parmenides. Such references can, as we have seen, be only indirect. Bearing that 

fact in mind we may place side by side the following passages :— 

PHILEBUS, 14C-I5. PARMENIDES, 129. 

ZS. Toorov tolvuy Tov Adyov ... TOV vov dy Z. Ov voui&ers etvar adto Kal’ avo eidds 

maparerovTa éyo, pice THs mepuKoTa Tl OmoloTHTOS, Kal TH ToLOUTw ad ado Tt 

Oavuartov. &y yap on Ta ToANG elvat Kat évaytloy, 6 €aTw avomolov" ...€ O€ Kal WayvTAa 

ro ey TOANG Oavpastov AcexOév, Kat Padsov évavtioy dvTwy auporépwv peTarauBaver, Kat 

aupisByrioa. TL *Ap' ovv Aéyets, STAaV gore TH meTéxerv Guoty Smoud TE Kal avdmora 

zis gut oy, Updrapxoy, eva yeyovera picet, aura autos, Ti Oavmacroyv;...adN e& 6 
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Zeller holds that we have a reference directly 

‘I have already supported this in my Platon. Stud. 194, by the argument 

that the first part of the Parmenides is as good as directly cited in the Philebus, 

and this reason I still think is quite valid. Schaarschmidt (Samml. d. plat. Schr. 

277) also agrees with me; he, however, makes use of this supposition in a different 

direction’—to discredit both dialogues. 

Again, turning to the Phaedo we may make a further comparison: 

PHAEDO, 102 B. 
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peyéeBer 0 TUyXaver Exwv. 

PARMENIDES, 130 E. 

Aoxe? cot, ws pys, etvae etdy ATTA oy TaAde 
A wr , A 3 t 

Ta GAAa peTadrauBavovTa Tas érwvumlas 
° ~ ~ 

avTav toxev, cov dmowrTyTos mev meTada- 
id cA , 2 hé ¢ 

Bovra duo, meyeOous Sé meyarXa ... ylyve- 

aa. See also the previous quotation. 
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Under Plato’s somewhat affected literary assumption, that the Philebus, the Phaedo d 

and the Parmenides are all independent colloquies between different groups of persons, 
could references from one to the other be more direct than these are; does not the 
wording seem to indicate that the reference is designed? There are but two more 
quotations of this nature that need detain us :— 

THEAETETUS 183 E. 

bs , , ‘\ =. Ilapuevidns dé moe galverar, td Tov 
© i] a? oe 

Omijpou, aidotes Te wor Gua Sewvds Te. cup- 
ba ‘ \ wee % 4A , , ¥ 

mpotéuEa yap 67 TH avdpt wavy véos Tavu 
¥ , ’ , id 

mpecBity, kal mor éepavn Babos te &yew 

TavTamTact yevvaior. 

SOPHISTES, 217 C, 
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PARMENIDES, 127 B. 
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The parallel could hardly be more complete. 

On the question of authenticity, then, our argument may be summed up thus: 

1, There is good ground for believing that this dialogue existed, and was accepted 

as genuine, in the arrangement of Plato's works made by Aristophanes of Byzantium. 

Nor does any scholar in antiquity raise an objection to it. 

2, While it cannot be proved that Aristotle names the Parmenides, it seems 

at least very probable that the arguments of the dialogue are controverted by him ; 

and they appear to bear internal evidence of priority when compared with his 

works. 

3. There is no reason to doubt the Platonic character of the views and language 

which the work exhibits, and there is strong reason to believe that Plato alludes to 

this dialogue in other portions of his writings which are admitted to be genuine. 

IT. 

WHEN we pass from the sufficiently complex problem of authenticity to consider the ssovence or 

position which the work is to hold in the series of Plato’s writings, the first difficulty ™* Wor 

is to conquer a feeling akin to despair. What can we say upon this question? What 

has not been already said? Are we to be launched upon that zodv zédayos the task 

of ordering Plato’s collective works? Ila yoy diavetoat tTowotroy Te Kat TorodTOV TAROOs 
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Aoywy ; At the outset we are troubled by the consciousness that a work whose authen- 

ticity has been gravely questioned is not likely to have its date or sequence very clearly 

defined. We know, indeed, that it was written after 403 B.C., since the narrator describes 

Aristoteles, one of the interlocutors, as Tov rev Tpiaxovra ‘yevouevov. And as Cephalus 

does not mention any attempt to get from Socrates personally a verification of details 

—a circumstance with which the opening of the Theaetetus may be contrasted—we are 

left to infer that Socrates was dead. This, however, does not carry us far. Every one 

would be prepared to assume that the work was of later date than 399 B.C. The field 

for speculation being thus unrestricted, we have such a crop of theories that even their 

enumeration would fatigue. To take representative cases: Schleiermacher regards the 

Parmenides as a rude, unfinished effort of Plato’s youth; Zeller holds it to be the 

‘Philosopher’ dialogue which is promised as a sequel to the Sophist and Statesman ; 

while, in a series of articles already referred to, Dr. Jackson contends that it must be 

placed extremely late, as embodying its author’s final views on the ideal theory. Each 

of these scholars has his following, while other writers adduce reasons for choosing 

intermediate dates. The disturbing feature in the case is that, as Henry Esmond puts 

it, ‘each has a story in a dispute, and a true one, too, and both are right or wrong as 

you will.” The various conclusions rest mainly on one or other of three argumentative 

foundations—that of the style and language of the dialogue, that of what may be 

called its scenery or setting, and that of its philosophic contents. 

I. It is pointed out that the form of the dialogue is artificial—that of a conversa- 

tion reported at fourth hand; and the inference drawn is that it is later than those 

which are more direct and natural; indeed one of the latest of all, inasmuch as there 

are none whose form deviates more from that of simple dramatic treatment. Well, the 
‘fourth hand’ may by possibility indicate that Plato does not wish to be committed 
to the historic accuracy of the details, or seeks to give the work the air of an echo 
from the past, but it gives little clue to the date. The Symposium is at third, the 
Republic at second, and the Timaeus at first hand: we need say no more. Nay, one 
might rather ask, would an old man endure the constraint involved in writing large 
part of a work in complicated oratio obliqua? Again, regard may be directed to style 
in a stricter sense. It is maintained that as a youthful style is revealed by immaturity 
and stiffness, or by crude exuberance of language, and by the placing of pictorial and 
dramatic vividness in the foreground, the Parmenides could not be a youthful work, 
but might rather, from its command over language, coupled with its comparative in- 
difference to pictorial display, be ranked among the later writings—an elderly man 
ceasing to think of style and attending more to substance. But answer is plausibly 
made that Plato is here adopting for the time the style of Zeno and the Megarians, 
with whose views he is dealing, Independently of that, arguments from style need 
tender handling. Up to at least middle life a man’s mode of writing may. vary pretty 
widely through mere temporary causes, or in conformity with varying subject matter, 
without any inference about age being worth serious consideration. Even the discovery 
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that greater conformity to scientific method is to be found, as compared with the 

freedom of conversational discourse, is no necessary proof of age. It testifies to the 

mood of the authors mind, if to anything, or may even be explained by the greater 

or less connection of a given work with Plato’s professorial instruction at the Academy. 

A further step is taken when vocabulary and turns of expression are put to the 

proof. Professor Campbell has gone with some minuteness into the question of vocabu- 

lary in Plato’s writings. He treats the Timacus, Critias, and Laws as admittedly late, 

and tests the other works by comparison with these. As a result he gives for each 

‘approximately the numerical ratios...according to the number of words at once 

common and peculiar to each with’ the works just named. In this list the dialogue 

which stands nearest to the three is the Politicus, with a ratio of 1,3, The Parmenides, 

with 4, ranks very low, having, besides others, the Cratylus, Protagoras, Theaetetus, 

Philebus, Symposium, Phaedo, Republic, Sophistes, Phaedrus, and Politicus, in that 

order above it. But when we perceive that the only works which are apparently less 

associated than our own with the three latest are the Charmides, Alcibiades 1, and the 

Meno, while the Laches and Lysis are about one-half nearer, we are constrained to 

conclude that the list contributes little which can be of service to us. Indeed, it is 

difficult even to weigh the significance of the evidence. Are we to assume that Plato 

began authorship with a minimum of unusual terms and gradually advanced to a 

maximum? Clearly the subject matter would fall to be considered. Professor Camp- 

bell himself admits that ‘the position of the Parmenides in this list, like that of the 

Phaedrus, is partly accounted for by exceptional circumstances. But by what 

circumstances ? 

Another attempt in the same direction is that of W. Dittenberger of Halle, who, 

after a few separate objections to the authenticity of our dialogue on linguistic grounds, 

which are referred to in the notes, seems inclined to regard it as doubtful upon a com- 

parison of the use of a series of characteristic phrases—kai pv, adrd ppv, Th may; ‘ye majy, 

and others—in the various works of Plato. The result of his investigation is to throw 

the works into two great groups—an earlier, with few signs of these expressions ; and 

a later in two divisions, with many. (It ought to be said that, besides rejecting ten 

dialogues in addition to the spurious seven, he excludes from comparison such as 

contain small proportions of conversation.) The Parmenides stands in the later division 

of the second group along with the Philebus, Sophistes, Politicus, and Laws, and is 

very heavily weighted for its size. He follows the inquiry up in other directions with 

much ingenuity and learning. One result which arrests the attention of a reader is 

that the Phaedo stands in the earliest group, while the Lysis forms, with the Sym- 

posium, Phaedrus, Republic, and Theaetetus, the first division of the later. The 

Sophistes and 

Politicus, Gene- 

ral Introd. §§ 6-7. 

Hermes, xvi., 

32. 1881. 

argument has been criticised by A. Frederking, who shows that by dealing with the Fteckeisen, 

subject in more minute detail, while employing the same materials, individual books J*bicher No. 

of the Republic and Laws may be made to stand in different groups. Further, by 

taking account of the isolated use of the particle re—in such phrases as cov TaVvOE TE 

125, P. 534, 1282, 
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épyov—he succeeds in placing the Parmenides, which has but few cases, in a very early 

position, while he makes the Phaedrus almost take rank with the Timaeus. A dis- 

tinction of Frederking’s between efrov and éyy is discussed in the notes. With results 
so conflicting to deal with, it must appear to most readers that the treatment of 

statistics in language, as in other fields, requires extreme caution, and has not thus far 

afforded much assistance towards the solution of the question under discussion. 

Arguments from 2. Of the argument from scenery or setting one branch is that which deals with 

‘ramaticSetting: the position assigned to Socrates in the several dialogues. It is contended that 
Socrates has a more prominent réle in the earlier works, or rather that those works in 

which he plays such a part are earlier; while his presence tends to become less and 

less important as Plato’s memory of him is effaced by time and by original develop- 

ment. Undoubtedly this seems a reasonable contention, and one in harmony with what 

would independently appear to be the proper order of many dialogues. But here 

likewise the question of subject matter might well influence Plato’s action. In any 

case the position of the Parmenides in regard to the argument is peculiar. Socrates 

does not, indeed, occupy the foremost place throughout, but he does hold that position 

during the very important introductory part, while he is referred to by no means as a 

thinker whose period had gone by, but rather as one for whom great things were still 

in store. 

An interesting train of inference, which deals with the Parmenides alone, is based 

upon consideration of the time which may be assumed to have passed between the 

various stages suggested to us in the construction of the dialogue—between the original 

conversation, that is, and the narrative of this by Cephalus, which constitutes the 

dialogue as we have it. This estimate of time may be viewed either, with Steinhardt, 

from the final point backward, as suggesting that Plato seeks to make us ‘look far 

back into other years’; or, with Ueberweg, from the starting point forward, as involving 

a late date for the composition of the work. As Plato might at any period in his 

literary life feel the boyhood of Socrates to be remote from himself, it is clear that 

only the latter form of the inference has much practical bearing on our present in- 

Untersuchungen, Guiry. Ueberweg reasons thus. The point of departure is the original conversation, 

rae which, on the assumption that Socrates was twenty-five at the time, must have occurred 
in 446-5 B.C. This point we shall hereafter see reason for placing as early, at least, as 

451 Bc, Then comes the period which comprised the repeated rehearsals of the con- 

versation by Pythodorus to Antipho, until the latter had committed it to memory. 

Conjecture alone can determine the length of this interval, and Ueberweg makes no 

estimate of it beyond suggesting that it must be considerable. It seems unlikely that 
it could exceed half a century; for Pythodorus had been the host of Parmenides, so 

that he might have been thirty or so at the time, and fifty years more would make 
him an old man. This, then, may bring us to 400 B.c. Next comes the narrative by 
Antipho to Cephalus and his Clazomenian friends, which, as we have seen, Ueberweg 
places later than 399 B.C. from the circumstance that Cephalus does not think of going 
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direct to Socrates. Once more we have the interval which extends between that and 
the repetition of the narrative by Cephalus himself; and finally, says Ueberweg, the 
space elapsing between this last and the composition of the written work. He 

makes no attempt to fix the duration of either period, further than by saying that they 
cannot be very short, since to make them consist of one, or of a very few years ‘ ware 
eine zu auffallende Ungleichmassigkeit’ when compared with the preceding half- 
century. Accordingly he concludes for a ‘very late date’—always assuming, which 

however he does not believe, that the work is genuine. This reasoning might convince, 

if the whole lapse of time involved were optional. But it is not. The period between 

the original conversation—if it ever occurred—and the death of Socrates is not subject 

to Plato’s control. To say, therefore, that the remaining intervals must be conceived 

upon a corresponding scale is tantamount to saying that Plato is by some over- 

mastering necessity forbidden to make allusion in the framework of a dialogue to such 

an (assumed) historic event until time has passed sufficient to form a second or third 

interval artistically proportioned to the first. Further, Ueberweg postulates that the 

narrative by Cephalus is one thing and the written dialogue another. But they purport 

to be the same—the narrative of Cephalus zs the dialogue. The truth is that the 

period between the youth and the death of Socrates is a historical one, and one to 

which Plato is free to allude when and how he thinks fit. The facts before us are 

simple. Cephalus after 399 B.c. hears from Antipho a narrative which he on a subse- 

quent occasion repeats, and this repetition constitutes our dialogue. That is the sum 

total of our information; and despite Ueberweg’s ideas of proportion, ‘nur eine oder 

ganz wenige Jahre’ are sufficient to include it all. Once again, therefore, we are 

deprived of any authoritative basis for determining the date of which we are in search, 

3. We have only the philosophic contents of the work to fall back upon, then, 

as a guide in our inquiry; and, alas, it precisely is from these contents that inferences 

so widely divergent as those of Schleiermacher, Zeller, and Jackson have been drawn. 

Of the first of these, the author of which seems to have been governed by pro- 

crustian theories about the order of Plato’s works, it will be enough to say with 

Arguments from 

Contents. 

Stallbaum—‘ neque enim Schleiermacheri iudicio licet acquiescere, qui eum (the Parmen. Introd. 

dialogue) a juvene Platone paullo ante Socratis obitum vel non ita multo post 

(though this is a question of degree) scriptum esse statuit, adeoque habuit pro opere 

paene rudi et tantummodo inchoato. The Parmenides certainly is not written by 

a mere beginner; and the probability is that it is later by several years than 399 B.C. 

The authority of Zeller on Platonic questions is such that greater weight may 

perhaps be attached to his view, in the case before us, than intrinsically belongs to 

it. One may go a long way with him in associating the Parmenides with the 

subject matter of the Sophistes and Politicus; but to say that it is the ‘ Philosopher’ 

dialogue promised in p. 217 of the former, and at the beginning of the latter, is a 

startling pronouncement. These two works are direct and avowed attempts to discover 

and define the Sophist and the Statesman respectively, and each receives its title 

289. 
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from that circumstance. To this there is nothing analogous in the Parmenides. 

That Plato entertains a deep veneration for Parmenides as a philosopher is quite 

true; and that Parmenides is introduced discoursing of the discipline necessary to 

all philosophic progress, is equally so. But the method of the work differs funda- 

mentally from that of the others, nor is any conclusion arrived at such as that to 

which each of them directly leads. If Plato meant this dialogue to be the promised 

Philosopher why should he not have said so, and coupled it as clearly with the 

Politicus as he does the latter with the Sophistes? In regard to subject matter one 

might almost as well pitch upon the Timaeus as the missing work. It is possible 

that our dialogue represents all that Plato ever wrote as a substitute for the 

Philosopher; but, if so, his plan has been altogether changed. With regard to the 

very suggestive argument of Dr. Jackson, in which he views the Parmenides as an 

exposition of Plato’s final and much modified views, it seems to rest in large measure 

upon a misunderstanding. It assumes that Socrates had held at one time that there 

were ideas for ‘man, fire, water, and even for ‘hair, mud, filth, just as there were 

ideas for ‘one, like, good’; but that he had now renounced this hypothesis, and even 

fled from it as from destruction. The Republic and Phaedo are taken as examples 

of the views renounced, and the conclusion is drawn that the Parmenides must be 

a late work. Surely this perverts the sense of the passage appealed to? Socrates 

in answer to Parmenides describes, not a past and discarded hypothesis, but a present 

belief. Parmenides tells him that by and by, when he grows older and becomes 

less sensitive to criticism, he will not be afraid to entertain the thought of ideas for 

even the most undignified objects—that he will learn to call nothing common or unclean. 

And this state of mind, predicted as in store for Socrates, is the one which the 

Republic and Phaedo exemplify; so that these works are later, if not necessarily 

than the dialogue as a whole, at least than the state of mind depicted in the passage 

upon which Dr. Jackson relies. He pushes his contention even further, however, 

maintaining that while the Phaedo reveals no sense of a difficulty about the nature 

of pébefs, or the method according to which objects participate in the ideas, the 

Parmenides which forcibly presses that difficulty must on that ground be a later work. 

Is this really a possible contention in view of that remarkable passage in the Phaedo, 
already quoted above, which contains one of the most candid avowals in all Plato’s 

writings, to the effect that, despite the almost overwhelming difficulty which surrounds 

the doctrine of puéGegis, he nevertheless despairingly clings to it dads Kal aTéxvws Kal 
tows eviOws ? 

No observations upon Platonic chronology would be complete which failed to 

reckon with the arguments of Teichmiiller in his ‘Literary Feuds.’ They are of a 

nature so striking, and are advanced with such confidence and ability, as to claim 
special and connected notice, in place of being distributed piecemeal under the various 
divisions which have just been engaging our attention. Dealing with Plato’s writings 
as a whole, Teichmiiller contends that they are for the most part directly contro- 
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versial, and are to be dated chiefly from a consideration of the writings of men like 
Xenophon, Isocrates, and Lysias to which they refer, or which in turn refer to them. 
And such cross references he detects in abundance. On this point much that is of 
great interest is advanced which it would be impossible justly to controvert, or even 
to appraise, without a minute and extensive knowledge of the entire literature and 
literary history of the Platonic era. Such a knowledge we do not possess, and 
accordingly can only say that all allusions, or seeming allusions, of this nature are 
suggestive and captivating till we see those that make against the theory. An expert 
could doubtless collect such. Fortunately the Parmenides is not one of the works 
which Teichmiiller has dealt with by this line of argument. Another point on which, 
theoretically—though, in the work before us, not practically—he lays much stress, 
as an internal evidence of date, is the progress which may be detected in Plato’s 
views upon the question of uéOefig or rapovoia. Undoubtedly this is a weighty sub- 
ject; at the same time our author’s conclusions in regard to it appear to be of a 
somewhat sanguine character. He seems to find in Plato’s works a very complete 
and satisfying elaboration of the doctrine; a result not altogether in harmony with 
the language just quoted from the Phaedo, but certainly in accord with his own 
finding upon the philosophic position of Aristotle—to wit, that Aristotle derived most 
of his conceptions complete from Plato and other predecessors, and deserves credit 
chiefly for his power of methodizing what these thinkers had supplied. A cardinal 
feature in Teichmiiller’s argument is the use which he makes of the statement at 
the opening of the Theaetetus with regard to the composition of that work. The 143 .-<. 

professed author of it, Euclid of Megara, says that he has purposely left out such 
phrases as xayw épyy, cuvédy, ovx wmoddye, and adds that he represents Socrates as 
actually conversing with Theaetetus and others, rather than as describing his con- 
versation with them. This course is adopted wa év ry ypagy uy wapéxouy Tpayuara 
ai peragy Tov Adywv Smyijoes, and it is represented as receiving the hearty assent 
of Terpsion. Here, says Teichmiiller (following out to some extent, it would seem, 

a previous hint of Schleiermacher’s), we see on Plato’s part a new step in authorship. 

Till now he had followed the method of Socrates in giving his dialogues at second 

hand by means of dujyyow—conspicuous examples of the method being the Republic 

and Phaedo. Hereafter there may be some brief prefatory narrative of that kind, 

but the bulk of each work will purport to be a first hand reproduction of the 

discussion as it took place. The announcement of this intended change is put into 

the mouth of Euclid designedly, as an acknowledgement of indebtedness in the matter 

to the Megarian school, Accordingly we are to understand that as the Theaetetus 

is later than all such works as the Republic, so all works which follow its method 

are in turn later than it. Among those thus marked out as later stands the Par- 

menides, ‘denn dass z.B. im Euthydem die Disputation erzadhlt, im Parmenides aber y, j:, 5.. «+ 

dramatisch behandelt wird, kann doch ein Jeder leicht bemerken. The first thing 

which strikes one is that the author is disposed to use this argument in too uncom- 
é 
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promising a manner. If taken as evidence of a fresh tendency in Plato’s mind it 

may be welcomed. But if we are to accept as binding on us the idea that Plato, 

after so speaking in the Theaetetus, never could recede from the position thus taken 

up, we feel that much is expected of us. Plato might appropriate the language and 

doctrine of King Jamie—‘We are a free King, and not ‘thirled’ to any system in- 

volving mechanical uniformity of style. He was at liberty to write with variety, and 

to make dramatic apology, as he does in more places than one, for the tediousness 

of dry details. But granting the most conclusive force to this argument, even so 

the position of the Parmenides towards it, as towards some others, is exceptional. 

It is true that in the larger or second part of the dialogue the direct dramatic form 

is adopted, and that with no such preliminary warning as is given in the Theaetetus. 

But in the first part, which is nearly one third of the whole, and which consists of 

a very weighty and careful discussion of the ideal theory, not only are phrases such 

as ‘said he’ inserted, but they are inserted at third hand, so that they stand not in 

the indicative but in the infinitive mood—and, as one might say, in the second degree 

of that. Thus we have rov per ovv Ilappevisny eb para on rpecButny efva and otre, 

ava tov Zivwva. Nay, such and so embarrassing is the artificial character of the 

style that it sometimes fairly breaks down, and we have kat was ay, eirev, instead 

of efmeiv, while every now and then the eizeiy is involuntarily dropped, as in ouer: 

TO woiov; If, then, we are to place the Parmenides after the Theaetetus on this 

ground, we must assume that Plato’s Socratic conscience, so to speak, is pricking 

him, and that he allays his qualms for abandoning his master’s method by the 

penance of walking nearly a third of his prescribed journey with peas in his shoes. 

But, again, Teichmiiller expressly accepts the mention made of Parmenides in the 

Sophistes as an allusion to the Parmenides dialogue. That being so, what is to be 

made of the allusion, equally specific, contained in the Theaetetus, and given at 

length in part I. above? The date of the Parmenides is not, however, discussed 

by Teichmiiller in detail, as those of some other works are; all that we find are 

incidental allusions to the matter. Thus he holds that it precedes the Laws, and 

we have seen that he puts it before the Sophistes. Again, he dwells—as Ueberweg 

also does—upon the appearance of Aristoteles as an interlocutor, and is strongly 

disposed to assume that we have here an indirect but intentional allusion to the 

philosopher Aristotle. This leads to the inference that the work must be later than 

367 B.C. when Aristotle became known to Plato; and that it was written about 

365-65 BC. With this is intended to accord his assumption that Plato refers to 

himself when he makes Parmenides plead age as a reason for excusing himself from 

entering upon a protracted argument. Such a view presents much that is attractive; 
and we must concede that ro raira Aéyovtt otk dv éxor Tis evdei~acOa Ste Welderar 
At the same time he weakens his case by going on to affirm that this is the work ep! 

wWuxis from the reading of which by Plato all are said to have withdrawn except 
Aristotle. By common consent, and in accordance with the title, that work is assumed 
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to have been the Phaedo, a work which Teichmiiller places relatively early in Plato's 
life. Again, as Plato was born about 427 B.C. his age at 366 B.C. would not be very 
advanced; at all events his activity in authorship lasted considerably longer — on 

Teichmiiller’s own showing, he had still to write at least the Sophistes, Politicus 

and Laws, or about a fourth of his collective works. It must be admitted, however, 
as a noticeable circumstance, that his age would not fall far short of that assigned 

to Parmenides in the dialogue. But the assumption that Aristotle is glanced at in 

the person of the young Aristoteles is surely open to great doubt. Aristoteles is 

declared to have been one of the thirty tyrants, and we know that Plato introduces 

more than one public character of that type into his writings—Critias, for example, 

and Alcibiades. If, then, it had not happened that Plato’s greatest scholar proved 

to be likewise called Aristotle, should we have found anything to attract attention 

in this circumstance? Had Shakespeare survived till 1645—-and he would not in that 

case have lived much longer than Plato—who would not have maintained, in dis- 

cussing moot points in his works, that the famous words ‘Cromwell, I charge thee, 

fling away ambition!’ had a very different reference from the ostensible one? Again, 

if Plato meant to refer to the philosopher here, he has not assigned him a very 

appropriate position. Socrates, although ‘very young,’ plays a part of great importance 

in the dialogue: but Aristoteles is a mere lay figure. He elicits nothing, he main- 

tains nothing, he controverts nothing; but merely, by interjecting formal verbal replies, 

prevents the dialogue from becoming an essay. How Plato could treat a young 

man whom he viewed as giving promise of ability, we know from the Theaetetus 

and Charmides; and that is not how he treats Aristoteles. Nay, it would be a fair 

contention to affirm that he would not so have represented anyone called Aristoteles 

had he known the historic Aristotle at the time. 

Another argument advanced by Teichmiiller is the following, ‘Ich erwahne hier 

noch, dass der Timaios . . . bei der Erdrterung des Begriffs der Zeit eine spatere 

Untersuchung verspricht, die wir im Parmenides (151E bis 1578) vorfinden. Es folgt 

daraus von selbst die Prioritat des Timaios?’ The Timaeus gives a promise which 

the Parmenides fulfils, therefore the latter is the later work. If the premises hold the 

conclusion is incontestable. But we are entitled to expect that the promise given 

should be definite and the fulfilment reasonably to the point. The passage referred 

to in the Timaeus as piéce justificative is one in which, after a reference to Time in 

various relations, the remark is made wep: meév ovv Tov’Twy Tax’ dy ovK én KaLpos TpéeTOV 

év To Tapdvte SaxptBoroyeicba. This is all; and from this ‘it follows of itself’ that 

because time is discussed in the Parmenides that discussion is a fulfilment, the 

fulfilment, of the ‘promise’ made in the words just given. Surely a conclusion like 

this seems predetermined. And while inherently weak it has to overbear con- 

flicting appearances of some weight. Plato has written much upon ethics and 

politics, and not a little upon physics and metaphysics: and if we are to take the 

Laws as his last utterance on the former, it seems at least as clear that the Timaeus 

li. 360. 
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gives the furthest development of his views on the latter. It is one long, earnest, 

almost desperate attempt to elaborate puéOefws, to bridge over the chasm between eidy 

and aic@yra which in the Parmenides is left yawning. Nor is this Teichmiiler’s only 

sanguine inference. He places the Phaedo, as we have seen, considerably earlier than 

the Parmenides. One of his arguments we have already given: here is another. 

Finding reason for considering the Symposium a comparatively early work he lays it 

down that the Phaedo follows closely upon it. Everyone will recall the inimitable 

humour with which the Symposium closes. All the other banqueters being ‘under 

the table’ Socrates is left demonstrating to the almost insensible Agatho and 

Aristophanes that it is the function of the same poet to write both tragedy and 

comedy: they cannot follow him and drop asleep. Teichmiiller regards this as a 

promise on Plato’s part that as he had written a comedy in the Symposium he 

would supplement it by a tragedy; that tragedy is none other than the Phaedo, 

which accordingly we ought to place in the following year. While thus reading 

promises and specific statements into scraps of artistic by-play, he seems to treat 

very distinct declarations with but slight regard. The only specific indications which 

Plato personally supplies in reference to the sequence of his writings are those which 

mark the intimate connection between the Theaetetus, Sophistes, and Politicus on the 

one hand, and the Republic, Timaeus, and Critias on the other. These indications 

Teichmiiller would appear to set almost entirely aside. No one who studies his 

arguments can fail to be impressed by their brilliancy and power, but his key ‘will 

not unlock as many things as he thinks it will’ 

Must our conclusion be, then, that no satisfactory data exist from which a 

reasonable estimate may be formed of the position which the Parmenides should 

occupy among Plato’s writings? Some attempt must certainly be made to reach at 

least an approximate solution of the question: but the undertaking is entered upon 

in anything but a dogmatic spirit, and with a full consciousness of the conditions— 

caedimus inque vicem praebemus crura sagittis. To enter at this stage upon a 

detailed analysis of the dialogue would be to anticipate the natural order of inquiry. 

Some reference, however, to the contents of the work is indispensable to our present 

object. 

The dialogue opens with a statement upon the ideal theory which is afterwards 

subjected to scrutiny. In connection with this opening statement it seems impossible 

to overlook the emphatic intimation of the youth of Socrates by which it is 

accompanied. He is described as ‘extremely young, and Parmenides treats him as a 

promising lad who at present is deterred, through boyish fear of established views, 

from accepting conclusions to which his reason seems to point, and who has, with 

youthful impetuosity, plunged into metaphysical speculation before passing through 

such a course of training as alone would fit him for the undertaking. It may, 

no doubt, be said that Socrates must be represented as young if any regard is to be 

paid to the assumed date of the meeting between him and Parmenides. But Plato 
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was not tied down to such a method of dealing with the personality and doctrines of 
Parmenides: the method was of his own choosing. Further, as Socrates never held 
the views here ascribed to him, we are entitled in the youthful Socrates to perceive 
the youthful Plato, and to regard the opening statement of the dialogue as an 
intentional notification by Plato of the character of his own early theorizing upon 
metaphysical questions. It is consistent with this assumption that the only method 
urged here as a means of arriving at the conviction that ideas exist is the Socratic rea. 
one, of generalization from the world of experience. That was the path which had 
led Plato onward, and hence the present allusion to it. Again, while the ideas are 
treated as realities of some kind affecting our sensible sphere, the first attempt clearly 
to define their nature is that in which they are called vomara whose abode is ,4». 

ovdamot addo8 9 ev Yuyxais. Is not this a natural course for one to pursue who had 
just come from the school of ‘general definitions’ which Aristotle directly ascribes to 

Socrates—what could such definitions be but vojuara? We have before us, in fact, 

Tous 7 éraxtixods Adyous Kal TO dpikerOa caOddov as Aristotle describes them. And Arist. met. xi 
when the writer, driven from this, goes on to exclaim that now he thinks he has the * 

clue,—that the ideas are patterns set up in nature; we seem to find the decisive step 

taken which Aristotle proceeds to ascribe to ‘those who first pronounced for the 

existence of ideas, aX’ 6 wev Lwxparys Ta KaOoArov ov xwpicTa erroie, odde TOUS 

opispous of 6 exdpioay, Kal Ta ToLatTa Tov dvTwy idéas Tpocyyopevcav. Looking next 

to this first sketch of the ideal sphere we find its scope to be at once restricted and 

imperfectly defined. The speaker cannot bring himself to recognize the existence of 

ideas for physical objects, but only for abstract mental and moral conceptions; and 

even these exist confusedly, without being dominated by any regulative principle. Here 

the new doctrine stands forth just such as it might have sprung from the unsystematic 

moral speculations of the historic Socrates. This then, while not the point finally 

reached in the dialogue, is the condition of things with which the dialogue goes on to 

deal; and may be described as a somewhat hasty and crude ywpicpuos of the results 

reached in the Socratic speculation. It is the treatment which this opening statement 

receives, to which, if to anything, we must look for assistance in determining the 

problem before us. Thus far all that we have gathered is that Plato’s early views 

were of a certain character, while we may infer from what follows that they had been 

exposed to some public criticism. 

1. The first comment which Parmenides, or Plato in his person, makes upon the 

theory put before him, and he makes it indirectly in passing, is that it is incomplete. 

He implies that it might have been expected to include and account for physical 

objects, as well as moral or intellectual conceptions; that it will not be complete 

until it does include such objects, even the most insignificant of them; and that he 

looks forward to a time when Socrates will so far gain the victory over his boyish 

aversion as to make that important stride in speculation. If this is a just interpre- 1304«. 

tation to put upon the language of the text it would seem to follow that the 
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dialogue can at least be no later than any of those in which ideas for physical objects 

are accepted by Socrates. Were we to push the argument to its utmost we might 

even infer that the Parmenides is prior to all such dialogues, inasmuch as it looks 

forward to a consummation which they embody; and it is obvious that if it be later 

than none of them it must of necessity be prior to the majority of them. Now all 

students of Plato’s works are aware that those ideas are accepted without hesitation 

in such works as the Cratylus, Republic and Phaedo. In the Cratylus we have 

3 Zrrw dvoua, Képxis, TpUTavoy, bpacua, sO that even objects of art and manufacture 

are included, which the human maker fashions rpds 70 cidos BA€twv. In the Republic 

occur among others the well known cases of the «divy and rpazefa; and in the 

Phaedo repeated reference is made to ideas for various physical objects. 

2. Nothing could be more abrupt than the severance which Parmenides and 

Socrates agree to recognize between the ideas and the world of sense. You may be 

led by generalization to approach gradually towards the conception of the idea; but 

when you find it you also find that between you and it there is a great gulf fixed. 

Nor is there so much as a hint of difference in this particular between one idea and 

another. Here is the sensible sphere, yonder is the ideal ; even God cannot bridge the 

chasm that yawns between them. All the satisfaction vouchsafed to us in these circum- 

stances is the admission that such a conclusion does appear to be paradoxical, and 

that it will need extreme skill to deal with that and similar difficulties. It does not 

seem an unfair inference to assume that on this point Plato was still unprovided with 

a definite theory, and that any dialogue in which a positive attempt is made to deal 

.with the problem is later than the Parmenides. This would include all dialogues 

which discuss or accept the doctrine of davauynors—for example the Phaedo, Phaedrus, 

and Meno: possibly also those that speak of ‘divine madness, as the Phaedrus and 

Symposium. It would include the simile of the cave in the Republic, and all those 

attempts to construct a sort of Jacob’s ladder, or graded means of descent from the 

higher sphere to the lower. Such attempts are to be found in the divided line of the 

Republic, the construction of vaobecis above iroGects in the Phaedo, and the declaration 

in the Philebus that we must not proceed at once from the one to the unlimited zpw 

ay Tis Tov apiOuov abrov wavra Katidy Tov merugY Tod amelpov Te Kal Tod évds—whatever 

this description may be held to mean. 

3. Neither in the opening sketch nor in the criticism brought to bear upon it is 

there any serious attempt to introduce gradation or method into the ideal sphere. The 

nearest approach to that is to be found in the various groups into which Parmenides 

throws the ideas in questioning Socrates; and between the two groups which the latter 

accepts the rationale of the distinction is not very obvious. Once more, then, it would 

seem a fair argument to maintain that the setting up of one or more dominant or 
master ideas must indicate a speculative advance in the theory. Now, even granting, 
which is doubtful, that the ‘one’ of this dialogue is designed as such a master idea, it 
would still seem that the aya@oy of the Republic and the small group of dominant 
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ideas—6y, oracrs, kivyows, Tadrdy, Odrepov—dwelt upon in the Sophistes, are much clearer 
cases of an attempt in that direction. 

4. Near the beginning of the Parmenides we have an earnest wish expressed by 
Socrates to see the process ‘ mingle, mingle, mingle,’ which prevails in the sensible 
sphere, made applicable to the ideal. Yet in throwing out such a suggestion there is 
not even a whisper of the restriction ‘ye that mingle may’—the expression rather is 
THY avTiy amopiay év abtois Tois eldcot TavTodaTas wAexouevyv. Nor is any such restric- 
tion enforced in the later progress of the argument. It does not appear unnatural to 
contend that works in which a discrimination on this point is revealed, in which dis- 
tinctions are drawn between ideas that admit communion and those that reject it, 
indicate a later stage in the evolution of Plato’s views. Here again the Phaedo and 
Sophistes are at once recalled to mind. 

5. The type of argument which we have just been using may be developed some- 
what further. We have above seen some reason to assume that the difference between p. s.2 above. 
any given conception in Aristotle and the corresponding one in Plato is largely a 
question of greater clearness, definiteness, precision. The view of Aristotle is in 

‘precipitate’ what the view of Plato represents in ‘solution.’ It would naturally follow 
that if in different works Plato’s views in regard to any conception seem to be at 
variance, the view which is the more clear and definite is the later. Now, in the 

Parmenides we have a somewhat vague and confusing use of the correlative terms 

‘whole’ and ‘part.’ It is not clear whether the two represent merely a greater and a 

lesser portion of extended matter, or bear a more logical relation such as that of 

genus to species or body to member. In the Theaetetus we find a very definite dis- theact. 204, 

tinction drawn between that which as a mere sum of parts is called way and that 

which as something distinct from such a sum is called 6)op. 

6. We have seen above, and shall have occasion to see again, that faults appear 

from time to time in the reasoning. These faults resolve themselves largely into neglect 

of the law of contradiction and of logical division. We have in the Parmenides an Parm. 155 v. 

indication of the nature of the law of contradiction, but by no means so clear 

a statement of it as is contained in the Sophistes—érideewovow avras (Tas Sd€as) soph. 230 ». 

avrais dua wept Tov avtéy mpos Ta avTa KaTa Ta’Ta évaytias. And while Parmenides 

insists strongly on the necessity of method in reasoning, the method of logical 

division is not consciously and persistently employed as it is in the same dialogue. Sophy aabiers: 

7. But on the question of reasoning a more important point arises. We have 

already had under review an argument by Teichmiiller in which the Theaetetus was P. xxv. above. 

made a turning point, in consequence of a remark in it affecting the style of composi- 

tion adopted. That argument is not unimportant, although it cannot be applied safely 

to the Parmenides. But there is a means of inference of an analogous character which 

will so apply. The great objection which Parmenides urges against Socrates and his Parm. 135 c-13 

action is the inconsiderate haste with which he—that is, Plato—had constructed his 

theory, without anything like the argumentative training which such an attempt re- 
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quired. Plato had, however, from his youth enjoyed the discipline of the ‘ Socratic 

elenchus. Yet this was not sufficient; he must consent to sit at the feet of Zeno 

before he ventures upon constructive metaphysics. The point is pressed upon our 

attention in the utmost detail, and is obviously a question of much greater weight than 

that of reporting discussions at first or second hand. Here, if anywhere, we have the 

intimation of a new departure on Plato’s part. And it comes in connection with a 

metaphysical problem. It would appear that while the methods of argument practised 

by the historic Socrates are sufficient to meet the wants of unsystematic ethical 

inquiries, they must be supplemented or elaborated if ethics and politics are to be 

built up firmly upon a basis of reason. And the inference would seem to be that 

such dialogues as deal firmly with these abstract questions without” making special 

reference to the necessity for preliminary training are written after the experience 

described in the passage under discussion—after Plato had realized the necessity which 

he here points out. This would give a fresh reason for placing the Parmenides prior 

to the Timaeus, Politicus, Sophistes, Theaetetus, and Philebus, and to the metaphysical 

portions of the Republic. The feeling which Plato here indicates is in harmony with 

the statement of Aristotle about the methods and arguments of Socrates, where he says 

StarexTiky yap icxus ovTw TOT’ iv wore dvvacOa Kat Xwpis TOD Ti éoTL TavayTia éqITKOTELY, 

kat Tov évavtioy e& 4 avTy émictiun. We do not contend that Plato henceforth was 

always just and faultless in his arguments—few even of the most expert dialecticians 

fail to reason badly at times—but simply that hereafter he was more searching and 

methodical. We could imagine the Republic, for example, begun upon Socratic prin- 

ciples and carried on so far as the point where advantage is taken of the argument 
from the analogy of a State, but thereafter becoming gradually modified and inter- 
penetrated with fresh metaphysical matter which carried the speculation past the 
Socratic standpoint into regions of pure thought. 

8. While Plato in this dialogue criticises his own early views, and assumes that 
his readers are more or less acquainted with them, he does not refer to them as 
matters of public notoriety. On the contrary the phrase used by Parmenides after 
hearing the opening statement of Socrates is interrogative—xal mor eré, atrés ob 
dujpnoa ws €yes, Xwpls uev etdn adTa ATTA xXwpls 66 Ta TOUTWY weréxovra; Now that is 
not the sort of language used under similar circumstances in the Phaedo, On the 
contrary we have such expressions as daep det kat GAXoTe... ovdey Téravjpuat Aeywv.—elut 
madw én’ éxeiva Ta wodvOpiAyra. And we have referred more than once already to the 
manner in which he alludes to objections which had been raised—roa xarod ere 
mapouoia, ete kowwvia etre brn by Kat dros Tporyevouern’ ov yap ére TovTo SucyuplComa 
etc. It is not unnatural to view such expressions as pointing to a later date for the 
work in which they occur. 

g. The suggestion that the ideas consist of Tapaceyuata or patterns would seem 
to be thrown out here for the first time. Where it is mentioned elsewhere the reference is 
hardly of such a nature, but the subject is touched upon as a thing needing no introduction. 
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Is it not reasonable to infer that such allusions are of later date than this one? Here Rep. ix. 592». 

again the Theaetetus and Republic at once occur to the memory. sensi 

to. Finally, what has been urged thus far seems to furnish a justification for putting 

upon the quotations given at the close of Part I. of this introduction, from the Phaedo, 

Theaetetus, and Sophistes, what is after all their most natural construction—for hold- 
ing, that is, that they are references, as clear as Plato’s mode of authorship will 

permit, from those dialogues to the Parmenides as a work already given to the 

public. 

Such are some arguments which may be adduced in favour of the view that the te work pro- 

Parmenides takes a distinctly early position in the ranks of Plato’s metaphysical >*>yvnksely 

writings. Whatever may be thought of their force when viewed separately, it will be cal ena 

observed that they are largely cumulative, and present in that light no inconsiderable *™"* 

body of evidence, so that one is reminded of the Aristotelian dictum ro pév ydp GAnOel aris. Eth. Nic. 

TavTa cuvader Ta UTapxXovTa, TH dé Yevdei TaxXY Stapwret TaAnOés—with a true theory all**® 
the facts of experience harmonize, but with a false theory the truth of fact is speedily 

at discord. It is true that some discover in the substance of the Parmenides evidence 

of very late authorship, basing their contention largely on the prominence given in the 

work to number, in connection with references made by Aristotle to some relation Mee. xii. 

which Plato came latterly to recognize between ideas and number. Undoubtedly the 

argument contained in the dialogue is throughout of an extremely subtle character. 

But is it more so than that of Zeno, from which it takes its rise? It is not clear that 

the scope of it exceeds what might fairly be looked for from the operation of the 

doctrine of Parmenides and the dialectic of Zeno upon a mind at once so delicate and 

so powerful as that of Plato. As for the question of number, is that such an exotic in 

the speculation of the Greeks as to excite suspicions? ‘They thought in numbers for 

the numbers came’: long before Plato’s time every recess of numerical extravagance 

in philosophizing had been ransacked by the Pythagoreans. And surely it is sufficiently 

natural to discuss many points respecting number when the basis of the whole argument 

is the nature of One. Nor is there anything which can be called a mixing up of number 

with the ideas in the course of what is said. Our contention, then, is that on the 

whole it seems most consonant with evidence to assign to the Parmenides a very early 

place among Plato’s ontological speculations : to place it, for example, earlier than the 

Theaetetus, Sophistes, Politicus, Phaedo, Philebus, and Timaeus, and at least not later 

than the more abstract discussions in the Republic. If scholars are right in speaking 

of a specially Megarian stage in Plato’s intellectual development there is nothing to 

prevent this dialogue forming a representative product of that period. It is correct to 

say, as Dr. Jackson does, that the work marks a break in the continuity of Plato’s 

views, and a reconstruction of his ideal system. But while Dr. Jackson represents 

Plato here as breaking with most of the opinions which we are in the habit of associ- 

ating with his name, in favour of a theory for which we have little or no documentary 

evidence, it seems more natural to hold that Plato here parts company with an early 

Pi 
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and immature conception, for which we have little or no documentary evidence, in 

favour of those more comprehensive and connected doctrines which we are in the habit 

of associating with his name. 

III. 

Cnaracterk WE come now to consider the character and contents of the work. The Parmenides 

asim Copies: purports to be a narrative by Cephalus of a conversation which occurred between Soc- 

rates, Zeno, and Parmenides at a former time, in a specified place. Is that meeting 

Isthe dialogue historical, and is the narrative authentic? Plato’s account is certainly circumstantial. The 

- oe transmission, too, of the narrative would seem to be guarded with the most jealous vigilance 

"against the intrusion of foreign matter. But no one can profess a belief that Plato’s works 

are to be judged by a severe historic standard. They may throw light upon historic events 

and personages, but they are not, by many removes, themselves history. Even in ancient 

times this was understood, as we learn from the anecdote, whether authentic or not, 

D.L. iii 35. recorded in Diogenes Laértius, that Socrates on hearing Plato read the Lysis exclaimed, 

“HpaxAets, ws roAAd mov KaraWevderat 6 veavicxos ovros! A similar remark is ascribed to 

Athen. Deipp. both Gorgias and Phaedo by Athenaeus. It may, however, be urged that a basis of fact 

xi $113 Tauchn. Should be admitted in many dialogues, and that something beyond that may be looked for 

in those in which a serious profession of veracity is made by the author. There is such a 

profession here. Plato seems quite grave as he describes the meeting, and gives the 

respective ages and characteristics of those who were present: nay, as we have seen, he 

refers to the matter again in two of his other works. But with regard to the last point 

some deduction must be made. It has been mentioned that in Plato direct references from 

one work to another cannot occur. Accordingly we do not know whether these allusions 

constitute a reassertion of a fact, or simply a reference, as perspicuous as the circumstances 

permit, to a previously-written dialogue. If the latter be the case, then we have one 
assertion of fact, not three. Were we dealing with a professed historian this might mean 
little, but we are not. Scholars, however, seem inclined to think that Plato meant to be 

Stallb. ppiniies historical here: Stallbaum, Mullach, Clinton, and Ueberweg are at one so far. But when 
aie asad we come to details difficulties arise. Of the three principal characters in the dialogue the 
Philosoph. quae only one regarding whose life we have definite information is the youngest. The birth-year 
supersunt, p. 109; 
Clinton, Fast. Of Socrates lies within the limits 471-468 B.c., with apparently a preference for 469. At 
Hell. Il. Ed. 3. the date of the meeting he is described in the several references as opodpa véoy, Tau vEéos, 
1841,underdates, » 4 ? 

and compare p. CY VEOS GY, waLolv juiv obow, and the whole setting of the dialogue accords with these 
“i apie emphatic phrases. Ueberweg, indeed, considers this to mean that he was young only when 

compared with the mature or advanced age commonly assigned to him in other dialogues, 
and cites—though admitting the authority to be second-rate—the statement of Synesius, 

Syn. Encomium Loxparys... wévre Kal eikoow ery yeyovds, oanvica Iapuevidns cat Zopvev ixov ”AOnvake, ws 
Cavitiivc 17 Taro pyot, ra Lavabijvaca Ocaropevor. Clinton, Mullach, and Zeller, on the other hand, 
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agree in rejecting this age as much too advanced: and certainly with justice. Not only 

does it add to the difficulties of the situation, so far as Parmenides is concerned, but it is 

intrinsically improbable. Even among ourselves a man could hardly, unless to serve some 

purpose, be called extremely young as a student of philosophy at five and twenty; and 

still less among the Greeks. The whole atmosphere of Plato’s writings conveys the 

impression that many of the interlocutors are mere lads, while on glancing at Clinton’s 

tables we find it set down that Pindar was an author at sixteen, that Demosthenes spoke at 

eighteen, that Epicurus took to philosophy at twelve, and that Arcesilaus, ‘if the numbers 

are accurate, had won a reputation at seventeen. Democritus, too, is said to have studied Diog. Laert. 

theology and astrology &r ais év. Clinton and Mullach, while extreme on the other ™ ** 

side, are much nearer the truth in calling Socrates fifteen. He could not well have been 

so young—first, because the age is extremely boyish; and, second, because Aristoteles is 

described as still younger, which on that supposition is hardly credible. If we call Socrates 

eighteen—the age of the ephebi—and Aristoteles seventeen, we strike a very reasonable 

mean. This will assign the meeting to the year 451 B.C., from which, as point of departure, 

we have to reckon the ages of the other speakers, Zeno is said to be éyyus érav 

TeTTapaxovra at the time, so that he would be born about 490 B.c. Our chief external 

evidence upon the question is the statement of Diogenes Laértius that he ‘flourished about ix. 29. 

the nine and seventieth Olympiad,’ or 464-61 B.c. It seems a fair and moderate calculation 

to suppose him thirty at that time, which would place his birth somewhere about 492 B.C, 

a result not out of harmony with Plato’s language. With Parmenides the case is less 

satisfactory. Plato describes him as wept éry padiota wéevte kal éjxovra, which would 

assign his birth to some date about 516 B.C. Here, likewise, our best independent witness 

is Diogenes, who says that he ‘flourished about the nine and sixtieth Olympiad,’ or 504-1 ix. 23. 

B.c. If this be correct it renders the assumption of his birth in 516 B.C. or even (as 

Clinton gives it) 519, absolutely out of the question. He could not ‘flourish’ in his teens, 

and the most favourable view which could be taken—519 for his birth and 501 for his 

‘floruit’—makes him but eighteen at the time. Even this will accord with our other 

dates only on the assumption that Socrates was fifteen and Aristoteles fourteen when 

they met him. If, as seems to be imperative, we make Socrates at least seventeen at the 

time of meeting, and Parmenides thirty when he ‘flourished, the result can be achieved 

only by a change in the text of either Plato or Diogenes. To alter texts with the view 

of harmonizing dates is, while a tempting, an extremely dangerous course. In this case 

the Clarke Ms. offers no justification for a change, and, so far as can be judged from 

Huebner’s edition, the Mss. of Diogenes furnish no variants, although editors differ freely 

from the text. Moreover, Athenaeus, who seems to be at least as old an author as 

Diogenes, rejects the idea of the meeting, and his attitude would rather tell in favour of 

the text of the latter as it stands. If a change is to be made, perhaps the simplest would 

be the following. The words wévre cai éfjcovra in the Clarke Ms. are at the end of a 

rather crowded line. If the circumstances happened to be analogous in the case of some 

older Ms. from which the Clarke has descended, we might imagine some contraction being 
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resorted to, so that é€jxovra might by possibility have resulted from the running together 
of évevyxovra—two N’s when placed sideways very much resembling the majuscule €, 

thus 3. This would give us for the age of Parmenides ninety-five instead of sixty-five: 

his birth would fall in 545 B.c., and his age at his ‘floruit’ would be, let us say, forty-two. 

Nor would there be any impossibility in all this. A glance at the ages of the Greek 

philosophers will show that they were a long-lived generation. The description, too, of 

Parmenides as eb) pada 64 rpecBurny, cpddpa Toddy, and his professed shrinking from the 
labour of discussion, agree better with the greater than with the lesser age. The change, 

however, is quite gratuitous; and it makes Parmenides about forty-five years older than 

Athen. Deipnos. Zeno, which introduces fresh complications. So much for dates. Athenaeus is justified 
“ing Touch in declaring, Hapuevidn pcv yap Kat édOciv els Ad-yous Tov Tod TAdTwvos Doxparny, words H 

yrkla cuyxwpe! He does not stop there, however, but regards the topics discussed as 

equally improbable— ovy ws cat TovovTous etreiv  aKxovca Adyous. He rejects the meeting 

as unlikely ; and, in addition, he cannot believe that either Socrates or Parmenides said 

what is ascribed to him in the dialogue. Socrates is represented as handling familiarly 

and with ease, although no doubt with a suggestion of youthful hesitancy, conceptions to 

which, unless our whole modern view of the subject be a delusion, he could advance no 

claim at any time; to which, on the contrary, Plato himself found his way only after his 

Parmenides. master’s decease. This point we need not labour. In regard to Parmenides something 

Parm.128a, more must be said. That Plato knew what the tenets of Parmenides were does not admit 

aia of doubt ; he refers to them repeatedly, and even quotes from them. And the relation of 
183; Sophist. the statements here made by Parmenides to those tenets is unquestionably more than 

tian tees merely nominal. Great weight attaches throughout to the doctrine of the One. And we 

195 ¢. may also catch echoes of Parmenides in points of detail. Take the well-known, although 

somewhat uncertain, lines— 

xpew O€ ce wavra rv0écOat, 

nev adnOeing evrrerOéos at pexés TOP, 

0e Bpotay dd€as, Taig ove & riots GAnOne. 

GAN éurns kal TadTa wabyoea ws Ta SoKovyTa 

Xp SoKinws yravar dua TavTos ThyTA TEpaYTE. 
Mallach, Fragm. (SO Mullach, although xp7 doxiuwOjvac would be a possible reading, and liker the original 
an doxiuws eivat.) Here we seem to find an analogy, and perhaps a hint, for Plato’s antithesis 

between érierjuy and do€a; while the last line—taken in connection with what Socrates 
says of the relation between Zeno’s method and that of Parmenides—may contain a 

Parm. 136a-c. Suggestion of the maxim, so emphatically laid down, about the duty of testing all sides of 
every hypothesis. Again, the words evreOéos and riers, when coupled with the phrases 
meBovs ears KéevOos, ravarebéa Eupev Graproy, which immediately follow, and others at 
intervals, may not have been without some influence upon two passages in the dialogue 

Parm. 133 8, 135 Where, in addition to the general purport, we have the words dri@avoc and dvcavérerov 
i evat. So also in two lines of the poem, To yap avTo voeiy éoriv Te Kal elvac and TwuTdy 

> 
Fragm. 40, 94. yi ‘ xs ea 

0. extt voeiy Te Kat ovveréy éxte vdnua, it is not impossible that we may have the original of 
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Plato’s suggestion to name the ideas vonuata. Besides such analogies as these we Parm. 132» 
have various resemblances which are verbal merely, the sense of the corresponding 
passages being widely divergent—Parmenides speaking of what he accepts, Plato of what 
he criticises or rejects. It is such passages which, while externally bearing a resemblance, 
gradually convince us that the tenets of the historical Parmenides have in many cases little 
or no connection with what Plato feels at liberty to put in his mouth. Many citations 
might be made: let us take the following. Repeatedly Parmenides affirms that Being 
alone exists, and that Not-being is without existence, unthinkable, unnamable; and de- 
clares emphatically with regard to Being that 

ayevntov éov Kat dvwAreOpov ear, 

ovAOY, Mouroryeves Te Kal aTpemes HO aTéNeT TOV" 

ov wor’ Env oud’ Exrat, éret viv éotw dmou Tay, 

év Euvexés. 
This description is reiterated in varying language, but with unvarying strength of con- 
viction. We gain additional clearness from such phrases as ef ye yévorr’ ovx é¢t1—ovdé 
Sialperov éoriw—mav bé wéov éotiy édvros—eurredov adOe mever’ Kparepy yap avirykn relpaTos 
ev decpoiaw exe Te Kat audis éépye—eoti yap oun émidevés—ravTobey edkixdov osalpys 

evadtykiov dyxw peroobev icoradés ruvty. To harmonize these numerous characteristics is 

no part of our duty: Parmenides is satisfied of their necessary co-relation, and explicitly 

lays down the dogma that whatever deviates from them, and cannot be included in their 

scope, is a subject of mere opinion and a branch of the non-existent, gAAd ot Tijod ag’ 

6000 dugqotos eipye vonua. Under the head of d0€a falls, so far as can be gathered from the 

fragments, a general survey of physical nature, analogous to that which is met with in 

most systems of Greek philosophy, including those of Plato and Aristotle. Now a glance 

through the synopsis of this dialogue, which has been placed in the margin of the text, 

will suffice to show that Plato ascribes to the One every characteristic which Parmenides 

thus rejects, in addition, or in alternation, to those which the latter accepts. Again, while 

we might at first be tempted to suppose that ra G\Aa of which Plato speaks correspond 

roughly to the Not-being, or to the domain of Sofa whereof Parmenides bids us beware ; 

a moment’s reflection will recall to our minds the fact that Plato does not assign these 

GAXa or woAAa to a sphere of dd€a distinct from the region in which the One is found, but 
that—so far as their truth or falsity, their knowability or unknowability, are concerned— 

the One and these Others stand upon a perfectly equal footing. In short, we find that 

Plato while putting his argument into the mouth of Parmenides, from whose thesis it 

begins, advances in the course of it roAAd Kat évaytia adt@, against which the venerable 
speaker would at once have raised an urgent protest. To what conclusion, then, are we 

led upon the matter of historic veracity? It is just a possibility that Socrates may as a 

boy have chanced to meet Parmenides, when (or if) the latter was at Athens, as Scott tells 

us he met Burns at Edinburgh—‘ Virgilium vidi tantum.’ But it is extremely improbable, 

all but inconceivable, that the two had any conversation upon philosophy. Plato, however, 

having, like all contemporary thinkers, a deep veneration for Parmenides, seeks, when 

Fragm. 50-62 
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discussing his doctrines, to make that respect manifest, while at the same time giving 

dramatic force to his work, by dwelling upon this possible meeting, so as to suggest that 

his own master might advance a claim to be the other's disciple. The thesis of Parmenides 

is Plato’s starting-point, and there is a show of adherence to it throughout; but the 

adherence is verbal chiefly. Accordingly we need not bind ourselves to historic fact as a 

test by which to try Plato’s assertions, but may deal with the Parmenides freely upon the 

assumption that it is Plato who speaks throughout, and that the various interlocutors are 

but his dramatis personae. 

Zeno. What now of Zeno in the same connection? If we are hampered in alluding to 

Parmenides by the fragmentary state of his writings, our position as regards Zeno is still 

more unfortunate. Brief quotations which scarcely profess to be exact, and sometimes 

mere accounts, avowedly in the language of the narrator, are all that have reached us from 

this famous fountain-head of dialectic. It is generally assumed that Plato refers to Zeno 

Phaedr. 261. in the query, Tov ovv ’EXeatuov Tadapjdny Aéyovra ovK topev Téexvy wore paiverOat Tois 

akovovcl Ta UTE Guota Kat avopuota, Kat éy Kat TOAAG, wevovTa Te ad Kai epoueva; If that 

be so, and if the description be designed as historic—though it may well be but another 

involved allusion to this dialogue—then its resemblance to what Plato puts into the 

mouths of Zeno and Parmenides in the work before us is very striking. But there is no 

independent historical corroboration of that. Our authorities tell us that Zeno had two 

groups of contentions, directed, one against the existence of multiplicity, the other against 

that of motion. Plato’s language in the Phaedrus might cover both, though principally the 

former. Between the accredited statements of Zeno and the argument in our dialogue the 

following items of correspondence may be noted. It is a well-known assumption of his 

that space and extended objects, if such exist, are infinitely divisible. With this we may 

Parm. 142 8, etc. Compare the opening of what Grote calls the Second Demonstration in the Parmenides. 

Again, Simplicius, in his commentary upon Aristotle, represents Zeno as maintaining that 
es if the Many exist they are both limited and limitless, which corresponds with what we find 
upon Phys. vii.s, 49 Plato, but with a difference. Zeno seeks to make this good with respect to the Many, 
Comp. Parm. Parmenides is represented as demonstrating its applicability to the One, Finally, the 
oe familiar Achilles paradox, and that of the Arrow flying and at rest, are based, as Simplicius 

points out, on the assumption that time consists of an endless series of points cuu@aiver dé 
Asabovefol. (the paradox is reached) rapa To NauBavew Tov ypdvov ovyKeioOa ex TeV vov' wy Sdouevou 
eds oe yap TovUToU ovK éctat 6 cvAAoyicuos. This at once recalls two striking passages of the 
Parm. 1528,  Parmenides, At the same time these arguments of Plato, when viewed in detail, are not 
ane quite similar to those of Zeno; while we have also to remember that they are boldly 

attributed to Parmenides himself, and that they are applied to the One as straightforward 
reasoning, not to the Many as paradoxical confutation. 

Melissus. Plato makes no allusion to Melissus in the Parmenides; but he twice refers to him 
on 180 B, elsewhers, and in sushi a way as to indicate a knowledge of his writings—in particular of 
ree his view that motion was impossible for lack of empty space. Much of the argument in 

this dialogue has quite as close a likeness to the tenets of Melissus as to those of Zeno. 
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Thus the reasoning of Melissus that what ‘is’ cannot ‘become, and therefore has no Mullach, Meliss. 
beginning ; cannot ‘perish,’ and therefore has no end; and as having neither beginning nor *™6™ §* 
end cannot be limited, therefore the One is ‘limitless’; recalls at once what we find at the 
opening of the First Demonstration: while the fallacy of arguing thus from time to space Parm. 137 ». 
is analogous to the ambiguous use of ravrdy for the same thing and the same place in the 
Second. Again, the contention against motion in any form, whether as destruction, or Parm. 1464. 
growth, or change, or suffering, on the ground that whatever is so affected cannot be One, 
finds a parallel in both the First Demonstration and the Third. There is even an echo of Parm. 138, 156. 
the language, although with a difference; for example e ydp te Tovtwy wécxot, ovk dy Multach, § 4 and 
év ely TO yap yvTiwaoby Kinow Kweomevoy &k Tivos Kat és Erepdv Te petaBaddre: and e yap *** 
ETEPOLOUTUL, avayKn TO edv My Omoiov elvut, GAN ardrA\,TOa TO TpdcOev édv, TO SE OtK cov 
yivesOac may be compared with the phrases used throughout the Third Demonstration. parm. 156 »-c. 
Yet we feel that in the case of Melissus, as in the cases already touched upon, the diver- 

gences are quite as noteworthy as the coincidences. And our general conclusion upon the 

evidence must be that—so far as can be ascertained from the fragments preserved—Plato 

treats the works of the three Eleatic philosophers rather as suggestive texts and points of 

departure, than as systems accepted in their entireness and containing a satisfactory answer 

to the questions of metaphysics. The Parmenides is after all a Platonic speculation, 

although resting upon an Eleatic basis. In Plato’s view the One ‘is and is not’ all that 

the Eleatics ascribed to it and to the Many conjointly. 

Of the two great exponents of Platonism for the English-speaking world of our The contents 

generation the one, while striving to maintain a historic attitude, subjects Plato’s works to *"¢ °° * 

a scrutiny having for basis a sensational conception of knowledge, and for weapons the 

laws of formal logic; the other does not shrink from hinting his distrust of metaphysics 

as anything more than a mental gymnastic, and regards Plato by preference as the 

the work. 

untrammelled ‘poet or maker of ideas.’ The two are agreed, however, in putting aside 

any suggestion of system in Plato’s mind, so far as that is unfolded in his writings; and in 

regarding each of his works as an independent inquiry undertaken to meet an independent, 

perhaps even a transitory difficulty. This view, while countenanced, as we have seen, by 

the peculiar form of authorship which Plato has thought fit to adopt, hardly seems in 

perfect harmony with the two important facts, that he both strove to get his views 

embodied in practical legislation, and devoted his best energies to professorial instruction 

in philosophy. It is doubtless true that he is not systematic after the conscious and pre- 

determined fashion of Kant or Spenser; yet he is manifestly anxious to consider all 

aspects of the philosophic problem, as these are successively brought under his notice. 

He earnestly seeks to attain philosophic certainty on all points, and if he fails, it is less 

from a want of systematic grasp of the subject, than because, with the means at his 

disposal, he finds success beyond his reach. He is a consciously unsuccessful seeker after 

reasoned truth, not a mere—if it be permissible to say ‘mere’—metaphysical Ariel singing 

‘ Where the bee sucks there suck I.’ The Parmenides alone is sufficient to show that he 

sought to rectify his own mistakes and make definite progress towards truth. In it we 
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find, beyond dispute, an intentional review of past difficulties, and a conscious step in 

advance, so far as the doctrine of ideas is concerned. 

Before entering upon a detailed discussion of the work, it is necessary to explain that 

no attempt is here made to put before the reader a complete description or co-ordination 

of the views of previous writers upon the question. The task of reading over all that has 

been written in explanation of the Parmenides becomes—where time for consideration is 

limited—confusing rather than helpful to the mind. As little, on the other hand, is any 

pretension advanced to the merit of originality ; to that special information, or clearness 

of penetration, which might justify the setting of previous expositions aside. The object 

aimed at has been to acquire, so far as time might permit, a sufficiency of information from 

authoritative sources, and after assimilating that, to take the course which seemed marked 

out by personal study of the work. 

The dialogue opens with a reference to the speculative relation in which Zeno stands 

to Parmenides. The former is declared to be the negative, as the latter is the positive, 

supporter of the thesis that Being is One. Parmenides, as we have seen, in his poem, 

after setting forth this dogma in detail, feels constrained, like many expounders of the 

problem of existence, to admit that ordinary experience yields no support to his chosen 

view. Accordingly in the second part of his poem he takes up the facts of nature as we 

find them, and offers his explanation of them, just as the physical philosophers had done 

before him. But the whole of this wide field which rejects incorporation with his doctrine 

is classified as Not-being, and relegated to the sphere of opinion, while its votaries 

fopebvTa Kwpot duos Tuprol re TeOnTOTes, axpita Pida. It is to the further refutation of 

the judgments of opinion that Zeno, and Melissus with him, has directed attention. He 

seeks to prove the doctrine of the One-Being by elaborating the contradictions latent in 

its counterpart, the Many-Not-Being. To his arguments Socrates is here represented as 

partly assenting and partly taking exception. The attitude assumed amounts in effect 

to a‘solvitur ambulando.’ Practically Socrates says, I find no difficulty in accepting the 

statement that sensible objects have what you call the contradictory attributes of many 

and one; it represents a fact in experience of which we are daily conscious. They are 

many and one, and where is your difficulty? If it exists, is it of essential importance? 

One might, indeed, at first suppose that Socrates was admitting the unanswerable character 

of Zeno’s reasoning as regards the world of sense; but really that is not so. Virtually 

he offers a vindication of the sensible, material world against the contention of the 

Eleatics, as is clear from the statement a little further on, that ‘those things which we 

see must be accepted as existing.’ Although the two chief auditors are said to have felt 

a little annoyed at this line of argument, they are not represented as controverting it. 

Yet it conflicts with their views, and can hardly be reconciled with Plato’s own opinions 

elsewhere. It follows, however, the objective tendency common among early Greek 

thinkers, who are prone to reason, like the Scottish school, about an ‘external world, 

whatever that world may, upon examination, be found to comprise. The same feeling 

is behind the statement that the ideas are ‘set up in nature.’ Plato’s verdict upon Zeno’s 
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contentions would seem to be, not that they prove their point, if by proving it is meant 
abolishing the sensible sphere; but rather that, however ingenious, they have not been 
applied by their author to the sphere where the results would have greatest value, and 
involve real argumentative subtlety. Now that sphere can be none other than the sphere of 
One-Being, to which in Zeno’s intention his arguments were to form a sort of phylacteries. 

The next stage in the discussion—which arises in connection with the first, and 
partly overlaps it—is that in which Socrates brings forward the question of ideas. He 
invites Zeno to say whether he recognizes their existence, and whether he holds that it is 
from participation of some kind in them that external objects derive their characteristics. 
To the query it is Parmenides who replies, and he does it Scottish fashion, by putting 
another. He passes over the question whether he and Zeno hold such a doctrine, and 
asks whether Socrates himself does so. Receiving an affirmative answer, he goes on to 
interrogate Socrates upon the scope of his theory. It is probable that Plato designedly 
suffers the query of Socrates to pass unanswered. He could not truthfully ascribe his 
ideal theory to the Eleatic thinkers, while to have openly admitted that they did not 
hold it, would have given rather a shock to the series of assumptions upon which the 
setting of the dialogue is based. And he might feel that, if not the theory as he held 
it, at least a germ which could develop into that, was to be found in the views of 
Parmenides. For the ideal theory is put forward as a simplifying, unifying principle, 
and the ideas are ‘apprehended by the intellect’; in both which respects its affinity to 
the Eleatic doctrine is obvious and close. The questions put to Socrates by Parmenides 
in regard to the ideas are four :— 

(1.) Are ideas admitted for likeness, one, many, ‘and all of the qualities of which 
Zeno was speaking’? It may be remarked that Zeno has specified only likeness and 
unlikeness, but has admitted that he is resisting the existence of Many vapa wdvra 
Ta Neydueva. Socrates answers, ‘Yes.’ (2.) And for all such qualities as the just, the 
beautiful, the good ?—‘Yes.’  (3.) And for man, fire, water, and the like?—‘There | 
have often felt a difficulty.’ (4.) And for all such unworthy things as hair, mud, filth? 
—‘ By no means. Indeed, the case of such sometimes makes me tremble even for the 

others. At present I devote my attention to those just admitted’ 

While the scope of the ideal world will be found to be insensibly enlarged as 

we proceed, it seems that we are to accept this as the original immature conception of 

it: and in regard to this conception several remarks suggest themselves. First, the 

object with which it has been referred to at all is, that the dialectic of Zeno may be 

brought to bear upon it. According to Socrates—that is, Plato—neither advantage nor 

honour is to be derived from a dialectic treatment of the sensible sphere ; what he would 

wish to see demonstrated is, as we have said above, the existence of a conflicting 

series of qualities ‘winding in all directions’ through the ideal region. Next, it cannot 

but be felt that if the purpose of the ideas is to explain, and almost to create, our ordinary 

world, the outline here furnished is wholly inadequate. And this inadequacy is due 

not more to inherent difficulties than to sentiment. Ideas are rejected because of their 
oo 
fo 
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unworthiness; and where there is no unworthiness, ideas are readily accepted even 

when they would seem to be least required. It is conceded at once that there are 

ideas for intellectual or mathematical, and for moral or aesthetical, conceptions ; 

which conceptions are already themselves abstract and products of the mind. And 

it is gravely doubted whether there be ideas for even the most important classes of 

objects associated with physical impressions; while the suggestion of ideas for 

objects that seem ‘common and unclean’ is rejected with something like a shudder. 

To put it otherwise: Plato accepts with greatest pleasure ideas for such conceptions 

as Socrates had been in the habit of attempting to define, and rejects with emphasis 

ideas for such objects or impressions as fall within the sphere assigned by Par- 

menides to opinion. The relation between the One and the ideas thus tends to 

become closer. It must be said, however, in the third place, that if the domain of 

ideas, as thus far mapped out, has, in the language of modern diplomacy, an ‘intelli- 

gible frontier, it can hardly boast a ‘scientific’ one. The mere putting of the question 

whether there are ideas in cases (3) and (4) shows—what the form of rejection confirms— 

that Plato had come to feel some further step to be a necessity. 

And we have evidence that such a step is in contemplation. Parmenides plainly 

tells Socrates that it is his youth and speculative timidity which disincline him to 

accept the existence of ideas for the humblest physical phenomena, and that years will 

bring conviction with them. And gradually as the disputation unfolds itself, we 

find incidental references to ideas for ‘bigness, smallness, equality’; for ‘slave and 

slavery, ‘master and mastery’; for ‘science’ and ‘truth. This all increases the scope 

of the theory, alike on the abstract or conceptual, and on the concrete or physical side ; 

while finally the expression eidos evds éxacrov, with others like it, seems to point, although 

not with absolute certainty, in the direction of admitting ideas for every clearly dis- 

tinguishable division into which our experience may be found to part itself. That 

would, of course, include ideas for man, fire, water, and even for their humbler congeners. 

At the same time this conclusion is one that is glanced at rather than definitively stated, 

a fact which, as we have urged above, makes for the view that the work ranks early 

among Plato’s metaphysical writings. For Plato is not here drawing back from a wider 

conception of the ideal sphere, which he had formerly recognized, to a narrower which 

he now regards as more correct ; but is advancing from the narrower to a wider under 

a sense of intellectual pressure which he cannot resist but which his fastidious feeling 

still renders distasteful. While, however, the horizon is undoubtedly expanding we 
cannot but feel that the features of the landscape are far from clearly defined, or given 
with a due sense of relative importance. Are we to assuine, for example, that there is 

but a single idea of ‘beauty’ to which all types of beauty bear a relation—beauty of 
form, of colour; of man, of animal, of plant; of implement and product? If so, what 

are we to think of separate ideas for bigness, smallness and equality, where we might 
imagine a single idea of ‘size’ more appropriate? The parsimony in the one case 
hardly accords with the plethora in the other. 
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Let the scope, however, and the contents of Plato’s ideal world be consistent or The ideas form 

inconsistent, wide or narrow, one thing about it at least is beyond dispute, that it is a* "74 9r* 

world quite apart from ours. We arrive indeed at a conception of it by means and a 

process familiar enough. It is clearly laid down that the ideas are ‘grasped by reflec- Parm. 130 a. 

tion’—oyioue@ AauBavopeva. These are the means, and the process is in accordance 

with them. We proceed by comparison and abstraction. The course of this process is 

not absolutely clear, and comments are made upon its character in the notes, But 

so long as it resembles ‘abstraction and generalization,’ the remark which one is most 

naturally tempted to make upon it is, that while the process is familiar the result is 

unique. The process seems quite analogous to that which Aristotle refers to Socrates Met. xii. 4. 

as its first expositor—‘for there are two things which one might ascribe justly to 

Socrates; inductive trains of reasoning and universal definition. Acquired by such 

means, ideas ought to be what we mean when we use the term—that is, vojpara or 

notions. To Plato they are something wholly different. Here again Aristotle describes 

the facts for us: ‘Socrates, however, did not make the universals nor yet the defini- 

tions separate or transcendental; but ¢Aey (the makers of ideas) did this, and such 

sorts of entities they named ideas.’ Like Jack, we climb up the familiar bean-stalk 

into wonderland: only that his bean-stalk is itself a wonder, while ours is not. This 

break is mentioned repeatedly in the dialogue, and the reader can judge whether Aristot!e 

in what we have quoted from him seems to have this-dialogue in his mind. Thus 
oN t ~ A ~ . ¥ eS ? e bas “ wy | ae ‘ o ¥ 

Gay 6€ TIS... TpwTOV meV CralpyTae ywpis adTa Kal avTa Ta €tdy.—aUTOS TU OUT SipHTAL Parm. 129 v. 
e , ‘ \ ” 2. ‘ \ N , > t . > > ’ 130 B. 
ws A€yets, Xwpis ev edn aUTA ATTA Xwpis dé TA TOVTWY aU peTEXOVTA s—eidos elvat ywpis. seit 

And their characteristic peculiarities are noted in three forms of expression which 

agree with this act of xwpicuos: we have airy duoidtys, & értw év, and as above ecidy 129 B. 
133 A. 

bvta atta xa0’ avta. Socrates, then, has got (1) an ill defined and ill regulated 

world of ideas, which is (2) reached by an intellectual effort of abstraction, but (3) 

found when reached to be ‘like a star that dwells apart.’ Parmenides proceeds to 

interrogate Socrates upon the subject and to raise objections. To his mind a great 

difficulty is this. Postulating the two spheres, ideal and sensible, fully developed 

—what must we hold to be the nature of the participation or uéOegis of the ideas 

by rdée ta dAAa or our world of sense? First he asks, do objects of sense share 

in the whole or in a part of the idea? If in the whole, then is the idea many- 

wheres at once: if in a part, the effect upon them may be fraught with ludicrous 

contradictions—a twofold difficulty which Socrates frankly admits. The assumption 

underlying this dilemma is that the participating object represents, so to speak, a 

sensible material body of death ready made, into which the idea is supposed to 

enter, That is, of course, dualism in a pronounced form. The world of sensible 

objects is somehow already there, waiting for the advent of the intelligible element. 

And it is noteworthy that Parmenides gives point to the paradox by choosing, to 

illustrate his argument, the ideas of physical bigness, smallness, and equality. The 

anomaly resulting from péOefis by parts might have escaped notice had justice or 
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beauty been selected. But absurdity is elicited at once when ‘a portion of smallness’ 

is ‘added’ to ‘one of us. Smallness should be the irreducible minimum of extent; 

but matter being infinitely divisible you get parts of smallness, and never reach your 

goal. Again, for the moment, participation is regarded as physical addition, which 

ought to increase the size of an object; while yet by hypothesis the object should 

be reduced, if things ‘become small by partaking of smallness. Having thus an easy 

victory over the doctrine of participation, Parmenides turns to look at the character 

of the ideas. These are assumed to be a series of ultimate units, each of which has 

the power of influencing the nature of an indefinite multitude of sensible objects: 

and each of which is reached, as we have seen, by the process of abstraction and 

generalization. We are accustomed to draw diagrams of the operation here referred 

to, which represent a gradual convergence from the many of sense to the one of abstrac- 

tion, after the fashion of a genealogical tree or the gorgeous tassels of a cardinal’s 

hat. That this progress leads from many to one there is no doubt. But it seems— 

as is further pointed out in the notes—not to be the progress or the process which 

Parmenides has in mind. He would appear to imply that the very first step in the 

generalization includes a comparison of all available physical data, so that you would 

hope to reach what will prove to be your idea at a single stride. This, however, says 

Parmenides, you fail to do. What you have now got is a fresh field for comparison 

—the indefinite mass of sensible things on the one hand, on the other the abstract 

which you have just made. Compare these two and a third is the result. This process 

repeats itself indefinitely—‘all men, ‘man, and a ‘third man’ or rpiros avOpwros— 

so that the one idea which is supposed to terminate the inquiry is never reached. 

Whether this contention be just or not, it seems to be a formal rather than a real 

difficulty. Your first act of abstraction has by hypothesis exhausted the data at com- 

mand; from a” you have extracted A. What Parmenides contends is that by com- 

paring a” with A a new result is obtained. Is that so? You import no new element 

by your second comparison. It may be that the process admits of indefinite repeti- 

tion, but what does it yield? It would not prevent you from justly using your first 

A as a sufficient type for every participating a, if participation be itself otherwise 

feasible. The objection of Aristotle to the doctrine of ideas, that in each case it merely 

adds one more object to the sensible objects, cal rapamAjctov dowep dv el tis apiOunoa 

Bovdopevos ‘eat Tovev, Mev ovTov oloito uy dvvacOa, wrew Oe roujras apiOuoin, would 

be doubly applicable to this theory. 

Socrates attempts to get rid of this difficulty—this, at least, seems to be what 

he is meeting, and not the previous question of division through participation—by 

urging that each idea may be simply a -mental conception or notion, and so may 

be one. A very odd contention indeed; however faithfully it may reflect the 

‘universal’ or ‘general definition’ of the historic Socrates. These endless comparisons 

and successive results are possible just on the assumption, and on no other, that 

each abstraction remains mental and is not converted by ywpirmos into an objective 
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entity or ‘thing in itself’ If, as Plato insists, our series of comparisons serves but 
to point the mind’s attention to an idea which is ‘set up in nature’ and exists 
Xwpis, manifestly indefinite comparison is by that very fact stopped off. That 
objective thing is wholly independent of any future comparisons into which our 
ingenuity may seek to inveigle it, and stands there unaffected by our subjective 
activity. One it is, and one it remains: our comparisons have served only to draw 
the veil from before it. The fact that we thus discuss it may be a sound reason 
for doubting that it ‘stands there in nature’; but grant such existence to it and 
our further speculations in its regard will hardly make it uneasy. It and its peers 
‘still are sitting, still are sitting’ like the senate during the Gallic invasion, or like 
‘dukes, whom we do not criticise, but only contemplate’ It is singular to note, 
however, that Parmenides is not represented as doubting that if the ideas were but parm. 132 0-. 
notions his difficulty would be removed. He seeks rather to demolish that suggestion. 
All conceptions, he says, are conceptions of an object, and that object will in each 
case be the idea. If it be mental, and all things participate in it, then all things as 
sharing in thought should have the power of thinking—the contrary would be absurd. 
A modern idealist finds no difficulty in conceiving all things as built up of connected 
and coordinated conceptions. But it demands a Greek to urge as necessary sequel 
that thoughts should be able to think. Would it not be an analogous contention 
that words should be able to speak? How plausible soever the hypothesis, it is in 

direct conflict with fact: the Ego alone it is that thinks and speaks. It may be 

noted in passing, however, that Plato seems to have in the end come gradually round 

to the view that thought somehow constitutes the universe. This appears to some 

extent in the Timaeus. And the suggestion about thoughts thinking may have 

helped to persuade him that the universe must in that event be a creature or (oop. 
It is admitted by Socrates that these objections baffle him; and he is thus led ‘he ideas are in 

to propound what would seem to be his final and abiding view of the nature and ‘tt 
function of ideas. ‘They are set up as patterns in nature’ after the similitude of 132). 

which sensible objects are framed, ‘and the participation of objects in them is none 

other than that of being likened to them. It is interesting to note that—as 

remarked above—this important suggestion seems to be put forward here for the p. xxsii. 

first time, as a novel expedient to meet a pressing difficulty. That fixes the position 

of the work as earlier than others in which the theory is mentioned. On this new 

development of the doctrine Parmenides continues his attack. The arguments put 

into his mouth thus far have had two tendencies. They have exposed the objections 

to the assumption that objects ‘partake of’ ideas, and likewise the difficulties 

besetting the attempt to construct a simplified ideal world aloof from the sensible 

one. He now urges what takes for a moment the appearance of a new contention, 

but what is in truth merely an elaboration of the former of these. Between the ok 

ideal and the sensible there is, as we know, a great gulf fixed. We are now told in 

regard to this gulf that God himself cannot bridge it: that he is debarred from 
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contact with the sensible sphere, even to the extent of knowing it. And it is now 

clearly acknowledged that this is due to the original severance of the two spheres. 

Nor can the objection be rebutted. The verdict of reason is absolute—let no god 

join what man has put asunder. The ideal sphere pays the penalty of all privilege, 

even the privilege of unsullied purity, that it is out of contact with the stream which 

flows in the river of life: that circumstance too is emphasized just as the sphere 

is expanding to completeness. It is a perfect and immaculate Constitution, but like 

the French one it will not ‘march’ ‘He shall march, cried my uncle Toby, 

marching the foot which had a shoe on, though without advancing an inch—he 

shall march to his regiment.—An’ please your honour, said the Corporal, he will 

never march but to his grave.’ It certainly will, as Parmenides declares, be the 

work of a man aw peév edgvods to bridge over this difficulty, if he goes about it 

on the foundation here laid down. Yet Plato while clearly alive to the difficulty 

is far from making it a reason for renouncing his hypothesis. On the contrary he 

maintains that with the rejection of an intellectual idealistic standpoint the possibility 

of philosophy and all its rational activity disappears. Ti otv roujoes didocodias wept ; 
he exclaims: and in a sense—though scarcely in his—he is perfectly right. 

Having now reached the end of Plato’s course of self-criticism, which forms the 

important introductory section of the dialogue, we pause for a little to make one or 

two remarks upon it, in addition to any that may have been dropped in passing. 

1. Reference has been already made to certain objections on the part of Aristotle. 

Taken as a body his adverse comments are very comprehensive and pointed. The 

substance of them may be given thus. (a) We do not really reach the ideas by the 

methods which Plato suggests. And that statement, as we have just seen, is perfectly 

true, whether our reasons for accepting it are those of Aristotle or not. No advancing 

chain of abstraction will conduct us logically to another and absolutely separate world, 

to what moderns would call the sphere of the unconditioned. (8) The character of the 

ideas is objectionable in various ways. If we are to have, as Plato implies, ideas 

corresponding to every branch of knowledge we must have ideas of negations (d7ro- 

gages) such as ‘unlikeness, and of things that have perished; while a prominent 

feature of the theory is that which comprehends ideas of relations, such as ‘motion, 

‘smallness,’ ‘truth. But if the use of the ideas is that they are to be participated in 

by objects of sense, they ought to comprise substances (ovcta:) alone. That we possess 
ideas in the modern sense, that is conceptions, of unlikeness, motion and all similar 

things, is quite certain. But to affirm that there is a ‘thing in itself set up in nature’ 
called motion or smallness, is a hard saying. (y) The use of the ideas is to constitute, 
and to aid us in knowing, the world of sense; and they do not fulfil that function. 
The talk about their being patterns, to be partaken of by sensible objects—that and 
the like of it xevodoyeiy éori kal pwerapopas Aéyew woitikds. And we have seen that 
Plato himself partially suspects this to be so—Thus Aristotle attacks at once their 
existence, their character and their function. 
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2. The world of ideas is to be reached, we are told, by abstraction. By abstraction, 

then, from what? From the world of ordinary experience ; which is said on the one 

hand to partake in (ueradauBavery, weréyev) the ideas, and on the other to be appre- 

hended by sensible perception (atcOyo1w), and so to lie outside the sphere of science. 

Suppose Socrates entering upon his course of procedure by abstracting successive ideas 

from some sensible object such as a man. He abstracts, we shall say, ‘one,’ ‘limit,’ 

‘shape,’ ‘bigness,’ ‘likeness,’ ‘beauty,’ ‘justice, ‘goodness,’ ‘mastery, and so indefinitely 

onwards. And when the process exhausts itself what is it that remains, to be appre- 

hended by sense but ignored by thought? Either there must be a primal unmodified 

matter whose function it is to ‘partake of’ ideas, and which remains when they are 

gone; or our sensible world runs serious risk of being ‘abstracted’ from us and 

becoming intellectual, or even ideal, before we are aware. Plato does not explicitly 

pronounce for either alternative, yet he seems to favour the former. His conception, 

in fact, of what the sensible world actually is resembles in its vagueness and want 

of consistency the view entertained on the subject by non-metaphysical reflection. 

He affirms that without the ideas we must sacrifice ryv Tod diadéyerOar divauw, while 
again of these ideas he declares emphatically ovdeuiay avray eivar év jpiv. No proof 

is led that the want of ideas will do away with dialectic and philosophy: this result 

is assumed without discussion, and it certainly leaves us in a position of some diffi- 

culty. In favour of the opposite conclusion we have the following curious deductions 

from Plato’s own line of reasoning—(1) diavora and ro diadéyesOa both exist apart 

from the ideas, and are our means of discovering them: (2) in making that discovery 

these faculties are employed upon the world of sense, which thus succeeds in furnish- 

ing a field of exercise for the speculative intellect: (3) this world of sense contains 

a sort of science suited to its wants, and to which the only limit is that it cannot 

know a world which is expressly placed absolutely out of connection with it. In these 

circumstances do we need the realm of ideas? If they cannot be brought to bear 

upon the world of sense, and if the latter is sufficient unto itself even in the matter 

of science, why retain them? Has not Plato over-reached himself in this part of his 

argument? At the very moment when he seeks to magnify his world of ideas as 

unapproachably pure, rigidly scientific, without one taint of sense to sully or confuse 

it—when he seeks to enthrone it as the dominating influence in speculation—has he not 

been unconsciously enriching the world of sense to an alarming degree with qualities 

to which it can lay no claim, and which are assigned to it solely because they seem 

to him unworthy of the other sphere? The contents of the ideal world we have 

already collected above. What are those of the phenomenal world? They consist of Parm. 129. 

‘you and me, and the rest of what we call the many, ‘stones and pieces of wood and 

such things. To these we add by inference—since there are ideas corresponding to 130. 

them—‘ likeness, one, many ; justice, beauty, goodness ; master, mastery, slave, slavery; 9 3°734* 

science, truth. Finally, whether or no there may be ideas for ‘man, fire, water ; hair, 

mud, filth, it is certain that they, as we accept their meaning, belong to the sensible 
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sphere, for Socrates says of them ratra meév ye, dep opapuer, TavTa Kal eivat. Such is 
the world of ‘what we call the many,’ the world which is ‘with us, which ‘ partakes, 

or whatever you call it, of the ideas’ which ‘we handle’ (ueraxetpifcuefa) and ‘see.’ 

And this world we know by the senses: of some parts of it this is expressly affirmed ; 

while for others there are ideas corresponding, whose distinctive feature it is that they 

are known Aoyiou and dtavola. Such a conception of a world of sense is manifestly 
untenable; and indeed it speedily breaks down. For when Plato goes on to insist, 

by the mouth of Parmenides, upon the absolute separateness of the ideal sphere he 

announces that the latter is known by ‘the idea of science,’ while the ordinary world 

is known (not by sense, but) by ‘our science, tq juetépa émotiuy. And it would 

hardly avail to urge that this latter science is mere ‘opinion, as Parmenides calls it 

in his poem, or to translate ty querépa émorijuy into Aoyiwum Tit vow, to quote a 
phrase from the Timaeus; because it is by its means that we have discovered the 

ideas. The fundamental difficulty lies in the relation, or rather want of relation, which 

is originally assumed as existing between the two spheres. Although Plato would 

deny that ideas exist corresponding to individual sensible objects, such ideas after 

all are the goal to which things seem to be tending. He has ideas for the qualities 

of objects, and ideas for motion and rest; and if he goes on, as Parmenides urges, 

to admit ideas for man, hair, mud, why should he not translate eidog évos exaorov in 

its most literal sense and acknowledge the existence of ideas for ‘you, and me, and 

the rest of those present’? An efdos Lwxparovs would at least not be arimorardy te 

kat gavAotarov; and when we have got that length we should have in the ideal world, 

what we can hardly help feeling as if we were intended to have, a detailed duplicate 

of the sensible world complete to the minutest ramification. And do we not seem 

to attain to this consummation in the latter part of the Phaedo? There he launches 

into a rhapsody upon the future dwelling-place of the soul, which is made to appear 

as an idealized sensible sphere, where our world is repeated in detail with transcendental 

attractions. Is this the rdézos vonytés? If so, then each blade of grass has an eidos 

or heavenly counterpart, as in the land of Beulah. Those there have aicOjoes tTav 

Oewy and behold the sun, moon and stars ofa tuyxavet ovra. On this assumption our 

sensible One, which for argument’s sake might be supposed to contain but a single 

quality, could be represented by q, and Socrates with his indefinite qualities by q°; 

while over against this would stand the idea of each, represented by g and g%. And 

so our worlds would run side by side 
q gy? 3 gt gs ¢® any tL gr-3 gt? gq? q” 

q q? q qt qs qé PrP a ee qn-3 qu gq q". 

If we are to have two worlds with the theory that the one is the model or pattern 
of the other—then no fitting conclusion but this seems to be possible. What advan- 
tage, now, has the world in italics over that in roman type that such pains should 
be taken in the elaboration of it? ‘What’s g to q, or q to g, that q should weep for 
q?’ It is not simple as opposed to the other’s complexity, it is not pure as con- 
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trasted with the other’s unworthiness, it is not stable as distinguished from the other’s 
mutability—there is actually an fog xunjrews. What then is it? Shall we say it 
is intellectual as contradistinguished from the other’s dependence on sense? Well, after 
consideration, it is not that either. No: between the two there is indeed a vital 
distinction. The world in italics is ‘The-idea-of-scientifical’: the other is ‘The-our- 
scientifical.’ This is what comes of having ‘made that distinction—on the one side, 
certain ideas; on the other, things partaking of these’: and here for the present we Parm. 130s. 
must leave the question. 

3. The ideas as patterns are said éordva év tq gvoet. What does this mean? 
One would at first be disposed to fancy that ‘nature’ could be nothing but the world 
as we see it: but obviously that sense cannot be the right one. As little can nature 
mean the human mind; for although it is by the exercise of the intellect that we 
reach a conception of the ideas, they are in themselves quite separated from us. He 
speaks repeatedly in the Republic and elsewhere of a voyros téros as contrasted with 
the dpards. Should we identify that with the mind of the Creator? Even this is 
not without its difficulties; for the ideas are patterns apos & BdAérov the Creator 
creates, a description which gives them a certain externality and independence even 
where he is concerned. The voytos tomos, again, and the mind of the Creator are 
subjects which carry a certain suggestiveness in connection with the question which 
Plato raises as to whether the ideas are vojuara. What should occupy a vonrés réros 
if not vojuara? Granting, too, that voiara must have objects, still we ask—may 
not such objects, and in the given circumstances must they not, be themselves yorjuara 
or voyra? Nay, even the aicOyra seem not to be perfectly excluded from this intel- 
lectual influence. Granting that we perceive them by sense; do we not, even according 
to Plato, likewise form abstract conceptions of them, when discovering the ideas? 
And are they not the objects of our thought at that time, and so in his view capable 
of thinking? Further, of the ideas it is affirmed that they are Noyiouo AauBavopueva 
and the mode of reaching them is ty Wuyyq éxi mavra (Tad dpomeva) iSetv. There is 
also an éicrjun whereby God knows them. Finally we are told that if the ideal 

theory be abandoned man ovdé dro: TpéWe thy didvorav fe, and so the possibility 

of discussion will be absolutely destroyed. Plato is, of course, committed to the 

position that the ideas are not mere notions in the human mind, but objective entities. 

We may grant him that; we may even raise no difficulty about their being ‘set 

up in nature. Still to admit of being discussed at all they must imperatively 

be either ‘mental’ or ‘physical’; and if physical they are perceived by sense, while, if 

mental, he grants them the power of thinking. The subject is a supremely difficult 

one. Probably Plato is all along struggling to say what we also are struggling to 

say when we speak of things ‘unconditioned,’ ‘in ordine ad universum, ‘seen as they 

appear to the creative intelligence. In the Phaedo such expressions occur as avira 

Ta Tpayuara, & Tvyxaver Exacrov dy, ethixpwes ExacTov Tay OvTwy, and, as we have 
seen above, ola ruyyxavet GyTa. ; 

h 
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4. It has been pointed out that the reason assigned by Socrates for raising the 

question of ideas here at all is that he may see the same contradictory qualities 

proved to exist in them which Zeno shows to exist in sensible objects. No proof to 

such effect is forthcoming. All that is said in reference to conflict between ideas has 

reference to ideas which encounter each other in objects of sense. Doubtless it is 

shown that there are difficulties in the way of our conceiving an ideal world at all; 

but these difficulties do not quite involve the fundamental contrariety which Plato 

through Socrates sees fit to suggest. The argument which most nearly supplies a 

result of this nature is the one in which it is pointed out that if we reach the ideas 

by a series of comparisons and abstractions each idea must be many and not one. 

But this argument is not prosecuted in such a spirit as to indicate that Plato sees 

in it the presentment of an internecine struggle between ‘absolute one and absolute 

many.’ We come more nearly within sight of such proof as we are looking for in 

the Sophistes, Philebus, and Phaedo, than here. Even in the Phaedo, however, what 

is pointed out is principally that there are ideas which will not inhabit the same body 

together, while others do not show a similar mutual repugnance. One explanation 

of the failure to satisfy expectation may be that the ideas are found to be beyond 

the sphere of ‘our science.’ Another seems to lie in the aversion which Plato up 

till now exhibits against the acceptance of ideas for ‘man, fire, water; hair, mud, 

filth, and such things’ The ease with which contradictory characteristics are shown 

to exist in sensible objects arises from the complexity of those objects. The difficulty 

in the case of the ideas is caused by the comparative simplicity of those ideas which 

are accepted as existing. If Plato accepted ideas for ‘man, fire, mud,’ he would ap- 

proximately reach the concreteness of the sensible sphere. The idea of man could 

readily be shown to be both one and many: and so with others, in proportion to 

their inherent complexity. 

5. Such ideas as these would be ideas of ovcta, which according to Aristotle are 

the only ideas that should be admitted at all. And when their admission would be 

an advantage, why does Plato raise any difficulty? It is not altogether because of 

their physical character. Some of those which he admits most readily—‘bigness and 

smallness’ for example—are in origin physical. Probably the abstractness of the 

latter veils to his mind the fact that they are physical, while the concreteness of the 

former gives that fact full prominence. And we know from Aristotle why it was that 

Plato felt a distaste for ideas of a concrete physical type. ‘Having from his youth 

become acquainted with Cratylus and the views of Heraclitus, that all objects of sense are 

in perpetual flux, and that in their regard, science does not exist, he ended by adopt- 

ing this theory as correct. And accepting as his guide Socrates, who busied himself 

about ethical questions to the exclusion of nature at large—and in these sought the 

universal and led the way in turning attention to definitions—on some such ground 

as this Plato took up the view that all this applied to a separate class of facts, and 

not to any of the sensible objects, as one could not attain a common definition of 
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any of them from their ceaseless mutation.’ This gives the explanation of the dislike 

for physical ideas which appears in this dialogue; and it makes still clearer that such 

was Plato’s earlier view, which he finally overcame. One can also see how much 

more simple it is to accept ‘smallness in itself’ as an abstract entity than ‘man in 

itself’—g* than g*—®, so to speak. 

6. The expedient of calling the ideas patterns, an expedient of the utmost signi- 

ficance in Plato’s eyes, traces, as we say, its origin to this dialogue. It occurs to Socrates 

as a sudden inspiration—adn’, & Ilappevisn, wadiora fuorye Katapaiverac Bde éexewv; 

and it appears to exercise in the end a potent influence in expanding the contents of 

the ideal sphere. It is true that in the Republic we are pointedly told that only one 

couch has been created as a model for all; but in the Timaeus we can observe a Tim. 28-2 

change. There is, indeed, still a single pattern, but this is a pattern for the whole 

world, of which pattern the world is an image. Now a pattern for the world, one 

cannot but feel, is likely to be a much more complete and comprehensive thing than 

could be elaborated consistently with the assumption of solitary patterns for vast masses 

of phenomenal objects. It is quite unnecessary to enlarge upon the difficulties involved 

in this doctrine of the pattern so far as its application is concerned. But the necessity 

for postulating a pattern world at all seems inconsistent with philosophic parsimony. 

The tendency to imitation must indeed be firmly rooted in us if we cannot look 

at the world without regarding it as a copy, and calling into being another world 

whose only function it is to act as model for it. Yet like the ‘scheme’ or ‘method’ 

of salvation so dear to the heart of scientific theologians, such a view as this contains 

much that is attractive and satisfying to the uneasy lay mind. It seems so far 

analogous to a constitution with two chambers, and possibly on that ground may 

commend itself as conservative. But how does it add to our security? The world 

of sense is a fact which we have always with us, and somehow or other we make a 

shift to know it. That is our é7:; but apparently we cannot—so long at least as we 

hold that world to be sensible—rest satisfied without a dor. And so we postulate, 

deduce, or hypostatize a second world, as a species of pattern-shop or wapaderyuari- 

ptov, whose function it is to fortify us in our convictions about the first world, by 

giving it the appearance of being in turn deduced and not a mere fortuitous creation. 

Such a pattern world is in imminent danger of becoming a museum. So far as 

Plato’s view in this dialogue and in the Republic is concerned—that there is one 

pattern for many copies—it is certainly, as Aristotle puts it, a mere talking of empty 

poetical metaphors. All copies of a pattern ought to be exact duplicates of each 

other. Now the very characteristic of the copies in the case before us is that they 

diverge widely from each other; and the pattern, if it is to be a pattern for all, must - 

in that very act cease to be a pattern for any. We are reminded, in this view of the bane ean 

subject, of the ‘schematism’ of Kant. ‘There can never, says Kant, be an adequate Translated in 

picture for the notion of a triangle in general. For it would never attain to that J. H. Stirling's 
Text-book to 

generality which enables the notion to hold good of any triangle, right angled, oblique Kan, p. 25. 
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angled, etc. but would be limited always to a part of this sphere.’ One cannot avoid 

the suspicion that it is precisely this impossible ‘general picture’ which Plato’s pattern 

in its present stage aims at being; and that he has been gradually forced onward to 

this position as a consequence of having made xwpicpos of the ‘general notion’ or 

‘general definition’ of abstract qualities like ‘the good’ which he received from Socrates. 

Perhaps a lurking sense of this difficulty may have had its influence in making him 

averse to admit ideas of ‘man, fire, water.’ 

To resume, then, we see that Plato has made the mistake which later thinkers 

have repeated without his excuse, and which less disciplined intellects are ever prone 

to make. He on the one hand refers far more of our world of experience to sense or 

alsOnois than actually belongs to it; while he on the other hand feels constrained to 

place intellect or diavora in a hostile camp of observation. The result is to him, as to 

all men so placed, a feeling that contradictions multiply: and his aim is, as is also the 

aim of such men, to reconcile those contradictions without changing his original position. 

Mr. Archer Hind appears to contend that he did finally change his standpoint for 
that of a consistent idealist. Whether or not he may have done this elsewhere, it 

seems certain that he does not do it here. The dualistic assumption was to him the 

natural, traditional, unquestioned one. The reconciliation was the great problem pre- 

sented for discovery: and it was sought for as was the philosopher’s stone in a sub- 

sequent age—hope never died though fruition came not. 

In looking about for his solution, he proceeds to advance the contention that 

dialectic, or discipline in following up trains of reasoning about metaphysical problems, 

is an essential rpomapackevy towards success. He presses this point with much earnest- 

ness and illustrative detail, and his pronouncement upon it seems in effect to be an 

admission that the Socratic type of inquiry was inadequate for the present need. It 

is not without a certain significance that Parmenides, in now putting the subject 

before Socrates, chooses as examples with which to test the method the ideas of ‘the 

beautiful, the just, the good.’ Hitherto these have yielded place to others: but we 

know that they were topics upon which Socrates had been wont to dwell—a fact 

which is also hinted at in the reference to previous discussions with Aristoteles; and 

in the words odpi€ecOa: émiyerpeis kadov Te Ti, Kal dikatov, Kai ayaOov one almost recalls 
Aristotle’s description of what ‘may justly be ascribed to Socrates,’ ‘But to nature at 

large’ Socrates had not turned his attention. Plato is now discovering not only that 

‘universal definitions’ ‘on the ethical virtues’ must have a metaphysical basis, but that 

such a basis cannot be constructed at haphazard, or by taking up any question that 

chance may suggest, as Socrates had been accustomed to do. This is a point upon 

which Parmenides—so Plato was beginning to find—might act legitimately as a mentor 

to Socrates. ‘What is the just?’ may be a most instructive inquiry; but, if the 

answer is to be satisfactory, ‘What is being?’ must precede and support it. There 

seems no necessity to contend that Plato is discarding the reasoning used in the 

inquiries of Socrates on moral questions as fallacious in its own sphere, or as ill con- 
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ducted within its presuppositions, Rather he is feeling that those inquiries had been 
detached, fortuitous, wanting in system, without a secure foundation ; feeling also, it 
would appear, that his own previous gropings in the metaphysical region had been 
open to the same objection; and that these defects can be removed only by making 
a fresh and better advised beginning. That he now proceeds to attempt. The base idea 
he gets from Parmenides; the method of testing his inferences from Zeno. But to 
the details of their historic position he is not confined. Not history but expediency 
leads to the compliment from Parmenides that Socrates has done well in forcing the 
discussion away from the physical into the metaphysical sphere. To Parmenides ‘Being 
is One’ was a faith quite as much as it was an inference, nor had Zeno’s support of 
the doctrine been quite as detailed and many-sided as we are here led to believe. 
Zeno’s dialectic instead of following a four-fold direction had been confined to the 
single contention ‘if the many are, what follows to them?’ It appears to be Plato’s 
own advance upon both these thinkers, that on the one hand he applies dialectic to 
the One itself, and, on the other, recognizes the necessity of dealing in argument with 
all sides of a question. 

We are now more in a position to understand the relation of the second great Relation of the 
division of the dialogue to the first. While it is made conversationally to appear an ere 
accident, it is in reality part of the design that the argument should from this point 
onward be devoted to the Parmenidean doctrine or ‘hypothesis’ of the One. And the 
connection of that subject with the one hitherto under discussion has been treated as 
though it were more of a difficulty than it is. If we are to assume, with Grote, 
that the remainder of the dialogue is simply what it affects to be—an example, namely, 
of the mental discipline which Parmenides deems indispensable to the philosopher— 
then its relation to the earlier portion is determined at once beyond the need of argu- 
ment. But in pressing his view with grave persistency, Grote seems rather to manifest 
a want of tact. Not only does he miss the literary finesse of the composition; he 

even raises in a gratuitous manner the question ‘si un Grec peut avoir de l’esprit’ 

What Plato seeks is to reach his real end by apparently accidental steps, to guide the 

listener to a predetermined issue while seeming to let him wander at his will. The 

fact that much has been written upon the question is due to a belief, prevalent among 

students of all ages, that something more and higher is intended than a mere dialectical 

exercise. In very early times—among Neoplatonists, for example—the remainder of 

the dialogue was viewed as something allegorical, symbolical, enigmatical, in which 

hidden meanings lurked. Something analogous, although less credulous and whimsical, 

has occurred in our own time in the region of comparative mythology. The Iliad is 

a solar myth in which Achilles represents the sun: Antigone is the ‘afterglow’ of 

the dying day, who insists on ‘burying her brother’ in the west ; and so in other cases. 

Apart from any value which may attach to such elucidations, it may be conceded that 

they are at once most fascinating in themselves and most plausible in their veri- 

similitude and adaptation to the outlines of the various stories. But they have the 
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serious drawback of seeming to support us in making anything out of anything. In 

like manner, if we are free to regard Plato’s discussion as allegorical, sober criticism 

must quit the field. If such a conception as the ONE is spoken of ‘in a mystery, it 

will be found equal to any demand that is made upon it. Last century, no further 

gone, Thomson in his edition of the dialogue—while duly setting aside Neoplatonic 

extravagances—feels entitled to regard the One as synonymous with the Deity; and 

assigns his reasons. The One, he says, is here represented as 

universitatis unica causa sine figura 

simplex ac perfectum immobile 

sine principio et fine aeternum 

non genetabile nec corruptibile. 

And is not the Deity all these? We must on the one hand begin by discarding all 

mythic and hidden meanings. Plato introduces myths repeatedly into his works, and 

when doing so he makes no secret of it. On the other hand we decline to have it 

exacted of us that we shall show between the two portions of the disputation a con- 

nection more precise and intimate than Plato has thought necessary in other writings. 

What is the proper subject of the Republic, the definition of justice or the construction 

of a state? How are love and rhetoric connected in the Phaedrus? Why are the 

Theaetetus Sophistes and Politicus so closely associated by their author? There is 

nothing in the sequence of parts in the Parmenides which need cause more embarrass- 

ment than any of these problems. 

Certainly the second part is an exercise in dialectical inquiry, and as such its 

point seems to be twofold: (1) to show that the very simplest of all conceptions 

has many aspects from which it may be viewed; (2) to embody a type of inquiry 

more subtle and abstract than any with which Plato had been familiarized in the 

practice of Socrates. But everyone must feel that if it be this it is likewise 

something more. Plato had begun, as we have said, to realize that the Ethical 

inquiries and definitions of his master stood in the midst of nebulous surroundings. 

He had tried to render everything clear by the expedient of ideas ‘set up in 

nature’: but his first efforts in that direction would not bear criticism. Could any 

regulative or unifying principal be found which might bind all firmly and harmoniously 

together, and remove complications? That question seems to represent his present 

frame of mind. We know from the Phaedo that he had turned to Anaxagoras in 

search of such a principle, not with perfect satisfaction. Here we find him approaching 

the problem through the dogma of Parmenides. The former had said ws dpa vois 

éoTW 6 dtakoouaeyv Te Kat TavTwy airiog: the latter declares twirov 6 éoTi voeiv Te Kal 

otvecév éatt vonua, and ov mor éyv ovd éorat, éret viv éotw Omov may ev Cuvexés. 

Neither is consistent; neither can elaborate in detail his own convictions: but each 

gives suggestions for constructive idealism. Plato making confession here of his own 

shortcomings practically approaches Parmenides with the request, Can you help me? 

And to whom could he more naturally go than to him who professed to have reduced 
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the whole problem of Being to Unity? This seems an obvious reason for discussing 
the nature of the One. Again, however, one of the foremost desires expressed by 
Socrates at the beginning of the dialogue is to see Zeno’s dialectic turned upon the 
intelligible sphere. And here it is so turned: turned upon Parmenides’ own 
intelligible sphere, which if not ideal in the Platonic sense is at least widely severed 
from the sphere of opinion, and may be said to be on the way towards idealism. 
Moreover Socrates was anxious to see the dzopia which Zeno had revealed as 
existing in the sensible sphere running riot év adrois Trois eldest: and here something 
of the kind actually is exhibited. The One may not be a Platonic idea, but it is 
at least a very abstract conception, and under treatment it presents amopia in 
abundance. Any reader of what remains of the work must feel the full significance 
of ravrodarés mAexouévny, while the result upon the One and the Many is such as 
can be described only in the complicated sentence with which the dialogue closes. 
This seems not an unreasonable account of the connection between the two parts. 
He who demands a ‘truer inwardness’ in the matter, and seeks for it, may possibly 
find it; but, if so, will he not find more than Plato is elsewhere in the habit of 
providing? If indeed we feel compelled to continue the search we might make the 
connection complete by assuming that the remainder of the work is a practical 
exemplification of the method according to which the ideal is to be brought into 

connection with the sensible sphere. The want of such connection has been strongly 

emphasized, and Parmenides has declared that to supply it is all but impossible. If 

we are to assume that in the sequel this difficulty is supposed to be surmounted, 

we must hold that the connection implied between the spheres—which is the question 

involved in the doctrine of péOefig or wapovota—is one of dialectical necessity, 
resulting inevitably from the mere action of the laws of thought: must hold that the 

one factor when clearly realized by the mind postulates the other for its own 

completeness. ‘One’ and ‘Many’ demand each the other as poles or sides of a 

single complex conception, reminding us of the Unity Plurality Totality which we 

find in Kant. This surely would complete the connection of parts in a degree 

satisfactory to the most exacting, and would at the same moment solve Plato’s 

problem for him in a novel and cogent manner. But while a tempting, it is a 

questionable theory. In the first place it supplies, as substitute for Platonic méOegic, 

a conception which is so modern as to be suspicious upon that ground alonc. 

Even Aristotle’s doctrine of Sivauie and évépyea must be regarded as a falling 

away from such a standpoint as that. Assuredly it leaves far behind anything else 

in Plato. In the second place it at once renders nugatory all the intellectual distress 

which has been lavished upon the difficulty which méOegis was found to involve ; 

while at the same time not a hint is given at the close that a problem so remarkable 

has been deftly and completely dealt with upon a basis which changes the whole 

aspect of the question. Had Plato really made out such a connection between ideas 

and sense it seems likely that he would have announced it more explicitly. Finally 
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it renders inevitable a conclusion which finds favour with some, that the One repre- 

sents an idea while the many are the sensible world. Is it the case that the One 

of this dialogue is to be regarded as an idea? The point is not absolutely clear, but 

on the whole the answer must be No. Various reasons make for that conclusion. 

First: the discussion upon the One is undertaken, as we see, just after the decision 

has been reached that the sphere of the ideas has no connection with ours, and 

that the science found with us is of a much less exact type than the other. To begin 

immediately after such a pronouncement a discussion which sets it at naught seems 

a questionable step. Again: the One is expressly said to be the hypothesis of Par- 

menides, and although he placed Being much nearer to the ideal region than any 

of his predecessors had placed their principles, and separated it from the sphere of 

opinion in a way which must have proved very suggestive for Plato; yet the actual 

distinction which Plato drew has never been ascribed to him. Moreover we find in 

Plato’s discussion of the One bonds which connect it with space and time, a fact 

which at once parts it off from the sphere of ideas. Nor do we hear of an aro &, 

& éorw @y at this point, where, if the intention was to fulfil the expectation expressed 

above by Socrates, some reference to such terms seems almost essential. As little 

do we hear of the difficulties of knowing the One, or of the ‘idea of science” On the 

contrary we are told that One partakes of various ideas—e dpa év ro el opiKporns 

éyylyverar—like other ovcia, in which respect it occupies a position identical with 

7a Gdda. The passage where this statement is made seems to leave no ambiguity, 

although others are less specific. Finally it is expressly said that both One and 

Others ‘grow older and younger, ‘become and perish’ and exhibit other characteristics 

of sensible existence. From all this the natural conclusion appears to be that the 

One, Many and Others are notions corresponding to physical originals, and that Plato 

is dealing with them Aoyiou@ and diavoia but only up to the limits of ‘our science.’ 

What he seems to be aiming at is to turn the Parmenidean principle on all sides 

with the view of ascertaining whether he can incorporate it into his ideal system 

with advantage. The odd feature of the business upon the other hand is that after 

disparaging ‘our’ science as he does he should proceed to a detailed use of that science 

the course of which tends to enhance our estimation of its efficacy. But we must 

remember that Plato’s theory of ideas is so exacting in its nature and conditions 

that to maintain a consistent attitude towards it is quite beyond his power. The 

exigencies of such a position compel him to fall away from his theoretic distinction 

between two degrees of science, and to go on reasoning with such sublunary intellect 

as mortals possess, upon topics with which it can deal, and to give this as the best 

substitute he can supply for a dissertation upon what moderns would call the Uncon- 

ditioned. 

In surveying the second and most important division of the work it will not 

be possible to enter into every detail. Certain general lines of remark alone can be 

pursued, lesser issues being dealt with in the notes, 
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1. As we have already noticed, the first step of Parmenides, on the threshold The scheme of 
of the subject, is to insist that any topic chosen for debate must be discussed in apa 
definite methodical manner. This he never did as a matter of historic fact; nor ceaipalay 
is there evidence that Zeno elaborated any such scheme of inquiry. We must suppose oe 
that Plato has himself methodized the investigation while appropriating from Zeno 
its keen dialectical character. His scheme at its fullest may be formulated thus— 

1. 1f A is what follows in regard (a) to it, and (8) to not-A? 

2. If A is not as 5 (a) to it, and (8) to not-A? 

3. If not-A is sg 3 (a) to it, and (8) to A? 

4. If not-A is not ‘ 33 (a) to it, and (8) to A? 
A moment's reflection will show us that this, while doubtless a symmetrical, is really 

a redundant form of discussion. Its results may be fully attained without our carrying 

it further than the first two stages. Nor does Plato, in point of fact, carry it further 

here. It is true he maps out an elaborate table of eight heads or, as Grote calls them, 

Demonstrations, which might be supposed to correspond to (1, 2, 3, 4)a and (1, 2, 3, 4)B: 

with an odd one thrown in after the first two. These have been arranged in our 

marginal summary in two groups which may be called A and B, having under A 

Demonstrations I. Il. Iv. V., and under B, I. IL Il. IvV.; while the odd one appears 

as Demonstration A III. But, as will be seen, Demonstrations A I. and IL, Iv. and v., 

B I. and IL, Ill. and Iv. really exhibit respectively contradictory discussions upon 

a changed hypothesis. Thus—setting on one side A Ill—we have the argument 

reduced in reality to Ia followed by 18, and 2a followed by 28. Even in this reduced 

shape its closing divisions are hurried through in a rather perfunctory manner 

with the remark kal ravta vov Ta Totatra & dueAOeiv evrerées Hon Huiv, OF again ovde x65 v. 

GdXa boa év rois mpdcbev SujAOopev. The discussion is indeed protracted beyond these +6 ». 
limits; not however from the necessity of the case, but because Plato enters upon 

what, while nominally a revised statement of each argument, is really a reversal of it 

arising from a modification in the sense of its terms. Demonstration A 11, while 

professedly a restatement of AL, is in fact a transformation of it covertly brought 

about ; and the same is true of Av. Bil. and Biv. when compared respectively 

with A Iv., BI. and B It. 

2. The course of the discussion, when these points are cleared up, comes to pre- The inquiry and 

sent on the one hand a deductive, negative, destructive,—on the other an inductive, ee 

positive, constructive aspect. Thus positive. 

a AL, ‘if the One is,’ ends by annihilating the One: 

Av., ‘if the One is,’ ends by cancelling the Others: 

Biz, ‘if the One is not,’ likewise destroys the One: while 

Biv., ‘if the One is not, again does away with the Others. 

On reference to the marginal summaries it will be seen that these results are reached 

in the two former cases through a resolute keeping of the One to its oneness, and 

in the two latter by an equally tenacious holding of Non-existence to its nothingness. 

z 
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So rigidly is the One to remain one that it is not allowable to call it even ‘the same’ 

as itself; while ‘the One is not’ is defined to mean utter absence of being in the 

thing spoken of. And practically the reason assigned for this stern repression of all 

expansiveness in sense is that, unless we guard ourselves with ceaseless care, the One 

will reveal such diverse characteristics as to become Many while we are occupied in 

examining it. Put in terms of Logic, the conclusion thus reached may be called a 

denial of the possibility of predication, or the concession in the case before us of such 

predication alone as amounts to the assertion of an identity—‘the One is one. But 

we must be careful not to make this denial unconditional. Plato makes no declara- 

tion against the possibility of predication per se: he merely says that, if we are to 
be jealous in guarding the absolute unity and simplicity of our conception, the result 

will be that we can say nothing whatever about it. It is natural that on its way 

toward this consummation the One should become dzre:pov, or should gradually lose 

all definite characterization. In terms of Metaphysic, again, our conclusion may be 

stated thus—that with bare uncompromising oneness Being or positive existence is 

unthinkable and incompatible. Existence waxes and wanes pari passu with com- 

plexity: do away with complexity, relationship, multiplicity, and Being is no more. 

The point thus reached would, were Plato in reality confining himself to the position 

of the historic Parmenides, form the conclusion of the work. It shows what comes of 

rigid adherence to a hastily assumed simplicity and unity. As Dr. Jackson says, ‘when 

the Eleatic principle is strictly interpreted it is as complete a denial of philosophy as 

Heracliteanism or Cynicism.’ 

8. In AIL, ‘if the One is, the result proves that the One ‘is and is not’ in an 

indefinite number of ways: 

In A Iv. a similar result arises in the case of the Others: 

In BL, ‘if the One is not,’ the same conclusion still holds of the One: while 

In BIIL, it arises from this latter hypothesis that the Others ‘seem’ many con- 

tradictory things. 

This is the positive or constructive limb of the argument. In it the One forms a 

centre for multiplex and even conflicting existence. And the principle which under- 

lies the process is the counterpart of that which has led to the negative conclusions. 

We have simply to concede to the One so much of positive characterization as will 

save it from extinction, and to the Not-being such a sense as will allow us to speak 
about it. This slight concession proves to be the letting in of water. Make over but 
so much to the One as will let you discuss it, and this apparently rudimentary con- 

ception will develop a complexity which confounds you, and carries with it attributes 

as contradictory as Yes and No. For even its Not-being, if a not-being with which 

you can deal, proves a source of fresh predications—omnis negatio est determinatio. 
Thus, Logically, we reach the conclusion that where predication is possible it is not 
a mere statement of identity; and, Metaphysically, we perceive that the simplest of 
entities can have being only as part of a complex whole. 
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Let us dwell for a moment longer upon this double result: its importance in Recapitutation, 
Plato’s reasoning cannot well be exaggerated. In the former portion of the argument 

(a) we have an attempt (A 1.) to think back, under Parmenidean conditions, to a One 

which shall prove a ‘minimum cogitabile, or an existence in a state as simple as 

we can conceive. While this One is assumed to ‘be,’ its being is suffered to retire 

into the background, as Plato busies himself in reducing its character to the most 

naked simplicity with which being may be found compatible. When he has reached 

this stage, however, he comes to find that being no longer is compatible with it. This 

minimum cogitabile has become a minimum zxcogitabile, and by the same gate whereby 

it passes out of thought, it vanishes from existence. When and where qualities cease 

then and there being leaves us. This result is attained by consistently rejecting from 

the conception of the One every means by which it might break away from the most 

rigidly unmodified oneness. He withholds it from any share in parts, whole, inner, 

outer, change, on the ground that it must be truly one: he will not suffer it to 

be denoted by the most harmless looking synonym—to call it ‘same’ involves 

a ‘different.’ The One must be, in Bacon’s language, strictly a vestal virgin: let it 

but ‘change its name,’ so to say, and at once pulcra faciet te prole parentem; or, to 

vary the figure, it may say ‘I secretly laugh at my own cenotaph.... I arise and 

unbuild it again.’ Preserve it, on the other hand, immaculate in its vestal condition, 

and you speedily find that it cannot be, cannot be one, cannot be named, cannot 

be known. It is gone: and with its own has dragged all other existence (A V.). 

If this be so when the One ‘is,’ shall we fare better when it ‘is not’? This case is put 

in Bu: the reasoning is short and has the same result. As he has shut out existence 

by pressing home the absence of qualities, he now excludes qualities by emphasizing 

non-existence. If the One is not, nothing is: existence is impossible for anything 

apart from association with unity. The converse view of the problem is brought 

out in the latter half of the argument (8), by simply urging that the One must not 

be pressed out of existence, since in terms of our hypothesis it ‘is’ The element 

of existence being transferred to the foreground a revolution follows (AIL). The 

One is now no longer the minimum incogitabile but the minimum cogitabile—and 

as a consequence it has parts, is a whole, exists in time, and in a word, goes off at 

once conquering and to conquer in the absorption of characteristics, until we discover 

that it is the Many or the Others. Would all this be upset, now, should we say again 

‘if the One is not’? By no means necessarily. Grant but a meaning to that assump- 

tion (BI) and all follows, Give to the non-existent One but definiteness sufficient 

to admit of discussion and it will give itself variety: let it but have individuality 

and it will not long want for multiplicity. The whole tendency of the reasoning is 

very prettily summarized by Plato himself in the Sophistes, cai yap, a ce 76 YE og 

way ard TavTos émtxetpel atoxwpifev aus TE ovK éuperes Kal oh kal wavraragw 

Guovcou Tivos Kat apirocopov. Ti oy; TeXewrarn mavrwv Adywv oy MaRS TO 

Sadvew exarrov amo TayTwv ua ‘yap Thy GdAnov Tay edOv TUMTAOKHY O Aoyos yéeyovey 
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jpiv. For rev edav in this passage read tay ovciv, and for 6 Adyos put 7d eva: then 
from being logical the statement becomes metaphysical without losing any of its value. 

It is not at all improbable that Plato in the Sophistes has Antisthenes the Cynic in 

his eye, as the duovads tis Kat apirdcogos. Nay, the language of Aristotle in regard 
to him almost suggests that he may be referred to in our own dialogue, 6:6 ’AvriaOévng 

wero evjOws pndev akiav réyerOar TARY TH Oikelw Oyo ev ef’ Evos’ EE dv cuveBatve MH 
eiva avrTidéyev, oxedov Se pynde WevderOa. Certainly the phrase tv éd’ eves is remark- 

ably apposite when compared with ddd\a Gmotov av qv Aeyew ev Te evar Kat év ey, at 

the opening of Demonstration A IL 

Such is the general bearing of the discussion, a bearing which modern meta- 

physical theory confirms. It by no means follows, however, that each step in the 

reasoning is a safe one: that the details fully accord with the sketch. Of the two 

divisions the negative one is that which seems the more cogently put. And naturally 

so. It is simpler, more human, to take to pieces than to construct, to see flaws in 

creation than to create, to be deductive than to be inductive, to converge upon a 

point than to expand over a wide horizon. Such flaws in details of the argument as 

can be detected will be found mentioned in the notes, but there is a grave drawback 

to its general character which calls for notice here. This consists, as we have already 

hinted, in a doubtful attitude towards the logical law of Contradiction. Not only do 

the statements in the positive limb of the inquiry conflict with those which the 

negative one seeks to establish—an issue due largely to the ambiguous use of the 

terms One and Not-being to which we have just referred—but the repeated assertion, 

which marks the positive limb, that the One ‘both is and is not’ affected in a given 

way, seems to clash with what is the earliest accepted and most comprehensive dictum 

of all formal logic. It is not that Plato was ignorant of this principle—whether 

technically enunciated or not it must form the basis of all just argument—on the 

contrary he expressly states it both elsewhere and in this dialogue. Of the series of 

arguments the two first—AJI., I1—are the most elaborately developed, the latter 

in particular, and at their close Plato seems to realize the difficulty with which he is 

confronted. In the opinion of Grote it is with the view of clearing this up that he 

inserts unsymmetrically Demonstration A 1. In this he points out that when 

the One ‘becomes’ as one, it ‘perishes’ as many, or whatever the special feature 

may be; and he leaves the impression that the contradiction involved in ‘both becomes 

and perishes’ can be disposed of by this interposition of time. We are here brought 

into contact with a very important distinction, that between knowledge as a com- 

pleted result, in which a simultaneous ‘becomes and perishes’ should be impossible ; 
and knowledge as a progressive acquisition, in which the contradiction is not so easily 

eliminated. If we are to assume that the One, or any other entity, exists in an 
unchanging form like one of Plato’s ideas, then it comes under the law of identity 
or contradiction. It is what it is, as a sum total of characteristics, which individually 
are what they are: time has nothing to do with the matter, and ‘is or is not’ must 
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take the place of ‘is and is not. If our knowledge of it is perfect we know it as it 
is, without ambiguity. But if, on the contrary, we do not actually so know the One, 
or any other entity; if our knowledge is a growth or activity, which advances from 
small beginnings towards a fulness never realized, then the One is a centre of shifting 
characteristics, and each time we deal with it we deal probably with a different group 
of these. In the main we are likely as we discuss it to be advancing from a view 
which includes few characteristics to one which includes more. But not necessarily. 
When we reason deductively we start from what for our purpose is a given sum total 
of knowledge, as if it were complete, and draw from that conclusions which already 

lie implicitly in it—we are dealing with our knowledge as if it were acquired and 

stored up, and are simply satisfying ourselves as to the details which it includes. 

Here time does not enter, and the formal rules are the sole legitimate guides. When, 

on the other hand, we reason inductively or synthetically, we advance from a basis 

confessedly imperfect and strive to enlarge our mental possessions. Here we cannot 

always speak in terms of ‘is’ or ‘is not’: our knowledge does not exist, but is in 

process of formation: time enters as an element, and the laws of formal logic must 

be charily applied. And if he would receive it, this is the direction in which Plato 

would have to look for a reconciliation of the conflict he recognises between aleOyots 

and émiotjuy. In the former he is at what miners call the ‘working face, and is 

quarrying out new knowledge from the ungauged sum which lies before him. In the 

latter he is dealing with the ‘bing’ of coal already raised to the pit-head, which he 

weighs and measures as a definite quantum by definite tests and standards. It is 

patent at a glance that the result in the latter case might from its greater definiteness 

be called knowledge or science, while that in the former, from its constant incomplete- 

ness and confusion, might seem to a methodical mind unsatisfactory in comparison. 

As time goes on the working face advances, while for each generation the bing repre- 

sents a different total. The point, for us, is that when knowledge is in process of 

becoming, its condition at any moment is sufficiently uncertain to render a strict 

application of the laws of deductive logic uncertain and unfair: and that it is not 

necessarily to the prejudice of a line of argument, in such circumstances, that it seems 

technically a little at fault. In arguing thus, however, we are not to be held as admitting 

that each seeming violation by Plato of the law of contradiction is in reality such. 

Another glance may be taken at the subject from a somewhat different standpoint. 

While the laws of formal logic are invaluable as tests of an intellectual conclusion, 

they may yet be far from conveying a just picture of the activity which leads the 

mind to the acceptance of that conclusion. They represent the dissecting imple- 

ments of the anatomist, or the solvent appliances of the chemist, much more than 

they exemplify the natural process by which is produced the complex organism 

with which anatomist or chemist has to deal. And if an attempt be made to exhibit 

that process in operation, the attempt does not at once stand condemned by reason 

of imperfect conformity to them. That it may be inherently defective as a repre- 
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sentation is possible enough, but not because it happens to jar with deductive 

formulae. 

3. Grote, we have said, regards the argument A Ill. as an attempt on Plato’s part 

to explain apparent violations of logical law. That is not an unfair account to give of 

its rather unexpected occurrence in this place; yet it is one that may be overpressed. 

Plato no doubt feels that his previous arguments seem contradictory, and seeks to 

elucidate them. But the course he takes partly tends to show that the charge of 

inconsistency would be in some degree out of place. What he wants us to understand 

is that he has been dealing with the One as in ‘process,’ a condition in which contra- 

dictory or seemingly contradictory affirmations about it are inevitable. And he 

is less concerned—though no doubt sincerely concerned—to prove himself a fair 

reasoner, than he is to account for this phenomenon of process or becoming with 

which he has to do. It is another manifestation of the influence of Zeno’s dialectic 

upon him. ‘The first hypothesis of Zeno’s first argument’ had been directed against 

multiplicity. Plato, however, has accepted multiplicity; and what he sees is that his 

acceptance carries with it the necessity for some theory of change in all its various 

manifestations. This brings him face to face with another group of Zeno’s arguments, 

that denying the possibility of motion. Zeno endeavours to show that because of the 

infinite divisibility of space you cannot admit that in any given time a swift runner 

can overtake a slow runner, as the apparently small space which divides them can 

itself be so divided as to become infinite. And from this he deduces the impossibility 

of motion. It may be urged in an ex parte manner that if Achilles cannot overtake 

the tortoise in a limited time, having unlimited space to cover, you can evade the 

difficulty by dividing the limited time as you do the limited space, and so showing 

that he has unlimited time in which to do it. As Being and One are equally divided— 

ovTe yap TO dv TOU Evos aTONETETA OvTE TO &y TOU ovTOs GAN eLicovcOov Svo dvTE 
aiet wapa mavra—so space and time may be equally divided, the one becoming infinite 

if the other is. But this is not Plato’s difficulty. He accepts here the doctrine that 

time is made up éx toy vy, and has to ask himself how the gaps between these 

isolated moments are to be bridged. Thus we again see the consequence of beginning 

by making divisions—xai pot etré, awwTos ov ovTw dinpysat ws Aéyes;—they refuse to 
reunite. But Plato here offers us his theory in explanation. After the first instant or 

vuv, during which the moving arrow is at rest, there comes 70 é£a/¢vys or the momentary 

suppression of time, in which timeless flash of ‘unaccustomed liberty’ the arrow (or 

the One) bridges over the barrier between the first instant and the second, thus 

making a start; and by similar means it retains its acquired motion through piv after 

vv. And what is true of physical motion is true, says Plato, of other types of change. 

We thus explain Becoming. This reasoning will at once suggest a comparison with 

Aristotle’s solution of the same appparently unanswerable Adyos. And there cannot 

be a doubt that the latter is the more philosophically matured. There is something 
almost absurd—unless it is intentionally humorous—in the suggestion that the One 
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goes, as it were, behind the scenes for a moment to change its dress; and no one 
knew better than Plato that, however instantaneous he might make it, the period, 
unless he was able to alter its character by sleight of hand, would still be but a 
minimum of fme. Yet when we reflect a little we may see that the two philosophers 
are substantially at one. Aristotle’s reply to Zeno practically is that the latter puts the 
dividedness of time against its connectedness, so much so as to push the latter wholly 
out of view, and make us think of time as divided merely, while it is no less truly 
connected. Now Plato in speaking of time accepts Zeno’s view of its dividedness; 
but he says the separation of moments is overcome by ro é£at@yys, a something that 
is not divided nor even divisible. This is but an awkward way of recalling for us the 
other aspect—the continuous side—of time. We are made to figure time as divided and 

continuous not simultaneously but alternately, We think of it as discrete—continuous 

—discrete—continuous, and so ad infinitum ; only that he gives to the second limb of 

the antithesis the name of a timeless ‘instantaneous.’ 

4. It was said above that the divergence in the results between the positive and Ambiguous use 

negative limbs of the argument was due largely to ambiguity in the terms. Foremost oa 

among these ambiguous terms is the One itself. Its different meanings in this dialogue p. Wii, x. 1x. 

are chiefly two. It is used in a more or less logical sense as a unit of measurement, 

or terminus a quo in speculation: and it is used in a metaphysical sense as an entity 

whose existence and composition are to be comprehended gradually by research, or 

as a terminus ad quem. In the former of these senses it is of course quite immaterial 

to consider the positive character of the One: it may be concrete, it may be abstract 

in itself. For us it is used abstractly when used as a unit of measurement. It is 

more important to observe that while such is its function you cannot do with it what, 

as is to be feared, Plato sometimes assumes the right to do. You cannot divide it 

and then treat its parts as on an equal footing with itself—as new Ones. The parts 

of a unit are fractions, and are not to be treated as new units on a level with the 

whole from which they are taken. It is when viewed as a unit that the One seems to 

be most simple and elementary in constitution—most really one, with but the single 

characteristic of unity. If it be used merely as a counter we feel almost entitled to 

consider that we have reached a One which no argument can prove to be many. 

It certainly should not de many, but it cannot avoid implying or presupposing many. 

We must remember that even as so conceived it cannot be spoken of save as in 

relation to other similar ones in endless succession. It forms one of a multitude like 

itself, and it may be azy one of that multitude, Plato may be right or wrong in his 

method of reaching number by ‘two twice and three thrice’ and ‘every combination Parm, 143 2! 

of even and odd’; but it is true that One carries number with it. To say ‘one’ 

involves the mental act of numeration; and numeration is the act of reckoning 

plurality. In this sense one and many, one and ‘limitless multitude’ are but the two 

factors of a single mental process. Each involves the other, and the question Whether 

One does not come first, is inept. When thought has reached the stage of reckoning 
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its impressions, its consciousness that they are many and that each is one constitutes 

a single simultaneous decision. When it goes on to deal with any given set of 

impressions and seeks to find how many they are, one, in that sense, or 1, comes before 

two. But number and the unit of number take form together. Thus we are far removed 

from perfect simplicity in dealing even with the one of number. Plato admits this 

in practice, as well as maintains it in theory, by assuming that there are Many or 

Others standing over against the One from the very threshold of the inquiry. 

Nor do we mend matters on passing to the metaphysical One, the one of ex- 

istence, or what we hope may prove the simplest form of Being. In that case we 
have still to reckon with the problem of numeration, just discussed; and we have 

added to it the problem of existence, which was there in abeyance. What is Being? 

At least it is not identical with unity: unity does not carry objective being with 

it. Plato is quite right in saying that the statement ‘the One is’ already involves 

something more than One. As Aristotle points out—whether with this dialogue in his 

mind or not, readers must decide—even when in search of an dpxy or first principle we 

cannot accept a single one: the case requires several. To judge by Plato’s language, the 

One to him in this aspect consists of a mental picture of a physically existing One—of 

a One in space and in time. Now the very simplest conception. which can be formed 

of such an entity must treat it as a homogeneous extended thing. But in that case 

the circumstance that it is viewed as one is not essential; it is accidental. We are in 

search of the smallest unit of being and have happened to stop at this point. Unlike 

the unit used as measure this One may be broken up, and each portion may be called 

One. And such divisibility is co-extensive with thinkability. You may go on dividing 

so long as what you divide can form an object of thought; while again it is only as 

an object of thought that you can deal with the matter at all. Thus multiplicity 

dogs this One out of the confines of existence; we cannot reach it, do what we may. 

But further, it is certain (unless it be pure space) to have as a physical existence 

various characteristics in addition to mere extension: and these characteristics will abide 

with it, like those of water, in the smallest part you reach. Thus in itself, and apart 

from its further divisibility, this smallest part is not One in the sense of having but 

a solitary quality or feature. Simplify as we may we cannot arrive at what we seek: 

to adapt the language of Edgar in King Lear, ‘the One is not, so long as we can 

say—This is the One.’ Strip it of quality after quality, as we have already stripped 

it of part after part: still it remains a complex so long as we can form such a con- 

ception of it as will admit of discussion. Strive to reduce it step by step to absolutely 

featureless Being and it vanishes at the back door of thought as Nothing, as the 

unthinkable. Plato is right as regards the scope of his argument, although he may 

take doubtful steps from time to time. 

The Many also is a term which is not very consistently used. Frequently it is 

transformed to the Others, a step which, in a work dealing with the most elementary 

distinctions of thought, it is not permissible to take. By so treating this conception 
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you acquire greater freedom in developing from it fresh characteristics. The One 
as opposed to the Many is not identical with the One as opposed to the Others. 
Plato himself rightly says that only the other can be other than the others: that 
is, in being opposed to the Others the One sinks its oneness in order to become 
other than they. But there is a further confusion of thought in this connection. We 
have noted how Plato accepts almost unconsciously at starting the view that over 
against the One a body of Many or Others takes its place. The whole mapping out 
of that model scheme of argument, which ought to form the discipline of the philosopher, 
is based on the assumption that the One is not all, but has Others with which it is 
to be contrasted. Now we have also seen that the One itself under treatment develops 
into Many. What difference is there between the Many into which the One thus 
changes and the Many originally existing in contradistinction to it? That is not a 
thing easy to decide. We have a many of ones, any one of which may be fixed 
upon as the One; this again when we examine it separates into a new Many in 
our hands. Have we not here, after all, the same Many or Others viewed at two 
separate logical moments of their existence? The development of these from a 
careful consideration of all that is involved in the conception of the One gives us 
what Kant would call the ‘deduction’ of the Many or Others. The contention that 
no argument about the One will be complete which fails to ask ‘what follows to the 
Others, simply exhibits us as assuming without deduction a fact which we are able 
if necessary to deduce. Yet Plato seems to speak as if this identity between the two 
sets of Many were not present to his mind. If that is really his mental position 
perhaps the inconsistency may be due to a cause which produces difficulty in most 
abstract thinking. One would suppose that discussions about abstractions would be 

in a sense easy, from the fact that we ourselves choose the qualities which our 

abstractions shall comprise, and dispense with whatever might prove superfluous. The 

difficulty is that, abstract as we may, we never can get the existence of these surplus 

qualities, and of a whole surplus world, swept clean out of our thoughts. This back- 

ground of superfluous qualities and existences colours our abstraction in spite of our 

will, The analogies and materials of our ordinary experience, which our abstraction 

is supposed for the time being to have flung aside, dog our argument like the con- 

sciousness of evil deeds, and force themselves surreptitiously into trains of reasoning 

which purport to disregard them. We cannot keep our thinking consistently at the 

level of our abstractions. Could we do so we might find arguing about them to be 

tolerably simple and satisfactory. This line of reflection may partly explain the 

introduction by Plato of the conception of Others or Many even at the moment when 

his hypothesis seems to be that the One exists alone, the sophism being partly veiled 

under the plea that every side of a question must be considered. 

Yet another ambiguous term is Not-being. It need not detain us. Sometimes 

it is used comprehensively as an absolute denial of existence to the subject under 

review, at other times it is used in a restricted sense as meaning a something which 
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is not the same with that subject. In the former case it closes the discussion, in 

the latter it forms in itself a fruitful theme of discussion. On this topic Plato’s views are 

much more clearly elaborated in the Sophistes. One’s first impulse undoubtedly is 

to think that while Being may be exhibited in many shapes and degrees, Not-being is 

unvarying, is always ravroy éavr@ and has but one signification. But we come to 

learn that in this as in the popular contrasts between the sexes great error may be 

committed. It is fallacious in discussing the characteristics of humanity to devote 

a chapter a piece to the soldier, the explorer, the lawyer, the statesman, the trader, 

the man of letters, the poet, the man of science, and then to round off the work with 

a supplementary chapter on woman. ‘You clash them all in one, that have as many 

differences as we,’ says Tennyson’s prince. And so with each tint of Being a separate 

shade of Not-being will be found to correspond. In the Sophistes we learn that 

while each order of Being necessarily peréxet Tod dvros yet 4 Oarépouv pivot is ever 

standing by which @repov aepyagouévy Tod bvros Exarrov ovx dy mote. Nay, while 

wept &actov dpa tav eid@y wodv pév éort TO Ov, it is not otherwise on the negative 

side—dzetpoy 6& Ae TO wy bv. For we have on the one hand zo éy, but on the 

other td dda, and the number of the latter whatever it be represents the exact 

number of times that ro év ove gor. Opposed to 76 dy in its most abstract form 

stands +6 mw éy in an equally absolute form, and the latter is the negation of existence. 

But for modified or definite Being you have similar Not-being. The @arépov ¢vats, 

he says, gaivera xataxexepuaticOa KxaOamep émioriun—for every ‘named variety’ of 

science a suitable variety of negation is told off as partner. 

5. What, we may ask, are the characteristics which as the work progresses come 

to attach themselves to the conception of the One? When viewed metaphysically 

it is, as we have said, an extended unit. The characteristics which distinguish it 

beyond this are few and simple, as will appear from the marginal summary of the 

text. First it has existence, parts, whole, beginning (in space), middle, end, and shape. 

Then it has various qualities which Aristotle would describe as wpdés te: thus it is 

same—different, like—unlike, greater—equal—less, fewer—as many—more, older—same 

age—younger. Again it has position relative to itself and others; thus it touches 

and does not touch, is still and in motion, in space (ywpa); while it has also all the 

affections incident to existence in time. It would appear then that it is one—and 

any one—of a multitude of extremely elementary homogeneous extended things 

existing and moving in space and time. While such a One is in certain ways much 

more than the One of Parmenides, we cannot but feel that in a vital respect it is 

much less. It has altogether ceased to symbolize the Universe. No one on the 

other hand can fail to see the strong general resemblance between such a picture 

as this and the doctrine of the Atomists. True, Plato does not specifically say 

that space is empty, but his discussions of touch and motion tend in that direction ; 

nor does he set a limit to divisibility, yet neither does he allow division to swallow 

up the One or the Many. It is impossible to imagine that Plato was ignorant of 
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the views of his contemporary Democritus—though, as we have seen, he never names p. viii 
him—and one is almost tempted to suppose that it was at least one among the objects 
of this dialogue to show how Zeno’s dialectic if perfected and applied to the One 
would from the Eleatic doctrine develop the Atomistic. An analogy from modern 
speculation might be found in an attempt to affiliate the Monads of Leibnitz to the 
Substance of Spinoza. 

But if the One is thus reduced in many respects very much to an atom, what, 
we may still ask, is to Plato the most fundamental requisite of existence for it, or for 
anything ; and how to him does existence develop itself? We cannot single out any 
one characteristic from which all others are to be traced, but the vital features appear 
to reduce themselves to three at most: (a) it is in time, (8) it is in space, (y) it has 
individuality. From these characteristics the others are variously deduced. Its 
individuality, however, is very elementary, and is more logical than physical: the One 
is ‘different from the others’ and ‘one with itself’ In the course of his argument 
Plato adopts either of those three characteristics which suits him as the fundamental 
one, and from that establishes the existence or non-existence of others. From his 
reasoning it would appear to result that the beginning of existence to our minds 
for anything whatever is the acquisition by it of distinctness in some form or other. 
And our knowledge of it, or its existence for us, grows with the increasing number of 
relations in which this distinctness can be affirmed. Of the three characteristics given 
above we are in the habit of thinking that the order of natural priority is that in which 
they are named—that quantity has a more elementary character than quality. Plato 
does not appear to share that preconception. He would seem to imagine that a 
distinctness of quality or individuality might be to us the primary ground for assigning 

to a sensation a distinctness of quantity. From having a sensation of such and such 

a quality we are led to ascribe to it such and such a quantity or succession in space 

and time. This is not laid down as a principle by Plato, but the course of his 

argument rests upon a tacit recognition of it. 

6. The point at which Plato looks most as if he were going to abolish his 

units by the process of endless division is in what we call argument B IL, which deals 

with the condition of the Others on the assumption that the One does not exist. On 

that assumption this argument represents the more favourable possibility for the Others, 

and it reduces them to an unmanageable phantasmal chaos bordering upon annihilation, 

In the less favourable possibility which follows in Biv. they are actually done away 

with, the conclusion being that ‘if the One is not nothing is.’ This, however, seems 

rather to be a negative argument in favour of the Democritean contention that 

division must stop somewhere. Nor is the conclusion unsound, although both Plato 
and Democritus support it in a somewhat mechanical and materialistic fashion. Stated 

in terms of modern Metaphysics it would stand pretty much as we have put it already 

—that simultaneously with the removal of definiteness, numerability, clearness; of 

TO weéTpoy, TO épas, thought and existence vanish. At best there can remain that 
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chaotic multiplicity which carries with it the possibility of existence, and which, if we 

please, we may call ‘sense,’ or in Platonic terms that ‘which seems to be One, but is 

not; to have beginning, middle and end, but has not.’ 

It may be said, then, in general terms, that the work is undertaken in the interests 

of the ideal theory and consists in an attempt to appropriate to the uses of that theory 

the doctrine and dialectic of the Eleatic school, as a unifying, regulating, harmonizing 

and sustaining influence. But the process of appropriation brings into relief a fact 

startling indeed, yet not unperceived by Plato. This dialectic, when turned upon its 

own dogma, demonstrates that while unity is beyond doubt a principle essential to the 

very possibility of thought and being, it is at the same time parent to a complexity 

of which its sponsors did not dream: the problem of philosophy, even when we seek 

to solve it with the weapon of unity, unfolds as we deal with it deeps within deeps 

of unexpected multiplicity and complication. To adapt a familiar and weighty judg- 
ment ef ody TO év TO ev Got TOAAG éoTt, Ta TOAAG Oca; We must accept the One, for 
we cannot dispense with it. But the atomistic element likewise claims a voice in the 
ultimate conclusion; and, if we are to repose upon the doctrine of Unity, that unity 
will not be the mere absence of plurality and diversity, but a something capable of 
reconciling in a new whole such elements as these, and such contradictions as are 
formulated in the closing sentences of this dialogue. The general scope of the dis- 
cussion from the beginning, with its successive exponents, may not unfairly be presented 
thus. ZENO: Can a sensible Many be assumed to exist without involving hopeless 
contradictions in thought? No: yet what we see does exist. SOCRATES: Can even 
an ideal Many be postulated without leading to difficulties equally insurmountable ? 
No: yet there it is. PARMENIDES: Setting aside Manies of both kinds, can so 
simple a hypothesis as the existence of One be maintained without bringing in its 
train every complication of which its presence is expected to relieve us? No: yet 
without the One nothing is. 

It has been said above that no attempt is here made to reproduce in orderly sequence 
the views and reasoning of previous commentators. One or two points of divergence 
from them, however, may perhaps be referred to. A reader of Dr. Jackson’s remark- 
ably acute analysis and criticism of this dialogue will have his attention arrested by 
the following among other conclusions. The One is regarded as an idea, or as 
representing the ideal sphere, and there is assumed a graded progress—éy, zroAXa, 
arepa—from it through ‘kinds’ or ‘classes’ to the ‘limitless multitude’ of sensible 
existence. This theory is undoubtedly attractive, especially when read in connection 
with the statement in the Philebus that we must not proceed at once from mTépas to 
amtepia, from éy to Ta drepa, but must interpose certain definite réca as connecting 
links. But reflection tends rather to discourage belief in this hypothesis. We have 
already given reasons for questioning the view that the One is an idea: certain of 
its characteristics seem to preclude that supposition. Again, Zeno at the beginning 
of the work places évy and oda in such contrast as to leave no doubt that in his mind 
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they comprise jointly all existence. At the close of the first part, Parmenides speaks 
of & and va d\Xa in a similar sense; while throughout the dialogue ra dda and 
Ta woANa are used as convertible terms. Whatever may be symbolized by these 
expressions, it would be difficult to draw a distinction between either of them and 
the phrase drepa t@ m}ec which occurs at intervals; nor does Dr, Jackson appear 
to cite any evidence that woAdd and dzepa differ generically in their use. In other 
respects also Dr. Jackson is inclined to discover finer and more detailed distinctions 
throughout the work than in these pages it has been found possible to recognize. This 
may be natural, even perhaps imperative, from his point of view, according to which 
the dialogue is a late work; on the opposite supposition, such distinctions are not 
essential. 

Throughout this introduction, the doctrine that the ideas are absolutely severed zeite. 
from the sensible sphere has been emphasized, but not more so than the language of Plato, etc. 
the text would seem to require. Speaking of Plato’s works at large, Zeller does not ?3** 
regard such a doctrine with favour. He admits, indeed, that many expressions and 

arguments occur which point towards such a doctrine; but adds, ‘We must nevertheless 
question its correctness.’ He goes on to explain his contention by showing that the 
supposed sensible world is in reality Not-being, and that all Being centres in the ideal 
sphere. To elucidate his position would lead us far: but when all has been urged in 

its favour, it still lies open to the objection of not explaining the difficulty so much 

as explaining it away. Zeller is himself constrained to say ‘whether the above-mentioned P. 38. 

difficulties as to the theory of Ideas do not, after all, reappear in an altered form, is 

another question.’ From what does the necessity for philosophic inquiry, idealistic or 

other, arise but from a sense of difficulty? When Plato feels that difficulty, he begins 

like other thinkers by an attempt to solve it. But he is soon led to shake its dust 

from his feet and flee towards ‘a city which hath foundations whose builder and maker 

is God,’ and of which the characteristic is that it shuts the original and now somewhat 

despised difficulty outside its everlasting doors. Zeller urges that ‘these objections p. 31. 

{in the Parmenides and elsewhere] to the doctrine of ideas would not have been 

suggested by Plato, had he not been convinced that his theory was unaffected by them,’ 

a view with which Dr. Jackson sympathizes. But is it the case that every thinker, 

even every great thinker, is fully provided with a reply to all objectors? He is not 

driven from his position by objections: he feels, it may be, a conviction which objections 
fail to shake. But he may be sensible that he has not met the objections, nevertheless. 

Galileo was a very great man, yet when he was questioned about the fact that water 

would not rise in a pump beyond thirty feet, and reference was made to the doctrine 

that ‘nature abhors a vacuum,’ he could but say, half in jest, that nature seemed to 

abhor only a thirty foot vacuum. It was left for Torricelli to throw light upon the 

mystery. We must not, then, attempt to explain away what Plato actually says on 

the ground that it involves difficulties for which we think we have a solution after 

the lapse of two millenniums. 
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‘The difficulties reappear in an altered form.’ What difficulties? Those which to the 

metaphysician spring eternal: those which centre in the relation of subject and object, 

which are so protean, and of which the solution looks so like juggler’s work, that one 

almost takes refuge with laughter in Carlyle’s sarcasms about “sum-m-mjects and 

om-m-mjects” ‘uncertain whether oracles or jargon.’ Perhaps the sharpest form of this 

contrast with which philosophy is acquainted is that between Plato’s ideas and the 

many of sense. A less pronounced type of the difficulty is that which arises between 

the ‘ cognitive faculties’ of more modern speculation—what Plato would call ‘our science’ 

—and an ‘external world.” In the latest stages of metaphysical evolution, the great 

problem has been to reclaim the external world from its antagonistic externality, to 

include it in a revised sphere of consistent idealism. But granted that we are right 

in taking this course, admitting that thought is the parent of all things, even of its 

own object; still ‘the difficulties reappear in an altered form,’ Why this persistent pro- 

nounced unmanageable sense of objectivity and separateness? We demonstrate that 

sense is swallowed up in thought, and yet suspect that we have achieved but a Pyrrhic 

victory. What is sense? That is the mystery of mysteries. We may eat away all 

its substance with our ‘forms of sensible perception,’ and our ‘categories,’ but we 

cannot lay the spectre—‘expellas furca tamen usque recurrit.. We have been saying 

and have seen Plato admitting that the world as we know it cannot be a world of 

sense. Is it meant then to affirm that sense has no existence? Or are we not rather 

bound to exclaim ’A\Ad wy Nav Oavuarros 6 AOyos jy, ef Tis TOV GVOpwroY aTorTEpHrete 

Tov aicOaverOar? It is, of course, granted that ‘beauty, goodness, slavery, bigness,’ and 

even that ‘man, fire, water, hair, mud, filth,’ in their collective sense, are not perceived 

by the senses, Sense lies in the sphere of ‘you and me, bits of wood and stone.’ 

Now while ‘beauty’ may comprise many qualities, ‘man’ comprises many more; and 

‘you’ still more, more indeed than anything except another you. Do we then approach 

to sense as we add qualities, and recede from it as we remove them? Not properly. 

‘Beauty’ and ‘man’ are simply figments of the mind and have no connection with 

sense other than this, that they were deduced from the observation of individual 

‘sensible objects.’ ‘You’ also can become a figment of the mind when one thinks of, 

and does not see, you. But it is true that sense attaches only to individual things, to 

things with a maximum of qualities in their several kinds, in short to existing—as 

opposed to conceived or imagined—things. Are such things then sensible objects? 

If not, no other such exist. Let us take a simple case as put by a thinker of anything 

but transcendental tendencies. According to Dugald Stewart, when you read a letter 

that which can be referred to sense is—not the comprehension of the contents, but— 

simply the perception of ‘black marks upon white paper.’ In reality this is much too 

liberal an allowance. Not by sense but by judgment do we recognize the substance 

to be paper and the marks to be black upon white. And our judgment would not 

cease to operate, however visionary the distinction might become, until all distinction 

had vanished; that is, until sense ceased from exercise for want of any object. The 
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very recognition that this state had supervened would itself be a judgment, though it 
might be delivered with hesitation. In a word so long as consciousness lasts, thought 
is at work, and the more alive consciousness with a view to detect and expose pure 
sense may become, the more completely does it fail of its purpose. As we might 
say, ‘had ye but seen, then had ye been without thought ; but now ye say “We see,” 
therefore your thought remaineth.’ All that we can declare about sense is, that it is 
the vanishing point of knowledge—who steals my sense steals trash, ’tis something, 
nothing :’ while yet we feel that from that very vanishing point, the guarantee of all 
knowledge is given—‘or hear’st thou rather pure etherial stream whose fountain who 
shall tell?’ Thus we may say that the world of experience, which Plato has been 
seeking to dominate by his ideas, is all intellectual; if by this we mean that the 
sensible element in it is reduced to a minimum incogitabile at the start: or alterna- 
tively that it is all sensible if by this we mean that it never becomes transcendental. 
Either view is an advance upon the dualistic hypothesis of a composite world, half 
‘mind,’ half ‘matter.’ Yet neither solves the problem of Whence all comes, and why 
this absolute freedom of sense from the control of the will? The sense function is 
within us like a well of water springing up unto everlasting life. So we must confess: 
nor is it part of our duty to pursue the inquiry further. 

Of the Parmenides it may be said among other things that it forms as it were Conclusion. 
a vestibule to those vast and mystic halls which are trodden by the metaphysician. 
And already while passing through it we see the corridors appear which lead respect- 
ively to the courts of Being and Becoming. So impressive and intricate are the sur- 

roundings that we pause for breath, uncertain whether the building has two great 

co-ordinate wings, or whether it consists of an inner court approached through an outer. 

Certainly there are those who have sought a home in each mansion, and the thoughts 

called forth by the image of either are such as may separately dominate the mind. 

Few can form, fewer still can convey to others, an adequate conception of the sphere 

of Being. It is so completely withdrawn from experience. At best we must shadow it 

forth to ourselves as some Hall of the Chosen, some consistory, so to speak, of Egyptian 

Deities who have not stirred since time began. In such a picture an ‘idea of motion’ 

is a fatal flaw: the stillness there is absolute, and may not be disturbed. But has it not 

the atmosphere of a museum? In the midst of Being we are in death. It is said 

that certain subtle poisons kill by preserving the tissues, by stopping the action of 

growth and also of decay. Are we thereby the gainers? Our gain is loss: our being not- 

being. Can anyone have in truth seen this hall of Being; or do those who depict 

it dream that they were there? Not even Parmenides can vivify the description. The 

other to us seems less remote. It is as though the well of sense bubbled upward 

through a chink in the floor, bursting into the air and rippling over the pavement 

with multiplex undulation and ceaseless sound, reflected and reechoed from the roof 

and walls. To that we have seen something analogous; we are in sympathy with it, if 

imperfectly. But always the question returns upon us—Wo kommst du her? wo gehst 
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du hin? And Heraclitus our interpreter cannot tell, What is this Becoming? Is 

it after all Being, but caraxexepuaricuevov? Are we to solve the enigma of Being- 

Becoming on the analogy of the ‘continuous-discrete’ in space and time? Or is the 

antithesis Being and Not-being, with Becoming as bridge? Is ro é£aigdyns, ‘that odd 

thing the instantaneous, another name for Becoming? Or are both awkward adum- 

brations of the Ego—that one among many, that whole among parts, that aépos amid 

mevia? Or does reasoning perhaps end here, and do we in the language of ‘divine 
madness’ rave about things unutterable? Finally, does speech fail, and must we 

wander backward in the expressive silence of dvauyyotg to God who is our home? 
Such are among the thoughts which suggest themselves to those who have come 
under the influence of Platonic speculation: thoughts tinged indeed by modern currents, 
and pressing forward through modern channels, but not the less truly tracing their 
source to the great fountainhead of all metaphysics. 



THE TEXT. 

I, 

IN an edition, even of a single dialogue, which bears a relation so unusually close Histoxica:. 

to a special manuscript, some introductory remarks upon the manuscripts of Plato in *“” C™7"™" 

general, with details in regard to certain of them in particular, are not only natural 

but will almost be expected. It is hoped that what follows may be of service 

to beginners in palaeography and in textual criticism. At the same time it is the 

work not of an expert in these branches of study but of a tolerably instructed layman. 

The writer knows only six Platonic manuscripts at first hand, and these he has studied 

under all the difficulties and disadvantages which attend a comparative beginner, and 

with but a limited time at his disposal. 

1. The earliest edition of Plato’s works appears to be that of Aldus Manutius, zaitions. 

published at Venice in 1513—the year of Flodden—a work which must have cost 

infinite labour, and in regard to which its editor says that he would wish its errors 

removed, even at the price of a gold piece each. Perhaps this edition was published 

too soon: at all events the one which caught the attention of the world of letters was 

not it but that edited by Serranus and Henricus Stephanus, and published at Paris in 

1578, in three volumes folio, with a dedication to Queen Elizabeth. This has ranked 

ever since as the editio princeps, and constitutes the standard of reference for all 

succeeding scholars. The dialogues are arranged in what the editor calls avivyia, of 

which the fifth ‘ad quam contulimus Physica et Theologica, includes the Timaeus, 

Timaeus Locrus, Critias, Parmenides, Duuadctov, Phaedrus, and Hippias Minor. The 

Greek has a Latin version running in parallel columns with it, and the lines of the 

page are subdivided into successive groups by the letters A, B, C, D, E placed in the 

margin. It would seem to be the intention that these letters should be placed at 

intervals of ten lines; but they often stand opposite the space between two lines, and 

the contents of division E vary considerably, as the Latin and Greek, according as each 

happens to be the less compact, expand in turn to the whole breadth of the page 

at the foot. In our text A is omitted, and the other letters are placed opposite those 

lines which include what seems to be the commencement of each division, so far as 

that can be determined, in the original. Ste. 111. 126 means Stephanus, vol. iii., 

page 126. These great editions of Aldus and Stephanus—or of Bauldie and Steenie 

as, with fond familiarity, we may say—are not ‘critical editions’ in the modern sense 

of that term. They appear each to be based largely upon one Ms, selected partly 

Z Ixxiii 
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on grounds of convenience—Schneider considers that in the Laws at least the original 

of Aldus was the Venetian Ms. called by Bekker @, No. 184, which has no special 

authority—and where a difficulty arose any other accessible Ms. was consulted, or resort 

was had to conjecture, no great care being taken in giving references. Stephanus says 

that he puts in the margin conjectures that occurred as the book was passing through 

the press. This somewhat easy-going and self-reliant method of constructing a text 

appears to have continued till the close of last century, the edition of Heindorf being, 

according to modern German authorities, a brilliant example of it. 

2. Immanuel Bekker represented, if he did not inaugurate, a new era in this 

respect, alike for Plato and for Greek texts in general. He subordinated conjectural 

emendation to a thorough-going comparison of manuscript data. Personally he 

collated with more or less completeness some 77 Mss., and classified their readings 

in the apparatus criticus of his edition, which was published early in the present 

century. Of all the important Mss. the only one apparently which Bekker never saw 

was the Clarke manuscript in the Bodleian Library at Oxford. It had been brought 

to England a few years before, and Bekker used the collation of it published by 

Gaisford, saying ‘nolui actum agere. His method seems to be in some sense that of 

a dispassionate eclectic. He inserts in his text the reading which he considers the 

best, wherever he may find it, and classifies the others at the foot of the page. No 

manuscript which he has collated is ignored on the ground that its readings are for 

any reason valueless. At the same time he clearly indicates that his study of the 

various codices had led him to place two or three of them on a much higher level 

than the remainder. 

3. Editors since Bekker have largely acted upon the result of the comparison of 

manuscripts at which he had arrived. They select what they regard as a pre-eminent 

Ms., constitute their text mainly from it, and use the remainder only in extremity or 

for purposes of subsidiary illustration. Hermann, for example, selects without hesita- 

tion the Clarke Ms. as his authority for all those works which it contains. While 

Aldus and Stephanus appear to have been guided less by critical principle than by 

some form of convenience in selecting one codex as their basis, editors like Hermann 

have reversed the process, and decide entirely upon the apparent strength of the 

evidence in favour of the manuscript which they elect to follow. 

4. Lachmann, who comes rather earlier than Hermann, is referred to by German 

scholars as the forerunner of yet another method in textual criticism. Good examples 

of how he deals with Ms, data are to be found in his editions of the Testament and 

of Lucretius. There he endeavours to simplify the materials available by classifying 

the various codices, and affiliating them one to another. On this principle a derived 

manuscript is at once set aside in favour of its original. Such genealogical groupings 

of manuscripts may be made with some approach to certainty, and inferences even are 

possible from existing ones backward to their lost archetypes. According to Schanz 

and Jordan the critic who first adopted this method in dealing with the text of Plato 
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was E. Peipers in his Quaestiones criticae de Platonis Legibus. Since that work Gotting. 186 
scientific simplification of our authorities has been the prevailing tendency in constitut- 
ing the text of Plato’s works. 

What, then, are the materials at our disposal? On the mere announcement that The Manv- 
the known Mss, of Plato number at least 147, one would be disposed to infer that if ees Woh 
a sound text cannot be extracted from such a collection individual conjecture will do in Fleckeisen 
little for us. But in reality the number mentioned gives a false view of the position. ee 
For no portion of Plato’s writings are there nearly 147 independent authorities. Many +87. 
of these codices consist of mere isolated and constantly varying fragments, bound up 
in miscellaneous collections. Others again are of very late date, and the probability 
that such are derived from early originals now lost is extremely remote. Even the 
seventy-seven collated by Bekker, supposing them to be all independent, do not all 
cover the same ground. The codices which contain a half or more of Plato’s writings 
number about a score, while those which can be drawn upon to illustrate any given 
dialogue form an uncertain and shifting quantity. The text of the Parmenides, as 
given by Bekker, is based upon the evidence of seventeen Mss. The number noted Martin Schar 
by Schanz as available amounts to thirty-two. The number employed or discussed by Qn, ,. 
scholars since Bekker varies between these two totals. From the entire number of 147 Platon. Texte 
three have been pitched upon by the unanimous verdict of scholars as occupying stra. aoe 
position of clear pre-eminence. These three, like almost all the large Mss., follow the 

order of the dialogues given at the beginning of this work as that of Thrasylus, and 

may be briefly described as follows :— 

Designation. Abode. Contents in Tetralogies. 

A (Bekker), or 1807. Bibliothéque Nationale, Paris. VIIL, IX. 

wt e or Clarke 39. Bodleian Library, Oxford. —_I.-VI. 

t 3 or Append., Class IV., 1. Biblioteca Marciana, Venice. I.-VIII. (as far as Rep. 

iii.: the rest of the 

works by other hands). 

It will be seen that 2% and A contain in the aggregate, with the exception of tetralogy 

VI, the whole of Plato’s works, to which A adds the Definitions and seven Spurious 

Dialogues, while t gives nearly all, but partly by later hands. The grounds upon 

which scholars select these three from the mass are several:—(a) Their age: the two 

first are clearly the oldest in existence, while the third, if younger than these, seems 

older than almost any other. The transmission of written works, however careful, tends 

at each fresh step to introduce fresh departures from the original; and the earliest 

copies reduce that danger to a minimum. (8) The care with which they have been 

written, taken in conjunction with their age (for texts admittedly late may also be 

careful): this is a feature which impresses the most casual observer, and tends to 

inspire great confidence. (y) The evidence adduced by modern scholars with a view 

to show that many, if not all, of the remaining Mss. can be traced back to these. The 
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relative sizes of these very famous codices may be pretty accurately estimated from 

the following diagram, which represents them at 3 of their actual measurements :— 

t 
A 

Further back in the history of Plato’s text we cannot go directly; but ingenious 

attempts are made to do so constructively. As A and % are among the earliest extant 
examples of minuscule Mss. it seems not improbable that any Ms. from which they 

may have been copied would be written in majuscules or capitals. This would tend to 
increase its bulk, and as each of them is a large volume, it seems very likely that 

tf x97 verso, their archetype or archetypes would be in two volumes. Now in t we have at the 
iin ne close of the Menexenus, in the original hand, the words rédos rod a BiBXlov: 

Stud. p. 24,and yet this Ms. is in one volume. Schanz cites the same phrase at the same place 
Hermes x. 1876. from Ms. Angelicus C I 4, which also consists of but one volume; from Laurent. 

59. 1.; and finally from the Vatican A-O, Nos. 225 and 226, where, although the Ms. 
consists of two volumes, the words rédos rS tp® BiBdlov occur on folio 196r. of 
the second. The inference drawn by Schanz is that we have here an old tradition 
that the works of Plato had been at some time in two volumes, the first of which 
contained Tetralogies I-VII., and the second the remainder. To such a second volume 
Paris A actually corresponds, while the Clarke Ms. represents the first, save that it 
would appear to have been taken from a copy from which the short Tetralogy vit, 
which closes with the Menexenus, had dropped away. Various scholars attempt to fix 
the probable length of the lines in the early copy or copies now lost, on the basis of what 
is called stichometry. Mss. were measured by the unit or line in which the earliest 
copies were written, that is by orixo., corresponding to the average length of a hexa- 

Wachsmuth in meter, and Galen is quoted as giving the length of some medical definitions in this way. 
a =< ys, He says that two, one of thirty-nine, and another of eighty-four syllables, are ov mAeloves 
879, Galende ray dxTw é€auérpwv. This gives sixteen or seventeen syllables to the line, which is 
a <oags considerably less than the length of line used in the Clarke Ms. but exactly cor- 
een responds to that of the passage omitted by this Ms. on page 33 of this edition. But 

the subject is not without difficulties, and controversy upon it is keenly kept up. 
Schanz thinks he can form an estimate of the probable date of the archetype in the 
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following manner. From the uniformity of existing Mss. in certain passages he naturally 
concludes that they faithfully represent in these the reading of the original. But he 
finds the passages in question quoted by writers like Eusebius and Theodoretus with 
words omitted. Accordingly he considers that the archetype cannot have been so old 
as to have formed the text from which these men drew their quotations, and, 
therefore, it is more recent than 400 A.D. That may be correct, but it postulates two 
things, neither of which is quite certain—that there was but one text prior to our 
existing Mss. and that those Christian writers quoted it with verbal precision. The 
first of these assumptions is altogether disputed by A. Jordan on the understanding Fleck. Jahrb. 
that the second is correct; but both may be erroneous. One scholar alleges that he S°??! B47 

1873-5. 
can detect two features of the archetype of %—that it did not belong to the most J. 5. Kraschel 

correct class, and that it was not easily legible. oe 
. ° ° . : : ._ Ps 5535 TSB 

Another statement is made by Galen which is very interesting. He refers in his 

fragment upon the medical passages in the Timaeus to ray’ Attiuay avtrypadoy &kédoats 
and says that in the Timaeus this edition reads dia ro rig bp’ EavTod Kujoews where 77». 

other authorities give é¢ for uf’. Upon this has been reared a structure of very 
tempting hypothesis which may be thus summarized. 

Our Mss. all read td’ and thus show their connection with the edition of which Galen 

speaks. Scholars, including Cobet, are strongly of opinion that ’Arruxdy is short for ’ArrixcavGv, Draske on 
and Harpocration refers to readings of Demosthenes found é tois ’Artixcavois, while Dobree ae 

remarks on the resemblance between 2% and codex 2 of Demosthenes, and holds that they are ie eee 

both from ’Arrixcavé. Now we find in Lucian IIpds tiv draiSevrov two references to a very 

celebrated BuBAtéypados called Atticus, whom some hold to be the person here spoken of. 

Others, among whom are Birt and apparently Cobet, think that T. Pomponius Atticus is meant, Birt, Antike 

and regard the editions here referred to in the light of publications carefully effected by his eat , 
orders, not copies written by his hand: to which opinion Birt elsewhere adds, that these “°°” 
Attic editions were noted as written in the oryou to which reference has just been made, and 

of which traces are pointed out in the Clarke Ms. The same view has been recently maintained by 

H. Usener, who constructs in this connection a theory about the transmission of our Platonic yachrichten v. 

texts which is eminently fascinating, but dependent a good deal upon assumptions in excess of der Konig. 

his data. It may be well to give on the one hand what seem to be the data, and to add on Cestllsch. der 
: Wissensch. 

the other the assumptions. Gatting. No. 6, 

Data. ASSUMPTIONS. i 

1. Apellicon’s private library, which comprised those of This library included care- strabo xiii, p. 

Aristotle and Theophrastus, was taken to Rome by Sulla, ful if not original copies of 6. 

and submitted to the editorial scrutiny of the celebrated Plato’s works. 

scholar Tyrannion of Amisus. 
2. Diogenes Laértius does not really affirm that Thra- Varro knew the arrange- 

sylus invented the arrangement of Plato’s works in tetra- ment of dialogues by tetra- 

logies, but only that he adopts it: in any case Diogenes logies, and his learned friend. 

adds words (kat tues) which show that others had a part Tyrannion was its originator. , |, ree 

in it, of whom Albinus names Dercyllides. Again, Varro, (We may add that Cobet holds yarro, Lt. vii, 

when referring to the Phaedo, says, ‘Plato in quarto... Thrasylus to be quite distinct 37. 
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appellat’: and the Phaedo is the fourth in the Thrasylean 

arrangement. Finally, speaking of the possible origin of this 

grouping by fours, Usener says (referring to his Philologie 

und Geschichtswissenschaft, p. 22), ‘nun kennen wir einen 

bedeutenden griechischen Grammatiker, der sein noch in 

from the contemporary and 

friend of Tiberius; so that in 

the case that he really invented 
the arrangement, it might still 

be as old as Varro.) 

vielen versprengten Resten erkennbares System der Philo- 

logie mit durchgefiihrter Viertheilung aufgebaut hat. Das 

war Tyrannion von Amisos.’ 
3. Atticus was a great scholarly publisher like Aldus, 

and had in his service a large staff of trained copyists and 

assistants, either paid or bought. 

The dvriypada ’Arrixvava 

are his editions: Tyrannion 

was his editor. Our Mss. of 

Plato descend through this 

channel from the library of 
Aristotle. 

How much one desires to accept all this as historical fact! Yet even the initial 

assumption of an ‘Attic’ origin for all our Mss. rests on no broader foundation than 

a single v@’ for e€. 
To resume: the following are the characteristic titles and endings of the works 

in the three chief manuscripts. 

A ow t 
Tdatwvos (TIA\arwvos] [TAdarwvos] 

Tlodctefar 9 rept dtxaiov Tlappevidns % rept (eav. NoytKos Tlapmevidns 4 rept dew 

A’ 

TloXcrelas % rept dtxaiov A’. Tlapuevidns 4 wept (sear. Tlapmevidns 4 wept (dear. 

In % t If\drwvos occurs in the case of the first dialogue and is then dropped: 

but in t it reappears at the Republic as in A, and while the first and third books of 

that work read zoArrelas, the second gives rodrreta. We may thus infer (1) that in 

the original the word II\atwvos appeared at the beginning, and at the Republic and 

Laws which have more than one book: (2) that the adjectives in -xés, which occur in 

YW unsymmetrically, are not original, but may trace their origin to such a phrase as 

occurs in t after the title of the Euthyphro, 6 Adyos épictixds. The kernel of the 

title lies in the form Ilapuevidys % aepi iSeGv both at the beginning and at the end 
of each work; and this exactly corresponds with the description given by Diogenes 

of the titles employed by Thrasylus. He says, dvrAais 6€ xpyrat tails Exrypadais 

éxacTou Tov BiBdiwv' THs pev aro Tov d6vduaros, Thy de ard TOV TpayuaTos. TavTAS 

dt THs TeTpadoyilas, iris ExTi TpwTy, Hyeira EvOvppwv 7} wept ootov’ 6 Siadoyos 8 éort 

metpartixos’ devtepos ’AroAoyia Lexpatous, 7OiKds: and so on. Here it is quite clear 

that EvOv¢pwv 7) epi ootov is the title from ‘name’ and ‘subject’ given by Thrasylus, 
while the words 6 d:adoyos 8 eat TetparrtiKos are explanatory words added by Diogenes 
in giving his account, which dwindle to 7@:xds, AoyiKos, etc., as the description proceeds. 

We thus see that the phrase o Adyos epicrixos at the beginning of t, and the adjectives 
in -xés throughout , have been added to the original titles of Thrasylus by some 
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one who had probably read Diogenes. This circumstance strengthens the conviction 
that all existing texts may be traced back to the Thrasylean recension, but it does not 
decide the question as to whether there was numerically but one archetype. When 
one gets so far backwards to an original source, the chances of appreciable divergences 
between separate copies of it become very small, so that our existing Mss. might 

be due to different originals of the same edition so to speak, without our being able 

to detect it from their text. Nay, the evidence rather, if anything, leans that way, 

since A is written in pages of two narrow columns, and t¢ in larger pages of two 

broader columns, while %& is written in smaller pages without columnar divisions, 

What now are the materials available for the construction of our text? The 

Mss. used by Bekker in editing the Parmenides are the following, which received 

their designations from him. 

A, Oxford: TBCDEFHIQR, Paris: A, Rome: AZIIZY, Venice. To these must 

be added t, Venice, which Bekker does not collate for this dialogue; and others which 

he did not know, as those collated by Stallbaum g, a, b,c, i, Florence, Zittav., a, with Tub., 

Tiibingen, and Ces., Cesena, which have come into notice more recently. Here then, 

without reckoning one or two others, we have a list of twenty-seven, and the question 

to be determined is the relation in which they stand to each other. As it happens 

only the first is dated, and while the subscriptio containing the date tells us as usual 

something about the writer, his employer, and his pay, it tells us, also as usual, 

nothing about the place of writing, and nothing of the Ms. copied, two’ points which 

for textual criticism would be more important. We are thus left to deal with circum- 

stantial evidence, which, besides its somewhat inconclusive character, has all its value 

dependent upon the assumption, natural enough no doubt, but not inevitable, that, 

in the absence of evidence to the contrary, a Ms. is likely to trace its origin as a 

whole to a single source, and that thus proofs for parts hold good for the whole. No 

one can give even a glance at the collation printed in Bekker’s edition without being 

struck by the remarkable recurrence of the group WAITDR in support of the same 

readings. Not only do they occur together 85 times alone, but they appear in many 

other cases along with varying groups of other authorities. It is evident that they 

are a closely related family. But in that family there appears to be an inner circle. 

This will be clearer from a glance at the following figures :— 

AAMDR-+various others occur together many times. 

AATIDR . ‘i 85 
AAILD ” ” 37 

MAIL ‘ 7 36 

Manifestly the connection between the first three of these is extremely intimate. 

Not only the number but likewise the character of their coincidences testify strongly 

on the point. Now, as is noted by Schanz, there is at the same time quite a different 

and equally strong bond of union between them. All three give the Theaetetus with 
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a gap of considerable extent, from 208 D waw méy ody to 209 A Tov cov oyoy, OF 

nearly half a page of Stephanus. All the rest which contain the Theaetetus, however 

they may otherwise differ, would appear to agree in not having this gap, and accord- 

ingly Schanz here finds proof of the existence of two families tracing their origin to 

different sources : 

a. that of which %& is the chief member and which has the gap; 

ise not the gap. 
Tub. does not give the Theaetetus; but Schanz refers it to family a on other 
grounds. And he says in general, that while family a agree closely, family 6 differ 

widely. In this edition it has not been possible to deal comprehensively with all the 
existing Mss. The writer’s personal study has been confined to WAIITub.t. Upon 

family 6 he takes the testimony of Schanz, which is that all other members can be 

traced back to t as original. Evidence of a very convincing character is given in 

support of this conclusion, and whether it is actually established or not, there can be 

no doubt at all that t is by many degrees the most important member of the group. 

In the case of a dialogue which has a text so little injured as that of the Parmenides 

investigation need go no further. We pass then to the consideration of family a. 

Here also—subject to the exclusion of certain dialogues in certain Mss.—the decision 

of Schanz is similar. All can be traced back in the last resort to % Let us take 

them in the order AIITub.DRQg. It will be sufficient to give selected specimens 

of his evidence. 

a”) t ay »” 

A. (Our dialogue occurs in vol. A of the Mss. 4-0.) This codex, which he places in the 

12th century, is, except in tetralogy 1. and the Gorgias, a transcript—though not necessarily 

direct—from 1. 
(t) In the Philebus it has a series of short gaps, filled in by a younger hand, which 

correspond to similar gaps existing in 9{ and caused by injuries to the lines at the outer edge 

of the leaf. The writer of A, or of its original, would seem to have found those injuries and 

to have left spaces which he thought sufficient for them, and these a later reader of A has 

filled up from another source. % itself has been similarly but very coarsely completed since 

the date of A or of its original. 

(2) In the Phaedrus two similar blanks occur which have never been filled up. They 
represent an injury in 9{ caused by the dropping of some dark acid upon the text. The condi- 

tion of A shows that at the time the injury had affected only the back of the one leaf and 

the front of the other, since A gives the words which were on the other sides of these 

respectively. In our time the acid has eaten its way through both leaves. 

(3) 4 also omits from time to time words which form complete lines of {1 Examples of 

this are the following—though the first seems a very long line: 

404 B Cratylus, Ajpytpdy te kat “Hpay kai "Ardddw Kal ’AOnvav xat "Hoaiorov wat “Ap. 

123 C Theages, -76a, ov péevroe 7d ye dvopa, 7} Kai Td Svoya; Kal Td dvopa eywye, 

198 D Laches, yéyovev, GAAn 8€ wept yryvouévwv, Srp yiyverat, dAAn Se 

All these statements it was intended to verify in A, but through unavoidable circumstances the 

task was omitted. Schanz concludes by giving reasons for holding that the derivation of A-O 

from Q{ is mediate rather than immediate. 
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Il.Tus. Schanz held at one time that these Mss., while closely related to 9{, were not 
directly transcripts from it, but connected with it in some other manner. According to Wohlrab, 
however, Schanz has changed his opinion and finally holds that both could be directly traced 
back to QI, but without stating his reasons. 

DR. These Schanz holds to be closely connected with II. D in particular agrees in many 
ways with II, and where it differs, the difference betrays the connection. A test case occurs 

in the Parmenides, ovxoty éreirep addAa tod évds éotw, ore TO &Y éote TaAXa* Od yop adv ddAq 157. 

tot évés [éorw otre TO & exter. GAG Tod évés| #v. The words in brackets are a repetition of 

part of what precedes. The writer’s eye, after he wrote the second és, seems, on looking up, 

to have caught the first, and so he repeated the words éoriv. otre ro ev éeotw: then glancing up 

again he seems to have caught aAXa in place of réAXa, and so he wrote dAda rod évds: finally 

he seems to have caught the second évés, and so he went on jv. This mistake reappears in 

D, and it seems to originate with II rather than to come from some common source, for II is 

largely characterized by such blunders which are sometimes corrected and sometimes not. If 

II be indeed the source, then the younger D by reproducing so peculiar an error reveals its 

own origin. Now R does not extend beyond the Parmenides, and Schanz gives from this 

dialogue several cases in which IIDR combine to present readings peculiar to themselves, and 

again other cases in which the two last agree in differing from II. His inference is that D 

coming from II develops new features of its own, and that R being drawn from D_ exhibits 

some of the latter's peculiarities. 
Q is a Ms. cited by Bekker in the Parmenides as far as to 129 a: of it Schanz merely 

remarks in a note, Q..gehort zur Sippe D. 
g is a Florentine Ms. collated by Stallbaum, which Schanz places in the same group with piatocodex, p. 

those of which we have been speaking; but as it contains only a fragment of the Parmenides, 5+ 

and is not intrinsically very important, no more need be said of it. 

Such then is an enumeration of those codices, which, according to the greatest 

recent authority upon the question, rank apart as the most reliable guides for the 

formation of our text. Does a minute study of them in so far as the Parmenides is 

concerned yield any further evidence tending to support, or alternatively to weaken 

the verdict given by Schanz? They may be dealt with in the same order. 

As confirming the division into classes, we may take the following evidence :— Fresh compari: 

a, tpia dis evar Kat tpta dis; so all MAWTub.DR. nes 

B. 5) 59 9) 99: Sls Tpia; so t and all its followers. This case is important, because the 

Mss. appear all to be wrong, the true reading tpta Sls efvar cat Sto tpis; being preserved 

or suggested very faintly in the margin of %{, where it has been either overlooked or inserted 

late. Again we have a. tim 64; B. my Sj; and a. é€dbvortt, B. 6€b vootvrr—which are also 1398, x65 c. 

noteworthy. Let us now take the members of the a family in order. 

A. Vat. No. 225. In regard to this codex, various facts are to be noted. 

1. For the word IappeviSns 2A, and they alone, read throughout Ilappevetdys. ; 

2. In & the phrases ré 5; ri 84; zi daé; all occur as questions or as parts of questions. ‘The 

last is much the most frequent, occurring twenty times, and being in each case, with a single 

doubtful exception, a substitute upon an erasure for one of the other phrases. In everything 

but the erasure A faithfully reproduces this peculiarity of Q. oe : wv 

3. The word del occurs forty-three times. In the first twenty of these it is written ave. 

In the rest, beginning 147 D, the first « is erased and the a joined to e by a longer line than 

m 
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usual, save in the solitary case 147 E where dei looks original. Apart from signs of erasure, 

this striking difference of usage is exactly copied in A, only that in one place the word has 

dropped out. 

4. We find a series of patches or mistakes occurring in words at the outer ends of the first 

lines in the following pages of this edition. 

Pp. 16 9 -otas A Seis Pp. 21 propiws A popiwy. 
» 17 Ovoty ), Ovo y) 25 pe ») patched. 

ep av (1. 2) » wep O ») 28 Tov 1) TOV. 

On each of these pages there is, as on many others, a stain at the corner of the Ms. which 
precisely covers the letters misread. 

5. The readings of 914 may be compared in a number of places where they are such as 

to arrest attention. More examples might be quoted, but the most striking only are given, 

and for convenience the readings of IT and Tub. are added. 

Text. a A sat Tub. 
o) i) 

127 C dvayryvwrKopevwv -Kdpevov -ywvarkdpevev yeyvorKopevev ~ytv- 

128A 6 rep ot, bv rep ot, a a 5 

év is év ens 3 évédrys evedys 

129 D épet py pq pn éo7 [7 for ec frequent]. 

in all. 
n 

Starpyrac -petTas ~peitas 3 “pra, 
n 

130 B avr) dpowTys = avn op. avrn % op. ari) Op. abt % OM. 

TOV—Tapp. TOV Te Tapp. ‘i (re erased) TOV TE Tapp. 

C ad Tov THde Gv avray. Fj Gv 55 (7) erased) atrav. ) Ov 
D TavTy ioTd, TaUTy ioTO » (patched) 7. iorw 3 (a 6 on 7). 

Ww 

E avrov dripdoes aitrov a, adrov d. atrav dé. (w patched) -rdv dé. changed -rov 

131 B olov ein Hpepa 1) otovel yuepa etn ss ce 9. €t7 1} pa k.a0,- as UW save of- pia 

C 7 ovv ebed, ed. é so all (4 on eras.) 
132A av Tov avTov ph, 8 av [eras.=2 letters as 2. 

with 6 on it] p. 
B mpooyKy “Kel 3 i my 

C érov voet elTov voeiv + $3 5 

133 A éxelvo TH -vw 70 (w on eras.) -vo . " 

‘; ‘ v 

D Tappevetonv -veldq P -vidn -v (6n patched, ¢ erased. 

E dovAov 6 éote dovAov eate 68. core adds 6 later 6. : éore (6 later). 
135 D ottos, etrev, ovTws el = is ss 
136B Kal abOs ad x. abrois ad ,,(contracted) ” a gap here. 

C treridero édv te -Gerde: avte » (no°*) 5 - 

ae 

dud Wer Pau -o6e a » (a altered) -cGe (au later). ee : 
brobépevos Te iva -os' Tiva -0$ Tiva -os tiva (later tTiva) -os. tiva 



Text. 

D bedp<80. 
137 A Stavetoar 

B 

E 

Tpaypatidy 

arexy 5 

érimpoo bev 7 ; 

138 B €avtd ein 

> ‘\ 
Tbe ELVAL PP?) 

dpetBov 

éyyryvopevov ... 

verau 

my 89 5 
” £ head 

OUTE QuTM 

* 2 ‘4 

Kae QVLOOTHTOS 

La & » - 

avaykKy yap OuV 

avy 5 
-" x x” 

ov yap ay 

Dl ] 

dcadépor ...-pdpov 
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o 
Sedpueba 

-vboat 

” 

dv éxn (orig.) 

-o bev ein ; 

-7 ein 

Te €in pr) 

dpeiBov 

évy-... &v y- 

tive Oy: 
” F 

ovray abty (or at.)oi7’ dv aito 
4 ee is a 

TOTAUTOVTETOVOOS T. TAUTO T. 

k, loot- 

” 

d. yap av 

ghavely ; 

év omitted 

words dotted 

7. -ro\ (ends line)z. 

undotted 

TIVED ... -TEPa: 

(7/) 

x x 

o6 wepx( x erasures) od zept 

9 

” 

3? 

” 

as 2, but in text. 

” 

y9 (-70) 

” 

143 C Tive &...duporépw: Tivew ... -Tepa: 

D civdvo ody Svo 
147 B popiwy*... popia’ -iov ... -iov 

148 A TQ dvopoip TE Ope 

149 E te [4AXo] te dArXo 

150 D év éxerov év €xéTo 

152 D T@ vov 70, vov 

ovrep ov Téept 

154C vedtepov Pat  v. 8 ov: 

ISSA yap avTw eis yap adbrotv eis 
157 C peréxes aU my: -€xeTal Ty 

158A avrd_év adro_év (** erased) 

160 D ovdey yap jrrov.., yap omitted 
> etvas 

161 E perey perin 

162 A TH TOU eivae Gvyjoe SO: Corr. in marg. no corr. 

C pebicrarto pnOlcrato 

163 C dpa efvat Sbvaito ecvas omitted 

D ot?’ dv AapBdvos ovr’ avad- 

164 E Sdfeu, etrep Sdgevev, ei, 

TOUTOV Mea Op. 

6é dra 

Td Tov -cov and 

é€ omitted 

II 

” 

Ixxxiii 

Tub. 

” 

3: (a patched) ‘i 

~Tewson 

” 

(7 patched) Pp 

(et changed (y changed to v, at 

to efvac) above later). 

” s3 

cP] ” 

i » (tive divided). 

” ” 

as U ‘5 

” ” 

bP] 9 

” ” 

a? ” 

” ” 

words omitted words omitted. 

” tivéw* (" added later) 
-Tepa 

” 

3) (bre twice,avra). 

” 

as A, 

” 

” 

el Teptey-. 

ay (ybyveras vo (yeyveras in 

above, later) marg., later). 

” ” 

” 1 (77). 
adbrd &y as II. 

all omitted as IL. 

» (no ’) as 1. 
orig. =T0dx9 ef da. as WU. 

(xeras) 
peBloratrd(epatched) pj Oloratro. 

eivat in marg. as 2%. 

ovre dvad- as 2. 

” 

” 

” 

” 
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Text. o A I Tub. 
C 6€d yvovtt ogbvorte ogdvovTe as A as A, 

bet paiver Oat &) ¢. 5 bet d. as 

Adding this to the evidence which Schanz has produced, readers will be disposed 

to admit that his case is established—that A is derived from % At the same time 

facts exist which slightly weaken the first vivid sense of conclusiveness. Take the 

following :— 

1. The scribe in A in very many cases, though not in all, omits the v at the end of such 

forms chiefly as éorwv, éorxev when the succeeding word begins with a consonant; although the 

practice in % is different. 
2. A few cases occur in which the verbal endings ¢«« and oc and similar ones are transposed 

in the two Mss. 

3. A few such divergences as wapéyers for mapéxer (middle), res for te. 

4. Also mere blunders such as xpovov for xpdvov, ivOn for io, ySéa for ida, owxpdrny for 
-™, tat for re; and varieties of spelling such as, occasionally, ywwox- for yeyvwok-. 

5. The following small words are left out :— 

136B 7% [et] pa. & re obv dAXo [wdGos] réo- 145. C_ -Teptexouro [7d] &. 

XovTos. D ’Advvarov [yap]: ends a line. 
E éy@ pev [ody] & Ilapp. 148 B dé[ye] rdéOos. 8€ ye on a cleaned space II. 

137C 76 [ev] ex pepav. 149 E éorév [ré] reve. So TI, 
D ovr’ [dv] dpyjv. So II. 152 E €or yap dei [viv] drav rep (a vov immed- 

138 76 [62] é€w part of a phrase written on an iately above). 

erasure. 158 C dcov dv atrijs [det] dpGpev. 

142C &Ado [7H] Ste. 164 E eizep ev [py| eras, 

6. Two larger gaps occur :— 

150D After writing the first imepéyew [Kat trepexerOar ... the writer goes on at the second ... 
tmepéxerv] pojte tarepéxerGau: thus omitting nearly four lines. 

158B dre peradapPdver [adrod peradapPBaver]. 

4. Two transpositions occur :— 

142E 70 ov ioxes aie for To dy aie ixxe. This ends the third line of 162 recto in YL (page 17 of 
this edition) : and as shown above the ends of the two lines preceding it are also patched. 

166B A reads €v dpa e pr éoriv' ode So€dlerus Ev odS€ roOAXG TGAAG ote eotiv. 

Of these we may say that (1) has no significance: a scribe with a bias on 
the question of using y ephelkystikon might give effect to his views on principle. The 
remainder are such slips as occur in every Ms., even the most careful. Some of 
them easily explain themselves, and might be paralleled from % itself, and they give 
no suggestion tending against the idea of a derivation from %. With regard to the 
large gap in 150 D, the second wmepexew does not come so nearly below the first in 
% as to give a ready explanation of the error; but the writer of A has, after writing 
the first of them, to turn his own page, which gives room for a mistake. So too at 
166 B after writing éorw' he has to turn his page, besides which he is hurrying to 
be done. At the utmost, the errors marked (5), (6), (7) may support the theory of 
Schanz, that the derivation of A from %& is at second hand. 
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II. Ven. No. 185. This Ms, is described in the catalogue as saeculi circiter x1.: it is most 
carelessly written. 

The following facts deserve notice in regard to it :— 
1. The title, while omitting 7}@«és, has ornaments and an ornamental initial letter which bear 

a strong resemblance to those of % 
2. The dialogue opens with three lines which are verbatim et literatim identical with the three 

first in %&{—for the writing of + above the r in rov and the omission of « adscript in 77Se form no 
difference. The fourth line is longer by y, the fifth by dw; and then the lines gradually diverge. 
Yet in spite of gaps in the text they always tend to come back to the original identity ; from 
which they again separate themselves. Thus, taking the paging of this edition, the following 
lines are identical in the two Mss. :— 

PAGE, LINE. PAGE. LINE. 
6 12 21 24, 25 last and first of a page. 
8 13, 14 22 29 

9 22 25 12 

Io 5, 6 31 32, 33) 34 
II 18 a2 Ty:2;, 3 

12 30 new page in II. 34 29 new page. 

13 20 37 28, 31 
17 10, 25 

The opening three and the consecutive six on pages 31-32 are very noteworthy. 

3. The spelling wappeveidns occurs, though in a way that might escape notice, in the title, 

and twice in 130 a, while the e« of the diphthong is erased in 127 a. Elsewhere the spelling is 

mappevidys. 

4. The word dei varies its spelling, but not with that adherence to the changes of % which 
is observed in A. We have aiei 34 times, det with erasure twice, and de? seven times. 

5. The original hand in 2 writes almost invariably favas (for Pdvac), while a later hand corrects 

it. This accentuation is in II so uniform that after a certain point it ceased to be noted in 

collation. Much the same holds with ‘cov for icov. 

6. A glance at the comparison of readings given above will show that in the great majority 

of cases II agrees with 2A ; and more might be given. 

7. Cases occur in which II differs from A but agrees with 2: 

138D & Tevet adrd atrd with erasure aftero 1. avro II. 

139 B ov éornkev ot? = UIT. 

143D ov(vyia ov (vye & ATI, erasures at the gaps and after a. 

I52B vmrepByoera trepB joerar Weras. IL trrepBo7- a line through o from B to 7. 

I55E epi Ta dAdo mept Ta, dAAa on erasure Y%. mepirta a. II. 

165B €v daiverOar: éudaiverOa. AT. patched. 

Here again we have very considerable support for the view that I descends 

from %. It is, however, not quite so strong as in the case of A, and the counter 

evidence is stronger. 

1. In every case 7/ dai is wanting, being replaced by ti O€, 

2. Exclusive of considerable repetitions and omissions, there are about a hundred small diver- 

gences in the text including (a) some small blank spaces or blots, (8) a good many variations in 
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the use of final v (not always ephelkystikon), (y) some transpositions, (5) several variations in 

terminations as «dOéus for -éos, (e) some patchings, (¢) some omissions of single words, () a number 

of obvious blunders, (9) a good many deviations that do not admit of any classification, While 

many of these differences are of little moment and a good many suggest their own cause, not 

a few are not easily explicable, nor can it always be determined whether they are due to the 
original writer or another. At the same time few can be called suggestive or symptomatic. Here 

is one, however, 

137B kal dpa, enol cat dvw éyoi, changed in different ink to cat dAdws é, IL. 

A palaeographer will at once see that the meaningless avw could much more readily be derived from 

dja. (carelessly written or read) in old minuscules than in majuscules, nay, that in minuscules the two 
words are remarkably similar duo, dyw. This makes it at least probable that the original of II was in 

minuscules, and thus at least improbable that it was older than 2. 

3. A disproportionately large number of important omissions occur, which will be discussed 

immediately. If any of these were in the original of II, it could not have been %&; and must at least 

have been a somewhat careless copy of , if not from a distinct source. 

4. The word xaréyov, 148 E, and the phrase ovdey Frrov yevdoKerar Ti Td Aeydpevov pa elvar, 

160 D, which appear in the margin of %M are entirely wanting in II, a circumstance which could 

hardly be accidental. 

Of these arguments against deriving II from %, the first and fourth do not count. 

The word dai is always on an erasure in %, and the words just quoted are in the 

margin in an old, but not the original, hand. We have only to suppose that II or 

its original was copied before these changes were made in %. Arguments (2), (3) are 

more serious; but they may be greatly weakened by the allegation of downright 

carelessness in IJ. Its writing is of very unequal size, and to one who has seen 

really fine caligraphy, repulsively ill formed. Apart from that, marks of inattention 

are frequent. 

129 D The words dpdotepa édv... rata drodaivery are written twice, and the two editions 

differ. The first has cai before roAAd and -ve., altered -vy, for the infinitive: the second omits xa 

and reads év tavra and -vev. The second is coarsely scored out. This oscillation between -ve. and 

-vey helps to explain several cases where has the infinitive and II the other termination—as in 
zi xp} gvpPaive. Perhaps the writer intended to insert his v by the familiar — above, and forgot. 

130 D els tu” aBvOov—is in II cis teva GuvOov. But the pm is carelessly written, and may quite 

possibly be intended for the old minuscule form of 8 which resembles our u. 

135 A pdAwora ein, woAA} appears as padAdiora. ein, Tod. 

144 E Swaveveunpevoy has one of the syllables ve omitted. 

147 D The words rpocayopevets ... ov éxetvo which form a line in II are written twice, and then, 

together with half the following line to woAAd«ts, are coarsely ruled out. This blunder rather makes 

for a derivation in some form from Y. It will be seen from our text that after writing ov« éxefvo the 

scribe’s eye might very readily be caught by the éxeivo above it, which would lead to the repetition. 
149 E The following form lines in II :— 

Ta GAXAG TOD évds [odre Te petfw ode TL GAXO EAdTTWV 7 atTd, 

GXAG Tot Evds] peilw 7) EXdtTw, dpa odk dv TH pev Ev elvat TS Ev 

Kat TaAAG GAA TOD Evds ovTE TL pelfw OTE TL AAA éAGTTW av 
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Here the words in [] have obviously been inserted out of place, and the mistake was discovered. 
They are obliterated by a coarse line and dots. This is another case which rather supports a direct 
derivation from 2. Let the reader look at our text. After writing to évds the scribe glanced up and p.23. 
his eye caught rod évds in the following line. He then wrote on in that line till he reached 2Adrrw 
when, looking up, his eye caught é\drrov two lines above. He then altered éAdrrw to éAdtrov— 
writing v through the o—and went on with the words 3} atré dAAGd tod évds, where he completed the 
circle and found out his mistake. It is the double parallel of position in our text 

évds éAatTov 

TOU évds éXdtTw 

which speaks for as the original. 
152 C AnOe‘y in IL is near an injury in the parchment and is written Andeéy. 
152 E II has ore vedrepdv éotiy 

od ydp: 16 &v dpa Tov txov xXpdvov atTd éauT@ Kal yuyvdpevov Kal 

dv obre vewrepov ove tperBuTEpov 

This is repeated with 73 fvov, and the repetition is coarsely cancelled. Here again our text shows p. 26. 
how the mistake may have arisen—after writing the second ovre mpeoPirepov the scribe may have 

reverted to the first, which is directly above in %. 
157 B Here comes the case cited by Schanz in which D agrees. p» Ixxxi. 

164 B For dAAov divided between two lines II gives é-Aov. 
165 A For ¢dévracpa II reads péopa which suggests mere inattention. 

165 B For way ro dv II gives wav wav 7d ov. 

Before dealing with the cases of omission it will be convenient to speak of the 

next Ms. on our list. 

Tus.—This codex, which is also called Crusianus from having been got by Martin Crusius, 

a professor at Tiibingen, in 1560, contains what it calls ra émta tov TAdtwvos, viz., the Euthyphro, 

Crito, Phaedo, Parmenides, Alcibiades 1. and 11., and the Timaeus. The writing which is very 

neat and carefully formed is regarded by Schanz and Fischer as belonging to the 11-12th centuries, 

which would make it older than II. Its numerous omissions are supplied, when they are supplied, 

by a much later hand. A comparison of the readings given above will show that this Ms. stands 

very closely related to WII. It is to be added that the name IlappeviSys is always written with 

an erasure before the «, so that the text had originally given the diphthong, which shows a clear 

connection with 2. But, on the other hand, evidence may be adduced which tends to show that the 
connection with IJ is still more intimate. Thus we have the following :— 

Text. Qt Tub. II 
8 

128 D tro veov dvTos trd ves 6... vevovToS ... ses VEOVTOS 

129 D TavTa dropaivev see “VELV we VN ...-vet Changed to -v7. 

130 A TOV TwKpaTH so wee TV ...-THVv with v cancelled. 

130 D Tabry iotw so ... lorw (6 later on o7) iatw (above is eyo Kw). 

130D Ti” &BvOov tivaBvoov Tuva dBufov as Tub. (but 8 may be }). 

133 D SovAov 6 éore é omitted 6 added later as Tub. 

135 E elas év Tols so clave Tots letters cev patched. 

136 C Ore av rpoarpy so érvobv (scrape after‘, and below~) orsodv. eae 

136 C didperGe at put above Ge later Ge changed in orig. to Gat 
or the reverse. 
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Text. Wt Tub. II 

136 D trobepevds Te iva TIVO -pevos Tivo, as Tub. 

136 E ovvdcopae ovv oneras, changed from ovdopac as Tub. 
uv 

137 C dmroKpivovpevov [-vopeévov A] -vopévov i 

138 BT ydp Te etvas ee) ... ein, changed to efvau . 

I4I D Te avTov dpa so Te dpa avTou 55 (but avrod) 

142 D [kat... Néyerar] is omit a 

148 E Katéyov éxelvns 7 99 ia) 5 

152 B vrepBijoera -B..(.. eras.) trepPorjoerat », (0 patched). 

154 C vedtepoy 6 od: so yéyveras added later in marg. ytyverat later above. 
155 E kal epi ra. GAAa roneras, kal wepitra ddAa sf 

oO 

158C 7d 6diyiorov 7. -TOv 70 dALyooTOV -yrorov. 

I5Q A Opou’ ay ein so Gpo.a ay ein i 

160 D ovéer ... yaa) efvae Marg. ,, omit es 

161 B OjAov: ein os SnAovete ety -vore’n (ret patched and 

dots below or). 

162D To ye petaBaivery 7@ on eras. 76 ye F 

165 B &v haiverOas dvdyKn: €év P eppaiverOar: avdyKn:... ss 

These striking coincidences are sufficient to establish an unusually close connection between 
the two Mss. Again, both differ in various ways from % in the use of aie, det: and both read 

tt dé uniformly for the 7¢ Saé of %. Yet if we seek to infer the derivation of either from the other 
we are met by very serious difficulties. These arise more especially in connection with omissions. 
We have found reason to regard II as a very carelessly written codex. Tub., while much more 

prettily written, gives proof of similar inattention. In % there are but three serious cases of error 

arising from this source :—a repetition, 142 D, the omission of xaréxov, 148 E, and of a considerable 
phrase, 160 D. What the condition of II is with regard to repetitions has been already seen. In 

Tub. we find, 147 B, ovte ad Ta pay Ev Tod évds popiov, 150 B, val: otre ye €v mavTl ab TO pépet, 156 B, 

te Kat ovyxpiverOa, and 161 E, 7) odx ovTw; twice written, not to speak of smaller signs of 

carelessness. It is, however, the question of omissions that is the vital one, and here the Mss. 

WTub.DR are all brought under consideration. The blanks which exist in one or more of these 

will, for the sake of clearness, be referred to both according to the paging of Stephanus and 
according to that of this edition. DR are quoted from Bekker. 

2 t27E[rotrodé . . . . wl e x 

Spore dvdpora] omitted in Tub. added later at foot. 

- 128CD [xpos Tovs émeye 

TdoxXev TO Adyw| ‘i added later in margin. 

129B [Tot évds, kau . 

Gous ai peréxerv. | rr added later in margin. 

I131C [OUTS a Mow ee wR eS 

4 obv dAov] Fe not added. 

133 E [GAN dv- 

.  tavr’ érriv] ri added later in margin. 
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10 136A 
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2. 138A 
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14 140 B 
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» 1s. I41 B 
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20. 147A 

at. 147 D 

22, 148D 
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[ov THs map’ 

-oripe7}] 

[paAdAov 

[otr’ ava . 

Seordcerer] 

re a 617, 

{xatad™isaB . . . 

. . . . . . . . 

Ixxxix 

omitted in Tub. II: added later in marg. of Tub. 

vos + 4 Kal mpds GAAHAG] 

[dphorépus dv. 
ah 67] 

[odre yap ev dAXp odte ev Eavrd ein :] 

[vdAAp . 2 1 ww, 

go ra ig oa 
év 79 atTo] 

. . . . 

ovde mperB 

-AdKes] 

are bax] 

-dov atrov| 

HeTéxovros dddvatov] 

oH 
[ovK €ovxev: , 

(kat ovk dv ein] 

[éorew . 

dvdpotov] 

? (}) [chy adr 

dtepov ovde] 

[rod 8 

yeyovevat] 

[kat dprua mepurrdxes] 

[GAAd ry 

pay &v hv) 
ene [rot évds apo. 

Ta py ev] 

2 3 - 

[ovK éxelvo ; 

[7d &v abrod . 

[évetn 

” 

” 

” 

” 

II: added later, brown, in marg. 

” ” 

Tub. not added. 

DR. 

Tub. not added. 

D. 

Tub. added coarse in margin. 

4 added in margin. 

3 added in lower margin. 

,, notadded: words patched 

to give sense. 

5 seems to be noted. 

53 added later in margin. 

II added in orig. (?) in marg. 

D cf. TT. 

II added, dark in margin. 

Tub. not added. 
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152 [ered’ dv Beck. SEMEL CR ane 
_ ThxN yeyvopevov:] omitted in Tub. added late, rude. 

1534 [odx éxw A€yeu : 

ore Ta GAG] _ JID not added in II. 

.153D [mepuxds ein ylyver Bar : 

Tov dAdwv] “ D. 

I53E [a@or? ei psi) 
ey] 4 Tub. not added. 

154 A [ovre vewrepov] 3 3 not added. 

154¢ [od yap otv: 

ylyverat :] - ick not added. 

I50B [67 dy de : é 
drdéAdvrau =] 3 es added later in margin. 

. 156D [ove ek THs . . . .  peraBddAcc] # 7 added late. 

- 1578 [ras & od; i 
ev ei eri] 53 9 not added. 

.158B (a gap of three words, but?) ype [ev py Te] Evds 3 3 added in margin. 

-ISQA [atbrots Kai 

LUA a oat. Sap évaytiatarté TE] 9 TID not added in margin II. 

160 c The words in margin of ‘4 TWTub.DR. 

_161D[éore yap: . . opexpor7s | ae 0: added, brown in margin. 

1624 [evOds Eorae 

py evar] 55 R. 

162 A how much? [e péedAre . . Ov [pa otoias pev Tod 

pay Ov,] et Kat i Tub. added later, outer margin. 

. 162 B [paivera . , py €orre :] FS e added later. 

- 163 B de ov [ylyverar . - oe. Ev pap bv] e II added brown in margin. 

1644 [i To Tovro] * Tub. not added. 

From this synopsis it seems clear (1) that II cannot be derived from Tub. since it contains 
at intervals ten passages at least of which there is in Tub. no trace; (2) that Tub. is not likely 

to have come from II since it gives three passages which are not found in Il. It is conceded 

that 2 is much older than either; and accordingly two conclusions are open to us as alternatives, 

(#2) either Tub. and II both come from Y, or an early copy or copies of it now lost; () or all 
three descend from one original now lost. In the former case indirect descent seems the more 

likely, because while all three closely resemble in many ways, the divergences between II and 
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Tub., when compared with Yl, do not seem easily explicable on the theory of direct descent. 
Assuming indirect descent, again, we may justly infer thus much—that the copy or copies from 
which Tub. come must have been taken from 9 at a date 

before 1. ri 8; was changed to ri Sal; 

2. ale 45 s det from page 147 onward. 
3. kaTéxov was inserted in the margin at 148 E. 

i 4. TepitTd was changed to wepi rd in 155 E. 
5. ovdev .., Aeydpevov pu) efvae was inserted in the margin at 160 D. 

An attempt might be made to reason to the exact connection from the character of the 
omissions above, but the result is not clear. We should have almost positive evidence of descent 
from 1 if any of the blanks consisted of an exact line of 1, not merely the equivalent of a line 
but a line in point of fact. We have no gap of that character. Our nearest approach to such 
a gap is the one common to IITub. at 134 a, which is the exact equivalent of a line yet not 
actually one. Such a gap may be suggestive but is no proof. One has only to glance at the 
various gaps given to see that the mistakes which the eye of a copyist may make, while very 
generally connected with one another by the bond of a repeated word, come under no rule as 
regards the relative positions in which the two cases of the repeated word stand to each other. 
As respects supposition £, there does not appear to be anything which makes against it. But 

we may say that even if it be the fact that 2UIITub. come from a common original, the superiority 

of % is so undoubted and the errors in the text of this dialogue are so few and unimportant that 
reasons for considering the supposed independent evidence of the two latter Mss. are almost 
non-existent. 

What then is to be our verdict upon the authority of the various Mss. of the first 

family MAIITub.DR...? Something like this:—% is far and away the best, and so 

satisfactory as to give little occasion for extraneous support: A is derived from it, 

and may be set aside: IL and Tub. are extremely like it, and almost seem to be 

derived from it, while even if not they are far less valuable: DR—whose case the 

student may work out for himself—are closely associated with II but of less value: 

the remainder besides being of secondary value are mere fragments. Practically, 

therefore, we rest upon %; but, in as much as a collation of Tub. has not yet been 

published we give its readings in full. Outside of this circle we appeal to t which 

in some ways is more careful even than %; and as a last resource in one or two cases 

we resort to conjecture. Perhaps our adherence to % would have been less decided 

and the results as a whole more in keeping with the character of a ‘critical edition,’ but 

that our text is in form so closely connected with that codex. The testimony of 

C. G. Cobet in favour of A and % as the sole satisfactory authorities for those works Mnemosyne, ix. 

which they contain is frequent and exceedingly emphatic, even exaggerated, in character. area resi: 

The grounds upon which he bases his decision seem to be two: that these Mss. 

not only give the soundest text as judged by the test of intelligibility, but likewise 

preserve more faithfully than others the true Attic forms of many words which scribes 
had a tendency to modify. Thus, speaking of A—though other passages show that 

% also is to some extent included—he says 
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Namque non tantum locis plurimis manifesto veras lectiones sodus servavit, sed etiam antiquae 

dialecti Atticae rationem et usum in iis quae constanter in caeteris scioli et inepti correctores 

contaminare solent intactam et inviolatam solus omnium ad nos propagavit. Quod quale sit 

paucis exemplis demonstrare operae pretium est. 

Parisinus. caeteri. 

Critias 108 E BaovAns -Aeis. 

109 A dvetAdopéevy dveAoupevn, -edopevy. 

109 B vopiajs -pels. 

109 D véowrat -7 Tab. 

TIO A Otavéowrat ‘5 

T1IC o@ von, 

112 A TUKVa, TUKVOS mvoKa, etc. . . 

121 B épariprAdpevor éparu@ddpevot, etc. 

Plusquam perfectum apud Platonem more majorum exibat in -y, tertia persona ante vocalem 

et in sententiae exitu in -«v . . . . In Platonis Codicibus duobus optimis Clarkiano et 

Parisino A formae in -7 saepe comparent, sed in Parisino futilis corrector fere semper -n eraso de 

suo -ey substituit . . . . 
Again he says when criticizing the edition of Schanz :— 

Itaque speraveram fore ut in prima Tetralogia, quae prodiit, unum solum testem produceret 

egregium illum Clarkianum B et ex caeteris paucula quaedam sumere satis haberet sicubi boni 

aliquid aut lacunae supplendae aut ab acuto lectore feliciter emendatum contineret. 

A. Jordan likewise uses this argument about old Attic forms as evidence of the 

superiority of AW, while he points out that Schanz on the authority of % reproduces the 

forms OvjcKo, pimrpnoko, ooo, EGov, wpwyy, dopevos, and others. Again, there is the 

much vexed question of the use of y ephelkystikon. What we find in regard to this 

form in % is a two-fold peculiarity; the y is used in many cases where no hiatus 

would be caused by its absence, and is omitted where a hiatus is the result. This 

indicates a distinct absence of method when compared with many authorities, and is 

on that ground regarded as evidence of the age and purity of its source, the tendency 

of Alexandrian and other early commentators being to establish and adhere to an 

intelligible rule. 

On the other hand, the contention of Cobet that any independent readings 

found in less valuable Mss. are due to conjecture alone is emphatically put aside by 

both Wohlrab and Jordan on the ground both of inherent improbability and of the 

incontestable fact that blanks in the best Mss. have to be supplied from the inferior 

ones, which must have got the material from a source distinct from that of the others. 

Again, as we have seen already, it is pointed out that we find Plato cited by authors 

like Stobaeus and Eusebius who lived long before our earliest Mss. were written, and 

if the texts of these authors can be relied on, he is sometimes quoted in a form 

different from the text transmitted by AY. Also cases are given in which the ‘old 
Attic forms’ have been preserved in the family 8 when family a, at least as repre- 

sented by %]ITub. etc. give an inferior form: thus in certain places t reads dAsjp and 
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eumrimmdnor where YX gives ddeie -mirdyot. On this and other grounds it is maintained 
by some that while most Mss. of the @ family are inferior to those of the other, this 
does not at all hold in regard to t the best Ms. of that family, and still less does it 
hold when the respective sources of the two families are considered. Indeed Jordan Hermes, xiii 
quite turns the tables in the following manner. He takes up the text of the Republic ”” 
for which we possess as authorities both A and t: and after a comparison of these two 
he comes to the conclusion that t is actually a copy of A. He contends that both 
in text and scholia the two agree as completely as is humanly possible, while little 
mistakes occur which tend to show that the writer of t had A before him, but mis- 
tread it. He goes on to infer that in tetralogies 1-vuI. t is a copy of the lost first 
volume of A, from which it seems to follow that even for these works it is on the 
whole to be preferred to Y, if Cobet’s verdict upon the authority of A is accepted. 
Jordan does not seem quite to accept it, but is content to place At in the same class 
as contradistinguished from %{. There is, of course, no proof that A had a first volume. 

The latest episode, and one of the most interesting and unexpected, in the his- Early papyri 
tory of the Platonic text is that arising from the discovery in Egypt of the Flinders 
Petrie papyri, which seem to date from the third century before the Christian era. 
These papyri contain among other things fragments of the Phaedo in a very 
dilapidated condition, extending over pp. 67 D-69 A, 80D-84. of Stephanus, A glance 
at these documents at once reveals that they differ from the text of our best Mss. 
both by transpositions, by omissions, and by various readings, while the gaps which 
occur compel us to infer that the contents destroyed must have been of different 
extent from the corresponding passages in %. Nor are these divergences superficial ; 

they are numerous and striking. Such a discovery tends to make students of Plato 

most uneasy. Is our text, preserved in three of the most valuable Greek Mss. in exist- 

ence, so little entitled after all to our confidence and support? One ray of comfort 

appears in the fact that the differences though numerous do not affect the argument ; 

the substance of Plato’s reasoning remains as we have been accustomed to understand 

it. A further study of the papyrus tends rather to re-assure us. Although in some 

respects the sense seems slightly to gain by little omissions, the general character of 

the text is not such as we should be disposed to take in exchange for our own. One 

is tempted to consider that although an early it is yet a careless transcript, and one 

feels entitled to wait for much more extensive materials before deciding against the 

testimony of our highest authorities. Where the value of the latest discovery seems Usener, Konis. 

unquestionable is in matters of spelling and pronunciation. Thus we have adj -dés Gate, Nach. 

for ded9 -dés, ovOey unOey and their cases. For indications of sound again we find éu caer iiss 

pirocodgia, Oeay yévos, TolTap mév, Soon ju}, ToroToy Kakdy, Gu padriora. These last 

show how in the writer’s time and by persons among whom he moved sounds were - 
B % 

imi i iati i A he des assimilated in pronunciation. And they may, though not certainly, represent the actual Bese 
= : | 1 888 

speech of Plato. On this subject we may refer to Blass and Meisterhans, whose te sesh. Gr 
er Attisch. [n- 

detailed and sometimes even statistical treatment of Greek spelling and pronunciation scuriften, 1362. 
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as exemplified in the inscriptions of the time is most instructive. But assimilation 

would go further with stone-cutters and scribes than with high-born authors. 

IL. 

WE propose now, for the information of any who may take an interest in such 

matters, to give a more or less detailed description of the three great manuscripts to 

which reference has repeatedly been made, taking them in the assumed chronological 

order. 

Paris A. This volume is strongly and handsomely bound in red leather tooled with gold. 

On the back it is marked, upon a small round paper label, but we find written in the 
GR. . 
1807’ 

middle of the upper margin of the first leaf of the text an earlier number xciv, while in the 

outer margin, opposite, 94.2087 appear upon an erasure. Before the text come four plain leaves 

of vellum. A Latin table of contents on paper is pasted on the face of the first, while near 

the top of the second face of the fourth is written in a very careless and late hand a wivaé in 

Greek. The following are the contents, no attempt being made to reproduce the style of writing. 

The heading is invariably written in the upper margin of the column in which the dialogue 

begins, and the text begins with the first line of the column. Pale and rather coarse lines in red 

ink are made in the margin to receive the title, sometimes 3, one for each line of the title, some- 

times 2, the title going above, between and below them. 

Heading. Ending. 
+ TAdrwvos + fol. 1 recto, 2vers.,C, li. 1. 

Kraropor 7 rerperrais} co i. KAarofov i} cperprna includes 

ko 3 red lines small flourish flourish. 

+TIAatwvos + 

TloAuretue q wept Suxaiov scr. +3 F., 1. TloAurelas 3) mepi duxatov Abrq4 vr, i. 44. 

A A LP | 

as above exactly, including scratch )14 r., ii. as above exactly B) 24 v., ii. 12 
B AA 7 

- 3 no scratch 25 1., 1. e a TP) 37 v., b 17. 
‘4 AB av 

4 ” ” es v., il. hangs 7 ‘i A) 48 v., i. 24. 
AT J from 3 red lines 

on \48 v., i. a ve E)6r v., 1. 17. 

AA f2 red lines f 
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Heading. 

as above exactly, no scratch 

77] 

Tiparos 

Kpitias 

Mivos 

AE 

vy 

” 

+T1Aarwvos+ 

H wept hicews above and below 

M 

as above 

MA 

as above 

MB 

as above 

MT 

as above 

MA 

” 

ME 

as above 

MS 

” 

MZ 

” 

MH 

61 V,, li. 

2 red lines as above 

73%.,1 hangs 

from 3red lines 

83 v., il, red under 
firstand through last 

from 3 red lines 

103 Ty 1 

as in last 

r., ii, hangs 

\ 141., li.a red line 

secondline of title 

145 1,1 

q én above 

I51 v., i. 

H Tepe sins above 

155 0.) 

7 rer ag from 3 

but darker 

darker 

pale red lines 

165 ©., il. 

as above 

174%, 

as see 

2 red lines 

193 Yr, i. 

as above 

202K, i. 

ys 

Ending. 

as above exactly ae Vv. li. 39. 

i 4 ae i, 22, 

” ” H 94 ty. 37- 

yy ” I 

55 a scratch iqasete yl. 15. 

ie r, i. 9. 

Tipatos 7) rept P¥oews) 144 V.,i1. 44. 

is darker than others 

title not repeated 1514, ll. 31. 

The margin of 151 is cut off close to the 

text, which isslightly injured on both pages. 

Mivas } mept vopov) 154 V.,ii. 30. 

somewhat dark 

Népwv 7} vopoberias 165 f., 1. 40. 
as above ‘} 

as above oe yl. 42. 

# Pe oe Vip le Te. 

% i - Bhi lk, 

dark 

” ” E) 202 Yr. 20 

” J 

i 8 en fay Te 22 
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Heading. Ending. . 
as above, darker 216 4., iL as above gs 31 Vii. 24, 

Z MO as above 

1 3 last word dark ae ry 1. ” ” fa Vey be 44. 

H N dark 

z 2 » dark jae Vi, i . le Ve, ii. 8. 
6 NA 

. 7 > saa ty i. . » dark 2 Ty i. 43. 
I NB 

r ‘ 3 dark aie tak i ” ae aad Vey i 7. 

IA Nr 

9 ” ” 279 Try 1 3 ee r,L 24. 

IB NA hangs from a red oe no flourish 

+TI\drwvos+ 291 Ny ii. *Emivopls i ptdAScogos) 299 V., 1. 18. 

’Ercvopis R na) 
NE 

as above 299 V., i. 

’ErwrroAait IB Yn 

NS 
A IlAdrwv Atovycion ed mpdrrev: 299 V., ii. 1 ends line 25. Letter A although on the first 

B 3 5 goo r., i, 28 45 15. line of the column has aredline 

T i Xaipev' 302 1r., 1. 18 ‘5 12. coarsely drawn through the 

A », Aiwvt cvpaxovr 304 Ty i. 14 Fe 19. title: A has a red line below 

oiw. eb mparrey the first and through the 

E yy Llepdixxas ed mpdrret: 304 V., 1 22 second line of the title: SZ are, 

S » Hppetar xy "Epa in upper margin, like the titles of dialogues, in 
orwt k, Kopicxwe et mpdrret’ 3051.,1.J 2redlines,ends 44. the upper margin, with red 

Z » tots Alwvos ofked in upper margin, lines. 

ous TE Ky ETaLpots Ev mpdtret’ 305Vv.,i. | 2red lines, ends 317r. 

li. 5. 

Z has what seems to be an ending with the word eipyméva: on p. 317 1. as noted. But the 

scribe or his original seems to have had some difficulty at the point, 311 v. 34 (339 B, Hermann, 

vol. 6), where Plato refers to a letter of Dionysius, as to whether the letter did not there end. 

A gap of four lines was left which was filled up by putting ++ + mq ¢pafovca + + + in line 
34, giving twelve + in each of lines 35, 36, 37, and beginning 38 with Acoviowos WAdrom ra 
vopipa as if it were the title of a new letter. After eipyuéva, on 317, we have four vacant lines 

and then & & dv diavonbevres, etc., which Hermann treats as the beginning of the letter H, and to 
which he prefixes a title which is the duplicate of that given to Z above. It is not so treated in the 

Ms.: nor are the numerical capitals that stand opposite the remaining letters written in the 
original, but by a later hand. 
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& 8 dy deavonOerres «,7.A, 3171. ii, 10 ends 319 v.i.13. Hermann gives five additional 

[H] TAdrwv, "Apyvrar ra hang from red lines, letters which are not found in 
pavrivon. bd mpdrrewv } 319v.i.16 ends 319v.ii. 13. this manuscript. 

[9] »  Apurroddpue ee v.li 16 4, 319 V. il. 32. 
ev mparrey: 

{ »  Aaoddpavre Z3IQV. 11. 35 4, 320K. 11.9. 
* a 

€u TPaTTeLy’ 

(TA] »  ‘Apxtrat rapay i rit2 4, 320r.ii. 35. 
, > ’ : 

TLYWML EV TPaTTEv 

[IB] 5 Atovriwe tupdvvwe 320K. il, 38, TWAdrwvos émtaroAal ) 322 ri. 14. 

TUPAkOVTTUY, EU TPATTELY" flourish. 

+ "Opoe + 3227. il. upper marg. *"Opot * 324 V.1i. 20, 
NZ. flourish. 

Each definition ends with : followed by a slight blank, 

+TIAdrwvos vobevdmevor- Above the usual position of the title as if added later by the scribe. 

+rept Atxaiovt 3251.1. upper marg. mept Suxatov to T. li. 40. 

NH hangs from a red line. flourish. 

t+rept ’Aperijst+ 326 v. 1. as above. 7. 7A, 328 ri. 32. 

NO 

+Anposoxos 7 ep TS cvpBSAcders- | 328 r. ii. as “Adm tno. i ri. 23 

= above. 

+ Zioudos y wept TS BovAcver Gace’ ) 331 1. il. from xm. 7. B. ae rl. 42 

RA, 2 red lines. 

+’AXkvdy i mept icpaioppceies 323 %. ii. as "A, om. pe 334 ¥. li. be- 
EB above. low line 44. 

+’Epvgias 3 mept TAovTOV' |) 334 V. i. as E. 3} m. 7. (} epact orparos ) 341 6. ii. 27. 
aT above. in outer margin). 

Q 

In the middle space opposite the title are ng GAX i 

to which the words in the margin at the end correspond. |) épaciorpar. 

+’A€loxos i) wept Oavdrov } 341 V. i. as "A. ym. 0. } 344 V. i 27. 

ZA above. 

So ends the Ms. on line 27 of the first column on the back of folio 344. There is no trace of a 

name or a date of any kind; but in the outer margin opposite there is a statement by a later hand 

in smaller style and yellow-brown ink as follows :— 

bp8b0y 4 BiBs abry: 
Y i) o - e £ 

tard. Ky pytpor tepar =Kwvoravrivoy pytporodAirov tepa(a)rdAcus 

E 
+ § avynrapeEevds, =Tov Kat 



Montf. Ap- 

pendix, cf. 

Gardth. p. 318. 

Style and details. 

E.M.Thompson, 

Palaeography, 

p- 63, etc. 

xeviil THE PARMENIDES. 

Authorities differ as to whether the name of the city is one word or two, Cobet being of the 

former opinion. If he is right it must be the Hierapolis near Laodicea which, according to Le Quien, 

was erected into a metropolitan see in the sth century. No Constantine, however, is named 

as in office there. But we find mention made of Constantinus sacerdos and calligraphist, in 

1125 A.D., and of another, a presbyter and calligraphist, in 1326 a.p. ‘The text is followed by 

three clean sheets of vellum, which, like those at the beginning, have probably been inserted 

when it was last bound. 

The codex is in fine preservation; indeed, Cobet says, ‘non memini me videre integriorem 

librum neque emendatiorem.’ It has suffered a little at the beginning by damp creeping in from 

behind; it has lost the margin of fol. 151, which has slightly injured the end of the Critias and the 

beginning of the Minos, and in various places small holes have been drilled in the sheets by insects ; 

but for all practical purposes it is as perfect and legible as when it was written,—now more than a 

thousand years ago. The size of the volume exclusive of the binding is 35°5 x 24°8 x 8-8 centimetres. 

The material is firm yellowish vellum. The page consists of two columns, each containing 44 written 

lines, which are bounded perpendicularly by double lines at each side; the length of each col. is 26°5 
and its breadth according as both perpendicular lines at each side, or only the inner ones are included, 
is 8'r or 6°8, while the free space between the cols. from outer to outer perpendicular line is 2°3 
centimetres. The breadths of the free margins are—inner 1°6, upper 3'5, outer 4°8, under 5°7. All 

these figures, especially the last group, are slightly variable. ‘The vellum is made up in quaternions, 
that is, sets of four pieces laid together, then folded across and stitched, so as to give 8 leaves 

and 16 pages; there are 43 quaternions, but the 43rd wants the 8th leaf. Originally each quaternion 

would be lettered, but the only trace of this which seems to remain is at the outer upper corner 

of fol. 177 r. where K—the following I’ having been cut off in binding—represents the 23rd ; more 

recently they have been numbered by small figures 2, 3, 4, placed at the inner upper corner. A 

late reader has carelessly numbered the front side of the leaves: after 243 he puts 245, but there 

is no gap; and in the third hundred the hundreds figure is often corrected. Each piece ot 

parchment before being folded as part of its quaternion has received a complete set of rulings 

which are colourless, being, as usual, indented on one side by some blunt pointed instrument so 

firmly as to project on the other. This ruling seems to have been done on the outer or hair 

side of the vellum. The bounding lines are the following, on each unfolded piece :— 

1. 8 double perpendicular lines to mark off the sides of the four cols. 

2. Single perpendicular lines near the outer edge of the two outer margins, 3°8 removed from 

the outer boundary of the cols. 

3. A horizontal line about 1°9 above the writing. 

4. Double horizontal lines of which the lower is 2°6 below the writing. 

All these are carried from edge to edge of the vellum. 

5. 44 lines for writing, which begin at the left side of the first col. and go right across the four 

cols., ending somewhat unevenly at the outer edge of the fourth. 

In laying the ruled pieces together for stitching, indented side touched indented, and projecting 

touched projecting, or, as Mr. Thompson puts it, hair side touched hair side and flesh side 
flesh side. 

The writing hangs from the lines, save that the upper parts of the letters 5 « 7 0 « project 

above them. The text is written in dark brown ink; the titles and some of the notes are reddish. 

One commentator writes in dark green. 

The text is written throughout by the same scribe, who seems to have added the titles after the 
body of the work was finished. Sometimes his ink seems to have failed, and he has retouched 
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letters, as on 184 1, 189 v., 190 r., after refilling his pen. After learning more of Ql, Bekker changed 
his view that this Ms. was written in the tenth century, saying ‘patet Parisiensem primum (A), Index Codicum. 
qui omnes habet altioris vetustatis notas, perperam in catalogo Paris. ad decimum seculum referri. 
Conf. Bast ad Corinth. p. 81.’ Bast here speaks of ‘praestantissimus Codex 1807 (seculi noni).’ Gregor. Corinth. 
After looking over the plates of the Palaeographical Society and comparing all three Mss. concerned, & Sebefer, 
we have come to the conclusion that the writing which most resembles that of this codex is that of “?"*° 
the Clarke Ms. and of the Oxford Euclid, whose dates are fixed at 895 and 888 a.p. respectively. 
But the Paris one seems to be older than either of these. So far as the capital letters are concerned, 
a judgment is difficult to form. They are small, erect, and rather stiff, but present no special 
feature save that A, A and A do not terminate in a point at the top, but in a short horizontal stroke. 
In the body of the text, which is in minuscules in all three Mss., we have a better means of reaching 
a conclusion. At a general glance the first observation that occurs is that in whatever order A 
and %{ may stand, the Euclid comes between them: this amounts to the verdict that A comes first. 
The Euclid and % differ from A in having their letters of a uniform thickness: A, while using 
apparently a broader pen, aims at varying his strokes to some slight extent. In all three the writing is 
most carefully formed and erect, but 9{ inclines more than either of the others to round off the angles 
of letters, while A makes them as abrupt as a continuous stroke will permit. In all, the lines of the 
letters generally finish in a dot or ‘blob,’ but in 9 this seems to be often managed by carrying 
the pen a little back upon its stroke, while in A the scribe ends his lines with a distinctly formed dot. 

A and Euc. agree in writing o, ¢, as o> ib 3 U gives o7 b. In A ¢ is written 6 in Y itisG. 

The initial letters in A stand in the space between the perpendicular lines which bound the columns : 

like those of the Euc. they are quite plain, and differ from the text only by being considerably larger. 

There is an even more noticeable formality in the breathings and accentuation. While % and Euc. 
give these with some variety and inattention as seen in the facsimiles, A emphasizes its care by the 

forms “" -*, « ™,“™; and Schanz says that while Ut often omit accents on prepositions before 

nouns, A never does. Ligature of letters is employed freely: here, for example, is the opening 

of the Republic, the ligatures being indicated by a closer position of the letters so treated. 

KareBnv yes ei ores p at u peta 

yAav kw v0S TOU Gp Lot vo oTp oO 

gevE o pevos Te THE Gew te Kar d 

patny €o p tTHv Bo v Ao pev os Ge 

acacOa. 

Composite names in the titles are marked by a line below the junction KAerppov: in the text 

also they are marked when they are divided by the end of a line Opacd,|uaxos. Ordinary words 

are not invariably so divided or marked in the text. There is almost nothing ornamental about 

the Ms. but what occurs at the conclusions of the various works, a sample of which may be given. 

It is almost uniform throughout. 

yy dveANAVOapev cd mpdrTw 

HEY OW 

HMOAITELAE JIMEPIAIK AIST 

- 



Notes and hands 

in the margin. 

Errors and 

corrections. 

THE PARMENIDES. 

We pass now to the margins: i(1) The speakers are usually named at the beginning 
of each dialogue, the names being placed as a rule between the columns under the heading 

TA TOT AIAAOTOY | IIPOZQMA in two lines of small capitals, tot SuaAdyov being contracted. The 

names are in minuscules. Changes of speaker are marked in the text by :, and in the margin by —, 
between the double bounding lines of the column, while outside these lines the name is generally 
given, in full for the first appearance, and often, though not invariably, in contracted form afterwards, 

thus :— 

Margin. Col. Margin. ‘ Col. 

Opactpayos x | _ : Kat 6 Opacd, 70 

paxos : 

Oo x 

Todepapx : cw 

(2) The same hand, or one indistinguishable from it, also puts in the margin a number of scholia 
and brief notes, and synonyms for words in the text, the spaces for these being sometimes ruled 

in red. These are in small capitals with ordinary contractions. (3) The same hand has given at 

intervals various symbols and remarks in the margin. Such are those for Ip. Ip. and the following— 

I. ht Seba? 82 Vv. ik @ =onpelwoas 8: dAov rd xwpiov 318 5. ii. 

, A 
IIAPAINESIE Yr 

K, THOGRES - Two of these signs may be compared 
: 2 : 8 with their counterparts in the mar- 

2. W THN ’EDIBOAHN 16 v. 1. 7 
7 gin of our text, pp. 6, 15, 25; 

nO seas Giuke oO and the comparison will strengthen 
~ : nae x the evidence in favour of the 

"ADTHION ay We Ul. _ greater age of this codex. 
‘OP,° YETAOTE 241. ii i 

0) 

N 3. a = wpatov 

ii. Other hands also appear, but it would need considerable expertness to distinguish them 
accurately. There appear to be two which use dark brown ink, one small and delicate, the other 
somewhat larger: both of a date decidedly later than the first. We have seen that the owner 
of the book claims to have revised it, and there are distinct traces of corrections upon erasures 
in the text, which are in the same ink as his closing statement, notably a considerable sprinkling 
of a thin capital H. Notes of his seem to occur on tor.i. 17 4. outer margin, 2016., 25 Vy 
131 v. Then there is the green hand already mentioned, and one which makes a few ugly notes 
in pencil. Schanz points out that the Ms. after being completed has been compared with other 
texts, and entries appear such as—év dAAw ovdrws eSpov, oluar & bre Kab KpeiTtov ToUvTo. 

While the codex is written with admirable care, one can see on turning over its pages that 
there are several sorts of errors in it which recur pretty frequently. (a) Omissions inadvertently 
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made are supplied by running the omitted words out into the margins either by the original or 
by some of the later hands: cases occur at 24¥.l 43, 1770, 185 ri. 29, ii 41, 273 73. 
(8) Other errors are corrected by erasures with or without their being replaced: (so far as 
linguistic forms are concerned, Cobet holds that errors are perpetrated thus:) cases occur 17r. ii., P- xii. above. 
185 1, 207 r. (apparently by Constantine), 227 V. 11.44, 23111, and others. The erasure 
which has most interest for us is that in which the form ri Saé is repeatedly substituted in neat p. lxxxi. 
small letters for ti 5...—the original being indistinguishable: cases occur 26 r. i. twice, 54 v., 
L212, 681.21, g6 vii go; $2 7. 1 16, 184 v. ii. 20 and 35, with not a few others. We 
have likewise tis Sai, 153 r. ii. 3 and 13, and elsewhere. (y) In several cases space has been 
left for words about which for some reason the scribe was uncertain. These are filled in by a 
species of asterisk (+), at the rate of twelve to a line: one case is 54 Vv. i, where five occur, 
another 227 vV., li. 22, ely + + + als odv atry.xal, another 240 4. i.; where lines 9, 10 have 
twelve each, a fourth is the one referred to above in epistle Z; in one case a line is drawn fron P- xcvi 
the word before the space to that after it. The most serious patch in the codex, combining 
both erasures, blank spaces, and words entered on such spaces, occurs in the last of the spurious 
dialogues, and extends over eleven lines, the last three of col. i. and first eight of col. ii. in 
342 v. It seems clear that here the writer had an incomplete text before him. There are, of 
course, gaps in the text which only one who has collated it carefully can discover. Schanz has Rhein. Mus. 
done so, and finds at least the following of 15 letters—zoia § érofov Biov Rep. 111, 400 A, and xxxiii. 1878. 
two large gaps from Laws v1., 745 A, Geots—745 C, KArjpous dé, and 783 B, matdwv—783 D, Kadas, 
which represent 674 and 699 letters respectively. Taking several of the passages omitted 
and afterwards supplied, he finds that they contain respectively, 17, 17 or 16, 15, 17, 18, 18 
letters. He then assumes that these represent lines of A’s original, and that the large gaps 
represent columns which at the same rate would have about 4o lines. In A the lines are about 
21-3 letters, and the page has 44 lines. Schanz thinks that the original was of the same size 
and arrangement, but written in majuscules and so containing less per line and col. He cites 

omissions of 46, 41, 39, 37, 35, 39, 48, 46, 44, 35 letters, which seem to him multiples of lines. 

It is noteworthy that the unmutilated lines in the Flinders Petrie papyri comprise 22-26 letters. 

It may be added that Graux, a high authority on palaeographic questions, considered that two Journ, des 

unsigned Mss. ‘savoir ... le Palatinus des Paradoxographes (No. 398, 4 Heidelberg), et le Damascius 1881, p. 309. 

de Venise (A/arcianus 246)’ are by the same hand as Paris A. So far as the latter is concerned, 

the facsimile given in the ‘Mélanges Graux’ seems to leave no room for doubt. We conclude Pars, raq. 

our description by giving the contents of one page of the Ms., after Cobet with very slight ; 

corrections. It represents the opening of the Critias on the face of fol. 145. At the left side Sinem a 

the writing begins uniformly from the inner of the two perpendicular bounding lines of the 
column, but on the right it stops irregularly at any point between the inner and outer of these 

lines which may be found convenient. The same holds of all manuscripts as a rule: and the 
practice is exemplified in our text. But the printed reproductions, as is natural where the letters 

are of a strictly regulated size instead of being hand-made in each case, exaggerates the inequalities 

which occur. We do not undertake that the stops are invariably correct. Commas are rarely 

original; and while there are in use three points, upper, middle and lower ("-. ), the second is 

not represented here. When letters are not large it is not easily distinguished from the first. 
In modern times we appear to have inverted what was the original significance of the first and 
last. The middle one, péon otvypsj, is considered to have been the least forcible, and the 

comma, for greater clearness no doubt, gradually superseded it. 

” 
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Tne CLARKE Manuscripft—We pass now to what may be called our own manuscript, which 11. Crarxe 
is known as ‘9%’ or ‘Clarke 39.’ Its history has a certain romantic interest. It was written, as Manus. 
we shall see, about a thousand years ago, to the order of a scholarly dignitary of the Eastern 
Church, and is believed still to bear traces of his ownership. These facts we learn from its own 
pages. Our first historic trace of it is many centuries later. In the Vatican library there is a 
codex numbered 1205, of the sixteenth century, which, it appears, contains among other things Migne, Bibl. Pat- 
a catalogue of books with the following title, Teak tov ev 77 ceBarpia povyn tis Nyoov Tlatpoy ™m Gracca, vol. 
&Lwroywrépwv cipirxopévov BiBdiwy. Of this catalogue Mai says, ‘confectus fuit hic Catalogus °°" 147% 
regnante Joanne Palaeologo, qui anno 1355 floruit; nec liber recentior occurrit.’ It gives the 
names of 58 works (v.); and among the entries is the following, the only one which corresponds 
to any item in Clarke’s list, 

ve. Adyou Lwxpdrovs, Sv 7 dpxijt EvOdppwv, 3) wept doiov, Ti vedrepov, & Sé- 

pares’ dxpt Tod Mévew, i) wept dperijs exes poor eisreiv (sic). 

There can be no possible doubt about the identity of the work, and we thus learn that the 

manuscript was in the library of the Monastery of St. John at Patmos in the middle of the 
fourteenth century, being then more than four hundred years old. In this library, sad to say, 

it would probably have been left to rot, had it not, like the Elgin marbles, been carried off by 

a countryman of our own. At the opening of the present century Dr. Edward Daniel Clarke, in Travels, etc. 
the course of his long visit to the countries lying round the Levant, met with the following incident aoe sons 
in the island of Cos:—‘A poor little shopkeeper in Cos had been mentioned, by the French pa. vol. mu. ch. 
Consul, as possessor of several curious old books. We therefore went to visit him, and were vii., p. 263 ff, 

surprised to find him in the midst of his wares, with a red nightcap on his head, reading the ‘ely condensed. 
Odyssey of Homer in manuscript. This was fairly written upon paper, with interlineary criticisms, 
and a commentary in the margin. He had other manuscript volumes, containing works upon 

rhetoric, poetry, history, and theology. Nothing could induce him to part with any of these 

books. The account he gave was that some of them were copies of originals in the library at 

Patmos, and that his father had brought them to Cos. They were intended, he said, for his son, 

who was to be educated in the Patmos monastery.’ The travellers went on their way to Egypt 

and the Holy Land; but they did not forget the Patmos library, and in 1801 they were again 

in Cos and making arrangements to visit it. 
‘On Tuesday, October the sixth, as we were sitting with the Governor, a Greek officer of Discovery of the 

the name of &z/ey arrived. He conversed with great fluency in the Zurhish language. Hearing EEN 

that we intended to visit Patmos he requested a passage thither. On Wednesday our interpreter, jos. 

Antonio, returned in a small caigue, manned by a single family of the Island of Casos, The 

vessel was old, and the large triangular sails were tattered and rotten. It was, in fact, nothing 

more than an open boat; a man of middle stature with his feet in the hold had at least the half 

of his body above the deck. [We are reminded, indeed, of Lord Dundonald shaving on board 

the Speedy, with his looking-glass on deck and his feet in the cabin.] We hired this vessel, and 

by the next evening we were desired to embark. At eight o’clock we were under weigh: a land 

breeze drove us smoothly along; and the Casvofs began their evening hymn. This reminded us 

of a passage in Zongus, who, in the very seas we were now traversing, describes a similar iii. Paris, 

custom : ‘ while they rowed, one of the crew sang to them :— pies 

of 8¢ Nourol, Kabdmrep yopos, dpopdvus 
> 7 nor been so called 

KaTd, Kapov Tis éxevou puvis <Bdwv. Pare from the steep 
The next morning, October the inti, Samos appeared most beautifully in view, covered by 2 ascent to the 

silvery mist, softening every object, but concealing none, At eleven o’clock a.M. we entered the Monastery, 

port of La Scala! in Patmos, In order to prevent our caigue from being fired at, as a pirate Which beginsat 

1It may have 

the landing place. 
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vessel (which she probably had been), we had hoisted an Zygdish flag [thus drawing upon them- 

selves the taunts of Frenchmen on their way home from the campaign in Egypt, “ Pavillon 

Anglais! Tremblez, Messieurs!”]. The monastery of the Afocalypse is situate two miles and a 

half from the quay, upon the top of a mountain in the highest part of all the island, close to 

the town of Patmos. We set off, without further delay, for the Convent. The ascent is steep 

and rugged, but practicable for asses and mules. When we arrived at the monastery, we were 

quite struck by its size and substantial appearance.’ It may be explained that Patmos has a 

west coast running pretty fairly north and south, from the extremities of which two lobes run 

off irregularly to the eastward, being separated by a deep bay, which almost cuts the island in 

two, like an ill-shaped sand glass. The very innermost recess of this bay is the harbour of 

La Scala, from which the town and monastery lie due south. Whilst the travellers are enjoying 

their unequalled prospect we may seize the opportunity of throwing our extracts into such divisions 

as will contrast the view seen from without with the circumstances existing within. 

WirHout.—‘It is a very powerful fortress, built upon a steep rock, with several towers 

and lofty thick walls; and if duly mounted with guns, might be made impregnable. According 

to Zournefort, it is said to have been founded by Alexius Commnenus, in consequence of the 

persuasion of St. Christodulus; but Dapper relates, that the saint himself founded the monastery, 

towards the end of the ¢enth century, when he retired to Patmos, to avoid the persecution of 

the Zurks. Nothing can be more remarkable than the situation of the town, built upon the 

edge of a vast crater, sloping off, on either side like the roof of a tiled house. erry has 

compared it to ‘‘an asses back”: upon the highest ridge of which stands the monastery. The 

inhabitants have no space for exercise, they can only descend and ascend to the harbour. 

On one of the towers of the monastery, a /ook-out is regularly kept for pirates. We returned 

to enjoy the prospect from this place. The sight was extremely magnificent. We commanded 

the whole island of Amorgos, which is nearly forty miles from the nearest point of Patmos. 

and were surrounded by many of the grandest objects in the Archipelago. As we descended 

from the great monastery of S¢ John, we turned off, upon our right, to visit a smaller edifice 

of the same nature, erected over a cave, or grot, where the Afocalypfse is said to have been 

written. As to the cave itself, it may be supposed that any other cave would have answered 

the purpose fully as well: it is not spacious enough to have afforded a habitation even for a 

hermit. There seemed to be something like a school held in the duc/ding erected about this 

cave; but the only monk who showed the place to us, and who appeared to superintend the 

seminary, was not much better informed than his godly brethren in the parent monastery. The 

women of the island, here collected as it were upon a single point, are so generally handsome, 

that it is an uncommon sight to meet with any who are otherwise. There are several bells at 

the monastery, which the monks are frequently ringing. The enjoyment of the noise is 

considered a great indulgence; bells being prohibited by the Turks. Perhaps there is not a 

spot in the Archipelago with more of the semblance of a volcanic origin than Patmos, the ports 

of the island have the appearance of craters. In the evening we amused ourselves in fishing. 

The harbour appeared as literally swarming with the most beautiful fishes, of all colours; the 

water being as clear as crystal, the fish, tempted from their haunts among the marine plants 

were seen distinctly whenever they took the snare. We were much struck by the extraordinary 

intensity of the deep blue colour of the sea, which is as much a distinguishing characteristic of 

the Archipelago as the brightness of its sky.’ 
Wiruin.—‘We were received by the Superior and by the Bursar of the monastery in the 

refectory. We asked permission to see the Liprary, which was readily granted. We entered 

a small oblong chamber, having a vaulted stone roof; and found it to be nearly filled with 
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books, of all sizes, in a most neglected state; some lying upon the floor, a prey to the damp 
and to worms; others standing upon shelves, but without any kind of order. The books upon 
the shelves were all printed volumes; for these being more modern, were regarded as the more 
valuable, and had a better station assigned them than the rest, many of which were considered 
only as so much rubbish. Some of the printed books were tolerably well bound, and in good 
condition. The Superior said, these were his favourites; but when we took down one or 
two of them to examine their contents, we discovered that neither the Superior nor his 
colleague were able to read. They had a confused traditionary recollection of the names of 
some of them, but knew no more of their contents than the Grand Signior. At the extremity 

of this chamber, which is opposite to the window, a considerable number of old volumes of 
parchment, some with covers and some without, were heaped upon the floor, in the utmost 
disorder; and there were evident proofs that these had been cast aside, and condemned to 
answer any purpose for which the parchment might be required. When we asked the 
Superior what they were? he replied, turning up his nose with an expression of indifference and 
contempt, Xepdéypada! It was, indeed, a moment in which a literary traveller might be 
supposed to doubt the evidence of his senses; for the whole of this contemned heap consisted 
entirely of Greek manuscripts, and some of them were of the highest antiquity. What was to 
be done? We referred the matter to Mr. Riley, as to a person habituated in dealing with 
knavish Greeks; and presently such a jabbering took place, accompanied with so many 
significant shrugs, winks, nods, and grimaces, that it was plain something like a negociation was 
going on. The author, meanwhile, continued to inspect the heap; and had soon selected 
the fairest specimen of Grecian caligraphy which has descended to modern times. It was a 

copy of the twenty-four first Dialogues of //ato, written throughout upon vellum, in the same 

exquisite character; concluding with a date, and the name of the caligraphist. It was a 

single volume in folio, bound in wood. The cover was full of worms and falling to pieces: 

a paper label appeared on the back, inscribed, in a modern hand, ArdAoyo. Zwxpdrovs: but see ciii. 

the letters of Plato's name, separated by stars, appeared very distinctly as a head-piece to the 

first page of the manuscript. After removing these volumes all further enquiry was stopped by 

Mr. Riley. He concealed two of the smaller volumes in his Zur&ésh habit, entrusting to the 

honour of the two Caloyers the task of conveying the others on board our vessel. The next 

day we were again admitted to the Library. Some of the inhabitants of the town thought 

proper to accompany us. The Superior took occasion to assure us, that both he and the 

Bursar were willing enough to part with the yepdypuda; but that if it were known to have 

brought them any gain, the people of Patmos, acting as spies for the Capudan Pasha, would 

make it the cause of a very heavy imposition upon the monastery. This day we dined 
with the monks.’ 

The scene now changes to the deck of the caique. The Capudan Pasha referred to, is, 

no doubt, identical with the Capitan Pasha often mentioned in Finlay’s History. He seems to 

have been a sort of high admiral with charge of the islands and coasts of the Aegean. 

‘The Capudan Pasha’s \etter enabled us to order bread from the island for our voyage ; 

and this the monks promised to see provided. . . . The whole of Sunday, October the 

eleventh, was passed in great anxiety, being the day on which the Superior had engaged 

to send the remaining manuscripts. Mr. ley had left and we began to fear, as 

evening approached, that his absence might become the pretext for a breach of contract. 

Towards sunset, being upon the deck of our caique and looking towards the mountain, we 

discerned a person coming down the steep descent from the monastery towards the port: 

presently, as he drew near, we perceived that he had a large basket upon his head, and that 

2 
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he was coming towards the quay, opposite to the spot where our vessel was at anchor. Upon 

his arrival, we saw him making signs for a boat; and we sent to him the little skiff belonging 

to our caique. As he came alongside, he said, aloud, that he had brought the dead ordered 

for us; but coming upon deck, he gave a significant wink, and told us the Superior desired 
that we would ‘empty the basket ourselves, and count the loaves, to see that all was right’ 

We took the hint, and hurried with the precious charge into our berth; where, having turned 

the basket bottom upwards, we found, to our great joy, the manuscript of PLato, the Porms 

or Grecory, the works of PuiLe, with the other Tracts, the two volumes containing the Greek 

Musical Notes, and the volume of Miscellanies containing the Lexicon oF St. CyRILL: these 

we instantly concealed beneath a mattress in one of our cots; and making a grand display of 

the loaves, returned with the basket upon deck, giving a handsome present to the porter, and 

desiring he would inform the Superior, with our most grateful acknowledgments, that ‘ai was 

perfectly right’ Waving set him again on shore, we gave orders to our captain to have every- 

thing ready for sailing the next morning, and to stand out of the port as soon after sunrise as 

possible; intending to leave Patmos. In this design we were, however, disappointed.’ When 

a few days later they insisted on putting to sea, they found, as their captain had predicted, that a 

furious storm was raging outside. ‘We [ch. ii] passed like lightning within a cable’s length of 

some dreadful rocks, over which the sea was dashing as high as our mast head; until getting 

under the lee, to the south of Naxos, we ran the vessel aground, close to a small creek, upon 

some white sand. Like true shipwrecked mariners, wet to the skin, and without a dry 

thread on board, we opened all our stores: upon the rocks to expose our clothes to the 

beams of the sun. Every article of our linen was completely soaked; but, to our great joy, 

the Patmos Manuscripts had escaped, and were safe. We had put them into a small but stout 

wooden box in the stern of the vessel; and had covered this with every article of canvas, etc., 

that could be collected.’ In a note, Dr. Clarke adds, ‘This manuscript [the Plato] after the 
author’s return to England, remained in the hands of his friend the late Professor Porson until 

his death.’ In 1809 it was bought by the Curators of the Bodleian Library. 

The following is Gaisford’s entry in the Catalogue of the 

Library :-— 

TAATQNOS 39 eee orcas ff. 418, anno 896 exaratus 

AIAAOPOI gi XxIv. hoc ordine ; 

KA then follows the list, to which the scholia are added. The book 

which is bound somewhat handsomely in leather of a chocolate brown 

EYO-MENON has the annexed title on its back. 

The boards are lined with vellum. On the lining of the first 

are the following interesting entries :— 
M.S. 1. Atthe top—‘ Clark 39. Totum hunc codicem ad edit. H. Stephani 

diligenter contuli. T. G. 31 Aug. 1813.’ 

A.C. Prof. Gaisford published this as Lectiones Platonicae. 

D.CCC.XCVI. 2. A little lower, apparently by Porson, comes :— 

‘Idem scriba, qui totum codicem exaravit, tetralogias et dialogos 

MS. numeravit.’ 

ieee 3. Near the middle, also by him (?) :— 
a ‘Numeri, atramento scripti, e registro evanuere.’ Which seems 

to refer to the register of quaternions on the flyleaf opposite. 
Then follow four leaves of clean vellum, the face of the first being occupied by an index of the 

dialogues in two columns, and below it the register just mentioned, chiefly in red but with some 
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black entries. These are most exquisitely written and have at the top this note, apparently 
by Gaisford :— 

‘Tabula quae sequitur, a manu est eruditissimi viri 
Ricardi Porson, A.M., Gr. L. Prof. Cant.’ 

After these leaves come two smaller ones terribly discoloured, and covered with some 
Aristotelian matter in a late hand, which is discussed by Schanz. We now reach the text, which 
we tabulate by title and conclusion, premising that the style may be gathered from our facsimiles 

and that the titles occur at all positions in the page; only the first is designedly in the upper 
margin, others being there by accident merely. 

Title rr. TleAsAtT#QeN*O*d 
top A TETRAL. I. 

€ 

EvOvdpuv 7 mw ‘Ooiov wepacrtexds The title is very much faded, the 
[A] first word having lost all its ink. 

4 nee Oey The central A marks the tetralogy, 
End7v. TAdrwvos Ev@idpwv 7 "Oot, the marginal A of the dialogue is 
foot eee gone. Below the flourish after 

the conclusion stands in the 

middle of the page a very finely 

formed A, with leaf ornament. 

Sr. *Amodoyia Dwxparovs HGcxés —-B faint, }Ouxds reddish. Here also 

top B follows a beautiful A; for orna- 

20r ’AmodAoyia Zuxpdrous ment see text, p. 29, top. 

foot 

20 V. = Tpaxrot 4O:xds |The outer margin of 20 is gone; but 

top {VJ there is room for Kpirwv in the 

264. Kpirwv qj wept Tpaxrov title, of which, however, there 

seems no trace, either directly or 

by marks of damp ink (as there is 
€ 

of 7@cxés and 7) on next page. 

A follows again. 
€ 

266.27 Paiswv 7 x WVvuyjs  )0exds —-Oexéds is clearly later, and seems to 

A have been touched before it was 

58r. Paidswv 7 rept Vvyns dry, A again. 
——ooooo 

B IL 
€ s . 

581.13 KparvAos } 7 'Ovopdrwv épOdrnT0 Aoyexds Contractions for want of room. Con- 

E clusion on a scrapeinlower margin: 

ae, 7 6 below the usual ornament, whose 

82v.34 Kparid 9 x 'Ovopd 6, left side is very elaborate, there is 
another long scrape. 

€ . . 

831. Ocalrntos i a 'Emvornpns The title on a scrape in upper margin 

top S has lines ruled for it. A patch at 

1137. Ocairnros 4 wept Emuorjpns the outer part of the vellum hides 
any adjective in -Kds. 
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€ (3) 

113r.21 Loduoris } ma tou "Ovtos AoytK, 

Z 

136 v. Lodioris 7} wept tov "Ovros 

€ Oo 

136v.30 TToAuruxds 3 mw Bacthetas = Ayer, 

H 
o € 

154 Fr. TloActex 4} 7 BaccAcias 

Tt 
te) See the text and facsimile. 

€ 0’ 
1731.13 PidrnBos q w ‘Héovijs OK, 

I 
€ 

198 v. PidnBos 4 w ‘Héovijs 

€ s oO 

198v.30  Lvpmdciov 7 1 "Epwtos 700K, 

TA 
€ 

223V.34 Luprdorov 7) 7” Epwrtos flour. 

€ $ oO 

2247. Paidpos 7 aw Kadot 701K, 
top IB 

€ 

2481.34 Paidspos % r Kadov flour. 

A 
€ ov 0’ 

248 V. "AXkiBiddys a’, 7 a Picews dvOpdar pacevtix, 
top Ir 

S28 wee 
263 1. "AAKiBidd } 7 Bice dvov 

€ 

2631.21 i oF a Ipocevyijs 3 
TA 

er 
269 v. B'AdKtBidSys 7} tporevyxijs 

The adjective is clearly redder than 

the rest. 

Second half of title is dark; the 

adjective is as in the last case. 

III. 

The adjective as above. 

Adjective clearly different ink. 

The mark ° refers to an alternative 
€ 

title in the outer margin 7 dyads 
which, like the 70:xés, is reddish. 

Four leaf ornaments follow the 

conclusion instead of the usual 

flourish below. 

Title in upper margin with a red 

line for it Above it is TA. 
qOuxds is faint red. The sign 
above «xadot has nothing to an- 
swer it, as the margin is cut away. 

No flourish below the ending. 

IV. 

Title in upper margin with a coarse 

red line through it. Above A is 
a careless IE. The conclusion is 

darker than the text. 

The adjective differs and is redder ; 

both title and conclusion are 

darker than the text. 
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ux, Piroxepdys 

o $ 
“Immapx 7 PidoKepd 

—— 

“Irmapyos } 
IE 

s 

"Epacrat 4 

IS 

E 

Ocdyns 7 
IZ 

Xappisys 7] 

IH 

Adyns 7 

10 

Atos 7] 

K 

S 

Evdvdnpos q 

KA 

Ilpwraydpas 4 

€ o 

t Birocopias OK, 

"Epactat 4 epi BirAogodias 

oO 

POLEUTLK 
€ s 
mw Lwodppootvys 

Ocdyns 7 rept Zuppooivys 

0 € $ 
x Lwppooty TELPATTLK 

€ 

Xappisys ij r Todpoodivys 

€ °o 

m’Avépias posevten, 

Adxns f wept ’Avépias 

€ o 

aw Pidias 

€ 
Atos 4 r Bidas 

6 
*Epwotixds = dvarpertix, 

EvOvsnpos 7} epirrixds 

0 

Lodurral evbeuxr eK, 

J 
IIpwraydp 4 Loguctai 

POLEVTLK 

cix 

0cxds differs and is redder. 

In the margin is Dein which 

with @cxés differs in character 
from the rest. The conclusion is 

dark. 

V. 
s 

In the margin is Reece which 

with the adjective is redder than 

the rest. The conclusion is 

darker. 

The adjective differs, and is redder. 
The conclusion is darker. 

Title in upper margin with a red 

line: above it KA slightly dim, by 

a later hand. The adjective is 

faint red. 

The adjective differs and is redder, 

the conclusion comes below the 

flourish, but is in the same ink as 

the text. 

VI. 

Title in upper margin: S of tetralogy 

in red. This letter, Ev@vdnpos, 

K and initial T, all leave a clear 

impression on the next page. The 

name, whose ink is gone, is care- 

lessly rewritten later in brown. 

dvarp. resembles the title. The 
conclusion is below the flourish. 

The adjective differs. 
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€ 0 

368v.11  Topyias i} «= ‘Pytopixfis  dvarpentix, The adjective differs, and is redder. 
KT To get the conclusion into the 

rie : line the usual preceding :~T~ has 
405 1. Topyias a +“ Pnropexiys been erased. 

£ e . . . . 

4gosr.i1r = =©Mévov 4 a ’Aperas mepaotix, The adjective differs, and is redder. 

KA 

418 Vv. See facsimile 

Here follows the Colophon or 

Subscriptio, of which hereafter. 

Then come three leaves covered with stains, and ‘manibus inelegantissimis polluta in 

quorum secundo index dialogorum inscriptus est’ (Schanz). These have been formerly bound 

in a reversed position, as some of the letters of the colophon are impressed upon them in that 

attitude. Finally three clean leaves have been inserted at the end by the binder. 

The vellum of 9 is distinctly less robust than that of A, and sometimes rather delicate. 

Setting aside the binding, the measurements of the codex are 32°2 x 21°6 x 7°6 centimetres, or 

with the binding, 33°6 x 23°3x8 9; in the course of binding some of the leaves have got 

slightly out of true line laterally or vertically. As will be seen, the writing is not in columns; 

the written space measures pretty exactly 20°3x14°6. The widths of the margins are, with 

slight variations, inner 2, upper 4°5, outer 7, lower 7°6; the upper and still more the lower 

are curtailed in the facsimiles. The quaternions or, as Porson calls them, plagulae, are 52 and 

a half. In numbering the leaves Porson has missed two, and afterwards marked them 111%, 

359*, so that the total comes to 420: in the table above, the paging is after Porson’s. The 

twentieth quaternion, beginning after fol. 151, has got displaced, and is bound up after the 

forty-fifth, so as to be numbered ff. 352-59: Porson at first thought it lost, but found out and 

noted the facts in his exquisite hand. Thus eight leaves in our table, representing, according 

to Porson, Steph. 11. 289D xpi}—307A moAAais, must be taken from the Protagoras and added 

to the Politicus. The quaternions were lettered as in our edition, page 29, but very much 
nearer the outer edge: Porson’s list, which gives those that remain in red and those that are 

lost in black, no longer quite agrees with the facts, which are these :— 

1. A has been renewed. 

2. IA, IB, KT, AA, MS, MZ, MO, N, NA, NI can be read with ease. 

MB, MI’, MA, ME, MH can be read but not easily. 

B, H, IP, KA, KB, KA, KZ, AA, AB, AI’, AE, M show slight or all but invisible traces. 

3. I, 8, Z, H, IA, 1Z, KE, KO, AS, AZ, AO, NA, NB, NI’, with others that are legible, 
show a reversed trace of themselves on the previous page. 

4. E, 9, I, IH, K, KH, AH, MA are totally gone, and in the places where A, IE, IS, 10, KS, A 

were the vellum has become perforated or is otherwise injured. The letters which 

are entire closely resemble those of the second part of the subscriptio. The margin 

of 184 is torn away, yet KE show reversed on 183 v., which proves that the injury 

was later than the lettering. 

The method of ruling is quite analogous to that of the Paris Ms., but simpler from the 

absence of columns in the page. In each page there are two double perpendicular lines 

bounding the written space on left and right. These and the first and last of the lines used for 

writing extend to the edge of the vellum, while the other lines for writing are drawn exactly on 
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the principle of those in Paris A. The arrangement of the four pieces in each quaternion is 
this. The piece containing ff. 1 and 8 is laid with the projecting lines downwards, that contain- 
ing ff. 2, 7 has them upwards, and the two remaining pieces repeat this arrangement. The 
writing hangs a little irregularly from the lines, and is of a dark brown in the text, and in most 
of the marginal additions: there are, however, as we have seen, traces of red in the titles, while 
some scholia etc. are in black and others in green. 

Of the character of the writing the examples will be the best exponents. The following 
letters have two forms :— 

a = @% the latter rare and generally at the ends of lines. 
y = Vr the latter rare, sometimes marking paragraphs. 

« =G §& the latter very rare, cursive; Plate 1. foot; a third form g is used in com- 
bination. 

two forms analogous to those of € below: see Plate m1. 29, 28. 

lk. kK both are found; the latter not frequent. 

A - both common, singly or double. 

= P w the latter common after v, as in ovy vuy, with which it combines: it occurs 

Plate 11. 2 dédvvarov, and elsewhere. This form of v is almost indis- 

tinguishable from @ and v in some cases. 
6 = 23 Plate mI. 3, 5; former less frequent. Compare ¢ 

7 = ‘T Y the latter cursive, chiefly in combination. It is almost identical with y. 

~ eae 

lI 

In the cases of a, y, G «, & one of the forms is a survival of the older majuscule writing 

common up to the eighth century. Its forms gradually reasserted themselves in later minuscule 

Mss. 

There is a considerable amount of ligature used in the writing: the connection being 
specially close between the letters «, «7, or, ect, But there is almost no contraction save the 

usual S for xat, and that generally at the end of a line with a view to economise room. 

Words divided between lines are not connected in any way, and all consonant groups which 

can be initial are carried to the next line: even « in ov« is so treated. Iota subscript is 

always postscript, and sometimes small and dark as if inserted afterwards. Both « and v are 
usually larger at the beginning of a word, and then have as a rule ~ over them. The letters 

‘which project into the left margin indicate that a new paragraph has begun, either with them 

or in the previous line. They are not, as a rule, majuscules, but minuscules of considerably 

larger size than the text. While very like the text, they look in a good many cases as if 

patched on after an erasure; which seems to point to the idea that the constitution of a para- 

graph in the particular case was an afterthought. Instances are 8r.25, 8 v.31, 91. 7, 16, 

23, 74 Vv. 2087. 29, 220 v. 18 (this is an ‘Arethas a), 231 v. 16, 2407. 29, 256 v. 14, 

257 v.17, 2951.27, 395 v-8, 400 v. 27. The Ms. is quite appreciably more ornamented 

than A: this appears not merely in the flourishes which are seen in the facsimiles, but likewise 

in the initial letters of the dialogues. The first of these is illegible, but most of the others are 

clear and handsomely formed, although in the usual brown ink of the text, The following 

general observations on the writing may be useful, while there are minor variations in size, 

colour, and such matters :— 
1. The text seems to be by one hand throughout. 
2. The titles, endings, flourishes, and initial letters seem to be by one hand ; very likely the 

original one, but after the text was finished, The concluding adjectives in -xos, how- 

ever, are by a different hand. 
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3. While the capital letters have a strong general resemblance, those which mark the 
tetralogies and dialogues have no ornament and bear a closer likeness to the first part 
of the subscriptio: those which number the quaternions always have a leaf ornament 

below and bear a closer likeness to the second part of the subscriptio. 
4. While the impression of a letter on the page opposite, from the ink being wet, is pretty 

frequent, this affects the body of the text only at outer corners, probably from damp 

getting in ; in other cases it is confined to letters of quaternions, titles, and marginal notes. 
The accents and breathings are not quite uniform in character, and never, save in the titles, 

so carefully done as those of A: the apostrophe, if it is of equal age with the text, is always 
comma-shaped. A hyphen — is used at times to mark the junction in compound words, e.g., 
190 1. 34, Sofocogi'a, 271 v. 8, Kavypopiac, 275 V- 33) 34 woAvmpa'ypovoov and roAvpabobvra. 

The punctuation is (:) for a change of speaker; (.), (-) and (°) elsewhere. If (: ;,) are ever 

original they certainly are not always so, and in the first the comma seems laid on its back. 
It is difficult to decide how many hands, and of what ages, appear in the margin, 

Some are clearly very old, others more or less recent: of the latter are the black hand which 
patches the text, as is done for instance on the closing page, and the green hand which 
comments ; and both are gavAemipavddraror. 

i. As a rule the antique scholia are entered in the margin, and certain corrections made 
in the text, either by the original hand or by one so like it as to make distinction very difficult. 
So far as corrections are concerned, there are two at least which seem almost certainly original. 
On 5 v. 31 the text gives rovOepfavro, and in the margin stands Ip. orép£avta. Again on 
31 v. 32 we have in the text -OixaOupés, opposite which and the two following lines stands 
in the outer margin I'p. dAAoOs Svvalrov efvat xa\Papes, It is impossible to distinguish these from 
the hand of the text. On a par with these old scholia and corrections seem to stand the usual 
symbols for onpeiwoat, dpaioy, etc., such as are given in the margin of our text. There they appear 
on too large a scale, however; and it is noteworthy that they are often, together with such 
phrases as 61d odv'ragiw which accompany them, smaller and finer than many of the old notes, 
in which respect they correspond exactly with similar entries on the margin of the Lucian in the 
British Museum, of which hereafter. Some of these comments, like those in A, run perpen- 
dicularly. Samples are :— 

ec A SYN 64 V. 1o7 r, *A 3171. In some cases, as on 10 v., 

ig ; - N such a note has been 
TAZIN * : neatly impressed in a 

y a reversed position upon 
G e 32 7, etc. oO ss & the page opposite, rr r.; 

vi A : A the original being left 
APA TS a Sees : i all but blank. 

x "Oo . Some of the old scholia 

panes o28 y. Q N . are disposed in orna- 

ae ee ae P ay I mental shapes, and some 
ev GAXun, ev Erépun, ev GAAors I K $ are illustrated by dia- 

These last are in capitals, : A E grams. 
and introduce various readings. - = 5 

A 

0) 

T 

I 

K 

H 
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To a very early hand belong also those letters alphabetically arranged in the margin of 

the Cratylus and Symposium, to which Schanz refers as measures of the contents—similar letters 

in the Theaetetus he regards as divisions of the argument. They occur at almost equal intervals, 

varying from 68 to 71 lines, but occasionally including from 72 to 75, which he says mark a 
uniform quantity in a previous Ms. Supposing the numbering to be at every hundredth line, 

then the number of letters of text included in each division yields when divided by 100 an 

average line of 353 in the Cratylus and 34} in the Symposium. Now all the known cases, says 

the late Ch. Graux on this subject, ‘donnent régulitrement pour la valeur du stique (or orixos) 
de 34 4 38 lettres environ, ce qui revient 4 quinze ou seize syllabes,’ which forms the average 
length of the hexameter. And Birt considers that this was the normal length in works designed 

for the great literary market. 

ii. Besides the late black and green hands (the latter of which, besides noting the speakers 

at the opening of the Cratylus, appears on the following pages at least rr, 81, 131, 24 v. 28, 

531, 6ov, 65%, 74Vv., 83 v., then on 224 v., a long note on 225 v., and next 368 v.), 

there is a brutal brown hand which inserts in contracted form between the lines the names of the 

speakers in the Phaedo, Hipparchus, Theages ; patches the words which happen to be injured at 

the outer ends of the top lines; supplies gaps (236-7), and makes notes. His symbols, C7/, 

etc., seem to begin at 256. It may be said that wherever the speakers are noted it is done by 

a late hand, which is very different from the practice in A. 

iii, The last hand is that of Porson, who uses bright red ink, and adorns the page wherever 

he touches it. Besides numbering the leaves, he has noted at several points the corresponding 

pp. of Aldus. Thus, at the beginning, he enters ‘Pac 1 ed. ALD.,’ on p. 8 r. he has ‘9 ed. ALD.’; 

sometimes, as in the Parmenides, he inserts the number of the page alone; finally he points out 

the misplaced quaternion. 
There are also evidences of correction in the manuscript; and here a nice question arises. 

We have seen above that the dialogues of the first tetralogy are marked at the close with a very 

elegant A. It is clear that this letter is not a numeral, both because of its recurrence and 

because it has not the usual stroke above it. Does it represent the word SipOs6y or duipbuca? 

Not improbably. It is a tempting thing to suppose that TA at the top of 224 r., which precedes 

the Phaedrus, means ‘lwdvvyjs duspGwoa; but this is far from likely. The A does not look old, 

and we must note that above the next dialogue in the same position stands TE, while above the 

Laches stands KA, all which facts point to a numerical signification in this case. 

1. As in the Paris Ms., there are additions made in the margins to complete the text where 

omissions had occurred in transcription. We give noteworthy cases of this without pretending 

that they form a complete list. While the text is put on that side of the page which corresponds 

to its position in the original, the marginal additions are distinguished by smaller type. 

47.15 appr By Tovow ws ov Tov abt Caused by the double 

Toba Koovra det 5555 éppirByrotow, Thead- 

Slxnv? GAN éxelvo dition is in small minu- 

tows duguoBn scules inclining to the 

right: not original. 

5 v. 32 (following the correction o7ép£avra). 
ad 

iva yap Séos° 
Caused by the = éy ofy rotry diadépouae T@ ; axe 

double aidus. mownrg? elmw vor Omni wavy évOa Kat aidds' * woAAoi yap 

Style somewhat rye: ob Boxe? por elvar wa déos ey 

like No. 1. Oa kal aidds’ 

q 

Ixxvi.-Ixxvii., 

and Hermes, xvi. 

1881, p. 309 etc. 

x. Euth. 
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167. 15 trecyspqy pndevt ndey rérore wdOnpa, pre és Small, not very neat, 

pydev mérore te padetv data el b€ ris Pyot wap’ uod dark red brown. 

22% 24 . GANG TAS [eV 
tas § ov; ‘bs ri ys” ‘} ovde mavTwr. Seems to be the same 

ENN TOv par" hand as No. r. (?) 

trav 3’ ov; 

24. 14 drow dv Bobdnrae | ipay 
Shi 

Caused by double kal ovdels Hudy, Tay vb 

BovAnrar. Opposite — puv eumoddr eori'. ob 8? d- 

Il, 16-18: small, and — rayopever, edv re TIs Bod 

like Nos. 1, 4. Anras 

This hand appears twice on 321.; on 33 v. it gives a various reading ; on 46 v. three short 

additions ; on 48 r. a correction, and appears repeatedly in this dialogue—the Phaedo. 

51x. and v. (34-1) h ovde dv épy 8 dy od- 
This hand is very voojcet, obx épd bre 6 dy pare ti éyyevntas f mepiTTos EaTaL 

small and neat ; vdoos dd’ @ dy muperds* 

it makes many 098? @ Ay apd ne rh éyyevnTs 

small changes from 

page to page. 

58 r. 21 6 dé Gpodoyet [gap of 6 letters] airg ye TovTy byoua elvg* rt dat Same as No. 6 

617. 14 eEaihyns me Onvat GANG SoKd fot Boe dv wadov rewsOjcecbal ce et, Between the! ! 

pot! SefEeras “*"*" "is the note. Dots show scrapes. Seems the 

same hand, as 6, 7. 

grr 16 Ov. 4 yeyvopevor, ov'7’ abrG dexréov, ott’ dAdXov héyov Same, but less careful. 

On 105 v.—106 r, this hand gives three various readings of considerable length, prefacing one 

by what seems to be év aAAous kal tadra, and another by ev ddA ovrus. 

For this one see our text page 33. It stands below line 26 and on line 27 with a dumb line between 

on which its first portion rests. It closely resembles No. 3. 

178 v. 16 . fe + “fs 

Caused by paddov Six SuardBupev ara. 

Ad Bwpev. & el Bovdrex* rpixg: Kabore ppd- 

This is the hand fos dv: AaBwpev 

of 6-9, but some- 

what rough. On 188 r. the same hand gives a various reading with yp. At 229 1. there is a long 

v. r. preceded by év dAAw: a very fine pen has been used, the writing being smaller and neater than 

the one on 105-6. 
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2567. 24 3} ovK taper ds of piv HpakAéovs ot a8 dxatuevous &x-yovor The ink is slightly x2. Alcib. i. 
70 (ras?) dyatevors cis meporéa 70 8 hpaxdéous re yévos § «brighter than the text, 

but this looks like the 

first hand. 

270 V. 31 
13. Hipparch. 

Ink tawny and ‘ls eva pedetoOae: 1 nev ls Bother bas 7a. dyads. rdvras 
writing slightly care- ogy 6) TodTo: rt 5 Tobe 
less ; last wy pv alT@ Tporwpodroyi 
in capitals. It caper. 
seems early, 

3711. 17 ‘}. kf év Boudeuryplw An addition: it is 14. Gorgias. 

Boudeurds: certainly early. 

398 V. 5 émirrapeba ‘ls rv olko 15. 
Pe Gale i Ti réxyay vopieniyy 
capitals, 7 ovK émtord, 

Certainly early. mea. 

2. Another form of correction is erasure. We have seen that this occurs in the titles or 
endings of several dialogues. It also appears in the body of the text, nor is the alteration that 
frequently occurs upon it always the work of the first hand. Thus in the Parmenides and also 
elsewhere, besides repeated changes of Ti 8€ into Ti dai, favac is very frequently altered to fdvat. 
Of the « in ov« we have already spoken. exi. 

3. Sometimes gaps occur without erasure: thus Schanz says ‘in Protagora licet videre 
lacunas complures manu recentissima suppletas : concludere igitur debes codicem e quo Clarkianus 
derivatus est hic non potuisse legi. Suppleta autem sunt p. 329 c haec: é& z[ poyn]; [yap dre 
6]; mep[ pee]; xat [at]—post Sicavoovvyy spatium vacuum; p. 329 D [érepa Tov]; [aAdAj~AwY Kal 
Tod]; pe[yée].” In the same dialogue we have 341 r., 6 obrwoo [space of 3 letters] yyobpae, 

4. A fruitful source of difficulty is, as under the circumstances was natural, external injury. 
The codex has received at some time a severe squeeze which has left a bend or ‘crumple’ in 
the parchment up the middle of the pages. The outer angles also have both suffered from a 

‘dog-ear’ fold which almost always reaches and has injured the first or last letters in the first 

and last two lines of the page, which letters accordingly are often patched in a recent hand 

either brown or black. The injury just noted, especially at the upper corners, is considerably 

increased by the action of damp, which is traceable all through the Ms., and has often destroyed 

matter written in the upper margin. From the beginning to fol. 44, and from fol. 413 to the 

end in particular the leaves are so injured by damp and friction—probably the boards had been 
lost—that a great deal of recent restoration has been necessary, as may be seen from facsimile 1. 

of p. 418 v. All the ink is gone from the initial word ITAATQNOZ® and only the shapes of the 

letters remain. The parchment at its thinnest parts has holes which seem original, and which 

accordingly cause no injury to the text: but a good deal of damage to the thinner sheets has 

since been done, often accompanied by slight loss to the text. Thus near the foot of fol. 2 

there is a hole with this result— 
2 1. 32 Euthyphr. 5 B éxetvint 2 v. Euthyphr. 64 pyre 

33 apeo Butepove 6B eveldore 

34 SebarKovra Euyxopeer 
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Subscriptio, with 

notes, chiefly on 

Arethas, owner 

of the Ms. 

cx. 
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The gaps (underlined) in 1. 33 are supplied in the outer margins, those in 34 below, by the 

ugly brown hand. Again, we have the part destroyed by a dark acid, which has been referred 

.to in connection with Vat. A: this affects both sides of two leaves. 

. . a 

236 r. 9 Phaedr. 252 E TotovTor 236 v. Phaedr. 253 E peTAKeVTpwv 

10 TOTEETe €pwteKoveppa, 

I PETEPXOVTAL yapyahwo porte 

B27 Te O45 254 E yvdbour 237 V. 3 255 E woparAyoiwc 

Io épetoar -Kkela Oatkat 

Ir orovnpor ovyKouyoes 

Of these the second and third passages together with discoloured words in lines 8 and 12 are 
supplied by a later hand in the outer margin: the first and last are not supplied, which seems 

to show that the acid had not at the time eaten through the two leaves. Sometimes the injury 

is made good by adding new parchment and writing upon that. This is so in the outer margin 

of fol. 20, but the injury is confined to the beginnings of lines 1-17 on the back, and is greatest 

towards the’top. Again, f. 21 (Crito 45 B etc.) is so patched, the injury being at the beginnings 

of lines 1-6, 8, 9 on the back: f. 35 (Phaedo 73 E etc.) on the front has lost letters at the 

ends of ll. 1. 3~24, and on the back letters at the beginnings of 1-11: f. 38 (Phaedo 79 c, 

80 c) has a hole filled up near the ends of 1-6 on the front, and near the beginnings of 1~7 

on the back: f. 83, see title of Theaetetus: f. 178 r. (Phileb. 21 E) ‘schedula allita abscondit 

literas extremas versuum septem ita tamen ut folio contra lucem verso possint legi,’ (Schanz): 

fol. 189 r. (Phileb. 45 =) a patch at the outer side conceals four letters in lines 1, 2, two letters 

in lines 3, 4, 6, one letter in lines 5, 7, 8, 9. There are also places where the margin is cut 

or worn away without being replaced: ff 157, 159 are cut away in the Parmenides but no 
injury has ensued. The chief scene of such accidents is the Philebus: in f. 184 the text on 
both sides is injured for 13 lines: in f. 185 for two, 186 for one, 187 for three, 188 for two. 

Part of a scholium is lost by a cutting of the margin of f. 224 at the beginning of the Phaedrus. 

A good many yellow spots of wax, cedar oil or some such substance are scattered over the 

pages of the Ms. ¢ 

We now come to the Subscriptio. The writing is small majuscules, which are clearer in 

the original than in the facsimile. ‘The words are as follows, and to these notes are added :—- 

21. éypddy xeupi tw kaddeypddov' The letters ady xe gov 

ebrvyGo épiOar Siaxdvon ra wa, 

Tpel’ vomopdtov Bvfavti vt 

wy béxa Kp TpLav* pyvi voep oc 

o_ 8 
25. Bpius ivdexrioy 1.6. eres Kocop 

S08 | Bactrclac déovroo Tot fu B 
Aoxy viod Barreov Tod depyypirTov :— do are retouched: and 

Oy adn Xet, v7, o¢, B are impressed on the 

é0 fly-leaf, reversed. 
TE 0o__ Ps 7 00 

30. ‘vypapnc wey  ‘vmepyap vy * Here are some small letters which can- 

not be read. There is an abrasion 

at the end. 
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gay Pio carey, rang Fiat doblawao uch ite 
i Lyle» “7 Weeds Bay scisedahalga tetera? titer ; 

ames eae me 

~ 6p ac ba: cor. 

5555 ira 

GIN Aint eben, 

w 

a Ae RIS: ey 
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21. tw «add, ‘John, calligraphus,’ the writer of the Ms. According to Montfaucon the Valacogr. Gr. 
older term ypayparebs was out of date in the times of which palaeography chiefly treats, 1 * oP » 
‘sed passim adhibetur xaAAsypddos, Calligraphus, ita dictus, Sua rd eis KéAXos ypadev, > ** 
ob scribendi elegantiam : ut habet Theophylactus Simocatta, qui sub Mauricio et sequentibus 
Imperatoribus florebat, lib. 8. c. 13 ubi de nece Mauricii verba facit: eSénoe yap dvdpd. A.v. 582-602. 
Twa TOv cis KaANOS ypaddvrwy, bv év cvvOecer ovis KahAvypdpov dvopate ta 7dAHOn. 
Many calligraphi were called John: Montfaucon’s list, however, does nut include this Cap. vi. 
one. The date of his nearest Joannes is 955 A.D. The next is in 973 A.D. Gardthausen 
mentions two besides our Joannes, both of whom are dated as ‘saec. 1x.-x.’ If neither P. G. 32s. 
be the same as ours—and we know nothing of their writing—they would be contemporaries, 
Of course the Clarke Plato was not discovered when Montfaucon wrote, and it does 
not appear that John has signed any other Ms. so as to be identified: but on the Allen, Notes on 
evidence of the writing the Laurentian Aristides 60, 3 is held to have been written by him. oean zn 
rey: Wake ‘a3 . Mss. 3. 22. dpéOae Staxdvwe mwarpe?. ‘For deacon Arethas of Patrae’ Let us go backward here. 
‘Tlarpeds 6 dd Harpdv, % Sorex?) Tarpei.’ Patrae—in our period Patras—is a very old suis. sv. 
town on the N.W. of Achaea, a few miles west of the promontory of Rhium, which 
Strabo describes as dréxov Ilurpaév orddia tecoapdxovta, and is about half way between 
Corinth and Actium. One might almost suppose that the introduction of the silkworm 
under Justinian had a baleful effect upon Greece. It was preceded by an irruption of ss: 4.0. 
Sclavonians and Huns, and followed by terrible earthquakes, by one of which Patras Procopins, Goth. 
was overwhelmed. Yet the town recovered its strength so far as to repulse unaided ¥*"™ *5 

a siege by the Sclavonians in the course of their further aggressions A.D. 807, at which 

time it was ‘the most flourishing harbour on the west coast of Greece.’ Ecclesiastically | ee ne: 

it was the supposed scene of St. Andrew’s Crucifixion, and had become a Christian Byzant. Emp., 
archbishopric, with a cathedral dedicated to St. Andrew, as early at least as 347 A.D. 12224 

Judging from the places in which inscriptions have been found it must at one time or Corp, Inscr. Lat. 

other have had, besides the cathedral, at least three monasteries and nine churches, one vol. 11. parti. 

_ of which was dedicated to St. Basilius: Magnus. St. Andrew having visibly interposed Sear 
during the siege in 807 it pleased the Emperor Nicephorus—and we must remember 9, 315. No. 1553. 

that Constantinople was the Opdvos... to¥ mpwtoKAijtov Tav ’AworréAwy ’Avdpéov—to cede Codinus,Parisiis, 

his own share of the spoils to the see, and to make various bishops suffragans of site : 

Patras. This was confirmed by the Leo vi. of our subscriptio, in whose ordering of 7)" 
the church Patras was clearly recognised as a metropolitan see. By Andronicus m. 

Palaeologus the rank of the see among the metropolitans was lowered—AP" otoa es ros21308 av. 
AO tmeBiBdobjy—on the other hand its archbishop is now one of the exarchs under 

the patriarch of Constantinople. In this list he is classed as x6’. 6 waAatdv (there was 

also a New Patras) Ilatpav, méons ’Axaias, and is one of the twéprio.. Here Arethas 

was deacon. ‘The church of the Nicene age was vexed with the peculiar presumption Stanly, East. 

of the order of Deacons.’ What their relations to the bishops often were we gather from Ch. 295. 

Montfaucon ‘In Actis vero Concilii Nicaeni secundi, quidam diaconus dicitur Notépuos Pal. Grace. 35. 

tod edayods Ilatpiapxexot cexpérov,’ Later in life, as we shall see, Arcthas had himself 

a deacon who copied Mss. for him; and from what we know of his own tastes he 

probably acted in this among other capacities when at Patras. In regard to Arethas 

personally, we know something of his rank, his library, and his literary work. 

In the Bodleian Euclid we find in small majuscules éypdédy xept Srepdvov KAnpKod Pol, 387 v. top. 

Finlay, Greece 

n 6 - Ci . . . . 

p. cerreupfplor iv. € re x,| stg¢’r>— This means, as we shall see, that it was written in 
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888 a.p. E. Maass, who writes with the authority of an expert, but at the same time 

rather too much in the spirit of a special pleader, considers that these words were written 

by Arethas. However that may be, there is no doubt about those which follow them, 
00 

on line § of the same page, éxtnodpny ’Apébas rarpeds tiv mapotoav BiBdrov vv A. If 

not a native of Patras, then, Arethas was certainly a resident there in 888 A.D. and ‘got’ 

a beautiful copy of Euclid for a price which we shall not discuss. If he held any office 

he does not say so. As our subscriptio tells us, he had the Clarke Plato written for 

him in 895 A.D.: and now he is a deacon. When next we hear of him he has made 

a vast stride. The fine Ms. of Clement of Alexandria at Paris, commonly called Paris 
T 

451, bears in beautiful small majuscules the following note éypady xetpt Badvovus vor | 

x 7 , eet 
Apia aperurk, Kawrape | Kawmasdoxt' éret Koons | svxB. The contracted words stand 

for votapiov dpxieriokdmov Kawapelas Kkammadoxias. Dindorf in his edition of Clement 

says ‘’ApéOg dpxeroxdm sic codex,’ but he is wrong. Our note of the words was 

copied in facsimile from the Ms. Maass also has the genitive. Here we have, in 913-14 

A.D., the fact that Arethas had a notary who copied Clement’s works for him when 

he was archbishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia. He now occupied one of the most 

exalted positions in the whole Eastern hierarchy. Unless he had been made one of the 

four Patriarchs or had been granted some great office at court he could not have stood 

higher. The archbishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia stands first on the list of metro- 

politans under the patriach of Constantinople, he has 41 bishops under him, and is 

styled tréptipos tov treptipwr, Kat éLapyos mdons dvaroAjjs. With regard to notaries 

Montfaucon says ‘ Aliud scribarum genus erat tév votapiwv Kal taxvypdgdwv .., dd sod 

cis TaXos ypdpev ... vocantur item dfvypdpor eodem sensu, oyperoypadoe quasi dicas 

Notarum Scribae, wnde vox Notarius. Erant autem Notarii arcanorum Scribae, trav 

amoppytwv ypappdrwv ..., Notariorum quidam numerus penes Imperatorem erat.’ He 

goes on to cite this case as proof that archbishops and patriarchs had private notaries. 

The name Badvys is transliterated by Finlay in another connection as Vahan, and oddly 

we notice in recent papers a reference to one Wahan Effendi. At Moscow there is a 

Ms. of dogmatic works, the subscriptio to which as given by Maass is ZrvAvavds Sidkovos 

eypawa, "ApéOa dpxreriokd|rwr Kawrapetas Karmadoxias éree Kdopov | sup ivOuxTu@vos ep 

mrys pyvt | arpidiwot cvpmrAnpw | Pévtos Tov Tet|yous. This is our last certain date in the 

life of Arethas, A.D. 932. He has now a deacon as calligraphus and his library seems 

to be taking a clerical turn. Perhaps we may quote, on the chance of its being to 

the point, the following passage from the subscriptio to Paris 781, a Ms. of John 
ou 

Chrysostom, éypdpy xeupt orvdv (ZtvAcavod ?) Tov TuAa*| edxAcerTdtw Kadoxvpw* mpwro 
ev ss To) O ov 6 _ OU a 

on (orabapy ?) tw wav (-AaBeordry?) | voup Brfav ¢ pe yavy, wv uf ere Koow supe. 

The date is now A.D. 939, and in that year we seem to have a Stylianus writing for a 

new master and calling himself 6 téAas—could it be that Arethas was dead? On the 

other hand, if Maass is right in reading ZrvAsavds Sidxoves for orvAta,., (r)faotre, 

and ascribing the note in which it occurs in Luciani Cod. Vindobon. to Arethas, it 

is clear that Arethas survived a person of that name. But he is obviously in error. 

Du Cange under the word Téaovow says ‘ Officiales Turcici,.... Transiit a Turcis 

eadem appellatio, atque adeo dignitas, in Aulam Imperatorum Constantinopolitanorum. 

Nam—ut omittam Stylianum, cujus filiam Zoen in uxorem duxit Leo Philosophus, quem 
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SrvAtavoy ‘Ifuor'rguv vocat Leo Grammaticus (ut et Codex Regius 2023 Zuourfay Scylitzes 
et Zonaras) cum incertum sit an cognomen fuerit Styliani an vero nomen dignitatis— 
scribit Acropolita cap. 60,’ etc. This clearly is the person to whom the note ascribed 
to Arethas refers, and, as he was father-in-law to the Emperor Leo of this subscriptio, 
Arethas might have alluded to him even before the date at which that was written. 
According to Gardthausen some 65 dated Greek Mss. have been saved to us up to 
the period of rooo ap. We have now seen that four of these owe their preservation 
to Arethas. The Vatican codex contains three epigrams, marked in Anthol. p. 694. 
Palatina as xv. 32, 33, 34, which are entitled APEOA TOY AIAKONOY. To this title 
a marginal note is appended ‘ yeyovsros 88 Kat apxerirxérov Kavoapeéas Kamrmadoxias,’ 
If this is really an early note, based on knowledge, we not only have here three small 
poems by Arethas, but a strong confirmation of the supposition, on which we have 
thus far gone, that the person is the same in all the above Mss. It will be seen from 
the word deacon that these poems must have been written between the years 888 and 
913-14 AD. No. 34 is entitled cis heBpwviay povaxijv. The other two are epitaphs 
upon the author’s sister Anna who is referred to as a widow of a pure character, and 
as dying tpeis mpds éelxoo’ érotyouévnv éviavrots. There is a family burying-place, and 
Xopos evyevéwy orevdxovtes dSeApav "Avyys (No. 32). Besides having anacreontic verses 
ascribed to him referring to the Emperor Leo among others, Arethas wrote or helped to 
write, when archbishop, at least one treatise, It is on the Apocalypse. In this treatise, Cramer, Caten. 
of which a small Ms. exists at Oxford, when commenting on the words xat e/Anpev 6 Graec. Patr. in 
"Ayyedos tov ABavwrdv the author observes tory 7O "Ayyédo, ’Avdpéas 6 Tis kar’ éug Nov. Test. 171. 
[kar’ ewe non est in B, note] Kaapelas ris Kammadoxlas déglws rv epopetav Aayav, éxaorov 
iepdpxnv mwaperxacet, 

Arethas is known to have written marginal notes on the volumes in his possession. 

In the Ms. of Clement, Paris 451, three such notes have the word ’Apé6a prefixed to 
them. ‘The name of Arethas, however, is prefixed . . .. also to several in the Vatican Dina. Clem. 
codices of Aristides, according to A. Maius....’ Accordingly, Maass regards—not P- xv: 

indeed these Vatican Mss., which are ascribed to the 11th and 12th centuries, but— 

the Laurentian 60, 3 of the roth century (which contains the same note as appears 

in Vat. 1298) as having belonged to Arethas. Pursuing this line of investigation Maass 

identifies the writing of an undated Ms. of Lucian in the British Museum with that of Harleian, s6o4. 

Baanes in Paris 451, and concludes that it also was written for Arethas. He then 

compares the Mss. either known or supposed to have belonged to him, and finds that 

while they differ in themselves, as the works of different scribes, they all contain examples 
of one particular hand which makes notes in their margins; this hand is very old and 

writes in small majuscules. Maass holds that it is the hand of the owner—Arethas. 

In this way he opens up quite a mine of Arethean scholia and says among other things Meélanges Graux, 

‘Morem sequebatur Arethas cum auctoribus suis colloquendi,’ e.g. ‘Ad Apologiam 27 D 7589. 

Clarkiano adscripsit Arethas: xaA@s ye cv rowdy, Sdxpares, dvois Kat imors tots Oeors 

’AOnvaiwy rapaBdrAas.’ This certainly savours of Christian authorship, and there are 
others like it: in particular Cobet points out that the remark, on Euthyphro, 14 £, 

naoa Sdois dyah Kat é&fs is really a quotation of the phrase ‘ every good and every 
perfect gift,’ etc, James i. 17. Although the subject is a fascinating one and treated 

with the greatest ingenuity, it cannot be pursued here. We may say, however, that 

long before we knew anything of this question we made copies of words and letters 
in Paris 451, and recognized on comparing these with the Harleian Lucian that the 

Ms. Baroccianus 

3, fol. 244v. 
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resemblance is very strong. The scholia too in the margin of that Ms. frequently ter- 

minate with the leaf ornament, which Maass identifies with the writing of Arethas. A 

detailed inspection of this Ms. of Lucian, moreover, brings out a very close resemblance 

indeed between much contained on its margins and similar notes on the margins of QM. 

The forms of the usual symbols oyp. op. etc, the leaf ornament and certain capital 

letters, as the A and M, could hardly be more alike. At the same time the argument 

from handwriting is periculosae plenum opus aleae: and Maass proceeds to tie his 

scribes down to absolute uniformity in order to secure the necessary distinction in 

favour of this separate hand; while a new quill might make an appreciable difference 

in the writing of the same man. It may also be pointed out that the occurrence of the 

name ’ApéGa before a few scholia is rather an argument against the same authorship in 

the case of those which, while resembling these, bear no signature. Finally, the leaf 

ornament is not confined to books owned by Arethas but appears elsewhere, e.g. in the 
codex Alexandrinus. Thus far we have assumed the existence of but one Arethas: 

were there several? Some references on the point are given in the margin. Cave cites 

Coccius to the effect that Arethas, archbishop of Caesarea, flourished about 540 A.D.; 

but adds that he and his followers ‘incertis prorsus nituntur conjecturis.’ Cave, Oudin, 

Fabricius, and Baronius all agree as to the existence and date of our Arethas; and 

apparently the first three refer to his treatise on the Apocalypse and the debt which 

it owed to his predecessor Andreas. Cave and Fabricius with Baronius seem to hold 

that our Arethas may be the same with a presbyter Arethas of Caesarea who wrote 

homilies or orations ‘de translatione Euthymii Patriarchae Constantinopolitani’ (who 

died in gtr A.D.). In that case he must have been translated to Caesarea from Patras 

as deacon or presbyter. Oudin, while admitting that the dates allow of this authorship, 

denies that these homilies were written then—‘habitae illae sunt centum annis postea, 

Eustathio primo Papa novae Romae praesente; . . sedit autem post Sergium nominis 

secundum ab anno 101g ad annum 1025. Spectant ergo hae homiliae ad Aretham 

Caesariensis Ecclesiae Presbyterum integro seculo juniorem altero Arethae ejusdem sedis 

Archiepiscopo.’ Accordingly he has an article on this presbyter Arethas, under date 

1020, where he returns to the charge. On sentimental grounds it would be pleasant 

to retain all three Arethae. We should then have the picture of an Arethas family 
for centuries connected with the greatest see in Asia Minor, one branch or one member 

of which family had migrated to Patras. In Patras there were several churches called 

by the name of Basil, one, as we have seen, dedicated to St. Basil, the Great. As St 

Basil was both a native and, in later life, an archbishop of Caesarea we catch a glimpse 

of a possible reason why an Arethas in ecclesiastical employment might pass back and 

forward between the two cities. 

‘For 13 byzants.” The véuocpa or byzant was a 
gold coin weighing ‘on an average 68 grains.” Finlay gives an example, having 

obverse a bust, bearded and crowned, bearing in the right hand a globe with patriarchal 

cross, the whole surrounded by the legend in mixed letters AEON EN X:2 (Xpiorw) 
BASILEUS POMON (Pwpatwv); reverse, a female bust with both hands held up as if 

blessing, and the legend +MAPIA+ M-R OU (Mijryp Qcod), As this is a coin of 

Leo vI., it is probable that it was the money actually used in paying for our Manuscript. 

24. pyvi voeu Pp. ivduxr. i.8. eres xdop, svd. ‘In the month of November of the 14th indic- 

tion, in the year of the world 6404.’ By Byzantine writers the year of the world when 
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given was given according to Byzantine reckoning, which assumed the creation to date 
from September 1, B.c. 5509. Now 6404, less 5509, gives as date for our Ms. the year 
895 A.D. The word indictio is commonly held to mean the ‘announcement’ of taxa- 
tion, but also means the year or cycle of fifteen years over which that taxation lasted. 
In the history of indictional dating, we may begin with the admitted fixed point 312 A.D. 
‘The period is calculated from 1st September, 312.’ If now we count by periods of Finlay, Greece 
15 from this date, we find that an indictional cycle—the thirty-ninth—closes on August UderRem.126-7. 
31st, 897 AD. (39x 15=585; 585+312=897). The ‘14th indiction’ of this period 
will extend from rst September, 895, to 31st August, 896, which is exactly what we 
require. It is obvious, however, that when dealing with Byzantine datings the month 
is of importance. For any date from 1st September to 31st December we subtract 5509 Gardth. 387. 
from the given year of the world; for any between ist January and 31st August we 
subtract 5508. Failing to note the importance of pyvi voeupiwr, some scholars date 
our Ms. a.p. 896. As the indictional cycle here under discussion has some palaeo- 
graphic interest it is given entire :— 
From Sept. to Aug. 

ivdckt. o”, = 882-3 A.D. ie No. 8, Chalke, 2woywy) xavdvov written ‘a. 883.’ Gardth. 

B’. = 883-4 P- 344- 
y= 884-5 
5’. = 885-6 Leo vi. succeeds Basil 1., March 1, -86. )‘ Laurent. 28, 26 Theon,’ 
e’. = 886-7 jee ‘a. 886.’ Gardth. 
$= 887-8 
(. = 888-9 Bodleian Euclid written September, 888. 

1’. = 889-90 Ms. Paris 1470 (and 1476 ?) written April, 890. 
O'. = 890-91 

w’, = 891-2 

ta’, = 892-3 

tf". = 893-4 
ty’. = 894-5 
08’, = 895-6 Clarke Plato written November, 895. 
te, = 896-7 

From what has been said it will appear that the dating of the Ms. written for Arethas 

by Baanes is not explicit to us: ére xkéopov jsvx8 might mean either 913 or 914 A.D. 

26-7. Baotreias . . . depvnlorov:—‘of the reign of the most Christian Leo, son of 

Basil of happy memory.’ This is rather a modern rendering, but it pretty fairly gives 

the sense. For the persons named see tvduxr. 6’. above and the description of Leo’s 
byzant. On the coin the words é& xpiorw correspond to ¢uAoxu (grAoxpiorov) here : 

both being analogous to ‘most Christian king,’ ‘defender of the faith.’ In the National 

Library at Paris there is a gorgeous Ms. ‘omnium quotquot in Bibliotheca regia Graeci 

servantur ornatissimus’ of Gregorius Theologus, with comments by Gregorius Nyssenus, ParisDX(= 510). 

which seems to have belonged to Basil 1. Facing a full page painting of Christ, it has 

three full page figures on gold ground, representing Hvdoxia Avyovrra with Aewy 

Aeororns and ’AXe~avdpos Acororns on either side. On the second side of the third 
folio three more figures on gold appear, representing the crowning of Basil by Gabriel 

and Elias. A note says, ‘ex his figuris apparet hunc codicem scriptum esse ante annum 

Christi 886 quo anno obiit Basilius Imperator cognomento Macedo, maritus Eudociae, 

Pater Leonis cog¢ot et Alexandri.’ 
r 
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29-30. With line 27 the subscriptio was probably intended to close. A flourish extends along 

line 28, and goes down through lines 29-30, But something had been omitted—the 
price. What follows we had thought, until we saw Maass’ essay, to be a discovery of 

ours. Maass properly rejects the reading accepted from Gaisford by Schanz, which 

makes the words= 67 troypadis vopiopata vy. dunv. both as not being clear and 

because he saw that more letters were there. If the page, which has long been sub- 

jected to friction until all but the indentations of the letters is in some cases rubbed 

away, be held up to the light and examined with ‘armed eyesight,’ the actual letters 
can be pretty clearly seen, as given above. Being in doubt as to the two last marks, 

which are on an abrasion of the parchment, Maass adds ‘H revera scriptum fuisse 

postea cum impetrassem, ut tinctura chemica huic codicis loco admoveretur, meis oculis 

vidi,’ and renders the whole ‘ 00) trép ypapijs vopiopara wy, imép mepyopnvav vopic- 

para—credo octo.’ He believes that neither the main subscriptio nor this addition was 

written by Joannes, and holds that both are by Arethas. His grounds are ‘At diverse 
sunt non solum ab Joannis et atramento et calami ductu, verum inter ipsas certissima 

intercedunt discrimina. Sic igitur habeto,’ he adds scornfully, ‘scriba postea quam 
eadem scribendi supellectile uno tenore totum exaravit codicem, bis eam mutavit ut 
scilicet parvulas istas notulas adjungeret.’ This is strong language. The page has been 

much rubbed and the letters patched; under the circumstances Gaisford’s remark, ‘ab 

eadem manu sed paullo negligentius et dierum aliquot intervallo scripta,’ may cover the 
second subscriptio in relation at least to the first. We must note, however, that the 

form of subscriptio—éypapy xerpt Zrepdvov, "Iwdvvov, Badévovs—is common to three Mss. 
which belonged to the same individual, a fact which may incline us to hold that he was 

the writer in each case. If Arethas wrote the subscriptio, it would almost seem to 

follow that he likewise lettered the quaternions of the Ms. We might add some facts 
about this literary archbishop’s book account, as well as about other interesting matters, 

but space imperatively forbids. 

Copex t VeneTus. It remains to deal with the third of the great Platonic Mss., and 

after the details given in connection with the two older ones the description may be comparatively 
brief. It is described in the Catalogue as APPEND. CLASS. 4. COD. I. MEMBR. IN FOL. It is 

bound in wood covered with dark brown stamped leather which is a good deal injured on the 
back and at the corners. The contents fall into four portions— 

1. The first which Schanz calls t, consists of four leaves on which are written the Timaeus 
Locrus 1 1-3 v.: [Aovurdpyou éritopy) tod wept rijs év TO Tipaiw yvyoyovia 3 v.—4r.: an index 

of the dialogues in the Thrasylean order, followed by the epistles and definitions, to which succeed 

NoGevopevou obror mdvres, consisting of wept érxaiov, wept dperis, Anpodoxos, Ducvdos, ’AAKvur, 

"Epvgias, ’A£€voxos, and twenty more, extending from ME to SA and concluding ‘omdér &A: 

2. The second and chief part, called by Schanz t, of which the contents are these, written, 
as will be seen from the specimen, in two columns. The titles are in red, the first one being 

double, and are repeated in black at the ends. After the first the author’s name does not, with 
one exception, recur until the Republic. We shall give details only where there is a divergence 
from the titles in the other Mss.; referring to the facsimile for the general style. The dialogues 
are lettered in red in the margin, while the letters are repeated by a later hand at the top of 
the pages. 
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li, 44 

Begins Ends 
+Adrovos EvOippwv. 3} re 

—<-i+ pl dglov +}->— red [Si (no TAdrwvos) — 8 r. ii. 

TlAdrwvos EvOippwv, 3} - éotov. mpner 
o . margin. 

6 X, épirrex’ : black 
Zwxpdrovs ’AtodAoyia 8r. il 16 — 14Kni 
Kpirwv 1} rept rpaxrod 14 ¥. i, up. marg. — 16¥. il. 

in the margin by another hand is +} rept 8é£qs &!AnOods kat Suxatov : 
PaiSwv 1 wept poyns: 17 tel, — 31. id. 
Kparvdos, etc. 31 V. ii. 34 — 42. ii. 
Ocairyros, etc. 42 Vv. i. 23 — 56. ii. 

C) o € Bb 
The ending is TAdrwy Ocairyt } a eriory : 

Zofuorijs, etc. 56 v. ii, 23 — 677. ii. 
The ending is simply coduorijs 

TloXurixds, etc. 67 x. ii, 25 — 78. ii. 
See facsimile 78 v. ii. 40 — 87. ii. 
Didy Bos, etc. 87 1.1. 27 — 97. ii. 
Zvprécrov, etc. [numerals so] 97 V. il. 33 —108 v. i. 
Paispos, etc. 108 v. i. 36 —rligri. 

"AAKiBiddys a Nm. db. dvov rig ri. 33 125 ri. 

si By +5 125 ri. 50 —127 vi. 
“Immapyos, etc. 127 V. il. up. Marg. —129r. 1. 

"Epacral, etc. 29.1 17 —130 8. ii. 
Ocdyns yf rept codias: 130 1. ii, 4o —132 1%. iL 
Xappidys, etc. 132%. il, 41 —137 ti. 
Adxns 7} wept dv8petas* (or -Spias) 137 1. i. 26 —I4i vi. 
Avors, etc. I4I Vv. i. 20 —I45 vi. 

EvOvdypos, etc. 145 v. i. 10 —I52 vei 
TIpwrayépas, etc. 152 V. ii, up. marg. —163 v.i. 

Topyias, ete. 163% i. 43 —178 v. ii. 

Mévoy, etc. [numeral faded] 178 v. ii, 22 —184 v. i. 
“Inrias pet(wv 4 wept Tod Kadov 184 v. i. 25 —189 v. i. 

» «¢AdtTwY ss i ese 189 V. i. 25 —192r1. 

"Twv 7} rept "Idddos 192 Tr. ii, up. marg. —194 Vv. i. 
Mevégevos 7} ‘erirdios 194 V. i. 29 —I97 Vv. 

The last four represent Tetralogy vi. which is not found in %. The Menexenus 
ends on line 44, then a line is missed, and on line 46 comes, in the same hand as 

that which gives the ending of the dialogue, réAos ro a’ BiBALov: 
KAaropay, etc. 198 ¥. i. up. marg. —1098 Vv. ii. 

s oe 

TlAdrovos TloAurecas. 7 wept Sexae 199 ¥. 1. ms ——205 V. ii. 

A 
2 é€ rs oe . 

TlAdrwy Modureiae f a Sexaiov 205 v. il. 24 —212T. 1. 
B 
TlAdrwvos TloAuretas. 9 wept 2r2r.i. 45 —212 V. il. 

I’ S:xalov. 

The closing words of this part of the Ms. are cwg¢pootvys dpa ov Serra Steph. 389 v. 
The endings of the two first books are HloAtedas 7 wepi Stxatov A and B. 
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XXxiil. 1878. 

ese THE PARMENIDES. 

The next portion ({,) includes the rest of the Republic, 213 r.—255 v.; and the last (t,) 

gives the Timaeus, 256 r.—265 v.: so that the Ms. does not contain all that is specified in the 
mivag, These two portions are clearly distinguishable from the oldest by the character both of 

the parchment and of the writing: Schanz refers them to the 15th--16th century. 

It is with the oldest portion alone that we have to do. The vellum is firm, well preserved, 

and of the same yellowish tint as that of the other two codices. The dimensions tested by 
fol. 67 are in centimetres 37'1 x 28°5: the length of the writing space in the columns is 2574, 

while the breadth of the two columns is 9°3, 9°4: the space between the columns is 2°5. The 

margins as usual come in the order inner, upper, outer, lower, and the breadth of the two last 

is considerable, more than 4, but it varies with the cutting and binding in each leaf. The ruling 

is done much after the fashion described in A, only that the writing lines number 50. All the 

perpendicular lines, which include one near the outer edge of each outer margin, and the ist 

and soth writing lines, together with two more in the upper and one in the lower margin, are 

drawn from edge to edge of the vellum; the other writing lines as in A. The leaves have been 

numbered by a late hand in the outer upper corner after the parts were bound in their present 

order. Our portion extends over 5-212 inclusive, or 208 leaves. This would give 26 quaternions 

exactly; but that is not quite how they have been arranged. Originally the 1st and 24th had 

been quinions but have each lost a leaf—the first and second respectively; while the 26th 

quaternion has its two last leaves cut away. The 208 leaves thus consist of 2 nines, 23 eights 

and a six. These divisions are—except where injured—lettered in the original hand both on 

the face of the first leaf and the back of the last in the inner lower corner, and have a smail 

cross in the upper margin. As in the Clarke Ms. the pieces of parchment are laid indented side 

to indented in pairs, and two pairs are stitched as a quaternion. The lines, as will be seen from 

the facsimile, almost cut the writing in the middle. While the headings and numerals are, as we 

have seen, in red, the colour of the initial letters varies between very dark brown, as in the 

Parmenides, and red as in the Philebus; and the body of the work is in dark brown. Paragraphs 

are not marked by projecting letters. In point of ornaments and initial letters the Ms. takes 

a middle place between A and Q{. The character of the writing will be seen from the facsimile. 

Schanz after a careful study of all three codices is not satisfied with the date assigned in the 

catalogue, 12th century, and says ‘wir haben ein hoheres Alter anzunehmen.’ The text as 
incomplete has no date, so that this judgment must be based on the character of the writing. 
There is certainly a very considerable resemblance in general style between Q{ and {, and one 
may note that in both there are the same double forms for the letters u, y, x, A, v. At the same 
time the letters in t are much less neatly finished; while not only have we the modern printed 
form for 7, the c form for o, and the capitals B, A, H, N at intervals in the text, but in addition 
to the ordinary abbreviation for xa/, which is constant, many contractions are employed which 
never appear in 2 at all. Thus the facsimile alone gives examples of the following terminations 

& 
A nN and . \ : <0s= CU, -ev= -Ko , toww= a>, TO=, ToIs= ss and of some of the following words :— 

A x t 
avépes = = av be = 7 pey = f= 

> Z Te eccue. 5 e q y avOpimrov = dvou elvat = PRD oT = a 

” 3 nae > oy Sf 2 > > 4a apa, apa = lv Z extu(r) fs ou = Q 
a 

T K 

In the text of the Parmenides the name Socrates appears indifferently as Cuxpdérys, Coxpa, Cw, 
C«,, and many compound contractions such as of pév ovr, air dv, etc. occur, Sometimes either 
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for convenience or to supply an omission a word or phrase is put below the lowest line of the 
column, e.g. 32v.i, 112 v. ii, 1134.14 Signs of erasure and of supplements in the margin 
occur from time to time as in all Mss. The stops are such as in A and QL, and the breathings 
and accents which may be seen in the example resemble those of {{ much more than those 
of A, and are not put with absolute regularity. New speakers are marked by : in the text and 
— in the margin, save when a double change occurs in one line when — is not repeated. 
In the first seven dialogues and the two last the interlocutors are named by the scribe at the 
beginning, either in the outer margin or in the middle space, and usually after the same system as 
that pursued in A, ie. the words ra rot Siaddyou| rpdcwre contracted and in small uncials come in 
two lines, and below follow the names in succession. In the Symposium the names are entered 
opposite the place where each speech begins. Near the close of the Lesser Hippias, ror v. i, 
abbreviated names come in succession down the outer margin. So also, as Schanz points out, 
contracted names appear from time to time throughout the Gorgias and Republic, while a 

younger hand puts them in the Sophist, 57 r. Finally, in the Menexenus, fol. 195 1. x, inner 
margin, stands *ENITA'SIOS: opposite the words Epyw. pév jjyiv. Besides other marginal symbols 
we have the usual oyperwoat and wpaiov in more than one early form, all more or less resembling 

a 

those in %{. The expression Cu II appears more than once, eg. 71, 44 Vv. ii, 54 v. ii: what 

it refers to we had not time to note, but it may be=onpetwoas rapoupia (?), to call attention to 
a proverb. Again, we have such expressions as CH épos AyOns, noting a definition, 105 r. iL, 

and Cu ti eye 155 v. i. The dp. is usually neat and small, as 168r.i, 2041.1. The 

scholia and other notes are many, and seem, as Schanz decides, to be in most cases original. 

Such are the examples in the facsimile. There are other hands, one a very small neat one; and 

several much later, one which writes two or three notes in green. As in the Clarke Ms. some cxii. 

small diagrams occasionally illustrate the notes, e.g. 121 r. ii, Cases occur of numeral letters 
in the margin, thus in the Phaedrus they run from A to © on 113 r. i. in the Gorgias, from 

A to A, 166 v. i, and in the second book of the Republic, 210 ri. Whether they represent 

divisions of the argument or point towards stichometry we had it not in our power to decide, 

but they seem too close together to warrant the latter supposition. The scholia on the Par- 

menides will be referred to in the notes. 





HMAATONOS TIAPMENIAHY: 



NOTE. 

THE text is printed line for line, as well as page for page, with the Manuscript. The accentuation 

is, where necessary, adapted to the orthodox standard, and the punctuation differs to some 

extent from that of the original: but any divergence of reading which involves a change in 

letters or words is underlined. It is to be noted that : marks the end of speeches, and : the 

same where there is a question. Sometimes the scribe’s view on these matters has not been 

adhered to, and the stops have been changed accordingly. In clear or brief questions—such as 
wos Oy :—it has not been thought necessary to put : if : stands in the original. It will be observed 

that capitals are not used for proper names. 
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Eres abate otxobev ex kNafopevav adixoueba, kat’ wyopay éve- 
, 0 Ls A , ie , , ~ 7 

TUXOMEY GdemLavT@ Te Kal yAaUKwu’ Kal wou AaBomevos Tis XEtpos 

.. , a> a , x bee] ote Cr a 

6 adeimavTos, Xaip’, épy, & Képare* Kal et Tov dey TaY THOSE, GY HMLEIS 
, te, 2 v4 > ’ ’ , ‘ - Suvarol, ppage: GAXa pev Oi}, etrov eyo, Taped ye ET’ AUTO TOUTO, de- 

, € ae , ae y+ A , x A is 

noomevos Uuav: Eyal av, Edn, THY Séenow : Kal éyw efToV, TH ader- 

nm eA ~ e , > » ’ NN , a , OO Uuov TH OMounTplo Ti jv Gvowa; ov yap méuvnuat’ mais dé 
7 ‘ , > a a 

wou iv OTe TO TpoTepoy erednunoa Sevpo ex Kralomevav, ToAUS 
\¥ vI 2 > Fr " an \ x , a , 

de 40n xpo'vos && exeivou’ TH Mev yap TaTpl, OoKe, TUpiAauTNS 
4 ‘fl ‘ited “A A i x dvoma: mavu ye: avT@ O€ ye; avTipav’ adda Ti wadiota TUVPaver; 
oe a ba , a if i Cl , bd , la (4 

ide, elroy eyw, ToAITal mol elol, para PirocoPpot’ axnxkoact TE OTL is) 

m © ° A 1 e , . 9 
odTos 6 avTipav TvO0ddépy Twi, Spvwvos ETalpw, ToAAG evTE- 

, A A , a 3 ‘ , 4 

TixXNKEe Kal Tous Noyous Ovs TOTE GwKparns Kai Ojvwv Kat Tap- 
, 9 vo ~ , ° 

peveldng Sted€xOncav, woAAaKis akovcas Tov wvOodwpov, azo- 
, ~ , 3 , 

pvnpovever: . GO, &pn, Aéyets: TovTwY Toivur, elroy, dedueBa 
an J , 3 A iy LA 

Staxotcat: adN ov xademor, py? metpaktov ‘yap oy avTous ew maha 
td a an * y € , 7 

SemereTycEVv’ erel VUY Ye, KATA TOV TATTOV TE KAL OMWOVUMOY, T POS 

Bs as . a > oF ” x 

immxy Ta TOANG lat pie. GAD’, et dei, iwuev Tap avToV' apTt ‘yap 

A 
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Cephalus. 

I asked Adi- 

mantus, on meet- 

ing him and 

Glauco at 

Athens, if I and 

some philosophic 

townsmen from 

Clazomenae 

could hope to 

hear his half- 

brother Antipho 

repeat a discus- 

sion which once 

occurred between 

Socrates, Zeno, 

and Parmenides 

and which he 

had committed 

to memory from 

the dictation of 

one Pythodorus, 

an associate 

of Zeno’s. 



Yielding to per- 

suasion Antipho 

spoke as follows. 

Zeno and Par- 

menides came 

once to the great 

Panathenaea, 

Parmenides be- 

ing about sixty- 

five and Zeno 

near forty, and 

stayed with 

Pythodorus. 

Socrates, then 

very young, and 

others had gone 

to hear Zeno’s 

writings; and 

Pythodorus with 

Parmenides and 

Aristoteles en- 

tered as Zeno 

was nearly done 

reading. S. Do 

T rightly take 

you, Zeno, to 

say that unless 

existing things 

are at once like 

and unlike— 

which is im- 

possible—they 

cannot be 

‘many’; that it 

is your aim to 

show thus that 

they are not 

many; and that 

each of your 

arguments is so 

much proof to 

this effect? 
7WW9a2 

co  § La be > ¥ ~ 3 , ke 

evOévde oixade olxerat’ otke de eyyus ev meANlTY. TavTa elTroyTeES &- 
had 4 is A - ~ 4 Xr dl + Xr tal 

BadiGopev’ cat catehaBouev Tov avTipovTa oikol XaAWoY TWA XaAKE 

A A ¥ , * Fr a ° Sg: 

éxdiddvTa oKevaca. émeidy d€ éxelvou amnAAaYy Ol Te adeAPot E- 
a - 9 r r , ’ ne r 

Aeyor avTM av evexa Tapeiper, aveyvopirey TE ME EK THY TpOTE- 
‘ *  */. . Ly 

pas émdnutas kal pe jowateTo. Kai deouéevwy yuo deAOeiv Tove 
cal A “ ” EA io 7% l4 

Aoyous TO ev TpOToy wKvel, TOAV yap edn Epyov eivar’ emerTa Mév- 
~ ~ v 7 ¥ oe % , 

Tot Ouyeito: &py de On 6 avTipay A€yew Tov TUOddwpoy OT: adi- 

, ° , ‘i f , A (d. 
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A \ + I t +e t a 

ov, KaNov 6é Kayabov THy OY, wept Eryn wadiaTa TevTeE Kat ELjKovTA 
, Can) wa , , 5 > > 8 4 

Givava de éyyvs ray TecoapakovTa TOTE civat, evmnKy de Kal Xa- 
ain \ \ x - , r 

plevra tdci" Kal Néyer Oa adtov radia TOU Tappeveidou ‘yeyove- 
A * la “ Laka , x *. ¥ 

vat. KaTadvew 6€ adtous épy Tapa TH TVOOdHpH, exTOS TElXoUS 
ae ae % , a , NF \ 

év Kepapmerk@" of 69 Kat apixecOat TOV Te TwKPaTN Kat GAXouS TWAS 
2 ’ A , Py A ’ a An nA er 

eT aVTOU TOAXOUS, eTOuMotVTas aKkovTa THY TOU Gjywvos ypap- 
¥ 4 id + “ nw = > 3» id 07 , 

Mato’ TOTE yap wTa TpOTOY UT exelvwy KoMaO Ava. TwKpAaTH 
\ > , , , 9 A ios * a \ , 

de elvae ToTe ohodpa véov. avayryvocKkey ovv avTots Tov Gjyw- 
b 3 ig ‘ A , - + Ea e \ 4 , 

va avToy, Tov de Tappmevedny TuXELY ew ovTa’ Kai eivar wavy Bpa- 
NS of S. Lest yt 2 uy er > , 2 

xu ert Novroyv THY AOywv avaylyvwckoEevwY yYika AUTOS TE é- 
tal , la A = , + 

mei Deiv py 6 TuOddwpos Ewer Kat TOv qapmeveldny eT’ av- 
ee) , n as , , ‘ pS a TOU Kal ApLITOTEAH TOY THY TPLAKOVTA YEvomevoy, Kat TMIKp ATTA ert 

bd wn ~ r r 3 ‘ x 4 ¥ * ‘ * , ETAKOVTAL TOV YPALMATWV' OU pHV AUTOS ye, GAG Kat TPOTEpoY 
5) , a x a r ? a r 
GKYHKOEVAL TOU Gjvwvos. TOV OVVY GWKPAaATH akovaavTa TaNw TE 

om. A a ¢ f Lal a” , $ ~ Kedevoa Thy rpwTnv UTdMer TOO TpwTOV AOYyoU avayvavaL, 
A * t a , iol t nn , ° kat avayvwrbeians, Tas, pavat, & Ejvwr, ToITO Aéyews; Et 

- + ee. € ” a > x ¥ iy +. # a TOAAG €oTL TA OVTA, WS apa del avTa Smora TE Elva Kal avdmor- 
‘ - \ & Say x ‘ ee a A ek a rTovro de bn advvatoy, odTEe yap Ta avduoia Gmota OUTE TH 

oe bJ 3 er > ® %. eo La rs o ta A OMOLa AvoMola OLOY TE Elvat’ OVX OUTW héeyets: OUTW, Paval TOY 
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ep Adyous yéypagas, ws ovK Erte TOAAG; odTW Aéyets, ) yw Ov- 

K Op0es KataparOava; ovK, adAXa, pavae Tov Efvwva, adds ov- 

vias SAov TO ypauua O Bovrera: pavOdve, eireiv Tov coKpd- 

Ty, & rmapuevetdn, Ste Sjvov de od pdvov ty &AAQ cov pirla 

BovrcTat prea Oar, GdrAaKal THO cVyYypaumaTe TabTov yap yéypahe Tpd- 

mov Twa S_mep ob, weTAaBadroy 66 Huds weipara éLaraTay ws erepdv 

TiAeywr. ov mev yap ev Tols TOU;Macw ev _pys eivar TO Tay, Kal TOUTWY 

Texprjpla Tapexet KAS Te Kal Ed* Gde dé ad ov OANA pyow eivat, TEK- 

pjpia d€ avTos TauToNAa Kal TaupeyeOn mapéxerau TO ov TOV mev 

ev pavat Tov de uy TOANG, Kal ovTwS ExaTepov A€yely Hore unSev TOY av 

Toy etpyKévat SoKeiv, cXEddY TL A€yovTas TAIT, Urép Huds TOUS aA- 

Nous paiverat vuiv Ta etpyuéva eipyrOa: val, pavae Tov jvwva, 6 oo- 

Kpares’ ov 8 obv TH GAjOeav TOO ypauparos ob ravTaxod joOn- 
7 , ? , a a ~ us ‘ , 

gat’ KalTol, womep ye al Nakawat™ oxiAakes, ED meTabeis Te Kat ixvEevers mAs i) ov 
Gea Aakw ‘ , ¥ a a“ , Let 

Ta AexOevta. adda TP@TOV Mev Ge TOUTO AavOaver, OTL OU TaYTATATW wi gi 
Re 

ev , DI Ld ue er iy , 8. a 
OUTW TEMYUVETAL TO Ypauwa woTE dmrEp aU Eyes dtavonDEev ypadi- 

% » é +. 3% rs ? t , 
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> es ee A , , 
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, a , eed i ao) 2 , ee! a ‘ yi 

TATXELY TW NOY Kal évayTia AUTO. GaVTIA€yet On ODY TOUTO TO -yYpapy- 
& A ial ba id 4, 3 , ~ s ¥ 

Ma Tpos Tous TA TWOAAG A€yoryTas’ Kal avraTodldwot TavTA Kal TAEi- 
~ ra ~ e€ x Le , n » ~ - 

@, TOUTO BovAdueEvoy SyrOUY, ws ETL yeNolOTEpA TaTXOL dy avTaY 7 
€ eo? ’ Poe > , on an , \ 

Umolects, ef TOAAd ort, 9 1) TOU Ev eivat, el Tis tkava@s EweLiol. Sia 
, A , € bg x yx = a , , : 

TowavTny On piAovetkiay Uro véou GvTOS Euov eypady, Kai TLS AUTO 
lj a C ‘ > f i ed r 3 

éxdeWe ypager, wate ovde Bovrevcarbat eLeyéveTo iT eLolrTEov av- 
yo9 \ no» , , + om r > , o +e 
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‘ , * , + ie \ a 
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>” ’ nn? ’ > 29 4 

AoTipias’ eel, Orep y’ cirov, Ov KaKaS ameikacas: GAN’ arrodéxo- 
, ‘ , Ne a e , mw” , , 3 he 

fa, pavat TOY cwKpaTn, Kal yyouua ws Aéyers Exe. TOdE JE mor ELE 
: , > 7 4 >  € SN BoP e , . ua , 
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mW ? \ ~ wos y 
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\ ry > ry . “ U \ nN \ ne 
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‘4 u ia t , A N 

MotoTHTos meTaAauBavorTa Guola yiyverOal, TaVTH TE Kal KATA TO- 7g br 

Z. You have well 

caught my pur- 

pose. S. I see, 

Parmenides, that 

while Zeno has in 

a sense written 

the same thing 

as you, he tries 

by a change to 

make us think 

it different. You 

say ‘the whole 

is one’; he says 

‘the whole is not 

many’. The 

distinction, if 

there be one, 

seems too high 

for such as we. 

Z. The ambi- 

guity is acciden- 

tal. My argu- 

ments had the 

humble aim of 

supporting Par- 

menides against 

the scoffs of 

opponents, who 

urge that many 

absurdities arise 

if it be ‘one’. 

I say—were 

their hypothesis 

of ‘many’ 

assumed, the re- 

sults if followed 

out must be still 

more laughable. 

But the work 

was written ina 

fit of zeal when I 

was young, and 

some one pub- 

lished it without 

my sanction. 

S. I understand. 

But do not you 

accept the exist- 

ence of some 

absolute €ldos 

of likeness, and 

again of unlike- 

ness; and the 

fact that we—the 

many—partaking 

of these, are like 

or unlike in 

proportion? 



Nor would there 

be any wonder 

did we partake of 

both; and so 

with all ety. 

The strangeness 

would arise 

were the pure 

‘like’ or absolute 

‘one’ shown to 

be its opposite ; 

but not so in the 

case of mere 

participants. Of 

me, for example, 

it were easy to 

prove that having 

left-right, front- 

back, top-foot I 

am‘ many’; and 

again that as 

distinguished 

from the others 

present I am 

‘one.’ Sucha 

proof will hold 

for all natural 

objects : it proves 

that ‘many’ 

and ‘one’ exist. 

But were one 

first to part off the 

el67 which are 

apprehended 

mentally, and 

next to prove 

that these are 

equally subject 

among them- 

selves to union 

and severance— 

then, Zeno, with- 

out depreciating 

your valuable 

work, I should 

indeed be filled 

with admiration. 

After listening 

carefully, with 

what seemed a 

mixture of 

annoyance and 

pleasure, Par- 

menides said 
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79 b2 

a érdpate qvwxAnoe 

els Oupov éxwnoe 

ras ppevas dié- 

cele 

‘s 

Do you 

then hold that 

‘one,’ ‘many,’ 

‘likeness,’ and so 

on exist as e167) 

apart from their 

equivalents 

among us? S. I 

do. FP. And 

‘justice,’ 

‘beauty,’ ‘worth’? 

S. Yes. P, And 

likewise such as 

‘man,’ ‘fire,’ 

‘water’? S. 

ThereIhaveoften 

felt a difficulty. 

P. And even in 

the apparently 

absurd cases of 

hair or mud? 

S. Those visible 

objects I accept 

as existing, but it 

seems monstrous 

that they should 

have eldy. 

Indeed I have 

sometimes feared 

it might be so 

with all. 

The other 

classes form my 

present study. 

P. Years will 

strengthen in you 

the philosophic 

mind. You hold, 

then, that there 

are eld, and 

that things 

around us derive 

their names from 

participation in 

these—big things, 

for example, from 

‘bigness’? S, By 

allmeans. P. 

That which par- 

takes must do so 

in either whole cr 

part of the efdos. 
Which do you 

choose? S. Why 

not the whole? 

P, Then while 

itself one and the 

same the ¢idos 

is wholly 



in many separate 

things, and so 

becomes separate 

from itself. S. 

How so? Day 

is everywhere, 

yet not thus 

divided. P. 

What ! You cover 

men with a sail 

—does the whole 

or a portion rest 

oneach? S.A 

portion. P. The 

el6n, then, are 

divided ; and 

thus things are 

big or equal when 

possessing a mere 

fraction of ‘ big- 

ness’ or ‘equality’ 

which cannot be 

equal to the 

whole : and when 

anything has a 

fragment of 

* smallness,’ 

‘smallness’ must 

be larger than 

this part, while 

that to which the 

part accrues is 

thereby smaller 

than before! 

S. This cannot 

be. P. But 

again: do you 

reach your 

several e109 

by comparison— 

‘bigness,’ for 

example, being 

the appearance 

common to many 

big things? If 

so, taking the 

bigness thus 

reached you will 

always get an- 

other by a new 

comparison 3 so 

that your e’dn 

in each case will 

prove innumer- 

able. S. What 

if each etdos 

be a conception 

existing only in 

minds? 
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It might then 

remain one. P. 

Yet a conception 

of something, 

and of an existent 

something ; in 

short, of some 

one feature com- 

mon toall. S. 

Yes. P. Then 

that feature is an 

eldos. And we 

have this dilem- 

ma—all things 

have conceptive 

power as sharing 

in conceptions, 

or may be con- 

ceptions and yet 

want this power | 

S. [think I have 

it! The et6n 

are patterns set 

up in nature, and 

things partake of 

them simply by 

resemblance to 

them. P. But 

thus the eldos 
must also resem- 

ble the resem- 

blance—must 

itself be a resem- 

blance—and 

what they both 

resemble will 

now be the eidos. 

As this calls up 

an infinity of ef07 

participation by 

resemblance is 

hardly possible. 

.S. It seems not. 

P. So hard is it 

even to hold that 

such e167 exist ! 

Yet are there dif- 

ficulties greater 

far if we empha- 

size their sepa- 

rateness. S. 

How? P. Why, 

one might say 

that in sucha 

case they cannot 

even be known. 

To answer this 

objection needs 

extreme skill. 

S. In what way ? 
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themselves here. 

7 r % e , ‘ [s ” ©... 6 4 aA Ay DAO 

And the case is Kcparn: oiov, pavat Tov TWappeveEldny, Et TLS NUwY TOU CEerTTOTHS 4 COVAOS 
parallel with ? ° ? nn ¥ / a» r > , ~ # 

shazeieadeets éoTu, ovK avTou dexroTou OnToU, 0 éoTt SeaToTys, Exelvov dovAOS 
bl . H ? a ‘| a , e , 5) >” 
aan eoTiv, ovde auTOU SovAOL, 0 eat CovAOS, OeaTrOTUS O OeaTOTNS’ GAN av- 

% ° SJ J ee ee. , b A A , 

duscuaoraice: Opwros dv avOparrou audorepa TavT’ éexTiv. avTn de dearoTeia 
mastery fer se, oy as i ; 7 . ne , 

| ~ , 7 

slavery fer se ; : auras SovAelas éotiv 6 éott, Kat JovAEia woavTws, avTy SovAcia 
and the converse. : hs i 7 , , Selah Mees Kee ‘ 7 se 

No crossing of avths Sexroreias’ GAN, ov Ta ev nui TpOS exeiva THY SUvapL e- 
worlds. S.1 Scan oie SD ee as ace AP aN eon ry \ 
‘inderstaad: Xet, ovde Exelva Tpos nuas. AAD’, O A€yw, aVTA aVTwY Kal TPOS 
P. Will not abso- e eed ~ Ul oe * LY ‘ 2 € ~ € , N 8 , A 3 

lute knowledge Bobr QUTG EKELVA TE ETT, KALTA TAP HV WOAVTWS T POS AVTA. 4 OV [LLay- 

then, and all its a) r al r 3 , , oy a x , ra) , 5 ° > ‘ 
anne avers O' Aeyw: av y’, emrety TOY TwKpaTy, mavOavw: OUK OY Kat 

sub-divisions, 

: = 7 , , O° 38 ya» oy a ~a A” NT Dae OW 
deal with abso ETT THUY, PAVAL, AVTN MEV O ETTLETLO THN THS O ETTLY aAdnOea avis dy 
lute truth and 

i > F wy , is , CD ‘ > A ’ a Giezd 
all its branches? EKELVNS Ely ETLITTH UN; TAaVU YE: EKATTH de av TOY ETLOTHUWY, Y ETTLY, 
S: Olmecesty: e % Ae av wT wy , wtoye, fe gk de an? 
P. The ety or EKATTOU TWY OVTWY, O ETTLY, Ely GVETLTTH UN? NOU; Val: 4 6€ TAP YW ETTl- 

yévnaccordingly 

are known by the 

eldos of know- 

ledge; this have 

, ? na a ” 9 , Lg \ Ln a e I im @ 
OTHH OV TNS TAP HMLY AV arnOeias €ly, KAL QU EKATTYH Y Tap MWY ETL- 

¥ a > © a7 | ae Py ed , a i 3 , 

THY TOV Tap Hulv OYTwY ExagToU ay éeTLTTHMY TUUBaivol Eivat? avay- 

. oy N \ > oF ‘ ? e e a - »” 
hob weln hence Ay: adda pny avta ye Ta €ldn, ws OMmoAoyels, OUTE exomEY OUTE 
absolute‘beauty,’ 

m y © A ar > . ° \ > , , , ’ > 
‘goodness’ and Tap uty olov Te elvat: ov yap obv: YyryveckeTat dé ye Tou UT’ au- 
all such (déat 

- - 8 fal a ’ , >A A , a 4 . are unknown to TOU TOU ELOOUS TOU THY ETLOTI UNS GUTA TA Yyevrn a EcTW EeKaTTa; 
us. S. I fear so. 

rie en > + - ? _ Saee > » «or eon , 
P. Worse still. Val : O YE NUELS OVK EXOMEV; OV YAP: OUVK apa UTO YE nuwY yryvar- 

Absolute know- A aan oar ’ \ Sw. 3 , ’ r > jeiieaiosue | CKETAL THY ELO@Y OUdEV, ETELDN AUTHS EmtaTHUNS OU METEXOMEV: OU- 
accurate by far » ‘a Rae wv € a 4 ° ‘ ‘ XO Ax q “x # 06 

iy kK €0lKEV: GYVWOTOY Apa Huly Kal AUTO TO KaXOY 0 ~oTL, Kal TO ayabov 

\ , e 1 oe aor Tan 38 14 iq 
Ka wavta & 6n ws idéas avTas ovcas UroA\auBavomev: Ktvdv- 

, .@ én ” , , , ‘ a t not vevet: Opa On ETL TOUTOU OeLVOTEpoY TOdE: TO ToLoV: aing av H 
yx wv wy ° tA t * £ A i % + t > 

Ov, ELTEp ETTLY GUTO TL YEvOs ETLETIUNS, TOY AUTO axpiBéoTepor El- 

a A | a a 3) ’ ‘ 4 iy 
vat n THY Tup Hiv emioTHHY , Kut KaAXOS Kat TaAAG TaVTa OUTW: 
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, aj iy w a n 

vai: OUK ob», elrrep Tt AANO aUTIs EMIT THINS METEXEL, OUK Av TVA MAANOV 
a r) \ ’ ” er) , ’ ¥ a iy ae ae 
» Ocov pains exew Thy axpiBerratny emiaripny: avayKn: Gp’ odv 
er a” + 6 BS © ; ee a v bi A > , ca . olds Te ad eorat 6 Beds Ta Tap’ Hui yryvackew adThy émioTiuny EXwv: 
ros x*, oo # € ’ e ~ 4 

Ti yap ov: Ott, py 0 Tappevetdns, ®MoAGYnTal juiV, © TOKPUTES, [}- 
’ ~ “ 10. b x : a ~ « a El Ay cg , 

Te exeiva TA Edn TpOs TA Tap’ Huiv Tiy Suva Exe Hy Exel, MATE 
x bh es 4 3a ’ ’ 7 8 ‘ (ei e Ls 

Ta Tap’ nuiv pos exeiva: GAN’ avTa pos avTa ExaTepa: wModOyn- 
Now who should 

Lenn ? Q ® “‘ = bo o J N ¢ 9 ¥ , Tat yap: OvK ody, ef mapa TH Dew alry éoTiv j axpiBeorary SerTOTEla have such know- 
. ow e9 ’ ’ , vye»rn ie rae a eee a ledge if not God? 

Kal avéyn 9 axpiBerraty ériaTijun, ovT Av 4 Serrorela 4 éxelvwr Mov But having it can 

é dy dearocetey, ovT’ dy 7 é , UG i 30 arr * he know things 
more ay decor , OUT dy 7 ETLOTILAN TMaS yvoln OvdE TL GAXO TeV Co. 

: i, ae a y,¢e , € - ? Uy 7» ia »> © - 9 us, any more Ta iv. GAD’ Omoiws nuEis TE ExElvY OUK GpYoMeY TH T iv ap- ’ 
p 1K Me a PXOMEY TH TAP HIV OP than by absolute 

+ dar - ap , \ whic xn ovde yryveoxouey Tov Ociov ovdev Ty HueTeépa emicTiy €- mastery he can 
rule things with 

. , i) be ‘ 3°.% La eA , , ae! ae! yy aor 

keivol Te aU KaTa TOV aVTOV AOYoY OUTE OeTOTAt HUY Eioiy OUTE Yyt- us? S. ‘This is 
100 preposterous 

, y 2? () ? ’ 3) .» Pee x 8 ' ‘ 
yvecxovo. Ta avOpwrea wpayuata Oeoi ovres: adAa wy Klay, a conclusion ! 

” r) ye Xr ’ ” N yr) 1° , ee 19. : P. Yet, if we 
edn, Gavyacros o Aoyos e Tis Tov Yeov aTorrepicete TOU EidEevat : jiigist upon 

absolute €l67, 

there are count- 

less such difficul- 

Tatra meévTol, @ cwKpaTes, Epy O Tapmevetdns, Kat ért GAXa Tpos TOU- 
’ . 9 a ” , 9 > ON io efor 

Tots wavy woANG avaryKaioy exe Ta elon, & Eloy avTat al idéat Rg ADIN 
ies—very 

aa a » WO BIEEFOL ITO rg op i ‘ ny to meet, and TWV OVYTWV KA OPLELTAL TLE AUTO TL EKATTOV eidos" WOTE ATOPELY TE a 
needing a most 

S 2 , a) ne wy x a ” ee td . 

Tov axovovra kal audi Byreiv we ov Te €oTt TATA, El Te G TL MaAITTA gifted opponent. 

” . oo 7 3. sm en) , ; ‘sf % S. Tadmit it. 

ely, TOAAH avayKn avTa eivat Ty avOpwrivy pice AyvwoTa Kat P. Nevertheless, 
as you of all a , a Q , pa ye xy 7 on 

Tata AéyovTa Soxely Te Ti A€yel Kal, O apTe Ehéyouer, OavpacTas men must have 

’ ‘ \ r \ 9 a lized, he who ws duvcavareoroy eivat Kal dvdpos wavy mev evvovs TOU duvy- 80b2 renee 
1n consequence 

, ~ , 4A t : > e 5 i 

copuevov pale ws éore yévos Tt ExacToU Kal ovola avTy KAO’ avTHY, denies the e/d 
will have nought 

\ NF , , 5 a 

ere 6€ Oaumacrorépou Tov evpijcovTos Kai GAAov duvyTopeévou dida- to which his 
e ‘5 intellect canturn, 

~ , ae ~ a 4 bs 

fat Tatra wavta tkavas suevxpwycapevoy: svyxwpw cot, Edn, and will thus 

> , é ; ; i ey es A 5 ‘ annihilate the 

WW) wappevelon, 6 cwKpaTys: Tavu ‘yap mot KaTa vouy Eyes: adda possibility of dis- 

, > e ’ ” , + , > woo cussion, S. You 

MeévTol, elmev O Tappeveldns, Et ye Tis O, @ TOKPATES, a wy EareL avers 

P. Yes, So- 
elon Tov bvrwv elvat, eis wavTa Ta voy Oy Kat GAXa ToLADTA aTe- 

1 " crates ; you have 

a“ > oe 4 9aN oF t toitate: 

BrAbvas, unde Te dptetrae eidos vos ExagTou, ovde OTOL Tpewe been precipitate 

Thy Stavotay fer pn eo isdav tav dvrwy Exdorov Thy avTHY 

aiel elvat, kal obrws Thy TOD SiadréyerOa Sivau TayraTact da- 

pbepe:. Tod TowovTou pev ody mot Soxeis Kal madrdov yoOGaOax : 

GAnO4 rAé€yes, Pavat: TL odv ToUNjTEs pirocogias wept; 7 

Tpeiver ayvoounevey rovTwv; ov mavy por dona kabopav év ye TH 

- A a in # e 

mapovTt: mpwt yap, etreiv, ply yuuvarOiva, & TwKpaTes, O- 

B 



While still young 

you must rack 

yourself with the 

type of training 

which Zeno has 

illustrated. Yet 

I admired your 

forcing the ques- 

tion away from 

the sensible to 

the intelligible 

sphere. S. I did 

so because it 

seems so simple 

to show contra- 

dictory qualities 

in the former. 

P. Yes; but, if 

your training is 

to be thorough, 

you must follow 

up the conse- 

quences not of 

one hypothesis 

alone but of its 

opposite, Thus 

you must, in the 

case of Zeno’s 

hypothesis, ask 

not only ‘ if the 

many are’ but ‘if 

the many are 

not’ what follows 

to them and to 

the one, both 

severally and 

reciprocally. 

And so with like- 

ness and unlike- 

ness, motion and 

rest, existence 

itself and non- 

existence: in 

short, with every 

possible hypo- 

thesis. 

S. Pray, do 

you illustrate by 

some hypothesis 

of your own. 
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n t s , a9 X Sao 

pi€er Oa éxixerpeis Kadov Te Ti kat dikaov Kat ayabor Kat év Exaorov 
A san ° t ‘ ‘ A ° , 6 r , oy 

Tov eday evevoncu yap Kal mpwnv cov axovwy diaeyouevou eév- 
a Wash a ‘ ’ am 2 ee Lae 

Gade apiororéAe THde. KaAN MeV OvY KaL ela, eb tobi, 4 Opun iy op- 

a A * 4 t ~ x 

pas emt Tous Ndyous: EAKugoy dé GavTOY Kat yUuvacat padrroy da 

> N, 4 ee § n A 

Tis OoKovans axpijrTou eivar Kat Kadoumevns UO TaY TOY 
t > 3s gt ’ \ , eons ‘ 

adorerxlas, ews ET veos ef et de pi}, oe Stapev€erat 4 adjOea: 
> > r = Fo a ~~ 

Tis odv 6 TOTS, pavat, @ Tapmeveton, THS yumvacias? ovTos, elev, 

ve ” , ny ~ sr , 4 \ ‘Bs ae: 

évirep iKovoas Cyvwvos. WAN TOUTO ‘Ye Tov Kal TPOs TOUTOY Iyya- 
° f 4 ’ v a ~ & , 50e a} lod 6 

cOnv, eirovros OTL OUK elas ev TOIS OPwUEVOLS OVOE TEPL TAUTA THY 
a ‘ a3 a , a \ , , 

aTrayny erigkoTrev, GANA Tepl éxetva a wadicra Tis dv Aoyw AaBor 
ig n A wv 4 a n% 

Kat etn ay iyiycatro eva: doKxel yap mot, epy, TaUTY ye ovdEev Yare- 
\ > ,o Loo? . + or > \ + ’ ’ 

Tov eivat kat 6mota Kat avouota Kat GAXo 6 Tt OUY Ta OYTa TATXOYTA aTo- 

& A a 2 ‘ \ ‘ , eg \ , - a , 
paivev: Kaikadas y’,€py Xpy Oe Kal TOSE ETL TPOS TOUTH TOLELY, LN [0- 

+ + # * , ~ x $ > a 

vov et éotiv exaocTov UmoTiOéuevoy cxorely Ta cUuPBaivorvta éx THs 
4 ‘ * % ~ € t ad LA 

Urobecews, GANG Kat Ef pi ~>TL TO AUTO TOUTO UroTiHer Oa, & BovreE 

MadAov yupvacOjvar: mas eyes ; Pavat: oiov, &pn, ef Bovrer rept 
~ e ‘ a 

Tavrns Tis Urobecews ily Gjvwv VTebeTOo, &¢ TOAAG ort, TL XPH UU- 
’ ee ae ~ a x e 4 ry \ , or von. 

Baivew kat avrois Tois TodAoIs TpOs aUTA Kal TPOS TO EV, Kal TO E- 
ty , eX cy \ A a SN > 9 A» , r 

Vi T POS TE AUTO KAL TPOS TA TOAAM' Kal av, Ef yn TL TOAAG, WAAL oKO- 
n r t LY eS eM ®, a a x ‘ e 8 ‘ 

weiv Tl cum PyceT al Kal TH évt Kal TOIs TOANOIS Kat TpOs AIT Kal 
x ” ‘ col ic ee € aie ar > , sl . ‘et mpos GdAnAa. Kat adOrs ad env vroOy €f ErTw Omolorys 9 Ef Ay COTY, 

ro t.. = ~ € f , b. %: a“ a” € 

Ti ép ExaTépas THs VroOécews cuuPiceTa Kal avTois Tos U0- 
- Q na - A . € 5 x ‘ yf - TeOeicw Kai Tois GANOLS Kat pos aUTA Kat Tpos GAANAA. Kal Tept 

7 , £ ° x , A A , 4 4 a x UVOMOLOU O aUTOS AOYOS* Kal TEpL KITEWS Kal TEpl TTUTEWS, Kal 
‘ t ‘ a \ ee ee ~ + \ A AN > mept ‘yeverews Kat POopas, Kat wept adTov Tou elvat Kal TOU ji €l- 

2) ts ae , 5 Nn a4 # lage. ” % &# c) vat Kat, ev. NOYw, Tept Tov dv atet vr0OH ws ovTOS Kal ws Ov- 
” Vo a , , os 2 \ K ovTos Kal 0 Tt OY GAXO Taboos TarXoVTOS, Set TKOTEV TA TUL- 

, \ eon . A ase coh nF Baivovra mpos avTo Kat rpos ev eearrov Tov dAXwy, 8 Tt dy ™poéAyy 
‘ x t A ‘ , e , = O Kal Tpos TWAEiw Kat TpOs EUuTaVTAa wWraTWS Kat TaAXA ad T™ pos 

© ud \ ‘ oo Ud ‘ ie t oe auTa TE Kal Tpos AAXO O Ti av Tpoatpy aiel, éav Te ws dv broOy b 
s , 27 G \ + > , UareriOero €av TE we wy OV, Ef peAAELS TEAéwWs “yUuVaTameEroS 

, , » 3 La ° > Kuptos dioYrecOar TO aArnBés: aurpyavov, pn, déyes, b Tapme- 
t , 1 b , t iJ , ~ Veidy, tpaypatiay, cat ov cpddpa pavOdve GAG pot ri Ov Or7AOes 
3 x € , r ” oq avTos vTobéuevds Tt iva “aANOV Katauadw: modu épyov, pava, 
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2 , fi f or b) ‘ , a) ” iN r 
© TWOKPATES, TPOTTATTELS WS THAUKMOE: GANG GU, ElrElv TOV TwKPATN, 

, , > ~ c - A ‘ 

Gprov, Th ov dupOes Huiv: Kat Tov Givwva py yedaourta pavat, 
’ na ® , z , ~ oe Quo, B cwKpaTes, deduea TappeveiSou: my yap ov Pavroyv 7) O Aeyet. 
a 9 en ew ” ’ Ck ee , a A 
7] OUX OPas OTOY Epyov TpoTTAaTTELS ; El LEV ODV THetoUS HueV OUK dV 
” > “ > re! \ c a 
akvov iy dcio Oat, amperh yap Ta ToLAvTA TOANGY évayTiov Aé-yew 

X , be 3 ~ 

GANwS TE KAL THALKOUTW” GyVootaLY yap of TOAXOL STL dveu TavTNS 
~ x -. , A , & 2 a 

THs Oia mavtwy dve€odov Te Kat Tavys advvaToY evTUXOYTA TH 
“a ° 3 fa) “ 7 + a 4 \ > , , , 

adnOei vovy Exe. EYW MEV OY, © Tapmeveldy, THKPAaTEL TUVdEoMAL, t 
‘ ao 6 ¥ bs , - A °’ Fd ~ , 

va Kat avTos dtakovow dia xpovov: tabra dy eirovros Tov bjvw- 
wo es ~ € * , » ¥ . lol 

Vos, én 0 avtigav hava Tov TVOddwpor, altov Te deicOcau TOO TapmeE- 
, QA ‘ 5) id ‘ ‘ v- ? , A 

veldou Kal TOY apLaTOTEAY Kat TOUS aAAouS EvdelEarbat 6 A€yot, Kal 
Lo». « \ > , oF , 

My GANS TOLELY: TOY OVY TapLEVEldnY, avayKn, pavat, TelBecOat. Kai TOL 
oe \ m & , a , RP ra ’ = 

dox® mot TO TOU tBuKelov iwmov TerovOévat, @ exeivos, GOANTH 
WwW A , ¢ J , 5: na 

évTi kat TpecPuTEepy, UP Apart uedAovTe aywneic Oa Kat dv éurret- 
, x > 4 * x P| r y+ y+ 5: > \ w 

play TpémovTt TO wédAOV EavTOV ametkalwy aKwy py Kat avTOs Ov- 
, x . \ oo» 5) ’ ay . a 

Tw mpeoPuTys wy ets TOV ~pwra avayKater Oat tévar' Kayo mot Sox 
, LA ~ ~ a , Ela lol 

peuynuevos wara PoBeicba Tas XpN THALKOVCE dvTA SLavedoa Tot- 
nT? ‘ a 5 , 4 , . ‘ 

ovTOV Te Kal TOTOUTOY TAROIOS AOyav. Guws dé det yup xaplGer Oar, 
. \ ra , > 99 , a aro 
erretoy Kal, 0 Gjvov Néyet, avToi erpev. TOOEY ody dn apEapeBa, Kat 

of ~~ e ¥ A Ya ? A 

Ti TpaTov UToOncopeOa ; 7 BovrerOe, Ererdyjrep SoKe? Tparyya- 
, N r > 9 ~ \ OS ~ e¢ 

Tuwdyn TaWiay walle, aw euavTov apEwma Kat THY euavTod V- 
, ‘ m He 7 i, = , yw A 4 v 

Trobérews, Tept TOU Evos aVTOU ViroOEuEVOS, El Te EV EoTLY El TE 
vo , \ Y r ‘ > r \ , 1% 

May ev, TEX pn gTuMBulvery : Tavu pev ody’ Pavat Tov Givwva: Tis ody, 
* ”~ 9 n ‘oe 4 U ‘ 

ElTelv, MOL ATOKPLVEITAL 3 7) O VEWTATOS 3 KLTTA ‘yap av TOAUTpAyLO- 
a Sa oy # nN ° F a LJ a9 3 A 

vot, Kat @ oleTat uadicra ay aToKpivoTo: Kai dua éuot avaravia ay 
vu ow F , b , (4 ‘é il , ~ x 

ely 1) exelvou ATOKpLETsS | ETOLLOS TOL, © Tapmevedn, Pavat, TOUTO, TOV 
° ¥ % s x x x. , ¥ > eed , r 

aplaToTeAy eue yap Aéyes TOV veaTtaToy AEywv. adda EpwTa we 

’ , ” , A 14 Jf ) A ” “ 

aT OK pivoupevou: etev Oi}, pavat' ef ev ExT, GAXO TL OUK dy ety TONG 
Nw “ % ” y+ ” , +] o »” a a ~ > 

TO Vi TOS yap Gv: OUTE Gpa Mépoy avTOU OUTE OXOY avTO dei eival: 
, x , al bs f t 7 4 + * & aN y 

Ti 6: TO wépos Tou OAov mépos eoTiy: val: Tidal TO GAO; OvXt Ov av! pé- 
1 9 a yy, r ? , ” , a? 

pos undey amy OXov ay ety: wavy ye: AUPoTEpws apa TO Ev EK 
be Ay ig a ‘ , ow ee ne Paes v7 DN ” pepoy dv ein, OAov Te Ov Kal Mepy EXOV: avayKn: auPoTEepws av a- 

x BS lf ) ? b) ee it ~ ”~ , A ‘ 

pa ovTws TO Ev woAAG ely GAN’ ovx Ev: GAnOG: det dé ye wy TOAXG 
, e A > a la f- lj wv , ae yh \ 

GAN’ év aro etva: dei: OUT’ dpa GAov éaTat OUTE MEpy EEL, El EV COTO TO 
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P. It is a pro- 

digious task, and 

I am old. 

S. Zeno, then? 

—But Zeno 

laughing said 

‘No; we must 

ask Parmenides. 

He is old: but 

we are few and 

he need not 

mind.’ As the 

others all joined 

in the request 

Parmenides con- 

sented.—P. I 

may well recall 

the saying of 

Ibycus when 

venturing thus, at 

my years, toswim 

through such a 

mass of argu- 

ment. 

Let me start, 

then, from my 

own hypothesis 

—the one exists 

and, again, does 

not exist: what 

must follow ?— 

and Aristoteles, 

as the youngest, 

shall reply? So. 

AI. Ifthe 

one is, then, 

i. The one can- 

not be ‘many’: 

li. it cannot have 

a ‘part,’ nor be 

a ‘whole’; as 

both these imply 

many. 4. It 

cannot. 
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4 > , > io ’ \ Ww , wy * 4 a 

év: OU yap: OuK ovy, e pydev EXEL Epos, OUT av apxyy oUTE Terev- 
u Es 4 ST , ‘ No” 3 in ‘ tnt x > 

THY OUTE mero EXO" péepy yap dv ijn avTOV Ta ToLAvVTA Ely: Op- 
~ A b , bY ° b tg ¢ x ”~ > A 

Aas: Kal pyy rTeAcUT} ye Kal apxn TWépas exacTov: mas 8 ov: 
lg ” . ¢@ ° ’ ° AY t A wy x 

aTElpOY APA TO Ev, EL MITE APXnv mire TeAEUTHY EXEL: GmeLpoV: 
, »” , ” 7 x ‘ , x 2O7 , 

Kal avev OXIMATOS apa ovTE yap sTpoyyvaAou ouTE evO€os peETE- 
. P. t ; ty , , m9 a a on . oo» 

iii, Nor can it : XOL: FHS: TTpOYyUAOY Ye TOU ExT TOUTO OU ay Ta écxXaTa Tav- 
have ‘ beginning ' f m3 4 A , nf > + ’ en) yA aon ‘ send or uatdl TaXy ato TOU mécoU ico améxyi vai: Kal unv evOU ye ov dy TO 
dle,’ these being , ’ a os ’ , oo? > e ’ a 

Mew ov apo TOV ETXATOLY emit poo Oey moe OUTWS: OUK OUY ? parts. 4. 

te ; r Ao» , oa ‘ ae | q ” Ar 
Right: # mépn dv €xot TO €v Kat TWoAAG ay ely, elre evOos axjparos 
iv. Therefore it 
a ee oe : ” - F , ‘ a » 4 nN 
is ‘limitless’ ; elTe Tepipepovs pmeTexXol: Tavy pev odv: ovuTe apa evOu ovTE 

d als : 
pas 3 = H Te , ’ > , 506 4 wv i 2 06 ¥ ‘ a 
v. ‘shapeless’ ; epipepes EoTiv, emelmep ovde pmepy exer: OpOws: Kal [HY Tol- 
since shape, i ee “ ’ a 4 ” ” N > ” > ¢ 7 whéthes rounder ovTov ye Ov ovdaou ay Ei: oUTE yup ev GAXw OTE Ev EaUTH Ely: 

straight, needs a : oy ape 2 oe ar ay a , ero 7 > @ 
rai eaaty ade THs On; EV GAAW KEV OV KUKAM Tou Gy TEPLEXOLTO UT EKELVOU EV WO 

A. Right. P. x a Lg =. a AN ? aw a ial Neor 

: ee av €v ety, Kat TOANAXOU ay avToU darolTo TONAOIS TOU OE EVOS TE 
vi. Now if it were 
i : ‘ ? - ‘ , ‘ i; x af ‘a 
in another, then : Kat a@pepoug Kal KUKAOU My feTEXOVTOS advvaToy TOAAAXN 
were it enclosed : 
& ie H , o 2.07 9 ‘ 4 ) , ? € ‘ma aN 
in a circle and : KUKAW drrec Oat : advvaroy : aAXa byv avTo Ye EV EAUTW OV KaV 

touched at many : 
: e es r ? 4 N27 7 » Loe a A) 

points; and if in . €aAUTO €l] TEPLEXOV OUK aAXo 4 QUTO, ELTEP KA EV EAUTW El” EV 

itself, it would : 7 > ‘ , at Sar , ’ a 
both inclose and ; TW yap Tl ELVA My TEPLEXOVTL aduvaroy : aduvatoy yap: OvK ovy 

Pe miglsedas ETepov pev dy TL Ely GUTO TO TEpLeXOV, ETEPOV Oé TO TEPLEXOMEVOY" 
becoming two. TEpoOV Key Gy Tt EU] oO PLEeXOV, p PLEX OM! 

ingly i ; ld ? + Ag * A A mctdrdmaly st ov yap SXov ye Gugw TavToy Gua TeiceTUL Kai TOKE Kal OUTW TO 
cannot ‘be any- ; 

, x A 8 , 5) \ > > ’ r Lo 
where.” 4. It év ovK av etn ETL Ev GAXG OVO: OV yap Ody: OUK apa EaTly TOU TO EV, L}- 
cannot: Ps : ? Lan oes , ? x A 54 hi 4 4 ny or pa : 

vii. Can it then Te €v GUTH pijTE Ev GAAW Ev OV: OUK ETT: Opa dy OUTWS EXOY E 
‘be still’ or ‘be : mh e , x ‘~ r 33 \ +, oe , , a 
in motion’? If oloy Te EoTavat 9 KiveioOar: Ti On yup ov: STL KiWoUmeEVoY ye n Pée- 
in motion it 

would be either 

changed—thus 

ceasing to be 

a? a ” a iY ’ , . Pd 3 , 
potro i} GAXoLotTO Gy" avTat ‘yap moval Kijoels: vat: addoLoupe- 

‘ + hee Se a OF Le a > .ar B ” 

vov 0 TO év cavTOU GOUVAaTOV Tou év Tt Elvat: GadUVaTOV: OUK a- 
’ , Bs > r ’ > ca , . 

one—: or borne pakar dddolwaiv ye kweiTar: ov paiverar: adr’ dpa To péper Oar; 
along, in which oh 

aia - hel ff > ¥. Ne Ea ’ Lap > a aR , 

case—1) if it TWS: Kat My, Ef PEpoLTO TO EV, } TOL EV TH AUTH av TEpLpEpolTo 
moved in a circle : - a j * cr recy Se : 5 a 

“eweuld tata on KUKAW 2) WETAAAATTOL Xwpay eTEpay E€ ETEPAS: aVaYKH: OUVK OU 

a centre—and 2) , x \ , oN , B B t 4: io \ ‘ 
as for going from CuK @ [Lev TEpLpePOomevov €Tl [LETOU epykevat avayky, Kal Ta 

lace to pl x , , M e a, Ph ’ cia Tept TO Merov Pepomeva GANG mépy Exe EauTOU @ OE mijTE mérou 
an + lol , ao & a r 

UNTE MEPOV TPOTHKEL, Tis MNXAV] TOUTO KUKAM TOT ET TOU pE- 
a a YU > + cou évexOjvat; ovde pia: GAG On Xwpay auciBov GAAoT GroOe 

, ‘ er 7 ” , ? > > , 
ylyverat Kal ovTw Kevetrat: elmep ye On: ovK ody etvat mev Tov 
” ’ \ Jor ? , o ¥ a) iy , x bi 
€V TLL QAVTO aduvarov epaun: vai: ap ouv yiyverOa €Tl adupa- 
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, Gok ae AS a 9 +” ’ TWTEPOV; OVK EYVOW OTH: EL EV TH TL ylyveTal, OUK avayKN myTE TH 
+ * t a i wy > , t fs 4 & ¢ Ld + ev exelvyy eivat ETL Eyyryvomevoy, | wjT’ Tt Ew exelvou TavTaTac, et- Gr bi 

, 9 , eh A Sh .” v- ¢ at ~ wep On eyylyverar; avayKn: ef dpa Tt dAdo Telcerat TOUTO, éxelvo dv 
, ’ ee ” yA , oo» soon MOVOY TATXOL OU MEpY ElN” TO MEV yap av TL AUTO Hn ev exEelvw TO 

\ ” bd 5. a , d€ €€w ety dua: TO de wy exov uépy ovx ofdv ré Tov ora TpdTw 
> >» et ’ 4. > A ~ e ouvdevt OAov dua pmjte evTos elvar Twos pire Ew: aAyOF: ob OE 

only that which a ¥ + , On. , wv b] . ¥ b , jd Rd 

MITE MEpN ELol MITE ONOV TYYXaVeEL OV, OV TONU ETL aduvaTwrepov eyyl- as paits Gan 

, , Sa ' Loo ’ , ' come to be ina veoOal rou, mre KATA Me TE KaTa ONOV Eyyryvomevoy; pai : 
Y if May MEpy fa) YYLYVOLEVOY ; pa vere thing into which 
wo»sor ask <0 , ? a col : OUT’ apa ToL tov Kal ev TH yryvomevoy Xdpav GAAUATTEL, OUT ev TO AUTH iiss BEe 

la wv 3 i. k - * cal wv ans ae ik Tepipepomevoy, ovTE GAAOLOUVMEVOY: OUK EOIKE: KATA Tacay dpa wholly outside of 
; Raid ae ap 5 which it is no 

Q 3 ’ a. cA <> re ” 
KONoLY TO eV aKiynTOV: axivyToy: aAXa wyY Kal elval ye papev ey TUL longer. Thus it 
oN La i v aa a9 ” v9 ens) re ee has no type of 

avTo aovvaTov; dayev yap: ovd apa ToTE ey TH aUTW ExTIV: TIO: iotions -BObwe 

showed that it 

was not in any- 

aC o #6 nF 9 8 ” ca 9. es 8 t ’ \ > 5) >» 
OTL 90H ay €v EKELV®@ €19 EV @ TM AUTH ETTLY 2 TWAVU MEV OUV: GAr OUTE 

,’ © ee wv . wo. ar io , = 4B a & O ed 

€V QUT@ OUTE Ev GAAW Oidy TE Fv AUTH eveivat: OU ‘yap OdY: OvdETO- thing, therefore 
it is never in the 

mv > ‘ Va 3 ve ‘) pl ‘J LZ oJ bed A , , : 

TE Apa ETL TO EV EV TW GUTH: OUK EolKEV: GAAG MYY TO ‘ye UNdETOTE same thing. 
Consequently it 

: os BP nie te e , ” ym ov 2 ‘ at LA < 
€V TO AUTH OUTE HoVyiay aye OVO ExTHKEv: Ov yap oidv TE: TO év G- cannot be still. 

A. So at least it eo” 7p) ¢ ” a x Q ’ ’ ae 
Pa, WS EOLKEY, ov0 ETTHKEV OUTE KLVELTUL 2 OUKOUY on patveTat YE- Ou- would seem. 2. 

& < Sar »” eo? ” e ~» Y ae ” vill. Nor will it 
€ UNV TAVTOV YE OUTE ETEPH OUTE EAUTW ETTAL, OVO AU ETEPOY OVTE be ‘different from 

ee, e _? NO #7 , om or, oF a e AW oe 8 itself’—else 
auvTou oute eTépou dy ein: wy 6} ETEpoy Mev TOU EavTOU Oy Evos ; 

meas were lt not one: 

Bs . OM” i ee ) a soa >? er . ETepoy av ein, Kal ovK dy ety ev: GAnOq: Kal unv TaVTOY ye ETEpH OV or ‘the same as 
the different’— 

? - a ot J a) ? ? a ow wt ? a wo oy 4 + . 
éxelvo dv ety, avTo 6 ovK ay ein’ care ov) ay OUTUWS Ein OTEp ETL, else were it that 

different thing: 
4 . ,o& , ee ee ? 4 yo ? i x x € , mg € = 

€v, GAN’ ETEPOY EVOS: OV Yap OUV: TAVTOV MEV APA ETEPH 7 ETEPOV E- or ‘different from 
the different ’— a , ” s ? , Pad , e oF Bn eo A Oe 

GUTOU OVK EGTAL. OU yap . ETEDOV 6€ YE ETEPOU OVUK ETTAL EWS AV Yj] EV since thedifferent 

alone can have > x € 4 , cor ‘ > ErnG ee Sain rw 6& 
ov yap evi TpoayKel ETEPH TLVOS elvat aAAG fov@ eTEpw, aAAG pe eieieane 

my: ai 4 la A > > lg - st es > ‘ 

ovdevi: opOas: TH pev Apa ey eivat OVK ExTaL ETEPOV" 7 OLEL? OU res 
a a On Soe ee) Yad 

Oyra: GANG pay ef ay OUTW, OVX EaVTO EoTat Et dE Uy AUTH OVE av- same were iden- 
; ‘ eae tical with one, 

A > . + ¢ . a. s 
TO auto 6 pndauy dv Erepov ovdevos ErTat ETEpov: OpOas: ovde what of things 

ny oN e n » = ) ”, ’ o nA ey 1? that are same 

vy TavTOY EauT@ eoTat: : : sins a omic d at: was 8 ov: ovX HEP TOU Evos gvats fas di ‘ 

bia oe ? , » ot ? + t , 

atrn 6:) wou Kat TavToU: TL Oy: OTL OK ETELD av TaVTOY YyEvyTat 
a t an a 2 2 if 

TH Tt, ev ylyverat: GAAG Ti pV: ToOis TOAAOLS TaUTOV ‘yevomEvoY 
7 of 3 a. yy? 2d A v4 ) 

TIoAXNG avarynn yiyverOat, arr’ ovx vy: GAnOG: GAN et TO Ev Kat TO TaV- 

‘ ” , e , 2 8 7 7 oA NA 2 oF 

Tov pndauy Stapepet, OwOTE TL TAUTOV EYlyvETO ale ay eV Eyt'yve- 
er va € a b “4 wv 

To" Kal OTOTE ev, TAUTOV: TAY YE : El Epa TO EV EAVTH TAVTOV ETTAL, 

a a > A x Pes aA ae: a 

oux &y €avT@ érrar Kat or ev dv ovx ev Errat: GAAG pyV TOUTO ‘ye a- 



So the one is 

neither ‘different’ 

from, nor ‘the 

same,’ as, either 

itself or the dif- 

ferent. A. No 

indeed. LP. 

ix. Nor will it be 

‘like’ either to 

itself or the dif- 

ferent. For that 

is like which has 

been affected by 

the same, and 

as the same is 

distinct from the 

one, if the one 

were like it were 

nore than one. 

Again, since that 

is unlike which 

has been affected 

by the different, 

the one—being in 

no way soaffected 

—is in no respect 

‘unlike’ either 

itself or the dif- 

ferent. A. So it 

appears. P: 

x. Now :—if 

equal to anything 

it will be of the 

same measures 

with that thing, 

but it has no part 

in ‘the same’: and 

if greater or less, 

then, however 

measured, it will 

have as many 

parts as 

measures, and 

so will not 

be one: while if 

it has but one 

measure it will— 

which is impos- 

sible—be equal 

tothat. Being 

such as itis, then, 

it is neither 

‘equal’ nor ‘un- 

equal’ whether 

to itself or an- 

other. A. Clear- 

ly so. Ps 

xi. Recalling now 
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5 NM yos alpe?. 

what we have said 

about likeness 

and unlikeness, 

equality and 

inequality— 

can it, compared 

either with itself 

or aught else, 

be ‘older’ 

‘younger’ or 

‘the same age’; 

since these imply 

equality etc in 

time? A. It 

cannot. P. 

xii. Hence it 

will not be ‘in 

time’ at all: for 

so it must always 

get older—and 

if so then like- 

wise younger 

—than itself ; 

while yet it 

must ever be 

the same age as 

itself. 4. No; 

according to the 

argument. PR 

xiii. But those 

states of being— 

was, has become, 

will be, is, be- 

comes, and so 

on—all indicate 

some participa- 

tion in time. 

That, therefore, 

which in no way 

partakes of time 

has no share 

in these. 



Thus the one 

will not ‘be.’ 

A. It appears 

not. P. 

xiv. Neither, 

then, can it ‘be 

one.’ A. I fear 

not. P: 

xv. As there can 

be nothing either 

of or for the non- 

existent, so there 

can be ‘no name 

for,’ ‘no science, 

perception, 

opinion of’ the 

one. 4. It 

seems not. P: 

Now are all 

these things 

possible? 4. I, 

at least, do not 

think so. 

II. P. Shall 

we then take a 

second survey 

from the begin- 

ning? Our 

hypothesis was 

that the one zs. 

Now this in- 

volves the sepa- 

rate existence of 

being, for ‘ the 

one is’ and ‘the 

one one’ are not 

identical. 4. 

Quite so. Py 

i. But if ‘is’ be 

said of the one- 

existent and 

‘one’ of the 

existent-one— 

the two elements 

being distinct— 

clearly one and 

is are ‘ parts,’ 

and the existent- 

one a ‘whole.’ 

A. Undoubtedly. 

P: 

ii. But neither 

part ever lets the 

other go. 
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XE} OVX Oly TE: OVK OVY Kal 4 OVTLA TOU Evos Ely AY, OV TaVTOV 

a Se OF > h} nN J f in a , ’ Ls ve Nn ’ ~ Xow ovTa TH EVL; OV yap Gy exeivy HV exelvoU ovata, OVd Gy ExElvo TO EV 
>? a ’ , oo nN , o > Vaio 
exetyns jreretxev' aAAa Oxotov ay ny Aeyety Ev TE Eival Kat Ev ev. 
an \ 2 o 2 ‘ cf , Ia A , ay ig b) >9 A 

vov 6 ovx ary early 7 UTOOETtS, Et Ev Ev TL Xp TUMBalve, GAN’ el Ev 
” ’ ” - , \ cere Ieee. a ©» - + 
éorty’ ovx ovTwW: Tavy meV OUY:' OVK OY ws GAAO TL TNMALVOY TO ETTL 

Ad , 2 Ff .> > » we oF , Lo AN ” 
Tou €v: avayKy: dpa ovy aAXo } OTL OVTLAS METEXEL TO EV, TOUT Ay Ely 
x , > » 0 ? - 4 , 

To Aeyouevoy, ered’ &v Tie TVAANBOnY etry STL ev EoTLV: Ta Ye: 
4 § , ry 7” , if 'é io cd] - 9 e 

madw on A€yoper, ev ef EoTW Th gUUBijoETAL; TKOTEL OvY El OUK avay- 
ia i Ld , ~ nN Voa , > , yx 

Ky TavTyY THY UTOOETW TOLOVTOY Oy TO Ev Gnmaively Olov pépy é- 
a een 0. ad Noo Le eae) » , [, eq Ponta es 

Xew: Tas: @de. Ef TO €oTL TOU Evos OYTOS A€yeTat Leal TO Ev TOU 
ee eee + sa ay er ae oe. eee oo? 
ovTos AéyeTat] Kal TO Ev TOU OYTOS EVs, TTL OE OU TO AUTO 7} TE OUTIA 

A x oe n~ wf cal A id r lol ¢€ dl a EF bs 

Kal TO Ev, TOU avTOU € éxetvou, oF vreOucOa, TOU Evds bVTOS, 
= > oo + x Loe ny > 7? , \ , 
apa ovK avayKyn TO pev OXoyv ev dv eva avTO, TOUTOU 6é yiyver Oa 

¥ , a N ‘ > “ “ 5 , > © f nw 

Mopla TO TE EV Kal TO Elval; avayKy: TOTEPOY OvY ExAaTEpOY THY 
Uu - # , , ad sn a , , 

Oplwy TOVTWY MOpPLOY MOVOY TpoTEpOUpEY, 7 TOU GAOV MOpLOV TO YE 
, , “ a - Noo Yo > va A ® Moplov mpocpyTéov: Tov Gdov: Kat GAov apa eat 6 av év F, Kat wo- 

or i , nf o> a , er , nen ploy €Xel: Tavu ye: Tl OUV; TOY MLopiwy éExaTEpOV TOUTWY TOD EvOS 
” , ad ‘ Lo» > 5) , Ay \ a lal OVTOS, TO TE EV Kal TO OV, dpa aTroAEiTETOov 7 TO Ev TOU Elvat MOpt- 

x Mah ~~ © % , 2 ww * ov, 4 TO OV TOU Evos MOptou: oVK ay Ein: TaALY dpa Kal TOV opiov 
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” eo , Nose ‘ \¥ ‘ a exaTEpov TO TE Ev iaxet Kal TO Oy, Kal ylyverat TO EAaXLTTOY x SvoiY 
s , b , i ‘ ‘ \ av Mopiolv TO MOpLOY” Kal KATA TOY aUTOY AYor OUTWS aie, J Ti ep dv 
, ’ , \ ’ aed , Sg Von sa Moploy YyevyTat TOUTW TH Mopiw altel izxer TO TE yap &v TO Sy alel i- 

A Non \ ow v . , oXet Kal TO Ov TO Ev" waeTE avayKn dv’ alet yeyvomevoy pydéroTe ev 
” t ¥ cy 

elvat: TavTaTagt Mev Ov: OvK ody ametpov av TO TAOS otTw V 
To aon es ‘ ia or ‘ a x ‘ga . \ , oO éy oy ety: eoixev: (Ot dn Kat TySe Ett: Ty} Ovolas pamev peré- 

No \ w+ , 4 bs aA 

Xew TO Ev, Oto Eotw; val: xat dia Tadra by TO ev bv Toda earn} 
at 2 Set Pe eS 2 a 

odrw: Ti dat; avTo TO Ev, 0 O74 Paper ovolas peTexey, av adTO Tq dia- 
, , y ie N , »” tA o A 9 voig povov KaO’ aito NaBwmev avev TOUTOV oF Papev meTéxeLv, Apa ‘ye 

, , x ry 4 4 ’ ns 
év movoy ganjoerat kat woAAa TO avTd TOvVTO; ey, Oluat fywye: 
yan ww 4 5 2 ta A 

E1d@puev Oy GAXO Tt ETEpov wev avayKy THY OUolav AUTO! elvat ETEpov JE 
7 7 ae 2 Ve 9yyr e OW vo? ’ = Bh th 

QUTO, ELTEP [LLY OVTLA TO EV, GAN we Ev OVTIaS METETXEV? aVayKY: OUK OvY 

7 a} e s # C4 A A wv Aw Aa ~ en 4 of el ETEpov pev 7 OVTIa ETEpoY Oe TO Ev, OUTE TH Ev TO Ev THE Ovcias ETE- 
»” nl oF 7: ¢ : a A ae NN ° ‘ a eer ‘ Pov oVTE TH OVTLA Elval 7 OVTLa TOV EvOS GAXO, GAAG TH ETEPH TE Kat af 

” ¢ 5) , 1 m8 § 
adAw Erepa aAANAwY: Tavu MEV ObV: BATE OU TAUTOY EaTLY OVTE TH EVL 

» Les . # \w A , ld > an , i, eset OUTE Ty OUTia TO ETEpov: Tas yap: TL OdY; éayv TpoEAwpEOa avTaY 
A , A a. 4 , ow ” A oe . a0 A Na 

Gite Bovret THv oiciay Kal TO ETEpor, Etre THY OvciaY Kal TO Ev, ElTE TO EV 
A \ o@ a b] ? er iad , , 6 , kat TO Erepov, Gpa ovK ev ExaoTy TH Tpoatpécer TpoatpovpeOa Tt- 

x yt - , co hol v > fF 

ve & Opes exe KareicOa aupotépw: Tas; @de. EoTIW OUTLAY 
i -~, # 7 A a mw, ‘ aA, 2) 7 er eimeiv: €xtiv: Kat adOis eireiy Ev; Kal TovTO: Gp’ ody OVX ExaTEpov 

a , , e ” 7 fF v@ co 7 x 

auroiv etonrat: val: Tid’; Or’ dv etrw ovcia Te Kal Ev, dpa OUK au.go- 
, , x io AON * ue Ao , So Tépw: Tavu ye: OUK OUV Kai éay OUTia TE Kat ETEPOY, i ETEPOV TE Kat EV, 
4 ? we , P Pe Ay 7 wv hd 

Kat otro Tavraxas ép’ ExdoTou augw Aéyw: val: BO av audw op- 
a > er ” \ a ee) , \ 

063 mpocayopetycboyv, dpa oidv Te Gudw ev aitw etvat dvo de 
, oe ” 5) A o er ’ 

My ovdx oldv Te: & 8 dy Avo FTov, ET Tis pHXAVY [LN OVX EKATEpOV av- 
- ww > ‘f , ow oly év elvat; ovde mia: TovTwY apa, émel TEP GUYdVO EKATTA TULL- 

, > yw» ef a < ota & h Yad 

Batver eivat, kat &v dv ety Exaorov : | paiverat: et de év exugToy avTwy Babs 
a ae > > , ’ ’ rn 

cori, ouvtebévros évos Orolou ouv writ odv ovivyia ov TpLa ‘Ye 
8 , a See ’ Lor 5 A ww ¥, 

yrerat Ta wavTa; val: Tpla 6é ov wepiT Ta, Kat Ovo GpTia; THs 0 cu: 
a 4 , 4 rae 4 , 

Ti Sat; Svotv dvrow ovK avayKny elvat Kat dis, Kal TPLwOY OVTWY TPIS, 
ed 8 A bad , a | ew, 9 d a 

elrep UTapxet TO TE OVO TO Ols EV KaL TH Tpia TO TPIS EV; avayKy: 
i o + , a) . ‘ a ‘ “ 

dvow 6 bvTowv Kat Sis ovK avayKy dvo ois eivat ; Kal TpLwv Kal TPIS 
‘ = e . x”, , t. aA eld N 

ovK dvayKn av Tpia Tpis elvar; mas 0 Ov: TI dai; Tploy OyTwY Kat 

« wx 9 > , , . 

Sis Ovrwy, kat Svolv Ovrow Kal Tpis SvTOLY, OVK avayKy TE TpLa ous 

c 

After whatever 

subdivisions the 

two still keep 

fast hold of each 

other. Now that 

which always 

becomes two 

must be—not 

one, but—a 

‘limitless num- 

ber.’ 4. So 

it seems. P. 

iii. Think now of 

the one apart 

from being— 

it and its being 

are then diffe- 

tent. They 

differ, however, 

not as being and 

one, but as differ- 

rent. Ifso, the 

different has in 

turn a distinct 

existence other 

than both. Take 

any pair of these, 

being-different, 

being-one, one 

-different — 

they must be 

spoken ofas both, 

ortwo. But of 

two each is ne- 

cessarily one. 

Now if to any of 

these pairs some 

one be added 

the result is 

three: and three 

are odd, while 

two are even: 

and two give 

twice, and three 

thrice ; so there 

will be two twice 

and three thrice, 

and three twice 

and two thrice. 



Having, there- 

fore, by the 

existence of one 

every combina- 

tion of even and 

odd, we have 

bumber ; and so 

limitless multi- 

tude, whose every 

portion par- 

takes of exis- 

tence, which is 

thus endlessly 

subdivided into 

parts. 4. That 

‘is so. Ps 

iv. But of neces- 

sity each of these 

parts is one. 

Thus the one 

clings to every 

single portion of 

being, and has a3 

many parts as 

there are divi- 

sion :—is, in 

short,not a whole 

but a limitless 

multitude. 

Accordingly we 

show not merely 

the one-existent, 

but the one itself 

through the 

action of exis- 

tence, to be 

‘many.’ A. En- 

tirely so. PB 

v. But parts are 

parts of a whole, 

which circum: 

scribes them: 
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Sp a Pa , t ee ' ” 5 , a” ca s 

elvat kal Tpla dis: TOAAH Ye: GpTia TE apa apTiakis ay Ey Kal Te- 

la f a ® » ’ 

piTTa mepirrakis, Kal GpTia TepiTTaKts Kal WepltTTAa apTiaKis; 
og w 2 @ ~ ef wr Le x. 9 6 x e t 6 

gorw otra: e ovv Tara ovTws exel, olet TVA apiOpwoy UToAE TET OU 
a | coh Been 4 > 38 “a eo ” ae ee . 9 6 ‘ > 
dy OUK avaryKy Elvar; ovdapws ye: et apa éaTw ev, avayKy Kat aptOnor ei- 

mn ” N ? 4 a Y 
Vou: daveyey: GAdG pay aptOmou ye SvTos TOAXA ay ety Kat TAROOS a- yen py i 

wn »” at Ls »” # Q t A t $ 

metpov Tv ovTwY. i OUK arrepos apiOuos TA/Oe Kat METEXWV Ov- 
, , ‘ , ’ > Pn ee 4 oo , 

clas ylyverar: Kal mavu ye: ovK ody ef mas aptOmos ovatas peTéxeL, 
vA , e na? a , x an, | oe ’ 

Kal TO Loplov Eka TOV TOU apiOuod METEXOL GV AUTHS; Val. ET TWaVTa 

¥” . ¢ oo? , A oor € N 5) a ~ 
Apa ToAXa bvrTa 7 Ovola veveunTat, Kat ovd Evos aToTTATE THY dr- 

vd a , yy a 4 xt ig + * a % 

TWY OUTE TOU TULKPOTaTOU OUTE TOU MeyloTov’ 4] TOUTO MEV Kat aXovov €- 

VA “ x I ‘ Oo oF. ae ig! -, ? A 
pecOau > Ww yap av on ovgla ye TWV OVTWY TOU ATOTTATOL. ovdapas : 

0G ? G er , ‘ , A 
KATAKEKEPMATIOTAL apa ws otov TE OMLKpoTaTa Kal MeyloTa Kat TWap- 

n a a c , ’ N+ id % , 

Taxws OvTa, Kal MEepeplgtTat TAVTMY pada, Kal €oTt Mepn aTrepavTa 

nw oF ‘ tg oe 4 -~ ” 3 a a , 7 A " ~ 

THs ovgias: éxet OUTW: TAEiOTA Apa eoTL TA MEpy AUTIS: WAcicTa 
, oR . »e 7 Aa we \ , A or dol , , 

Hevro: Tl OVV, ETTL TL AUTWI O ETTL MEV MEPOS THs OVTLAS oudev MEVTOL Me- 

é. iY A ” ad , ee oe > x x Ff 

post Kal THS GV TOL TOUTO yEvolTO: GAN ElieEp Ye, Oiuat, EoTLV, avaryKy 
oN 7 BY a oF , » ‘ A Po o3aP 3 Deh ‘ 

QUTO altel, EwoTrep Gv 7, ev ye Te elvat’ pydey O€, aduvvaToy: avayKy: 

| Wa we < € Leg ~ b oes , , \ @ ? 

Tpos dmTayvTt apa exacTH TH THS OVTias MepeL TPOTETTIY TO EY, OU- 
* ¥ wv (2 wv , , ” 

K amoAeTomevoy oUTE opiKpoTEepoV ovTE pelCovos Mépous oOUTE 
” ’ ,, oe .s > a r, a 
aAdXovu ovdevos: OUTW: dpa ovv ev dy TOAAGXOU dua OAov eaTi; TOUTO 
la x 3 ? ¥ ~ A e Led 4 9 EA lg 

GOpe: arr’ apa, kat ope Ort ad’varov: pemepiopevoy apa, emrep 
4 ef ‘ o- , , ~ a ~ , 

bn Odov’ aAdws yap Tws ovdanas dua dract Tols Tho ovcias 

F , oY) , ~ Ps A * , + » 

MEPETLY TAPETTAL 9 MEMEPLTLEVOY: Val: Kal NV TO ‘ye MEpLaTOY TOAAYH 
bd , > cad [4 , Ps ? , ~ b) a ° ~~ 

avayky eval TocavTa OoaTEp Méepy: avayKy: ovK dpa ad4Oq apre 
2. + , e a , ” 
Er€youer, A€yovTes we TWAEioTAa Mépy 4 OVTLA vevEmnNMLern Ein: OUSE 

x f-. nan ¢ & - 3 ? 4 etal 

Yap TAciw TOU Evos veveunTat, GAN iva, ws oie, TH Evl> OTE yap TO 
a aen w , QA lal . ~ 

Ov TOU Evos aroNelTETAL OUTE TO Ev TOU SYTOS, AAA’ é€icovcOor dvO 
” a8 N ' : ' o , La» 24 
OVTE Glel Tapa TavTa: TavTaTacW oUTW paiveTa: TO ev apa avTo 

- € * ~ 5. , , ~ 
KeKeppatiapevoy UrO TIS ovcias ToAAa TE Kal GTepa TO TAT- 

, ’ x , ‘ ’ , la x tal 
0s ear: paiverat: ov pdvoy dpa TO bv vy TOAAG éoTW, GARG Kat adTo 

‘ y €. oN ~ » 
TO vy UTO TOU OVTUS Siaveveunuevoy TOA GvayKn Elva: Tav- 

Fd A 9s 4 4 ev ee & , F la TaTagt pey OV: Kal pyY OTL ye Gov Ta MOpla pOpla, TeTEpAaTME- 
Toy oy . ve Sn) a voy ' dy €ty KaTa TO OAOv TO Ev" Fy OU TEp“eXeTaL UTO TOU SAOU TA Mdpt- 

ar eZ a) ‘ ‘ , , , a a; avaycyn: Gu Myy TO ye epiexov Tépas dy ely: was 8 Ov: TO 
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n wy a D4 oy ¢ A , caw A , ‘ 

év apa Ov ey TE ExTi TOU Kat TOAXA, Kal OAOY Kat Mopta, Kal TeTEpa- 
, ,» r 0 : t a» 4 ’ + + 

ouevov Kal ametpov TAO: paiverar: dp’ odv ovk, eel Tep TeTEpa- 
’ vy» ” ~ * 2 ’ , 

oMEVOY, Ka ExXaTA EXOV; avaryKy: Ti dal; OAoV OK apyny dv Exot, Kat 
Ul A £ \ oer , a > ” A 

Meroy, Kat TeAEUT HY ; Ij OlOV TE TL OAOY Elvat dvEV TPLOY TOUTWY ; KAY TOU eV 
4 i b ~ ¥ biel * oe Ly 

6 TL OvY aUT@Y aTogTaTy, EDeAncEL éTt OXAov Etvat; ovK EDEAHTEL: Kat 
2 A i ct N ‘ A , Y 
Apxnv Oy, ws oucev, Kat TeACUTHY Kal méerov EXoL Gy TO Ev: EXoL: GARG MV 

, , 2” wn ’ , * , ° 4 n ” , wv ’ 

TO ye Mécov icov THY érXaTwV améxer Ov yap dv GAs Mécor Ein: OV 
, ‘ A , 6 - e wv ios A - nx \q@¢ 

yap: Kal cxmaTos 6) Tivos, ws CouKe, TOLOVTOV dv MeTEexXoL Ay TO EV, 
MM va ea ‘I r wn ° a , 

4 Toe evO€os, 7 TTpoyyvAou, iy TiWOS puKTOU e€ audoiw: peTéexoL yap 
Mec LOU 2 et oe cA ’ > 7 Le Cored N39 9 %: a 
av: ap’ odv ovTws exov ovK avTo TE év EauTH EoTat Kal Ev GAAW} TAS: 

> A A 4 ’ = 4A A oat > A ao 

TOY MEepwy ToU ExagTOY ev TW OAW EoTLY Kal OVdEY EKTOS TOU GAOV? 
eo , A ‘ ’ ( ee aw 4 ey ld LY ‘ , 

olTw: TwavTa de Ta méepyn UTO TOU SAOV TEepleXeTAL? val: Kal unY TA 
r , ‘ € a La? + , x + a 

Ye TAYTA MEpy TA AUTOU TO EV EoTI, Kal OUTE TL TAEOY OUTE EXaTTOV i 
, é .] , ba io A a9 ,@ R he ~ i EA is od , 

TAVTA: OU yap : OUK OY Kal TO OAOV TO ev eoTIV; TaS 6 OU: El Apa TaV- 
+ , 4 eo ¥. a4 w+ A , - va 4 ? N .@ 

Ta Ta wépn ev GAM TUYXaVE OYTA, EoT OE TA TE TAVTG TO EV Kal AUTO TO O- 
, & *£ A a eo ‘ F € A ~ © 4 nN 

Rov, weptexeTat de UTO TOU GAOV Ta TavTAa: UTO TOV Evos dy Tept- 
, oe ‘ Ga n vA va ; ee Get e ae Lg , 

EXOITO TO EV, Kal OUTwS dy dn TO Ev GUTO ev EaUTH Ein: PatveTaL: 
be x , , e io > ’ a , * 7 Ww ? Led w+ GANG pevTot TO ye GAO av OvK Ev TOS MEPETLY ETTLY, OVTE EV TATLY OU- 

‘J A 9 * ‘- cad ? , a. ¥ & £ vx 3 4 A 
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nn , Ww ” > x al ~ ‘ a4 A € , 
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Tw ETT, TO O€ OAOY EV TOUTH [AN EVl, THS ETL EV YE TOLS TATL Ev ExT AL: 
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ovdapas: ovde MANY ev TITL TOV MEpwY EL yap Ev TiTL TO OAoOY Ey 
\ , ” ’ nA we ” oe 9 sar . 2 9e se 

To wiéov dy év T@ éAaTTom ely, 6 ert advvaToy: aduvaToy yap: 
A a8 ’ , A ° (aa a. ov ~ # \ #7 

py dv 0 ev wA€oow junde ev Evi nde ev ATact Tos mepest TO Odo», 
’ Cee > e P 1 9 a nw > Pa eee re . e 

ovk ava-yKy ev ETépw Twi elval, y Myndapov ETL Elvar; avayKy: OVK OvY 
Lae A A la lé A lé % LJ tJ hg e ss , 

undamov pev dv ovdev dv ety OAov de Ov, erELdn OUK EV AUTH ETTLY, 

% id oe A x sa A a} y- = i 

avarykn év GAXw eivat: wavy ye: fj Mev apa TO ev OAoy, ev GAY ExT 

a \ Q , F yw a ’ © <? e Oe A eo 4 & 

fi O€ Ta TavTa Mépy OYTA TYYXAVEL, AUTO EV EAUTH Kal OVTW TO EV 
oF , a Vo ee go Sh 2 A \ 

Gvaykyn GUTO Te év EauT@ elvat Kal Ev ETEPH: aVaYKY: OVTH On Wwepu- 

.a @ 4 a ve t ‘6 Bes OF, 4 

Koos 70 év Gp’ ovk avaryKy Kai kiveio Oat Kat EoTavar: Ty; ETTHKE MeV TOU, 

Le , a € 8 Ah << 3 2 A a” 

elrep auTo ev EavT@ eoTiv' év "yap évt GY Kal EK TOUTOU fy petaPaivoy 

bd Ns Ds ON ” £ = ” ae XY , ’ A 9 A FN 

ev TO aUT@ av ein, ev EavT@: EoTL Yap: TO dE ye Ev TH AUTH aLEt OV 

£ \ ’ , 9 ¥ ’ A ’ p vo ee a8 

ears Of mou avayKny atet Elva; Tavu ye: Tt dal ; TO Ev eTEPH aLEL 

a 9 , a , >> > ~ # ‘ , 8 

OV ov, TO EVAVTLOY, AVAYKH ndenoT €V TAVTW ELVAL , pndeTroTe de ov 

and what circum- 

scribes is a limit. 

One, then, is 

(one-many, 

whole-parts, 

limitless and) 

‘limited.’ A. It 

seems SO. P 

vi. Thus it must 

have extremities, 

and, as a whole, 

possess ‘ begin- 

ning’ ‘ middle’ 

‘end.’ A. It 

must, Ps 

vii. And so will 

have a ‘shape’ 

—straight, 

spherical or 

mixed. A. It 

will. P: 

viii. Thus 1), as 

all the parts com- 

pose the whole 

and are contained 

in it, the one 

which is both 

whole and parts, 

is ‘in itself’: 

2) as the whole 

is not in the 

parts—whether 

all or some or 

one—if it is to be 

anywhere it must 

(viewed as a 

whole) be in the 

different, or ‘in 

another.’ A. 

Inevitably. P. 

ix. But 1) if 

always in itself it 

is always in the 

same, or ‘is 

still’: while 2) 

if always in the 

different it is 

never in the 

same, 



and so is fin 

motion.’ 

A So. Pe 

a. Everything is 

to everything 

either the same 

or different, or is 

part or whole to 

that which is 

so; now 

1) as the one is 

not part of itself, 

nor a whole to 

itself as part, nor 

different from 

the one, it is the 

same as itself;— 

but 2) the one 

was both in and 

not in itself, so it 

differs from 

itself:—but 3) 

that which differs 

differs from the 

different ; the 

one, then, differs 

not from itself 

but from the 

others :—4) the 

different, again, 

cannot be in 

either the not- 

ones or the one, 

else it were the 

same with them: 

will not these, 

then, escape alto- 

gether from 

differing? Nay 

the not-ones,to be 

truly such, must 

be without all 

share in the one 

—they cannot 

even be number 

for that reason— 

nor can they be 

parts of the one, 

or the whole of 

it, nor the con- 

verse. 
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But whatever 

was neither part 

nor whole nor 

different was the 

same; so the one 

and the not-ones 

are the same. 

Thus the one is 

both ‘different’ 

from and ‘ the 

same’ as itself 

and the others. 

A. Vheargument 

would make it 

seem so. P. 

xi. Will it not 

also be both 

‘like’ and ‘un- 

like’ to itself and 

the others? For 

1) the one and 

the others mutu- 

ally differing to 

the same degree 

are like by this 

equal difference 

—difference hav- 

ing the same 

meaning whether 

used of the others 

or of the one. 

And 2) if dif- 

ference give 

likeness same- 

ness must yield 

unlikeness ; now 

the one was the 

same as the 

others, therefore 

it is unlike them. 



But 3) it was 

also different 

from itself, so it 

is ‘like itself’; 

and 4) the same 

as itself, there- 

fore finally it 

must be ‘ unlike 

Itself.’ A, Ne- 

cessarily. P: 

xii. Since the one 

was in itself as 

whole it 

touches itself; 

but being also 

in the others it 

touches them 

likewise. Now 

to touch itself 

the one must 

lie next itself. 

But this makes 

it two: as 

surely as it is 

one, so surely 

can it not touch 

itself, And, as 

between two 

things which 

touch no third 

can come, two 

things will yield 

one touch, and 

three two touches 

—always one 

touch fewer than 

the things: one 

thing, no touch. 
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Now the others 

have no connec- 

tion with the one. 

The one stands 

solitary with no 

two. Touch 

therefore va- 

nishes; and the 

one cannot 

touch the others. 

Tt thus both 

‘touches and does 

not touch itself 

and the others.’ 

A. So it seems. 

Bs 

xiii. Again: if 

theone begreater 

or less than the 

others, or they 

than it, this must 

arise solely from 

the possession by 

either of the 

eldos of bigness 

or smallness. 

Now 1x) small- 

ness cannot 

appear in the 

one: for if it ex- 

tended through 

the whole it 

would be equal 

to it, while if it 

surrounded it it 

would be greater; 

and so likewise 

if it appeared in 

apart; but small- 

ness is never 

equal or greater. 

Again, if big- 

ness appeared in 

the one then 

were the one big- 

ger than it, and 

that without any 

smallness to sur- 

pass: which is 

impossible, 



Since, then, 

neither bigness 

nor smallness 

exists in it the 

one cannot be 

either bigger or 

smaller than the 

others, nor they 

than it: hence 

the one must be 

equal both to 

itself and the 

others. 2) As, 

however, the 

one is within, it 

must also be 

around, itself; 

so it must be 

bigger and 

smaller than it- 

self. Again: 

outside of the 

one and the 

others nothing 

exists; and that 

which exists 

must be some- 

where; and 

being somewhere 

it is a smaller 

within a greater. 

Clearly, there- 

fore, the one and 

the others are 

reciprocally each 

in the other, and 

alternately 

bigger and 

smaller each than 

the other. 

Accordingly the 

one is ‘equal to, 

greater and less 

than’ itself and 

the others. A. It 

seems so. P, 

xiv. But, if so, 
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TEpleXOV MEV peiCov av €auTou Ely, TE PlLEXOMEVOV € €AQATTOY. Kat 

ow a n eg ww a 3 f cr Le ae ” x Mi > > 

OUTW peiCov av Kat éXaTrov €ly AUTO EAUTOU TO EV. Ely YAP UV. OUK OVY 

A 2 A > > \ nae or cy ~ 2 a 
Kat TOOE avaryKn, pendev elvat EKTOS TOU EVOS TE KAL TWY aAAwr: TWS 

a * 4 > lal , * ¢ ’ ios , x 

yap ov: adda pyy'kal eivai wou det TO ye Ov del: vai: OUK OdV TO Ye ev 
’ , 7 % »” . , ’ > ee yy, Tw dv év petfon éorat éXaTTov Ov, ov yap dv GAXws Erepor ev ETEpH ely: 

> r ef a A a ‘ (4 ' a e 4 4 “~ + A ae , 

ov yap: een de ovdey Erepdy eat xXwpls THY GAwV Kal TOU EOS, 
~ ay o9 4 > > 9 Ff . > , y” 

bet de auTa &v Tw etvat, ovK avaryKn Hon év GAArjAoLg Etval, TA TE GA- 
9 me v4 a a ~ > B , . 

Aa €v TH Evi Kat TO Ev ev TOIs GAXOLS, 9 UnOamod Elva; palverar: OTL 
A la ‘ a ? ~ yf la , ‘*. f- ae , 

Mev Apa TO Ev ev Tog GAXow Evert, meikw dv ely Ta GAAa TOU EVOS, 
r > + ‘ LA + “ LA 4 of, TEpleXOVTA aUTO, TO de Ev EXaTTOY THY GAAWY TepleXopEvoY? OTL 

\ “ Li > Re vad ~ yf 4 % Q , a de Ta Ga ev TH evi, TO Ev TY GAXwv KATA TOY aVTOY Adyou MeiCov 
no Soot » nae NR one . . ao» 2 \ dy ety, Ta d€ GAXa TOU Evos EhaTTW: EoKev: TO Ev Apa icoy TE Kat 

a So ro > + e a Von r - ‘ 
meiCov Kat €AaTTOv éoTW avTd Te aUTOU Kat TeV ~AXOV: paiverat: Kat 

wy + ‘ Ué - NF Noy e a ow , ‘ , Lny etrep peiCov at Xarrov Kat icov, towv av ety MET PWV Kal, TAELO- 
* , e baad 4 . * 4 Q 'g b vov Kai ehaTTOvey aiT@ Kat Tois GARow: eretdy S& meTpwr Kal jMeE- 

* . * ’ + oh L la A \ , . , pov: ras 0’ ov: towv mev dpa pérpwv dv Kat TAELOvwY Kal EXaTTO- 
& ° sal of . A , ’ , a A ~ vov, Kat apiOu@ éAarTov dy Kat wAéov ely aUTO TE avTOU Kal TOY 

om” <% rel 4 ~ oD bs im fe adrAwy, kat ‘cov aiT@ Te Kal Tois “ANOS KaTa TAUTA: Tas: Gvrep 
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apr , \ 7 = 
LeiCoy err, TAEOVWY TOU Kai KET Pwv Ay ein AVT@V Gowy OE MET PUY, Kal Me- 

A Va FN e , + « *# . ., Fr ” 
pov’ kui dv EXaTToY, wravTws. Kal ois icov, KaTa TATA: OUTWS: 
eee: ~  - So” ” s 2 a nN o# ’ ‘ ovK ody EavToU weifov Kat EAXaTTOV Sy Kal icov towy dy ety pérpwv Kal 

, ry Dr , eon 9 ‘ ry , . im am 
TAELovey Kat ELaTTOVWY avT@: éredy dé MéTPwY, Kal MEpoY: THE 

ww wv 
? wv - 4a ” A © ae “A oie 

6 ov: icwy mev apa mepwv dy avTw icoy dv TO TAROOS avTo etn, 
, LI a , fod mAcovwv de Troy, eAaTTOvwy dé EXaTTov Tov apiOuoy adTod: 

Is 4 a A * x om 

aiverat: ovK ovv kat Tpos TaAAG woavTus E£et TO ev. STt ev mel- 
yA ’ oo , > a ery \ aA ” 

Cov avray paiverat, avaryen Téov etvar kat Tov apOuov avrav: Srt 
\ , o Serr 2 a 

de opixporepoy, €XatTov: STi de icov peyébet, icov Kat TO TAROOS 
> a Se rdih . fe A > Bf eivat Tots GAXNOg: avaryKn: OUTWS by ad, ws ZolKE, TO ev Kal ivov 

‘ , + QA ud aA A 

kal wAéov Kai €AaTTov Tov apiOuoy avTo Te avTOU grt a Kat TeV GAAwV: 
4 Pe a) a 4 id , To a? , 7 ’ 4 érTat: ap ovv Kat Xpovou meTeXet TO Ev, Kal eoTi TE Kal yiyverat vewre- 

bg ‘ a > , * ~ | “ - s EA tA 

pov Te kai wpecBuTepov avTo Te EavTOU Kal ToV GAXwV" Kal OUTE vEu- 
4 ud ww e a ~ - ¢ * ‘i Tepov ovTe rpexBUTEpov OTE EaVTOU OUTE THY GAXWY, XPdVOU [METEXOV; 

a. > U : aS Ld ” a s Lan a Ses mas: elvat pev Tou avT@ Urapxel elmep Ev Eat; val: TO Oe Etvat 
ar #. & a 4 +. F bd , cel ¥ ow ‘ 

GAXo Ti eat i MeOeEts oUoias weTA XPOvoU TOU TApOYTOS ; wWaTEP TO 
a \ “ , NS 9 3» y ~A + 7? 
Nv pera Tov TapeAnvO0TOs, Kal ad TO Exrat peTa TOU MéAXOVTOS, OvGI- 

ba 4 ¢ wv A , 8 cla , Ww A ~ 

as €oTi Kowwwria: ore yap: meTexet Mev Apa Xpovoy, El7rep Kal TOU 
gs (% io col a a a oS 

eval: wavu ye: OUK ov Topevomevou TOU xXpovov; val: del apa 
# ¢ € & wo 7 A , bs 

awpeaBurepov yiyverat EavTou, etrep TpoepXeTal KATA XpOvov: a- 
, a7. 4 , o ’ , \ , varyKn: ap’ ovv peprijpeOa OTL vewrépov yiyvouevou TO Tpec BuTeE- 

, y 3 , “3 ’ a ry a , 
pov mpeaBurepoy yiyverat; menryucOa: ovk ody éreidn TpecBu- 

A“ A ~ 

TEpov EaUTOU ylyveTat TO Ev, vewrépou dy yryvoLmevou EavTOU TpeE- 
, ’ os nla Vg , , ‘ aBurepov yiyvotro: avdyKn: ylyverat mev bn vewrepoy Te Kat TpE- 
4 3 acd Ld - fae A C4 a? 9 ae yw iJ A aBvrepov avrou obrw; vai: €or de toes BUTEpov ap’ ovyx OT’ dv KaTa TOV 

a > ‘ a aR vy ’ ’ 
viv Xpovoy 7 Ytyvopmevoy, TOV MeTAkU TOU WV Te Kal €oT aL; OU Yap Tou To- 

, ’ . a ee) + e 1Q! Wie oa an, pevomevov ye ex TOU ToTeE eis TO ErETA UTEp'PijoeTat TO VoV: OU yap: 
= a , ’ n~ OA 

Gp ovv ov éricxe TOTE TOU yi'yver Oat TperBTEpoy Emad dv TH viv 
> of ,_y < “ Pro ‘A ’ 

evTuxy, Kat ov ylyverat GAN éort TOT’ Hn per BUTEpoy ; Tpoiov yap ov- 
” , e = A b] bi eek o wn Re ° k ay more AnpOety bro TOU vov. TO yap Tpotoy ovTws EXE WS ap- 

lA sd , ~ ~ a - Wt ~ ‘ led 9 , 

gorépov eparresOat, Tou Te viv Kat TOU EretTa: TOU MeV vov adtEepe- 
fol ‘ bd r a A , 

voy, Tou dé éreara eTAauBavopevoy, peTagsy augpoTrepwy yryvoue- 
~ wn a ~ ’ , a , LS! n 

vov Tou T éretra Kal TOU vv: GAnOH: et dé ye avayKy wy mapedrDeiv 
Noa . . ’ ’ ron By a a oY SM a , 

To vuv, Tay TO Ylyvomevoy, eet av KATA TOUTO 7], ETIT KEL Gel TOV Yt 
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the one will have 

as many 

measures as the 

others and itself, 

and more, and 

fewer ; and if 

measures then 

parts, and 

numbers also. 

So it will be 

© equal in num- 

ber’ to itself and 

the others, and 

also *‘ more’ and 

‘fewer.’ A. It 

will. P. 

xv. That the one 

‘is’ means that 

it shares in ex- 

istence with the 

time that is at 

any moment 

present. Hence 

1) partaking of 

time, and of 

time as it passes, 

it ‘becomes,’ as 

we argued, at 

once ‘older’ and 

* younger’ than 

itself. But it 

‘is’ both only 

when, in process 

of becoming, it 

alights at now— 

a point which in 

passing from 

past to future it 

cannot skip. 

Thus, when at 

now, it pauses in 

its becoming 
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and is both older 

and younger than 

itself. And this 

process it repeats 

through its whole 

existence. But 

it must always be 

and become the 

same length of 

time as itself. 

Hence the one 

is neither older 

nor younger 

than, but has 

‘the same age 

as’ itself— 

whether being or 

becoming. 

2). The others, 

again, as plural, 

are more than 

one—possess 

more number 

than the one, 

But the fewer 

comes earlier, 

and the fewest 

first. Sotheone, 

as earlier, is 

older than the 

others, and they 

are younger than 

it. Again, how- 

ever, the one had 

parts, and soa 

beginning end 

and middle : and 

by its nature the 

Leginning comes 

first, and the end 

last 5 
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weg , on ot n , o Pa , 2 if Xia 
yrerOat, Kat eat TOTE TOUTO 6 TL Gy TUXY yryVomevoY: aiverat : kat TO Ev 
” eos ow , , ’ , Wei ~ » Sf lod , 

dpa, Or dv mperBirepoy yryvouevov evTvxy TH viv, EwerXEV TOU ‘Yi- 
Lag , , F , A a. 2. Loy fal 7 

yverOat, Kat gore TOTE TperBUTEpov; Tavu meV OUV: OUK OdY OdTEp_ é- 
, , , Ly ee 3) ig ny € cont 1, 0 be 

ylyvero mpeaBurepov, TOUTOU Kal eat ; eylyvero Oe avTOU; val: err dé 
. , , , . i 8 , ” 

TO mperBuTepov vewrépov mperBuvTEepov: eaTw: Kal vedTepoy apa 
v% > 4 , iA t * 

TOTE avUTOU écTl TO ev Or dv TperPUTEpoY yryvopmevoy EevT’xXy TH 
lod Se , ‘ ~ oN , mA en é x ‘ ~a > 

vov: avaryKy: TO ‘ye may vov Gel Tapert TH Ev Ola TavTOS TOU Et- 
we a 4 ~ > a, Lal 4 * " 5 > , A # 

var €oTe yup Get vov OT av wep 7}: TS yap OU: det apa éaTi Te Kal Yt- 
, e ~ *. - be ae wt ; r r 06 

Drerat rpecBurepov éavrov Kal vewrepov TO ev: Eotkev: TAciw dé 
, a ve ay Noor Ae er ay st J 38 . 4 

Xpovov avTo EavTOU éotiy Ij ylyverat, y TOvicov:; Tovicov: adda pay 
, 4 , a , AN 4 28 © Kl »  , 

TOV ye tcov Xpovoy F ‘yryvouevoy 4 Ov THY adTHY HrLKiay exe? 
n a 4 A , le sf # x mas 0 ov: TO de THY avTHY HAKKiay éxoV OVTE TperBUTEpoOY oOUTE 
, , 9 = > ’ ta” , 2 , 7 Ne a 

vewTEpov ETTIV; OU yap: TO Ev apa, TOY iaoy Xpovoy avTO EavT@ 
bt , <a yy , a+ , e ~ 

kat ‘yryvouevoy Kal Ov, ovTE vewrepov oUTEe mperPUTEpoy EavTOU 
- , , A wo: > la - 

eoriv ovTe ylyverat: ov mot OoKel: Ti Sal, TY GANwy : ovK exw Aéyerv: 
% la ~ ¢€ , Ld 4 . 2 ‘ 

TOde ye py exes Aéyelv, OTL TA GAAG TOU Evos, ElTTEp ETEPA eoTLY 
o) a 9 9 LE RG o a “ a aA A 4 
aAAa My ETepov, TWAciw ETTLY EVOS. ETEPOV MEY yap Ov Ev av Ay’ EeTe- 

‘ € %, ~ la ld % ” 4 

pa 6¢ OvTa TAciw Evds éort, Kat TAROOS dv Exot: Exot yap ay: 
a ny a , an , n nator, =~ 

TARVos Se Sv apiOuod wAelovos dv meTeXoL 4 TOU Evos: Tas 
U wv € Ee * ~ 2 ‘ r * f x 

0 ov: rl obv; apiOuod pijcopey Ta TrElw yiyverOai Te Kai yeyo- 
, ¥ a = > F < 4 % e " A 9 is cla 

vevat TpoTepoy, 4 Ta eXaTTW: Ta EAaTTW: TO OALY\TTOY apa 
a ~ > > A Neo > , e he ua mw” Va me A 

Tpwrov’ TovTo 0 éotiv TO eV. 7} yap: val: TavTwY dpa TO ev TPwTOY YE- 
~ ed Q > r A ‘ 4 > , EB , ” 

yove Tov apiOuoy éxovTwy éxet dé Kat TGAXa TavTa apiOuor, Et- 
- A bd > f ss eg , é ~ , iy © 

Tep GAG Kat my ado eaTiv: Exel yap: TpeTov 6é ye, oiuat, yeyovos 
, , 8 Lo» o bs a 4 

Tpotepoy yeyove, Ta dé GAXNa VorTepov' Ta 0 VaTepoy yeyovora 
a fol dl , 4 vw aA ow *« ” 

YEeWTEPA TOU TPOTEpPOv ‘yeyovoros: Kat OUTWS av ely Ta GAAG 
, a toe So ota , nA » . . ae vewTepa TOU evos, TO de Ev TperBUTEpoy TOY GAwY: ein ‘yap Gv: 
id Ly ny a rR ” sa A , Ay € a 4 A FOF 

Tt dat TOVE ; Gp ay Ely TO Ev Tapa prow THY aITOU yeyovos, 4 adv- 
. Doe a) . 4 t eee 2 

vatov: aduvatov: adda wiyy mépny ‘ye €xov Epavn TO Ev" ef Oe wépn, 
a 9 A ‘ & ‘ , F * y £ a 3 Kal GpXyv Kal TeNEUTHY Kal METOY: Val: OUK ODY TaYTWY TPwTOY ap- 

‘ 2 N * lol ~ es § %.¢ , “~ Ca A bd A X7 YiyveTat, Kal AUVTOU ‘TOU Evos Kal ExagTOU THY GAAWY" Kal META THY 
> A ‘ > , , , . ane N Q ro? 
apxyv Kat TaAXa TavTAa wéxpL TéAOUS: Ti pV: Kal bY popia YE 
, nL) *® ’ > a © a 

Pyoouey Tav7’ eivat Tavra TaAAa TOU bXov TE Kat Eves’ AUTO Oe! éxel- 
e *~ bipe (sf vo dua Ty TeAevTH yeyoveva Ev TE Kal Gov: Pioromev yap: TEAEv- 
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Q , > , 4 , , TH O€, oluat ye, Votatoy yiyverar TovTw S dua TO ev méepuKe yiryve- 
(4) % Ld ? wv bd , e. % va A XN , ’ a ca WoT, ETEP avayKy avTO TO ev mH Tapa plot ylyverOal, dua Te- 

A a \ eo A AeuvTy dv yeyovos Uetatov dv Tay GAwv reduxds ely ylyverOar : 
ig , ww A ”. me paiverar: vewrepov apa TaY aww TO Ev érT1, TA O GANA TOU évos TpeE- 
, ; ” a ’ ‘ oButepa: obtws ad pot paivera: ri dat oi}; apxnv  GAXo pépos 

bd > mA eV 2 > O tt obv Tov Evdg  GANou Srov ody, édy Tep mépos f} GAA My Mepn, 
¥ 9 ~ a ‘ , ” . L , i , q va ouK avayKatoy ev eivat, mépos ye bv: dvayKn: ovK ody TO év dma TE 
a , a , > oN ‘ ia on 6 , A ) TY TpaTY yryvouevm ylyvorr’ dy Kal dua To Sevtépw, Kal ov- 

6 ‘ * Xr , A ow» Z oe , aA e evos amroAeiTeTaL THY GAAwY yryvouevwy, b TL wep dv rpocyt- 
Lg i 4 a s x yntat OTM ov, Ews GY Tpos TO ErXaTov dieAOov Srov ev yérn- 

wv ta wv & yx td , y #- ¥ = 

Tal, OUTE METOV OVTE TPWTOU OUTE ExXAaTOU OUTE GAXOVU OUdEVOS 
%. A * a ‘, = ~ wr a a arodepOev ev Ty yevérer: GAnOG: aaw apa Tots addois THY 
ee: (.. & Le o> 9 8 ree , A "6H Qutny Hrtktav icXe TO &Y. dor’, ef wy Tapa iow wépucev avTO TO 

, ~ wo». s aA lg «! ya 

&, oUTe mpdTepoy ov'Te Vatepov THY GAXwv yeyovos dv ely, GAN G- 
\ ‘ a \ , va ~ »” , 

a. Kal KATA TOUTOY TOY AOYOY TO Ev THY GAAWY OTE TpETBUTEPOV 
x LA I S fon ¢ 4 A , oure vecsrepov av ein, ovde TAAXG TOU Evds: KaTa dé TOV mpoaOev 

A bo bd Ll e , mpecBurepov Te Kal vewrepoy, Kat TaANa éxelvou woa’Tus: 
¢ a) a ww A on 4 mw \ , ‘ rr bs @ io mavu pev ovv: Erte mev On OUTWS EXOV Te Kal yeyovos. aAAG Ti ad 

“ el ig ae a id 7 , cal avr mept Tou ylyverOa alto mperBurepoy TE Kal vewrepov THY GAdw», 
we 8 , A ta 4 ig kat TGAAa TOU Evds" Kal mijTE vewTEpoY mjTE TpEerBUTEpoY ylyve- 

= > LA A A a ia 

oOat; dpa eorep rept Tou elvat OUTW Kal Tept TOU yiyverOaL 
* = * , 3’ . w¥ 

exe, 7) ETEpws: ovK exw Aéyev: GAN’ eyw ToTOVeE ye. El Kat ~oTLW 
“4 is C4 € , ¥ (4) £ . ae | B , wv Ort rpecBiTepor Erepov Erépov, yiyverOai ye avto TpexButepor &r 

aA , hed € 2 > a 

4 ws TO TpaTov EevOUs yevopevoy SujveyKe TH HALKia OUK av 
Eg , , x. ért duvatTo, ovd avd TO vewTepoy dv Ett vewrepov yiyverOa. avi- 

ons , Q ,o» ov ie aoe 
cos yap ica rpooriOéeueva, Xporw Te Kat ad\Xw OTH ovr, icw 

“ ary a \ a , P a 
moet Cragepew det dow wep adv TO TpaTov devéyKy: Taos 

a BS , * > 

yap ov: ovK dpa TO ye Ov TOU Evos OvTOS yiyvolT av TOTE TpE- 
4 ees , + & .. e , ‘ 3 OBvrepov ovde vewrepoy, elrep iow dvapeper aet THY nALKLaY Gr- 

, ? Pi jaune’ 2 a, ‘ ‘ 
N ori kat yéeyove mperBuTepov Tdde, vewTepov 6 ad: adyOq: Kai To 

, , wv , év dpa bv Trav GdAwv bvTwv ov'Te Toes BUTEpoY TOTE OUTE VewTEpoY 
4 i ° ipa , > Fa ylyverat: ov yap obv: Spa dé et Tyde pec BUTEpa Kat vewTepa 

a oN , a ~ »+ ° ’ , 4 S e ylyverat: wy Of: TO Te bv TeV GAwy epavy mpecBUTEpoy Kat TAX 
ae oe Va a , = 4 

Aa Tou évds: Ti ody: Or’ dv TO év TaV GAXwv TpEeTBUTEpor H Tew 

and only when 

the end has come 

has the one come; 

consequently the 

one is younger 

than the others, 

and they are 

older than it. 

But the begin- 

ning, being one 

part, isone—thus 

the one becomes 

with the first, and 

with each succes- 

sive part ; and so 

maintains the 

same age with 

all the others. 

It must, then, d¢ 

and have become 

of the same age 

with them and 

different, and the 

converse—but 

does it become 

so? If it was 

older—or 

younger—at first 

it cannot become 

more so ; for if 

equals be put to 

unequals these 

always differ by 

as much as at 

first : and equal 

times are added 

here. But when 

the one is older 



than the others 

it has existed 

longer than they, 

and if to these 

unequals we add 

equal times the 

wholes will differ 

by a less part 

than at first. 

The one, then, 

would always 

become less and 

less older than 

the others ; 

that is, would 

become younger 

in respect to 

them, while they 

grew older rela- 

tively toit. But 

though always 

having this 

tendency they 

never are so, 

since they con- 

tinue to differ 

by the original 

interval, albeit 

that interval 

forms an ever- 

lessening part of 

their respective 

ages. Thus the 

one ‘is’ and ‘is 

not,’ ‘ becomes’ 

and ‘ does not 

become,’ ‘ equal 

in age’ and 

‘older’ and 

* younger’ in 

regard to the 

others—and 

they toit. A. 

Perfectly so. P. 

xvi. As partaking 

of time 
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<= , ie Ul 4 , 3 7s , s, 

mov xpovoy yéyovey Ta GAAa: val: madw dn oKorel ea Weove kat 
A . Ff , 9 a 2 ’ 

éXdrrou xpdvw mpooTOapev TOY itov Xpovoy, apa TH Low Mopup 
ay a Ponte ee . 

Sioleet TO WACOV TOU EXATTOVOS, 7 TMIKPOTEPY: TMIKPOTEPH: Ov- 
5.3 A A a e , t Nia 

x dpa tora 6 Ti wep TO TPATOV jv mpos TAAAa| Huxig Stap€epov TO Ev 
a2 , , na 4 

TovTo Kal ely TO érerTa, GANG icoy AauBavov Xpovoy Tois GAAas EXaT- 
a ALIA , Ao”, 9 a , 

Tov del TH PruKcia Stolcer adrav' WpoTEpoy. 7 OU: vat: OUK OvY TO ‘YE 
, a , , , 4 

ZratTov Stapépov HrKia Tpos TL TPOTEPOY VEwTEpOY YLyVOLTO av 

ced a , x 2 A ‘ a ® Bu , pov: 

i) &y TH mpdcbev Tpos exeiva, mpos a Hv TperPuTEpoy TpoTEpov: 
v % 3 > cal a, > bd bg) in a uA %, A A 

vewTepov: et 6 ekeivo vewTEpor, ovK exetva ad Ta Ga Tpos TO Ev 
, a , . , i \ \ , ” Sy 

apecBitepa 4 mporepov; wavy ye: TO peEv vewTEpoy apa Yyeyovos 
oe! \ if. 4 A , 

TpeoBurepov ylyverar wpos TO TpOTEpor ‘yeyovos Te Kat mpeaBuTEpov 
A , o. & > - , 

bv err 66 obdérore mperBUTEpov, GAAG YyiyveTat aE éxeivov TpecPUTE- 
a ps ‘\ ’ , * 2 4% » , 

pov éxeivo pev yap emt TO vewrepov emdidwa, TO 8 ext TO TpecBUTE- 
Ly 4 , a , , t e , pov. 700 av mpecBuTepoy TOU vewTépov vewTEpoY YiyvEeTal WraVTWS. 

or ‘ A v9 ’ 5) ’ ’ . oA , 
idvre yap avrw eis TO évavTiov GAAHAOLY, Yyiyver Pov TO MEV vewrEpov 

¥ fol , p | A , , ~ 

apes Butepov Tov mperBuTépou To de TperBUTEpov vewTEpoy TOU ve- 
4 ‘ lg BS “ - .] \ + tf 

wrépov. yevérOat dé ovK dy olw Te elTyy: et yap yevotvTo ovK av ert Yyt- 
> w” fal ‘ é = # bs a >. 4 

yvowvTo, GAN’ etev Gv. viv de ylyvovrat wey mperBuTepa GAAHAWY Kal vEe- 
, be A a A EE , id ef , 9: , OTEepa: TO mev Ev TOV GAAwY vewTEpov ylyveTat OTL TperBUTEpoy epa- 

nn ‘ ¥ , x y W i a ® , ef m dv Kal mporepoy yeyovos Ta 6 adda TOU évos TperBUTepa Sri 
" t Soot 4 2 ON , , 9 ” x sa 2 Uorrepa yéeyove. kata de Tov avToy Adyov kai TAAXNG OUTW TpOS TO EV i- 

ea 14 b) a # ’ , A s , ‘a oxEl, Ered} Tep avTOU TperBUTEpa epavy Kat TpOTEpa ‘yeyovoTa : 
r x a er ’ a w& ‘ 20. oF ef , patverat yap ovv oTw: ovK odv fj Mev OUdeV ETEpoy ETEpov TpEesBUTE- 

’ \ x so ) ~ oN Pov yiyverat ovde vewTepov, Kata TO icw apiOum adrAnAwY Gael dta- 
, a . oad _ a , , rN 208 , pepe, ovTe TO Ev TOY GANwy TperBUTEpov yiyvorr av ovdE vewrTe- 

> vik , > av» aN . 
pov, ovTe TaAXG TOU Eves: 7 Oe GAAW aeEl popiw dtapepew avayKy Ta 

, ia ‘ , ‘ . oo ~ 

TPOTEPA TOY VETEpwY yevouEra Kal TA VoTEPA THY TpOTEepwY, TaAV- 
. oF , , nN , > t ’ ’ 

Tn On avayKn TpeaBUTEpa TE Kal vedTEpa GAARAWY ylyverOal, TA TE 
” ne 48 Vox a ~ oo ’ \ a San ’ 
adAa TOU Evos Kal TO Ev TOV GANwV: TWavu Mev OV: KaTa On TavTAa 
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(4) PY * * , *, ~ % la N = ® ost a 
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v \ ‘ NS ew Py 
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Suowov Or’ av yiyynrat, duotovcbal Te Kat dvopotovaOat: vai: Kat 
a a4 .aS ’ 4 r \ Po 7’ dv peifov cat €Xarrov Kat icov, avdéaverOail Te Kai POivew Kat i 

a ¢ ry Qn , , & a ee Roe’ covcbat: ovTws: Sr’ dv dé kwovpepoy Te toTyTat Kal St’ dv extos er 

= a , 2 © 4 , rp. 
To kweia Oat peraBarrn Set 6} Tov avro ye pnd’ év evi Xporw etvar: 

~ A ‘ - ae 

mas On: ETOS Te TpPOTEpoY VaTEpoy KwweicOat Kai MPOTEpOY KOU 
\ an i ‘) er x oe 

Mevoy VaTEpoy ExT aval, dvev ev TOU peTaBadAety OVX OioY TE ETT At TAU 

a tA ? 4.5 cg > a as Ta Tasxew: was yap: xpovos dé ye ovdels ExT ev @ TE OLOV TE 
a e . > ON BD . yy? POL OS ' 

dua pyre xivetoOa ure Eatdvat: ov yap ovv: GAN ovde wnv peraanr 

Fs , soy ® U . »” x 
Net dvev Tov weTaBadrAew; ovK eikos: wT’ ov meTAaBadAeE ; OUTE ‘yap 

, yr % , ¥ . oN 2, 
Eros ovv OTE KivoUpmevoy meTaBarAEL, OUT ev XpOv@ Ov: Ov yap oUY: 
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the one ‘ was’ 

‘is’ ‘ will be’ 

“was becoming’ 

‘becomes’ and 

"will become.’ 

A. How should 

it not? ven 

xvii, And there 

will be ‘science, 

opinion,’ and so 

on, ‘of it': 

xviii. and ‘a 

name’ and other 

things ‘ for it.’ 

A, Entirely so. 

Ill. P. But 

thirdly : 

i. The one, being 

such, must, when 

one, partake of 

existence ; and, 

when not, not. 

Nor can it do 

both at once. 

Thus there will 

be a time at 

which it takes 

hold onexistence, 

and one at which 

it lets go. The 

one, therefore, 

‘becomes’ and 

‘perishes.’ A. 

Ofnecessity. P. 

ii, Being both 

one and many, 

when it becomes 

as one it perishes 

as many, and the 

converse, In 

which process it 

must ‘ be separ- 

ated and 

united’; ‘grow 

like, and un- 

like’; ‘wax, 

wane and grow 

equal.’ 

A. Yes. P, 

iii, But in pass- 

ing to rest or 

motion it suffers 

change. When 

changing it is 

neither in motion 

Nor at rest, and 

this it cannot be 

in time. 
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When changing, 

then, it must be 

out of time, and 

in that odd thing 

the instan- 

taneous, which 

lurks between 

motion and rest 

apart from time. 

And when it is 

out of time it 

‘neither is in 

motion nor at 

rest,’ ‘neither 

becomes nor 

perishes,’ nor 

possesses any 83aa 
other such 

characteristic. 

So fares the one, 

ifitis. 4. How 

could it be other- 

wise ? 

IV. P. But now, 

if the one is, what 

of the others? 

i. They are not 

the one. 

A. Right. P, 

ii. Yet as others 

they must have 

Parts, else were 

they completely 

one; and parts 

are parts ofa 

whole—a whole 

which must be 

one. For they 

cannot be parts 

of a many which 

includes them- 

selves, else were 

each part part of 

itself and of each 

of the others, 
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Being parts of 

one whole, then, 

they are in fact 

a perfect whole 

made up of 

parts, A. Of 

necessity. P 

iii. So of each 

part; for ‘each’ 

implies oneness, 

and each is one 

separate part of 

the whole. Thus 

each part of the 

others partakes 

of the one, while 

yet distinct from 

it 4.So0 2. 

iv. But being 

more than the 

one, and distinct 

from it, they are 

‘unlimited in 

number.’ Since, 

if we cut off in 

our mind even 

the smallest 

portion of that 

which has no 

share in one, it 

will be a multi- 

tude. A. Quite 

SO. P. 

v. Yet asall parts 

in turn become 

one they possess 

a limit towards 

each other and 

the whole, and 

conversely. So, 

as related to the 

one, the others 

become different 

in themselves 
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and produce a 

‘limit ' even 

while their 

nature is un- 

limitedness, 4. 

Quite so. Pi 

vi. And as being 

all limited and all 

unlimited they 

are ‘like’— 

while, as being 

both at once, 

they are ‘un- 

like’—to them- 

selves and each 

other. A.I 

fear so. P. 

vii. And so we 

shall find same- 

ness and differ- 

ence, and all 

other contradic- 

tory qualities in 

the others. A. 

Right. 

V. P. Yet again: 

i. The one and 

the others are 

quite separate, 

as there is 

nothing to con- 

tain both. A. 

Yes. Ps 

ii. The true one 

has not parts; 

nor is it, as 

whole, connected 

with the others. 

Hence the others 

have ‘no one’ 

in them at all. 

A, No. Pr 

iii. Nor are they 

* many '—for 
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having no one, 

neither have they 

two,three 4. So. 
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iv. Nor are they 

‘like or unlike’ 

to the one, 

or in themselves. 

For had they 

likeness and 

unlikeness they 

would have in 

them two oppos- 

ing etn 3 now 
they have no 

two. A. True. P. 

vy. Nor are they 

‘ same or diffe- 

rent,’ ‘in motion 

or at rest,’ ‘be- 

coming or perish- 

ing,’ ‘ greater less 

or equal’ or any 

such thing :—all 

these needing 

one, two, three, 

odd and even ; 

which the others 

have not. 

A. Most true. P, 

vi. Thus the one 

is at once every- 

thing and 

nothing, to both 

itself and the 

others. 4. En- 

tirely so. 

B. I. P. But now 

‘if the one is zor’ 

what follows? 

To begin with, 

the phrase must 

indicate some- 

thing separate 

and knowable. 

Hence 

i. there must be 

a ‘science of it.” 

4. ‘True. Ps 

ii, The others 

also must be 

different from it, 

else were it not 

different from 

them; soit hasa 

‘ differentness’ of 

itsown. A. 

It seems so, 



P: 

iii. It must like- 

wise partake of 

‘that’ ‘some’ 

‘for this,’ and so 

on, if we may 

speak of it at all: 

iv. and so, while 

non-existent, it 

partakes of 

‘many.’ 4. Un- 

doubtedly. P. 

v. It must have 

‘unlikeness’ 

toward the 

others—the 

different are 

unlike—; and, 

therefore, ‘ like- 

ness’ to itself. 

A.Itmust. P. 

vi. It is not equal 

to the others— 

else it would 

both exist and be 

(so far) like 

them —3 so 

partakes of 

‘inequality, 

towards them. 

A.Itdoes. P 

vii. It, therefore, 

has ‘ bigness’ 

and ‘smallness’: 

but, 

viii. having thege, 

it must have 

‘equality,’ which 

lies between 

them. A. It 

appearsso. P. 

ix. Hence it 

must somehow 

partake (even) 

of ‘being’: 
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86aa 
for it has these 

qualities which, 

unless we belie 

ourselves, exist. 

So it #s non-ex- 

Istent. You find 

that being, in 

order to exist, 

must partake of 

not-being ; and 

the converse! 

and that the non- 

existent one, if 

properly such, 

must partake 

alike of being 

and not-being. 

A. Necessarily. 

L, 

x. Now—x) this 

involves change 

from one state to 

the other; tha 

non-existent one, 

therefore, has 

‘motion’: but 

2), as non- 

existent and 

nowhere, it can- 

not change its 

place ; no, nor 

revolve in the 

same place, for 

the same exists ; 

nor yet change 

its nature, or we 

should cease to 

talk of the one; 

60 it must ‘ be 

still.’ .4. Of 

necessity. P. 

xi. The non- 

existent one, 

then, both moves 

or changes, 



and is still or 

changes not: and, 

as changing, it 

« becomes’ an- 

other, and 

‘perishes’ from 

its former state ; 

while, as not 

changing, it 

‘neither becomes 

nor perishes.’ 

A. Inevitably. 

I. P. Let us 

revise from the 

beginning. 

i, When we say 

‘is not’ we mean 

utter alsence of 

being in the thing 

spoken of: there- 

fore the non- 

existent one 

‘cannot become 

or perish.’ A. It 

appears not. P, 

ii. It ‘cannot 

change’ in any 

way: 

iii. it ‘ cannot 

move,’ nor yet 

‘be still’: 

iv. it ‘has not 

bigness, small- 

ness, or equality’: 

y. nor ‘likeness 

or differentness’ 

either towards 

itself or others. 

A. Clearly not. 
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e , , »# C4 aed ‘A ’ oe ain s Lal o 

0 Aoyos Ta ye GANG ETEPA ETT" 9 OUK ETLTH AUTO KaXEls TO TE GAXO 
.ouw . 0 . ro? , Le > er y 

kal TO ETEpov; Eywye: ETEpor O€ yé TOU papmev TO ETEpoY Eivat ETEpOL, Kat 
vy» vo» > ” 7 te ‘ ~ + 

70 GAO by aXXo eiva GAXov}; vai: Kat Tois GAAOrs Apa, ef weADEL GAAa elvat, 
»” a avr ” cael ‘ rar oo oN ” nm. ‘ eon > 

€oTi TL OU GAAGETTAL: avayKy: Tidy OdY dy Ely ; TOU LEV Yap EVvOs OUK ETAL 
”- \» ’ i, * ” = - 
GAXa py OvTos ye: ov'yap: GAAjAwy dpa eoTiv. ToUTO yap avTols ETL El- 

A ‘ > w+ ’ ie LY lA 4 
meTat, 7 undevos etvat GAs: OpOws: KaTa TANON apa Exacta ad- 

a ’ ~? 
AjAwv GAa eat KaTa ev yap ovuK av ola Te Ely, MH OVTOS EVES. GAN’ E- 

e wv % ~ cA , > , as * - 

KaTTOS, WS EoLKEY, 6 GyKOS aUTaV AmeLpos eat TAHOE KaV TO TMLKPO- 
a > , ” ty» > ’ 1a F 

tatov Soxovy eivat AaBy Tis waorep' Ovap év Urvy gpalvera é€al- 
a3 * € A , > , 4‘. ) A , 

guns avti evos do€avros elvat oda, Kat GvTi omiKkpoTaTou Tap.- 
, \ 4 , ’ + -, 3 , : , 

peyees, mpos Ta KeppatiCoueva e€ autov: opOdTaTa: ToLlovTwV 
> “ 

Sn Oykwv GAXa GAXjAwv ay ein TAAAG, Ef EvOs Uy OVTOS GAG erTIV: KO- 

in \ > 2: oy .” alg a , 
pudgy mev ovv: ovK ody TOAXOL OyKoL érovTal, els ExaoTOS Patvomue- 

n ‘ oF oop. a 0 VD Sf No 7A, , 
vos dv dé Ov, elmep ev yn eora. Kat apiOuos de etvar avTwy dd€et__, 

” Va a ~ + # ‘ bs) A , sw» 

elwep Kat év exacTOY TOAAGY OYTWY: TavU ye: Kal Ta meV O74 apTta, 
“ ‘ , ’ b n y+ * ¥ ~ , A mh 4 

Ta d€ TeptTTa, ev avTois dvTa ovK GAnOGs patveTaL, elTep EV My 
»” > 4 ey voA ‘ , , , é , ’ ers 
éorat: ov yap ovv: Kal uyy Kal opLKpOTAToY ye, pauer, dose Ev avTOIS 
¢ a = N 4 r . oo A 
év elvat. atverat dé TOUTO ToAAG Kat meyada Tpos EkaTTOV THY 

~ ~ “A x ef a - ~ 

TOAAGY WS ouLKp@Y OYTWY; Tas O OU: Kal Laos pHY TOIs TOAXOIS 
yo , 

Kat ouupos txarros byKos SokacOijoerat evar. od yap dv weréBar- 
£ %. 1 ‘ ‘ ca 

vev ex petCovos ets ~XaTTOV Palvopevos Tpiv ets TO MeTaku do- 
- a ceed Cae pee , > 

few €AOeiv: TouUTO de ely dy HavTacpa icoTHTOS: ElkOS: OUK OvY 
, 3 e , yw % A 

kat mpos GAAov OyKov TEepas EXWY AUTOS TE TPOS AUTOY, OUTE APXHV 
aed ‘ 2 A vo) , ’ 

ote Tépas ovTE mérov exw: Ty On: OTL GE aUTaY OT ay TIS TL Aa- 

ts 14 , ~ ? an. SF aN , 9 

By Ty Stavota, ds Tt TOUTWY Ov, TPO TE THs apXis GAAy ae PaiveTat ap- 

t ‘ 4 “ £ id € Xr t Xr to o / 

Xi) METS TE THY TEAEUTHY ETEPA VTOAELTOMEVY TEAEVTH, EV TE TH [ETH 

86 be 

PB; 

vi. Nor are the 

others either 

‘like or unlike’ 

it, or the ‘same 

or different’ from 

it. 

vii. Nor has it 

‘of that’ ‘some- 

thing’ ‘ once’ 

‘science’ ‘name’ 

or, 

viii. in a word, 

characteristics at 

all. A. It does 

not seem to have. 

IIL. P. 

Now ‘if the one 

is not” what of 

the others? 

i. They must be 

‘others’; which, 

ii. as there is no 

one, must be 

‘ other than each 

other.’ But each 

iii. must be so 

“by multitudes,’ 

even the smallest 

breaking into 

countless number 

and acquiring 

boundless size. 

iv. These will 

‘seem to be one, 

delusively ; 

v. and to ‘have 

number, odd, 

even,’ falsely. 

vi. A ‘seeming 

smallest’ will 

‘ appear big,’ 

while a phantas- 

mal ‘equal will 

seem’ to come 

between. 

vii. Each bundle 

will ‘seem to 

have a limit,’ yet 

have no begin- 

ning or middle ; 



since these per- 

sistently reverse 

their nature on 

closer mental 

scrutiny. 

viii. They will 

also, as regards 

both themselves 

and each other, 

‘seem like or 

different’ accord- 

ing as they are 

seen far off or at 

hand. 

ix. They will, in 

short, ‘seem the 

same and 

different, touch- 

ing and separate, 

moving in all 

ways and stand- 

ing, becoming 

perishing and 

neither’; and 

all such things ; 

if they exist 

while the one 

does not. 

A. Most true. 

IV. P. Once 

more and finally: 

‘if the one is 

not’ while the 

others are 

i. they will ‘not 

be one,’ nor 

‘many,’ which 

involves one. 

ii. Nor will they 

‘seem either,’ 

having no con- 

nection with the 

Non-existent. 

iii. There will be 

‘no opinion or 

semblance of the 

non-existent’ in 

them. 

iv. They will 

neither ‘seem 

nor be one or 

many,’ 

v. ‘like or 

unlike’ 
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; 4 i d J dé Sta TO ay duvacOat Evos av GdXa peraitepa ToUTOU Mérd, TmiKpOTEpa Oe La TO py OUVAT VOS QU- 

n a a wv Laan eee aaa ° 4 < 

tov éxdorov AauBaverOa, dre ovK OvTos Tov Eévds: GAnOéoTaTa: 

, La > , bt U cae Q * ad rf r x a 

OpiarecOa oy, ofnat, Kepwarigomevoy avayKkn wav TO bv O ay Tis Ka 
a 14 , ” ey , 5 ae , A 

Bn th Stavola. ByKos yap Tou avev évos NauBavorr’ av: wav pev 
= > an , ‘ CoA a9 row g 

ody: ovk ody Té ye ToLoUTOY, TOppwHev mev SpHvTt Kat auBAU, Ev palve- 
2 ¥ aN , 4 »” “ G4 

Y Oat avaynn éeyyiOev 6& Kat 0€0 yvovTy Ae amepoy Ev ExarToy 

= a 4 o évos un 0 : 4 STATOV [ev OUV: pavavar: elmep TTEpETAL TOU Evos MY OVTOS: avayKALOTATOV | : 
QA , ld A A x. O 

Oirw Oy dreipa Te Kat wépas exovrTa, kat &v Kal ToAAG exacTa TaA- 
aA A ft A at , a - , é * a oY 

Aa et paiverOat, év ef wy CaTw adda Oe TOU Evos: det yap: OUK OY Kal 
7 a A r, a ’ , 

Suoid Te Kat avomoa dofe eivar: my Oy: olov ecxtaypapypueva 
a , , an , , 

arocravtt pev ey ravTa pawopeva TavTov paiverOar reTovOévat 
, c “ \ Ww. 4 

cat Spota elvar: wavy ye: mpocerOdrte dé ye TOAKG Kal ETEpa, Kat 
~ a , e ~ A bd ad € a # e 

TW TOU ETEpou PavTaTPaTL ETEPOia Kat avom“ota aUTOIS: OUTW: 
* e t A . vA , A ela > , 6 oo ° 

Kat dmoious Oy Kat Gvomoiovs Tovs GyKous avTOVS Te auUTOS a- 
Ys ° f A aR bd io 5 i! 

vaykn daivesOa cat adios: wavy Mev OdV: OUK OY Kal TOUS 
7 a _ ® , ‘3 r 4 e , ‘ A € Lat 4 

Qutous Kat eTépous GAAA@Y, Kal amwTOMEVOUS Kat XwpIs EaUT@Y, Kal 
. t A A ¥ A ¥ 

Kivoupévous Tdcas Kinjoes Kal éoTaTas TavTy, Kal yryvope- 
9 , 4 , ‘ 4 * fol 

vous Kat amoAAupévous Kal pndéTepa, Kal TavTa Tou Ta ToLad- 
n A ~ | eet: * a 

Ta Gd dueAOeiv evrreres On nuiv et Evds wy OVvTOS TOAAG éeoTIV: 
’ , ry a ” Low , 
adyPecrata pev odv: ere by dwak ENOdvTes adw ext THY apxnv 

” a en wey > \ ner ’ Yee ” 
Elrwpev’ Ev ef wy Eotw Tada Oe TOU Eves, TL KPH Eivat: elTwpEV 

s ee a A 9 > ~ 
B7 ax yap ovv: ovK ovv év wev ovK éota'TadAa: Tos yap: OvdE MAY TOA- 

¥ “ a lo) \@ 

Aa ye év yap ToAXois ovow évein ay Kal ev. ef yap pndev avTa@v 
> x a a 2.07 ’ n 

eoTly €v,aTavTa ovdéy eotiv’ wate Od Gv TOAAG etn: GANOF: my é- 
id s £ & tJ a li > 

vovtos de evos év Tois GdAOLS OUTE TOAAG OUTE ey éoTL TAAAG! OU 
ees tar , aN ey a yap: ovdé ye paivera: év ovde wodAd: Ti dj: Ste TaAXNA TOY wy Ov- 

te t.4 > iba ba ~ rar , 
Twv ovd’ evi ovdauy ovdaues ovde play Kowwriay exer odd€ Tt 

me A 9 S a fo ,o3 - TOY My OYTMY Tapa THY GAWY TH esTW OvSEeY yap Mépos eat! TOFS 
a 4 8 a, 10 + , A Av» a bn odaw: adyOiy: ovd apa dd€a Too wy bvTos Tapa Tots Gdrots 

% A Dog if ar é # ? ~ ? A ‘ 3 eat ovde Te payvtacua, ovde Sokakera ovdauy ovdanas TO my 
a. ae ae a oe ra . A» 3 ov uTO THY adwy: Ov yap obv: ev dpa et py EaTIW, OVE So€akeral Tt 

“A af a > dat ¥ yf me Tov addrwv ev elvat ovde ToAXA: dvev yap Evds TOANG Sogaca 
2 a7 . 2a7 , ‘ 14 > advvatov: adivatoy yap: év dpa et my or, TaAAA odre €rTW Ov'TE 

r a Jar ¥. 4 dogugera év ovdé woAXa: ovK Cotkey: ov dpa dmeta ovse ave- 
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if ? ¢ ‘é cb! A ? ’ Iiwe mM «€ , doar 

soa: ov yap: oude miy Ta auta ‘ye ovd erepa, ovd amrTomeva ovdE 
t dal» 4 ’ ~ , 

xwpiss avde G\XAa dca ev Tois wpdcHev SujpOomev ws Parvoue- 
? , ¥ ww Mv wv , > C4 * ~ 

va QuTa, TOUTWY OUTE TLErTLY OUTE halveTat TAAAA, Ev Ef wy EaTIV: GANOF: 

ua 

> > N oo > A rar 4 in 
ovk ody Kat gVAALSny ef etroier, ev et wy Ertiv ovdev éatw, opOas 

ay . , \ ee , ne \¢9 
dv érotwev: Tavtamact mev ody: eipjcOw Totvuy ToUTO TE Kai STL, 

ow» a” ” ¥ wed ae 1 > \ y eoN ‘ 
lus Eotkev, Ev et Te EoTwy El TE [A ETT, AUTO TE Kal TAAXG Kal WpOs aUTA Kat 

A »”- td , eZ a L 3 » A Fs 4 a 

mpos GAAnNa TdvTa TavTws ErTL TE Kal OUK ExTLV, Kal PalveTai TE Kal 
4 Eee 

ov datverat: GdyOéorara:—IIAPMENEIAHS H MEP!  AcQn > 

ON 

vi. ‘same or 

different,’ 

vii. ‘touching or 

separate’; or 

anything else 

already men- 

tioned, 

viii. In a word, if 

the one is not, 

nothing is. A. 

Entirely so. 

Ps 

Thus we may say 

that, whether the 

one is or is not, 

it itself and the 

others, alike 

toward them- 

selves and each 

other, all and in 

every way, both 

are and are not, 

and seem and do 

not seem. 4. 

Most true. 





NOTES. 

I. TEXTUAL. 

Tue following is a detailed presentation of the readings in the Manuscripts % Tus. t, given 
line for line with the printed text. The readings of Mt show the points, including punctuation 
and accentuation, in which these Mss. differ from the text. 

not including punctuation but including every divergence of a letter, in which that Ms. is at 
variance with 9, The readings of Tub. are in different type from those of the other two. 

while c. after a word means that it is contracted in the Ms. are shown by a *; 
contractions see pp. cxi. cxxiv. above. 

QI. 
-xobev,'! -KdpeBa' 

[small on * 
aoe, 8 dark, -pavros’ xaip’ éby 3! 

-rol,! prev Si) efrov eya,! TotTo. 
dv én thy! etrov" 

tt Hv ovopa, 
fve' -pevave 

éxevou Ktovwide,! 7 acc. patched.! 

de ye:' -Odver: [III.' re, 

olde efrov eyo, ToAtraé woA rough, Pl. 
\ 

-Tplo. 
[-rpt Soo, 

-pav'! qvl,' éraipy, 

-yous,' -kpdrys.' ¢jvwv 
-ddpov, {a little, darker. 
-09 én! erov. Sedp- ‘ov. de’ patched 
-Aerév! dy. adrods ed last two words 

-vupov. (patched a little. 
Ber adr ei Set. « iwpev last ecurs.,see 
-evde,'! -~yds.' -diry’ [Pl. 

otkot, 

-doau! -Adyn. 

Tapelpev" 

f 1 . -pias.' -Cero 

Adyous''!  -vet. 

-tot, | -Pov,* tall and narrow. | -Swpor 
Tr 

Tus. 

“TWTE 

Sey ta THSe 
te! 

tpav. c.! -ow. ! 

no « subss. 

To mpér-! -pnoa, ék Kal: 

-oyary 
-Odvn : 

pey 

ox?) 

7! marplce.! 

ye atta Sé ye! 

modtral pot elol 

no t subs. 

-viBns Suedex- last + added? 

“A 

pedtrry* Tar’ 

-Ta. otKor 

th! mapipev'! oe té 

&t 
eAOety 5: later. 
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Those of Tub. give the particulars, 

Erasures 

For the usual 

ti 

-peOa, KaTdyopav 
calc, -xwvi.! daopevos 
-pavtos. xaip eon dd! dé! rHce dv 

-tot.'! 8)! éyd.' totro be- 

Sr. 

dv ehyn! elrov" 

TGC. Spopyntpiy, th Rv dvopa. B 
qe! -pevav' 
Hn xpovos.' marpt Sond, [-Odver: 

Ls Les > =. Lt > os 

wavy ye én. avro Seye avrupav 

ot elroy éy@ woAtras TE uot Etre 
2 a ! \] c - avripov,' Tuvi' eTatpy. 

Kal C. [out). ¢ 
-viyns-Onoav,' -Sépov (vidysthrough- 

-07 én A€yets: TobTwY C. ToivuY Etrov. 

dxobdoar: GAAod yaderbv éfn'! Gv. 
1 ye kata! -vupov. 

-TpiBeur dAN ei Set. iwpev map’ avrov’ 

perirp:! -rdvres, 88 €. 
olko..' Tuva 137 

-agaus! = -Ad-yiy. 

mapelrpev'! -oEV TE 

pias. Kal jomdfeTo* 

Aéyous.'! deve! elvat’ éz- 

ébn! -Swpov. 
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UW. 
peydra,' -veiSys* 

B -dnV. 
modwy'! dibev. 

88! efvat' 

-vat'!  -yous. 

> peux’ et had been 4, paler, tall, nar- 

-Aovs, [row.! -xérOat"! xpdrn, 

-pavav.' -Bijvac 

rére,! véov'! -rois, 
avrov'! -8yy, [neat, and fainter. 

Adyuy, | -xépévav" first’ and o small, 

-Oev. 
-rou'! -réhy,'  -pevov. 

ye 
(qvevos'! -vavra, 

-yvOvae' 
-Oelons. ras pdvat & Cijvoy'! éyess 1] 9 

ovTa* 

8}. ddvvarov'' dprora. 

dvopoww,' éyes; odTw d. 
ep 

€LVQL* 

27 207 Pi dvéuoa. ddvvaroy' elvas 

ely.'  -vata, 

-Adtt.'  -peva, 

tore’ 

Adyov, y=F! nyei,' -cba, 

Pp. 3. 128 woAAd ! ~YEts. i] * faint. 

-Odvw: obk ddAG! 

-peo, 6! 

-77' 60e, , faint [rov 
@xecoorOat, dex patched, darker! trav- 

-vwva, 

-Oavu 

-veldn:! 

évrep ou! Se! -rav, , faint. 

Aéyov'' -pacw.! éedys'! wav 
Rady! -Ad Pyolv etvas: 

-wodda,! -yerau* 

pavat,' -da' kal ax close and ° faint. ! 
4 5 [Aéyeuv, 

TaUTd. 

dovs,! vat pava! -vova & 

-paros. [faint, reddish, near edge 

c Gowépye! -Aakes: The marg. note is 
-Cevras! -Odver, 

yodppa'! -Gev, stops faint. 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

Bien! -vldqs" 

-vidqy. 

‘nkovTa 

iSelv! -vi8ou 

awubodipw 

=PELKa” 

“TGS C. 

-ywaok- 

adroyv’ c.! vi8ny 

-yiwackoévav’ 

-v* (ony 

Grra 

dayat 

gap, see p. Ixxxviil 

tqveva: 

dpa 

méyrTas Th 

airotolce, Changed to ego 

ya 
dar! # 
-vo:! édvar changed to™ 

yeaype forig. on * 
-v*(8q! noe subscripts.’ ¢ud- 

later 6- — [later. 

so but altered 

évébys so but altered later. 

SSe SE (* =2) ad*od changed 

later to Beadod [on *. 
wavy TOAAG. Kol woppe- Topp 

aver changed” ' & ph on 
same * as above. 

-ras’ Taira 

olkewor Bar, 

&y larep od" 

coxpar’ cnds line. 

Hoinca oarc. 

&- on *! oxv-' Geist?! by- 

—-- nonotein marg. 

yeap- 

t. 

| -ydAa.' -vidqs* , 
-KOVTO 

-lSqv.' pada aby! elvar. c. 

rodtdv.! xayad! dyev: 

&.! 0 érave. terr-' evar. c. 

iSeiv'!  adrov. 

-vat'! éfpy.' -d6po 

-pixg! -Kpdrn’ 

toAXovs. 
A i c 2 £. 67 * 

yp Cc UITEKELVWV -O var 

£ ' 4 6 oe: 7 , a 2 a rére,' véov' dvaytvdoKeiv ove. avrots. 

airév'! -vidn! Ew dvra, 
3! “xd. 

-wOev, 

Nouriv twv c.!  -pévov" 

-rov.! Tov TaY C.! -pevov"! 
Tov Cc. ypapp-' ye 

dxnk-! -vwvos:'! -cayra, 

opeKp tra 

-yvova' 

-obeionsmads pavas & Cyvw TodTo heyers. 

évra, _ [ey very like ex, so next case. 
<a! sil -vatov'' dota. 

otrw pdvat tov c. ~ fainter. 

Gpowa. eivan* 

Sprove. dvdpoua,' Ebvo’ C. 

ein.' -vata" dpa! govo*t ohasbeent? 

Adyot. odK GAAS Te [ = 76vo ot? 

eoriv" 
zGv Adywv bothc.,endaline! -yerGas. 
-ypadas,' érriv roAAd* odTws Heyes. 

-Odvo: odk dAAG' -veva {7 

-yynkas'! -Odvw 

-7 & -vidy'! d8e. [ravrov 

@xedoOa. @ had been ot?! rec.! 
tid. S*repov: pera Baroy 8! -rav. 

heyov! -pacw. é&v pijs' may 
xe. Kaddoye kal eb yeorre? liker 

[former.' at,' «ivat 

88 alc. abrds.' -yerau! pev 

pdva'' wodAd,! Trav c. 

-tév c.'! Soxety'! tadra. 

-Aovs.! val pavae Tov (yvove,d od; lat- 

-patos.! ioOn- [terhalfoffirst” darker. 
kaito.' ye! Aaxes. 

-Géevra! -Odve.' ovmray- 

yedupa. 



a 
-pevov.' -tdpevov" [-0és. 

pev. has been a blot over word. ! 8! 
-pata.' ddyy, , faint. 
kwpmdetv' ds ef &y éote. 
ASyo, , faint.! atry: 

-pa, ,faint.' -yovras.' ratra, , faint. 

-w. tovTo .” faint.' 8yAobdv: 

vat’! 

-Berts'! érrev. 2)! 
-xtav,' vé8 dvros & light and close on 
[*! -by.! atré, had been-réor-rbv? 

-pey.'  -yévero, , faint. 

$os,' pf! -Odve! -Kpares. 
-p6ac. . faint. 

éret Srrép y’ elmov. . faint. — [ete 
-pat psmall' -xpérn *faint.! eye! 

atré, , faint.' -drnros’ 

ad, GANS! -tioy 6 ear dvdpotoy; ,, 

[faint! 8! gue Kae 

o& Kat tarda! -Aotuev 

-Bévovra,' -cOau! re, 
-Bdvy! -rntos.' -powa 

-Tépwv. -TEpa* 
éori,' dpdoiy, ,, faint. 

atrois. -orsv'! tes 
-peva, , faint.' Suoi.' ay ofuac 

-Oéra, last half of a on * 

gnovye! Cyvev [+ faint. 
tis, , faint) évds'! raura! moAd&. 70 
xe! 6 éorey év,! -Sei£er Kai are, 

ev! -paue {,° faintish 

-atros'! atrois! tav- 

-XovTa. 

ToAAG,! -o7dv' Aéywv 

-paivery.' prov éorev'' -tepa: 
mpoobev,'! -cGev'' dvw, , very faint. 
67’ dv’ faint.' év épy. . faint. 
” s { I rp év7wy, , faint.' -mos.' €vas 

\ Tea ean a> {ai -repa’! -xetpy, [***and* on ra faint. 

rudra-vew" ALBous' ' EbAa*' ré,-TovadTa, 

-vivat.' zo! moda! ey 
ie 

Aéyer' [,? faint 
a bs 

viv' deyov,' -pefras' xa ava 

eldy'! -ryra, Kal rAqOos. stops faint. 
&y! -ynow'! -atra* *** faint and 

{crowded. 

NOTES 

Tous. 

avour 

-Oés: 

not subs.! -velSov 

gap. 

atra:! yedu- 

Saou’ Kal aAcl- 

4 
rod ¥ later. ! ix. 

td vevovros! aitd3 

Taity yoov 

-klas of- Orig. on * 

dé: ’ later. 

no ¢ subs. 

-potov’! Syrow > Kal 

ida 

no ve sub. 

-Bavn: 

lore rH 

Girois, * later.! -arls 

awo- 7 patched! +6! gap. 

aira © later? 

mpi ” later? 

aSq drough' -yor rav- ‘later? 

&e ends line. 

Bray peo ends line. 

érrapiotepd." 

bray ! épfj 

vos! évds* 

-XeupiproAaa* 

-hatyndt@ous no stops till 

-viva’ 

-pijrau’! Ka@avre 

-yyoivy’  orig.? 
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t. 

-pevoy,'! -wevor" 
elres,! 8e! adn Oks. 

Asyw c. 

-vae'! 

-pwdety? aod ev érre, n 

tT Adyp. both c.! uirg> c. 
-yovtas! -didwoe cat [erased.!' adrdc. 
-, TotTo* Bov--Aodv: Bpatched. qu.v 

~Beows,! eoriv.' efvar,' ix. -Elou 
-klav.' éypay. 

-pev ypadev:! -vero, E 

pas.' pit tabry obv! -Odver dow Sr 
-P0at, dddbad 

' etrov,'! dAAdzo- 

-pat' -Kpdrn.' éyeww* [e. 

xafautd! -ryT0s* Kat Tw TovovT both 
(a8 om.) GAAS te"! dvdpotov'! Byrocv. ! 

{Aotper. -Bdvey 

7a. dAAa d* 5% (& widely spaced on*)! 
-Bdvovta.' -verPat! Kxarato- 

2 ON 
eiTEL 

-Bavy! -ryTos. dvdpota 

-Tépwv. -Tepa* 

-Baver.' gore! ajyachoiv, B 

avtois.' -orov:! 
1 

Tis, Gre borvev 

-peva.,' Guota,' dy ofa ave 
-répwv'! -Odra, * faint. 

ye & (vo drorov Sorel ovdé ye 

mes.! évdst! arohAd. [aira 
~éxewv’ dAXe 6¥ eoriv ev,! -SelEer. Kal 

év.'-copat'! ray dAAwv ardvruv. alle. 

-avtws’! edn, 2v adrots 
-cxovta,! dé pe [ordy: A€ywr 

kat c. TOAAG dvra. ("'= transpose) ' 
-patver,! Se£lapovéoriv.' édpurrepd 
mpoabev.' -cfev''! Karo, 

wAjOovs C. yap ofas peréexw! ev. épet! yy 

-rov c.' &vOpwiros c. [jar c. 

-patvor -repa'! -yeupy. 

-patvey! -adrTa. 

-vivae’! moda 

Néyev. dAXdep! ~yotper 
2deyov'! pevc.' Kxadad- 

eldy'! dvopowryTo. 

ev! xivygoww'! rotra. 



a 

44 

I. 
” 

gatvy dots note an error? cp. -peiras 

[above. Written to dictation ? 

Eywy' ebn-tos & Giver [subs.all faint. 

-Oa..' piv 7’ dv ode -Aov ’?** and t 

Ayw-Beinv''! -piav, (, faint,) év adrots 
[a crowded. 

nrOere 

&y.! -Swpos! taba’ 
otec Oat, , faint.’ -vwva. 

be, , faint.! 

-KpaTn’ ; 

adrov. | -eSnv'! -Kpares* pavac “dark. 

a 
-VOUV. 

ry 
€LTre* 

dra. ’ or* doubtful : probably ’ 
‘ 

peréyovra; , faint.! wat ti! atry 7 
c 

[Spordrns” " rather faint 
xopis:! -ovev'' -Ad* second * faintish. 

[ré 
4 | 

TOV TE 

Tov: ,,, faint. 

-oves! ye pavat 

7) last half of * darker! -atra' 
Bd bi ad xaOavrd:! -B02,! at, ' 

* 

vat davar: ti 8 

éopev’ mévtwv otto Th 

-pia ha-! 8)! -vel8n"' -yova’ [fainter. 

-vuv, 7 dAAws: 4! Tovde “on both} 

-kpates'! etvat;! Oplé'! mnAdgs* 

fbros'! -Adrarov" -pels,' yx. pi) 
oF A Ne >on Oa 

pav-! vas, xwpis dv dXA0 adrav, 7 dv 

-(opeOa, , very faint’ pap :! pav- 

“Ty! ye! -pev. 

' -rov'! pévroi! -£e. Note near 

[marg.: -ov, -as and -e (4) allc. 
ior, 

om 
€6Val, 

Aye! 
TQAUTOV 

-pat’ -ras,' twvaBvOov,' -pad- last , 

“pevos! €XeLv. [faint. 

pavat 

-Onv! -test! -hiax 

w 

-Werat! -£av'! -rov © fainter. 

8, . fainter.' -£as.! rqv -fav' 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

-KpiverOat! -alyn: 

you 
modu! d8e 

“po 

v*Sny 

roves, ! “TH 

-Kpatnv'! ody c. 

-v*t8qv'!  avat 

Suyjpy- + subs.?! &rra 

-xovra'! avr 7 op- 

A! -v*lSnv! 

xa@’auTd: * orig.?! atrav 

a8’avou 

4 tar0s : 

Gropla' -v*(5q 

-vov 

elvat:! Opté 

airay. 4 dv 

@ 
-fop end of line! ph:! pdavar 

s 

9] Aro-' pévror! -£4 No note. 

7! rautdv Yrera, Stay Tatty 

tore (p. 1xxxvil). 

(p. Ixxxvil) dvaplev av c. 

Boiv [ends line. 
él ere 

-vFiSny 

eon *. 

-tidmperar.! dvroy o to & later. 

évav 

-paivy. 

eéyoy épn Oavrpacras & Gives! de, 

pev dv &de pardov 
Réyw! adrav rabtnv 
-pevny. 
-dOere. ot'tw 

[later. 
J looks 1 énSeiEau: 

89! -Swpos! raitra, 
épexdorov | 
88 ardvuye adr ~ (ye or Te?)' vodw 

-VWVa 

abrot.! -vidnv: & owk Pavae ws 

Adyous.! elm: 

ovrws! A€éyes’! Arras 

’ ' | = btns (7 sovtwv c.' -xovta,! atro opo.dTys ( 
. [majusc. 

-o7nt éxopev.'! moAAd. 

; epouye pa- , differs. 

-7n 2 1) Kat Ta Towdde C. eimrety TOV C. 
' 

[-viSqv.' ri 

xadatto:! ravtwv ad Tay TowotTuv; 
{all -wy c. 

vai pavat: to 8 dvOpwrov c. edos. | 

[juGvc. &second half of ~ added. 

mdvtwy. att676!' dvOpwrovc,' Sar; 

aropig. gavat! 89! yéyova’ [, differs. 

pavat! -vav.' Kat! Tarde 
od, &' etvoe! awpdos. 

ptros' 7) dAASte! -AdTaTOV. 

avast! eSos.' xwpis dvadAo atrar' c. 
| [oe 

pavat ~ usually patched, with ‘ dark. 

-tn'! Tatra ye direp 6pGpev,' atrav c. 
elvat.' dromov'' pévroe moréue Kat 

[€Opage, 

rdvrwv c.! rabrn od pevywv Cc. 

[woAAyv in mid. marg.?! -pOapa- 

-pat! ets teva, &BUOov ~ points to gloss 

-KOJLEVOS. 

ert pavar 

-vidnv & cux,' -codia 

-Perar kar'euajy ddfay.' atrav c. 
-ktav" 



A. 

cot! dis, ! crea, . fainter. 
-vovta, , fainter.' -yewv" 
-Bévra, Sporn! 88, peydAa: ,, faint. 

-vys,' ye badvae commas very faint. 
-Sovs. 7} pépous,' -Bdvov. .”, faint. 
-Baver. a! ris! -yus, , faint! -orro: 

év' ovv, , very faint. 
a a - €v OV. 7) 

2 § 
€lIr€é 

[kat c. 

““faintish, ! -Avec pa-! -parn 

-v¥i*8y"! ravrdov! -dois,! odor: ‘very 
[faint. 

éorat, (or is. meant as a mark over 

‘ety below >)! avroS! av.' $a 
olov el (* darker, v patched at foot 
—had been ’?) )uépa. ety peta Kal 

4 ad7},' -xov,! éorl. , , faint. 

avris' -rov'' ’* on adr? faint. 

ravtov! ye ae! pares’ €v, TavToy, 

[épa, +5» faint. 

motets, olovel (as In 2) toriw subs. 

yellow, squeezed. ! -cas#! -rovs" 
dAov" 7! -euv: ious $a- 
y! dy, Wy! GAA: 
dpa d-' -parés éoriv! €iSy" 
atrav! ére ‘ faint.' 6Aov. 

él ovy -weLs 

-tes a-! éorat; , faint. 

-pos eizeiv:' ydp pa-! -pteis’ lower 

[point in : and last . faint. 

! aired »,” faint. 

latter half of ~ with , 

[faint :' rdvu >’! Sai, 

faint 

1 £. 

-Awv, | wepet, 

gorau" apa, 

1 - ¢ a: -orov,' Tu eet, @ 

7G, €orar; , , faint. 

tis! rodrov dé! -Kpdv, , faint. 
éoran; 

-09,' -Oev:' gorau: , faint. — [faint. 

fy piv 
AN A Il > An ;' av -ro davar! -rov elev , 

-tes'! pépn’ : 

-peva : ob (‘ faint)! dia favae’ * faint. 
¢: . . 

-otrov,' Sai 6), , , faintish. 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

elds! is ***.! Atra 

Yoxew' 

ddvar 

odkoiv | 4 pépovs: 

q! -t0: 

elre'! -orw 

-ov evov i was: ! ddvar 

-v*i8} bv elvay'! wohA> ends 

[line. 
Gpa torrat:! atrod! ety :! ddvar 

Same as % throughout, save 
[eland pla: 

airjs * later. 

raut! en > H8- ba- 

olovel lotla! dvots 

gap. 

-ta 7d lorlov ely dv A! -Aw: 

-pos:! ddvar’ 

-oTo 

gdvat! no tv subs, 

-tetv. | bavar 

-répw atrod [-py : rl 88 

épa “dark, patched ?' rat; 

torov pépous later a faint o on 
us! -Bdv, ri ta d 

Yoou! toov ré torar ; -Tov' 

torar’ 08 dv 

BF 

mplv;! av,! ga-' ye: rl obv! 
vt ends line, va forgot ? 

kara Ta Aa! -peva;! Sia pi- 

-toacbar: rl 8} ™p ends line. 

ft 

got ws pis €idy evar dtra, 

atrov c.' inves, [meydAa'! b€ kat 131 
Pi o « ‘3 -Bovra, duo peyeBous 82. 

Bete d Gout! PS aiaien oouvys.  -verOar:!' ye pavar Tov c.cw- 

ovKody * rot [xpar : 

-Bdve i} dAAy! Todrwv c. yévo:to : 
% - i c 

dv efrev:' ddovTO 

Tov Cc, ToAAGY c. ev dy.! cwKpat 

-vidn' ratrd év rohAois Kat c. ywpis 3 

[Had been évec- and airot 
a> oil e coe | a 4 * 7” eveotat'! atrov.' ovKar efvar pavar. 

feo] 

otoe, 

1 2 7 > er , [ae | = : ofov et Hpuépa ety pla! odaa.' ear. 

> we 1 cal An a > eo’! tTav c. dav, ev év 
r , * 

5€ws ye paver Bd cwx.' dpa. 

Lorne | £ I > 0 

motets’! iot-' dvOpwrovs, c. 

dAov: 4 odTd!' é€yerv: ious pa- Cc 
1 27 a Cle BAe. Ie 

-vat:! éf éxagTey Cc, Td totio etn av. 

pavar, Bad! etd [GAXp : 
eae Be ail ener avtovc.' peréyou! -orw c. dAov. 

ay 

vévetg:'! 9! -ces & CuK Ea Z a 
davar to! -CerOau! exra: 

-Sapds etreiv:'! ydp pavas! -prets: 

[ré 602 ’on dA inserted. p 
eras’ dpaovk dAroyov paveiras:' y éby: 
-CTOVTOY C. 

os 
~ os 

igov pépovs éxacto! @ ér- 

[fainter. 

ve! 

a . mW * 

ivov.! ixov Tw 

pépos tis! ee! opexpdv.' eras: 

Ovtos'! opuxpodv. 

-peOev tobT0.' -pdrep Errat.' 7} on* 
{and also put in marg. 

, a 1 , > A m® 
yevorto pavar,! tpdmwov eimely @ 

odk.! tarda. -erar 

:' Sud pavas. ~peva. : 

zi 88 5 mpds 

Tp. 
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133 

46 

Ot. 

766e,! -odde, , had been. 
ed P 

-vat,! dra! etvat! tis 

, 
eit [,,°» faintish. 
-vati | ~yeus bie! -ya,' TaAAa | ydAa* 

a a 
dns adrov péeya 

s 

&AXo 

érepov. 

€or. 
4 7 . 

adAG davat! -veidn! -Kpdry’ * faintish 

avT@ apoojke. * faintish. 
4 4 : 

-AoOu'' ety, ' dvére ’ faintish. A stain 

[on ére which is patched. 
-xot, , faintish! oty dd-' -pdrwv 
a 1 3 A > S a, ’. vonpa! -rov ciety: GANG Tevds: val: 

ovtos. 7 “on has first half faint. 
otk ovros:! 6! efroy voety, 

e(ra* * seems crowded in. 

5 
€Tl [avéyen' dis 
dat (rough, no patch?) &)! -dyv'! 

9! efvat, ,faint.' voety 
Pas: : 

H! elvae:' rotro davat! Adyow EAN GS 

-dn'! -verat, , faint.' ta 

ravta,! dice’! adAXa, , faint. 
Ls loe : 

-kévut.! avtn, ., faint 

eldav,! tis.' ri ey 

éxetvo’ o faint on *! efdos, 
| 

eleu | 
a x A per ke  €oTe Tis -V7, , faint. 
1 

g Kabicov 
x oss : AN Jae Ae “fi . 
ov,’ eval: TOE OMolw' ap , * faint. 

-«n,' ob 0 dv ,-’* faint. 

Q. » faint. 
pev' edvat* 

pay! ras edos* (at. 

éxelv (w rough) 76 dpovor, 7 , faint. ! 

-pevoy, , faint. 

tarda 

PARMENIDES., 

Tus. 

-xag’ Td trotov : 

éray woANG Arra! &én ev ton, 

in orig.?' ms 

lo-! 18. ! tédvru.! Hyt 
ss 

-var: Ady (ends line) dévar:! 

atrd! Téhda 

no « subscripts. 

&! -ofar; gorcev: add’ 6 dpa 

é 

obkért! -Trov oor 

-Bos'! a-! -v*lSq 

q! -ta! éyyt- 

OU. 4 ixats: 

-vos:! Twos; | ¥ 

-tos' bvros:! -vds tivds! 

-etv' |! dev : 

earl! 

vl St 84! -v*(8qv'! 4 radAa dis 

4 
A! a-! Adyov: 

-v*l8n'! O8e! ra, 

TH {line. 

-Kévat! evar dcpod*rara! ends 

q [elSos. py 

‘ke! nowsubs.! te exelvw 7d 

Kal’Scov -rd! 4 

nowsubs.! -yar: | &ped 
&8-” later P| od 8 av 

4, | abrd el80s : 

pty! rd 

-ho: et 

“vo 

yiy-'7a (4V.B.—Such ab- 

sence of , subs. will not 

be further noticed.) 

Tada, 

fi 
lal a Z 

TOLOVOE. EV EKATT- 

elvau! drra peydra Sdn oor efvar 

ig-' i8€a adrn! iSdvee. 
[ya@Ac. 

Réyas pavar:' abrd7d!' TaAAG! pe 

éodiros' iSys,' ab péya 

-velrat.! ravra dvdyKy pey- -verOar: | 

[dpa dvdy«n so our notes. 

-cetat,! ~yovos. 

erepov. 

éorau! tavec.! éorat 

GANG pavat & -vidn' -Kpdrn’ 

éxacrov Totty c. 7 vénuo.' mpoojKes 

GAXoO.! ev te Exacrov ein,' av 

éXeyeto:! ody pavas! rv c. -pdtov: 
* 

-Sevés:' -varov! dAAa tivds:! F 

ov« dvros:' tevos'' é- (next line) 
mov voeiv This voeiy nearly above 

next, but error unlikely at a dis- 

tance of 6 lines.! idéav; 
1 a 
TAC elvou det 

ri be by! -védyy'! dvdyxn y TaAAG pys 

perexerv'! -pdrwvc.! efvasr! voeiv 

évta,! evar: dAAO’Ee TotTo pava! 

[Adyov: dAN'd 

-vidy.! -paiverar, @de exe" 

tatra,! dice! adda. 

-pata* 

cidGv, odKdAXAy Tis.' Tee 

gy! cider! efSos, 
o a 4 2 2t ‘ 

kabdcov! -Oy° 7) €orw Tes -xav7). 
> @ ” fe , 29 

E€LVO.L O{LOLOV €OTLY : oL0lM, ap 

dvayky.' -réyev:' dy ‘accidental? 

-xovrTa, pow. 7. odKex-! efdos: 

ecvas' 
% lal > 

pr.’ e8os aie! efdos* Kat dv 
nn 1 § | 2% 

» av. QLee 

-pevov,'! THC. 

TadXa 



NOTES. Avy 

21. Tus. {. 

-Bdvew'' -reiv, , faint.' obv GANG TH’! -vers! Spas -Bave.| |delicate! €yretv.' éorxev: 
Spas obv 

aver! ates’! kaOdura ’ faint. oa-! Kad? dura paver & cwx.! daopias! eS is eidy’ 
io Oas davar tt! eirely. , faint. -tat:! -vuv tobi bé- ir Oupdvar? ote ws! etrety 
adras,' -pia’ jj! évtwy, ,, faint. arr! 4v dwopia’ et év' rove. évrwy. B 
3} eiz-' adAa -pit- aieé re -Cépevos! Sy! cAXa. 
gavat' 8, rode"! pr SE. ** (9) faint. d- pdvat.' de rd8e"! pain. [Aéyovre. 
-Gat' -adra, ofa paper! eid" A€é- -yowrt -7601' toatra, ofa papav! eiSy'! 
-facOar,'! -Serar , faint. [yovrs. Sri dv €xou! -Seraut! oAAGv pey réxoE 
adyys* airs. -purBytav. c.! dduys? 

ein,' 8} mi! -v*(8q (will note now -Oavos dv etn! ara dvayxdtwv! 8) 
only where no patch.) 

6)! éru' -res.' o& Stops all faint -m -8.' -Kparn: dre é od,' aXXo. 

kaOavTyy! evar! dv, , faint. [here, Kaddiriy °* later. Kadaurny atrot éx-! evar 
pav. . pase! aire” evar v later.' perv. pydenlav! cad [odxoby 

ein pd-! -yeus etzretv" d-!-ry' ody [kad’ later. ere ety paves! -Kpaty :! A€yets etrreiv’ 
ciolv,' -owv" airs , faint. iséav “ later.! auras, ‘later. ray c. i8-! eioty. af elow! adras 

apos aitas c. 

yuiv, , faint. dpow*rara line ends at * éxovouw'! -para, D 
dy! rau! -res, *, faint. SarnSh dy tus! réOerau! -yovres. 
-peOa* (a cursive maj.)! TavTa' tatTa, Tavon ** tatra,! éxeivous. [ove 

éorivs:! €f33'-rGv, , faint. aird éory.! el8q kal el patched zpos atrd! adAod! edn"! éaurav. dAX 

-xelvov'! A€yers, pavar , faint. $é- Will not note again, -xefvwv.' obrws:! Aéyers padvas 

ofov fd-! -veidq'! rof,' -dés. , . faint 8” v later! rou exetvov Ser. — -VlSyv c. ei! Tod! SotAos 
éoriv'! Sijrou & gore -rns Giros first” added; same éoriv.' Sirov 6, éore -rdrys. KE 

[rys* next line. [paler. [line) 
dori! Sovdov fore SodAos! § Scamd- bros Sovdov Stem 8 added éoriv.' Sodrov. 6 éore! dAAay- (next 

bv.! éoriv! -reia. gap. atr}) 8 changed to -ésc. dv.! ratrd éori’ airy! -efa. 7 

{atry — looks like «, latter part very faint. 
; pe ee 

gore’ kat Sovdcia, doattus. , faint  érrws 0 EgTLV"' -TWS, 
dAXod! rpdcexetva Helv, , faint. . Bd ee cia 

-xeu'! éxeiva,! quds:! A€éyw. | airav: GN sreyo ** added.! abray: -xXeu"! Hpds’ GAA dlAgyw 
shd. mark 80 b 1, not as in text.) 

atrav. (| 

avra.! éort.! mpocaurd: F aira exetvaré! mpds duré: A aire éxelvaré éore' | woattws' eavta’ 4 134 

. $3 ‘ D 23. | ’ er ee! 
Aéyw:! 7 etr-' -drq! odv ’ faint. -O4v ends line.' -yaz ! oty = A€yw: 7 etr-' -Kpary. © ovKoU C. 

~py pdvar'! pev, & gore! -py.' 8 dor Beorw twice.! -ea. -pn pdvas.' 3 gore -py Tis 6 or 

adi) Detar (= -Oeas?) ,, faint. 30 Oe ae [-Bea. 

4 €o7tv' commas here faint. pn: ! atrév first” added. -Py: Ploeg ae 7 erty 

-tov 6 éorw,! -yy. ov: . faint. Rod: oe oO - oe -py 7] OV: 

“pn, | ein; , , faint. —- sii a cee . 

pn,' -0Tov. dyay, -! Sid eg nia olan ome B 

-Aapiy! dy! -yeist! -wev, , faint. adda ion ws -yets" SOS? 

‘od ,’ and next * faintish. Gtivré elvac; 3 upper marks iv olovra eivas: ob yap ov c. : 

later. | odyapoty : | Seyé i 



135 

48 PARMENIDES. 

A. Tus. 

-pns.' @ éotuv 

6, evi, , very faint. -pev : ov yap! yivd- 

ovdev dl8av 

npiv,'! 6 éote , faint. a 
mavTa. [> faint. t8as! pev, : 

-repov.' av, ) ’ and first half of “on 4 

", and’ of elmép dor tt yévos 

[ “faint. ' -yys* 
la 

-vat,! -unve! -Aos:! raAXa mavra ov- 

Ld Wok 9 Le ee 
ov" etrép eotiv avro Té 

tw: first (,) faint: second = other 

hand and ink. 

ovv elrép' -ovatendamidbrownstains. otv 

dp’ ovv' y stained {(,) original. 

Geds,' -oxew'' éxwv: y stained. The 

dtu... to end: no stops. 

éxen’ 

GAdduta mpds attra last ’ 

odv! éoriv! -reia- oty! 6a [changed later ‘ 

-py' ovr av! -vev, , faint. — diray “* later?! éxe- 
dv -vevev’ otrdy -py,! yvotn: ot’ay 
jutv'' -yolws, , faint. 

-xi' oddev, , faint.' -wne had been —- 
7 then e put and a new stop. 

Aéyov, | eiouv’ aad 
-pata, , faint.' diav Ss 
en | ~yos" a 
~tou! -res: a 
-Ad, , faint! edn, ' cow eioly | i8- 

évrwy, , faint. 
-Byreiv, so in my notes: , very faint.' -Pnrev 

€ a eS an ” 

WS OU TE EDTL TAUTAG. Et TE 

stand separate. 
TE TE 

[-youev 

, faint.' ré re Aéyev. Kat! 
ds, , very faint. 

-yovra, 

és -wacrov patched from mc 
a 1 t ke? -Gciv,' -ola,' rv, , faint. xa@’aurfv. have been added i : 

-Tépov,! -covTos, , , faint. -TéTepov 
= j | é 

a) i 
ga. . faint! cou én -vas_c, ends line. 

[faint. —_ 
1 rf “tow! -velbgs"! 33! -res ab! edon elye Tig 

* 

ts 

“HS. 
o if wy 1 13 lad 

d.! éxopev :' mov c. 

rove. ! ovdev.! adrys! peréxopev: ork 
Huey éore cc. Kal! 6 éore'! ayabdy 

i8-' oveas, 

gains av ov (then follows next line). 
elrep éotey! -oTHmns. p UT) 

-vat,! -uqv.' kat c. Ta GAXa! obtw: 

xal ra & rewritten in other ink on 
stain. 

> lal wee AAA 7A 1 ei 

ovkouv elrép te GAH adras! -xet 

parrov, y airy written over in 

other ink. 
” ! ae éxew.' -rarn! dp 

“KEL, 

éte! qv od. 
€ Pa r 1 m” 

gee! éxew! exer. 

mpos éxeiva, dAAatrTa' abra breathing 
ovv'-refa.  [patched, had been’. 

-oTnpn.| -vwv, 

-ceev, oT’ dy erurripy! yvoin’ 

Hiv! re* éxecv- * at end of a line.' 
[-xopev. 7H map 

1 ove! i is “XN OvdEY, © -7T7 LN 

Adyov.! eioev. 

Aiav 

Edy! Adyos. 
# - la x 

péevroe & ow épn 6 Tappevidys’ c. 
& X Ma > - cA © 297 

exerv Ta €idn* €f elor*y dvTaL at idéas 

v patched, « very close, v changed 

from v, “had been’. = eiow.., di? 

TOV C. OVTUY. 

-ovta’! -Bnteiy'! 
n 

TavTa* 

t ei. 
2 Z a v1 

té Te Neyerv’ Kal! ~yopev. 

Svcavdreiatov ! -pvovs* 
Uv 

pabetv.' exact! xabatriy: 

-Tépov.| -couévov von*had been v 

-fau wdvra tara ix-'! coe ey 
Ae | pan a NF 

-vidy | -KpaTys. [ad py earn 
£ | x ks f be pévrow! -pevedys, Cc. €f 01) yé TIS GoW 



A. 

eidy 

-Was’ po) Sere! -orov. 

ee! dav“ faint. 

elvat* 

~pet 

-yeus bd-! wépe’ 

-Ye, d tovrwv? | -pay, ,, faintish. 

yap eimetv'! -vae! -res* 

-Aov té 71,' -katov,! -Odv, ,,, faint. 

[outer corner. 
tov 7 stained, stain creeps in from 

-OdSe, , faint.' rode"! pev' Beta! -Oc 

-pe¢ stained. 

-yous.' gavtby,' -Aov, , , faint. 

elvat, , faintish. 

dud- « subs, dark' jj. oe 
$ 3 -ros hava! -clas: ottws elrev 

-oOnv -tos,' eiacev' -vots, ,, faintish. 

-weiv'' -va,' -Bow. , . faintish. 

po.' ye. . faintish. 
vat! -wowa,!' -nora'' , and’ on ody 

Y én! -civ 

-cews'! éore, , faint.' -Oac 

-yes pa- oiov én, , faint. 

-Ad éote. 

-vey'! to év" 
; + 

mpos ye av- 

-tetv,! -Aois* 

-Aa:! adrois ad! -rys°! 
-OETAL" 

-Beiow,' -ra° 

-poiov, , faintish.' -cews.' rept -cews* 

-pas'! -vat, , faintish. 

kai! Adyw, , had been .' -6y. 

-K6vTos'! -Tos" 

-vovra, , very faint.' atrd.' -éAy 

7aAAa ~ faintish. 
ao oe | SIN 

TE, OTL OVV Qlet 

Gerber dure ws py dv, , faint.! -pevos* 

peo Oe! -xavov épy Ayers 
G 

' ad! -da wade 

ear. 

[faintish. 

{even in vbs. or advbs.) 
mpdqv (nos Cease to note 
@éia ~ orig.' te- 

48oh- (« held as subs.) ! o& 

cage tots 

t = 
OTL OU 

ampds TovTo T- 

eleotiy 

py] Eorre 

atta: ~ patched! 7d 

airs ~ added. pi dott moAha- 

aita ‘ patched. 

mpos GAAnAa gap 

gap [had been ‘pds 

gap pt patched, on *; 

qmepi’ twice 

yevéoews ow rough 

del! Kat otk 

dtu obv 

avro. 

fupmayta’ -Tws Kat Tad- 

ara! Sty ody! ale SO. 

imorlBerGe. 

Buber be a. added. 

t. 

TOV C. OvTwY Cc. elvat 

-Brepas pi dtu Sp-! -rrov. 
Or fal ” 

idcav TOV Cc. dvTwv C. 

elvae’ 
pei! 

Reyes! ri! wept. 

Ookets* 

rotrwv:' ye TO Cc. 

49 

, “ “ \ ee | a + 
TapovTe T pwe yop €LTTELV -o Onvas w 

~ 

ow, In in. marg. yp. mown, suge. 

by zpwrnv below ? 

- ts. KaXdovrére! -Gdv- Yelpers doy 

-0d8e c.! ryde"'! Oia eb to Oey Spyui. 

dpororédes... dppty. = 1 line in Ms. 

with oy. in middle space. 

yopvacov pardrov, 

Tov Cc. ToAXAY Cc. 

éws! eb € C. prj, oe [etmrer, 
, , > Nea rs Ly 

Tporos pavat @ -vidy! -varias : ovToS 

-vwvos'! mpods 

Onv.' -peé -cOyv.'  -pévoss. 

-cxoreiy'!| Aa Bor. 

<iSn' pot ey tavTy ye. 

dvopova* 

y edn! Troretv 

~pevoyv. 

-Oérews c.' éotev'! -er Oar. 

Réeyers hadvar: otov épy. 

-Oécews c.' tréOero" ef woAAG éore. 

-Baive.' moddAois''! attra! ev 
Ko ‘ 

-vi' mposte! at ef pa) €ore woAda. 

toAXois* 

D 

136 

GdAnAa! abbis! -drys* 7 et pa Erte, B 
ep! -cerat, 
-teBeiot! dAdo! abra.! -AnAa- 

-c ews" 
i. Sah -verews C.' -pas 

7 - i. 5 

kat évt Adyw! drov ovy ate! 

évTos' Kal OTe 
‘ 

uitd.'! dAdov.! mpoéAg’ 

ve 
Kat WS 

a -* ‘ 
rrclw, | doadrws’ Kal Ta AAG. ad rpos 

aiel mpoatpy. 
la 

Gero! év,'! -odpevos. 

-per Oar! apnyavey y epn AEyes O 

c 

. TO. 



yp Es. 

«I? 

D 

E 

137 

Co 

a, 
-riavy, « changed by first hand (?) toa 

[faint «! por, , faint! -Ges. 
¢ 

trodépevos* tiva! -uaOw :! -yov pavas 

-res -tes,' ot,' -d77 on a Stain. 
« 

-vov,' pdvae 
Fo! Sebel adi! F atvrou! -res, Sedp-' yap.' -yes 

qi! -~tes’! qjpev. ovkay 

Oar! yap, ,faint.' yer 
-Aot, , faint. 

Swardvrwv | “VS. 

-Oei,' Exe! obv! -6y°! cuvdeopae 

[ovv small on *, same ink. 

-vos'! a-' -pov: 

-veidov'! Ay.! -Xovs, , faint. 

wovetv''  -Snv, -K7 pavat -oOus' , faint. 

pot,! -Bévar’ + faintish.! -vos 

dvr! -rOat, 

-Aov. »?! -Cwv, 
eo are Sait -Tw,' ove! tévae 

-pévos'' -cOat,' dvra, Savior , faint. 
-you'! be 

Aik , 2 5 ee 
Kato Giver Aeyet GUTOL eo pev’ 

-copeba* 7 -cOe “faint.'! aypa ona 

-(av.' -as, , faintish. [roughish stain. 
-cews’! -pevos'' éy éorw, , faintish. 

! Pies 
évri! ovv da-' odv 

-wetv' -veiras 4! -raros? 

-vot! -erat 
le ae a F 

ety.' ooe' dvas todro, , faint. 

-yes.'! -ywv'! -7a. [, faintish. 
61) oe! & ear; AASTL OdKaY ein, 
dv:! [orig. hand on * 
éotw: ,faint.' Sat rd dAov* Sal 7d 

! ” a Ey aparo ev, commas faint. 

x OA 
avTOv, 

ary,' ; 
év, 

-Tws, To! ein. ' ye, pay TOAAG. , , faint. 
€OTal, 

év:! obv! éxn pépos.' -y}v All the’ 
and the « subs. in this line faintish. 
év on stain 

THY 7 On a Stain. 

76! @pxy. 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

-paréay 

pevos’ tlva 

Hjotxopas! jpev orig. on *. 

odor 

we 

-04 altered later' otv8- al- 

tered later from ov8-' ¢- 

avrip- 

Tovey ; 

LB- tar- 

tpdppart ’* added later' -vé 

-povTt, Td 

lévar. 

Spws St Set yap -o Bar’ 

kal érr- 6 {- A- adrol éoptv’! dptd- 

Tpwrov [dpgo- 

-radSy! drepav- (’ “ added) 

4 
{ends line. 

late on *,! rotro rd- 

(&! av 

altered 

qe 4 

-vonévou:! — tvéori 

rl 8H: ! orl: Th BE Td 
Gpa rd &k 

7d 

&:! ofv'! tye! otr’av 

-vib8y Cc. -Telav. 

' -1dOw c. : a épyov ddvar 
* x | , 
@ TW -TTELS, TV -KPATi) 

fy 

Ciro, | 

airot & ow dedpeba. -vidov, | déyee* 
sal 
y 

-cavta, pdvas: 

-tatras: | obv c.! qpev. okay 

-06u°' -atra.! Aye. 

te! -oovce'! rodAol.' tadrys 

mAdvys. advvaroy Cc. 

adnei, vow cxev'! obv & rapped) 

[c. ! -Beopar, é 

axotow 

-vos. | -pov. pavar! -dwpov.! detrGarc. 

-vidou'! rods c. ddAovs.! A€you 

-vidny. -yKn pavar -cbat 

iBun- .., 

... 79 6v-=a line with += opposite. 

iBux- tr- -Oévas! -vos aOA- 

#. i} 6 X 5 2 -répw. | -c Oat. Kat Sréurer- 

peddov.! -xagor, 
ky ee 1 a7 2 av! iévae 

-pévos.' Suavevoat. 

Adywv. c.' 58! -Cer bar 
\ & td a bl xo. Pad ) kal 6 Giver Aéyer. atrot éopev'' dp- 

&*6ueOa, 1st half of an w removed. 

-copeba'! -rAer be, 
AY i] ig 2 rewdy! waite, am ép- 

-cews, | -pevos. | év éorev 

évre! ov a-! ris ob c. 

ciety pol -veiras, | 
\ 

-TATOS* 
a ” , yt rn” -vot.! oterat, padior’av! -ravd'av 

eroipd oot & Tappevtdy C. Pdvat TovTO 

Aéyor GAXNpwTa. [rdv 

ef &v 5) ddvat, ef &v ete. c.! otkav 

dpa Cc. 
, Z @ Bo Pg it i P€pos C. Tov, pépos OAov éotiv: oAov 

dry.! ein: [the c. ends a line. 

efy.' Ov. 

ein. dAXovYEV :' TodAG. 

éora.' é€e, 
~ , ee fad , 12 x 

ou yop: OUVKOVV €xel /4€pos. apxyV. 

eyou! 45) 4) on* 

apy. 



M. 

to év.' €yn: « subs. faintish 
-dov. . faintish. 
mas:' TovTo’ 

-taxy ¢fainter.' dréyp: altered from 
év éxy , fainter.' xat pny vOvye, 

péoov,' ein; ' otv, ,,.and’ on otv 

{fainter. 

tye! etn | ; év'' ef. -patos 
> », 

av, 

éorey. 

dv.! -Ag. 

&}:' dv! meptexorro, , faint.' -vov. 

ein’ * fainter. 

-povs, , faint.' -yxovtos. 

pay, , fainter.' év * after’! dy° Kav 

éauty el repréxoy, | )av7d° ,’’ fainter. 

TD yap Te ein’ pa) Teptéxov, Tt e subs. 

[and , . fainter 

et! -€yov" 

dppw, tavroy , faint. 

év' odxav! év! odyapody:' év, ’, faint. 

atro.! 8. 
kwvotpevdv* ye. had been dvre, tr 

-potTo, [changed to [, faint. 
éautov" 

Kar’ ' dpa rp «squeezed in.' , of : 

pay! eve [faint. 

KiKAg.! -Adrrot, ., faint.' obv 

-pevov'! -yK7" 

to! @, ,faint.' perov 

-onKet,! -Xav}x TOvTO, 

-Ojvar:' dpetBuv 

-verat,' elrép' obv ’ faint. 

airs oon *! éddvy:' ap’ odv, 

-tepov::' év tT Te ylyveras’ « subs. 

squeezed and faint' ré vw w ona 

stain. 
4 is 

ert, évyey-| pajrére' -rracev 

ev yéyverar: ,faint.' ri! rovro. 

mdayot,' to! 

PEpY. 
-vat TLVvOS 

-v" TO 

eiot,! dvz' -raérepov, ,, faint. 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

xq: 

eb0éors 

trov 

Toov av ex : 

otv (will not note again), 

é&y: 

6p0ds° 

gap. 
-€xourd 

ey &! Kav 

ae 

ely pr weptexovtl, 1 changed 

to v and at put later. 

tTavroyv 

av! ot yap ofv: |! gor 

bv 3! dorw:! etvol- etc. 

éora-! -pevdv re, 3} 

av: 

déperdar: p neat dark on + 

trou 

adda! dde 

eltrepye 81 : on *, 

aitd! éddvyn: > neat dark 

émy: 0 On *! parte 

év yiy- * later?! x 

abr 
7d! avril rot 48y! 7d 

etn | srou tote tp- 

dpa: 

-xdve a large, « on *. 

51 

" 4 
év.! éxer: 

dpa:! -yidov. [of*dv) opos orpoy & 

mas :' yérou éore Touro, | yvAov. 
y > ha 1 cla * x tuov améyy:! ye. dpos evOéos. 

(Note in outer 

péoo . marg. rst hand.) 
eoxarouv erimpor bev F: ottw: ovK ovv 

c. tow had been ross 
XQ ‘ 5X mv w ne | ev, Kal TOAD ay ein, eiz’' -parTos. 
evOd, 
> éoruy, 138 
n 1 wy { ” e 

ov.' et. ' €txn): 
% ~ 

5} :' dv, xicdw' @ (dv had been dv) 
n id a ! “ 

dv ei! av 

-XOVTOS, 
x” > ov. Kav 

éavtd! -xov.' atrd! ein’ év B 
ap 7 

7) yap Te etvas c.' -xovTe.! obv Cc. 

Z 1 : -éxov.' -pevov ; 

ye 
a ce ad aes 
ev. ovk av! év.' ob! eoruy rovrd ev. 

éavta c.' dd\Aw evdv:'! Exo . 

olovte éoriv éotdvac! OTe C. KLVOUpe- 
, 

-potto.! dvs! (= yap). [vovre c 

éavrov. c.! étu mov elvan :' dpa c. 

karadAotwciv! addAddpa 
aw 1 I | oe 

tows :! pajy! ev. 

KiKAw. | odKouv C. 

-pevov.! -Kévat c. dvdyky. 

-peva,' éavTov' D 
ff. * [1 \ aes ‘\ 

-onKes’! more ert 

-xOnvae :! det Bov. 

ylyveras, | ovKovv 
*. > Pa < a ¥ 1 aire. c.' épdvy:! dp’! -ver Oat. 

5 
-ristepov Ev Ty TL yiyvera.' paderw 

eyyeyvopev’ pajrere! -racev. 

wep 89 eyylyverat :! r¢! -verat. rovTo E 

maoxot,' ein’! adrov' yon! -vep" 

de> éEw! pepy.' olovré! eorar 
Ll 1 - , 

dpa! etvat tevos 
\ aN n 

egiv” OV. 

ae ie 



14. 

139 

i ‘di 

E €v ravtov: 

a ee \ ae 140 evos,! prot, | TavTay 

wt. 
“ ,, faint. mou! pépy,! ; 

rot iby tov same hand, neat on *! 

To -pevov, | -tret''! ro both « subs. 
added, yellow, squeezed. ,, faint. 

- OpLeVOV. 

to! ddAa! yepapev 

: faint! éor: 

ely. '| éotev: 

aire. ' atto dy vac: e subs. inserted, 

; [pale and squeezed.' ov 

auto «subs. added.' dye. 

[in pale ink.' ov« ody 
-pa!' otr éornxev. first t has 0 on it 

B pay Serore 

x , cod 1 © ss 1 *- cal 

depnvravrovye, ,faint.' erépw,' eauTy 

[(e added ?) éorau'' erepov 

Vrive Of :! by. avrov. 

etn. ' odxav! Kat’ * fainter.' tavrdvye 

érépy dv. « subs, squeezed. 
1 yoy a4 (a ee 

Cc €t7 OUKGV omTep ETTLV 

me i Woo x Cay Ra sae ag 
ev, ovyap OUV; TAUTOV ETEPW, 1) €TE- 

[pov. ‘on is dark at the turn. 

ov ydp:! éoras, 

-onket, | elvas,! érépp’ dAAw 68. last 

[subs. fainter and squeezed. 
elvat, | éotas erepov’ 4 (had been’) ote: 

aAXdapihy,' odtw, | aire, ovdedy , and 

last part of + faint, « subs. fainter 

and squeezed. [ovde 

D -Sayy efainterand squeezed.' érepoy, | 

tautov! ovxi,mrep , faint.' diccs. 

tavTov: | 
> f , obkérer Sv TauTdv yévntat 

[, and last’ faint. 

p! ddAa! tavrov yevdpevov. TW ! 

-oGar' tav- 
ra £ toe 3 ed 2 ON 

-peper” Omoréte TavTov eylyveto. aiet 

[has been det, changed on a * 

' +0! ravrdv eorat, . faint. 

TAUTOV : 

last ’ blurred. 

= 4 évt, , faint.! e?vac:! 
if + ae | > lal 

tavtov! ovTay avTo. 

eora.' -powov" ovTdy 
pm 

avty,! tavtov' -6s, dpotov; latter 

{part of +and ,, faint. 
-AapEHY, 5555 

[faint. 

PARMENIDES. 

Tur. 

qrovidv* 

GAG 

roe adron dome: TaVE 

atta! airds ey elvar: 

éori! gap. 

-kev" 

{first 7. 

ott tornxev. later @ pale on 

py oy 
[ends line. 
vllye 8H: Tl avrod orig. et 

gap.' kaipny 

otkdy 

ov yap ov: tav-! 4 

ovyap : 

toro! 4 

eS pat- a Orig. = od 

bv! oSt 

Sot :' Arepl 

-Bav 

= 
& tl éyylyverau: GAAG clear, 

zw in one, patched later. 
odxév 

ne ; 
ordre tt taut ends line. 

7d 

édx@& twice second ’ added. 

ottdy aire 

-ovtivt! ott’dv ’’ added? 

atte 

t. 
1 t La Ox mou! pepy. pte OAov 

idv! ro -pevov. | -Adrrew 

-pevov.' éorxev:' Gpa c. 

év.' ye hapev 

avrd. | apa c. rore.' éorey : 
y i > bg % 

ein | éote: [odv: c. 
aA a. > 

év éavto! GAXy.' adroc.! ev evar: 
as 

éotiv 7d ev.! adto c. 
es ave n moot oo» 4 évro Cc. adty c. dv otre! dye. ovdte 

[éornxev : dv crowded in. 

-pa ws ouxer, ote EFTH- 
wooo st @Z 

Yé OVTE EOTAL €TEpov. 

abrov! wy 64:' dv. had been avrov 
[ne Oe 

€ly).  OUVKGV OV, 

mw | > Xx 1 ow * o - > 

ein. '| ovxay'! etn’ Orep eativ 
a 2 ¢, .o» 
ev. adXérepov'! ov yap 

a oe g Ia. 
~AUTOV, €OTAL. EWS EV, 

-onke. | etvat.! érépw Erépou' ddA 

be 
€LVat, 

pay toute. Co! pay atte. 

€TEpov, 

TavToV 
+8 . a YB) ope 3th 

GUT?) KGL TOV TAUTOU. OTL Cc. 

; 
Tutt, | TAVTOV -LEVOV. 

-ver Oar, 
Zz -pepet. | -yvero, 

a4 ” 
év.' TavTov éorat. 
uw * ! na if 

€aTau* C.° OV. YE. 
CX og 
evt,' €Tepov C. etvat C. 

BS oP 1 

TavT To ev, 
La 

ov 

avr. 

~potov. ov?’ 

éavt@! tavrov'! -Ods. 

pion, 



wt. 

-Oe,' ro év.' -or, 7) ev, , faint. 

' zavrdv' efvat, , faint. éorev 

é&v * darker, orig.?' -dw. 
-vat.' -Aw.' odde! -pévyeré 

to év: * darker.! otrw,! eva, 

-Ods, ) , faint.' -Aov.! ety. 

To. 7) GAAw'! Tard 

&v as! -Odst! eri: 
x SA > ovreavT@ e close and pale' ovyap 

[ovv :' -povov' twice. 

-tépo.' éavtw Hicov 
t ao.) aq: 

~ 

dv, ' ivov ’ is fainter. ' -rae 

ligeap Sérov, 4} , fainter. 

év'' 9, , fainter. 

ees! -rw:! -rpov' , fainter. 

érrar: | -odv. , fainter. 

attov,! eivar: , fainter. 

évtwy | -Tpwv 

= 6 : y a 
avrév:' ivov (’ fainter) pév. dpa,!-7O. 

+ . 

ovkovr, A stain covers dae and 

[lower half of dpa above. 
-Tovev'! -Tpwv, 

éora,'! -cavra, , faintish. 

ein. tov 

88! izov atrd ’* fainter. 
-€xov.' -AGv,' -~ywv, , faint. 

-éxov'! awote! -Kev igov. ’ fainter. 

pet(ov.' -rov' ([tnv ,, faint. 

daé: smalland on *! -repor,! -repor, | 

7G, « squeezed and pale! ré 

[8yyap' ov, ,, , faint. 

aa eV, 

éyov,! -r@,' -Aw,! -tos. xpdvov. 5,5 

{faint. ‘ roughish. 
-€e,' évi- * faintish. 

oov:! pay, , fainter. A stain on dry, 

mos and % at end of lines 1, 2, 3. 

iréerpros' -éxet.! prev 

érrat, , faint.' efvae 

éyenv, TO! -repov' , * faint. 

-tepov''| rv! ro ev"! avrg traces of”, 
wey 

ip 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

vo! He. last’ on «. 

torev |! aemdvbds 

o¥8 pay 

tv (1) mActov (1)! melo (2) 

4 
ee 

torcev! Gydpovoy gap. 

0t0” 

toov twice! dve- after this 

a leaf cut out, but no gap. 

toov R:! 4 

dy 

mwov odv line orig. ?! toov 

’ accident. ” under 

[the”! ye 

ovKotv 

Tocotroy. 

ovKéeTL 

Torov 

twov air * patched? 
* . . 

To wapa- _ Orig. ? 

mote! troy 

vl 8t wp-! viv 

54 yap 

aird ! todr- 

todr-! ody: 

do. 

elvat'87 last (=0888) on *. gap 

70! atré had been’ 

rorapimay —. orig. ? 

53 

f. 
-wovOe'' év.' i) &v The last é and its 

_ [stop resemble évé 
-vato:' apa tavroy, 

ev.' dpa c. 

clvat,' gavt@ 1c. ok Eouxev : c.! Ye. 

ovTw(s) Cc. 

yep 7é! dAXov. B 

adry.' ravrd 
i, 

év. as €ouxev,! -Ods,' eure, 
e ea 2 2 ” > Fa 

auto c.' érépy:ic.! ob! dvdpouov" 

ee fn 8 a” 
eTEPM Cc. EauT@ 

a ae x ” s at a { 
ov. to- avicgov €cTat eauTw C, 

y aly a . 

GdAo:c.' wp: io- my: begins a 

line—'Ay) in margin. 

dv. tévc. airavc.! ivo 7: 

év.' fe tv c.! -réver, c 
a all lal \ 4 A 

éeu"'-perpov, TOvC. pév ein pevcurs. 

-tepwv, Tov c, 6é! odKody 
2 on a 

auTov.  Twv Cc. 

2 “ 100 ‘\ ” ! ot 

QUTWY; C, GOUVVaT: Lo- apa. 

abrav c.' ovkody 

ov, ! 
al ein 

pétpa:' ety. io-' rOc, perp: writing 

in pérpa and perpy partly cursive. 

-Tovor.' pérpwv. D 
” 
€OTQl. 

27 ” nA oy 
epavy’ tooVv TM AUTO 

4 | XO i 
PETEXOV. -AQOV, “yov. 

12 
tovov. petexov.'! more worgouKev 

dAXw ob8é c.' -rTOV. 

obv.'! dé! -drepov. E 

6! evar: Tod 7a! etvae: ” 

4 ? 

éyov. 7) €auT@ c. 1) GAA. too- 

ry 

-Oé£er"' -yopev.' evi: 

ioor- -€Aeyoper 

dvurdtyTos C.' -Xet. 

oov c.! éorai Tivos! etvat. Cc. 141 
a 1 G a“ ‘ | a | -TE Le € 

To! -Sapos:c.' ap'av' -repov y 

év.' abrp c. 

GAM: c.' ap 
4 

"! Ouvatrav 



. 16. 

D éotiv ws 

142 

54 

a. 
” Ga] 

to ev, ,fainter.' ¢i). 7 

-cOar:' ody, 

B -Tepov' 

-pevov.' -verau’ [on *! @oe t darker. 

Ilds A€yees: Il same ink but 

-pov, ,fainter.' -oOas 

évros'! ail 

, 

xpory 

a ! EXELY, 

2 2 
-VOTOS. -VEVal’ 

| 

efvat 
f 

-ovtos.' -pévov,! -vévae. 

' Oat. Ae"! -popov" 
| I é ‘fai 

C yap av;' -tepov.' vewre “faint. 

éoriv 

-pevov' avdyKy, 

dAXa! xpédvov, 
Ha 

irov 'fainter.' efvac’ 

-Vévat. 

, fainter. 

-Tov, ,fainter.' qAvk- -xev" 

dpa, , fainter. 

-Adpajy, ink?! evi,' -parwv, ovdey 

: ‘on a scr. [jv, ' -yove, 
odkouy dy. as! Adyos.! ody -on*! 
-vero:! ' erat, 

tou! 

-€O TLV" 

m 

“VEU, [éorae, 

E at at on *, same hand and ink.! 
o 1 < 3 + 

-tau'' to twice! 57 éari, all commas 

-Tau'! To [fainter. 

xpévou" ottéroreyéyovev’ accents on 

Joré fainter. ' -vero: 
wore’! -vev'! -verau’ obtééorey 

# Pe | £ -varetau'! -Byjorerat 

-7xot, dAAws"! 7é: ,, faint, cias at the 

beginning and p on 1. 2 ona stain. 
éove ‘faint and rough. 

éotiv,' 75n, ,, faint. 
! > m ee ” Leg 

€oTlv’ ovTéeertey, €t ,, faint. 
a XN NF « 7s bad 

6 deny eotiv fainter. 

év.' to! 

dv7,! dv ti atto,' wos: ,, fainter. 

atto'! -yos.! -tijpayt! -ous 

Goa! -yerau’ 

-(evau! -oKeTae 
uo bad 5% 

€Xely ; OUKOUY 

B pavein: , and the other fainter. 
ovxouv! éotey, 

évra,' i , very faint. 

PARMENIDES 

Tus. 

Oo! Hh 

avrot ’ orig. ? 

mas Aéyers: BBE! 

~vévan gap [for sense ? 
resumes otre pér- altered otre, 

da, ofre On € is put a pale * 

tot (1). 

adda 

troy 

-70ar’ 

éott (1). {had been ‘? 

airiy teavTd* atrac. WA- ~ 

dpa atrot 

ovdtv 

adrapérertiv: Orig. ard 

otkody ” paler! -yosépe@t: no 

(onp. in marg. 

-t0s;!' rl8t rd lorat +d broad 

-hovtos;! 7d! tore! 7d [on * 

-tos;! 7d 

otre tort! ottiv 

tote! obt’treara 

wl; 

{again) ! toritd on * 

-xe; (will not note this stop 
&; on *! éorw [et 
bv! GAN ds Coxe Td! ore Loti 

Sa! Kivd- “later.' O88 pi tor 

tis 

ASivaro ov! ovKodv So orig., 

tore! rota tro- 

rt 

[but altered. 

t. 

év.' ein;  , later.' -«y. 

ovKoUY 
Xpovy. 

-tepov.' -Tepov : 
-pevov.' -tep' -verat. 

éxev' zperB-' Bde -popov lower half 

[of 8 patched. 
-voTos. -vévat’ 

\ 

érep | -oOau 

évros. | efvae! 

-vévat Cc 

| 

- 

-Aovtos.! -pévov. 

-Aev.! mwrd Sudopov.! -cOas. c. 

yap: ddAd! -repov. 
35 8 éott 

-pevov. 
€ lel we - , 

éautod xpovov yiyver Gat pnt 

' €aur@.! etvas. clear 

that c. ~ does not always include « 

x) 7 3 1» 
éAaTTw' c.' wov 

ovy. [subs. 
Es « a 

€oTLV ws EoLKEV. 

-tov.' éxev. 

avtou [here ? 
. 

évi, TOV c.! waPnpdrwv * an N erased 

-€OT UY. 

&) wove! obve! yéyove: 
-yvero" 

dat 

-tat.! émerta 

Tau’ 
oma Z 1 « eels a 

obrérote yéyovev,' -yvero* ovr'ay 

are! hile Ceo eed) Sats SN | -yovev! ~yverac'! éoriv 

-cetau'' -Ojoerau 

aXrXus c. 

[wax (?) which has come off. 

év.! -€xeu; -ee on a small spot of 
éoriv,! ein 

bv. ! dAXAGS CoexevTdEv.! eoruy.' ExT" 

eer. 
Pe ~ o 1 Oe od 1 nw é i Le 

TOC. py OvTL,'| aUT@:C.' THs) OVOpA 
fal , % attd,' Adyos’' -pyr! -Onous ovde c. 

dpa;' Aeyerar: 

-Cetau' -Kerau'! dvtTwy c. 
es 

ovKour 

apxis | +» opposite obvin inner space. 
-Gopev.' avy’ 

ovKxouv! ear, ! 
( 

2 OA 
QuTov, 

” na 
OVvTa TGvUTA, 



W. 

pe, 
oty, , very faint.' évds.' av! 

evi odydp éxetvn! -ola: ovddy'! ev, , 

[faint. 

Tavroy 

Aéyew'! evar. Kal ever" 

88! -Oeoes ef Ev evte! -veevs! ey 

éoriv'! dAAdtE! east 

dpa obv, dAAo,' ro év, ,, faintish. 
2 La i] Ww érevdavte ovA-' etry « subs. seems 

squeezed in afterwards. ! é érruv : 
' -O€TAL® -pev'! orev. 

-veuv" 
nas:' éoti! ~yerae kairo! from be- 

gin. to ms: scratch above line. 
No injury. Dots over text = dele: 
[ ] added by me. 

évros ~yetat, , faint.' ro 

to év'! -vou! -yeBa' dyros. 
-xy, , faintish.' édov*! airs: 

popia,' ov, ,,and the other faint. 

rovtwv'! -potpev’ 7! Sdou pdprov, 

[seems a faint * at‘ on dAov 

Gods" 

EN ° . 

éort' ev * latter part fainter—hesita- 

[tion between text and évy. 
at , TOUTWY, obv 

a 

ov" 

a [Sto 8 ” ix 
“OV: 4) TO OUKGY €ln TAALY 

3v, , fainter. The ov at end and the 

[av of next line on a stain. 
aiet dre rep {and on * 

-tae' -Tw TH-piw! aiel (2nd) aismaller 
pdérore 

rpde eseems squeezed in.' 77: 
év, dd éotev; | to! ; ,,, fainter. 

Sal* at on * same hand. ’ and com- 

mas fainter.'! ev! 8) dapev! avro, 

ka@auro! -€xewv" 

-verau' qj! To! TotTo: ev 

et, dapev 53), GAASTe | etvat, ,, , fainter. 

atrd,! év, ,, and the others fainter. 

otaia,! &v:! ev, tHs' , , fainter. 

-pov'! adXo- 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

&pa olovre 

ovy’oldvre: 2nd’ added.' osv 

ovs'dv 2nd’ added. 

kalty, ty ends page, v added 
later: orig. ¢-2 

tore’ el dv tyre last” had been‘? 

ovkoty! gore 

&: dvdyky: last: crowded 

tore; [in later.' 7 

A€yopey | dori: 

O8e: rd tor. : later?! +d 

no repetition here. 

7d 

dpa 

dvar: , added. 

4! -piov (2nd) 

mpospyréov :! gory | évq altered 

[later “7. 

dpa 

Td! otkdv 

Yox- |! rd 

altel 

dello. twice. 

altel 

eva, stop later. 

YOu 

&: 80 & éors, val: 

788 ad- 

xad’aurd ’* added?! dpaye 

4 [* later. 

elSapnv 5). GAdor. eb shakes, 

slightly above in outer marg. 

otre 7d ev, ro @- ends |. [is + 
5 

&ddo: ~& later. 

or i) 

” ” 
€TTLY® apa 

7m tn 
OUKOUY av, 

So ifectl | 
eve 

Lg 

dv! ave! oboia: ovdav! ev, 
ie by ~ -xev' dAXNSp-! -A€yev. | efvae’ Kat ev C 

[ev 

ed éoriv'' pev obv: both c.'! odxoty 
dpa! dAdo! év. 

ii evel 

¥ 

-Oeors et Ev ri! -veev, adAet év 

-pevov.' tis! év eri: 

14 # Néywpev'! eote.! -cerar,' ody ovK 

-Oeowv.'! -vev? 
mas: Ge! eore,! évds(Ecurs.)' ~yerau* D 

{ ] contents omitted. 

évds’ dors 5é Td 
ot a 6. ney oy 
év'! -vov od -weOa Tov evds dyTos. 
bd 1 Pass I dpa! atts 

popia’ t6,' odv. EKxaTEpo TOY C. 
\ tovtwv’ c.! -podpev.' pdpiov* 

q.. 3% 
ev 7) dpa. c. éoriv 6 éay €v | 

éxyer:! 7é ody Tov Cc. popiwy Cc. 

ébvtos' 76,' dv? dpa! -rerOov. | pépt- E 

ov.' poptov: odkavein:'! TOY Cc. péprov 

“had been popfov? A \ through ety 
likely by accident. 

-repov, 76, Teév to-| dv.-xuoTov, Never 

it: will not be noted further. 
[* had been «? 

: a , ria 
-VyTat, TOUTY C. TOC, poptua*! 70, ev, 

25. 

ate OTL TeEp 

-oxe! -pevov,  pdem- 343 

pev ody: (both c.) odkoby az- 

gouxéye: | 17): 

év, 86 éoriv: | dv! epdvy: 

ri dy! ev, 6 8) 

-Bupev c. todrov. | yew. apaye 

-cerau'! ToUTO: ev 

5! efvae [otkotr B 

abrd:! obolas Td ev. ddAd! -yxev:! 
P ay . 

otota'! év,' Top ev" {wai 
ial i , 

-pov'! etvat.' AXXAov,'! THC. ETEPY C. 

P- 17% 
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144 

Qe [or] 

a. 
addy. ! ravtdv exrev' | 

CA 
eve 

ody! atréy, , faint. 
4 

-ciav,' ro érepov'! -ciay,! to €v'' To 

To €repov" év, ,,, faint. 

' tepa: mas: de 

commas fainter. 

s 
vew 

4 1 49 
eoTtv. ap 

zi Oér'av! ev 

odv,' év, commas fainter. 

dav [mas fainter. 
ry a os -yoOov'! ofdvte,' atTa efvat, com- 

. 
kde i nA 1 i x va a bi 

oldvre @ Sav! Arov? ori Tis PNXOVI), 

[odx, -Tepov 
' grep oby dvo0 e(var:' dpa 

elva, 

Zory,' yreve latter half of +, the ’, 
and the commas fainter.'! cv*¢v- 

yi*a, first* =x let., « subs. orig.? 

&é,' -perra.;' do, all commas faint. 

[ ; seems changed from : 
daé at on * same hand! -rowy, ! Sis; | 

[-rwv’ tpis; commas fainter. 

« paler and squeezed in. ' 

ev: 

ot a 
ev TH 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

7d 3 times 
vO 

véb: “later. ! S8é 2erw 
torw:! dp’otv (last ’ later) 

érdv! re! Upa [odx’é x On * 

oty 

&8’av last ’ added, and so 

[line 25. 
2nd ’ added?! 
[ore tus! Sux’ éx- 

dpa! aire 

Ovx’dudy TE: 

dudepla i 

Srovoty’ Fri ody ovtuy lo 

[___ faint. 

tl 8t! Bis. |! pis 

ls ey: 

t. 

ddAw.' pev obv: (both c.)' ravrdy 
> or | otcia.' ody 

ov 1 Fs, érepov.! év 
érepov , apa, 

+x! 0O5' -répw; wads: Bde. 
ae dp 
-pytat: Tid)! ev" dpa 

' repov'! ev. 

a 

, .t a A 
-répw; ' ovKovy 
249 -4 , ih rN ed’ exact! éyw: av 

Ho Ra, 
-oOov, dpa! etvat [m7}. ox 
pas! & Sav! yHrov. errivris pnyava, 

dpa c.' adv dvo 

' écacrov: written under low- 

[est line of 82 a 2. 
ex 

eiva, 

’ nl e + * “« % La a 

€oTiy’ OTOLOVOVY NTLYLOUV “VG. 

had been’ ’, as for separate words. 

pitra. 

Sai! -row.! dist! tpis. 

eizep Urapye TO! ev’! tH! Ev: The 

first three words have scratchings. 

The words from te which follows to avayxy ad stand in the mid space with L+ at the end 

corresponding to a similar mark rather above and before des dvtocv, which can hardly be the 

right reference as the re runs straight out into the margin after 70, 
the scholiast. See Schanz. 

dis'! Kat Tprav Kat tpls* 

ad,! dai: at first hand on *, ’ fainter. ' 

[évrwv, commas fainter. 

évtwv'! dvtow! -ykn te, , fainter. 

A stain over ety, 

[ , . fainter. 
Sed eel ) : obv! éxe'! -rerOa, , fainter. 

A 1 3 is if a 

dv! dvdykn! ev, 

> 2 Ea 1 ” ie 

po. dpridKes' ety 

-TaKLS" twice. 

-vau:! pay,' 6 Yb i) py, Ovtos.' etn. 

n! -Be, 
, t ee 1 , 

Oth -TAL: ovv,  -€xél, Commas 

fainter, latter had been a period. 
-Opov 
a y * dpa,'! ovra,' -pntoe commas fainter. 
-tov'! -rdrou! A f 

[mas fainter. 
“ ‘ 4 hie -7 G01"! &),' dvrwy, rob -rarel: com- 

Tpidv’ Kal tpls 

vt & 

7 

-«qtpfa, addition later. 

kal tpla 8ls:! dpa apriak- 

-pirra (1St) -rdxs* (gap.) 

év 

ovSevos 

4! Broyov 

-TaTety ; 

Written, I should say, by 

Sis. ' efvar! tpt 4 pis. 
sb 2 

dat! ovTwv. 

” ” és : 1 s ét at 
OVTWV ovTouv’ twice TpLa TE OLS 

dvtwy = dvro.v? my notes dub. 
> Vg ee | 1 oo” eivar, Kat dis tpia: | -reakes! etn, 

-téKis'! -rdKes.' -Ta dpTudKes : 
TS ee ih eo A eote! obv c.' eye! -0 bat 
2 BA a éortiv ev. 

évros. mOAA'ay ein’ Kal TAOS Cc. 
s A f ea -Teipov TaV C. 6vTwy' C,! amrerpov. 

| ere ae | 
-TLAaS OUKOVV xeu" 

ffi, ate -pov,! atris: 
-pyta.'! oddevds 

-TOV. 
ol 

, 
-perbau! ye! Tov, drorrutet: , nk? 



A. 
-ovte,' -yiora, commas fainter. 
évra’! -hirra: 

* fainter. 
EN ” , IA 

ovr’ €oTt TL auTov, 

éori [fainter. ' otcfas, 

’” and commas 
[yere! é 

aici first « on © and darker.! }) é& 
a 
eV, 

-pevov, , faintish.' peépouss 
t 

ye olpai éorev, 

- 
dpa odv, év év,' dpza,! eort; * and 

-Opi* Kai dpa, —_ [all stops faintish. 
yap ws 

-orat,' -crdv, , fainter. 

-vavta, , fainter. 

[altered. 
” 

toa ws eduke accent on wa 

OvTos" ! -o ov, 

“pyTae oil 

“TET QL, ! 

mapardvra; dot accidental ? 
vias. 

éoriv:! év,' éorev. 

~pevov, 

6teye' popia, me- 
ev [faintish. 
-a:' piyv,' -€xov,' ef); commas 

bv.! éoré mov xat (dots ink ?) woAAd:! 
6Xov.' -prat 

1, 2 on stain. 
, 1 oY > . eS 

~-O EVOV, ap OUV* OUK 

-pa at end, and a, 

-cpévov'! Sal: ac orig.on * | éxou' Kat c. 

pécov'! 4! elvae'! tovirwy Kay Tot 

commas faint. [faint. 
by! -riv,' -cov,' ddAAa@ commas 

Ed 

Z 
€Te 

pérov. icov ’ faint. | ein: ov 
gy 

[7s: commas faint 
éxov. | & twice, had been év! -crau, ' 

TLVOS Ws CoLKE 
Li > 

-Béos* 7) -Aov' 

-crov, év'! éoriy, commas faint. 
Hépn,' kai pny commas faint. 

aitod! éore! obrerd a-! -rov. y 

ob ydp: 

évra‘! év, , faint. 

-Aov' 

év, , faint. 

-rot, , faint. ! 
é; ol in €Vv Ttve Olv, OV. 

av. éorv’ ! -OtV, 

-xav! évye! elyas 

H 

NOTES, 

Tur. 

kal pepioral 

tor! atrijs’ 

lorem (a leaf out here; no 

[gap.) 
altel! tvyers 

mpdoerre 

for totro 

yap wos! & po &r- pa wide 

“pers [on a* 

@dN'tea ” retouched. 
otre +6 (v erased)! -coic- 

Tapa 

ea 
otv’ 

apéiv ~ ” altered. 
wl 8 

folovré Ty! nav 

én 

fore! GAAG 

lwov ! of (2nd) 

wv 

frov 

Gp’! & éaut-! & DAw: 

&! tor 

piv 
pépy tod avrod! 1d wéov | 4 

ov! gore! Séu: 

éy tes 

xdy ! évye 

‘7 

t, 

* ot f ‘ ovTa’' wavrov Cc. -ALcTa 

ovrw(s): c. [’ on last éori = acc.? C 
s ¥ ! ” lA > nn © 2 ha | LA x 

otv:! dorivre atrav c. 6 éoti! ototas. 

-pos:' dAXemeirep ye ofpat 

ale domep!' F.' papdev Se, 

pepe. mpdoerre 7d ev 

p€pous. 

' eoriv, dD dpa! dy. 

GAGOPG Kat 6pG.' dpa 

dAov'! zov (so my notes). 
pepo wapérrat, c.' -ordv, 

-catra. 

-yopev NéyorrTes. 

-pytae dAXioa ws ouxer TH Evi: E 

-retas'! dvtos* ddAcEvoote Pov. 

> + 
ovgtas. 

' eoruv. 
\ 4 To ev 

-pévov. 

pev ody: both c.! popia. werepaops 
a , 

ev [( = peévor P) 145 

-€xov. 

6v.' ze! wodAd'! -Aov.' -piar 

‘ J ” AY i] ».§ hs + -pevov'! dmrep! dp’ oby c. otk 

-opév.' éyov:! ci 8 ei ddov. ov Kai 
, f = > * A” a ‘. Tovtwv’ Kdv tod = [dpxyv dy éxot wal 

ote conano,! -oraty.' ére 
3 

6 aoéorxev' pécov.' ev: exer: B 
! lal > Cd * 2 é 

TwV C, ETKXATWY C, ATEVEL 
\ ' 

perov, 
e y La a Tevos waéouxev'! dy,' eve 

-Géos! -ytdov. 

dp’! éyov.' GAA@: Tos: 

éxagtov, év TO C. dA Cc. eorly,' dou: 
Eas) 

pépn. c 
? hn | 3 eel wv Né 1 avrod! éariv'! obréte wéov. | -TTOV. 
> ft oe 2 ¥ ovkoty! éy gore: C. 

ovTa. 

-Aov.'! rave. 
eee 

év* Kat odros ay On 7d ev"! éavTe Cc. 

ad,' péperiy éorey'! rarer, 

! ' Ov. D ca i) a > A 

€y Teves’ Tactv.’ €V TLVL 
y 

-xav! eivae! joey C. 

Pp. 19. 
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14 x 

58 

at. 
> oy, 
€OTL 

* £ 4 

ay] €ve 

évriot twice! ein’ 

Se twice, but* on p:} faintish ' dAov 

= commas faint. 
a I ; ee er 

ov auTp €OTLY. 
° a 

yt! ro év, Gov. ev! eorév’ * faint. 
! tof € a 

n* -VEl, EQUTM 

' eavto auto 

év dp! -«n,! -cOas,! my: 
2 a & € ” 

éotiv’ év yap eve ov, 

« slight. 

acon* 

I 

, fainter. 

[etvan" 

” ! » An 

etn! atxel dv, 
¥ 

' Bad: 
n ? , 

dv, oUTO -TioVv 

TOU > 

AQ = 1 baad 

pydér- twice.' tavto 
I > 

ev at 

(beginning and 4 of 2 on stain. 
£__# rN * 

erépwe aiet cv of as on 

i care , pide ertdévar'! -cfat.! to év 

** faint. ! -rov- 

-tTws' tavtovre! elvat. 
\ 

* ‘ ‘4 1 

KQl UNV TAUVTOVYE 

nod Sf aes e 
rOs:' mpdsdrav,' ravTdv éxtev. [ws 

n°! ravrdv 7, wipSerepovy! -rov,! éxet, 

pépos.' dp’ oby, ro! éoriv: ,, fainter. 

pépos,' etn , fainter. 
apa: 

ein: | -pov, ,, fainter. [fainter. 

-Aov,! -poss' éoriv'! -xy,! tavTov ,, 

Sat:! -rov'! air dvro cand @ . s. at’ and 

Te! elva [on * 
ot yh oe 
ev,’ ev! apa, 

dpa ws gorxev [érrev'! -ros, 

ov’ et tov tt ‘and commas fainter. ! 

‘! évds,' ro several accs. and 

breaths., as well as commas, fainter. 

dy ’ fainter.' rav- 
dpa 

> 
€OTLY 

. ' © ravtov! wore 

tavt@! -taur ovdevéerre 

éor! etn, evt@ , fainter. 
tavt@' -poy" 

éoTuv. 
a Pal n mW ! w XN 

év'' év ein! odyap 
érépp e subs, faint.' pa ey: * faint. ! 
* ~. . av [répn a at end = maj. curs. 
ett, ,fainter.! -pw: 
-yo,' -Awy:' ddAa 

PARMENIDES. 

TUuB. 

lore’! maior ey 

wrEoow 

nev ' 7d! altered to’! eon: 
4 
avrd! éav- 

ép’ * altered. 
a 

ey T@ Gel by 

éords Shtrov, av-! altel! (St 

pySér- twice. 

pt Zo- ~ patched? twice. | 
[been ’ 

-ro7t! del twice! grr. had 

rd 

-movOc:' &rr- d8« 

p\8’érepov 

7d! avrod ~ patched! torly: 

otStipa avros ~ patched 

fpa 

airot mpds éavtd [éavrod! Svros 

+l 88! érépder ’ pale, ’ blotted.’ 

“+ In outer marg. 

aid tt év! By ’ patched 
éavtos c. ends line. 

tout! oby’ér- 2nd ’ added. 

otv boa pépy tori, Eravé’! 1d 

tov & tév UddNwv; erepov. 

dpa! |: dark added. | 8yas- 
Torte 

tore! dvr’ 

otr'lipa 2nd’ pale. ‘a ay! 

[otyap yav'! ev (2nd)! pa 

-pav 

atrots 

expiyos! -pedy-! aAAG 

t. 
' te €ve -Twv Cc. eo, 

” a | i bot év tit TOY C. pepav’ c.! Ey tise! «in, 
bes 1 mW iad 1 10 , * id a rOc.! ey. 6 €or! ddbvar yap: 

if \Q? mhetoow, pd! pid! dAov. 
> toon a es 

etvat, c.' etvat: c.' ovKov 
a t a ! 3 fk 8 

év.' dv.! atre@ erty. 
a o 1 ? wv é 

éy, dXov,' éoriv 

pepe! -yave! éavt@! ev. 
fone 
éavT@ Cc. [zov. 
° ” Il , - be ” 0 év. dpa! -rdvat: my: éornKey pev 
Zor! ove! ; eon! dv"! -Baivov, 
ww 2 Ls “ I Pa t al ein év €avt@: c.' avTgc.! dy. 
elvac:' ri dé 
a a cs 1 > aA Led 

év. ovtd -riov' év TO atte 
> A ‘ be , all 6 al a avrg. c. pide -rdva'! -cOas:! ey. 

év'! -eravat: Cc. 
Cie ee a 
éavT@ c.' -TOv. 
>t 1 of 
WOAUTWS” ELVAL. 

ma@s:!' doe exert! eoriv.' erep.. 
a1 Lo» e Hy! erepov.' exe. 7} 
Ca | a ee ra 
dp’! eoriv: [avrou? 

avriairov'' eim. atrda had been 

dpa 
> bu 

OUK apa 

-Aov'! éorev.! efvaec. 

éavto:!' ri dé! airoc. 
€ x. 1 > éauTg' efvat, 
a 1 © ~ év.! éavt@ c. 
” ¢ ” i] dpa. wogorKev 

1 

n 
-TOU, 

obv ei TouTi [c. poy Ev: 
s a a 

ovkoov! éoriv. aravG’! évds'! ev. Tav 

ae 
€V; 

ravc.! 64! Tav- 1 3H 
érep. dpa! -Aots: [c: 
, ee a 7 > Lad 7 a « Erépw. 7} erepov €v TAVTG C. ToTE Elva: 
TavT@ Cc. pajdéror’ érrat, ovdev értt! 

éote! -pov.! ely, év TO [évrwv c. 

xpovov.' -Tepov' ovxotTw; odTw: 
TQ atro éory.' Tov c. 
a if eA cd i] hal év.' évi etn! od 

~ ¢ 1 a a Xa 1 a 

TW C. ETEPW CC, EV. TWY C. M7) EV. EV, 

adAnAwr. [érépy. 

éavtots érepa éotiv’ “ patched. ' 79 c. 

dv 78n éxpdyoe' efvae c. dAAHAwY: 

éx¢- last x patched—had begun ¢? 



W. 
yu aAAamy ‘ on év before Fv fainter 
dvdav' rayn!' ovdeyap! av [twice. 
-raciv! ovyap! Sai-(*)!' évds* dpa 
éoriv, xa! &: [,, fainter. 

-ty,' éote! eve! pnt év' ein! ddov, 

popiov' twice. -p and -a ending Il. 

1 and 2 ona stain. 
-pia'! dda" 

-Awy, TAVTA 

7)! éxov, to! abrows; | dpa , , fainter. 

-Tov' Kal TavToVv 

-vevet,! dp’ ody’ , fainter. 

“pee” [fainter. 
-vy' kai TaXAd accents on TadAd 

-Awv'' TaAAa ~ fainter. 

padrAov,! irTov' , , fainter. 

4! elvat.' TaAAa -vov, -Tws , fine. 

ravtov! eer! -Aous.' TadAAG 

-paTOV, 

otv'! 7 drag: 
et oY 

ovv'! elrys. 
v mt £ ¢ 1 = a P n 1 @ 

rovvopa’ cay -Aakes! éxetvo’ 7] drag, 
a | t x4 > Oe 

ravrd! -£9.' ceravTd! axel: 

: , differs.' ¢7’av 

-yq'! -ra,' -Kus,' -Ay, | -AdTe 

-Cetsy.' ~ywoper, 

tad- ~ patched! évds.' ro! -Awy 

-res,' -Ay,! ~yopev 

rotvoya:! 7' év, ,, differ. 
cal it z x 9 or 0é 

rar-' évds, xaTatavTd érepov -Vevar, 

[ovkdAdo. ,, differ. 

ravuTov 

-ov ovxi:! # * patched? 

adda! 1G dpoiy' ody ’ dark. 

dddapiy,! -pavy! ev. 

ravtTév:' touv-' Tav- 

NOTES. 

Tur. 

fv gap. 

ov yap obv: rl 8 

kav 

pi (2nd) 
otre atrd . . . -vds poplov 

repeated. [marg. +: 
between liner and 2 inouter 

taora Cc. ends line. 
4 

wp ends line.' éxov rd! ad- 

four: | doth [rois,: 

tows :! yotv 

fitrov op- 

4! -e 

-Odra: el &y! radAa 

d8e 

i 
obtrep 

tort roévona: 2nd ’ patched. ! 

acl: [éav 

awe! 8ray 

even: 
bray 

tidda! 4d 
, P érrexetv7} 

Ist. 

TobVOLG : 

rédda! (in marg. later hand 
gives mérovOey evar) 

otxt; ’ later' 4 84 

amdvroy. Td ér- 
As : 

édda p ends line. 

GAG! Td ev 

qavtov:! Trobv- | tore 

59 

t. 
f. ddA mq last * faint, 

ov yap obv: ti dé! dpa 
A é 
éoriv’ yxav! évos.'! év:! wav- [ddov. 

ott! core! éy.' ray c. pr) ev. etn’! 

poptov'' éy.' pdpia,'! dda. last u 
very like ov. 

TO C. OAa. 

TA avra, 

Ta pay! éxov.' -rots:' dpa ws 

gouxev'' trav c. GAAwY C, éotiv.' 

dp’ [-rot | Te 

GAAos:' TOV Cc. 

GXAGv c. epavy. Kat BQuciro érep | 

ein:! oikody 7=88, after radAa? 

iows is above—thus » ious : 

tov Cc. dAdwy. c.' TaAAG -vou" 

rrov: ri yap: et! -rov' dpoiws :! 
[ov« ody c. 

érepov' ravc. -Awy.! aoddtrus. 

tavtov! 76,! -Aous. 
Se! rGvc.-patove.! Kadeis: eywye: 

7 again, smaller. Marks the stop 

to which a — refers in marg. ? 

obv! -Kis. 7) dros : 
! oty! elrys. 

-vopat -Kis, OK éxelvo" 7 

-£y.' To adbrd! alet: 

ovxoov! érepov! Teve: 

~yye | -Kes. 
-Ceus, 7] Keivo 

erepov! taAAa! Evds"! TOV C.dAAwY.C. 

-res.! GAAn.! ated -pev" 

-vopa:! 4! érepov tov Cc, GAAw 

TadAa! évds. KatatavTd érepow TE 

rovOévat, &AAo. In outer marg. 

faint and careless rerovOev efvat 

tavtov -Ods, 

-o, obxi:' dAdovc.' elvat.c. kaTauTd 

yap. -TOV C. 
ddAjv! Spowd, Tov c. dvopoiwy c. 

-riov : (not 7 -ofp)! ovKovy ' -pov. 

~ 

7G adtG:' -vy.' 7d év Toes. ae magi 

[by same hand in margin. 

goriv,' 7d av- 
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Qt. 
a. aoe Ne! erepov 
ao» { i} dpatavroy.' Touv- 

dvopLotac 
>” \ 

€l ApaTauTo vw 

PARMENIDES. 

Tur. 

aaviye: ye © dark. 

4° ~ added. ! rotv- ’ added. 

dporossé 

t. 

-dots.! érepo | trav c,' -Tepov. 
/ 1 J ny t wy -dvn:' tabrov.'! érrat. 

e s dpotov 
= La 1 Cao 4 

7) TavTov,' THC. ETEPY: C. 

les} 

ov . S . 
: Nous’ papsevérepov. povov? 7}45€_avopor terra: ov later ' pe ends -repov. dpoio'! ravrév. 

ravrov. dyv- at beginning on stain. {line. 

5} dséorkev [Oévas -Ke 81) Oséorkev* 
, x fe 3 

riva: 4 (“darker) travrbv wérovde,! ¥ riva: 4 tavt -Oevr pnaddA--vae'! dé. 

-Ods.'  -pocovr py! 62. ink?' ay ABAAAO -O3s°' -ovovr! 5é! elvas.c.' dAdo 

: {* dark. 7 [werov- 

-Oev. -Aotov:! ov.' ravrévre. . ink? -Oev, -otov' addA-' dy, -ov0 

& “dark! éore i ends line.' nar'ap- 2nd’ éAdAos*! core 

[added and so line 9. 

Kat! duKovy -tepov.' ovdKovv 

-rG« darker and crowded in both ravrév éavré 2nd half of w ooattus.! ravrov 

[cases. -rws*'! -rod.'! ravréy dark on” 
-pdvy! -tepa,' -Tepov" -vn! kat kata éxdtepovs Mark =a, 

or only a stop cancelled? povov 

davjoerat: centred below last line 

83a 2. 

vé Sut 6) «ae darker on *! pen 8)! trav c. dAdwv* c. 

mepu'! éxer.' éavtg, , dark and fine. 

év:_, dark and fine. 

wl 8 wept! atrod! pi 
z 1 ” 

wept.' éxee 

dAw.' dpOGs: c. odxotv' ev: 

x! -Aors. | dy: Te 4° later?! av: 482 “later? -Accs. Tav c.' avr’ c. 
9x 

-hov, ~youto, -cOas"! dy. atrod tovc.' -Awy.! -Oae! av. 

to! atrovre ‘or’? patched.' daroe +d & atrod ri! dr. éy,' Tay Cc. 
/. 
rt Se tS. Apa od a 7 almost 

hid in in. marg., no note. 

Sai(s)ryde* dp’! tuvos" 798° ap'' revos, 

-vy,! antec Oat, at -Spav’ Kav per’ éxelvny 7 -vo'! &pav xatéxov 

espa)“ ’* differ.' to €v apa pa, } Av Kefrar Grrerar:! rd! epa.' -rerar:' dpa 

évros had been ’ 

-7Oat.' exop- -7 Oar -ffs*! perdaird! -pav’ Keir Oar 
s 

“VIS. ; t dark and crowded in:' k- éxéw (end) é 4 ated doves! -vas év gq! Set yap obv: ovxobv! Cv. 

[yép * seems orig. Cydp : 
-oer €v Gv tavta.! day! ev. ce ay! Bav ev. 

e 

ovydp' évi,! eva. ,. fine and dark, otyapoiv ot! évi,' efvat. 

adXdAovde! Tav Cc. dAA- 

ore hapev! ayarBac' ov. 
st 

airod:! ovSe © faint if any. 
bv -£4s° ’ dark, patched ? ote hapev,' -ofar'' Gy. [efvac: c. 

elvat,! -o Oat 2, 4 goa Dope il elvat'! dmrrecOat'' atrov c.' pery, 
Gd 2 

elvas, (1st)! €av tay dAtyroroy eivat,' efvar: Cc. 
oe » ” g a dpow,! €€ Hs! érrac: Spow | és dpowv,'| -vytat’ é&ns'! éorat, 
> \1 . 

GgEl © -pEVOU ale dvo: aiel' -pévov. 
x 

“vera pos ylyverar’ ‘ cancelled. -yverau'! Trav c. dprOpav. c. 
pad! elvar' Pap! sve, eats etvas’' -THOE TOV ay- 



ot, 

-Awv, | -Opdv,' des: 

-veTat, 

-Opdy, dget 

éoriv, last 5¢ seems patched: parch- 
ment worn and stained. 

eorw.| ovxdv' ody paper ! évds, , faint. 
corey,' GdAd éorw:! & rough: 

{patched ? 
évévros_ had been ev 8-? 
-Aa‘'! 8vor 

. a dpa, , faint.’ éorev tv,'! Suds. 
éorev.' ovKérrey : 

i] ro’ a ” A -teras,' évds'' ot yap 

ravra,'! év' -Awy. 
¥ 

ovydrrerat: eduxev:* | doy c: eras. 

of 4 (?) letters like evr +?)! air@re 
« squeezed in. 

mos:! TadXa! -rov # attra GAXa, 

-Twt dpa! 7aAXa 

-da! Evds, ovrére pei(w, obtéTe GAXo, | 

[-Awr: 

toa! -Bos, 

-tyta* 4' To év,' TaAN, 6 ,, faintish. 
-eiy. | en? 

-Kpotys.' éeordv Terie 

etry, 

dv,' adrov év ein: 

-yvoto,' Wy! dd 

9 ©«6Gp’ obv, , had been. 

pévovra | ' avr@ ety, 6 subs. 

T®, , fainter, [squeezed in. 
twos’! -rytos, , fainter. 

the , of : differs. 

-Tys. GANG wep! obréye! SeuijTad- 

| es! 

evl, 

8 
eve 

moujoy & subs. squeezed.! ro dAov"! 
dxet! €v €orar! -rys° [éorat,' -povs. 

-pev.' ovdére! -Kpov. 

-70°! dvtt' dAdo! -Bous 

are ee a to» I eh 
-e(n’' aur wsqueezed.! dvros! avayK 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

{ow 

for! ale 

tor: 

& tory, ! yap: i 

tor! &y Byros 

ott dpa 

ovBdy : 
ton 

ov yap 

———« 

&p’ ody kal tody: 

tidda! f atrd: adda: 

Gp ovx! rdAXa° GANG 

otre tl GArXo &- 

lod-' tora 

Aird! eM 

vrétwe 

Svreye 

fro! A 

8aP- 

84: 

&leov plvovea ! ton 

fonv 7& elvan’ 

lod- 

fore! atrd 

(re 

{and pretty large. 
a piv » Bw the * is rough 
val: otreye. . . atte pepe: 

{phrase twice written. 
-ca! 7d! ton 

ale! otSevt 

& tora 

dyre 

61 

t. 
ewv. | dipers. 

mas. 
evret@ c.! -verar, c 
doa a very like ov! -pdv ail, 
éotiv, 

© a cotev.' €in:' odxoty gapev' ds. 
> » an 

evtiv,! adbrod.' GAA éorw:' oy 

oO 
> 

ete! GAXows, évds py Svt 
raddXa. D 

Ld -vopa,! ev! odkay 
o ics 
€OTLV TwWY C, 

-tetat,' rdédAa! évds'! od 
tavra.' rovc.! -rov. 

wiyioa . om» Pi Rf 
ap OUY Ka@t tOOV Eo Tt -ooV" 

{Aa 

dddows*; mos:! ra ddAa.! -row'! raA- E 
P La > * | a 

-TTw dpa ovKay! 7d év, 

évos* obrére! odrére éXdrrw! -uv. 

-TEpa., 
” 1 8 , 6° éxotev,' prev peye 

6@ -rnta! év,' rddAa. 

-vety.' ein. 
Q ” i » a | , nen 

-Kporys. €Aatto:' ovxoby! Trobrmet.oy. 

[76, had been rovrw rey eddy ? 
ovreye. 

etryy, 150 

-yverau'! dy, 

-yvotTo* 

(Jee eee ee 
€ly ap OUK 

2 toys » 
tgvou eve. €l)). 

= 
Twp eva 

tevds'!  -rnToS" 
a 1 A L 7en.F > a B -rhs:' TOC. Evi. ovKaY 

-Tns. GANetrep év pepe :' otte! TOC. 

[pépec: | pn Tav- 

ta moujoe! Aov.!' Hapettwv! -povs. 

aiet! oddevi! tov c. 6vTwv c.! -rys. 

ponte év GA-' -Kpdv. 

“ais Tis op 
dAAo'! avrot c. -Gous, Cc 

péyeBos éveins' dvtos. 

bags 
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wt. 
xn -éxewv.' 8% -varov' remains of «7 

of dvéyxy on a stain and tear. 
dAXa! ~yeBos.' -fov. 

-TTOS* év8e! -rov. 

ovydp:' évds.! -Tw" [rw 

-Bos'' éxovta." adrian TovTw.' To! éxé 

-7 Oa" 
-ho'! abrd év totrow.' ave! ety 

ow! ap’ ody. 
-(ov,' -Awv.' vor, ,, fainter. 

-éxeuv, | -o bar: 
a 

-xov,! -pevoy.' -xn,' elvae! dy. 
dA 

tov 

éxou, , fine. e 

-xouto, | -tou'! ivov 

dpa. | igov 

kai*' adro te! ov, , fine. 

pev.! eine! 88. 

~K)). 
n 

aAAa! det,! dyet:' €v 

. 2 a, 
TM, OV,’ OV. 

Ran 

ov évos* 
nae > to, elvar,! evar 

-Aa,! évi.' to! evar: 9 * . 

¥. wf | ae, 

évertiv'! évds, 

atto: to! -Awy 

évi! -Awv'! -yor, 
” Pad 

eig'' -Aa'! -rw: :on*' ro! ioédvte, 
ai 2 oT eH ote -Cov'' eat’! -rob.! Kou 

ve 

-(ov,! -rov,! icov! 
! 

“TPOV, yy4 fine. 

-voy,! -révev' airg.!' -rpwv. 
nn 1 a 

ov,' -dvwy, ,, fine, 

> OA 
aUvUTOU 
» 

-vwv, | 
1 ee nn fed 

-Awv'! icov' ratra: mas: 
: : 
éote' wov.! -rpwy.' we on stain. 

ioov.' Tavra: 
3 
igov.' -tpwv, , faint. 

mAedvev, , faint.' atrd-! -rpwv. 

pe tre ee cagt 
avTM izov' avTO 

SérAéov'! 88! adrod: 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

édAG 

ob8t 

ovydp’! ot &- 

tyovra'! atta totrw C. (end) ! 

ove A- 

oiv! dp’ " patched. 

phr'aér- ist’ added? 

&loov twice 

toov! Kal pay 

otr’day 2nd’ added? 

otr’av ” added?! é(cou! trov 

{and next line. 

wept * added ? 

airs'+ from orig. +o¥, later. 

atel:' % ’ patched from * 

ta ?so: «later! by 

ot! gore! évds: 

Te elvar; 

ro! pn8- 

évéore: 

7d 8 Chat- 

Qarro. gore: Th! to- 

attos had been’ 

Ioov. tows av 

aita 

$08: Trov 

avros had been ’ 

Trovat- 

Tov" 

To- 

Trov ‘tow 

te-' to- 

t. 
, af 1 , ! -éxetv, édvrep' péya.' -vartor. 

. 
petit. 

-tntos'! -rys.' -TTov. 

-Bous; ov! TaAXG! 08 -Tw. 
1 - 1 ca -ta,' Tottw,' éxerov 

-piv,’ -7Oar' c, adAd {eiy. 
-Aw'! rovrov.! trav c. ddAwr c. | od ! 

> ma 12» odKovy! ap 
Tov c. dAXoy, C. 

Ae 
-oOat:' ovKovy 

ae | 1 rd b A Pe | a -pev,' -xn.! (oov evar! dy. 
€ * a éavrd. ovTW C. 
Cera ae er - éxou'! -7a.' éxov. [-79: 

-xoito,'! -ro0" GAN! dv, igor alet ein 
éavt@ c.' -Aots, 

-tar:c.' atréye! dv.' ews 
pev.' ein. -xdpevov c.' -Tor 

ein. | ! 
760. -xn' -rds.' tOv cc. ddAwy: Cc. 

! | &y év rw had been 
iaanlens A 
[ev 7@, signs of change but no *. 

tw! éartov ov" 
i 

eres 7! 

«  U Ee) 
€AUT,  OUKOUV 

Se?! aiet:' odxotv 

tov c. dAAwY c.! Cres, 
‘i a he ate 2 év Tw (as above) etvar.' etvac 
aes a | Xr a | A évi,! -dowst! elvau: 
-otww'! radra! évds 
airs. | év.'! -Awy -pev'* 

%. 1 . 

taAXra! évi.! ade 
yoy 4 ; 

€lyn. -TTO). EOLKEV « cy 

‘| rov Cc. dAXAwV SC. 
5 
éorev 
a 

irov. 
att c.' -dows.! -Tpwr. 

was 8’ has been zwoo and ‘ put above 

[o, ends line.' towy cpa 
' tov c. 

% 
€ln. 

addAwv: c.! ivov.! was: 

eotiv.' -Tpwv Kat 

-Tov. woavTws*! icov. 
” 
urov’ ovkouy! -¢! 

” - > | 

éXarrov avrg from at to ata sian 

scraped, v very faint. | -rpwy | riasd’ 

(as above c). 
aito.! TARO airg ety 

S&. wiéovr éAarrovwy c. 66 c.! aircc. 



NOTES. 63 

A. Tus. t, 
-TaAAa' Ev. tédda traces of"! ta odkovy! TaAXa doatrus 
-verau* 4 avrav c. -raw.! adrdv' c. 
-Tepov. -tov'! igo Ge Troy twice (cease to note, -rep.! -yéOe. 
ad ws core TO év,' inov [save change). ovrw 8} ad dogorcev 7d ev, Kabioo © 
attov atrd Tt! réy GAdoy do T -pov.! Kal, tov c. 
Gp’ “dark, patched?! é@,! gti! dp’! toniye dp’! éy 
dAXwv, [-yverat, -pdy ye! aded 2 atrod kai tov c. dhAwy; c. 
-Tepov' twice.' -rov,! -Awy, -€YXov; Tov c. dAXwv. c. 
mas :! &v éoriv; | evar, ev gore: mas:! -xe.! evérre: * patched, ! efvac, 
AAO ri corey H first part of’ added. ' addr terw, A GAAS te eoriv! ros, 

[-cias,' -dvros, 
-O6r0s"' atro éorat,! -Aovros. fv tod trap- -O6570s'! -vros te 

ton ~via: ' peréxev! -vov. 
dxet_ in the two ; the , differs from : ala elvar; c.' odxoby! ale 
-TOD. mpoepyerat 
ody, -peOa &p’! vewrépov dp’! -nea! ~pévov, 

-pov'rper Bitep | odkodv 
ev. “pEVoU, ae -tep'| év.! -rod. B 
yeyvorto : ‘meant? [lighter. [ap’ 
“pov dy tov, obrw; | -repov. dp’ ,, avrov ‘added. ! dp’ ox’ Bray abrod (and v patched) obrw :! -repor. 
erat’ [dark.' ov! [last ’ added. ypdvo! -wevov'! éorar; 
érata, trepBxjorerac junction at « smepBos-! of eretta, 
Gp’ ody. otkeria yet otk ér-! -8ay dp’ re 
~rixg'! ~yveras.'| ré77)8y -repov' yap. aN torn -xy'! éorw' yap, 

Kavrote! vov'! -tdv,! éxet. &y vove! eyet, 
-rec Oa! viv, Kat — -7Oa.' vov. ddrepe- 
-vov'! -pevor, — -vov.! -ra.! -répw 
-vov'! -ra, toittn- -vov, tovte!' déc. ye 
7d, vow! ao! dxet -pevov: gap. viv! -pev.' Kxararotro 7.! aie 
-yverGau''! robro dre yona stain. — -verar Kal rd * &y -cOat'! rotro. Dp. 26. 
dpa! 76, vov. ; &pa* bray! +6 viv éméoxe dpa Orav'! rH viv ereryxev [é- 
-yverGau'! : ; finer.’ odxodv odmépté- ody elmeprey- (eyy in Ms. 1) -cOae-! éoriv! -repov:! ovxobv obrep 
éoriv'! adrod; , finer. yeyvero € UPON or! éorl B= -TEpov.! EoTiV® 

: , finer. -repov ; valc. tori: -tepov,! éoriv: 

ore 7d Ev, éavtot! Srav core 7d év"! -Tep -pevov. 

viv, dyet! -7ds. alc and twice next line. viv aiel! 7A c. évi. 

dyel twice! éorc ¢ darker.. bray! done rt -vat.! aiel vov.' aie! éori 5 
-yverat,! -rot, bv" dorke: -rau'! -repov.' okey: c. 

éoriv,' -yverar. 4 first half of ~ 4 rav icov tov Toov: eazy! -rau! -cov: tov 
added?! icov: tiv. Traces of ~ 

on ivov twice. 
oa xpévov,' dv: tev’ [re added later. roye! -vopevov c. 7 dv.' exer: 

todernv! éxor.! -tepov: Sot: rd! tiv! obspec-! alles wGo8’ as in 151 c and D but not 

[changed from -rd [ending line.' éxov. ” . , . ¢ a 
iaov Spa! atro* (ends line) gaurd vedrep éoruv:,' dpa! -rov.' éaurg c. 



Pp. 27. 

Cc 

Ss 

64 

A. 
-pevov' e curs.! dy,! -w7epov. 

a:T on * darker. 
éortv, 

Erepov! éorw évos;  , Giffers.' pev 

[yap ov’ € curs, y maj. 

évta,'! yap dv 
ov.' éxou. } first halfdarker. | 
otv dp-' -pev € curs. [ytorov 

-repov. 9 ~ first half darker.' oAé- 

eotu! rd dalTaov 

Todéye! -yeev"' évos, | 

Serre 75 ev! év, , fainter. 

tadXa ~ second half darker. ' -Opov. 

ddAa,' GAAS eorey :' ye ofpae yeyovds. 

-ve,! -Aa,! -véra. 

-TEPO,, 

évds! Evirpe- 

ri daiTS de; aT on *: traces of eré' 
[ap’' -yovds. of both” patched. 

payv.' €xov, | -peépy. 

-xqv'! -rive! oby,' -rov, 

évds, , tail added?! -ryv 

-xqv'! rad-! cat * fainter. 

-Tal, : 

-pev ecurs.! TaA- 

-vevat. 

8a! ye veat end on a stain. 
dor! to! -cOat, 

-vos,! -Awr, 
éoru! -Aa. 

dat 64° at darker on * 

Gtov obv'! pepy* 

: , differs. 

| -répyp 
n ay, 

“peeve OTurep leyyévy- 
étpotv. «darker and squeezed.! -Aov 

-tau:'! -cou,' -rov,! -rov, 

ee ia 3” 

€v' Gor ét 

év'! -tepov'! -repov,! etn. 

-pea* 

ein! taAAa! be 
‘ a 

“pov Kat TaA- 

-vds" 

-Awy 

Tad- ~ dark. ' Eder! i €VvOs “WTEPOW" 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

wl BR 

76 Saye 

évos'! piv 

4 
Bou: 

4! Odtyooréy 

Sori! F 

7i\Xa 

wl 8t! Bp’! avrot! F 

GdAG piv c. ends line. 

thy 

radda * patched. | piv: cal. 

ae 
aw 

-buxe ¢ large on 

uv 

Srepérov v Orig. ? 

yewvqos : 

to-! @y. gap. 

T™pdrepov. 

gap! &ny,!' raddra and next 

t. 
n 1 si x 

ov. 7 ep 

éotiv'! ti dé tov c. GAAwY : C. 

Neyer’! tadAAa! Evds! orev. 
\ adda! -pov'! évds:! dv.! érepa 

poll's Booze évre,' éore 

év.! -xor, 

ovv 

-TEpov. 

-rov.! éoti Td €v i)! madvtov C 

-yover, tOvc.' TaAAG! -pdv. 
ddAa! ddAo! éxet! ye ofpat -vos, 

! , ! a , 

-ver'! dAAa! vorepa -vora, 

e(y Ta dAAa, 
cor toa n 
‘€VOS ev. TwWV Cc 

ri de. T06e: ap’! -vus 

de pepy’ 
5 

TeAeuty Kal pecov:' ovKobyc.mdvTwve. 
-veraus! évds"! trav c. 
S bs 1 lol x Va & an 

dpxiv.' TaAXa wdvra, péxpe TOD T-: 

tadra! Evds'! Sc. 

picoper c. 

8é ye ofpau.! Gpa.! -Kev 

-7001, wot'etrep'! yivyverGat, yy 

so my notes, first vy patched: yive- 

o@az had been first meant. 

~yovds.'| Tar Cc. 

Tove. dAAwy,! érruita lastca letter? 

ti 6e &} 

évods.' ob c.! pépy. 

elvat c.' ov! odxoby! ev, 

| -répy {s ends line. 
wn ” ia yy | , 

Tov Cc. dAXwv c, -péevov, dre! mposyt- 

oty.' -ABdy 

Toc! ay, 

GAov év 

; “ , 
-taw'! ore €oydtov. ovTe TpuTOr. 

dA Aows, 

év? worl py Tapadiory [line). 

év.' ravc. dAdwvc.! ety, ada (next 

pa. | 

ety! -oOev, 

tov c, dAdwrY, Cc 

-tepov.' 7taAAa! avatrus: 
3 

-vos* 

tov ddXAwv" CC. 

téAXa! Evds* 



Mf. 

Oat" dpa! elva, 

exe, 2) ” first half dark.' -cdvdeye, 
-pov -obaire 

-pevov, 
-ro ovS dutd, | dv,' -cAau' [squeezed. 

iva -peva' -hw dtp ody ce darker and 
dxei Gow e darker and closer.! -«y; 
év on *, had been év?! évds 

-tepov | -repov. ! iow 8- allon*,same 
(hand.! dyet! -«éav 

700e" vedtepov Sov: 

évrov, | 

od! 8! a at end maj. curs. 
WOTE. 

4 ' 7G accents retouched. 
a 

first 7 on stain. 

isov ’ darker.' xpovov" 
-ToVvos. 

étumep! tad-! to ev 
al 

ve 

to éretta’! icov! -Aovs" 

dyet! -rOv,! -repov. } 
dy. 

4” first half darker.' -repov$ 

vewrepov;! -vo, vewrepor. 
mpotepov :' ~yovds. 

-verat, TpooTd 

8¢,! -repov'! dye 

-dwouv.' To mp- 
1 -pov'! -repov,! -repov,! -Tws" 

atrotv! -dowv, oOo. | -repov, , fainter. 

-tepov'! -Bvurepov. 
mexyl BE | ‘ -tépou'! 8&.! -voevto 
-yvouvto'! dv! 88, 
“Tal, 

-Birepa. 

-yove'! raX-' -ro 

KEL. 

jx & removed? so below. 

-rau'! -repov'! dyet pov’! det 
-pav'! ay, 
Opt eel HN Bod ree -pov.' TaA-' aa! deel popivp. 

-peva,! -répwv' 
-Ky,' -0 Ba. 
=: eves. 

“KT, 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

A! yews! éyo 

-Kla: ov« 

Ure ylyvarro® oS ad +d 

ée so, and line 29. 

&ds so.! -ritiy 

[(yeyweras late in marg.) 
168% vedtepov: Sot" * later. 

yeyverar: gap. 

! rad- 

bray 

-efove 

ipa 

4 
tédda,! +d 

ae so.' Hot; last ' added. 

4! -Bbrepo. -repov : 

-tepov: Ist. 

By'! ate 

(wor! Td mp- 

Sat 

lovre 

Adyov’ Kal TaA-! 7d! Co- 

4 
to-! ate 

yiyour'ay: “ later? dark. 

ridda! 4 * later! ate 

t. 

Oa! elvar, 

éxes! GAN! yer dre ed kal ore b 

érepov -pov''! ye might be re! ere: 
-yeey! -Kiat obkay 
-autor ! -rep ov.! -o ban 
. ae ee pevas! ody iow, 

aN aie, 
yap c.' rod. évds dvros. 

ovte -repov.' aie! add c 

yeyove-repov' 76 5é vecirepov" ylyverar 
tov éAAwy évtwy. all c. [8 od: 

8, 

76,' ravc.! -tepov, Kal TGA- 
a Tov c, dAdAwv c.! 7 

yéeyovev C, ) TAAAG:! oKdre, D 
én 1 J 7. , éXatrove! xpdvov'dpa 

-TOVos. 

Orimep! taddAAa! &, 

To ereras! adAots. 
P| ron 1 wl >A 

Qter” GvTWV C,” -TEPOV OVKOVV 

! édarrov Stahépa! t.!' -tepovs! dv. & 

2 8d! ; ei 8¢! -repov 

-oBirepa'! ~yovds. 

' wrepo' te’ 
2 at. 3S -Birepov'! aie 

-po’! yap.! -owv, 
-pov'! -repov.' doddtrws: 

*VETAL. 

15S 

> ~ E in > ‘4 ‘A 2 eo atroty eis 7d évavriov. Td évavriov 
adAjAw ytyverOo .' -repov. 

-tepov'! -repoy, 
st BA Sol ohana fl * x -repov'! St.ovKdy'! eitny’! -vro, ovKay 

-vowvto, | av" 

zovc. éAAwV c.! -TaL* 
év.' 8¢ dAXa! -repa. L 

yeyover'! TaAAG, tobTy 
-OXEt. 

Y t ooikeny! aivetat C,° ovKOvY érepov 

dpe! aie 
-pepev.' TOV C. 
-pov,'! raddAa! det (sic). 
ravc.! -peva,' TOY C, mpoTepwr'c, 
-o6a1, 

évos,'! tv c. dAAwv: Cc. 

p. 28. 



66 PARMENIDES. 

I. Tus. t. 

avrov,' -wTEepov, airos had been’. Tov Cc, dAAwy. Cc. 

érri! -veras! -Bbrepoy, | -poy, | éoTiv. tone tt! -otly éorire! -rau'! -repov, odtéoriv 

pai ae t) atrod -verat,! T@v dAAwy : -redGs all c. 

D To €v, 7d! -repov Kal ved- év. 

Oa?! -xn,' -€xev,! -Ta, &p’ Oat, ap’! erecta, 

wry vow! sy finer.' ev! gore! erat. tors nal toras: vov.' éorw! évrae, 

{xat «ai on brown blots. 

ro! -rat,! -vy" py: ends line. eyly- [av ?! avrow, 

-vou'! qv Kat éotuv:! -rov" 4v! tore -vov.' 6% patched ; had been av or 

-€a°! -ots. 

87" ! TO" yas: ! tory -TOMEYV ; 6pOas c.! abri: 

b -Cerac’! weptstea GAAa had been -perra Kal weperra: GAG -(eratc.' rddAa 

évra, : -xva_ x ends line.! éormav- éyeu 

-pev'' év,' -Oapev -Tws' év ef Eo TLV C. OvoV -peV" 

-Ky, a0T0' -Aa"! -Ad, Gp’! by v2 dp’! atrd' woAXa- twice. 

-vou'! év.' more. rote" {otovré- xpdvou'! év.! wore! A’ovx éotic. 

' Gp’ ( of “ added.) -on! a’ otolas word:' Gp’! wore! dp’! -ye, otdvre 

ovv'! -éye, last two , , differ. 

-orw,! adore 

-rrat’! -xet, | “XeELV : ora rough (ff. 174, 175 -xewv. | “Xe. 

have been stuck together, 

latter is injured). 
-xet. Kal pévos -xet.! ev! -yet,! ay povws 

156 -Tov, | ody. [darker. re, kat adrod.' perexer:' odKody 
-vos'' -vau'! avrov’ 4 * of last ~ 4 etvat,'! avrov. [pH more 

éxrat, Tore twice.' éxeuv. olovrtoras éorat c. tore! avrd. tore! exerv.| 
TO 

-vev’ dpa, “looks patched! -Aets:' to dpa! 7d 8 -vev, Gpdye od -cOas c. -Aels : 

-vias, dp’ ovkam6A- >’ look patched | dp’! rd ey -cias. ap’' -cOa; , has been added. ' 

[ro &v 81 ds éouxe. [81 doéoixe 

-Vovre, , faint' dduev ovoiar. alev -ciav. ylyverar kai dmddAvrat: Cc. 

B -Ad, bv-! -wevow twice.' dp’ * thick, &p’! 8rav év.' -pevov? ap’ 

év,' -Avrau! -Ad, (patched. & moAdd elvas drddAvras: gap ev! -Avrae'! wodAd. 

xau* woAAG dp’ * of ” darker.' -Ky° kal! dp moAha. dp’! dvayxy 

kan pay, ve... -oOar; written twice, 

dotted, later! kal pny 

dv' -raw'' re! : ,, fainter. bray -vqyTaL, 

dy peifov.' -rov'! isov ’ darker.' te-! te- peito! ticov. 

C terytas! érrds: [re,' -verv, ofrws Srav (so twice)! trraras. otTw:' -rytae! emt 

-Aq'! mov,' + seems uniform. peraBddn. ' pnBiv -rOa1.-Ay.! evar: 
mportepov. ! -c Oat" tords -tep. v- -cOat' 

-pevov.' éoravau! -Aev. terdvait -pevov, -Tep -vatz;'! -Aav.' éoraec. 

dels éorruy, ovdets éotiv. 
78a! obyap' ovde toravar: ob yap! ot82 -va: od yap 
-Aet,! mor’! -dee [ov yap eds: mér -Net.! -Aewv:! -AEey 

e Ll ” 

Deords ov, ovre' -de *has been *! éerds! od yap éords dv,! -de'! ot yap 



ue 

dp’ faint, yellow. ! 

“puns! -dvys. 
-tepov'! -vat, 
-Ae’ twice. ' -cews, 

gpdots.' -Oyras, 

2 
€oTs 

-TEWS, 

-Tns, , faint.' -vae. 
8)! -rae 

wot’ 

See! -Aa. ev 
, { Lael bs ik 

tore,! ap’ oy, 
oa gn 

éxee ray 

-BédAy’ « dark and small.' -vaz, 
[-vOae! -£3 trwav 

l , \ wor» , 1 
OTQCEWY KGL OUTE EOTL TOUTE Tat, 

-yverat.' -AvTae:! -yov, 
> 

4 | ev:! 

[éorev’ 
4 évds,! Gdv. éoriv.' -Ad: 

' -verat*! -ov,' -ov" -veTal, 

-ov, , had been .! iy! -ov.! -ov 

-pEvoY. OUTE 

ixov: twice.! idv,! -Kpov.' -ya" 
Oivov [part of T small on * 
-pata, ,fainter.' év.' SaiTois acand 

-dows,' éxrevedp’ * of” darker. com- 
89°! éoru: 7aA-' vd. [masall fainter. 

obv! éorev.' radda: od yap av: 

GAXGTOV Evds avi, differs. [er. 
Tada" dAAGpeTEexeTai 77: of ~ dark- 

” - Ss ‘ t we 

-ta, GAAG éorev’' Exot. 

ye papev'! eoriv ea 6- 

SAov,! efvac. 

-ptov.' eva 
1 1 ete etn! ein 

-ora'! &, 
1 ' atov.' -peov,' -rov. 

fora’! -crov,' -prov’ py prov at end 

{on a stain. 
* fainter. 

ti eva, 6v' évds.! eore! -ptov, | ody. 

Aor 

-Ov.' sivos -as.' tevos.' ddov"! -Tov, 

-otov'! éxrau'! év.ravrwv" 

-vds.! dy, 

7@A- ~ seems patched.! xe, kav 

NOTES 

Tus. 

form! rordy 

totovdére 

cov’! oft & injd., fol. 175! 
Aa gap [éor- twice. 
airy below the injury 
ovSeyl 

tor- twice 
-mip tornké 

-Bédow! pisses inj. 
-AAra, ev ovSevl | late * erased. 
-vorr'dy | of8’dv 2nd’ added! 
Srav [dp’oty 

r 
-Bady: 2X added orig. 

otre tore 

-Avrat, : added.' yotv 
ae [crowded into line. 

Spotl em tens dark on * 

lav. . altered to ,! dvdp- 

lc-! lov: . altered to, ' lov: 

Bivov! lorotpevoy Gv en dv: 

tomy: gap 
A 
dp’ od oxerréov: « patched 

84! ton rdddka! -Oevar: € 

{patched on a, orig. 
bids tory, | riDAa: 

ridda: ’ added. ! -xerat rH: 

br 

By: 

éas:! évds rivds 

rdd\da ' added! way do. 

67 

t. 
a ae Soe ba 
ap’ obv éatt TO dtoro ! moto 81) ; 

-vys'! -vns. ToLODTSOVTE ComtKe -VELV. 

-tepov'! -éxre! -var, 

Ne! -cews.! -dee, 

gicws.' -Onras. 

-cews.' ovdevi otca: E 

-Tns, T6,' -var. 

6)! éornKe! -rar, 

ép! obras. ! -ot- 

8! otdevt 

tore,! ad’ 

éxet. 

-Bardy has been -Bary, altered 157 
[at once?! efvat,! -cOat. -£0 Teer 

-cewy’ kal! gory rore,! -ruv" 

-Avrat:' Adyor. 

dove! epéve! roAAa- 

A 

-tau' Kal! -povov’ Kal 
7 

e€! idy.' dvdpo.ov- 
¥ 

peya. 
Ww 1 > - w 

icov.' tavartia tov" 

\ 

[icov" B 

o has been w?'! 

pOivov ovre 
' 

“KEV : 
-pata,' éy.! ride 

-xeev'! éativ' dpa c.! -réov: Teor, 
dy! re. taA-| -Oévac: 

ovcouv! radAa. 

adAAa & 

TaAXa,' peréxer wy:' tadAAG! Evds, 

-ta, GAG éorev’ 

déye hapev tovtov éoriy, | fs! ydp:c. 

oAov.' wodAGv c.! 

TOVC. poptwy. ovroAAGy c.! elvac: 

elvat' od éorat C. 

wodAav c.! efy.! ein. 
ms a 
€oTau'' TwY C. QD 

-ctov.! -rwv.! -rov, TOV C. 

éorau! -rov,! Pon 

[rdvrwv c, TovTwv c. 

-otov.' tov wodAav c. ora! dv. 

ri etvae’ Sv ovdevds! éotiv! driodv 

dy:! trav c. woAXGy Cc. 

-ov.' tevos ideas'! dAov! aravtwvc. E 

-vos, 
Tarra! exe. 

Pp. 30. 

Pp: 31. 



w 

168 

68 

) 

éav dpa! éxov.' TaA- 
n 

pyv' -crov.! TovTo. 
Ce ney et? , oe, évos''! eats, TOTE EK- 
elvat.! -vert! -Awv. KaBabTd 

éve [atro Gy"! de! prev 
aS 

Or,' dv. | & “patched.' -exev"' 

evi. 
dho.! -pios! ev.' ora od 

tod dAov. ~ of ~ darker. 

ovra, 

ta! évds,! ev, 

TaXr-' évds. od 

-plov'! -xovta. 

exetva, 
ras: gee, ef, SOpev’ GAAOTt, | vTa 
évis,! -Bave, ad- 

rs 

€V, évTa. 
obv'! €OéAou pev' -Aetv,' ofoer’é 
ow ? + 1 1 2 a 

bre Odtycorov:! -Ky,' exetvo 

-exou'! efvat,' : , differs.' ody: 
dxel oKomovVTL, 

i 2 a ee 

-dous'! det opwper. 

ye,! -ptov, 

-Vyrtas:! -da, | rpdoro Gdov*! roGAov. 

koptoy} ev + subs. small, squeezed. 

-Batver'! évds,! -Kev. 

-Tois’ 

StavtGv dicis, cabéavta Ay at be- 

ginning and ra ddA of next line 
on stains. 

a. if o “et ” a 

évos,! 6Aa*! -pta, dretpate eors. 

te, ! 

éort, commas here fainter. 

5 differs, 

ratty « dark and squeezed.! tavrov 

-p0la., 

dtow wévta. tavtov' ; 

-pat -Oev! -On,' -dowss! Tavtd 

ve, the two, , differ. 

-Bos.!' ety. 

-Tepa, -Tépws’ , = . originally ? 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

rédda ’ faint.?! eds: 

iy ; 
réve a changed to o? orig.? 
xadairs ’ added 

Seyav "* patched, added. ?' 

dru! adrd ty’! 88! piv [SyAov 

84d last’ added. 

7a! (gap not accurately 

noted) ads first * can- 
celled 

séddka ? added. ?! ob 

tori’ 

end ' 

[added. 
Se lSdpev! ody"ev 

tw: ’ added.? 

ololr’é- patched 

opiv’! dAvyooroy 

éuy’év: 2nd ’ added. 

ated! KaQ’auriv ’ added. 
olel dpSpev; comma ad. [yé 

al piv | -Sdvye! tkacrov pépiov 

vytat’! 8Aov Kal 7d Sov Kal 

piv od roils {on * 
U . 

——(ipis at foot, 
‘s inner, f. 177.) 

&y éav- 

ait- |! KaQ’eav- 

: J 
orig. ?' wép ends 

[line. = wépas? 

kard acc. 

mwévt dv first’ faint. 

taita 

-Oc:! Sévav- 2nd’ ad.! piv: 

Spowa av! aira re ait ends 

{line. = -rots. 
Saphor- S0n”*, 1st’ ad. 

t. 
v 

' éxov, TaAXa! évos: 9 
€Vv 

-orov.! Tovrov [Toye 

-xew,' évds'' atravc.' éori(v) c. 
elvas, 

-ver! pev, TOY Cc. -Awy’ Kadaird 
\ év.' -or'!' béye! évis, [etvae. 

érec.' 6y. a} ev! dy -xev. GAAR! 
; Lad £4 t be a 

atto c. TO.c, évi,' Séye Tot 
-kn.'| 7Q c. popip:! éxrac. 
” 8 GXov, 6 
> 

evos, 

4 
ev. 7a! évds,' wou etn dvs! 

Tada! évds.' od yap 
éotiv.' -piov.! -ovra. 

-yKn 8) dretparrhj Ger elvan, ard 
vis: mGs: Se eidwpev? GAASTL' dv- 
évds,'! -Bdver.' -Bdver: 

2 A 1 oo 
OVKOUV C, ovTa 

[ra 

a 1 lal C4 

ovV «TWV C. TOLOUTWY C. 

-opev, OTe aifjaoron 
-xor, | 

aiet cxomovrvT’|’ ** strong, diff. ink. | 

-dous,' aiel -pev. 

> led es 

ovKovY {xaBabryy 

-OTOV popLov ‘yé 

evntat.' dro - 
roa eo» 

-Baive'! -rwv woéotker. 

> > o év adrois. 
1 el ! € + 2 id 1 atravc.! KkaBéaura,dmepiav: | -rat: Cc. 

TaAXa! -vds.' -pia, areparé eorev. 
> cad t > 

ovkovv! -po.a, ad- 
«* Beco a a F 
éavtois:' a pev 

-ow mdvta, TavTdv! -T: 
a Dye! -xet. 

-Odta:' 9 déc. ye 
18 f nt -pa, -Oev' -dvra,' ré- 

-wovOévat. Ta! Te, av -TaTa: 

7&0, Gpora' -rois, 

-TEpa. 



a; 

Tabra [small. 
-meva,' -crGra,' mdéOy. 3 ,,, all 
TaA\- * of ~ darker.' évds, 
obv ef [* of ~ darker. 
-vepa* -roipev' -hiv,' éotive dpas 
aN je 

€vos. 3) ~ seems patched. 
-xjs.' éotev ri, 
to! -Awv' 

tad- ~dark.' érepov. 
Evie! : évds.' -Awv 

év,' rad- * of ~ dark.' rovrwv, 

uit  crowded.! r@A-asabove! od 
' eG)-! dpa: * of ~ 

(darker. ' ; seems uniform. 
TAUTO éoTe, 

paper, 
av,' -dous*! -rod" 

-Awv.' éxn: 

-TGA-' Evos*! -tod. 

TaAAG éotiv 

TadAa* 

6dov.! 8&,' ev 

-Aa'! 6dov''! rad-! évds. 

dvo:! rpia:! abrd gore 7a GAAa* 

év éoriv! adrois.' -raxp « squeezed. 
[Final od on a stain. 

-powa’! adda" 

-Tys" él 

ein. '! -ta dvo 

-tots, , fine. 

a vil apa. 

dvoiv dots very fine.' -xeev,' pajd? 
eae le “28 Nae Goa! éeorev'! T&A 

-powa! ~xou" 

6vra, 
be 1 

OUVOET ENA, ~peva, 

-peva,'! -Adpevat! -w! -rw° 
-Gévat, [rpiav'' -rov" 

dda: dots meant? évds.' dvoiv"! 
-ov,pebeber, 

cori’! re 

év.' éote! tadAa 

ciev'! éy.' dp’ acc. patched ? 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

avrois ° very 

dyépoua dy (dark. 
toréra: ~ dark patched. 
tidda ’ added.! as: 

-powd-rara : | 

&pa 

ody’ottws 2nd’ added! 4 
tor, 

yap: dp’! rd 

TéAKa 

Tada :! éorly 

Tada: oF yap: 

dpa; val: 

ott &pa, 

En, ! otSevt 

7a GAXa TOD évds° 

Sapij! téAXG gorly’ O68 [ék- 

ctv: obStipa! TaAAa* bv yap jv 

(no op. in marg.) 

tort’ rdAXda, 

ov8'épa 2nd’ ad.! rddAa° 
e e e a 

&y erry gavtots* 

iv ra Uda. ote fy eon on * 
[or pchmt. rough? 

ee 

av upper half of a on*! 
é 

3 [& ends line. 

pydev ends line. 

otripa! otravé-! radXa° 

-vaAn07 : 

ot8érepa’ 

tora. 

_peve. ! &vds' x=" cancelled 

kore: 

favros vy erased.' ra dAAa 
oty et Se pq éore! Ep’ 

69 

t, 
TadXa, Tadd Te 

-Xors. 

-Awv' c.! -tdrat! -On! 
Ta\Aa! évds: : wide. B 
odKovy € 

-pd. -rotpev' -duv ev ef eoriv, dpa 

TarAa! -vds. 

-xijs! -ruv'! radXAa! -vds. 
-Nat:c.' dp’! révc. ddAAov. c. and 

tadXa. Tod évds; te [so below. 

-vds.' ydpc.eipyras. d7’dy my notes c 

[have near this -édy (? eav). 

76,’ tédAa:' yép: c.! & ie , : yap ba Oy apa €OTLyV 

' fy TO Cc, ab7G, Cc. Kal TaAXG : 

gore 7)! TadAa:! -Kev:' dpa:c. 

t 
TO 

‘ 

-pev,! dpa. c. 
-Aows'' -tov'! -pis: {ovdevi dpa c. 
Tov c. dAdwy c.' exp: was yap ov: 
TGdAa! -vds'! -rov"! Kata c. 

\ 
D 

2 

EOTLY, 

| 

éxet 
od! ovddpa! éore raXXa* 

avravc.! -Aov.! ev. 

“Ads! -dov.! €ore TEANG! Ev. 
tpla,' -rw Ta ddAa* 

év éotuv! -rots. Eps 

[évéorey 

‘ori 7Oc.! Ta\Aa"! bs 1 ” &é c,' -pota, od- 

Ths’ él 
” a 8 # 

ein. ' ~Ta.dv0 

ev”: 

-tov,' -xeuv. & pndevds -xor: 

ot’ dvdp-! aAXa: p-' -repa, TAAXa’. 
ei eens | ¢ ON, 

yap Gay Ov- -fola, EV -Xou* 

' 

1Ho 

[-ra- 
Sdpa! -ra ovSérepa'' -peva’ ode c. | 

, 1 & Ny 
“TO. = =-TLOLV, €, GOVVATOV 

-peva’! -yeva* od7 peifw, ovdéAdrrw, | 

-Oev TOY C.' ToLotTwY C. [ioa. 

-Aa. 

Ger! perexery, B 

eoTUv. 

év. Kat ovde év ert, c.'! TaAAG 
1 1o9 pevc. otv:c.! eféve! éy.' Gp 



C 

ico] 

tes) 

c 

70 

a. 
tavta:!' -Geors* 

éoriv’ dpart! pn éorev : 

povov' F 
[-reiv:' pn twice! eo, 

py éoriv:' rovy-! -you'! pon Evriv' 

Zorw'! -otrwv, dpa dots small: * of 

-doi, twice. , , differs.  [° darker. 
Aéyou! dv.! dv! év,! éore, 

déyeu 

-Awv! dv! éy! -rOeis.' efvace Mar- 

ginal addition has no yap, has 
-rat’ c., and efvac' 

? 
q 
-xqs'! py éotiv.' vac: 

Sei! -pnv: Ff yipde Ste * of * dark, and 
{angle sharp. 

elvac’! papde éxetvo, 

éorey' emioTnpy’ 

Aéyet, 

“yn dAary 

tivds.'! -tou'! -rg"! -rwv Kal 

év'' -yero'' dy ’ darker than‘! érepa: 
{my notes.) 

Av"! -vou' obS'dvre! -yero.' perqv (so 
-Ovre, 

-Adv,! -Aver! -«n {fainter. 

éorwv'! ro év, , and the other are 

tov,' ~yos.' 6érd accs. differ from 
{others. 

-vo,' elvac'! -vov, tail of , scraped. ! 

[-Adv. 
-Aa’ ta! dvra* 

ParXoia: 

éort’ SfjAov. Ste ‘is sharp and dark. 
-pova, (1st) 

crriv; ea 7 

cori adr: 

mos :' évir 

ely,'! &vds" 

vos"! évds; | 

éaut@; bet: ! 
ye: ,, different. 

\ A 

kat wnv accs. different. 

PARMENIDES. 

Tus. 

&pa rs 

‘ of * darker.' rovvav-' 4 wav rotv- tor! ph twice. 

ph tore: roby. ! 1880! pr 

AT. on *.' Spa 
Aéyouro 7d 

bray! ph tore! tor- 

Nya: tr- son *. 

érdv' no words in marg. or 

[in text, = vas cat 8r 

4 o8:' BSe 

tote’ 

pa 82 
Sry tis! dori dAnOH : 

tory 

brav 

GANG! -vou dalverar: nal 

Sav! éxetve 

ovSav 

tore 

rd 

-ketrat’ par} elvas Kal 

ye" Kal 

Gvcpowa extiy BydoveTs 

foucev : 

Gp’ ovx 

ton 

-Bav 

eds' (St) 

kaluny 

t. 

:' otve,. 
, 

peTatovro ef! -Oecis, 

-Tiv, apart 

-vov.' éorev! éoriv 

éorev:' ~yot,! rev, 

-tTiv, 7) dAAdTe TOY C. -TwY. dpa ed 
deve! ovKody Cc. 

deyer TOV Cc. dAAwY C.! Ov"! ey"! Eom 

[yey- oe. €lvaL 

év.' att@ c. -Bels. | efvac: c. obSev Frror 

dpa! -yet, 

Tov c. dAAwv' c.! dbe.! ap- 

xis’ | éori.' etvas. c. trdp- * patched. 
be? doréorxer, | -pqvs! pH de dre Aeyerau 

0a,' éri(y): c.' ovxotdy c.! ra\Aa 
Erep’! -var.' pds! Erep Ov c, dAXGY C, 

in lower margin *& 

of 85 b2 stands ¢ 

$ 
aire c.! -wy" 

GdAwv c.! -ryta c. Neyer”! |e 
See : -yn'' éxetvou: ov patched on astain, 
and trace of accent?! -vou' 

tevds.! -ryp"! totter c.! mévtwy Tov 

[-rwv. all c. 
dv ob! -yero otddv! -pat! éxéiy Y p @ 

orig. éxeivo? small, crowded. 
on Pye wl oe 

nv -vou -YéTO “NV. 

tov -Awy -ruv ; -Oas:allc.' re 

éoriv'! -Avet! <x. 
Heel Z | a7 ; - otiv'! ev.' pyr’ éorat 

-yos. 

-ro.! -vatt! -Awv -Adr. c. 
a t ” > ~ 3 - 

TO C.' Apa avTy exT(v): C. 

tadAa‘! -da.! -ra. 
ar , 

-poia.' -AoLa, ovK 
us Feat | eta we 2 ouv: Cc. ovxovv c.! ra c.! éotiy. 

-powa, av-' roc, 
es 

-rys.' TOC. eotiv:' ef SE 8H 
ns d ame aa 

Tuv C. -AWY C.° EOTLY -TW C. ap 
A in 

Toe c.! elvac: was:' &i, odkdy 
wv i , ‘s Jan 

ein. | -vds* ovday 

~ots.! -v0s, 
€ lal > 

€avT@ elvan: 



ogee 8 Sec. 
ovdad ioov! -dows'' iwov.' Sn, 

ve 

-ta.' tov. 
x Me Slava 

dpa,' tad-' ioa in” ~ the‘ darker. 
te 
a { Moose 1 La > 

ura aviwa: aviod, ov 
4 

ev. Tpos 
- 

pévrot.' éore 

dyet! -oww: , lighter. 
or \ ? , rd ri! dyet! ri 

-tyta: otk! -Oos. 

-rys eotiv'' otoca: , small fine. 
évre woéotxev' petin, , small fine. 

-Bovs’ 
Bie Ni Ree eee cays my; | Set, ottws.' -pev 

éxy.' -pels, ef at end on a stain. 

-O5°' -pev F of ~ dark.! -rw: 

Sepapev! -yev. | pavas 
w « ” , 4 a. £ ‘ dpa doéoike TO Ev, OVKOV 

1 év,' mpoord! efvas. 

év.' efvae Gpotws, , fine.' pn 6v' -var 
$ 

ad ctv’ 4! dv,' em. Nothing in 

[marg. corresp. to mark above #7. 
év.' dv,! ove 

poy Ov, twice. 
La] ad a oy > 

ov Pn ov’ € 

Cony # a oP F, 
€ve €OTL TOU ELVAL 

py! évi, et py eorw: last , differs. 

py! dpa,' ody, 
rw! 

es 
OUTWS 

-otTov, 

re,' 88, xivnots. y ” of © darker. 
48 

7d ev ~ patched. 

-pevov dpa. 

> » 

ov éuméepavras'! elvas, em 

NOTES. 

Tus. 

lody tors! lorov. re 

lo-' Sap- 

to- 

dpa! riddo! lt. 

Wraotkdvica;! 8'dvuca! 

-vc0- 

ac-! ylorl.... nal injured 

pey... do.! -txpo- 

alel 

C0! altel! ofr 

lo-! for 

toni! to- ota: 

-me. Kal lor. 

Ea. 

-Aovérs! A... -rw: written 

ri r09 no note in marg. 

oby Set 

tva (will note only use of”) ' 
(no mark. 

py Sv, rst. gap. 

7d ph! pi lore 
gap.! was 8’... -re injured, 

[seems = 2% 

we! A 

evévre 

foxe: | dpa 

érr\ 

(ph bv Exar pr elvar 

-var Td ph bv° Tcovers a p! 

71 

t. 

ovdad ivovy’éoriv! -Aous'! ivov. | Sn" 

-ta, ! éori(v) c. &v:! tov, 

[the , is later. 
” 1 > A a 

ioa.! -ca, ovTo c. dvicw c, oa; In ; 

év,' tadAa arg c. éeoriv c. vp 

Yé €ore, 

dpa! rarn’ 

s 
> vi , eori! -xpédr. 

s 
Pe oS. oe -KpOT altel aderr- 

-toiv. ated! ddXo 

-totv'' -ryta: ovK. adda (‘or’? 

-ns. €ore' -r@ Cc, [patched)! éori 
ot eo, ' ’ 

“TL WOEOLKEV, = LET ELT)" B, évi 
kal pnjy ovciasye. 
mwy:' -tws.! -pev 

éxy. ovkav! -peis. 

-O7.' -pev* 

8 dapev! ~yeuv. [yap c. 
2 so” co a >» ’ 
€OTLY APA WOEOLKEV 7 €V, OUK OV" El 162 

Ss: 

bv. adAd te! dvnoe' evar, c. 

(‘S adijoet }! dvaret' cee opp. foot-line, 

inner marg., small majs.) 
A 

In lower marg. Ia 

si 
otv: c.! Seop! -va. 

bv! -vae dpoiws’ c.' dv.' elvas. c. 

We 

wy! 76,' ety. 

ww“ 

ovkdy ein’ -ra, 70 pev ovoias.! dv"! 88. 
wet wet pd ov! ove! per. 

év:! 88! ov k 
7 Led ! > 

-Oectara: ovK ovy c,! évas. C. 
wt Sand Pe 2 

-OTL eve €OTe €uvae C. 

%, * 

-vat' eis! elvar: c.' TQ c. évi.! Ears 

éottv : 

Tus. | -TH* 

-rov,! -veu* 

CLs. (a 

» lel 1 

ovK ov Cc.) -VN: 

dpa c. twice! éxor. 
f : 

evrepavras’ pm Orig., SUgg. eum? 



p. 36. 

ted 

163 

£2) 

72 PARMENIDES. 

Yl. Tus. 

adda! -potré ote! -tov pisa- 

tw! €or! pnOiorar to robévTot: Bav pAOlorarro 

rovye had been 76 voye peta. | -rhy : 
. @ Ao! G \ -PolTo* TAUTOU yap.' OV 

» 

' TavTov" 
? 
€OTt. 

| bv & Ta tGv NO‘ Over &y 

BH eon: od! odv 

s 
a s = 

py Ov ev TO * repeated in marg. 

&! dv, “and, differ.'! -vw,! od 
Aas Soll Aayel Mays 
€V, EAUTOV ov ov 

5. .% { lov 

€VOS, -TOV 
! ¢ tw6s: 

&p’ 

éoravat : 

a 
TAUTD 

.l 

a 
-OUTAL, 

-perac'! -vew! -vnrov" 

-yev''! -Cov. extdvar:' to! dpa 

év.' piv eimép ye [line retouched. gornxére! -xe:! etmepye 
-rat.' -09. Several letters in this -rau dv- pey-! 
éxer, ws exer. 

-vov. ovdapy dd- in the: ; differ. yA 88 xw- 

obydp : ob 

ovydép:' dpa ‘ of ~ darker.' te. 

-vov' dpa as above.' -pov, , differs. 
od! dpa and line 5 

-pevov ylyveral 

otre a word on *, had been 

év'! pev.' -AvTau 

6e,! -verau! 6 je py ov. 

rosa -verat.' ovyap od yap ody: [osst! ph 

iwnev ’ patched.! -pevor,! -efrar,  — bypdeprevor 

vov.! -tew* dapev! adrov tory hapiv, 

dv -pev’ dpa. * of ~ darker.' -vee- érav! Upa 

9 * of ° darker.' -av, rovrw,! efvac: 4 

-dv' te, wos twice.! -vae hapev ard. brdv 

-vaur 7} “of “ dark.' -pevov,' vet, 4 
-tu ovder ” of ~ dark,' -vias,' dv: ov8arm! odv: ' on ° 
dpa Stvarto! dv, 

-7Gat,' -1ba1,' 7} if ” of last ~ dark. 4. 478 

-vev,! -clav:! 4, [, differs. 
a7 otr'avadapBdvor,' adrd: last ofravadopBdvor otram- 
éotiv,' téov.! réov" -Sapf dark! éréov’’ changed 

[to ‘ 
év.! -verau’ 

otdapy* two dots very fine. otSdp’ad- 
-Kq, pn 8e 

“TOLLEY, tordvat! bye (rive! ate 
tive! dget elvar TE avTe ; éords changed from -rds! 

adrd pa! pyre! dord-' -yonev’ 

ovdéorlye! vl 

. F du7d pn dv, pi) Térote Exrdvat'! -pev; 
pave! erri 

t. 

papSapotré rather dub. if ré or Pe— 

prob. former.' ray c. évrwy c, 
-tw! -riv. 08d dv peOloratto robev 

[wou was yap: c. 
vev,' odd c.' adroc. 

-ro'! yap.' aarrerat’ c.' tavtdv’ 

a cal ww \ a 1 ’ 

TO TOY C. dvTwy Cc. -T e’vae: c.' dpac. 

ov.' otvic 
lal ! b' a e 

-Tov. | pa) ov 
Got a, évos.! -Tov 

-rat" 

-tau'! -vew. dp’! -rov, 
rer 1 é ayew'' -(ov.' apa 

-xev! éory-' -velTae: c.' pay 
{gee O eI 98 -tat,! atte c.! -67. 

on 1 e of c id > A! 4 

-to..' woat- éxet ws efyev. GAN! ott: 

év.'! -nevov.' ay 
Pov oa ; a pev! €v. -rae" y 

nw * t a 

-vetras' c.! Ov. 
_ \ 7 

-ovtat:! -vov, dpa Cc. 

-pov, -7Oar c.! -ews. 

-vov'! -cOat: c. 

év,' pev.' rae év,' pev.! -7 
logy! ovr oon*! ov. 

-tau'! ot’ dmdddvrat:c. od ydp: 
&é, ove ovTw C, 

w iwpev C. TaALy. -Vvot, 
a 1 a 1 2 lal 1 2 rf x 

vov.' érepa:' ovxooy! éoriv, paper 
” ae 

-pev? dpa pa) GAXOo Te -veu 

tovtw c. 6 dv! -vat: 
el At Nn 

otv! te, was ovK! avrd: mas 

var! drdas, -vee° 
> ” 

€oTiv.! ov: 

dpa etvar! dy"! -ovas -xee : 
= qe 

“vei 

-tiv, ot'7’ dv Nap- odte 
2 a ae 1 L 1 Pon. soci dpa c. ered! eotev.' réov.' Teéov 

Zyl : év'! -rae 
* F dp’ -rau* 

-pev, 
ds 

-tds,! at7@ c.! aiet efvae: c.! avre ¢. 

év.' wéTe -vae, 
a 

gore! ravc. AAW’ Cc. dq! TOTO 



1 
-Bos" 
~Kpétns'! eoru:! ye. 
-érns'! adrd.' dAXa  [dark.! -70 ef 

Sat radAa* ot darker on «, * of ~ 
Spota,' -pova! radrd.. 
ov ydp: ré Sacto all after 8 on *! 

Fen er a ee ee -vov,' to! ve, ! ti,! todro 

-tov'' -ouv'! -Ag'! gore! -rar ij 

[vove! -yay 
-£a'' -ois*' -was' to Scratch oblique- 

ly down from r. to l. on &\Ao, 

py dv,' dv, ! ; 
87. ' ye,' -pev'' tdAXa.tE * of ~ dark. 
pay. od 

Ns. Ds TWS; © OVKOLY 

ddA éorev. 
-yoss! qf ’ of ” dark.' rQ’' &AXo, 
-pov:' wou paper, Erepov 
to! 8,' elvae UP . 
éotizt,' GAda 

i 

[etp.! €vds.! -orace 

second A blotted, ! 

dAda! dyréc-! éoriy. 
-Tat, et pnd-' dpa, 

-huv, GAAG éotw'! yap.' Evds 
-ctos! -xev! -ray,!' -Oet, xdv7d 

ris! -verat, 

-Ad: 

-péyebes. ” dark. 

-kov.' taA- * of ~ dark. ' dAAG eorev: 

-4t69 ° dark, « subs. added later. 
vost Gv 6€ o¥:! -rau' 88,! ddgerev. 

-pitta! évta,! -rae 

ov yap ”* and next ’, with some 
letters,retouched. | yedapev ddferev 

va" 

ae a“ 
iaos! -Aois* 
He « 
€tvae 

-pevos. 

oty, 

éxwy,! atrdy,! -x7 Xwv,' avTOY,' -X7V. 
a I tse dd 

“pas, Geel’ Ad. 
*. | 3 My 

-voin'’ OV! eet 
=. | * 1 *. 

xy. -eutqy.! -evryn 

~Tepa TaTOU pécov opiKporepa, diaTo 

. op a 7 $28 * 6 ofuat! -vove avdyKys TavTo OY, 

KE 

NOTES 

Tus. 

aird ob no ;, slight stain. 
(88 rHA-! Eo OSrr- 

TavTO 

od yap: riBt! +o gap. 

totrov.' 4 last, ‘ patched. 

Svopa:! Sriodv! rd 

Houxéye,! A€yopay! ph lore, TAA- 

pay! pase 
dda, gore. 

4 
Séyerrov 

vd 

torent! ely: 

GANG pt Svrosye.! kort 

kata +a ON * 

ddd éoti:! dvolart 

Kav 

TLS 

avricp- 

-s 

TadAa! dAda gor: 

Svbeou 

odydp ody: Kal pny 

8bu: 

yap c. ends line. 

atrds rt! abrov’ 

aedso. ! 8tdvrls i es tson* 

Aety rH Stavola ds rl) ale 

& re 

-pa Siard 

evs: 

-vov: Gvaykn:! 7d 

-'av: one’ seems added. 

73 

te 
-tos.' dX: 

od ydp:! -rys te Te clear. 
-tys.'| TaNAG.' adbt—: c. 
&! aird.c.! 1G ce. 

164 

-pova ovre Tavrad.! extev 
in 

7 c.! tt 68! -vou.'! -vp'! rit! -ro° 

-rov'!-Aov.'!-Aw'! -ré! ras! vow! pn: B 

-€a" £overasmaller ¢! -cus: 4 Ad¥,! 
[-pat! tov c. dvrwv. c. 

éorat:' dv.' ras! odkovr 

-pev'! -1u. 7a GAG Xp} 
poev' pay 8e 

éorw c. otkavr! Tar c. 

-yos.! -da,! -tuv! -7B ec. {-pov. 

pov: éywye'! déye wot! dapev, c.'C 

dédXo &7.' dpa. c.! dAXa efvar. c. 

éorevti.' -rar: | ein. 

adAa'! -Awy dpa c, éorty, 
-rau' )' -Ta, 

-Awv c.! éotec.! olkav! 
\ 

” 1 Pe 

€un.  -VOS 
Le 12  _Oer* TOV, Co. ETTLE CL -HEL 

[kav 

-TOS WoeoLKeV 

doxovv c. efvarc.! tts.! -rae. 

-tos.' -Ad’ 

-Oes.' avrod:' -rata:c. 
‘ 

Oo 

-xov. c.' -Awovy c.! Ta GAA! ev ! 
x lal 1 > 

ovxovy! -rat [éore(v): c. 
t a 1 ” o XA If > nw 

-vos,! ov’! éorat:otrw: kal! atravc. E 
-AGv c, -TaVv: C.! -TLa Soke 

> S$ 

b€ -ra! -ra,! -rae 

ov! pyv! ye dapey ddeev avtois 

(no év) etvae' c,' -rdv Cc. TOY Cc. 

-A@V C. -TWV: ibe 

-kpots,! efvac’ C. 
-vos. 

-Gevev'! 8! dy, ! 
2d 

GvuToV. 

es! 
OvKOVY C. 

€ fe na oo” , éruc, aie -rav c. d7'avris Ad- 
-voia! -rwy c. dv.! -x7s. dAAn aiel 5B 

Pot o% Xr xy s1? Z 
“XI THV C.TEAEUTYY, | -TI TY C, MET Y. 

-repa TOD pérov. -Tepa dé. C. 
-rav c.! -cbar, 
ary los Se ofuar! dv, 
re | = § ay t La - -votat! évds, aiet A\apPdvorro av: 

p. 38. 



» 

Spovee,»! -BAD. evachaive- = eug-? 

> td <.f a At . 

c TOaydvayKy; | 6&,' d&dvovte, 

“Vat, 

éxovra’'! raA- * dark. 

Be ei -a 8} gai-' eoriv,' évds 
\ 

ob. H 
dvopowa, | -peva. 

pev.! -peva, tavrdv curs. , fine. 

p v6! repo 

-Tpart, 

-o6o:, a fine. in marg. 
eavTav 

-ces,! exratas TavTy’ 

-vous'! -pévous'! -repa 
T t € tal 1 Ad > "a E74,' qyiv,' -Ad éorev; 
Lis 1 * ara€,' -yiv. 

pa * darker! éoriv taX\-' Evds, 

vad- ~ dark. 

ye! 
2 a, 4 tos 
€OTLY EV, ATAVTA, -aV 

= 24 yo toe 4 
ovglVy’ eV Ely EV pndev 

-Aous! -Ad.' otréev! TaAAG: ov 

166 €v,' TaAAG ~ darker. 

tov,! odd’ ere 
1 ny Sy 

TW, ' €OTL 

éorly'! -cpa: 
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a a wos - 

ph erty. TAAAG ovTée eater, 

' 6pota: 
oe ena. | F ye. ovdérepa’! -peva 

‘ y 

-pis'! -ha,! -wevr [.?' GAAa,' orev: 

ard, Toit, oireri eotwv , had been 
-pev' ecurs.' éorev, ovdéev éorev. 

a ern ey ara -rowmev: | Tov, téTe.' Ste 
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a 
eV, 

a 

[kat c. 
ws? 

eire eotiv,' eorev'' raddXa,' adbra, 

-Anda,! éotire! Eat: 

-tata last a curs. 
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Tus. 

otv:! éndal- 

-cbar: dvaykn:! dfivovrs 

wid- 

py éorw a faint‘ on 4?! oiv 

-Odyri Seyé “ ad.? 

davracpart’ some marks 

above 1st a! atrots ~ al- 

tered and doubtful. 

avtovs Tt' Kal Tots d- 

véykn dal-! ody 

amro- had been ’ 

érrér had been’ 

pser- 
some stains on 188 scraped, 

[but text clear. 
BH eon. Tud- 

ovkoiv! TddAa: 

ot8'év ond’ ad.? 
ott’ vers TuAXG : 

atid\da, 

ovSerl! oSér 

ovdt yap 

ovyapoty: & dpa! ton 

wokha: Ist 

tore tudda. | eorey: 

-Btipa 

ovsérepa* 

bra, 

GAG! ph eer: 

BH éorw 

foucev! etre tot’! py torev: 

avrdrt! rudda ’ faint! aira 

‘ad. 

éorurt! tore: 

GAnlérrara :—No title. 

t. 
- > ~ | 6 . © Q 
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oO 
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o 
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o > 
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ovkouv! éoracc. TaAAG: 
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oto, ein! ev 
> a | boa 

éotev ev,' ovday 

-hos.' taAXa: 
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> ae | oe B60 - f 

-Twv Cc. ovdevi,! -as, ovdentay eye’ 
td ae ee ene eee 

rovc.! évrwvc.! ray c.! -Te@ -TL 

-tiv? -pat 

ov.' tov c. -Awv:c.! -tev 

-vat'! évds. 
a MH B 

-Tiv, TGA- ovTE eoTLY 
: 

ovte TOAAG:' odSe! Gpota, 
Law Or 

ye. odd€repa, ovd€ -peve. 

xepis.! -pev, 
> » ” a3 ' GAX 

atta -Twv, Cc. ovreri éotiv'! TaAAa 
3 Lad t ' oe 14 Ra 

ovxovv! -pev'! eotiv, ovdev extiy, 

OTe 

-xev ev el éotiv! éotiv.! TaA-' ariza 

' ru, COTLVTE 

4 a ae 
“VIIAPMENIAHS, H IEP! JAE: 

Slight flourish. 



II. EXPLANATORY. 

BesiDEs the various medieval or modern commentaries and translations available for the elucidation 
of the Parmenides, the writings of succeeding Greek thinkers, more particularly Aristotle, furnish 
many apt notes and illustrations. But there are likewise works of a very early date devoted 
specially to the explanation of the dialogue. Of these two have been cited in this edition. One 

is the commentary by Proclus, which is printed, somewhat inaccurately, along with Stallbaum’s text, 

and is here referred to according to the paging of Cousin. The other, entitled Aaporxiov S:adéxov 
dropiat Kat Adoes epi TOV mpéTuv dpxdv cis tov ILAdrwvos Tlappevisyv, has been more recently 

edited, with the greatest care, by C. E. Ruelle (Paris, 1889). This latter is less a commentary 

than a discursive consideration of speculative questions more or less connected with Plato’s work, 
which it has not been possible for us to study with sufficient thoroughness. It is a strange com- 
pound of physics, metaphysics, and mythological theosophy; extremely subtle and provokingly 

confused. The nature of the dropta: will be gathered from the following examples:—What is an 

dpx%, and what is its relation to that of which it is dpyj? Is it knowable; is it one; is it atrdpxys? 

Is it dapx%) xuvjoews, and how are we to advance downwards from it to concrete things? What 

constitutes existence; has it phases; and are these represented by wtrapgs, rpdodos, émurtpody? 
Do we ever really attain to the daéppyros dpx} and drdas év, or do we stop short at a lower, 

more concrete, phase of each? How know 7d zpo éavrodvP At what point in development does 
vovs, and with it yv@ous, appear—éy, (wx, vods?—or is yvaous even further removed from the zpwér7 

apxj? Does knowledge not involve division, as opposed to simple oneness? What is pédeges, 

and what is comprehended in 7d puxtov? How things go in triads—elvar, (Hv, yeyvdoxev—povr, 

mpdodos, emurtpodij—axivytov, avtokivytov, érepoxivytov—ororxeia, pépn, efdn? How the last triad 

stand related? What is the relation of éAov-pépy, év-roAAd, rodAd-crotyeia and the like? How the 

order of development is évds, odoia, (wr, vots, Yuy}, cwparoedés drav, to which series, excluding the 

first, correspond 7d dSudxpitov, Siaxpuvdpevov, Siaxexpipévov, adroxivarov? Whether yvx7 is one, or 

as numerous as bodies? How & produces not éy but woAAd; and how there are both dpéeGexro« 
évddes, and évddes which are perexduevar by all the grades of existence just specified? How 

(apparently) a process ideal moves pari passu with a process phenomenal? How vod idtov 7 

émurtpody)? Whether the dpx must not be in fact complex if it causes the complex? What 

is the character of xpévos and dusv (discrete v. continuous?), of 7d viv and Td dei, and how 6 

xpovos pepite tiv yéverry? And so on. Through all which runs on the one hand a disjointed 

reference to special passages of the dialogue, and on the other a strange artless appeal to mythology 

and the old poet-seers—would like to combine faith and reason. 

The Title has been already discussed. The mpaypatiidy for the usual redid : and eg. Séq St.126: p.. 

spelling wappevel8ys is used throughout the dialogue _ side by side with wuvOdve on this page. Cp. Plato 

except in one case (1318) where the « is on a_ himself, Crat. 418z. The forms « « trace their 
scratch. Cp. 1270, xepaperxd’ where the « is origin to different sources in different words, and 

patched, apparently by the first hand: also 137 8B, may have been differently treated by later writers 

75 
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in consequence. But there is no doubt that these 

and other vowel sounds showed a strong tendency 

to approximate under certain circumstances, as 
time went on; and Blass (Aussprache des Grie- 

chischen, 1888), p. 58, says: Diese Schteiber 

des 2 Jahrhunderts [n.c.] wussten durchaus nicht 
mehr, wo sie « und wo sie e« setzen sollten, sondern 

schrieben, Epis, teas [for "Ipus, tends], und wie- 

derum wapapuvdrw und iepis, etc. Again, Meister- 

hans (Grammatik der Attischen Inschriften, 1888), 

p- 30, says: Dieses es nimmt dann in der rémi- 

schen Zeit, wie verschiedene Versehen in der 

Orthographie zeigen (Aiyis, "Epey@is, Oivis, xod- 

Ans, Acrovpyta), die Aussprache « an. Gleichwohl 
ist die gewOnliche Schreibweise, wenigstens bei 

den Eigennamen auch in der Kaiserzeit, die mit 

e. (yoAXeidys). That the quantity need not trouble 

us is clear from Meisterhans, 54: Dass in der 

Kaiserzeit die Quantitaét der vokale sich mehr und 

mehr vermischt, geht hervor aus Messungen wie, 

Kas pév poe rarpis eotiv, éyo & dvopa Nevxoprdys. 

For us the point of interest is—does this spelling 

indicate that at any stage of its transmission our 

Platonic text had been written to dictation ? 

& Krafopevav. § xAafolueval.! rodus Twvias says a 

Schol., f, and Rhunken’s collec. Anaxagoras was 

born here. Stallbaum says fuerunt igitur haud 

dubie Anaxagorei, and seems to find in that a 

point specially appropriate. Possibly. Yet per- 

haps the town is mentioned merely to give an air 

of reality to the work. Cp. Ion 530 4, Tov "Iwva 

xatpew. wddev Ta viv Hyty éwdedijpyKas 3 7} olkoGev 

e& "Edécov ; 

aSapdvrw etc. The question of the identity 
of the interlocutors cannot be clearly deter- 

mined. Plato’s brothers and the Cephalus of 

the Republic naturally suggest themselves; and 

perhaps we may claim it so far as an evidence of 

the authenticity of the work, that the difficulties 

connected with such an identification must have 

been present to a forger’s mind and yet cause no 

concern. To go no further—the Cephalus of the 

Republic is described by Socrates as resident in 

Piraeus, as an intimate acquaintance of his, and as 
considerably his senior; while our Cephalus is now 
on his second visit (ro mpérepov) from Clazomenae, 
and his own language would convey the idea that 

he is younger than Socrates. It is objected, too, 
by Stallbaum, Hermann, and others that Antipho, 
Plato’s youngest brother, could hardly be old enough 
to have learned the conversation from Pythodorus, 

a friend of Zeno; and Hermann assumes a set of 

three brothers of Plato’s mother, called by these 

names, as the true interlocutors both here and in 

the Republic. Antipho, the brother of Plato, could 
hardly have been born much before 420 B.c., neither 

could he have learnt this dialogue much sooner than 

404 B.c.: so that Pythodorus must have been an 

old man when the two met. On the other hand 

we cannot well place the arrival of Cephalus in 

Athens earlier than 399 B.c., since, had Socrates 

been alive, the inquiries might have been addressed 

to him, in which view an older Antipho seems to 

be rendered unlikely. See Zeller’s Plato, and his 

references: also Stallbaum’s Parmenides. For 

Pythodorus, Proclus rv. 13, refers to Alcib. 1. 119 A, 

ceive dates aitiay exes dua THv IlepexAéovs cvvovoiav 

copurepos yeyovévat, domep eyo [Luxp.] exw cor 

elrecv dud. THY Zivwvos Tvdddwpov tov "IcoAdxov kai 

KadAiav tiv Kaddrddov, dv exarepos Zivwve exarov 

pvas TeA€ras coos Te Kal EhAdyipos yéeyover. 

pov AaBdpevos 7. x. Does.uov depend upon the par- 

ticiple ‘taking me by the hand,’ or the noun ‘taking 
my hand’? For the former we have Laws 1. 637¢, 

Taxd yap cov AdBour’ av Tis TOY Tap’ Huov dpvve- 

pevos, although the sense of the verb is different. 

Parallel passages are Charm. 1538, Xa:pehuv 6¢, 

. Ge mpds pe, kai pov AaPopevos THs xXELpds, @ 

oxpates, 77 8 bs; Rep. 1. 327 B, kal pov dmirbev 

6 mais AaBdpevos Tod tpariov, Kerever ipas, edn, 

where ézicGev seems to be the adverb, as avwbev 

in v. 449 B, AaBopevos Tod ipatiov dvwHev atrod, 

although here the pronoun depends upon the noun. 

But Cratyl. 429 F, gives ofoy ei! 71s dravrijoas co 

ext £evias LaPdpevos tiHjs yepds eto’ which makes 

for the view that Aa. ris yepds is a phrase. We 

have no means of translating neatly the force of the 

aorist in these cases ; ‘after taking’ ‘ having taken’ 

are too formal. We do not usually associate this 

form of greeting with Greek life; domdferar, as in 

127 A, is more common and more suggestive of 

southern feeling. 

el tov... Svvarof, It seems to be accepted that 

vov and dy are neuter. Yet 7 ray 7/6e is a peculiar 
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expression, which Ast, Miiller, and the Engelmann 

and Didot translators all give loosely, avoiding the 

plural in spite of rov and dy, while it appears that 

Ficinus gave no equivalent for rév 75a At are 
clear and united as regards the text—though IT 
suggests wov—so that any change would be very 

rash. It may be just possible that réy 775e means 

‘belonging to those here.’ But is there any 
objection to our taking tov as masculine, and 
translating ‘if you are seeking for any one of those 

belonging to this place with whom we have any 

interest’? It will be observed that Senodpevos tucy 
follows. 

dpate. The use of the present imperative as 

contrasted with the aorist is said to suggest ‘the 
notion of permanence, as in general precepts, 

advice, rules, etc.’ (Jelf), but it can hardly do so 

here. If we are to see any special purpose we 

must suppose that the explanation by Cephalus 

will be an act occupying some time: cp. Theaet. 

143 C, AAAG, wai, AaBE Td BiBAlov Kat Eye, where 

Aéye may be taken as present; Phaed. 61 B, Tatra 

But Polit., 263 c, gives 

pdcov 8) poe 7d pera TovtTo, where time enters 

more clearly than here. 

GAG... tpGv: We may render thus ‘Why in point 

of fact I am ere (ye) for this very purpose.’ Todro 
may be used here, rather than réde, as referring 

backwards to tov dé etc. no less than forwards to 

Seqodpevos; cp. dpa tovto, 127 E. Stallb. cites 

Euthyd. 274 A, Em’ atré ye rovro miperpev, & D- 

Kpares, ws éride(ovre ..., and cp. Gorg. 447 B, Ex’ 

aitd yé Tou TovTo mdpecpev. elrov éyw is inserted 
parenthetically as compared with kal éyo e@rov be- 

low, which forms an integral part of the narrative. 

This parenthetic use occurs again in B and c and in 

the form dérep y’ efrov, 128 & Arthur Frederking 

(Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie—Fleckeisen, cxxv.,1882, 

P- 534 qq.) treats of this use, whether in the mid. 

or at the end of a sent., as an evidence of date. 

While not over confident he urges that this usage is 

unknown in Protag., Charm., Phaedo, and occurs 

only once each in Lysis and Euthydemus, while 

greater liberty is taken in other works such 

as Sympos. and Repub. In the Phaedo, he 

points out, the case is striking, as it is a narra- 

tive at second hand. Here are the statistics for 

otv, & K., Evyve ppdge. 

the Parmenides as far as 137 Cc, where the con- 

struction stops : 

etrov mid. 4 endo 

elirev a ee | 
x ~ ig ? z be 

elwetv WS ee omep ¥ elrov is in- 

cluded ; as éos eiwefv not. The number is con- 

siderable: yet we must weigh the exigencies of the 

narrative at fourth hand. Plato also requires in the 

same space a liberal parenthetic use of é¢y and 

pdvot, fy mid. 16 end 1 

gdvat 4, 29 4, 12 All five words 

occur non-parenthetically likewise. Sometimes 

ciety comes between two cases of davae (130 B, 

131 c). Little can be inferred except that Plato’s 

ear required variety; and possibly a later work 

might have fewer instances simply because no need 

arose for the usage. For Senodpevos tur cp. 136 D, 

We may complete the 

construction by 7 with or without an infin., unless 

Plato intends to suggest Sejouv, which is not essen- 

tial where it stands. Cp. for somewhat analogous 

passages, Hipp. Min. 373 a and Crat. 391 c. 

Aéyous Av, Both Heindorfand Stallb. cite instances 

of this polite imperative. Thus Aéyors av alone 

occur Phaedr. 227 c, Polit. 267 D, 268 E, 291 B. 

Aéyous dv, &py, ws od woAAa GAN Tdiov axovovre, 

Rep. x. 614 A. So dxovorws dv, Rep. x. 608 D, 

Polit. 269 c. 

Polit. 283 v. 

sentences. 

kal éyd ... Siakotoar: Construc. easy and conversa- 

tional: wats 6¢€ rov... adr O€ ye: being a parenthesis 

needed only from a picturesque point of view. 

The speaker, seeking to strengthen his claim to 

attention, lets the sentence get so broken up that 

the important dxyxédaoe becomes formally a mere 

adjunct. Strictly we should have kat éya eéor, oide 

dxnkdacw rt 6 ddeAdds ipav Avripar tois Adyous, 

ods ... ueA€YOnoay, dropvypdveve, 

Siaxotoa, Cp.Apol.21 a,where the parts bracketed, 

although conversationally very natural, really confuse 

the construction, XatpepGvra yap iote woul. obros 

éuds Te Eraipos iv éx véou, Kal buov TO 7A Ce eraipos 

te kui Ewvepvye THY Pvyyy tairyy Kat pe? tor 

kat tore SH] ofos jv [Xatpeporv,] ws 

kal 8% wore Kal ely 

adtov SewpeOa Llappeveidov. 

Also Aéyous av tHv Scaiperuy orp, 

They seem unfinished conditional 

rottov Sedpeda 

KaTiAde. 

cdhodpos ef’ Ste Sppioese. 

AcAdovs éXOdv éroApynoe TotTo parrevoarbar (Kal, 
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Smep A€yw, pi) OopuPeire, & dvbpes pero yap 67,] 

el Tes é0v ein copurepos. 
zt qv Bvopa; It would seem that évoya is used 

predicatively here, ‘ what was name to your brother, 

what had he as name?’ Cp. Crat., opening 

Kparéros dnoiv die... od Toro efvar dvopa d av 

tives EvvOepevor Kadeiv KadGoe ... EpwTd ody avrov 

éys, adr mérepov Kparidos ry dAnGela dvopd eoti 

Unless we are to take it as = ré dvopa eriv 
Had Plato said tov ddeApod 

tnav ti iv tovvoya; the sense would have been 

much the same, but rovvoya the subject. 

Is 7jv rst or 3rd person? Prob- 

ably, though not certainly, the latter: 7 being 

the more likely form in Plato for the 1st. Cp. 

Prot. 310 E, éy@ yap dpa pev kal vewtepds cipt, dpa 

ae 
7) Ov. 

7o deAPO tov ; 

mais &€ mov iv 

8 ov? édpaxa Ipwraydpay mamote 008 axijcoa 

ovdev" ete yap mats 7, dre Td mpdtepov eredjuncer. 

The constant use of zov with no reference to place 

bears some analogy to that of ‘there’: ‘A time 

there was, ere England’s griefs began,’ etc. We 

might trace the original sense perhaps by saying 

“he was somewhere in his boyhood.’ 

+d mpérepov Cp. é& éxeivov and 127 A, THs mpo- 

répas ériSypius. C. had been only once at Athens, 

years ago. Stallb. raises the question whether 7é 
mpatov may not be the reading. Apart from the 

fact that it appears only in 2, Mss. of no authority, 

this reading would injure the sense ; for what matters 

the length of time since the first visit, if C. had 
had later opportunities ? 

émeShp. could stand alone ; the add. of Setpo may 
be compared with roy ryée above for insistance on 
the place; while é« «A. may just possibly be an 
early gloss upon the other two words. 

mods... éke(vou' Here, as with dvoya, the article is 
omitted, the sense being woAts 82 73) xpédvos 
rapeAjAvOe, Are we to understand rod ypédvou 
after éxelvov ; or to assume a neuter construction, 
either absolute ‘from then,’ or having reference 
to To mp, ered. as a sort of neuter equivalent for 
THS Mpotepas ervOnplas ? 

Sox, used thus parenthetically is rare, the phrase 
being usually as (gol) Sox (or doxe?); Ast gives a 
case from Laws 11. 687 £, rére, Soxels, rats Tatpt 
suvetgerat, This is no evidence that the Parm. is 
late; Stallb. cites a like use in Theages 121 p, 
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Sond ydp pot, Tov HAtKwroy Ties ... Suatapdrrow 

ow avrov. 
avripav' dAAid So UW: 

giving wavy ye: to Adimantus ; atr@ dé ye, which 

we make interrogative, to Ceph.; and the rest to 

Adim. This gives excellent sense; but f disagrees, 

inserting (as the printed texts do) é/y after rdvu 

ye, and giving the whole to Adim. It may be said 
that the upper point of the second : in is weaker 
than the lower. ye... ye=‘gwite so,’ ‘And his?’ 

Oi&e. The o placed in the margin indicates a 
new paragr., as 6 below marks one at rovrwv. 

So & reads: t gives 
moXirae Té pot, and this or te pot, 7’éyot (= mei) 7 

pot (strangely) appears in most texts. It may be 

right, yet the te may have crept in to balance the 

following one. If the text is as here given the 
latter re is an illustration—the only other in Parm. 

occurring 131 A—of a use which Frederking (as 

p- 77) cites as a mark of lateness. He counts 200 

cases of it in Timaeus—e.g. at the opening, =2. 

ovxotv adv Tavdé Te Epyov etc.—and argues, but 

with hesitation, that its rarity in Parm. suggests an 

early date for the work. Cp. on 127 A. 

moAda évrerixnke ‘has had many a meeting.’ Ast 

cites Phaedo 61, rodAad yap Hon éevterdyxnKa 7G 

dvépt: and Crat. 396D, éwOev yap woAda atro 

ow Kai mapecxov ta Gra, Naturally we find also 

woAXdxus, e.g. Sophist. 251 c, and Menex. 249 D. 

The tenses of this verb used by 

Plato in this sense seem to be diadéyopas, Siadego- 
pat, duedeydpnv, SeA€yOyv, diefAeypac: the form 

dueAeEdpnv never occurs. In Alcib. 1 129 c we 

have the definition rd 6€ SsaréyerOar cat 7d Ady 

XpijoGa Tabrov mov kaAeis: but this is modified in 

Gorg. 448 D-E, and again Rep. v. 454 a, from which 

we see that it is not rhetoric, nor yet wrangling. 

Later we find, 135 c, tiv Tot duadeyer Oar Sdvajur, 

and in Theaet. 161 E, 70 6 6) env te Kal ris euijs 

TEXVNS THS parevTiKys ovyo, drov yéAwrta dhAurKdvo- 

pev' oipos d& Kat Eduraca y tot Siadéyer Oar rpay- 

poreiu, In short, it is methodical conversational 

argument on philosophic questions. For the lan- 

guage here compare Theaet. 142 c, Soxe? ydp pou 

(6 Zwxp.) ... cvyyevdpevds Te Kai SuadreyOels mévu 

dyarOjvar avrod thy piow. Kat por EAOdvre AGH. 

vate tots te Adyous, ods SeréNOy adtG, Senyijoaro. 

, 7 Gg OS < 
Tavy ye: GUTW O€ YE: 

moNital por... dkynkéacl te. 

Sede Oqorav, 

a 
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TodAhdxts ... dopvy. Comp. the course taken by 
Euclides in reconstructing the discussion between 
Socr. and Theaet., Theaet. 143 a. He took notes 

of what Socrates told him, expanded these carefully 
from memory, consulted Socrates whenever he had 
an opportunity and corrected his narrative. dzopvy. 
= ‘has them by heart’ ‘is able to repeat’—Euclides 
was not able duyjjoac Oat obrw ye dd ordpatos—as 
Critias says, Tim. 26 B, as 8% tot, 7d AeySpevov, Ta 

raiswy pabjpata Oarpacrdy exe. Te pvnpeiov .., Kat 

tod mperBitov mpoPipws pe SiddorKovtos, dr’ epod 

ToAAdKis éravepwrOvTos, dare olov éyKatpata dvek- 

wAdvrov ypadis éupova por yéyove. Cp. Phaedr. 

2288, D. The word also means ‘to repeat from 
memory’ as Critias had already said (id. 20 c), 

Os drepvnpdvevev ad rpds Huds 6 yépwv: cp. Phaedr. 

227 E, ole pe d Avotas ... cvvéOnKe ... radra iSadryv 
évta. dropvnpovetoenv dius éxevou 5 

Tovrav... Sax, TovTwy must mean Tov Adywv : the 

accusative would have been equally natural, as in 

Tim. 26 B and Rep. I. 336 B, BovAopévwy Staxotcrat 

tov Asyov. Perhaps the construction is varied 
designedly, dxovcas being so far associated with 
the accus. so recently. roévvv, as in Gorg. 454 B, 

tains totvuy THs weiGovs A€yw'=‘ well’ ‘well 

then’: it refers back to Aéyos ay, this forms rv 
Sénow. t reads dxotoat, but Proclus dvaxotoa, 

petpdx. ... Siarp. yuerp. etc. explains od yaderdv: 

and ével etc. explains perp. SieeA€ryrev seems to 

occur only in Critias and Laws, which may perhaps 

speak for a late date. 

p. 13. 
> , , X aN fa) . ve \ 

evyeverae ppovovytur, Kae dua, TOUTO KGL TEPL LTTLKYV 

wpos immexy—Proclus Iv. 

’"AOnvatos 8€ oftos 6 ’Avtipov, trav én’ 

arovid(wr, ws Tots yevvators qv “AOyvaiwy wéatptov. 

To explain the absence of 77 Stallb. says ‘non 

opus articulo ante artium nomina, ubi significatur 

quempiam eas attingere tantum, non omnem 
earum vim et ambitum complecti.’ Is this likely ? 

Like other such adjectives iami«g would require 
the article so long as téyvy, wadud, or some such 

word was supposed to follow, but when used as 

a naturalized noun it might take it or want it like 

other nouns ; povorky, yupvacrixy, iatpex) are fre- 

quently so used, and Plutarch, Mus. c. 2, speaks of 

Gvdpas povoikys émiotipovas, which does not mean 

attingere tantum. For the language here cp. Lach. 

180 D, dre kar’ oikiav 7a TOAXG SiatpiBovres bird TIS 
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jAtcias. Rep. vil. 540 B, Td pev todd pds dudo- 
copia SiarpiBovras. 

el Set, Stallb. seems quite right in rejecting 

Heind.’s proposal to read «/ Soxe?, both because this 

has no authority, and because Se is read by Procl. 

Iv. 73 and 78, and finally because Se? lenem quan- 

dam habet recusationis significationem, quandoqui- 
dem Adim. ad eum, qui omne tempus equitandi 

studio transigat, non statim vult una cum hospitibus 
accedere. 

évOévSe ... pedlry. Surely Plato’s ear must have 

been at fault in the collocation of the first four 

words. MeAtry! Shpos Ke'kporidos says Schol. t 

given by Rhunken. Suidas s.v. quotes Harpocr. 

Sppds €ote tHS Kexpomidos, dvopacGels dd MeXérns 

Tis Kara. pev “Hoiodov Ovyatpds Mippynxos, xara be 

It seems to have 
lain to the N. of the Areopagus, and to the E. of 

Ceramicus. From the Agora they would walk 

north, E. of Areopagus, W. of the Propylaea. 

Taira elrdvres 8. Proclus in his overstrained 

manner says, Iv. 78, 7 civtopov Tod Adyov Kat 

capes Kat kadapdy ékerre Kal did toUTwy Spay" od 

Moveafov Aiov rot ’Amé\Xwvos. 

yap éxadAdmice Tov Adyov cimdy, ‘Tadra elrdvTeEs 

kai dxovoavtes, ws eiwbev, AStvov tiv cvyypadyy, 7} 

tt dro tpoc bets, GAN apéorus ‘ tadra elmdvres”* attoi 

yap yoav of te eimdvtes kal dxotouvtes, § Having 

said this we began walking’; unless (spite of aor.) 

it means ‘ we were walking as we said these words.’ 

Xadwvdy twa ex. ‘some bit or other,’ ‘a bit or some 

such matter.’ Ceph. is not a horsey man. éxd8. is 
tech., as Heind. and Ast note, ‘locare faciendum,’ 

the correl. being, though not in Plato, éxAaBeir. 

éxelvov might refer either to the yaAxevs, or to 

the important yaAcvés, or in a general way to ‘ that 

weighty matter.’ 

te. A case of te used as introductory with no 

«at (Introd. xxi.) which Frederking has overlooked. 
mapeépev, So Ul: t gives wapeiijpev, which seems 

to mean that zape(yjpev was first written, then » was 

dotted for ejection, and the circumflex put as for 

ciwev: optative in either case. The apodosis 

begins at dveyvip. 
Scop. ... Sy. The full constr. would be Seopevor 

attod pov SuedOdv atrov trols Adyous, dkver= 

“began to make excuse,’ ‘showed a disposition to 

decline.” With roAd yop éby épyov etvae we must 

” 
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supply 73 deAGeiv as subject. Stallb. notes the 

tenses from éGa6. to Suny. The impfs. are descrip- 

tive, and suggest continuance, as of acts going on 

under the eye: the aorists merely record necessary 

facts without dwelling upon them as filling time: 

x88, =‘in the act of...’: dmyAAdyn for plupf.: 

we also say ‘was done’ as well as ‘had done.’ 

The language of this introduction may be compared 

with that of Protag. 310 £, 311 A, some of which 

has been already quoted. We may add dAda ri 

od Badifopey wap’ adrdv, iva évdov KaTaAdBwpev ... 

GAN topev... katradnWdspeba atrdy...évdov. Cp. also 

Rep. 1.328 B, yey obv olkade eis Tod Tlodcudpxov, 

cat Avoiay te adtéQ. xareAdBopev Kai Ev. ... eds 

oby pe iSav 6 Képadros jomrdgero Te. 

thy 8 etc. From here to the beginning of 

Part 11. 137, the construc. is involved, and not 

always consistent; the reason being, as Proclus 

says, Iv. 13, that éorw atry Syrady rpirys Tihs 

cuvorotas éxOeuis Tatty Tolvuy Tapady tis Képaros ... 

ddnynpatixGs Kal ovde mpds dpwpéva Tpdowra 

dourdy Tods Adyous SiatHeis, KaTd ye TV éxBerw 

rapadiSuce tHy cuvovgiav.... (1) Ipdry roivev 

éotiv cvvovaia % avra Tepiexovea TA Kipia TpdcuTe 

Kal Thy mpotny oKyviy Tov Adywv' (2) Sevrépa dé 

» mapa IIvfoduipov Stapvnpovetovtos tHs mpurys 

cuvovclas Kat ofov iatopotyTos Ta Kat’ éxelyny wavTa. 

(3) tpiryn S& 4 mapa ’Avtipayvtos, obs 6 Hvbddwpos 

&nyjoato Adyous drayyéAovTos TO TE Kehdry Kat 

trois &k KAafopevav, ws eipytar, prrocddposs (4) 

retaptn Sey Tapa Tov Kepddov tov tr’ ’Avtupavtos 

aitd Adywv wapadedopévwv apjynoss, eis adpiorov 

We have a change from dre 

apixowro to Tov pev ody ... efvae instead of Kal dre 

.. ein, Plato gives us dialogues at first hand, such 

as Crito, Cratylus, Philebus, Phaedrus ; at second, 

as Phaedo, Theaetetus, Republic; at third, as 

Symposium ; and here at fourth hand. The reason 

seems rather literary than philosophical. Here 
the repeated transmissions suggest that remoteness 

which Plato desires to set up for the original con- 

versation. The Theaet., 143 c, alludes to the diff- 

culty of sustaining a second-hand narrative—copied 

by Cicero—which seems to imply that Plato had 

already tried that method, although it may be 

simply another literary artifice to secure variety. 

Some light would be thrown on the matter, no 

, , 
teXevTHTaca Oéatpov. 

doubt, if we possessed any of the dialogues com- 

posed by Plato’s contemporaries. 
’ « la Fd € ‘ an ae 

mavabyvaa, “H rév [lava@yvaiwy eopty Kal o aya 

éréOn pev mparov bro ’Epu'y Goviov tov ‘Hdaiorov xal 
al? , ” VN ey Z , 

THs AOiyvys, vorepov S¢ td Onoéws cvvayayédvtos 

rods SiHlpous eis dorv. ayerar 5¢ 6 aywy Sud wévre 
a». ‘ > ¥ a "I 6 Fe 4 

érav: Kat dywviferar mais “IoOpua od'ztperBurepos, 

Kal dyévetos [Kal] dvijp’ TO Se wxdvre diddaccv Edatov 
> | > fel iM ~ an éx F a Led 

év! duopetary, Kat oTrepavovery avTov eAara TAEKTy, 

Schol. t, with contracs., top, 79 a 2, and Rhunk. 

What connection has the last sentence? durra ray. 
” , , \ X ed 2 , Sarr 
ayeto "AOijvnot, TH pev Kad? Exagrov éeviavToy, Ta de 

dua wevraernpidos, & Kal peyddAa éexdrovv. iyaye be 

THv éopryv mpatos "Epix Odvios 6 “Hdaicrov, ta 8 

naval. mporepov A Ojvace éxadoovro (Harp.) Suid.s.v. 

tivev te... yeyov. See the histories of philos. etc. 

We may quote Diog. Laert. 1x., Parm. 21-23, Iap- 

pevidns [lvpyros ’EAedrys Sijxovre FZevopavous .... 

Kis robroy kai [LAdrwv riv duddoyov yéypade, Tap- 
4 2 Li. nn \ 2 Dae) ua nf * ‘ pevidnv éruypdyas i} wept Weav, yxpate O€ Kata TV 

évarny Kat enxooriy ’OAvparidda (B.C. 504-1). 25-29, 

Zivov ’EXedrns. tovtov ’AroAdSwpds pow etvas 

év Xpovexots pioet pev TeAevraydpov, Gécet 6¢ Iap- 
, % # x € aks x a 

pevidou’ mepi Tobrou kai MeXiooov Tipwv pyot rabta" 

’"ApdotepoyAdcooy Te peya THEvos ovK dAarradvdv 

Zijvovos wavtwv értAjmropos 75€ MeXiooov .... 

‘O &) Zivov dvaxjxoe [Lapperidov Kat yéyovey atrov 

masiKd. Kal evpykys qv, Kabd pyot IlAdrwv ev to 

Tlappevidyn, 6 & aitds ev to Paidpy Kat 'EXeatexdv 

Tladapydny airdy kate, (261 D.) dyot 8 ’Apicto- 

TEAns ev TH Logurry cbperiyy adrdv yever Gas Siahexre- 

Kis, Gomep EpmredoxX€éa pytopexys (seems a lost dial. 

cp. D. L. vii. 57 under Empedocles, and Bekk. 

Arist. v. 1484). 

dirocopia Kal év woActela ... obToS THY MpoTEpov peV 

‘YeAny, torepov béEAav ... toduv edreAFR kal pdvov 

avdpas ayabods Tpéehey eriatapevyny nydmyce paddov 

, XUN r4 v2 
yeyove be avynp YEVVALOTATOS Kat €Vv 

tis ’APnvaiwy peyaravyxias, obk éridnujoas TO Tapa- 

wav (which need not be taken too literally) pos 

avrovs GAN udté@. xataPiovs. ... ykpate 8 obros 

Kata THy évaryy Kal EBSounkorriy ’Odvpaidsa (B.C. 

404-1). 

eb pada 84 is not a usual combination. We find B 

eb uaa frequently, both in regard to age (Euthyphro 

4 A, with rpecBurns: Tim. 22 B, with waAaov) and 

otherwise. Again, Sophist. 217 c, we have pada 67 
used of Parmenides—éxe‘vou para 8) téTe dvTos 
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mpexBirov, In Charm. 154 B Socr. says vov 3’ 

ovat ov ed pada dv Sy peipdxcov ein: and Ast 

in his Lex. and text reads eb dda Sy here with t, 

which may be correct. But 5) need not go too 
closely with «3 pada, it may = ‘you are to observe.’ 

mept rn ~The only analogy which Ast quotes is 

Rep. X. 602 C, IIpds Auds, av & ey, 7d 88 5) potpretor- 

Oat rovro ov rept tpitov pév Té eotiy dd Tis dANOelas ; 

Stallb. renders ‘circiter (wept) quinque et sexaginta 

annos et quod excurrit (~dAvcra) natus’ citing 

authorities. But L. and S. quote Thucyd. 1. 118, 

tara 6... éyévero év Erect mevtijKovta pddiota, 

peta€d THs Te Fépfov dvaxwpycews Kal ris dpyas 

tovde Tov roAéuov, where the time is 480-431 B.C. or 

49 years at most. So vil. 68, the constitution of 
the 4oo at Athens is said to have occured ére 

&xatoor@ padirta éredi) of T’pavvot KareAvOyoay, 

that is 510-411 B.C., or 99 years. Although (Introd. 

xxxv.) the text here is certain, one cannot but think 

that there is something wrong. «0 pudo, &) mpeo- 

Born etvar ofddpa roAtdv, together with the phrases 

from Sophist. above and Theaet. 183 5, mavv véos 

mévu mperBiry, suggest an age decidedly beyond 

sixty-five. é£ijxovra may be a very early corruption 

of éverjxovra. Or may it have crept in from some 

early reference to the évdrnv kal éEnxooriy ’OdAup- 

mada of Diog. Laert. ? 

airdv ... yeyovévar is subject to A€éyer Pau. 

OnActdv Kat émt dppévwr epwpevwr 77 A€Ers EUpnTaL, KATE 

Ys 
KQt €TTb 

petapopay'Sé tiv dard TotTwv, Kal emt mavTwy Tov 

orovoafopevoy mavu 7 Kal ev Paidpy Néyerau: | errov- 

daxas, & Paidpe, dre cov THY TadiKOV éreAaBopny, 

eperynrdy oe! 1) 68 Aces Ws ert 7h TOAD ext TOV dced- 

ys épwrevwv, Sch. t, with contrs. foot of 79 a, Rh. 

It is clear that Diog. Laert. took the statement 

literally. So does Athenaeus, Deipn. xi. 505 end, 

To 8 mdvtwv oyeTALWTepoy, Kal Td eimeiv, odemLEs 
Katerevyotons xpeias, Ore madika yeysvoe Tov Ilap- 

pevidov Zivev 6 roditns adrod. 
karodie ... véov. é¢y breaks the constr. Its next 

use in p, é¢y 6 rvOdSupos is still more irregular, 

following Aéyew tov m. above. Note the absence 
of the article with the nouns Teyous and Kepaperk) 
contrasted with the use of it with the names of the 

various persons. év xepaperx corresponds with ¢v 
pedirn above, and éxrds teiyous may be compared 

with our ‘out of town,’ ‘out of doors.’ We have 

L 
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romos dOjvnow vba Kat of mipvor mpoeoriKeray. 
ciot 82 S¥o Kepalurxol’ 6 pev ééw relxous, 6 58 évtds : 
Sch. t, foot of 79 a, Rh. The use of of with infin., 

like that of svéxa below, is not unusual in orat. obl., 

cp. 130 A, and Timae. 21 &, of 5) SéAwv eby roper- 

Gels opddpa te yever Oar rap’ adrois Evtipos, Kat ..., 

and has parallels even in Latin. Thus Tac. Ann. 

vi. 2 has the relative ‘sed quos omitti posse, quos 

deligi ? ... quam deinde speciem fore?’ 

GdXous tivds per’ airod woAdo’s, Here rivas must be 

taken closely with a@AAovs, much like yaduvdv teva, 

otherwise it seems to clash with woAAovs: we may 

render ‘a number of less important persons.’ Still 

the phrase is odd, and inconsist. with 136 D-137 A 

which closes with éred}) ... adroit éopev. One could 

fancy the text standing dAXovs tivas pet’ atirod and 

some early reader writing in the marg. od rodAots 

with a ref. to the above passage, then ov roAAois 

getting incorporated, and finally losing the o¢ after 

Socrates says, 129 D, that they were seven. 

Here we have the first introduction of 

deaXextixi) into Athens, about 450 B.c. according to 

Plato. Jor Socrates’ age, see Introd. xxxiv. 

avoyty. ... Tod thv. a 

3 aN 
GUTOvV, 

TéTe yap 

mgs > ; 
7> Tov Cjvwvos & erty, Et 

woAAa! 7a dvta, Td aritd dpotov Kal dvdpoiov. GAAG 

pay adbvatov 7d abtTd dporov efvas! Kai dvduotov’ otK 

dpa ToAAG Ta dvTa. Sch. t, with contractions, top, 

79a 2. adrov, ‘himself.’ Is t@v Aoyor practically 

the same as Tov ypappdrwv before and after it? 

The point would be clearer if the altern. reading 

in 2 -«dpevov (agreeing with Bpaxt) were adopted 
(Stallb. translates ‘sermonum, vel potius disputa- 

tionum quum recitarentur,’ which itself is ambig.) ; 

but tiv rpdryy trd0erw Tot rpwrov Adyou dvayvavac 

in D seems to decide for the identity. Verti potest 

‘litterae,’ says Ast, ‘very little was still left of the 

arguments as they were being read.’ 

via... thy The constr. becomes irreg. again, 

shaking off the gov. of Aéyev, 127 A. It should 
have been Hvika avrév Te érenreOeiv tov wvOddwpov 

...00 pay adrév ye, As it stands it gives a good 
illustr. of the nom. before the infin., when the subject 

of the principal verb is referred to, in contrast with 

the accus. (rv wapjeve(Sv) of any other person. per’ 

atrot throws Pythod. once more into the back- 

ground; the «¢y 6 w. almost, as Heind. says, de- 

mands p«@’ abrov. Tov yevou. seems to be used as 

fal 
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a hist. ref. to something in the past, but has little 

weight in fixing the date, since (Introd. xx.) the 

dial. must be supposed to be written after the 

death of Soc, If special force lies in the prefix 

of éruxodeat it may be contrasted with dvaxotra, 

126.C. 0d pay atrds ye (sc. ottws Td TpoToy éra- 

xotoat). The constr. of the thing heard with 

dxovew varies throughout between acc. and gen. 

ov ofy cox. ... 8 BovA. It does not appear that 

any fragments of Zeno’s writings are left. We 

know them only by reference and description, 

ancient historians and commentators giving in 

many cases descriptive summaries which may or 

may not include the actual expressions of their 

author. According to Grote (Plato, Parm.) Zeno 

is here confuting the assumption that ‘the self 

existent and absolute ews is plural.’ This seems a 

rather unfortunate account of the matter. Op- 

ponents of Parmenides did not, as a rule, set up 

a ‘self existent and absolute’ plurality, but rather 

that every-day plurality of sense which his absolute 

unity of being was vainly put forward to account 

for: 

kudovper. 

129 A, Kal épe Kal oé Kal TaAAG & Sy) wokAG 

In dealing with the question Zeno com- 

posed several Adyor, and each of these, it would 

seem, had more than one imdfeors. This may 

perhaps refer to such an argument as that in which 

he shows that the many must be both (1) infinitely 

small, and (2) infinitely great; where ‘the first 

hypothesis’ would be the working out of No. 1. 

According to this view each Adyos would be likely 

to have two troGeres, each setting out one side of 

the contradiction. But in the case before us, époud 

re elvau Kal dvopora, not dora efvus alone, seems to 

This would necessitate 

a different view of Adyos, according to which the 

rpatos Aoyos would be perhaps the whole argument 

against multiplicity, of which the contention from 

likeness and unlikeness would form the first i7é- 

Heors; while the next Adyos might be the whole 

argument against motion, of which the ‘ Achilles’ 
would rank as one tmddeors. 

roa 
LUTYS. 

be the zporn trdecrs, 

dvayvucrGeians sc. 

was Toyro Aéyers ; must be read along with 

odx ottw A€éyas: ovtw: below. It seems com- 

pounded from was Aé€éyes;—i) TotTo; and wads 
rotTo Aé€yers ;—i) obTws; Or=Hs Ti Stavootpevos 
rovro Aéyes ; 

PARMENIDES., 

& wodhd tom ra 8. Zeno assumes this as the & 

popular view (ré Aeydpeva, E below) in opposition to 
the view of Parmenides (Introd. xxxvii.). Imme- 

diately below the construc. is ore ydp ofdvre (éore) 

7a, dvdpota Gpova, ... Elva, 

oxosy is usually two words in 2 and most codices 
vetustissimi. With our punctuation the word may 
be made to explain its origin e¢ oby udvvarov ... odk 
adivatov 5) ...; But we might also take ovkoty as 
the beginning of an inference resumed at dpa, the 

words « ddvvarov ... Ta ddvvara coming in as 

what is inferred, od« otv—ei dddvaroy ... rdoxou dv 
ra advvata—apa rovTd ... Adyou; the purport of this 

inferential query being yet further explained by ov« 

ddAo... éote; In the sentence « yap ... ety mdryor 

dy, the condition is as clearly held to be denied as 

if the form had been ed yap... ijv ewaryev ay, 

mapa ... keysp. Heind. treats this on the analogy 

of rap’ éAriéa, rapa Sdguv, rapa iow, ‘beyond, 

contrary to, in opposition to, all received views’ ; 

but it seems better to say with Stallb. ‘to fight the 

matter out along the whole line of popular opinions,’ 

or ‘from front to rear of their array’ as in 144 £, 

where of év and évit is said éEuvoto Oov Sto dvre aict 

ropa mévta: so too Rep. VIL. 514 A, &v Katayelp 

oikjoe ... THY elTodov éxovon pakpav map’ amay 7d 

omjAaov, A pron. is omitted in pyc? roratra [oe] 

TEKH, TAPEX. 

ds odk tore wohkAd; It may be doubted whether 123 p.;. 

this means ws ‘zoAAa’ ov« éots, or whether the 

sense intended is, as above, ws od woAAd éote 

[ra ovra]. For the « of od« see Introd. cxi. 
karapave. may be compared with xaureAdPopev, 

127 A, and xaroipaiverat, 132 D; where, if the prep. 

has a definite purpose, it seems to recall our ‘come 

downupon,’ ‘drop upon,’ whether what is so ‘dropped 

upon’ be a person or the sense of a statement. 

oix—negatur 7d ‘ovx dpOds KatapavOdve’ says 

Heind., and compares Gorg. 453 D, mérepov 6 

diddoKer weiGer 7) oF; Ov Sia, & E., dAAG TavTwv 

padorra wetOe. Stallb. adds other cases. We may 

simplify the sense to ourselves by putting kaxis or 

ev 90s for odk 6pOas. 

8dov 3 ypdppa Partly under each verb: the 

phrase is not simply cuvjKas 8 BotAerar ddov 7O 
ypdppo, but includes cvvpxas dAov To ypappa—s 

BovAerat. We have the former construc. alone in 
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Crat. 414 D, ovvetvas 5 ti wore BovAerat 7d Svopa, 

where note the modified relative. ypdupa is ques- 

tionable in the singular for a writing. We have 
first ov Tod Z. ypappdrov, the plural being used so 

in e.g. Xen. Memor. Iv. 2: to it corresponds tov 
Adyov, where the arguments are regarded without 

reference to their written form. Then comes rod 

mpwrov Adyou, éxartov tov Aéywv—to which corre- 

sponds 1d ypdupa. Finally dcous rep MéSyous yéypa- 

gas, when viewed as a whole, are called up by 7¢ 

ovyypdppare with which we are familiar in Thucyd. 

G. Kaibel (Hermes xxv. 103, 1890) holds that 

Zeno introduces the word as a local idiom, which 

Socrates quietly corrects once by 7@ ovyypdppari, 
But it is not Zeno who first uses the word (127 c), 

so that, if the argument is to hold, we must assume 

that ypdupa was the accepted title of Zeno’s work, 

and used as such. Kaibel adds that a mutilated 

gloss. of Phrynicus gives ... cal (leg. af) émucrodal 
82 ypdppara Kat ra Ynpicpara, as Anpoabevys. 

tH “Aq > The whole might be arranged thus 

ov povov TH GAAQ hidrig gov, dAAA Kal TH ovyypdp- 

pare Potrero Gxer@oOar [oor]. Heind. would read 

got for cov: Stallb. rightly objects: ‘non modo in 

universum amicitia erga te cupit se insinuare (better 

insinuasse, gratum tibi fecisse)’ is Ast’s rendering : 

‘desires to have secured to him a place in your 

affection, not merely by his general friendship 

towards you.’ In both and t the first syllable of 
gx. seems to have been originally oix. 

tairdv...0%, Tpdmov Tuva is of course parenthetic. 

A reads dv wep, and in t there is a scratch between 

o and 7 in érep: no doubt an early scribe was led 

astray by tpdérov tevd. For the expression cp. 

Theaet. 152 a, Adyov ov PavAov... dAN dv Edeye 

xal IIpwraydpas. tpdmov dé teva dAXov cipyxe Ta 

avra Tavra. 

peraBdddov ‘Twisting it about under our very 

eyes’ so to speak: but t has peraBaddv. We have 
a different constr. of this word, Phaedr. 241 a, 

nr > ? 
VOUV ... QVT petaBarav dAXov dpxovTa év abr... 

épwros: cp. mutare sententiam with mutat quadrata 
rotundis. 

& dis dns Procl. and X; was he or his orig. 
thinking of the poems as already finished, without 

noticing wapéyee? t has & ¢ys. Ast prints & 

$ys. 

* 

rotrey Germans translate ‘dafiir’: strictly it 
should be rovrov, ‘of this assertion.’ 

8...88 5 without pév is common enough; but 

double 6 is unusual. od x. ob. efvas, it would seem 

that the od is to be tacked to woAAd like the pa 

which follows. 

TeKp. 8 abrds 

= = 

t reads 8 kai, the kat being a 
contrac. whose form (Introd. cxi.)—if we suppose 

the archetype of % written in minuscule—would 

help to explain how & may have omitted «ai, ie., 

by mistaking it for a superfluous 8 = rexpajpra de 8 
attés, The whole would be simplified could we 

read tTexpijpia kat adrds ... Tapexdpevos, 

Tappeyéey—this form occurs once oftener, accord- 

ing to Ast, than the form rappéyas, two of the three 

cases being in this dialogue (164 D), We also find 

maprdyOi)s though much more rarely than rdproXvs; 

and wappujxys without any réupaxpos. The follow- 

ing sentence is loosely constructed. It is not 

absolutely certain whether ja) is to go with woAAa 

or with ava: understood, nor whether éxarepor is 

masc. and subject, or neut. and object to Aéyer, 

Again, while oxe8év 7s may in a vague way qualify 
Aéyovras Tavré it would be better if written Aéyovras 

oxedov te tavtd. And while the whole down to 

ravra is begun as subject to ¢aiveras with perhaps 
an «vat added, he suddenly introduces a sort of 

résumé of the subject in the words tyiv ra efpypéva 

(=7a tyiy eipyyéva), which again prompts him to 

replace efvat by cipjoGar. Stallb. compares Rep. 1. 

331 B and Theaet. 144 a, the latter being very 

good, 7d yap eta dvra, ds GAAW xarerdv, TpGov 
ab evar Siahepdvrws, Kal ext robros dv8peiov wap’ 

évrwoov, eyo pev obt av Gdpnv yevérOar obre dpa 

For the language cp. Crat. 429 p, 

Kopystepos pev 6 Adyos 7) Kat’ eve Kab KaTa THY EprV 

qAckiav, & ératpe; and Arist. Met. 1. 4, 1000 a, 15, 

yeyvopévous. 

. ToUTev bmép Has eipyKacey. 

vat, dévat...am. What is it that vai confirms ? 

Stallb. says ‘recte quidem nos fere idem dicere 

arbitraris etc.’ and refers to E But the ot 8 of 

would be clearer if we take val as affirming trép 

‘pds (nous autres) etc., ‘Quite true: our position 

does seem to transcend the comprehension of you 

outsiders. You at least, for one, have not in all 

points perceived the true purport of the writing.’ 

As to the dogs Suidas quotes Soph. (Aj. 8), Kvvos ¢ 

Kairoe wept .. 
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Aakaivys ds tts edpivos Bdows. Aristotle says epi 

ra Zoa, p. 607 a 3, Kat & dAdmekos Kai Kuvos of 

Aaxwvixoé, 1. 608 a 27, Kat at Adxatvae ktves ai 

Orca edprerrepar tv appévov eiciv. Tlept Zdwv 

yevérews, E 781 bg, 8d bcwv of prKtijpes paxpot, 

otov tov Aakwvikav Kuvidiwv, dodpavtixd. The 

akvAag suits the age of Socrates. So Rep. 1. 

375 A, ole ody Te, Av 8 eyd, Sadéepev picw yevvatov 

rkvAakos eis puAaxiv veavickov evyevous ; where see 

the comp. in detail: and vil. 539 B, of pepaxtoxor, 

érav TO mpOTov Aéywv yebwvTat, as waidiG adrois 

KATAXPOVTAL, ... XacpovTes WaTEep TKVAGKLA TO EAKeELY 

re Kal orapdatrev TO Ady Tos TAnoIov de. For 

the action of the dogs, cp. Politic. 263 a, tatra 8 

eioavOis Kata cxodivy Kabdrep tyvevovTes périper. 

‘The actual words occur Xen. Cyneg. Iv. 9, dyetv de 

dpevvov Tas Kivas eis TA Opy TOAAAKLS ... TA pev yap 

bpn otov Te €ore Kal iyvevery Kat petabety Kabapas. 

In these the order of the two verbs is better than 

in Parmen. Stallb. quotes several examples in Plato 

of ka‘ros followed by dAAd: Symp. 177 E, Euthy- 

phro 3 c, Phaed. 68 £, 69 A. Here, however, the 

«aitot rather answers ov & ovv etc., or comes in as 

a parenthesis, dAAd referring back independently. 
mpHrov piv has no second objection answering to 

it, and E seems to admit that it is the only one; 

but so one begins a defence. otro, used like 
765e, of what follows. 

bru... Stamparr, may be freely rendered ‘ that the 

writing takes no airs whatever to itself as though it 

were written with the aims which you mention in its 
head, while at the same time (ém-) keeping people 
in the dark, as if that were some great achievement.’ 
The context (A-B, tavrdv ydp ... eprOar) suggests 
that ds te peya 6. mean chiefly, if not entirely, the 
success of the concealment; and these words can 
hardly be the object of értxpum., the thing which is 
to be concealed, though some translators seem so 
to dies them. Cp. Gorg. 51 CD, THY KvBepvytiKiy 
UTD .., OV TepviveTat exXnparirpévn ws brepi- 

pavev tt dvarparropévn. Here the ypdupa and the 
art of seamanship are personified, as below Adyos. 

tov cupBeB. te is one of the accidental circum- 
stances attaching to it, opposed to rd ye dAnbés, 
the true aim: we come very close here to the 
technical Aristotelian sense of 73 cup. 

airy is tov Adyoy not Tov Tlappeveidyy. Cp. 

Symp. 1938, Kal po por troddBy ’Epvéipayos 

Kwpodav tv Adyov, ws Tlaveaviay wat ’AydOuva 

Aéya, and D, py Kopwdijoys adrév: Theaet. 164 c-z, 
mepryevopevot TOO Adyou—kal orw 83 poOos drddero 

6 IIpwrayédpevos, kat 6 ods dua... eirep ye 6 rarijp 

Tod érépov pbbov ey ... vov dé dppavdv abrdv ... mpo- 
mnArakifopev, Kal yap ovd’ of éritporo ... Bonbeiv 

€0éXovowv ... GAG 7 adrol Kevdvvetropev Tot Sixatoy 

fvex’ abtG BonOetv; also Phaed. 888, and for 
personification of 6 Adyos, id., 87 a and 89. 

kopodey, In Symp. 193 B the constr. is much as p 

here, where ws means ‘to the effect that.’ Ast 

would seem to supply Aéyovres Hs; but it is simplest 
to suppose otrw Kwuwoeiv ds, as below totro BovAd- 

pevov dnXAoby as. 

moddd kal y. Heind. says, ‘ie., woAAG yeAota, ut 

semper fere Graeci dicunt woAAd cal dya6d, 7. 
kal Tovypd, 7. Kal yaAerd, m. Kal dABia.’ Are zm. 

kal y. nom. to cupPatver as a personal verb, or 

acc.; and, if the latter, how are they related to 

mécyev? ovpu3. seems to be so far imperson., and 

the constr. cvpBaiver TO ASyw Tdoyew TOAAG Kal 

yeAoia kai évavtia airg, the arrangement being a 

Platonic hyperbaton. 

airé. So % and t: neither it nor ai7@ seems 
satisfactory. We must read 7@ évi into TO Adyy, 

and render évavria ait@ = évavtia Ty éavtot dice, 

antagonistic, as wo Ad, to its inherent nature. 

rotro +d ypdppa seems to be accepted as one 

phrase; yet 7o yp. might stand alone, and tovro 

might be object of dv7uAéyet, ‘retorts this difficulty.’ 

It would, however, strengthen the case of those 

critics who wish to read tavrd, immediately follow- 

ing, against the Mss. 

rots Ta moda Ady. ‘the asserters of The Many.’ 

Above, €v and roAdd are predicates of 7d wav ; here 

the woAAG are used in substantive independence ; 

and perhaps the last ei & éore with the following 

ei TOAAG eorwv, 7) TOU év efvas are to be regarded in 

the same light, 7d wav having dropped away. For 

the language, cp. Arist. Met. 1. 3. 984 b 1, Tov pev 

obv €v dackdvtwy efvar TO wav ... Tois 5& by wActw 

ToLovct, 

imé@eors An anchor to the agitated thinker, 

according to Phaedo ror D, ov &¢ dedids dv, 7d A€yo- 

Pevoy, THY éavTOD okay Kal THY dieiplay, éxdpeEvos 

éxeivou Tod drpadots THs ixobécrews obrws droKpivato 
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NOTES. 

dv, ei 8€ Tus adris tis trobécews ZyorT0, yalpew 
égys dv: and if asked for a reason doatrws dy 
Sidoins, aAAyv ad trdOerw troGéuevos Hrs rdv 
dvwbev Bedricty paivorro, gos éri te Exavdv édOots. 
One expects an obj. to ére€iou, as Rep. Iv. 437 A, 

rdcas Tas TowatTas dupiurBytires éereLidvtes. So 

one expects BovrcicarGai (nor) é€eyévero below, as 
Euthyd. 275 E, date ovd rapaxedevrarOai por eéeyé- 
veto evAaBnOvat TE perpaxiy. 

vairy Stallb. and Ast render hactenus, but we 

get hactenus in card torotrov, 129 A, which differs 
from tavry. Is not 6d@ rather in Plato’s mind with 

AavOdve P Stallb. and others supply 7d apa@ypa as 

nom. to AavOdve, and ce totto AavOdver St.—above 

accords ; yet Heind. better suggests 73 ypdupa. 

Relative to véov: Zeno wrote ‘from an 

‘eagerness for controversy pardonable in a youth, 

not from a desire for notoriety undignified in a 
mature man.’ dmep y’ eirov, probably ‘as I said 

above ’—128 A, adds... 6 BovAcrar: yet it might 
be ‘the actual purport of my argument’ as opposed 

to its motive. Can Plato be writing historically 
when he puts this apology into Zeno’s mouth? He 

certainly conveys that Zeno’s contribution to philo- 

sophy has been overrated. 
yodpat ... Zxav. Is the construction yovmae (rd 

mpaypa éxewv) ws A€yers (adTd) Exev: OF Hyovpas ‘1 

adjust my belief, ws A€yers (7d mpaypa) exerv ‘in 

accordance with your account of the matter’? The 

question ov vopuéfes, etc. is not answered by Zeno, 

and Plato can hardly be serious in ascribing such 

doctrines to him. If we are to hold that Parme- 

nides, and even Socrates as a lad, had got so far in 

speculation, what is left as Plato’s own contribution 

to the subject? Cp. Introd. xxx.-xxxi., Xxxiv., 

The full sense of efS0s must grow upon us ; 

but its strongest feature is that it is te adrd Ka? 

aird or, 130 B, xvpis. Death is described in similar 

language, Phaedo 64 ¢, dpa. pai)... €fvar TotTo TeAvavar, 

xopls pev dard ris puxis dradAayev atrd Ka? atrd 

arpeo Bur. 

To coma yeyovévae, xwpis Se TH pox dnd Tov 

copatos dradrayeirav abriy KaP abriy «ivas ; 

8 gor dvép. Stallb. ‘H.e. 5 dvtws éxrly dvdporor, 

unde retracto accentu érrw scripsimus.’ in which 

editors follow him. We have 6 éotey ev below 8, 

and the classical passage is Phaedo 75 D, zept 
eet a 2 , an aor . 2 a 
ardvrwv ols erirppay(sueda TovTO O EoTL Kal EV TALS 
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Epwriceriy épwravres al év rais droxploerw droKpt- 
véjevoc-—where he shows his whimsical insistence 

on the importance of question and answer. And 
throughout Socrates’ speech, cp. Diog. Laert. Plato 

III. (g)-(13): also Phaedo 78 p, 92 vD. 

mo\ka ~=The world of sense with its multiplicity. 

vaitry te kal kara tr. ‘In the way and to the 

degree in which.’ 

évavrlwy Note the change from Svotv. Svoiy brings 

out the idea that there are two opposites to partake 

of ; now his mind dwells on them as opposites and 

more than one. Immediately dudofy recalls the 

dual idea, which is again merged in the plural. 

aira aitots, He does not, probably, mean that 

any single object is like and unlike itself—though 

that might be taken as a sort of transcendental 

completion of the case—because the sharing in 

‘likeness’ makes it like another thing which also 

shares likeness ; and if that thing agrees with it 

further in sharing ‘ unlikeness,’ the two will be at 

once like and unlike. If aira airois is to be 

pressed, then it would seem to mean ‘among them- 

selves as a world of sensible objects’ as against 

atrd Ta Spova, etc. which follow. 

+t Oavpacrév; Thus far he readily accepts a world 

of sense so sharing in ein. 

speaking of iS); does he assume numerous «idy of 

6potdtns ? Probably not. But perdAnyus among 

the «iéy, which he would like to see thought out, 

must lead to complications. There will be as many 

duova among the «Sy as there are derived épova with 

us, And due to the same cause? 

el... debalvero ... Tépas dv Hv rejects the supposition 

as hopeless; « drogaive .., ovdev ... dromov Boxe 

eivat, speaks as of a thing actually going on; « 

drodeiée .., Oavpdcopat takes a hopeful view; « 

drropaivor ... dgvov [av ety] Oavpdgev is quite impar- 

tial; ef dodeife ... Té Oavpacrdy ; is back in the 

region of fact, cp. «imep kai viv wévra Tatra, mpar- 

Topmev, 155 D. 

peréxovra In treating of participation he uses 

two verbs peradapBdvev and peréxerv, each of which 

gives a noun perdAnyus, péOegis. No theory on the 

kind of relationship is implied in either word ; at 

present he does not seem to think any necessary. 

Phaedo, 100 C-E, directly states that any theory is 

renounced and gives rapoveta, xowwwria as alterna- 

In aira 7a dpora he is 

wo 
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tives. dAX’ doparts elvar kai euol kal dtwobv GAAp 

droxpivac Oat, tu 7G KaAG Ta Kara yiyverae KaAdd... 

kat peyéOer dpa Ta peyéda peyéda, In other respects 

the views of Socrates on méOefis seem much clearer 

in the Phaedo. Here he draws no distinctions as 

to compatible and incompatible combinations, but 

speaks of péOeéis as though anything might share in 

anything; in Phaedo 102 p ff. he shows not only 

that there are (104 B) évavria which are dAAnAa od 

Sexdpeva, GAA Kal doa odK dvta GAAijAos evayTio. 

Zxet det rdvavria, obdé tatira éouKxe Sexopévous exetvny 

rhv idlav 4} dv rH ev adrots obey évavtia 7, GAN’ 

éxvobons abris iro dmoAAvpeva 1) drexXwpovvTa. 7) 

od drjvropev Ta Tpla Kat droAcic Oar mpdtepov Kal GAO 

étiobv retcer Oar, mpiv Uropeivar ert Tpia ovTa dptia 

So too 103 a and Sophist. 253 B-254. 

& torw & Note the emphasis in this and in ra 

moA\a 5). These latter are of course quite other 

in sense from @ 6) mwoAXd Kadovpev above, which 

mean ‘the many of sense,’ whose real existence 

Zeno rejects, Socrates assumes that these draw 

with them as real counterpart an abstract ideal 

many which he here calls ra roAAd 8) and TAnGos. 
‘When you are as far as this, I shall 

be at the wondering point,’ ‘by this time I shall 
have begun to wonder.’ Of the future of @avpdfw 

Ast cites no other case in Plato but Euthyphro r5 p, 
Gavpdoe oby Tatra N€ywv. 

yen te kat e5y In the fully elaborated Aristo- 

telian terminology these differ as the more general 

and the more specific, as genera and species. 

Even A., however, does not always adhere to this 

use, nor does Plato speak in such a sense here. 

‘The two words are merely a comprehensive phrase 

for the world of ideas. If there be a distinction, 

perhaps yévy brings out the generality of the ideas, 

and eiéy their outward aspect so to speak. 

740y wacxovra, Cp. Apol. 22 C, Tocotrdv Té por 

epdvycay réGos kai ot rowytat merovOdres: and for 

Socrates’ language about his own plurality, Phaedo 

yo2 B; also Soph. 251 a, Aéyouer dvOpwrov 84 mov 

TOAN’ arta emovopd(ovtes, Ta TE XpOpara erupepovTes 
aro Kat Ta oyjpata Kat peyéOn Kul Kakias Kat 
dperds ... kal TaAXa 87) Kara Tov abrov Adyov ottus 
& éxacrov trobépevoe radu aidtd ToAAG Kal roAXols 
cvopact A€yowev, and Phileb. 14 c, dp’ ov Aé€yets, 
* so A : oray tes ene hy Wpdtapxov eva yeyovdra dice, 

yevér Bas ; 

45 Saupdc. 
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moAXovs elvae TaALY TOUS eve Kal évavTious adAjAors, 

peyav kal opixpodv TrOéuevos kat Bapiv Kat kotdoy 

Tov avrov Kat GAXa pupia ; 

épet is in 2 wrongly épy. The form may have » 

arisen partly from a mistake in dictation, and partly 

from an association with 67’av. It enters as a con- 
versational relief, but breaks the construction. The 

passage should grammatically run «i & ewe... roAAd 
—Xéyor, ray pav ... OS... OTaUTUS, ray 8 &, ds... 
évOpwmros—rti Gavpacrov ; kal yap tAnOous ofuat Kal 

Tov évds petéxo, Hate dANO] drodatver dupdrepa. 

émra We can name only five—Parmenides, Zeno, 

Pythodorus, Socrates, Aristoteles. 

dav ov ... dmohal. = cay ody Tus ertyerpy arodaiveyv 

caita évtTa Tovatra ToAAG Kal TotovTov é, ‘that 

many and one of this type, in this sense of the 

terms, are the same.’ We have here another series 

of conditional sentences whose shades of thought 

the reader can work out. Of the form éav ... dzo- 

paivy ayaipny dv Jelf (854, 2b) gives a case, Phaedo 

93 B, Gv (ear) pev pardAov dppoo Oy Kai emt wAéor, ... 

pGdAsy Te Gv dppovia ein kat wrelwv" ef 8 Hrtdv ta 

kat én’ é€Xattov, Wrrov Te Kal éAatTwy ; where note 

also the change to «i. 
N@ovs kal Cp. Phaedo 74 a-B, papév rod Te elvan 

isov, od Stroy Aeyw EtAw 0b6€ ALGov ALOw otd’ GAro 

rOv TowolTwy ovdev, GAAG Tapa mavTa Erepov TL adrd 

7d isov. The verb arodexviva. means ‘gives us 

examples of’; in the next clause it is understood 

in the sense of ‘ prove that the one is many,’ etc. 
év viv 84 So MW and t—é rc. II. —Stallb. says 

Vett. editt. av viv 6) éya éXeyov quod Heindorfius 

interpretans per 7a eiSy Totrwv 4 viv by éyw éXeyor, 

i.e. TOU dpotov, Tov dvopotov, k.t.X., duriorem am- 

plexus est explicandi rationem quam quae cuiquam 

placere possit. Recte aliquot codices 6, quod etiam 

Bekkerus restituit. Heind. adds—lIta recte habet 

hoe éy, quod jam nolim mutari in és, quum mani- 

festo opponatur praecedd. Ai@ous Kal EvAos xai 

Tois tovovros, and he refers to 130 C-D, where eiéy 

for Opié etc., are rejected. The reading 6 may be 

suitable, but we have shown that ‘rc. II.’ is no 

authority; it is likely a conj. of a reader of II. 

H. seems right in saying that dv does not refer to 

AiGous, etc., and the tense of éAeyoy confirms him, 

‘which I was speaking about just now,’ Le. before 

I referred to stones and wood. Cp. Gorg. 485 D, 
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3 yap viv &) éAcyor, brdpye rovtw rh dvOpimm Kav 
rdvy edpris 7}, which refers to 484 c-p, év yap kal 
mdvy edpuis 7, etc., and 135 a, where d pre édéyoper 
refers to 133 B below. 

Siaipiror IW has Scarpeirar, which cannot go with 
Was this a dictation error—see on 126 a? It 

seems not to have been detected till the writer 

came to drodatvy, the me of which is inclosed in 

three dots. He would see that -y disagreed with 

-<irat, then seeing that -e’rae was wrong he corrected 
it -Hrae. 

we have the most characteristic step in Plato’s 

theory. What the unphilosophic mind daily has to 

do with is the woAAd of sense. Philosophic thought 

may be said to have begun for Plato with the 

general definitions which Socrates extracted from 
these woAAd. What Arist. says on this point has 

been seen (Introd. xxix. ; cp. xxxii., xliti, 1); Xen. 

(Mem. Iv. 6, 13) says something similar, émt tiv 

The special 

os 
€ay, 

In Scatpitae xwpis atta Kal’ atra ra iS 

trode érdvynyev dv ravra Tov Adyov. 

Platonic contribution was the ywpurpds. 
ayatynyv Why the speedy change to dyacGeiny ? 

taita 8 Sc. d ov Aéyets Ev TO TVYypdppare. 

wexpayp. The perf. inf. of this verb is again used 

Apol. 22 B, dvadkopBdvwv oby atrav Ta Troujpata & 

prow edxee pddurra werpaypatevoOar abdrots—both 

are passive, although the verb is what would be 

called in Lat. a trans. deponent: cp. 130 E. 

é8e Such is the spelling of 2 (not so in t), and 
if the word be formed from éé« on the analogy of 

Tyo, tatry, of, 7, it seems reasonable. Stallb. 

punctuates so as to make ws Aéyw parenthetic, ‘as 

Tsay.’ But it might equally be de ds Aéyw = ‘in 

the way I mention.’ The expression is careless for 

TOAD pevr’ dv 768e paAXov ws (or 6) Aéyw dyacOelny, 

cp.135 D. Perhaps he would have preferred rotro 

paXddXov and felt that he had used ratra already. 

a nts tou TY atryy dropiav t inserts tatryy, 

mAekopevnv would suggest 

that the <ién are in space, but cp. voytds Témos, Rep. 

VI. 508 C, VIL. 517 B, and Aoywrpd AapBavopéevors 

below. 

otras Kal...depB. break the constr., but add a 

further detail to our knowledge of the ideas. For 
the language cp. Rep. vi. 496 D, Tatra mdvra 

Aoyirpo AaBov jovyiav éxwv Kal Ta abTov mpdtTov, 

also Phaedo 79 A, r@v Se Kara ravra éxdvTwv otk 

87 

éoriv dtp ror’ dv dAAw émtAdBowo 4 TO Ths Scavotas 
AoyurTp@, EAN eorty det 8) 7a Tovadra Kal ody épard ; 
This Aoywpds (which—see Ast—is constantly 
coupled with dpcOpds, yewperpia, dotpovopita ; and 
with vovs, vdnovs) is as it were the mental telescope 
by means of which Siatpovpeba ywpis each succes- 
sive efSos in the voyrds rézos or intellectual firma- 
ment. 

émSeitat. From B to E we had two words used to 

signify ‘prove, show, demonstrate ’—drogaivev (he 

begins with the middle) 8 times, and dmodexvivar 

3 times. Here the prefix is changed, as though 

Socr. were now looking at the proof for the ideal 

world as something added on—as an ceuvre de 

surcroit for his special satisfaction—to the proof for 

the physical world. Note that while Zeno advances 

his proofs in regard to the latter as a reductio ad 

absurdum, Socrates takes them up seriously and 

wants similar entanglements carried into the sphere 

in which the one of Parmenides is supposed to be 

supreme (Introd. xl.). For it seems clear that he 

does desire it; the Oavpacrov, Oavpdfev, tépas 

change to dyatunv Oavpacris, and merely indicate 

his consciousness that the topic involves great 

difficulties. One cannot help contrasting this whole 

passage with Phaedo 102-4, Sophist. 248-52, Phileb. 

14-16. In the two latter dialogues the service to 

philosophy here spoken of in such terms as tatra 

Se dvdpetws pev mdvv yyotpae Trempaypateve ban, is 

ridiculed as an occupation for children—Soph. 251, 

bOev ye, otpat, Tors Te véors Kal TY yepdvTwY Tots 

dyipabeor Ooivyy maperkevdxapev’ evOds yap dvtcha- 

BécOar wavrt mpdxepov ws advvatov Ta TE TOAAG ev 

kat 7d év ToAAG evar, Kal 59 mov yxaipovowy ovK 

éivres dyabdy Aeyerv dvOpwrov, GANA 7d pev dyabdv 

dyabsy, Tov 6 dvOpwrov dvOpuroy, etc.; Phileb. 14 p, 

elpnxas Ta SeOnperpeva TOV Garpaoray wept 7d ev Kat 

TOA, ... radapiwdy Kat podia Kat opddpa rots 

Adyous eurdéa, etc. (Introd. Ix.) And in all three 

the carrying of the matter into the world of ideas is 

treated very differently (Introd. xxxi., and on 129 B 

above). Thus Socrates old repudiates Socrates 

young. In Sophist. he makes distinctions, 251 p, 

252-53 A-—finding that to deny all forms of mingl- 

ing, and to affirm all, lead equally to absurdities, 

and that the true course is to admit certain combin- 

ations and to reject others. 
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i’ ixdorov Cp. 160 c and Theaet. 204 ¢, ovK- 

ov é’ Exdorys AéLews Ta wdvTa EE cipjxapev ; But 

these are not quite parallel, and our phrase refers 

to a cause, while there is a feeling of locality in 

them. The dat. is more general, as Rep. v. 457 B, 6 

88 yeAGv drijp ert yupvats yovacéi .., obdev ofdev ... ed’ 

& yedAG ob8 8 ru rpdrre. &yOerGou, at the invasion 

of the sphere of the one by a crowd of eS. Stallb. 

and Heind. would prefer the future, ‘on the brink 

of being annoyed’; but is that better? 

rods &=atrovs 64 a known usage: here atirds 

precedes and atr@ follows. How steadily Plato 

uses the article with the proper names. 
Cp. Phaedo 62 £, dxotoas oty 6 2. 

HoOjval re por edoke TH Tod KéeBytos mpayparely. 
pediav etc. 

cal ériPrAapas els qpas, det ToL, ey, 6 K. Adyous twas 

dvepevvG. 86D, diaBrAePas obv 6 Z., domwep Ta TOAAG 

idOet, Kat pedidcas, On dyapévous cp. Phaed. 88 £, 

moAAdKis Oavpdoas Lwxpdtyn od modrore paddAov 

qydoOnv i Tore Tapayevdpevos ... ds Oews ... TOV 
Adyov amedéEarto. 

bmrep odv SC. avrovs dyar Oa Tov Z. as Heind. points 

out, ‘which in point of fact (otv) Parm. declared 

they did” Here again we have relat. with inf., 127 ¢. 

This Frederking regards as the 

normal usage of these verbs in such cases; «imety 

part of the narrative, fava: parenthetical. 
tkvos dyao8a. OavpdferOarc., Schol. t outer marg. 

79 b1, and Rh. Yet the verb seems active ‘ worthy 

to wonder at’; cp. Lys. 207 A, od Td KaXds efvar 

povov aos dxotoat, etc. Donaldson in a like case 
cites Waverley, ‘a Prince to live and die under.’ Still 

we have Alcib. 1. 105 B, Ore d£sos ef TiypaoOat, etc. 

We may take the inf. as in the gen., both from the 

ordinary govt. of d&os, and from e.g. Phileb. 14 a, 
dpa afvos av etny Tod duadeyer Oar viv; 

Tis opps THs ért robs Adyous, cp. 135 D. Prob- 

ably ‘your zeal for discussion’ (rots Adyous =7d 

dvaréyer Oar): but it might also mean ‘ your eager 

attack upon Zeno’s Adyou.’ 

airis od ‘Is this distinction your own?’ says 

Grote ; but does it not mean ‘ You ask if Zeno has 

done this: have you yourself done it?’ What 
follows upon the ideas comes clearly under the 
criticism of Aristotle, Met. a. 9, 990 b 15 (Introd. 
xlvi.) who defines ra mpés tu thus: Cat. 7, 6a 36, 
pds 71 de ra rowatra Néyerar, boa attra dep éoriv 

elmety pdvar 
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érépwv efvat Aéyerat, 7} drwcody GAws pds erepoy, 
a mn 30 e > ses ré 7 

ofov 7d peifov ToUM rep éativ Erépou A€yerat' Tuvds 

Again, 
c Ed & es , 7 ~ ca * 2 ‘ brdpye Se kal évavridtys év Tots pds TL, otov dperi 

Again, Soke? 6€ xat 7d paddov 

Kal 7d Frrov emdexerOas Ta. mpds Tu Gpovov yap Kal 

yap déyeras peifov' Kat 7d SurAdovov.... 

a + t 

KaKig. EVAYTLOV .... 

dvépouov parrov Kat Wrrov Aé€yerat. Once more, 

mdvro 88 Ta mpds Te Tpods avTicTpepovra AéyerTau, oloy 

6 SodXAos Seordtov SotXos ... Kai Td peifov éXarTovos, 

etc. Ina word 7a mpos 7 are what we call ‘ quali- 

ties’ as opposed to those complexes which are called 

‘things’ or ‘objects.’ And it may be observed that 
Socrates feels most confidence in the ety which are 

pos tt,and least in those which are objects or otciat, 

arta Sophist., 255 ©, speaks of 5 as a minimum. 

In & the breathing is patched (Notes 1). t reads 
drra. Authorities say dtra=tivd, drta= dria, 

But the latter form alone is found in Attic inscrip- 

tions. (Gramm. der Att. Inschr., p. 123, Meister- 

hans.) ‘Recte Stephanus xaé ri coe 6. scribendum 

vidit pro vulgato kat té cou 6.’ Stallb. Ie. the m= 

aliquid, not quid? The constr. is kai cow Soxei 

abry dpotdrns etvat Te Xwpls THS dpoudTHTOS HV Tpeis 

éxopev, Kat ad7d 3 ev kal... pKovere, yopls UV... 5 

This seems to have been the orig. 

from which the variants come. Stallb. thinks the 

want of the article led to all the changes. Notes 1. 

Zeno has urged only that the 

sensible many must be ‘like and unlike, which is 

impossible.’ Even if we suppose Parm. to allude 

to all the Adyou or ypdypara he can only mean— 

‘Do you assume eidy for those qualities which Zeno 

was proving to be inseparable from a sensible 

many, with a view to disproving the existence of 

this latter?’ From Phaedr. 261 D, Tov obv ’EAcatexdy 

Tladapidnv Néyovta otk iopev TExVY, Gore paiver Oat 

aut? Spoudrns 

boa viv 84 Cvwvos 

ois dxovovor TA atra (1) dpota Kat dvdpora, (2) Kal 

&v Kat moAAd, (3) pevovTd Te ad Kat epdpeva; we 

see that the only remaining «iéy to be covered by 

aévra doa would be ordous Kat «ivyous—if the list 

in Phaedr. is exhaustive. For the general vague- 

ness and absence of order and gradation in the 

ideal sphere as here embodied cp. Introd. xxx., 

xlii. Damasc., § 95, p. 237, speaks of a dirros 
peptopds—o pev kata Babos THs Kal’ Berry dzop- 

peoturns GAns cetpas, 6 d& Kata wAdtos Tay ev ait? 

Teptexopevey etdv, but we have here rather a refer- 
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ence to the concretion of a single idea, so to 
speak, from pure atrodvfpwros to our avOpwros in 
a oepd, than to a succession of ideas, 

roatra, thas tovdde, more usual in ref. to what 
follows ; but cp. Jelf 655, 6. 

Salou Adjs. as nouns without art. beside rdv 
cox, Tov Tapy. It is hard to give a rationale. See 
Phaedo 76 D-77 a. 

ravrevad This list is separate from Zeno’s révra 
Is it a series of eiSy bearing on conduct ? 

kal Tav oto .. 

ova. 

. TAVTOV f i.e. kat TavTwy TOV ovrwy 

rowovTwv ofoe ipeis (ego, tu, ceterique qui adsunt) 
oper, 8. TaVTWOY TOV ddAwY dvTwY dvOpérov. Heind, 
‘Sed grammaticae rationi convenientius ita potius 
interpretaberis: kai xwpls tov rdvrwy, ofoe Apels 

éopév, h.e. ... speciem sejunctam a nobis et ab om- 

nibus iis, quae talia sunt, quales nos sumus. Ex 

quo clarum est, cur deinde adiiciatur airé tr... 

téaros ; Etenim Parm. vult non tantum homines, 

sed omnia, quae sub sensus subjecta sunt intelligi.’ 
Stallb. This is better, except as to ywpis tov 

The sense seems to be ywpis ajpdv Kai 
Tov olot-jpets-eopev (Le. TOY dpaTov) wévTwr, and 

Stallb. so translates. Failing this it would be better 

The constr. would be 

improved by omitting dv@pdzov efSos, or transposing 

ti 8 avOpdrov efSos—atrd ru €’Sos dvOpamov i) rupds 

RavTwV, 

to read kai ravd’ oios, 

Kat Baros, ywpis jyav Kal TOV olot pels eopey 

ravtwv' See Phileb. 15 a, érav 6€ tis va, dvOpwrov 

eriyetpy tier Oar Kat Botv éva, Kat TO kaXdov ev Kal 

1d dyadby év, rept TobTwy TOV Evddwv Kai TOV TOLOUTwY 

Hh wodAH dppurByrnois ylyverax, We have got 

ideas of physical qualities and of moral qualities ; 

we now take the important step of assuming ideas 

for sensible things or complexes of qualities. Such 

Arist. calls (Met. 11. 2, 997 b 10) the same with the 

sensible objects but eterna]. raparAjovov rovotyres 

trois Geovs pév efvar packorvury, dvOpwroedets é ot're 

yap exeivoe ovbev dAXo erolovy 1} dvOparors aidious, 

ot8 obrot Ta €idy GAN 7) aicOyTd aida, He adds 

(x1. 3, 1070 a 18) that such ideas according to Plato 

éotiv éxdoa dice, eimep eoriv €idn GAAa TobTwv, ofov 

rip, odpé, xepady. Cp. Damasce. § 102, p. 263, Ta 

roAAd €idn harvopevra Tov ToAAGY GAnOvoV «iéGv 

éott Texpypia, etc. That ideas for ‘things’ are an 

advance upon ideas for single qualities is the view 
implied in Arist. Phys. 11 2, 193 b 36, 7a yap 

a 
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prorka Xwpiovew, Yrrov dvta ywpurra tov paby- 
Patikwy, 

| mypds etc. Ficinus ‘et ignis etiam et aquae,’ 
qua si legisset 7 kal mupds i) tSa70s, non male. 
Heind. Such is the sense clearly. 

abiréy for rovrwy, so in E. 

&... Sdfeev dv efvar, sc. ef tis fain wal tovrwr 
éxdorou eidos evar ywpis: more simply (8 xat yeXoiov 
S0€evev dv efvat), 

olov Olé What is the rationale of the nom. ? 
Is it = Kal wept trav rowdvde ofov (err) Opié, helped 
by the intervening 8€? Is pvzos only here in Plato ? 

ad trav rH8e dv = Both Wt (Notes 1.) have atrév 
}) Sy, which can hardly be right. Editors with II 
drop 7}; even so atréy is rather unsuitable. ‘Sed 
avrov hoc vide an rectius mutetur in a tov. Ut 
Theaet. 204 D, tadrov dpa év ye trois daa €& dprOpoo 
cori,’ etc., Heind. But Stallb. defends aérév posi- 
tum pro rovrwy quanquam paullo alia vi et signifi- 

catione. We have had this above, and it occurs in 

£ below. But this rather makes against a third case 

so near. Yet ad tov wv seems harsh, and 7 is un- 

explained. Our ryée justifies both the 7 and the 

av rov,and makes excellent sense; see Phaedr.249n, 
"Eore &:) ob Setpo 6 ras ajxwv Adyos wepi ras Terdprys 
pavias, iv Stay To THOSE Tis Gpav KaAXOS TOD GANGods 

dvapimvynrKdpevos, TrEepOTai Te Kat etc.; and 2508, 

ovk everte péeyyos ovdey év toils THdE Sporwpacey. 

Proclus, too, repeatedly uses 7a 775e as an expres- 
sion for 7a épard, e.g. V. 5. ON 130 B, Tas peTéexeTur 

(7a eidy) bro Trav THSe, Kal Tis 6 TpdTos Tis peOcLeus ; 

So, too, Damasc., $ 91, p. 226, eel obdé 6 Tyde 

dvOpumos 6 airés TO éxel kara Td efdos, and else- 

where. A palaeographer will know that a con- 

tracted 75e in majuscules might be very like H. The 

class of things here discussed is merely another type 

of dep épapev ; if an e20s rupds be granted so may 

an «iSos ryAo0v. The only difference is the greater 

unworthiness (Introd. xl. ff.). 

ovSapas appears to deny the question 7 ... dmropets; 

Tatra kal evar ‘sc. olopat, pypui,’ Heind. This of 

course occurs even to a Zeno; indeed were it other- 

wise there would be no problem. 

olyOfvat «frac Although a passive sense would 

be quite good, the active is meant. See Ast. 
One might supply (drop6) px Atay, or dé8ouxa, 

which is to hand. Grote refers here to the note 
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of Alexander on Arist. Met. 1. 991 a 23, Bekker tv. 
575 2 30, GAG Kal (oor Tevdy yeveress Teraypevar 

pev, GAN od zpos ideav, olor cKWAKwV Euridwy Tepy- 

dévwv. Proclus expands.on the question of what 

ideas are to be admitted; but his views, incorpo- 

rating all that appears in Timaeus, and indeed in 

generations of commentary, are far in advance of 

Plato’s present stage. He explains the hesitation 

of Socrates about an idea of man by urging that 

man as known to us is at the lower end of a series 

of which the idea is the upper (cp. on B), ov yap 75 

TpuTus peTaryxov avOpurov épapev, GAAG TO eX ATS, 

and thus eixétws raprédAny év adrois tiv Suadopé- 

ty7a Kadopomev (v. 41). Again he rejects hair as 

being a mere part of that which comes from a 

rational pattern ; and wyAcs as a ovppréss dv0 oroL- 

Xelwv dopsotos, ob Kata Adyov yevouevy ; and finally 

pbros because all xé@apous is removal of fvios, and 

while there is an idea of the former there is none 

of the latter as being a xaxéa to be cleared away: 

of xaxias there are no ideas (v. 61) he affirms. 

#8 pévrou... €Opafe Heind. would read pév tu, 

after Phaedr. 242 ¢, éué yap €Opake pév te kat téAue 

With which cp. Phaedo 86 g, 

But he 
has to admit that Theaet. 187 c differs, Opdrre: pé 
mus viv te kal GAXoTE bi) woAAdKIs, Hor’ év dmropig 
ToAAG ... yeyovevat, etc., where there is no specific 
nom. to the verb. Stallb. objects that the change 
does not improve the sense, and also that the subj. 
is contained in the words pi... radrdv, which on 
Heind.’s assumption would be in appos. with 7. In 
place of our Schol. t gives érépager,' svdxAnoey, | 
eve€ev: so Rhunk. Suidas gives the same meanings, 
and adds dvewreic bas kal bhopacOa. The glossary 
of Timaeus also gives rapdrret xuvei, 
HiT 7] 7. 7. Tavrov ‘lest something the same 

might be the case in regard to all,’ ‘ob es nicht bei 
allen dasselbe ware’ (Engelm. Transl.); but what 
sense does it convey? Heind. says ‘ne idem sit 
in omnibus, ie. ne eadem sit omnium omnino 
rerum ratio, ut suum quaeque eédos habeat? : meaning 
that after all Gpié wqAds etc., may have each their 
idea (he almost needlessly guards us from reading 
#9} Tt (eidos) 7 a. m. ta¥rdv). In this case the aBv0. 
pAvap. would arise from the hopeless complication 
of the theory when thus extended. Our marginal 

Aéyovta Tdv Adyov. 
, ph is x \ aA 

Aeye, TL Hv Td a8 ad Oparrov, and 103¢. 

summary gives another view, which also seems 
tenable: the difficulty involved in the conception 

of ideas for Opi€ wnAds etc., is so great that he is 

sometimes driven to think that as there are no 

ideas for them so there is none for anything—the 
pi te tavrov referring to eldos olnOjvae ... 
In this case the af. PAv. would arise from the sea 

of sensible perceptions unregulated by any idea. 

Cp. Timae. 51 C, Gp’ eore Tu rip atrd ef’ eavrot Kal 
mavta, wept av det A€yopev obTus, ... 1} TavTa dep 

dromor, 

Kat BAéropev doa te GAAa dia TOV Tdparos aicbavd- 

pela pova éori, ... dAdAa 82 odk eott ... dAAA pdryy 

exdorote efvar Ti chapev efdos Exdorov vontov, To b¢ 

ovdey ap’ wv wAjv Adyos; The language seems a 
compromise between p} 9) 7. 7. tavrdév and pi mf 

1. 7. TOLOUTOV. 

tairy iors, The reading of 2 is as given with the 
aspirate and long initial «-, and (although t gives 

tatty o7@) an effort should be made to maintain a 

form so clearly given. Proclus quotes r. éya tora. 

It may be noted that tatvry is scarcely used = éxe? 

or 77/5e with a verb of rest like or. Even in 

Philoct. 1331, €ws dv atrds HAcos| tavry pev aipy, 

75 8 ad Sbvy addy the verb is one of motion; 

and so generally when used of place it means ‘in 

this direction,’ ‘ by this road,’ with a verb of motion. 

Could an object be understood with tora, such as 

The sense would be 

either ‘when I place matters in this fashion’ or 

‘when I weigh the subject in this manner.’ In 

Euthyphr. 7 c we come within sight of the latter 
use, Kal éxé ye TU iotdvas eADdvTes, hs ey@par, wept 

\ , N XS ? 
Ta TPAYpParta, TOV Oyov 

tov Baputépov te Kat kovdotépov Siaxpibeipev av ; 

and Prot. 356 B, GAN’ domep dyabbs tordvar dvOpw- 

wos where the context gives the meaning. For the 

former sense cp. Theaet. 171 D, 4 kal ravry av 

pirurra toracbas tov Adyov ... ; 

The participle with this verb is 
common, especially drwwv and epdpevos. For the 

sense see Phaedo 98 B, dad 81) Gavpacrijs éAidos, 

& éraipe, Gydpnv epdpevos. Phileb. 13 p, Kat 6 

Aoyos Hpiv exrreroy olyjoeras, 

&Bvbov prv. There is no doubt of the reading 

(Notes 1.), though duvov is found, probably by 
confusion of the old minuscule u= with a cursive 
p. The sense is clear, although the adjective seems 

unique. ‘Denique Synesius qui ad hunc locum 

debyov olxopar 
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respexit ... et Origenes ... legerunt ipsi quoque 
aBvOov non duvdov. Nam Celsus quidem dixit e’s 
méayos pAvapias éprerdv: sed verba Synesii haec 
sunt, cal xivduvos eis GBvoody twa pAvaplas eure- 

covras SiapOapivae’ 3 kat Swoxparyns épofijOn waheiv, 

kal 10 wdBos odk drexpti~ato pidrovs dvdpas, Iap- 

pevidny Kat Zijveva. Atque his ex locis Vytten- 
bachius, in Notis ad Plutarch, de S. N. V., p. 72, 
putabat satis apparere, apud Platonem reponi 

debere cis teva aBvocov ¢dvapias. At neuter, 

neque Orig. neque Synes. retinuisse videtur ipsa 

verba Platonis, immo utrumque imitari tantum 

voluisse arbitror omnino formam loquendi, ita ut 
non dubitarint adjectivi loco substantiva ponere.’ 

Fisch. L. and S. suggest that we should read eis 

twa Bvddv pdvapias, which has some support from 

the text of {( and the reading fAvaplas suggested 
by the words of Synes. But the text of Proclus 
v. 64 reads Aourdv Kal abry éoriy % d&Bvb0s rvapia, 

eis yy etc. 

ecto 8 odv ... eis d=eis exeiva 8 otv dfuxdpevos & 

OF €xeloe ... 00 EoTe Ta viv Si) AcxOevta cidy 

éxewv.... What is the exact sense of 8 ofv? Per- 

haps ‘however that may be (about my fear of 

destruction, etc.) at all events I get back to the 

safer ground just referred to.’ The 4 are probably 

the two groups referred to in B ahove—Zeno’s 

group and the next. éAéyopev, cp. note, 129 D. 

There is good Platonic authority for 

taking this either with mpay. or with Scarp. 

véos yap So Theaet. 162 D, Néos yap ef, @ dire 

mai’ tals obv Syunyopiass d£ews draxoves Kat ees, 

What does yap meet ?—the deoas etc., the eOpate 

etc., or the pa) Mav 7 dtorov? Perhaps the general 

sense of contempt for the suggestion of ideas which 

are common and unclean ; this would appear from 

dtipdcoess which follows. 

otra gov dvteiX, So Phaedo 88D, Oavparras ydp 

pov 6 Adyos obros dvTiAapPdverat kal viv Kal del... 

On the whole passage see Procl. v. 65-7, Tatra 6 

IL. émerAnrrwy dropotvre 7H D, dd€eev dv Ture atros 

repl éxetva 

Seas drotider Oat wdvrwv, Kal doa cpiKpa Kot boo. 

évudétata Kal doa rapa tow... pot 68 Boxed pi 

7 

dvaitiov ovdapins mpootemevos (meaning all has a 

cause, but that cause is not necessarily an idea? 

Questionable.), wav yop 1d yvyvopevov tx’ aitiov 

mpos TovTo werorjoOar tiv ewimAnkw, GrAG ... 
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Tevds €& dvdykns yiyver Oar gyot cat 6 Tipatos... 
Jar 7 lal a 

ovdev obv éoriv ottws dtipov Kat padrov, d pa) peréxe 
nA in ioc 

ToD dyabod KdxeiOev dyer TH yeverw ... GAN at pev 

TOY avOpdrwv Sofa Ta wpiKpa Kat edreAR THs Oelas 
aitias e€drrev éLaurytvovrar... of S& dvtws didJ- 

aopot wavra dvamep early év TO KdopH Kal peydra 
‘ v kal opixpa mpovoias eEapavres otdév atipov ovvde 

drdéBAnrov ev TG oikw Tov Ads épaow ... dre Se 6 DY. 

dvatpav dard tovTwv Tov opiKpOv Kat évvAordrwy TiV 

eSytixiy aitiay dvyjpe: kat raoav aitiay éhafev 6 IL. 
e @ \ be # o ‘ a , > t + 

«+ 1 Oplé pn éxérw pev mapdderypa voepdv, éyéerw de 

votKkov Adyov aittov, Gp’ obv ov« dvdyKn py TabTHY 
* , a € lal > xX cd # x - elvas Tpixa povov iv dpGpev, GALA KaKeivny THY év 

TO Adyw THs picews 5 SyAoi SE tod dyaOod Evera Kal 

tpixas rovotca év Tots (wows Kal od pdtv ovde Tatras 
€ ta ‘ © yu € 4 ‘ a trogrioaca Kat 7 exes 1) TovTwY mapa piccy, 

StariOeioa 7a Sedpeva ths dm’ abrav BonGelas. ... Kai 

ei dmopioeas 5¢ Tay mpomexOv aitiwv, ém’ adbriy 

dvdépape Thy piav Tov dvtos aitiav ad’ is rdvra Ta 
yw 4 a 3 Ul ‘ ‘ , Ld 

dvTa mpoeAnAGe, Kat exelvnv PdOe Kal TovToLs Tape 

Xe THY yéverwy, Os pnde TobTwv dvaitiov elvac TV 

trdoracw., Kat lows émpere TO IL. tO 7d ev Ov Th 
‘ A io@ en + 6c ’ 3 ” Oé mpd tay «iddv épovte TS “ Kat’ airiav” mpotiOevar 

zov Kar’ eidos” Kat Sta ToT Kal atrés émurAnrre 

TO D., peta TOV EiOGv dvatpovvTe Kal THY GAANY Tara 
Fe iA ‘ ? Lg bs | ‘ € rs aitiav, Seov pn Kar’ efSos pev avrdv voepov wror!- 

i) , x > , XN , ~ 

Geo Bus riyv yeveow, Kar’ aitiay 6& mperButépav TOY 

eiddv (better, not worse, than ideas?) érel Kat d7ar 

qpels Ta TEXVTA ToLdmerv, Tove’ TATA Kal 6 vous... . 

atrav See Notes 1 and above c. The observ- 

ation ovdév d. dripdoes, etc., must be for the 

Platonic Socrates, not the Socrates of history, who 

had little regard for the conventional dignity of 

philosophy, and who did not touch these inquiries 

—otdt yop wept THs TGV mdvTwv dicews, Prep TOY 

dAXwv of rAcierot, StedeyeTo TKOTOV Gus 6 Kador'- 

pevos td tOv cofurtdy Kdopos Epy.... atros de 

rept Trav dvOpureiwy det SueA€yero, TKoTOY Tt evoreBés, 

ri doeBés ... Xen. Mem. 1.1. 11-16. We are to hold 

not that Plato draws no distinctions between diverse 

objects, but that he sets any such distinctions aside 

in the interests of philosophy. Thus in Polit. 266 p, 

Nav, éxeivd gore xatapaves paAdAov ... dre TH Tougoe 
_ ‘ i‘ , 

peOd8o TGV Adyov ovTE cepvoréepov padrov éuédnoev 

i) pe, TOV TE TpLKpOTEpoY ovdey aTipaKe mpd TOU jrEl- 

fovos, etc.; cp. Soph. 2274. On the other hand 

when looking at them from the standpoint of 
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character he speaks—Theaet. 174 c-D—of ‘ prac- 
. . > EY aA 

tical’ matters with scorn,—o0v zpoomoujrus dAAd TH 

dyre yedor, etc. 
bv ...toxeav On efvae edn drra, see for variants 

Notes 1. For constr. cp. 127.c. Stallb. well cites 

Phaed. 102 B, wpodoyeito efvul Te exartov Tuy eidov 
x. ¥ Sp a Pid x 

Kal TovTwy ta\Aa petadaupPavovta avtav TovTwY 

mV érovupiay iaxev, and Symp. 210 E-211 B, 

caroperat te Oarpartov tiv ptow Kaddy ... adrs 

xa?’ atrd cf’ utTod povoedées det dv, ta dé dAXa 

For the language 

see Soph. 257 C, ) Garépov por diviors paiverat kara- 

xexeppatioOa: Kabarep erioripa) ... pia wev ext ov 

# bad > o & 

mavTa Kava exetvou peTEeyovTa, 

kal éxeivy, TO 8 ei TH yryvopevoy pépos avTHS eKagTov 

aopia Oey erwvupiav irxe tive éavTns idiav, Herodt. 

VI. 121, Oeppy 68... dx’ is Kai 6 KbATOs OdTOS THY 

Dam., § 86, 205, says GAA’ Spas 

tov eidav éote TA Tap’ ipiy 6vopaTa Te Kal vorpaTta— 

noteworthy. peradXapB. the present is descriptive 

—you see the process going on, and with the process 

comes the name: perudaPovra. is a narrative refer- 

ence to the description given, the participation has 

now taken place, whence the likeness. It is clear 

that the {dn are much fewer than ra GAXa. “ Be- 

cause there is only one idea for each class of things 

(Rep. VI. 493 E, atrd To Kaddv, dAAG po} Ta TOAAG 
Kad, 1} avTd Te €kagrTov kal put) TA TOANG Exacta, éo6” 

érwvuplay exe, 

Srws TAHGos dvéteras f yioerae efvac;) ideas are 
also termed évddes or povddes (Grav 6€ tus &va dv Opw- 
mov értxepy TiGerOa. Kai Botv eva... rept TovTwv 
Tay évdduv Kal Tov Tovo’Tw % TOAA épdirByTyOKLS 
yiyverat ... rpGrov pev et rivas Set toratras elvae 
povddas vrokapPdvev adyOds oveas, etc.), Phileb. 
15 A.” Zeller. 

peyouvs This, with opexpdrys, iodrys, and others 
is fairly hit by Arist. Phys. 1v. 1, 209 a 17, gore 8& 
Ta pev TOV aicOyTaY copdrur OTOLXELA Gwpata, eK 
6€ Tav vonTay ovdey yiverau peéyeGos—if the idea in 
such cases is an entity. 

Xepls rotrwy ‘h. e. praeter haec,’ Stallb. Symp. 
211 B gives a vague suggestion of the petadnyrs— 
ta 6€ dAAa mdvra Kadd éxelvov HETEXOVTA TporoV 
Tia Towbror, oluy yryvopevwy te Tov ddAdwv Kat 
drokAvpevwy pdtv éxeivo pajre Te wA€ov pujre EXarTov 
yyvec Oar pn se rdoyew poder. It may be true even 
of a conception that you must possess either the 
whole or a part of it if you possess it at all; yet 
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one feels instinctively that Plato is here somewhat 

governed by physical analogies, and tends to think 
of the idea as extended. On édov rod «i. we may 

use a phrase of Dam. § 87, 207—individuals differ, 

he suggests, only by place; the idea is the same, 
as ef Tus dpéAoe tiv LAYV ev dv 7d drow Eldos epavOn. 

At § 90, 225, he distinguishes 4 péev yap érépwOey 

Td cv GvOpory (hov, tatty peOekrs’ 7) 6€ cvpaAnpoi 

Also 
§ 126, ii, 2, without actually dealing with participa- 

tion of ideas, he discusses the meaning of the word 

and the possible varieties of the fact—évuors, cvy- 

Kpwois, wépaGeors, and finds difficulties on all sides; 

but adds ’AAAG pay Sewvds 6 Adyos, et Sueowacpéve 

*. ” La a me > ft 

tov dvOpwrov, tatty trapkis Tod avOpurov. 

révTa Toujce dz’ ad\AjAwv ... kal adros éautoy duad- 

Oepet 6 Adyos. Od yap eéorae abr@ A€yew Keyw 

ploBat d\AjAwY Ta Tpdypata™ peHeLer yap To adrob 

Tn fact 

we are back at the negation of predication (Introd. 

Ix.), for, he says elsewhere, § 70, 152, TO yvwpevoy ef 

yryviiokoiro, ovK éoTaL povoy yvwpevov GrAAG Kal 

yvwordy,—which makes it two at least. 

wotepov preceded by ddov 7 

pépovs and followed by éAov leads one to expect } 

pépos adtod; in place of 7 wés; But the context 

might suggest that rorepor is superfluous; and that 

he means to begin Soxet ody got, and is for the 

present taking up only the former alternative of 

dAov, and dwelling not on that alternative but on 

the question of the idea remaining one in the pro- 

cess (€v 6v=ita ut unum sit. Heind.) This view is 

enforced by €v e¢va:, which, again, Schleiermacher 

changes to évetvac against Ut. Stallb. agrees ; 
Heind. dissents, giving as the meaning ri yap 
kwdver dAov 7d €iSos ev Exdotw Tov woAAGY évdv Ev 

efvat; of which Stallb, says (why?) contorta est 

Heindorfi interpretatio. 

& moddois x. t has kai c. before ywpis, which adds p 
force. 

é&vterat So ; t also, but on eras. Everra: might p-¢ 
be better; but Plato may be purposely harping on 

the év e‘vac—if there is nothing to prevent it being 

one, at least it ‘ will be one’ in such a way as to be 

separate from itself. 

eye, Pavar etc. As to the text, setting aside stops, 

Mt agree on the following—oiov ef 7epa etn pla xat 

1] abr ofva ToAAa Xd dpa éorl, while t begins with 

djAov bt wdvra Tov pds GAAWAG Xwpiopod. 

ardrepov ... év elvar: 
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ovdkdy evar pavac followed bya stop. Some change 
seems needed, and «? ye seems preferable to efvat, 

The phrase ofov <i lacks Platonic authority, and has 
been changed by some to ofov 7. Again the «iy 

following has been omitted so as to give ofov + 
Hpepa, pia Kai 7 av7y oboa: this 4 seems super- 
fluous, while the omiss. of ey is questionable. Yet 

some omission is called for; and we may note the 

repeated use of et, 2, and the collocation ej in 

quick succession. Any text involves a somewhat 
broken construction which is picked up at ¢ ottw. 
In Proclus’ comments the phrase eé ye ofov 1pépa ey 

without article occurs v. 12. The text given de- 

mands little change, and yields a satisfactory sense, 

the break in constr. being as follows—ovx dv ei ye, 
paver, olov ein 7uépa (i) pia Kal 1) adti otoa ToAXa- 

Xov dua eari, cat ovdev te pardov adr} abris xwpis 

éotiv)—ei odrw, ‘not it it were some such thing as 
day, which, etc. ...if in such a fashion as this, I say, 

each of the ideas preserved its identity in all things.’ 

Procl. says 8’ trepBarod 15 dAov cuvarréov? pact 

yap 6S. pi dy wopfijvae rotro bv dromov, 6 pyow 6 

IL., “ef ye ofov jpépa ety, ottw Kal exagrov THY eddy 

év Taow dpa tav7ov ef” (where the interpretation 
differs a little from ours). 

Sia. tiv eravaAnyw oinréov exev Td 

bedtepoy S€ 75 “ei otTw” 

“ ei tovTo” mpo- 
# 2 *% a a4 , 2 , a 

ketuevoy, ev yap tats dua mAciovos droddcrerty at 
2 s ’ , Ne ey eee ee eS 
exavadijpes ypyrysor’ tpitov dé 75 “ pia Kat 7 avri) 

> na 279) &, Sn Lo 9? otca woAAayod dua éeoti” perutd pyOev Kata dmd- 

In illustrating he reminds us, 

though without referring to the Rep., of the analo- 

gies yAvos—dyabdv, pas (jpépa)—ra eid, oKdTos 

—tAy (rade Ta dAAa). And he adds (v. ror) xat 
a * > fad id £ | lan yw Ore pev €x Tov Zijvwvos Acyou To wapddecypa elAnge, 

OTagiyv axovorréov, 

éjAov' (on what authority ?) éxeivos yap dyAacae 
rd oe x 1 aL % © & N > Bovrspevos, dws TA TOAAM peTéexer Trvds Evds Kal OvK 

J Ww ©. * ba , £ 2.3 3 ¥ eoriv épnpa évis Kav SvacriKer Toppwratw an’ dAAy- 

Auy, elrev ev TO EavTod Adyw pilav oboav THY AEvKA- 

THTa Tapelvar Kal ipiv Kal Tots avTimoow obtus ws 

Tv etdpovyv Kal tiv puepav... GAN’, ofpas, Z ext 
noe WO . , *_o@ xy ? Tov evdAov eldovs TS Tapdderypa Oels, Grep etl Kar 

> , a * > a lad v ges 

GdjPeav ev Kal ody Ev pepirTas pETEXOPEVOV ... TO... 
J an ie mm > lal 2 a ‘ Tapadetypate Tov ToLovTov eldorvs dpOas ExpATO Kut 

3 , © gt oo 9 a no” n> , aveheyxtus’ 6 b€ ZY, ex’ avrovd tov eidovs Tov dpepicrov 
Le ae a a , a a > > a Svtos Kal évis dua rupdvTos Tois ToAXOIs, ovK dpOus. 

‘ ’ 
Arist., Phys. 111. 6, 206 a 30, says of the éetpov— 

> 2 ov Sef Aap Bavery ws 7dde TL, ofov dvOpurov 7) oikiar, 
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GAN Gs 4 Huepa Aéyerat Kal 6 dydv, ofs Td elvae ody 

ws otoia tes yéyorev, AAN dei ev yevérer i) POops, «i 

kai merepucpevor, GAN del ye Erepov Kai Erepov, 

HBlos  dvri Tov Kata dio viv. onpatver dé dor 

Schol. Rhunk. 
“Male Schol. ... Ironice hic quoque adhibetur hoc 

verbum’ Heind. =lepide, ‘ that isa pleasant conceit 

of yours, to prove your case by, as it were, putting 

men under a sail and saying,’ etc. 

oiov etc. The oforv ef here are separate, not as 

they would have been above oioveé (or as Plato puts 

it, olovrepel crouyeta, Theaet. 201 E). The phrase 

iotiy katarerdcas wo\Aovs dvOp. seems an odd 

reversal, and recalls atrots UBpe mepreOyxe, Diog. 

Laert. vi. 3 3, and still better Choeph. 576, vexpsv 

Ojow roduKe TepiBarov yarkedpare. 

One almost wishes re Tot., but cp. E. 
yet N€yev as 127 E without the pron. as subj. to 

the inf.; see Rep. 1. 338 a, ob yap dy ys eidévar 

kat éxew eiweiv, and a little lower syotpevos exe 

droxpiow mayKkdAnv, Although Parmenides makes 

merry over such an idea, does not his own év cuvexés 

bear some colourable resemblance to it? 

qotv 7h. idem est quod wérepov. Heind.; but 

it means rather more, ‘ would the whole rea//y be 

present then, or only a part?’ Immediately below 

it recurs, but this time suggesting the improbability 

of the other alternative. So WU for ovdker:. 
Note the change of reference in the 

ss Boe oad 
next éxdorov—ovk ére év ExdoTw (TOV TOAAGY) SAov 

eo QA \ ‘J 

OTe Kat TO ejOus Kal TO yedolus, 

Td Todt. 

> 
OUK €TL 

dy xdorw 

(re efdos ed), GAM pépos Exdotov (Tod cidovs ev 

éxdotw) av ein, ottrw ye ‘according to ¢Ais reason- 

ing?’ 
4 ofv—U ef odv, t ) ofv: another error by dict. ? 
gévat Is this word parenthetic? If so, one of 

two things follows; (x) either the phrase 75 év... 

pept(erOac as a whole is an object to eedjoes, 

while that verb generally governs, at least in Attic, 

a mere infinitive (€0éAw welPeo Oar, roretv, etc.) ; (2) 

or pepiterOae must be used in an active sense ; 

which is rare, although if taken with jpiv it might 

yield a good sense—‘ Do you wish then to be in 

very truth a party to our splitting up the one idea 

among us?’ But we have parallels to the use of 

dvat governing an inf. and itself governed by a 

verb like ¢0éAccv—Rep. vi. 510 A, 7) Kal eOédous dv 

airs pdvar, fv & éyd, SeppnrOae dAnOcia Te Kat pp: 
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Theaet. 171 E, @OcAjoa dv pdvar py wav yovatov... 

txavdv elvar iaoOa até. Polit. 276 B, emypércca de 

... obdeula dv eedjoeev erépa paddov ... pdvat Kat 

cata mévrov dvOpdrwy apyis etvac Texvn. The only 

objection to this construction is the other use of 

$dvat so repeatedly ; and there is a further argument 

in its favour that it gives a definite sense to jpiv (to 

divide among us all the one «dSos dv@pwrov) which 

in the other case would seem a mere adjunct to 76 

év efdos=‘our one efdos.’ Yet for such a use see 

E below, T@v «iSav cor etc. 

kal... emetv: We may make kal... éorae; a fresh 

interrog. sent. ; but it is as likely to be part of the 

previous one with the constr. varied—see Riddell’s 

Platonic idioms, § 277 b (Apology, Clar. Press)— 

while otSapés gives a denial to both ava: etc. and 
éorat. We bring out the force of yap thus—xat 

Kadds ye, dpa ydp. 

kal é&, ...%erar ‘and each of the many objects 

which rank as “big” will be such in virtue of a 

portion of bigness which is smaller than “ bigness” 
proper.’ patverar—t better, paveirar: but the point 

is small. 68a¢; See Introd. Ixxxi. and Notes 1. 
708 twov pépovs etc. So At, though t has os above 

The reading is rather difficult, and it is just 

possible that an orig. os has been changed through 

the ambiguities arising from ékacrov and opuxpov. 

If retained the phrase must mean ‘the ‘“ equal-” 

section of our ideal kingdom.’ The order of words 

is €xagtov (Twy ToAAGY) drodaPdv cpiKpdv Te TOD 

irov pépous, TO exov (TovTo Td opixpov) eee (TL) @, 

As 

-OUS. 

éAarrove ovte attov Tov ixov, ivov Tw eoTat ; 

Heind. notes 76 ¢xov might be omitted. 
tobrov ... dvros. i.e, TovTov € adrod (Tod pépovs adTd) 

7d opixpoy peiCov eotas ate (rovTov) pépovs éavTot 

{sc. Tob cpixpod] dvros. 

kalotrw ‘smallness’ will become bigger thus— 

a change which should be impossible to it—in one 

of two ways: (1) either by being, as we have seen, 

greater than its part, (2) or by having something 

taken from it, for like a negative quantity it grows 

by deductions—as he goes on, the addition of a bit 

of smallness (i.e. of a negative quantity) lessens the 

size of that which receives it. This is partly jocular. 
Plato knows that if ‘smallness’ proper be indeed 

greater than its part, then the part cannot reduce 

the size of that to which it accrues; while if the 

latter is the case it follows that ‘smallness’ itself 
would reduce the object still more, and is therefore 

smaller than its part. 7 ddacpeOev is the pépos just £ 
referred to. Cp. Ar., Phys. 1. 4, 187 b 35, € darav 

XQ cal > is 3 ” 2 x id 

pev copa dparpebévros Tivos Eharrov avayKy yiverOau, 

ris 88 capkds Gpurtat 7) moody Kat peyeDer Kal pur- 
, . og 2 lal 2 £. IO 

porytt, pavepov Ore ék THs éhaxioTys capKds ovdev 

exxpiOjoerar cOpa otras yap cAarrov ris ehaxtorys, 

Proc. v. 115, dromov dpa Siaperdy iyeirba. 7d 
opuxpdv? 7d yap igaipebev az’ avrod pépos, Sidte pév 

Zduccov éorl rod GXov, peifov éxelvo mdvtws dro- 

paiver, Sidte 88 7G Aout mpooriGerat, peiCov avdrd 7) 

Thy mporOnKny AaBbv drepydferar...6 Kai Soke 
* a ie bs ‘ ‘ ia « ‘ tiolv obtw Svadidberov efvar Kata THY Aé~ey, Gs Kal 

év trois vdOas avrois [aira, Bekk.] xatadéfat tevas 

Kat meprypayat Tv TOD TLAdrwvos pypdrov. 

Proc. (116) dwells on the con- 

ditions of the problem here with great point, but 

without answering this question. dé.déorara (without 

dimensions) dpa wdvra ta €i8y eoris Kara b€ Thy 

alva obv ... Stop. 

airy aitiay Kal rérov mavtds trepiiputas acu yap 

TavTaXon Tos peTEXovoLy dxkwAUTUs Tdperte, Ta dé ev 

réry Kpatovpeva THs dkwdirov tabryns mapovoias 

dpoipa TepuKe,.., OTaUTUS ye Kal xpdvov TavTds 

trepirAwtar mdéperte yap 4xpdvus aracet kal dopdus' 

érel Kal ai yeverers mporapacKkevut Tivés eioe TAS 

éxelvoy pebeeus ... pt) Tolvuy dd TOV peTexdvTuv ext 

Ta peTexopeva peradepérw Tis 7) Tov xpdvov 7 TV 

ToriKkyy mepiAnyy 7) Tov cwpatiKdy pepiopdv, pnd 

bAus crvOéces i} Svatperers cwparoedels ev éxelvors 

érwvocitw, moppw yap Tatra diéoTyKe TOY eidav THs 

Ga\dryT0s THs avAov, THs KaOapdrynTos THs ev aidve 

We have leat 

above so far that the ideas are certain moulding 

formative entities existing apart, and grasped by 

reason. Their function is to introduce method, 

form, meaning into the many of sense (but how 

moAAG without éy etc.?), and we see that this is 
done by their entering into these, or giving the 

latter a share in them, and that either xara dAov or 

xara pépos, if at all. The whole argument suggests 

physical conditions and analogies, none the less so 

because of the special ideas selected for treatment; 

and Proc. enters a caveat that such physical con- 

ditions as space, time, dimensions are out of place. 

He adds an elucidation of the difficulty, which 

amounts to this, that the many may be ranged in 

Tuvexoperns apepovs trorTacews. 
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grades, the more exalted of which come close in 
character to the ideas, and may partake of them 

with practical completeness; the others tail off 
towards matter, and partake of less and less, or of 
mere «idwda, of the ideas. Parmenides, he says, 
dvakivel Tov Z. Kal rpoxaXelrar Tov év aitG vody eis 
Thy THs Kvpwrarys pebéLews etperiv.... By those 
who understand the whole and part pi) cwpatixds, 
aAAa porddpws tats dios Kal voepais ovolass, 
bPOjoerae Ta TSE Kat Awv petéyovta Tov dV Kal 

pepOv... kal ta pev tyyddrepa Tov perexsvTwv 

mAcovs trod€éxeTar Tov rapadelyparos (we have not 

got this length yet in the text) Suvdpers, rd. 88 Kordd- 

tepa éAdooous. He even supposes men in other 

parts of the universe paAdov éyyus dvras Tis dvOpd- 
rov ideas, and so partaking of it card rAelous Suvd- 

pes, and adds obrws 7 pla iSidtyns dvwGev Kader 

pexpi Tov erXdtwv ...cepal ydp Teves dd Tay 

voepav Gedy ets Tov otpavdy KaPjKover, Kal dd TOvde 

wad eis THY ‘yéverwv, Kal exarrov oToLXeiov éfad- 

Aarrépevar Kal péxpe yas bpiCdvovoa Tovrwv 8é 

Tov vepOy Ta pev dYynAdTepa perfdvws peTexer TOV 

rapaderypdtwv, Ta 5& yapar(nAdtepa éhacodvus, Tis 

iStétyTos ért mdvra This plas extewvomevys, a} Kal 

And so Dam. § 206 

I. 89, ) we~pa wpoToduopds éotiv otcias amd évds els 

TAROos éxpenpvowevns. Pl. has nothing of this. 

& &acrov The latter is part of subj., the former 

of pred. éx. efvat &, 
isa ‘h. 1. non est idem quod efSos sed potius 

conspectus sive species quaedam menti objecta.’ 

Heind. But we get here the origin of the technical 
term, as we do that of the idea it represents. 

wdyra with iéefy does not seem to be a common 

phrase with Pl.; L. and S. quote Iliad xx111. 143, 

idav ért oivora mévrov. 

wl 8 ...dhalver@ar; He seems at first to have 

meant atrd... weydAa to be subj. to some such 
verb as mapéfer, to which é 7. would be the obj. : 

as he wrote he made the latter the subj. and 

replaced wapéfe. by daveiroe as though he had 

begun ti 6€ wept adrot Tov ... peydAwv. But again, 

paiver Oar with its relative would more naturally be 

®... Pavioerar or davetrat, Either there is sug- 

gested dependence on the sense of the clause é ... 

paveirar, or a lapse into orat. obl. Either way 

the fact that g¢aveiras precedes and dvafavijcerat 

ay 3 \ y , 
TOLL piav THV oAnv oapay, 

3 N, 
€7Tb 

95 

follows may help to explain the change. While we 

reason back to the ideas they, of course, prove to 

be the causes or rational elements of the things 

through which we reach them. In this case of 

péyeOos the remark of Arist., Met. x1. 10, 1075 b 

29, applies—ére wis eoras é& dpeyeOdv péyeBos Kal 
ouvexes; TH Yuyxy7 is here identical with 77 diavolg. 

af mov is the smallest change which yields a 
meaning from the text of 2 atrod: t has a8 péya. 

avadavy. Will start up beyond the end of the row. 

érepov, Has no meaning here distinct from dAXo. 

This idea is not ‘different’ in kind from the others, 

and it can be called a ‘second’ only if we arbi- 

trarily call 4AAo the first of the series. 

drepa should in strictness be sing. to agree with 

ev éxaorov, but is attracted into the plur. by its 

mean. and by rév eidGv. Having dealt a blow at 

the idea of péOefus or peradAnyis Parmenides now 

takes up the nature of the ideas themselves as 

apprehended by reason. Cp. Phaedo 74 B-c, dp’ 

od AtOot pev ivor kal EbXa eviore TabTa dvta TO pev 

iva paiverat TO 8 od}; wavy pev ody. ... GAG ppv ek 

tovtav y’, ébn, Tov iowy, érépwv dvrwv éxelvov 

Tov icov, duws attod nv erioripyy evvevdnkds 

re kal elAnpas; dAnOéorara, ey, A€éyers. Symp. 

211 B, Touro yap 64 ear. 7d dpOds Ext Ta epwTiKd 

iévat 7) im’ ddXov dyer Oa, dpydpevov dxd Tavde T&Y 

Kadov éxeivou evexa Tot Kadov del eravevar, domep 

éravaBabpois ypwpevov, drd évds éxt S00 Kal dad 

Svety Cri rdvta Ta Kaa owpata, Kal dwd TOV KaAGY 

cupdtwv emt ta Kara éritydetpara, Kal dd Tov 

Kadov éritndeupdtuy ért Ta KaAd paPijpata, éws dd 

tov pabnudtwv én’ exeivo TS pdOnpa TeAcuTioy 6 

éotuv otk GAXoU i) adrot éxetvou TOU KaAOD pdOnpa, 

kat yv@ atrd tedevtav 6 ete xaddv, Phaedr. 249 B, 

Sef yap dvOpwrov ~vvievar Kar’ e’Sos Aeydpevov, éx 

rodXav tov atc Ojoewy eis Ev Aoyiopo Evvarpotpevov" 

Touro Sé gory dvdpvyots éxelvwv, & ToT’ eldev av 4 

Puy) cvpmropevOeioa Ge@ Kai brepidotoa a viv etvai 

dapev kal dvaxtpara eis To dv dvrws, In all these 

generalization is regarded as a certain and fruitful 

method, not a hopeless one: aiso the objection 

that we merely read into sensible objects what we 

wish to find there is parried in a fashion by the 

doctrine of dvévyors and the walking of the soul 

with God. It will be felt that they are in advance 

of our passage. In particular the rising gradations 
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of the Sympos. from kad odpora through émernder'- 

para and pabhjpara, while resembling roughly the 

dvOpwros, tip—kahov, dyafov—ev, rodAGd of our 

130 B, in crescendo abstractness, show a much 

firmer grasp of the subject. In the Parmenides 

the process is treated almost hopelessly—as a 

chasing of the rainbow. Nor must we mistake the 

contention. Our ideas of generalization are not 

what Plato has in his mind here (Introd. xliv.) 
though they do seem to be something like what he 

assumes in the dialogues just quoted. His mean- 

ing would be better suggested thus— 

éxl mavra idévre then come successive generalizations. 
Tarpde + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +etce. + 
[HT | | 
rédda TH peyada TO uéya Go w. GAO bbe dbo pie 

Here the new péya does not arise in each case 

from a fresh generalization based on a new set of 

The latter are supposed to be 

exhausted in the first view—émi wdvra idévte—and 

the only new element at each step is the 7d péya 

just previously reached. In this way not only does 

the process never end, but it is unfruitful in another 

sense. Each fresh judgment is what Kant calls 

analytic, not synthetic. All the evidence was led 

when the first was formed; in going on to a second 

and a third you add to that evidence merely a 

synopsis of itself. We may compare here—although 

it is used rather of the countless types of eid» than 

of the countless replicas of one—the language of 
Arist. already quoted, Met. 1. 9, 990 b 1, ¢yrotvres 

Rs cae Bi ates Wey g ey oh ; “4 
twvdt tov dvtov AaPeiv Tas aitias érepa Totros toa 

rdAha 7a peydra, 

Tov dpiOpov éxdpucav, Gomep el tes dprOpjoae Bovdd- 

pevos éharrovev ev dvtwv oloito pa duijorer Oat, 

rAd S€ roujras aprOpotn. 

GAG... ph ‘What if.... Should we perhaps 

say ...?’ So in Dam. often pijrore, as § 42, 84, 

prjmote otv dodadéorepov Aéyew ..."ISupev, Oper, 

or so is omitted. 
q Tovrea ... rpoomxy See Notes 1.: the order of 

the text is the more euphonious, and, so to say, dis- 
tinguished. Is -xet of both Mss. due to dictation ? 

& ye t & ve. But Heind. says ‘ prius proposi- 
tionis membrum obtw yp... ef) explicatur per 
posterius hoc kai ovk ... eMéyero, sc. 7d dareipa efvae 
7+ 7AHO0s, ut parum hic apta videatur vocula te.’ 
He adds (not knowing 2) scripserim é 71 é&. With 

regard to the whole passage—which has so struck 

some reader (Arethas ?) that he has marked it with 

a onpetwoa ‘N,B.’—note that the process of reach- 
ing «iS» by the method éri rdvra iddvr., and the 
treating of them as voxara is much in accord with 
the éaxrixot Adyor and the épiferOar xabdXrov, 

ascribed by Arist. to Socrates (Introd. xxix., xliii.), 

Plato does not accept the theory; but it is the first 

point at which the conception of an extended idea 
is definitely excluded. Grote refers to Simplicius 
on Arist. Categ. 8 b, 25, Tov 6€ wadawy of pév 

avy povy Tas ToLdTHTAS Teh€wS, TS TOLdY TVYKWpodYTES 

elvat, Gorep Avticbevys, ds wore TlAdtwv d.apduc- 

Byrév 68 TWAdrov’ ey ‘ trrov pév dpa, tradriyta Se 

ody 6po’ etc. Here immérys would be a vonya, or 

with Porphyrius Simplicius etc., a yA émivora or 

Referring to év wuxais Grote says ‘ Here 

we have what Porphyry calls the deepest question 

of philosophy explicitly raised ; and so far as we 

know for the first time.’ Porph.’s words (Isag. to 

Categ. begin.) are attixa wept yevav Te kal eiday 76 

évvoua, 

pav eite dpértyKev cite Kal év povats YrAats exevolats 

Keltat, ire Kal bperTnKdTE TUpaTd eoTLV 7} dowpara, 

Kal TOTEpOV XupiaTa 7} év Tois aigOyTois Kal wepi 

tavTa bpertota, rapurtnropar A€yewv, Babvrdrns 

ovens THs TovatTys mpayparelas Kat GAAnS pelCovos 

Grote refers to Simpl. on 
Categ. 8, 8 b of urd ris "Epetpias advypovy tas 

TouTHTaS Ws ovdapHs exotoas TL KoLVdY oboLOdes, Ev 

8€ tots KaP exacta Kai cvvOérous brapyovcas, and 

after referring also to Dicaearchus and Theop. he 

adds ovre yép odpata ote dowpdrous Eevto etvas 

Tas woudTyTUs, Yrras S€ pdvas évvolas abrds ireAdp- 

Bavov diakévs Aeyopévas Kat’ ovdemas brorrdcreus, 

olov dvOpwrdtyta i) immdryra. 

See Theaet. 163 F, Ti dé; pvjynv 
ov A€yes pévror tL; Nai. Idrepov ovdevds 7} Twds ; 
Tevds 34 rov. That the véypa must be revis is clear: 

it is not clear that it must be évros: so Arist. Met. 
1.9, 990b 25, Kat yap Td vonpa ev od povoy mepl 

Tas ovolas GANG Kai Kata TOV GAA earl, Kal émrTi}- 
pa od pdvov THs otoias eioiv dAAA Kal érépwv. And 
what Proc. urges against the advance by generaliza- 

tion from xouvdryres (v. 131) is true here Afoopev 
% 4 , 

aro TavTwy Ets exelvas Spoiws dvaTpéexovres, ov pdvov 

, 26 , 
Seopevns ESETAT EWS, 

ovdevds 3 etc. 

= x ry . \ = dv etoty, dAAG Kal Gv ovk cioiv, oiov Tv mapa day, 
at . , n x , A 3 , 
Twv TAP TEXVHV, TOV Tapa Aédyov, TWVY GVOVTLWY, 
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avtav Tov dvurooTdtuv, TpayeAdhuv Aéyw Kal io- 

Revtavpwy' clot yap Kal tovrwy Kowdrytes* Kat obtw 

tov ovk dvrav Ojropev ideas, AAG Kal pds Todrors 

Tov aredpuy, olov TOV dAdywy ypaypov, Tov év Tois 

dprOpois Adywv ... Gv ciot KowdtyTes. That Plato 

had no doubts as to the separate existence of these 

objects of vorjpara is clear. Cp. Rep. v. 476 c, 6 

ody KaAG pev mpdypata vopiCwy, ats 88 KaAAOS pire 

voulCov pajte, av Tus HyHTras ext tiv yvGow atrot, 

Suvdpevos exer Oar, dvap 7) trap Soxet cou Cyv; etc. 

8... &éav; The words should be taken thus [évés 
twos 6vtos] 6 émt racw érdv—piay Tuva otcay iSéav 

For the text see Notes 1. 

t seems here nearer the orig —voet may have be- 

come voey by a confus. with either the » of pia or 

the mévra voetv below (which in f is nearly under- 
neath, and may have been so in the archet.); and 

this corrup. would tend to produce eéov to govern 

the infin. Again otcayv is probably rightly explained 
by Heind.—‘legitimo modo positum est pro év (agree- 

ing with 6) propter praecedens play’: failing that it 

must have the same sense as évtos above, and be 

taken closely with iséav,—otcav-idéay = existent idéa, 

Of transls. we may give Ast ‘ Nonne unius cujusdam 

rei quam in omnibus exstantem cogitatio illa cogitat, 

ut quae una quaedam sit species ?’ 

tanquam omnibus rebus inditum cogitatio illa cogi- 
tat?’ ‘of some one existent thing, which resting upon 

all objects—being in fact some single visible charac- 

teristic of them—that thought dwells upon.’ For 

the language see Theaet. 203, fépe 4, THY TvAAG- 

Biv morepov Aéywpev TA dupdsrepa arorxeia, Kal édy 

—éxeivo 7d vdnpa voel ; 

wrciw y 7 S00, Ta wdvTa, yf play tiva iSéav yeyovviay 

cuvreOevtwv avTav 5 

iSav... 80s Yora. Stallb. ‘Itaque ex tails iSéaus 

liquet ra ¢iém existere.’ It seems to be the fact 

that when these two words are not used as synonyms 

the former has more of the sensible in it. Heind. 

adds ‘ita rursus ¢i6y existunt, a vojpace diversa,’ 

vootp, &v edvat, ‘this object perceived by thought 

to be one.’ 
avéyxy J so read for dvdyxn 4, to save altering 

with editors to dvdyxn «i... doxeiv, The sense 
seems good, and the language may be compared 

with Phaedr. 264 B, ov 8 eyes Teva. dvdyKnv Aoyo- 

Ypadixyy, 7 Tabra éxeivos ovtws epe&as wap’ GAAnAG 

€0yxev ; Phaedo 76 £, dp’ otrus éxet, kal lon dvayKy 

N 

Heind. ‘Quod . 

tabra Te elvat Kal Tas HueTepas Wuxas mply Kal jas 
yeyovévat ;... dreppuds ... boxed por 7 avr dvayKy 

elvan, 

& vonpdrov... evar; See Tim. 30 B, otrus oby 6) 

kata Adyov Tov cixdta bet éyev, TOvde Tov Kdopov 

(Gov Eupuxov Evvorv Te... Sia THY TOD Oeod yever Oar 

mpovoav, Dam., § 26, 46, says of the one, ér «i, 

drt mdvra, Sia todTo yywordy, eoTae Kal yyworeKoV" 

Kal tovro ydp &v Tav mdavrwy, and certainly if one is 

All it must ‘know even as also it is known.’ Our 

passage recalls the historic Parm. (Introd. xxxvi.) 

who holds that thought is identical with being, or 

certainly that being includes thought as part of 

itself. Ofa much later date we have Plotin. Enn. 

V. 4, 2, vods 8) kal dy rairév: ob yap TOV mpaypdrwv 
6 voids domep  alcOyos Tov aicOyTGv TpodvTHY, 

GAN aibrds vots 7a rpdéypara etc. But in our passage 

Plato assumes that a thought has itself the power of 

thinking (Introd. xlv.). For the language cp. Tim. 

30B, Aoytrdpevos obv (6 Beds) ebpurxey éx TOV Kata 

pic dspardy ovdey dvdntov Tod votv Exovtos dhov 

bAov KdAdov ecerOat rote épyov, vodv 8 ad xwpis 

youxijs advvaroy wapayevérGat tw: also in another 

connection, Arist. Phys. 111. 3, 202 a 30, dor’ y wav 

7d Kivody Kivioerat, Y €xov Kivnow od KivioeTaL, 

Cp. with note on xarapav@, 1284; 

and contr. with dvapdvy. 132 A and E. The ob- 

server detects as it were by looking from above, 

while the new object will emerge from below. See 

Phileb. 16 c, OeGv pev ets dvOpdrovs Séaus, ws ye 

xarapaiverar éuoi: and 16 D, mply dy tes Tov dpibpov 

adtod mdavra Kxatiéy, and Crat. 401 B followed by 

402 A. Proc., v. 160, notes the sudden boldness 

of Soc., cal 8a Tod KatapaiverOar Kal pi) paiver Gar 

katagaty, 

pévov eimeiy evderEduevos, bre Siahepdvtus mepi Tavrns 

reOdppynke THs troGécews, But is this accurate? 

Rep. x. 596 a has—after a reference to those who 

dpBAdtrepov SpGvres mpdrepor c’dov—GAAG Tod Tapov- 

ros ov’ dv rpoOvpnOfvar ofds Te einy eimeiv ei Te por 

Katadaiverat? GAAG atrds dpa. 

mapaSelypara ... pice, ‘Two difficulties arise here, 

that of holding on to the intelligible character of 

the ideas when called models, and that of distin- 

guishing between Plato’s concep. of tors here and 

our own. We would naturally think of physical 

patterns to be found in the sensible world, in spite 

of the warning of Proc., ewe yotv 6 IiAdrov Kal 
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ért ra, vonTa pépery ToUTO To THs Poews dvoua, Stallb. 
well cites Rep. xX. 597 B, ovKovy Tpurrai tives 

kNivae abrae ylyvovra pia pev i ev ty pio odca, 

Wy daiper ay, ws éyguat, Oedv épydoacOat, and so on 

till 598 a, and Phaedo 103 8B. Arist. Met. 1. 3, 

984 b 15, again, comes nearer our conception when 

he says of Anaxag. Noty 64 tus etry éveivas, Kabdrep 

ev Tots (wots, kal ev TH dioer, etc. We may also cite 

Theaet. 176 E, wapaderypdtwv, & pire, ev TO dv7e 

éotaétwv, Tov pev Oelov evdutpovertatov Tov be aOéov 

(N.B.) dOAwwrarov. Suid. says of rapdéderypa— 

eikwv, } XapaxTipp évvotay éxwv aig@yrov mpdyparos, 

.. Tapdderypa pev yap éoriv érav dvrimapaby tes 

Spovov 6potw, ofov AoytKG Aoyixév. He quotes Alex. 

Aphrod. on Top. 254, wapddeypa dé yiverat Td 

Spotov Kal yrwpipesrepov Tod dpolov Kal ArToV yvupi- 

pov. To apply in our case, the word yvdppov must 

not be rendered ‘ familiar’ but as=yvwordv. For 
the reading év 77 @uce. as opp. to Ty ptoet we have 

early testimony in favour of the Mss., as is noted 

by Fischer: the passage dA’ & Tapp. ... etkacOqvar 

being quoted by Stobaeus, Eclogg. Phys. p. 31, who 

is put roughly at the beginning of the 6th century 

AD. On éordévat Proc. says, V. 161, « ody Ta €idy 

Kat 6%, éordvat Aéyet, Ta 6€ Eorra (as he mentions 

above) kara ratrd Kai doatrws éxev ev Lodiory 
yéypamrat, Ta 8 xara Ta aird Kal doattws éxovra 

elvar Ta Oevdtata Tov mdvtwv év TloduteK@ Sedpurrat, 

dndrov bre ra bn Oadtara dv ein Kal obKétt voipara 

adTa Poxav, GAN’ éEnpnpeva wavrwv Tov TovwortTwv. 

This closely corresponds with 

Rep. x 595 etc., where there is but one idéa of 

each class pia pev KAivys pia 8 tpamré(ys, and 6 
Syproupyos éxarépov TOU oKevovs mpds TiHv idéav BAE- 

7d St... dpordp, 

WA a ie \ ¥ a « a \ Ls Tuv ovTW Torel 6 pev TAs KAivas, 6 6 Tas Tpaméfus' 
but he adds, 597 A, 00 7d efSos rrorei, 3 5) hapev efvac 
6 éort kAivn, GAAG Kdvyv tTwd, which being so ovx 
n xy f “. 3 U hed a x ” n X ” ay TO dv rowot GAG TL ToLOUTOV ofov Td dv, dv 88 ov. 
Against this hypothesis Arist. urges Met. 1. 9, 
991 a 20 (Introd. xlvi.), ré ydp éore 7d épyats- 

“ x ioe i ¥: a 97 td + PEVOV Tous Tas LoEas droBXAérov ; EVOEXETOL TE KOL 

eivac kal yiyver Oat Spovov drioby Kat pay cixatopevov 
pos éxeivo, Gore kal dvTos D. Kai pi) dvros yéevour’ dy 
otoomep &. That is, apparently, A. admits that 
sensible objects—xAivae tevés—might be modelled 

a . . . after 0 €or kAtvy, but sees nothing to necessitate this 
as the only expl. But does A. make as much as he 

assumes by his argument? He does remove the 

necessity for ideas, which is much; but his own 

contention is not a disproof that two separate and 

apparently unconnected lke objects were by some 

divine Snpovpyds moulded consciously upon a 

divine pattern known to him. Alexand., in com- 

menting on A. (574-5, Berlin), admits the connection 
which exists in nature—did totro ydp avOpwos 

avOpwrov yevvg,—but says to deduce rapadeiypara 

therefrom 75 pev dAnOes exer 7d Se Pevdés tu. ylyverat 

pev yap mavra 7a. pices kara Takiv Teva Kal dpbyors 

Tivas Hpirpevors Kal ote dard Thyns obTe abToudrov, 

od piv bia tTovto Kal mpds mapddaypa. ov yap 

évvooves [so far as we know] 4 vous rovet a rove? 
(dAoyos yap airy Sivapis érriv), GAN’ éoriv aitia tov 

eivar ev TeTaypevyn Kivyoe... ews av ert Td Tédos af 

Kivijoets TpoeAOucry, 08 xdpuv ey’ yvovto. Hv tagw 4 

Téexvn éotl pipovpevyn’ Kata Tov Adyov yap Tatra 

cuvTiOnor Kat moret & rovet, bud 4 pev Texvy Svvapis 

éote doyexy, 4» 5€ diois GAoyos. He rejects the 

idea of calling the action of nature Belay tiva reyvny. 

kal iq... atrois: Are Ta pev eidy and 7a dé GdAa 

above also noms. before their infins. like péOefis? 
or is this the begin. of a new direct constr. which 

relapses into the form of the previous sent.? The 

sense is clear, ‘and this participation of the ideas 

accrues to the other existences in no other form 

than that of resembl. to them,’ ‘this particip. by 

the others in the ideas proves to be a simple 

resembl.’ ‘Et communitas ipsa qua ceterae res 

cum formis teneantur alia nulla esse nisi similitudo 

cum ipsis,’ Ast. The form which would be gram- 

matical with least change would be kai 9 péOegis 

airy Tots dAXows Tav cidav ylyverat odK GAAN TIS 

Note the difference between 
éouxévot, a mere fact, and «xacOjvat, a fact with its 
producing cause. What is modelled on the wrapaé. 

is called here a dpoiwpa and it is said eixacOjvar; 

but the word ¢ixav found in e.g. Tim. 29 B, dbe ody 
mwepi Te eixdvos Kal wept Tod mapad, airas Suopurréoy, 

does not occur. Yet this latter is the term which 
was accepted finally as the technical one: thus 

Dam. § 83, p. 190, ofov eixwv Kal? qv 7d rapdé, 

nay ie 
q OTe YxacOn adrots. 

cloerar, Worep Kata Td Tapdd, Tv eixdva’ KaiTot 
ToAAH THs €ikdvos 1) mpds 7d mapdd. 7d oixelov 
dtdxpiors: and § 93, p. 231, wapdd. yap kal 6 

Tis oikelas etkdvos, Is this not another evidence 
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that we are here at the beginning of Pl.’s theory 
on the subject? é/7 Parmen., not Pythod., this 

time. 
oldv re..,etvav Proc. maintains the possibility of 

such a one-sided connection even in the case of 

participation proper—otx atta mdpeotiy éxecvors 
dAdd Ta peréxovta adrots v. 129: and Dam. § 37, 

p. 77, draws distinctions kat yap tod jAlov pcavres 
dduotdpea pt) adwrtapévov... kal tis bAns ad 

Siaxexpitar Td edos ovK E€xovans THY Sidkpiory, €iSos 

yip tt Kal 1) Sudxp. ... kal 9 eikov TO mapad. dpola 

ovK OvTe duolw TH éavTov cixdve: again ef 8€ dre 7 

eikav GuorovTar TO T., Kal TAa’TY dpota Kata éAAeyry, 

Kal TO m, Opotot THY eikdva mpus EavTd, Kat Ta'Ty 

dporov [kal brepoxyv] 5 

ard [TO cider] adwpowdey [7d eka Her] ; i) ere Tes 

pnxavy 75 dpocov [sc. Td eixarGev] pay dpotw [sc. TO 

cider] Spuocov efvar ; xnXav7y with the simple inf. seems 

to be just as common in PI. as it is with éore or 

érws. Note the want of the art. in py-dpoiw. Is 

it because these words are part of the predicate ? 
7d 88... peréxaev; The connection is dp’ od peyddy 

dvdyxn Td Spovov peréxerv évds cidovs TOD arod TO 

épotw, where however the last words are still 

condensed for peréyerv évds eidous ToD avrod éxeivo 

od 7d Guovov peréxer. The first 7S dp. is To eixac bev, 

the second which we have extracted from 7@ 6x. is 

the original «fS0s on which 7d «ix. was modelled, 

while the two cases are combined in the ré épo.a 

E which immediately follows. Jackson (Jour. Philol. 

xxi. 291) would bracket etdovs ‘as a premature 

anticipation of Parmenides’ next question.’ Cer- 
tainly the word might be dropped, if we are always 

to assume that an author said what centuries of 

criticism discover that he should have said. 

& 8 wh, An odd neg.; it denies the previous one 

ovx dpa ofdvre. We must take the ef S¢ py ovx 

olovre=ei 88 ofdvre and transl. with Stallb. ‘sin 

aliter,’ or with Ast ‘ alioquin.’ 
mapa 7d...davah. etc. The same reasoning and 

in the same language as above a. The idea seems 

to be similar to what we observe when a company 

of soldiers forms ‘from column into line’; as each 

new file comes up and takes his place and dressing, 

the officer at the pivot can say of him dvaatveras 

rapa tov mpérepov, and if he is not sufficiently 

visible the officer will bid him ‘dress up.’ The 
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difference is that-in this case the movement starts 

from zero and has a definite end, while with Plato 

it starts from Ta roAAa dpard and is endless. There 
is, as we have hinted, another difference—the 

successive files are each a ‘living man of mortal 

mould’ contributing new strength to the formation, 

though no one claims to be better than the last : 

Pl.’s endless ¢iSy are mere ‘men of buckram,’ each 

one being but a reflection of those before, with wo 

substance of his own. In this view they resemble 

still better perhaps the reflections of a figure in two 

opposing mirrors ; the figure is ra zoAAd, the re- 

flections are the successive «iSy—they are endless, 

yet none of them contributes an atom of new inform- 

ation to justify its existence. This dopéa seems to 

be very much upon the analogy of Zeno’s dzopias 

on motion: Zeno would prevent a man going from 

A to B not by adding to the distance but by divid- 

ing the given space into an endless succession of 

smaller and smaller parts. Or, as we have said, it 

resembles an analytic judgment which brings more 

clearly before us all the possibilities latent in the 

distance from A to B, or from woAAa to «ides, but 

does not synthetically increase our acquaintance 

with the unexplored region beyond. As to the 

mutual likeness, it is plain that an e/xwy (such as 

the copy of a picture) has been made like the 

original, without the other having been made like 

it—the likeness here is all on one side. But Pl.’s 

view is that the original must, not so transparently 

yet really, be itself a copy of some idea which was 

its model; and that both are like that, and so on. 

wal Ay It is striking to find av and édy inter- 

changed within twenty words. Probably the xai 

has something to do with the difference; yet Ast 

gives Polit. 292 E, émurrijpny, av 7” dpxy Kal éay pam, 

which reverses the case. Are we certain that such 

uses are not sometimes due to the scribes? 

&eivs ta So t, which seems clearly the better: 

see Notes 1. The question throughout is whether 

the efSos is like the eixavGév, and here éxetvo is the 

new «édos which is assumed to be dpuorov vw; that 

being so, both are like some other thing which 

becomes «60s érepoy ad, 

kal odSémore...atel etc. The language is a little 

odd, kat kacvov elSos ovdérore TavoreTaL alel yoyvope- 

vov,—it might have been otS¢ ravcerat Tote Kawvov 

us w 
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clos alel yuyvduevov, omitting xai,—‘and never at 

all will a fresh e@Sos desist from always turning up.’ 

peréxovre As the sole péOegis here is that of 

dpo.ov yiyver Oat, it would be more correct though 

grammatically confusing to say T@ éaur@ eixacOevtt. 

Here comes a pause in Par.’s dmopias to Soc.’s 
assumption of the ideas. Soc. gives up the argu- 

ment, and does so because he cannot conceive 

how the ideas can influence the many, while yet 

remaining ultimate absolute entities vonté, ywpurrd, 

éotora ev ty pice, The péOefes cannot be physical 

else the ideas get broken up; nor can it be by 

resemblance else we have a progressus in infinitum 

—dvOpwros + iS0s avOparov yielding a Katvov efdos 

or Tpitos dvOpwros and so on indefinitely. Introd. xii. 

dps ofv, etc. It is not clear whether évra aira 

xa? atra form an attribute to «6 or, with ds 

understood, a part of the predicate with dsopifyras. 

Engelm. ‘wenn Jemand die Begriffe als an und fiir 

sich seiend gesondert hinstellt.’ t reads ééy tus ws 
eiéy and so most texts ; but it does not seem a gain, 

and may have arisen from a confusion of the eye 

with ws éros below. 

B  ovSémw dre etc. Of course the verb is 2nd sing. 

mid. Stallb. says ‘he. adrijs ris dwoptas, don éotey,’ 

while Heind. quotes as analogous Apol. 20 r, rHs 

yap eis, et 8) tis éore copia Kal ola, pdprupa tiv 

Cp. as odd Crat. 413 ©, évrata 
57 éyd ... TOAD év whelove dropia eit 7) ply eriye- 

pias ...,and Ar. Met. vI. 14, 1039 b, émt tav aio Onray 
Taira Te orp Paiver kal ToTwv dromuTepa, 7 is given 
from a strong desire to follow 2 wherever it yields 
ameaning. But the constr. is unusual, and t reads 
«i €v which also corresponds with édy ts above. 

The most natural un- 
derstanding of this would be that of Heind. who 
arranges thus «& éxactov efSos Tév dvrwy & te aiel, 
‘if you are always going to set up each several «@éos 
of those which exist, as an exclusive isolated entity.’ 
This is quite clear, but it is a mere repetition of eiSy 
dvta avira Kal atrd Ssiopifyras, strengthened by ev 
éxagrov aie, Can the words mean then that that 
former phrase admitted intercommunion of ¢iSy 
which by this amended form is disallowed? If so, 
they are at variance with the whole purport of the 
following argument, which admits co-relations in 
the ideal sphere, and is directed to destroy only the 

mapeLopat TOV Gedy, 

&y elB0s exacrov ... Ojoes : 
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relation which Soc. assumed that sphere to have 

with the world of sense. If again we are to assume 

that the insistence upon the dropie which arises out 

of the &v éxaoroy aiel te ddopituevos is meant to 

suggest that some e6y may be in connection with our 

world while others admittedly are not—then, while 

this would be in harmony with the constant conten- 

tion of Proc. that there are ascending or descending 
grades in the ideality of the «iy, and that the solu- 

tion of the problem is that there are ve.pal—Jacob’s 
ladders, as it were—between the ideal and sensible 

spheres, it would place us under the necessity of 

assuming that Plato really was inclined to believe 

that ovdérore matvoerat alel Kauvov efdos yeyvopevor, 

that you do ascend from sense to e?os by a graduated 

series of existences; a supposition which isnotonlyat 

variance with the whole tone of his reasoning above, 

but is in absolute antagonism to what he advances 

for the next page. It would however have some 

affinity with his later views, Phileb. 16 D, tiv dé rou 

dareipou ideav mpds TO TAOS pi) Tpoorpéperv, mplv av 

tes TOV dpiOpov avTov mdavra Katidy Tov petakd Tod 

dreipov te Kal Tov évds' TéTe 8 dn TO ev exagToV 

Tov wdvTuy eis TO Grretpov peOévra xolpew éav. As 

to language, Trav dvrwy seems to mean the ideal not 

the sensible sphere, while adopifépevos would be 

simpler if changed to dfwpicpévov. moAda. etc. is 

as if he had said 60a éori ra dropa or dmopijpara, 

a mis daty...elvac: The persons here are not 

easily kept distinct. It is clear that ts acy, TO 

ratta AéyovTt, PerSerar, and 6 dvayxdfwv are the 

same; and equally so that éyou rus évdecé. is another. 

Which is éuretpos av... wi) duis? Heind. says 

‘is qui contendit ne cognosci quidem haec posse’ : 

Stallb. says ‘ potius is qui istius rei sententiam in 

dubium vocat et impugnat.’ So again on évSexve- 

pévov Heind. says ‘sc. dru pevSerar 6 Tatra Aéywr, 

manifesto enim hoc évdexvepévov spectat ad prae- 
cedens évdeifar6a.’: while Stallb. contends ‘708 

evdex. quod prave Heind. refert ad adversarium, 

intelligendum est de illo ipso qui cognitionem ea 

ratione sublatam esse contendere fingitur.’ Stallb. 

sees the necessity for acuteness on the part of him 

chiefly who undertakes to prove the error of saying 

that the «iS cannot be known, and neglects in 

urging this necessity the clear connection of évdetk- 

vupévov with évde(facOa:, which Heind. points out. 
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There can be little doubt that Heind. is right. 
Both men require to be acute, and if the man who 

denies the possibility of knowing the «id is to be con- 
vinced of his error it will only be by arguments 
which come wéppwfev and which it will tax his 

intellect to follow. Arist. himself could not see the 
force of the argument in favour of knowing «idy 

which were xwpiord : and PI. clearly points out, 135 

a-B, that the cleverness of rod Swvycopévov pabely 

on this point is second only to that of rod dAXov 
Suvnvopévov Siddgar. The parallelism of the pas- 

sages is complete dudicByreiv—s apdioByrav, 

evpvods—py apuys, evderxvvpevov—Suvyropevov b8d- 

far, padetv—ereo Oar, Svoavdmeiotoyv—amidavos. As 

regards language mpayparevopevov is gen. absol. and 

érec Oat is used without a case. daiOavos, though 

generally meaning ‘unpersuasive’ rather than ‘un- 
persuaded,’ clearly corresponds to Svcavdrecroy, 

135 A, and Ast renders it ‘is cui non persuaseris,’ 

while Miller gives ‘ unwiderlegbar’: the Rhunk. 

Scholiast too has dvri tov SvcKodos kat py padiws 

wecOopevos, and Stallb. agrees. For expressions cp. 

Phaedr. 229 D, éy@ 8€... dAAws pev Ta Towra 

Xapievra yyovpat, Aiav S€ Sevod Kal émurdvov Kal 

od wdvu e’tvxovs dvipés. Phaedo 70 B, dAXG TotTo 

8) icus odk ddiyns wapaprvOlas Seirat Kal rictews. 

Cp. Soph. 241 D, Bide Par 76 Te pi) 

ov ds éore etc. ; 246 B, vonTa atTa kal dowpata edn 

dvayKatoy 

Brafopevor tiv ddAnOuviv odciay eivat, 

otpat dv ‘I should suppose’: ay recurs in place 

after 6podoy. 

&éotov The usual reading is adrov éxdorov, and 

so t. It seems to make the passage tautological, 

and may have crept in from a zeal for exaggerated 

abstractness ‘a separate existence, apart, of each 

separate fds.’ The text makes ovo/av = idéay, and 

éxdorov = ‘each several class of beings in the sens- 

ible world.’ Cp. 135 8, also Phaedo 78 D, ari 1) 
otaia Ws Adyov SiSopev Tod efvar, and g2D, sorep 

abrijs (ras Yuyas) Corey ovata €xouwa THY erwvupiav 

THY TOU 6 éarey, 

7l0erat is habitually used in this sense, as some 
English writers use ‘ posit’; but e¢va: rarely appears 

with it. The phrase is not similar to e.g. Phaedo 

93 C, TAY odv Denevwn Yryiv dppoviay eivas, where the 

last three words are the judgment 4 Puy} éoruy 

appovia put as object of Oeuevwr: nor to Crat. 385 A, 
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0 dy 0) KaXeiv tus éxaxrov, which but varies the 
6 te dv ris re Ofjrae dvopa of 384.D. Our passage 

means ‘assumes or posits as existing,’ and comes 

nearer to Rep. v. 458, Oévres ds tardpyov elvas 6 Bov- 
Aovrat, where tr. efvar again seem connected with 

such other phrases as trdpye éexeivw Kad elvan. 

& jpiv: So again E for the more usual zap’ piv. 

wés yip Pl.’s interlocutors cease raising diffi- 

culties when he wishes them to cease ; see 137 B. 

ampds GAAnAas etc. Introd. xlvi. and on 130 B above. 

ai is fem. in both Mss., where we would rather expect 

@ or 6 éotw: but the sense is clear, as in Phaedr. 

243 E, eworep Gv ys Os ef. Stallb. seems to think 

that the alternative to ai must be not é@ or 6 but 

otut, and that clearly this would be wrong. The 

full phrase would be eiviv ai’ idéac eioiv, as in Rep. v. 

533 D, Xxpopéevy als SujAPopev Téexvass, and 130 B, ‘is 
qpsis GpordTynTos éxopev. 

atral ‘scripserim atrac pro atrai’ Heind. There 

is no need; still there is a scratch over ad in YL. 

mpos atras combines the sense of xa6’ airas and 

mpos dAdijAas. We may cp. Dam. § 93, p. 231, dpa 

obv, érend) TA pev mapadeiypard ears, Ta Se eikdves, 

kal Tavta elon eo kal Exarépwht éot.; mas dé ovK dy 

ei, elrep 1) eLKwV Gpotwpmd éore, TO SE by, drroTéher pa 

dpoudtytos* dpovovra. S¢ Kal éxel erepov érépw, Kai 

évtavda S€ woattus’ . yap Kal o DS. THs oiKelas ex. 

‘Quorum dum nos partem 

habemus, singulis appellamurnominibus—v.c. magni 

parvi similes etc. Trahendum hoc etvas ad érovo- 

pafopneOa’ Heind. ‘Sive simulacra sive quo quis 

alio modo ea statuat quorum dum participes sumus, 

singulis appellamur nominibus’ Stallb. Our idiom 

would omit the first ete. See for the idea and 

lang. Phaedo 100 c-D, more than once referred to: 

Stallb. also cites Crito 504, e péAdovow piv 

évOévde ete drrodidpdoxev, «’ orus Set dvopdoas 

tovro, and others. One would suppose that the 

dpoudpara were the individual things of sense which, 
as we have learnt to think, partake of and are 

called after <idy. But they are opoudpara Sv jpeis 

peréxovtes, which throws us back on the explana- 
tions of Proc. already quoted, 131£ etc., to the 

effect that there are grades of abstractness in the 
eidn, some «idy being pvovKxd or atisOyrd, which 

must be understood here. Plato must be held as 

saying—all our discussions on «iSy thus far turn out 

Ta wap’ Hiv... hkacra 
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to be discussions upon spurious semi-sensuous 
models ; for the more clearly we grasp the separate- 

ness which we ascribe to the e’6y, the more clearly 

we see that they have nothing to do with our world. 
&elvors, ‘Ceterum éxedvoes dixit quia jam 7a Sy 

in mente habebat’ Stallb. These are the real eid. 

mpd; aid include the sense pds dAAnAa, for we 

are dealing with dpowpara which mpis dAAnAd 

eotiv a eorey. 

éorw ‘Temere aliquis inserendum conjectabat 

& éorcy (after éorev), quum éorey hoc loco idem sit 
quod riv otciav éxes’ Heind. 

kal avrdy ... ofrws: The transls. deal loosely with 

this; closest comes Engel. ‘und von sich selbst, 

nicht von jenen, erhalt gleichfalls den Namen, was 

benannt wird.’ All seem to suggest that the geni- 

tives are equivalent to é’, é¢, dd’, éavrav ... éxetvov 

=‘and all things again in our world which are so 

named (large, small, like etc.) are named after 

themselves (i.e. each other), and not after those 

abstract ¢iSy.’ Is there any justification for this 

construction? It seems better to extend the 

passage thus—xal éavrav ad [ie. ddAjAw] GAN 

ovK ékelvav OpowwpaTd eat doa Tap aypiv dvopdterat 

obras [ie. Tots Tovotros dvéuact sc, peydra, iva, 

opixpd, Seordrys etc.]: unless we prefer cal éaurov 

GAN ovK éxelvov petéxovta érovopdterat dou ud dvo- 

It will be observed that Engel. 

severs oTws from dvoudéerat, and puts it as gleich- 

falls in another connection. 

mappevelSyv v wanting in YU: in Zwxpdéry v is often 
added by scribes. 

Sermdtnys 4} 803\0s The example chosen by Arist. 

Categ. 7, 6 b 28 on mpés Te. 

SovAos A€yeras Kat 6 Seomdrns SodAov Seomdrys* he 

adds SirAdovov—rpiceos, petfov—éAdrrovos: but 

TH TrwTEL evioTe Stoice Kata THY A€~Lv, lov  emt- 

Sometimes 
od ddfe. dvrurtpépew ... ofov TO wrepov éav dz0d007 

SpviBos, ovx dvturtpéher dpvis rrepot ot yap oixelws 

7) Tpotov drodésoTa. mrepdy dpviOos:... but édv 

poteras odtus: 

6 dovAos Serrdrou 

orhpn ervorytov éyeras értoTijpy .... 

dro0800y oixetws, Kal dvrurtpeper, ofov Td mrepoy 

Trepwtov wrepdv Kal Td wrepwrdv TTEpPO wrepwrdy. 

We even coin to get the antith.: if we say 7d mydu- 
Mov TOU ALD ... OK oiKela % daddoors + but with 
ss. } / an lal . iy 76 wydadrov Tod rnSadwwrod we are right 73 ydp 7- 

bl re ra Sadwwrov rndadiy mydadtwrdv, We must be careful 
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then not to make the dréddocrs mpds Te TOV Up BE By- 

kétwv as SovA0s—dvOpwrov. See on 130 8 

aitod Seomérov...8 tor. We may note here these 

usages of atzds and és. The originals we find in 
134 B, adrd 70 Kadov 6 éore [kaAdv], where concord 
is accurately observed, and we have throughout 
concords of atrés and és taken separately. The 
rel. seems to have been fixed in the neuter first, 

for Pl. often uses 6 éore absolutely, e.g. Phaedo 
75 D, wept drdvrwr ols erurppayt(bpeba TovT0 8 Err: 

and we have here 6 éore Seamétys—SovAos. This 

phrase must be distinguished, as Stallb. says, from 

e.g. mpos dAAjAas eiviv dé eto above and adr} 6 
Seororeia atris SovAcias éotiv 6 erte below, which 

mean ‘are what they are,’ ‘is what it is.’ Again we 
have had, 130 B etc., such expressions as Stxaiov 7 

eiSos atbté Kal’ atrd and atré te «dos dvOpumov 

which, with the constant neuter forms such as aro 

To kaAov and 70 év, serve as bridges to phrases like 

Prot. 360 £, oxeWarOar BovAcuevos ... th ror’ éoriv 

atrd ) dper}, where Herm. puts a comma after adré, 

and Crat. 411 D, et 8& BovrAe adrd 7) vdnots Tov véou 

In Arist. the phrases have advanced 

beyond themselves: for atrd 6 dvOpwros we get 

aito-dvOpwros and beyond 6 éor1—r6 ri Hv elvan, 

SovAov 8 Zor Sodd0s No 3 in A, but t gives 6 eon, 

and clearly this is wanted. On these two phrases 

Heind. says ‘ Epexegesin referunt praecedentium 

adrov Secrdrov et avrov SovrAov, in quibus commode 

abessent haec Seurdrov et SovrAov.’ avOpwros dv = cis 
hie oh Lea mata ley 
Ov tov wap’ nytv, Tov 775¢. 

ee, 
€OTLY EOLS, 

tiv Sivapuy exe. (sc. Dv exet), like éoriv 6 exre above. 

mpds airé again involves ka@ aird mpds GAAnAa: 134 

kaP? abra=in our (or the other) world zpos dAAnAa 

= towards each other, Seoworns mpos Sovdov and the 

converse. THs 6 ear dAnGaa aris ay éxeivys ein 

éruoripy [=eln 4 or 6 éo7t], In order the words 

would be «in dv émurmipn atrijs éxeivns ddAnOelas 6 

éotev (dAjOea). Cp. Arist. Met. x1. 7, 1072 b, vOnTLs 

KAP atti tod Kal’ avrd dpicrov, Kal 7 pddurra 

Tot paédiota, TOY emeoTypaV % érrey : Stallb. is prob. 
right in saying that 7) so closely after 6 in regard to 

éxiaTipn is to point the distinction between ém- 

He adds ‘74a évra sunt 

Ta dvTws dvra ut sexcenties.’ 

ixdorry i...cvpBalvor var; Steph. notes that éxdéorn 

emioTipyn ovpBatvor ay evac eriotyyy might equally 

, a d no 7 
oTHNPY Y ANd Twv OVTWY O, 
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be avpBaivor dv éxdotyy TV eriotijpyy efvae Tov 
map’ jpiv ovrwv ériotyyny, A desire for antithesis 

has entrapped Pl. into using évrwy of sensible 
things. 

and so he uses tay rap’ ypivy dvtwv éxdorov here, 

where his usual guarded phrase rév rap’ juiv, or Trav 
ev jetv, would have done. dAAd payy .., evar: = 

GANG. pajy, ds b4., oUTE Exomev ye adTa.Ta Eidy, OdTE Ody 

Té (€oTLv avTa) map’ Hylv evar} 

yévn, cin, iSéae and yery are, or may be used as, 

equiv. when that is desirable. Here yévy is used 
probably because tov eidovs has preceded—the 
power of knowing being for the moment an «?8os 
the objects of knowledge are for the time yévn. Ina 

sentence we return to ray eidwy ovdév: and after 

passing iSéas atrds come to atré te yévos emir, 
8 ye etc. Grote cites here Arist. Met. viii. 8, p. 

1050 b 34, €t dpa tives eior Picers ToLadras, 7} ovoiae 

olas Aeyouory ot év Tois Adyous Tas iSéas, TOAD padrdov 

He had éxdorov tay dvrwy 8 err above, 

emia THpov av TL ein 7) atTd éxtoTHpy, Kal Kivotpevov 

q Kivnows’ tTadtTa yap évépyeat wadXov, éxetvae S€ 

Suvdpets ToUTwv. OTe pev odv wpdrEpov 7 evepyera. Kat 

Suvdpews Kal raons dpys petaBAnrixhs, pavepov. 

@ 8}... dwokapS. Heind. says ‘ie. d 51 ws dvra 

iSeas avras trod.’ perhaps rightly : but perhaps we 

should take i8<as-atrds-otoas closely ‘abstract 
existent i8eas,’ There may be point in troAapp, 

after the argument that the e’é) cannot be known. 

We only assume their existence after all. 

Bevdrepoy—Td Servorepov ody ws ia updTepov azropoy, 

is eidOacr Savors Aéyery TOs KpaTovVTas TH SuVapet 

tav Adywr, GAN ws peifovos Seiparos Kal edAaPetas 

Schol. Rh. from Proc. v. 

220, who adds ri yap évwow Tov dvTwev diacme Kut 

a noe ” 
TOLS VOUV EXOVTLY Gov. 

diovxifer xwpis ard ToD Kéopov TO Oeiov etc. 

rs woiov: The punctuation is left as in 2 This 
is clearly a question ; and so in other cases. 

axpiBérrepov as we talk of ‘the exact sciences.’ 

The sense is very clear in Phileb. 23 a, od« dpetvov 

abriy [Sovyv] eiv 8 Kal pay THY axpiBerratyv 

aizy mporpépovta Bdcavov Kai eLeAéyxovta AvTety 5 

So Nubes 130, as oty ... Adywv dxpeBOv cKivda- 
Adpovs paicopas; cp. 153, 6 Zed Barred THs Aer- 

Torytos TOV dpevav. Ar. Met. x11. 3, 1078 a, dow 8) 

dv wept mpotépwv TO Adyw Kai drdoverépuv, TOTOTW 

padrov exer tdxpyBés. From our context abri) ert 

oTnyn = axpiBertdry érirr., val = painv av: 
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Sense as clear and 

constr, as faulty as Milton’s ‘loveliest pair That 
ever since in love’s embraces met, Adam the good- 

liest man of men since born His sons, the fairest of 

her daughters Eve’ (P. L. 1v. 321). Pl. seems to 
mean ‘If any other thing [than science ?] possesses 

science, you would say that no one was more en- 

titled to possess it than God’: what he does mean 

would be clearer thus—ovxoiv Oedv, eimep ye Tt, 

pains dv exe Ty dxpiBeotdtyy emoripnv; The 

very tenses are jumbled. 
Ld Ged 

mapa To ew 

dep te Udo... EMLTTH PIV 5 

with the éparés or dpwpevos Téros, Rep. VI.-VI. 499- 

532 etc., Introd. xlix. Whatever may be meant by 

this, it is clear that God is closely associated with it. 

Thus Rep. xX. 5978, ovKotyv tperrat tives KAlvae 

abrat yiyvovras pia pev y ev ty dice otca Hv 

aiper dv, ds éy@pat, Gedy épydoar Oar. Proc. v. 238, 

6 pev dros TvAXoyTpds ToLoTEs eoTL THY TpoKEl- 

pevav? ot Geol tH avtoemiotipny Kal Ty abtodermo- 

relay Exovow’ TA TV avroer. Kal THY adtod. EXoVTE 

ov mpls Huas A€yerae THY émuotipny exe Kal THY 

Seororeiav’ of apa Oeot ob mpos Hyas Exovee Tiy erie. 

Kat Tv Sermot., od yeyvdrKovory Hyas ovdé Seamd- 

(of, or ov« épa y.?) This holds only 

if we transl. the major (here second) premiss * what- 

ever has absolute science and power has a science 

and power which have no connection with us.’ 

Dam. § 70, p. 154, doubts if even God can know 

the real One: Toye rpd Tod vwpevon ev Ere per(dvus 

It comes before vows. 

ott’ av... dv Seomocesey ovr’ dy 

© eon 
(ovolv pov. 

d&yvactov. 

The hypothetic 

form even redundant, and that after eé...éoriv. The 

cond. is assumed as true—God has perfect know- 

ledge: the consequence is felt to be question- 

able—he surely cannot be ignorant of our world. 

While Plato raises the question apropos of know- 

ledge he soon makes it co-extensive with the 

whole scope of the two worlds. Indeed his lan- 

guage is elastic throughout—even Geds becoming 

Geot. 

GAN’ Spolws tpets re etc. Observe the precision of 

the inference. If the one assumption holds the 

other holds. Is that a fact? ‘Our science’ may 

be powerless to know the divine, though in conjuring 

up and discussing all this it seems to do pretty well; 

but does it follow that the perfect divine science 

In the vonrds roros as contrasted D 
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must fail in knowing us? The greater includes the 

less, though not the less the greater. 

Geol dvres: Might be either because, or although, 

they are gods: we may say ‘gods though they be.’ 

Zxee 58 Kal 7d ‘Oeol dvres’ rpoorebev mohAiy Teva. THY 

evdergiv THs daopias’ wav yap 7d Oeiov ayabov kal 

Boddera rdvra rAnporv Tov ayabav ... eriveyKe pera. 

roAAijs Baptrnros ‘Geol dvres.’ Proc. v. 237-9. dmoor. 

Tov eidévar: not ‘to say that God is without know- 

ledge’ but ‘to rob God of some knowledge—make 

his knowledge less than universal—minish aught of 

it’ Kaito. (Proc. v. 240) mpOrov pév ovk eet oré- 

pyoww eimeiv GAN tmepoyivy yvdorews’ eipyta yap %) 

yvaors éxeivn word TOV GhAWY axpiBerrépa TacoV’ 

greta et Kat orépnow ee Aeyev, THs TOV HueTépwv 

mpaypatelas (-Teav?) yrurews ede TiOerOae tiv 

orépnow dAX’ odx ardas yvarews' ob8€ yap TovTO 

This recalls the Phileb. as to 

the relative dignity of vots and Sov7. Here the 

knowledge of ai qperépar mpaypareae is put in the 

position of %50v7, and seems in the judgment of 

Proc. to merit the same rejection. ‘The inference 

here drawn by Parmen. supplies the first mention 

of a doctrine revived by (if not transmitted to) 

Averroes and various scholastic doctors of the 

middle ages, so as to be formally condemned by 

theological councils. M. Renan tells us “ En 1269 

..- Quod Deus non cognoscit singularia ” etc. (Ren. 

Averr. p. 213). The acuteness with which these 

objections are enforced is remarkable. I know 

nothing superior to it in all the Platonic writings.’ 
Grote Pl. 11. 275. Of course 7 must be supplied 

mentally with yu) Atav Oavpaords. Heind. wishes 
to write it, and well cites 132 B and 136 D with others. 

a doly... rav 3vtwy etc. Once again we have the 
distinction noted in 133 A-B—if the «iSy exist, and 
if each of them is to be held as separate from the 
others. Here rév dvtwy probably, though not cer- 
tainly, =7a xaGéxacra. The order of the next words 
is ptetras Tig Exactov eédos (ws) adbrd Te. 

apdioByreiv ds etc. L. and S. give examples of 
this constr., and Stallb. cites Rep. v. 476 D, kal 
dudirByty ws ovk én} Aéyoper, and VI. 502 A-B, 
ov ve... ¢ te the copulative force is shown here 
by separating re ‘ both that they do not exist and 
if they did exist ever so much.’ Cp. L. and S. otre 4. 
Stallb. raises difficulties, and proposes « 84  ‘Sub- 

cuvyyayev 6 Adyos. 
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jungere in altero orationis membro volebat haec 
obre TH dvOpwrivy pice: yvwrrd, Sed mutata ver- 
borum structura’ etc. 

Nyovra Soxetv te Several cases here of re-xal 

run together. Stallb. rightly says we are not to 

expect Tov A€yovra because we have rév dxovovra 

above. Toy dxovovra is the subject of both dzopety 

and doxely, while tatra Aéyovra =dray ratra A€yy, 
kat dvSpbs etc. ‘Ficinus: et viri admodum in- 

geniosi esse, percipere posse etc. Bene si legeremus 

Nunc nihil 

adest unde genitivi hi pendeant, neque structurae 

ratio constat, nisi post evpvovs excidisse putemus 

ut Charm. 169A’ Heind. A better case is 

Stallb’s., Menex. 235 D, dyaOov dv pytopos Sou Tod 

The Setv may have 

been left out by his change of struct. He meant 

to put efvas 7d StvacOat after edpvois, but having 

got so far wrote rot duvyc. after passing the proper 

point for dety, 
ere Savpacr. 

4 s 

kal dvop. wavy... eva 7d Sbvacba. 

Setv. 

meigovTos Kal evdoxiunrovTos, 

Another irreg. He mentally re- 8 

calls Oavparrads ws dvc. when the constr. is no 

longer parallel. He should have said ére 8¢ eddvec- 

Tépov. Proc. v. 240, says Ore yovipos 
‘ « , 2 %. XS t 

kat ebperixds ote wept THY SibacKkadlav: we must add 

some such phrase as rv mpoojKovcay SidarKkadiay. 

etpycovros, 

So Sophist. 253 c, mas ydp ovk érurrypns Oe, Kal 

oxeddv ye irws THS peylorns ; 

Sieuxptwyo. The Mss. agree: yet one would ex- 

pect the genitive. t shows traces of having at first 

reversed this and written dvvnodpevov, which is 

obviously wrong. As it stands, this part. must agree 

with dAdov whilst one would expect it to agree with 

Tov etpyrovtos. It gives, however, a good sense: 

the hearer (4AAov) has so profited and has so clear 
a conception of the case that he believes, after 

‘having sufficiently analysed or investigated.’ 

Hi édoer lB... elvar, Notes 1. 1t agree in read- 

ing ééoy, which is due probably to dictation and is 

impossible, as « precedes and dpre?rat follows. The 

phrase is counterp. of éyvwora dvayk. .., efvat 133 C. 

amoPAdpas, Looking away from favourable points 

and confining his view to objections; cp. 130 E. 

cp. the repeated use of te in adré tt 
éxaotov «(Sos A, and yévos te éxdorov B above; yet 

At might suggest yd’ éxt, Notes 1. 
tav bvtwv éxdorov seems to decide that ray dvTwy c 

pnde Te 
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all through are the sensible world ‘ of each natural 
group of sensible, or at least of sublunary, existences,’ 

tiv Tod Bad. Biv. Siag8. This means strictly meta- 
phys. discuss, See above on 126¢; forthe phrase 
Stallb. cites Phileb. 57 £, suds... dvatvour’ dv 4 
rod Siadéy. Sivay. which is described as being zept 
7d dv Kai 7d dvTws Kal Td Kata Tattoy det TepuKos 
wdvrws. also Rep. vi. 511 B, 08 atrds 6 Adyos 
Grretat Ty Tov Siar, Suvduer, which becomes in c 
bro THS TOD Siar€yer Goan erioripys Tod SvTos Te Kal 
vontov, The reason of its complete destruc. is 
clearly given in Arist. Met. 1. 6, 987 a 32 (Introd. 
i, etc.) otrws breAaBev (6 ILAar.) ... ddvvarov yap 
elvas Tov Kowdv dpov (dv 6 Lwxpdrns eGjre) TaOv 
aig Onrav tiés, de ye peraBadAdvrwv. In Theaet. 
161 FE, Edpraca % Tod duarey. tpaypareia becomes 
paKpa pev kai SwAdyios PAvapia—e dAyOis 1) ddr} 
Gea Tpwraydpov. Ar. Met. x. 6, 1063 b 10, py bev 
yap THevres dvarpotor 7) Suadéyeo Oat Kai SAws Adyov. 
For the object of philosophical discussion you need 

Proc, 
V. 253-58 discusses the question as regards dzd- 

Set£is, dpirpds, Svaipeots, and dvdAvots, and finds 

that all require 76 dxivytov TS povipov TS TéXeLoV Td 

povadixdv ro dvAov etc. for their action, Sofacricjs 

27 OF \ as aN > 
an ovoltav OF iséav TV QUT)V alee OVTAYV, 

yep core Siarperixns Ta borepoyevy (=Ta aicOyra) 

Stacpeiv, Savontixns 6€ kal émurtypovixis Tas ovowd- 

das tav év puxy Adywv Stadopds Oewpeiv etc. 

kal paddov yeOjoba.: Stallb. quotes Ficinus ‘tu 

praecipue sensisse mihi videris’ but suggests that 

pGAAov may also mean justo magis, nimis. In the 

former case we must understand paddov érépov— 

does he allude to the search for general definitions 

on the part of the historic Socrates as the reason ? 

—in the latter case he may be supposed to have 

shown signs of being very much impressed by the 

force of Parmenides’ argument. 

vt otv...mépe; for dialectic and philosophy are 

one, Sophist. 253 E, dAAG pajyy 76 ye SuaAeKTiKdy ovK 

Edo Sdoes ... TARY TO KaGapds Te Kai Sixaiws prro- 
copovv7. For the language see Rep. vil. 539 ©, 

kal ék tovrwv 5) atrot te kal to dAov grdocodias 

mrépt eis ToUs GAAovs SiaBEBAnvrar. Cp. Met. 1. min. 
2, kal Td yeyvdoety odK EoTLV’ TA yap obTws daepa 

ms evdéxetas voeiv ; XII. 10, 1086 b, there is a diffi- 

culty both with and without the ideas «i pév ydp 

tts py Onoe tas ovoias efvar Kexwpurpévas, ... dvat- 
0) 
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pijres THY obviav ... dv S€ Tis Oy Tas otc. xopirrds, 
Os Ojoe td ororxeia Kal ras dpyas airav; 

&yvooupévav rotrwv; Does rovrwy mean tov eidav 
(4yvéorwv dvrwv) ? or does the phrase mean ‘ these 
matters being undetermined’? Probably the latter; 
denial of the existence of the «iS has interposed 
since they were pronounced unknown, and a new 
paragraph begins here. 

The following are the cardinal points in the dis- 
cussion, thus far. 1. The terms eiSy yevn idan 
represent certain intellectual entities influencing 
essentially the world which we apprehend by the 
senses. 2. This latter is not subjective in the 
sense of being a mere series of impressions : it is 
objective, but as yryvduevoy it cannot be known. 
3. The «isdn are totally separate from it and, if 
known, are known not by ai@nous but by Aoyso pos 
didvowa vots eruotipy. 4. After some efforts the 
best conception of the influence exerted by these 
<i8y upon our world is found to be that they act as 
models after the pattern of which its several consti- 
tuents are framed. 5. We advance toa knowledge 
of the iS from our side by a process of inference 
and comparison; and it seems to be suggested 
that there may be stages in this advance—an early 
one being the sensible picture or what Proclus calls 
the aic@nrdv or puorkdv «Sos, whilst a more ade- 
quate one is the vénua or YuyiKdy efdos. 6. But in 

the end we are baffled :— for (a) the process runs on 

ad infinitum—and naturally so, the «iS being given 
as xwpis: (4) the edn if reached would thereupon 
cease to be what they are—ywpiord, which it is 

their duty to remain, and would become tainted 
with a sensible flavour. However far we prosecute 
our ‘victorious analysis,’ or rather synthesis, the 

result when attained will remain at best an object 
of ‘our science.’ The world of ¢’5n is the uncon- 

ditioned, to know it would be to condition it. 

7. This xwpirpos follows its own course of victorious 
analysis—will not ‘burn so high and no higher,’ 
After separating the eS» from our sphere it enters 
the voyntés témos itself and runs riot there, parting 

the ideal sphere into as many isolated units as will 

match the divisions of the sensible world. ‘This 

involves an ideal knowledge which we don’t possess, 

and whose possessor does not know us. 8. Thus 

to solve the riddles of world a, of which we know 
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little, we call up world 8, of which we cannot know 

anything, and are left plantés 14. While if we refuse 

to call up the latter, rational reflection is denied us. 

We may note several facts in passing :—1. Al- 

though we have spoken of two worlds here, Plato 

does not so speak: he says merely ta roAAd, Ta 

eiS;. We must go to the Timaeus for the two 

worlds—for the xécpos or (Gov éparov whose model 

is a (Gov vonrov (30-31 etc.). This may be an 

advance. At least it organizes the two spheres. Is 

Plato leading to this theory by his present dzopta: ? 

2. We have not a whisper of avduvyors as a bridge 

between the spheres. For that and the immortality 

of the soul we must go to the Phaedo and Philebus. 

Is not it an advance also? 3. There is no suggestion 

that the world of sense has any worth—philosophic 

worth, at least—in itself. Yet it is a vast series of 

individual objects with an émriorjpy of its own! 

When contrasting vots and 7750v7) in the Philebus he 

presses the point that all trace of the former which 

may lurk in the latter must be eliminated, and has 

no difficulty then in degrading the latter completely. 

But here we have the world of sense consisting of 

such objects as éué kal oé xal réAAa as these are 

understood by us, and yet we need another world 

in order to make such a one an object of thought. 

Or does he mean that what knowledge we have 

here is due to that other world, whether we can 

explain it or no? 4. Science or knowledge can 

have only 76 évrws dv for its object, and has no 

proper sphere in a world such as ours—rta ap’ 

jpiv: not only must it have something unchange- 

able for its object, but it is something essentially 

axpuBés or exact in itself. Does not this look too 

exclusively at science as a result, forgetting science 

as a process? Knowledge starts from ignorance 

and does not reach perfection per saltum. How- 

ever immutably existent its object may be, how 

does that object look in the process of becoming 

known? It can appear only as a yryvépevov—that 

is, under the character assigned to an object of sense 

in a sensible world. Then how can we be sure that 

it is not such? Alternatively, if science is always 
a fact or result and not a process, does not that 

make it a mere analytical thing, and deprive it 

of the power of advancing synthetically into the 
unknown? See Introd. xli--li. 

PARMENIDES. 

wpe. It is not always clear in the Mss. whether 
ans is subscript or not—all being postscript. Here 

it is clearly a separate syllable: while in zpgényv 
immediately below it must be meant as subscript 
for the accent is upon the w. This in each case 

accords with Curtius, s.v. But what of dSoAccxias, 
D, where the « is inserted on a scratch? See L, 

and §. On zpwi Heind. says vox haec rariore 

significatu h. 1. sonat ‘nimis mature,’ and aptly 
quotes Sophocl. Trach. 631, déocxa yap | wi) mpp 
Léyous dv tov réOov Tov e€ Epod, wpiv eidevan TaxetOev 

ei roGovpeOa, which also supports his preference for 

ap@. Kaddy te ti so from the Mss. reading kaAdv 
vé 7. with most editors. But cp. Heind. ‘ Vulgo 

Sed xadév teh. 1. est i. q. e505 seu 

De pulchri justique et boni 

definitione in his non est sermo.’ That is, although 

dpiCer Pat is the verb used, Pl. does not here speak 

of defining 7¢ 7d xadév; the phrase corresponds 
to dpetraé tis ard te ExacTov eidos in 135 A. And 

yet there is room for doubt, as Parm. refers to what 

Soc. had been attempting in another discussion and 

the attempt to define is the great characteristic of 

the historic Soc. Proc. too assumes a ref. to defi- 

nition, v. 261, kal més, dain av tus, dAws Suvaroy 

a 

KaAdy Te TL kal. 
, a a 

yéevos Te TOU Kador. 

opiferOar Ta in; Ta yap arAG kal dyépirra mot- 

kidiay Adywv ovK eridéxeTas Kal cbvOerw etc. 

@xuoov & etc. 

‘ed ict’ mpooketpevov BeBaroty adr Tov érauvov, Ov 

emyvere, TO O& ‘ EXkuoov’ Seiév Exev THs TrpTadelas 

avtov Kal THs Wrolas THS wept TO dv" ws yap eri Tway 

Sveamocrdctwy Kai Suopetabetwy, otTws elme Td ‘Ed 

Kuoov,’ éEXguv mpoveTov iV... wept Ta SuadexTiKa 

Oewpiypata pedetynv kal evi Tavta perdotacty amo Tis 

But does 
the word mean ‘to drag himself away from his 
present studies to preliminary exercises’? It 

means rather, as we say in Scotch, ‘rax yourself’ 

‘pull yourself about’ as a gymnast in training must 

do. K. J. Liebhold (Fleckeisen’s Jahrb. 123, 1881, 

p. 561) objects to €\xucoy as always involving re- 

sistance, which no doubt it does to some extent; 

and proposes éxAveor, citing Lach. 194 ¢, yas Te 

Tijs awopias éxAvoat etc., and Tim. 22 D, é« Tavrys 

Ths dropias cue. Avopevos, This is ingenious, 
but it disturbs the metaphor. 

Tis Soxovons axpier. etc. We can hardly suppose 

Tov dvTws d6vTwy Gewpias. Proc. Vv. 267. 

Soxet b€ por Kat THS A€Lews TO pev D p.r0. 
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that dSoAeoxéas is the subst. meant here, as that 
would not seem, but actually be, useless ; probably 

some such word as peAérys, paypareias, yupvacias 

was designed. gdSoAerxéas, ‘ useless prosing,’ Grote. 

otros, so t, no doubt rightly ; 2 gives otrus. 
mdi totrd ye etc. ‘You have been injudicious 

gave in this one point with which I was struck’: 

as if rovro pévroe ye. For the sentiment see 

Phaedo 89 A, dAN Eywye padiota eOarpaca adrov 

mpoTov pev TovTo, and above 129 FE. Kal mpds tovTov, 

‘and that in regard to Z. himself, of whom I am 

speaking.’ 
E tiv mAdvyy émox. ‘dass man...dem Irrthum 

nachspiire’ (Miiller), ‘den Irrthum zu erforschen’ 

(Engelm.), and Stallb. says mAdvy, i. q. dmopia év 
This makes the 

words run ov« elas (pps) érurkorety ty TAdYY ev 

Proc. again, Vv. 274, Says Se? totvuy rijs 

whavys Tov StadeKTiKav mpos THY TovTwY Oewpiav TOY 

f lel v 

tovrors mavrodar@s mAcKkouevn. 

Tots 6, 

e8av ... THY OAnV THY SiareKTEKHY, Hv OpryKdy ev 

Tlodureta tOv paOnpatuv éxddecev, év Aoyexais Huas 

dveAteor kat breEdSors yupvafovray ... rAdvy ydp 7d 

pay povov TAANOR cKorely, dws drodekTéov, dAXG Kat 

+a pevdy Sia TOV adrav peOddwv exrepitpexerv edA€y- 

xovra ... Kat Eoexen 4) TAdVY TérTapa SyovV 7)... 7) 
% wARO0s dard TGv dvTiKetpévov eis TA advTiKeipeva 
xXepory, 7)... TovTwy 8 rerrapwv dvrwv 7 SiadexreK7 
Aéyetat yupvacia tAdvy KaTé 76 Tplrov, ddevovoa Sea 

‘ So in 136 © we have 
dvev ravryns Tis ba wdvrwv Siefddov Te Kal wAdvys, 

‘libera disputatio’ Ast calls it, while émcoxometv has 
the same sense as in 1598. The words would 

thus run dre ovk eias tiv wAdvyny émiorKoreiv ev Tols 

Spwpéevors ovde rept ravra. ‘You would not suffer 

the argument to investigate merely in the’ etc. 

In @.., Ady ... ely ... efvae: Heind. says that 

ASyw = Aoywrp}, and argues for 767 (the read. of E) 
in place of «iy, but YM and t agree on the text. 

TuirTn ye=edvTis wept Tatra 

A > ca c , 
TOV avTikepevav tro0erewy. 

ratry ye ovdtv etc. 

érioxory. Cp. 129 C-D etc., where he showed épé 

AiPovs Evda to be one in their collective capacity, 

many as having numerous qualities. Now, he 

rejects ideas for stones etc., and to that extent the 

world of ideas is less open to this treatment than 
the world of sense. But he holds that there is an 

adré 71 eiSos dvOpérov, and this is one and many 
in its degree. It has not as many qualities as éy«, 
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but it has very many, all that he directly assigns to 

éué and more, and as having these it is many, while 

it is one in its character as «Sos dvOpwrov. Plato 
as creator of ideas dwelt strongly on their character 

as simplifiers of phenomena, that was their raison 
détre; but they grow under his hand until their 

simplicity is not their most marked feature. 

olov, The general sense is clear, but some words 

must be mentally supplied. The following may 

represent fairly Plato’s thought—otor, én, ei BovrAc 

wept Tatrns THs droberens Hy Cjvwv tréeOero [uaAdov 

yupvacOjvat (unless ef BovrAee be taken parenthetic- 

ally), xp} oxoretv trorHéuevov] ef roAAG etc. The 

inf. has been held over to wadtvy oxomety, The 

antitheses seem almost needlessly elaborate ; 7 

ovpBicera Kai Tois ToAAois Kat TH Evt mpds atrd, 

kal Tovrowv dudoiv mpos dAAnAa would suffice. 

at@s etc. See Notes 1. trofy, 2nd sing. of B 

trodapa, cp. BovrAee above and pédAes below Cc. 

On ti éd’ éxarépas Stallb. cites 160 c and Sophist. 
ép’ Exadorou Ta Eup Baivovra 

~ 36 

251 E, Ti ovv ov... 
éoxeyw; Tois broteHeiviy Kal tots dAAows = to the 

things postulated and to their antithesis in the 

given case. 
kal wept ordcews ‘ Posterius rep? elegantius abes- 

set, Heind., and editors omit it,—yet its retention 

is quite reasonable. Hitherto we have had some 

details, here begins a summary statement. That 

statement is introduced by xat epi avopotov 6 adtis 

Aéyos—the first step in the descent; the second 

comes in the repeated zepi ; then follows the bald 

enumeration. 

Set... deattos It is not easy to think out the 

details of this dictum. Take the case actually 

selected in this dialogue. If you ‘posit’ the ‘one,’ 

then its antithesis—the others which you don’t 

posit—is certainly ‘many’; and what he seems to 

say is that you must institute an inquiry in which 

you compare this one with * each one of the others, 

and with several, and with the whole mass of them,’ 

and the converse. But the dialogue, although it is 

pretty detailed, does not fulfil the pledge. Yet the 

statement is sound. We do not truly know any 

thing, however small, until we have viewed it in 

relation to all other things whatsoever. And the 

extent to which we fall short of that standard of 

knowledge is what divides us from omniscience, and 
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makes ‘our little systems’ ‘but broken lights.’ 

Cp. Introd. lii.-lx. 

imer(Qero is probably correct : t gives it, while 2% 

is corrupt. Heind. wishes the aorist, but he might 

as well change mpoaipy to mpoéAp. The aorist 

simply notes an item; the present or imperfect 

gives to that pictorial reality. ‘Whether you as- 

sumed as existing what you actually were assuming 

in the given case or whether as not existing.’ 

kupiws dudwerOar is no doubt correct: t gives it, 2% 
is corrupt, ‘to see through and through the truth 

with the eye of a master,’ so to speak, who has 

finished his apprenticeship. See Notes 1. 
dptxavov ... mpaypartay, etc. ‘A work of awful 

magnitude,’ Grote; ‘an undertaking with which 

my resources cannot cope.’ We might perhaps 

have printed -refav, as Y is corrected and t so 

writes ; yet YL gives -riddy 137 B. odddpa pavd, ‘I 
do not completely understand.’ So Phaedr. 263 p, 
eimé kat Téde ... ci Wpiodpny Epwra apyopevos Tod 

Aoyov. Ny At’? dunydvws ye ds ofddpa: Phileb. 

58 D, cat viv 8) odddpa duavonOevres Kat ixavas 

ti ov 84 AGes, so Sophist. 251 F, 

quoted above on ti é¢’ éxarépas. The aorist seems 

to be part of the phrase. Thus Gorg. 468 c, dAn@9 

cot boxe Aéyeav, & IlaXc, 7) od; Ti ovK droKpive ; 

has an entirely different sense ‘why do you make 

no reply?’ While Protag. 310 A, Té ovv ot Sinyijow 

ypiv Hv Evvovatav ; Symp. 173 B (similar); Phileb. 

54 B, TL ovv ovK adtis drexpivw cavtd & S.; and 

diadoysodpevor, 

Phaedo 86 D, «i ov tus dudy edropdtepos éuod, ré 
ovk dmexpivaro; are all a form of imperative— 
‘why have you not done it? pray do it at once.’ 

mpoordrres ds tmkukdbe: Several parallels occur 

in Sophist., e.g. 226 c, Taxetay ds éuot oxabuy éme- 
TATTES. 234 E, ws yovv euol THALKHdE dvTe Kpivar— 
spoken by Theaet. a youth. Polit. 263 a, od 
fatrAov mpoordtres, Ldéxpares. Of the demonsts. 
TH AtkGde—TALkovTw (below), it often happens that 
the former stands like é8e for the rst pers., the latter 
like obtos for the znd—‘a man of my, of your, 
years. Yet see Apol. 25 p, Té dra, 6 MéAnte; 
ToFovTOV oY éuod copwrepos Ef THALKOUTOU dvTOS THAL- 
koode wy, Gore etc. 

Beueba So t, clearly better than %. Notes 1, 
Hi} yep ob hatdov | We have a double parallel, 

Rep. 1. 368 B-c, dédocxa yp, pa 088? Sotov ] Tapaye- 

PARMENIDES. 

vopevov Stkavorvvy Kaknyopoumevy dmayopevery etc., 

where we have the rationale of p) 7: and e@rov ody 
... OTe TO CATNpA @ ewcxerpodpev ob PabAov, dAX’ ofd 

BaAerovros. Stallb. gives others, e.g. 374 E, ovK dpa 

db. mpaypa ypdpeba: Cp. Polit. 263 a above, 

el... whelovs Fpev odk av Fv A model condit. sent. 

where the conclus. is dAX’ od rAdous eoper. It 

seems to clash with 127 C, if we are to press that 

as alluding to the auditors of this discussion and 
not the visitors of Parmen. dzperj ... Tovadra ... 

Aéyey, ‘such things are unbecoming to utter.’ 
daperés would have been simpler. 

‘Die Wahrheit zu treffen £ 
und Einsicht zu erlangen.’ Engelm. ‘ut quis verum 

adipiscatur et intelligentiae compos fiat.’ Ast, who 

reads with t cyelv: and others take voty éyeyv or 

oxetv in a similar sense. Proc. too, v. 311, uses 

such phrases as dre téXos earl ras wAdYys TaiTys H 
GAGE, Kat 6 voUs ... TOU YwpLoToU vod peTovTiay, ... 

The last 

words however, with kat OdpuBov airy (sc. Tn Yvy7) 
mapéxev ev tals (yTioeoe point to the reasonable- 

ness of taking vody éxewv as ‘to keep one’s head’ 
on discovering the truth, as opposed to iAvyyav. 

Thus Phaedo 79 c, the soul when contaminated by 
aicOnois etc., avTi mAavarat Kal tapdrrerat Kal 

ikvyye@ Gorep peOtovora, all which is altered drav 

... a7} Kad’ abryv oKoT# ; SO Prot. 339 F, Kal éya 

évtuxdvta ... vodv exe. 

¥ oe: x Led x x 3 x mW cS 
povyn 6€ 4 Kata vouv (wn TO amAaves eye. 

TO fev TPwTOY, WoTEpEl td ayabod wixtov TAnyEls, 

éoxotdéOny te Kat tAryylaca eiadvtos aitov TavTa— 

he needed 7 84 rdévrwy d:é£080s. This view is at 
least worth considering. On this passage Proc., 

Vv. 311, Says, beyond Pl., od ydp éorev GAXdws tpds 
dd Tov érxdtuv dvadpapety ext 7a mpGra pi) Sid THY 

péowy ropevOevtas OSav THs ws, os yap 7 KaOodos 

ypiv dua roAdGv yeyove TGV petaéd ... odTw Kal 7 

dvodos bid roAdOv eoras peroTHTuV. 

ia xpévov: This cannot be historical. For the 

phrase, we also sometimes say ‘through time,’ not 

in the sense of ‘ after a long interval’ but in that of 
‘as time goes on.’ 

évBelE. 8 Myot, Indirect for ti ovk evedeigw 5 A€yets ; 

Cp. Rep. 1. 338.4, py oty dAXus rote GAN’ epot Te 

Xapifov droxpivopevos Kat pr) POovicys cat PAavwva 

tovde Si8dfae Kat rods dAAovs: and so elsewhere. 

Why is the first inf. aorist and the second present? 

70 tov IB, werovOévar. The perf. inf. slightly differs +37 
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from méoxetv, ‘to have met with an experience like 
that of.’ rd Tod peAorowod "IBixov pytdv:'"Epus 

abré pe kvavéoirw trd Brepdpors taxepd, dp'nace 
Sepxdpevos KyArjpace ravrodamois, cis dretpa'Sixrva 

kimpudos Bard"! F pdv tpopéw tv’ [ver] erepyopevor ! 

core pepétvyos tos deOAoddpos ott yijpai doKGr, 

[dex-]' atv ovvoyéor [dxergu?] Boots cis dpsAAav Ba. 
Sch.t 81a1. Proc. omits vey and reads és tus, 

dokor, Oeots. Bergk, Poctae Lyrici, reads "Epos, 

taxep’, és twice, yipat, and divides into lines ending 

depxdpevos, Barre, yijpar, éBa. Ibycus belonged 

to Rhegium but lived at Samos, yéyove 5¢ epwropavé- 
ataros mept petpaxta.—Suidas. Quis est enim iste 

amor amicitiae? cur neque deformem adolescentem 

quisquam amat, neque formosum senem?...maxime 

vero omnium flagrasse amore Rheginum Ibycum, 

apparet ex scriptis etc. Cic. Tusc. Iv. 33. peuvn- 
uévos Does this refer to times when Z. formerly 
heard the discussion ? 

Biavetoat...Adyov. Sch. f, in mg. 81 a 1—epaww-! 

Ova, and Rh. Whas-vicae: even this is used of the 
sea by Hesiod, as L. and S. show; but the text 

makes the metaphor clearer. Ficinus ‘ quo pacto 

tam grandis natu tam profundum disserendi pelagus 

transnatare queam’ has suggested to many that he 

had wéAayos Adywv. He may be merely pointing 

the metaphor. If he had this, where did he get it? 

Stallb. well quotes Phaedr. 264, és... é& imrias 
dvdwadwy Siavetv érxerpet Tov Adyov. Rep. Iv. 441 C, 

tavTa pev dpa... poyts Svavevedkapev, with others. 

Thus wéAayos is not needed; nay, d&avetoat may 

itself be an early error suggested by such passages 

as an improvement. But if Ssavicae be correct it 
is the sole case of this word in Pl. 

Spas 8é°...8 etc. This seems the best solution— 

Suus 5€=* but however,’ with an aposiopesis, and 6 

as relative. ‘However (let us proceed), for I needs 

must comply, and moreover, as Zeno says, we are 

by ourselves.’ The only difficulty in the way is 

that Zjvwy will have no article, which is unusual 

hitherto. On éeé yép Heind. says ‘ ut bene monuit 
Heusd. (Spec. Crit. p. 10) post dws 6€ elliptice 

omissum est dvavevoréov vel simile quid, ab eoque 

vim suam accipit hoc ydp,’ and he very aptly quotes 

Charm. 175 B, viv 8é—zravrayy yap yrTwpyeOa Kal od 

SuvdueOa cipety etc. We may add for an aposiop., 

resumed by breaking the constr. later, Theaet. 143 D, 
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viv §4,—rrov yap éxeivous 7) rovode GAG, and for 

lang. Alicib. 1. 118 B, dvopdgey péev dxva, dpos Sé 

ered) pov exper, pytéov, Stallb. cites Pind. Pyth. 1. 

164, and better Aristoph. Lysistr. 144, duws ye pay: 
Sei ras yap eipdvas pad’ ad, 

apkdpeba ...-Onodpeda; So At A 2nd hand in t 

alters to dpé6meOa, erasing the first half of » ‘I'he 

cause of the change is clear; but the words do 

quite well: ‘whence then are we to begin, and (if 

we do begin) what shall be our first assumption ?’ 

In this connec. we have a good illustr. of the 

danger of assuming that commentators had certain 

readings because of expressions which they use. 

Proc. says (quoting), v. 320, Soxet S€ por Kat rd 
‘dev dpSopar’ cal ts ‘ti rpGrov trdOwpar’ etc., 

while, 326, he says what we quote below. Probably 

neither represents his text. 

‘Operosum ludere lusum’ 

Stallb., ‘to amuse ourselves with a laborious pastime’ 

Grote. ‘Nihil viderunt, qui ex hoc loco voluerunt 

demonstrare, universam, quae deinceps agitatur, 

disputationem nihil esse nisi dialecticum aliquod 

artificium, quo artes Eristicorum, imitatione scilicet 

delusae exagitarentur.’ Stallb., and rightly ; but the 

phrase detracts from the seriousness of the issue. 

We never quite allow metaphysics to overwhelm 

us, feeling that the laws of nature will continue to 

act until our system is ready. And yet, as Pl. says, 

Polit. 307D, matdid tolvev atrn yé tis 1) Stadopa 

totvTwv éort Tay <iSGv" mepi 5 Ta peyote vooos Evp- 

Buive racdv éxdiorn yiyverOar tais wider. In 

Laws vil. 803 c he speaks of man as @eod 7m 

matyviov ... ToUT@ dy) defy TG Todt Evverdpevov Kat 

ampay. mad, matte, 

raifovra 8 Tt KaAAoras masdids mdvr’ dvdpa Kal yu- 

vaika obtw SiaBiGvat, tovvavtiov 7) vov Suavonbévras. 

Perhaps the point is that referred to in Theaet. 168 E, 

where Soc. says to Theod. that they may have to 

dispute together, tva px} toe robrd ye €xy (6 IIpu- 

Tayopas) éyxadelv, as waifovres mpos pecpaxra Sverke- 

pape? ad rodrov tov Adyov. Parmenides’ auditors 

are mostly young. 
Sone? 8 guol 

am’ &. Sptopar etc. Proc. v. 326, doxet 0° epoi ye 

rots mpoeipnpévors cuppuvas dxodobvat Ta, TpoKel pera, 
nA ‘ , y ? Ne psy OF Lede 3 ina be ‘ 

76 pev ‘dev dp£opar’ TO ‘da’ epavrov,’ TH de Kat 

‘ab mparov troPjoopat’ 73 Kat * THs épavrov brode- 

gews? Kat od tadrov évdelxvvcOar de dudoiv od pév 

yap tov tpdrov adopifera THs evepyetas ... Grou Se 
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zd troxe(pevov adrif mpaypa mepurorycerar Tijy Seé- 

EoSov ris cipnpévns peOddov' Whatever we may 

think of this, his next remark is suggestive, if over- 

strained—OeoeSi}s Kat 6 tpdros tatrys earl THs evep- 

yelas* éxartov yap Tov Oewy dd’ éavTod dpxyeTat 

évepye'v. Parm. imitating the divine says this Kat 

od TobTo pdvov GAAd Kdxelvo, Td mpay. mars. mail, 

Geiov yap 5) oby Kal roto, Tas éupdoes Kali wohv- 

peplotous évepyeias raudias Kaeiv? malyveov yap Oeav 

xal &vOpwrov [text gives -rwv, but see above, Laws 

vil. 803¢, which is clearly referred to] Kut tov 

dAdwy &xacrov, éréca kata Tas eéw mpotovcas atrav 

evepydas ipéoryxe radia pev Sid tabra was fis 

AOyos pds THY ipepov avdtTod Kal Avapernv Tov dvTos 

vénow etc. There may be in fact a playful allusion 

to Homer’s ’Azpeidy ... cé0 8 ap£opat, Il. 1x. 97, 

and Pindar’s tpyyoav Atos dpxdpevat, Nem. v. 45. 

The constr. BovAcoGe ... dpEwpat has ample parallels, 

e.g. 142 B; also Phaedr. 228 £, dAAG trot bx) BovrAee 

kaOiCopevor dvayvopev ; repeated 263 E; and others. 

wept rod... cupBalvey: Proc., Vv. 322, says one 

may ask més 6 Ilap. 6 rept 7d év od StatpiBwv éavrod 

KexAnkev brdderw 7d €v; and says some suggest that 

like Gorgias Protagoras etc., Parm. becomes in 

Pl. didorofiitepos Kai erorrixdtepos 7) Kal? abriv 

Pl. sees that 7d év éréxewva Kal dvtos Kal 

Stallb., again, says that 

while Parm. does not seem to have called his év ev 

—tamen quoniam 76 év volebat omnem omnino 

complecti ovovay, praeter quam nihil esset, a Platone 

narratur docuisse omnia unum esse;and cites Theaet. 

180 E doa MéAwooot re kal Tappevidar évavriotpevot 

Opopevos. 
Lad , 2 ca 

ovcias macys eoti etc, 

mace tovtos dioyupl(ovrar ws &v te wdvra éott Kab 

EornKev avTd ev aio, odk Exov xdpay ev } Kevetrat, 

and Sophist. 242 D, ro 8€ rap’ qpiv’EXeatexov EOvos, 
and Fevoddvous te xal ére rpdabev dpEduevor, ds vos 

évtTos Tov TévTwY Kahoupévww otTw Sieképyerut Tors 
pbdos. Proc. raises a difficulty too soon: Plato 
clearly holds this to have been historically the case, 
and émeit viv éorw dpyod wav, ev gvvexés are Par- 
menides’ own words. But we should probably be 
nearer the truth if we understood «ire & éore (7d 
way) et re pa) &, as in 128 B, which would modify 
the argument a good deal. 

Hot Gmoxpwetrar; etc. For the position of the 
pron. Stallb. cites e.g. Clitoph. 409 D, TeAcvtév 
dmexpivare ts, & Z., pol trav wav érafpwv: to which 
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add 407A, éy® yap, & &., cot ovyyryvdpevos (but 

here coe is emphatic), and above 135 D, ed dé yy, ce 

Srahedferar 7% GAjOera, 76 vewraros; ... drdxpurrs:— 

see Sophist. 217C-E, the passage which alludes 

to the meeting that is assumed in our dialogue, 
Introd. xix. It is too long to quote, but should be 

read: there is a strong resemblance. That Plato 

was serious in his insistence upon the importance 

of dialogue must be presumed, both from these 

passages and from such phrases as ¢pwrav kat dro- 
Kpwvdpevos: yet the value of it could hardly be put 

lower than here; and Aristoteles certainly acts up 
to the description. Hitherto we have had dialogue: 

henceforward we have the 7jxtora zoAvmpaypovely 

and the avéravAa, And if dialogue is important, 
why should it be laboriously told at fourth hand? 

The text, including c 

stops, is that of Herm.: and but for the stops 

(t has none, % none but totro,) it is that of the 
Mss. with perfect clearness. As it stands it seems 

to mean érotpds col eipi—rotro, pdvar tov "A, ‘I 

am at your service in that capacity’; or rowpds vos 

éort todo, ‘this is at your command,’ where we 
may assume Totro to refer to the whole descrip. 

given by Parm. of what he wants, and the adj. to 

be attracted into concord with the nouns dvdr. 

déxp.—he starts in agreement with them and then 
finds the neuter better. Both, however, are forced 

interpretations. Another course is to read ¢dvas 

rovro tov ’A.=‘I am at your service’: Aristotle 
said this. But Stallb. is right in calling this a 

strange use of the parenthetic #dva:—to give it an 

object in a sort of apposition to the object-clause, 

as he seems to mean when he says Aéyev would be 

required. The next step is to read to@rov (sc. tov 

vedratov) with one or two Mss., ‘said the one in 
question, Ar.’ This gives a good meaning, although 

Heind. fails to see the force of rotrov. Two Mss., 

AH, read rovrw—the former with *° above the line 

—which must mean ¢dvat tovry (sc. 7@ Iapp.), not 

a good solution. Another possible change would 
be rowdy co... rovro, and the change would be 

easy enough if the v were the small one like u, and 

were coupled to o in co.—vo might then be mis- 

taken foroo. Here ends the bridge between part I. 

of the dialogue and part m. (135C-137C). For 
the nature of the relation between these parts see 

rowpos ... ddvat, Tobro etc. 
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Introd, xxxi.-ii., lii-v. Does Plato now go on to 
talk metaphysics in a mystery, does he refute Par- 

menides’ doctrine out of its author’s own mouth, 

or does he merely give a lesson in dialectic? Such 

are some of the suggestions. Except that the 

second might better run, does he develop what is 
latent in the doctrine of Parmenides ?—there is no 

inconsistency in supposing that he does all these 

at once, and advances his own conception of the 

ideal problem at the same time. Among the 
thoughts which succeed each other in his mind as 

he writes, one is that there is complexity within the 
ideal world analogous to that in our sensible one: 
a second is that the ideas having so far been held 

to be isolated, as a sina qua non of their purity, 

hopeless contradictions thus arise which cut at the 

very roots of philosophy : a third is that some such 

trenchant dialectic as that exemplified by Zeno’s 
writings is essential if these difficulties are to be 
overcome; and that a laborious discipline in it is 

the sole training adequate for him who would deal 

with the ideal theory, or (which to Plato is the 

same thing) with metaphysical problems at all. It 

is clear from the detail given that Plato has this 

last subject deeply at heart. As upshot, Parm. is, 

as it were, put to revise his own doctrine in the 

light of more recent developments. And the 

result seems to be that even the simple idea of 

‘one’ has indefinite possibilities latent in it, and 

that, so far from its being possible to regard any 

idea as isolated, an almost Heraclitean complexity 

in the ideal sphere arising through dialectical neces- 

sities is now the real problem to be faced. Dialectic, 

says Aristotle (Met. 1.6; xu. 4), did not exist before 

this; and the more Plato looks into it as a factor 

in speculation the more impressed he is with its 

transforming powers—in physical matters it has 

infinitely divided the space between Achilles and 
the tortoise, so that we can hardly think of the one 
overtaking the other: in the intellectual sphere it 

converts even the simple unity of being as put 

forth by Parmenides into endless multiplicity. It 
is curious to observe, however, that the ‘idea of 

science’ quietly drops out of sight. Nothing has 

expelled it, for the separateness between the ideas 

and our world continues, though that between idea 

and idea does not; but somehow it has served its 
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turn, and we get on with our human science not so 

badly. It is said by some that what follows of the 
work is an imitation of Zeno’s dialogue as well as 

of his dialectic. This may be so, though it would 

not be easy to prove it; but if so it is no isolated 

case of such imitation in Plato. The greater part 

of the Republic, for instance, is analogous. 

&& torw The first step is to make us realize 

that one is one, by freeing it as far as may be from 

everything extraneous. That is what this division 
of the argument does—it asks ri yp} oupPaivey ro 

évi mpds atté ; Grote says of Unum and Ens ‘both 
words are essentially indeterminate ... are declared 

by Aristotle to be not univocal or generic words’; 

and of the same words and Idem Diversum Contra- 

rium etc. (his equivalents for Pl.’s terms) ‘ Plato 

neither notices nor discriminates their multifarious 

and fluctuating significations ..., the purpose of the 
Platonic Parmenides is to propound difficulties ; 

while that of Aristotle is, not merely to propound, 

but also to assist in clearing them up.’ (PI. Parm.) 

Of Gr.’s many references to Arist. and his Schol., it 

may be enough to cite Met. Iv. 6 sqq., 1015 b 16, 

ev Néyerat Td pev Kata TrpPeByKds To SE Kah ad7d, 

in the former case Coriscus, musician, Cor. the 

musician, Cor. the just musician, etc. are all ‘one’ 

—as it happens. True, these words are indeter- 

minate, but only in the sense in which all words 

are so, unless we define them and stick to that. In 

speaking of Cor. many might refer only to his 

appearance ; many (never having seen him) only 

to his fame; others, who knew him, to both etc. 

That Pl. does not notice or discriminate the senses 

of ‘one’ etc. is true only in a sense. He is not 

explicit, as we have learned to count explicitness ; 

but he sees, and means us to see, much both of the 

different senses of the words and of the results of 

the inquiry. His intention clearly is to treat of one 

xaé’ abrdé and as an ovota, but he tries (Introd. 

Ivii.-lxiv.) to simplify it so much that he overpasses 

the possibilites of the case—consciously. As Dam., 
§ 48, 98, says Kata tiv mpatyv br60, Ta wdvTa ax’ 

aitod dveAddv, kal rd evae mpos Gari, avrd pdvov 

ddinas Td &v yeyupvopévov éxd Tov GAAwv arrévTur. 

It isa drAds év, and (§ 108, 280) det Se zpd THs Tevds 

clvat TH drAds evddar det yap ards dpédextov errs, 

Td 6¢ peOextiv ovderore G@AGs. § 117, 304, euTo 
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Cee 
yap Td ards ev TO OvTe 7d dvdpiOpov, kal & Xpy 

pdvar cadpécrepov, drpiagrov Kat dpovadicrov. In 

such an undertaking roApGpev (§ 119, 307) TA TE 

dvdpOpa dpiOpeiv Kat 7a trép macay Tagw dvra 

(Dam. speaks also of éAds roa) Tarr, kal TOV 

imépxoopov TO dvte BuOdv dpus diaxorpetv: for (309) 

dgpaviter tiv tpidda 7d &v, Katamiveras yap ev aire 

[N.B.] daras Scoprpds, It is a brapgus or apyyn—set 

8 (§ 121, 312), ef peAAOL civberis Tus elvat, Tpovmo- 

xeloOar at mpovrdpxev atexvGs To Ev Kal ardovy, 

dos dvev ye Tobrou ovdév GAA mpoéAGor eis UréaTact" 

brapéis pa rhs oboias dmdons 7d ev Kal y mpurn 

trdberts. G&AAO ti—as if 7) were dropped; so 

Theaet. 203 c, dAAo Te 6 yryvécKov adriyy Ta dpdd- 

TEpa yeyvirKet 3 

od dv... dmg SAov dv ein, We look for dein’ or 

for édov éorat: neither this nor above « év éoruv 

etc. being normal ; below b, ovre é£ee ei grat is. 

el pSiv exer pépos, 2 has ¢yy which cannot be 
right without édy, t gives éye.. Thomson recalls 

that Pl. quotes Parmen. in Soph. 244 E, mévro- 

Gev evxtxAov odaipys évadiyxuov dyKxw,' perodbev 

ivorades rdvty’ etc., and must therefore know that 

what he gives is. not the view of Parm.; and he 

refers to Simplicius’ comm. on Arist. Phys. “ pag. 

12” (cannot verify), in which it is said that Pl. 

must be practically refuting Parm. in this part of 

the work: and quotes Dion. Halic. ‘ita de Platone 

scribens avrés re 6 TAdrwv Tappevidny, cat Tpwrayd- 
pav, kat Zivwva, cal tov dAdwv prowAdywv ovdK 

dAlyous, Hpoptykdstas dwodexvivat Botherar, quae 

confirmat Eusebius Praeparat. Evangel |. xiv. c. 4.’ 

obre yap ... peréxot: Herm. adds av—‘vel contra 

Oxon. cum VS retineri structurae concinnitas jube- 

bat, eidemque mox, 138 a, debebatur évety ... cir- 

cumscripto dy, cujus ut omnino vel optimi codices 

leges ignorarunt, ita nunc ne conjunctis quidem 

editorum omnium auctoritatibus concedi poterat.’ 

év is a delicate subject. If it be imperative here, 

we might urge that it may be understood from ovr’ 
av dpxijv above ; or alternatively that peréxor might 
be peréyes like €xes above. It is sometimes hard to 

decide when a statement is meant to have a con- 

ditional element; while again as dy is often redun- 
dantly repeated it may sometimes be repressed. 
otpoyyvAov ete. : it can have no boundaries whether 
curved or straight: here the curved boundary is 
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circular or spherical, mepepepés. Cic., N. D. 11 18, 

eulogizing these as more perfect than all other 

forms, says his duabus formis contingit solis, ut 

omnes earum partes sint inter se simillimae. 
e005 ye... 93 ie. if you put your eye at either 

end and look towards the other the middle will lie 

right in the way. Or as Heind. puts it—‘cujus 
media pars extremae utrique ita objacet, ut tegat 

quasi utramque et obumbret.’ Euclid says ypappijs 
8? répara, onpeta. edOela ypappa} eotey, iris ef trou 

In %f et stands for 
the 9 of t; wrongly: perhaps from confusion with 

the ein below. 

o¥8t pépy exe: The dé has a force of its own here, 

not easy to render: it might be put émeézep kal pepn 
ov éxet, ‘It must be without both straight and 

round, since it is also without parts,’ would be our 

way of putting it. He dwells on the convertibility 
of these qualities. For the language cp. Arist. 

Phys, 11. ii. 201 b 26, otre yap Tdde obre Tordvde 

ovdeuta. airav [Tay dpxav] early, dre ovSé THv GAAwV 

aA 2p € A , n 
ToL ep EAUTYS THPELOLS KELTAL, 

KaTyyoptov. 

wv & av & en, etc. So 2 without doubt: and it 
is perfectly admiss. We oftener find a subjunct. 

when 4y goes with the relat.: Heind. would prefer 

that, or to drop av. But Jelf cites Thucyd. 11. §9, 

@ tii wor’ dv kai dvakio Evyméror, and Xen. Mem. 

Il. i, 22, eoOqra 8 €& hs dv pddiora dpa diadrdproe, 

and others. He does indeed lay down that in such 

cases the ay goes in sense with the vb. not with the 

rel.: but it is difficult to draw such a line precisely. 
See also Riddell, Digest of Idioms, § 68. tf reads 

év & dv ein: possibly av may have arisen from &. 

éy ety is quite clear, and is one among many cases 

in which it is open to doubt whether év or (as 
Heind. and Herm.) év- should be used. Each case 
has been viewed apart and év kept wherever it gives 
sense: cp. on 131 A, B. Pl. when discussing év 

mightsometimes strain his language toemphasize the 
word. 

xotro has rd év for subj.: has amrrovro the same 

subj.—atvrov being = éxetvov—or does the subj. here 

change to éxeivo—atrod being= Tov évés? The 
former is the more grammatical ; but, as Heind. 

notes, drrexOat has the surrounding ékefvo as subj. 

and tod évbs as quasi-obj. Either way there is a 

hitch, although the sense is clear. It is hard to see 

nw , 

atrov axtoito moAAois’.., awterOat, meptée- 
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a distinc. between roAXayod and -y7. oA dois = 
multis partibus, multifariam. Heind. As to the 

argument he seeks to move step by step, deducing 

each conclusion from the one preceding ; otherwise 
he might have proved that the one cannot ‘be 
anywhere’ from the original assumption that it is 
not many, or from the second that it has no parts 
—he shows that these are in his mind by repeating 
évds Te, and depots. 

wv gaurd by Kav gav7d etc. xdv éavrd YU, and it 

admits of transl. as the instr.: «al ein dv mepuéxov 
éaut@ ovk GAAo 7} avdrd, the last words being obj. of 
meptéxov, But t gives the text, and it is on the 
whole better, éav7d being nom. ; unless we exactly 

reverse and read kai dv od« dAAOo 7) adrd ein meptéyov 
éavrd. Some—e.g. Stallb. and Bekk.—seem to 
take éavrd so, and read eptéexov, Sv ovk dAAo, with- 

out apparent Ms. auth. for 6v. The redundant 

looking etrep ... ef are after all significant. The 

words adré ye év é dv merely put the ‘altern. sug- 
gested above, while the repet. brings out its inherent 

impossibility in view of what is seen to flow from it. 
‘Put the case that it is within itself: then it itself 

will be in the position of surrounding what—if it 

really is within itselfi—can be nothing but itself 
after all” Sop, ef év ry te ytyveras ... etrep 89 ey- 
ylyverar, elvat piy weptéxovre is t and seems correct. 

‘I say surrounding itself—for it is impossible that 

anything can be within a thing which does not 

surround it.’ The en of 2 may be due toa confus. 
with the same word above and below. This is the 

B more likely as a confus. has arisen about reptéxovre, 

written mepvéxov Tt, cp. lines above and below. 

aird 7d mepiexov etc. So Ut. Heind. thinks adrd 

tautological: yet that which surrounds needs a 

little emphasis, for it is impalpable. It is the mere 
rim of what is surrounded—not even so much, it is 

an imaginary line, the whole év (whatever it may be) 

being that which is surrounded. Heind. leans to 

Schleiermacher’s avrod ‘that of the one (avroi) 
which surrounds is one thing, that which is sur- 
rounded is another’; which, if a change be needed, 

is a good one. Stallb. retains airé, making it the 
obj. of 76 weptéxov, ‘ that which surrounds it is one 
thing ’—a very good idea, but involving, he thinks, 

the mental add. érepov Sé 7d (bm’ adrov) meprexdpevov ; 

while at the same time the colloc. adré 76 reptéxor, 
P 
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if that is its meaning, tends to mislead. But he 
gives instances. For the arg. cp. Arist. Phys. 1v. 
li, 209 b 32, Soxet S& ded rd dv rov adré re elval tT 
kal érepov te exrds adrov. 

ob ydp Bdov ye dudw etc. Ficinus says ‘nunquam 
enim idem ipsum totum utraque haec simul pate- 
retur et ageret.’ This Heind., rightly, approves ; 
but adds that it seems to assume as text dud tovrw 
Tavtov (rovTw sc, Td mepréxew et 7d meptéxeo Oar) ; 

and Stallb. agrees. Is that necessary? It seems 

merely a hyperb. of dudw—od yap ddov ye tadrov 
melverar Gua Kat roujore dudw, Stallb. would take 
drov dudw tavrov as ‘the single identical whole 
consisting of these two aspects,’ and leave the verbs 

with no obj. One feels throughout the diff. of 

keeping the language faultless when describing 

what is so very liable to confusion. Cp. Arist. 
Phys. 1. i. 201 a 20, érel 8’ Eva ravra Kal Suvdper 
kai évredexele. eoriv, odx dpa Se... roARG dy rouHorer 
kai metverat to’ GAAjAWY Grav yap eorat Gua wrown- 
TLKOV kat Tadntik6v. 

éorly rov ov here is strictly local, referring to 
ovdapyod a above ; not as below ddvvardv mov, 

oiévte must be per- 

sonal to give a subj. to the verbs ; épa 6 €i (rd év) 

ovTws €xov oidy Te éotiy, ‘has it in its power to’ etc., 

see 141 A. ti 69 yap od: ‘sic et infra (140 £); 

nam alias fere in hac formula omittitur illud 6%.’ 

Heind. xwwovpevov ye from Ut it would seem that 
their orig. had te. Fischer says of ye ‘ posterior 

emendatio haud dubie vera est. At etiam in 

Stobaei Eclogis Physicis, p. 30, ubi verba drt. ... 

vat laudantur, legitur re.’ Heind. would reject re. 
abrat yap pévar xwhces. See Introd. vi Thoms. 

says that Galen calls these kinds of motion rijv 
romuKyy Kivnow and tiv dvotkyv. Here are some 

phrases from Arist. Phys. u1., dvev toxov kat Kevov 
kat xpovov kivyow ddivarov efvos.—od« gore 8 k. 

pa, ... txov... oldvre & Hk. 

xX X\ ¥ o ‘ lel an mapa Ta mpdypata.—idote Kal Td Kivodv puoiKds 
KuvyTov' Trav yap TO ToLotrov Kiel Kevodpevov Kal 
| ae § * ‘ € « , f : ae , > fg aitd—@ yap 4 x. trdpxer, Toro 7 dxuvynoia ipepla 

e > Z a a ee; IQ 
— kK. evredéXeta TOD KivyTot, y KuvATOV. —ovd 7 

Ba a , > ry r INN ee F moinois TH TaOjnre Td attd Kupiws, GAN G imdpyxer 
rabra, 4 «x. Dam. § 101, 262, says TO avroxivytov 
” a a © a ral nae ; 
per peraBoAms THs Te EavTod Kal Tis TOD érepoKuvij- 

s / ” ‘ om 4 } > t 6 6. e 

tov. dvdyKyn dpa mpd tod ér, Td avr. broriGer Oa 
a. 2 

kal piyy Td Kivodv, Ff Kuvel, wdvTws dk.° & yap Kal 
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rotro Kuvoiro, éa’ darerpov 7£opnev—yet here too arise 

difficulties. 

édAovotpevov 88... Eavrod ... elvar Means, as Heind. 

and Stallb. suggest, dAAo s. dAAofov éautod, .Aotov 

j adrd éorw, yeyvopevov. This constr. recurs 162 D, 

163 ¢, where also he urges the unity of dA- 

Aofwors and xévnows. To say that the one, whilst 

passing through the process of change, cannot 

remain one, is to use the word ‘one’ in two senses 

—that of one numerically, and of one or the same 

in appearance. S. called himself ‘one as distin- 

guished from those present’; he does not cease to 

be so by growing older or stouter or balder. He 

remains one numerically, but to the extent to which 

the change goes he ceases to be the same S. We 

can assent to Plato’s concl. rather than to his argu- 

ment, and our assent is based on the understanding, 

obviously ruling his mind at this moment, that the 

one is to be one not in number alone. 

érépov & érépas: This illustrates, and may have 

helped to suggest, the argument 139¢, that only 

the different can differ from the different. He 

could say pera\ddrrev xojpav éx xepas, but if he 

uses one érépa he needs two. Phileb. 13 Cc, cov 

Néyovtos Tas pev elvai tivas dyabas ydovds, Tas 86 

tivas—étépas avtav—kKaxas ; is not an exception. 

tas pév tivas balances tas 5€ tivas, while érépas 

airév comes in parenthetically—‘ some good, some 

(distinct from them) bad.’ See @AAor’ 4AAobt below. 
In Latin too we have alia-alia: but in English we 
can say ‘change to one place from another,’ and 

the German is ‘einen Ort mit einem anderen ver- 

tauschen.’ 

emt pérov BeByxévar ‘It must be that in being 

carried round in a circle the one has gone off upon 

motion which leans upon a centre.’ In the equiva- 

lent which follows, ért rov peo. év., the centre has 

become definite. «al... éavrod ‘and possess as 

other parts of itself those portions which are being 

carried round the centre.’ 

D Xépav dpetBov etc. -fov is the reading of t. and 
can hardly be wrong: % has the masc. dAdor’ 
ado yéyverae are one phrase. 

elmep ye 82 SC. KuvelTaL, 150 B, GAN’ elzrep, ev peper. 

Gp’ ot ylyverOar sc. év tu. If it cannot be in 

anything, still less can it ‘come to be’ so. 

13, pare tro... 8 ey. It is not yet (zw) in, while 
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still (27) entering; nor is it any longer (pj7’ ér) 
wholly without, if it is actually (8)) passing in. 
W = evyryvdpevov, &v yiyverae: t rightly gives ¢y- in 

both cases. Both give p#rére, which Heind. rightly 
divides as in the text, saying egregie hoc éru re- 

spondebit praegresso tw. Cp. Arist. Met. x. 6, 
1063 a 17, ert 8 et Kivyots éore Kat Kevodpevor TI, 

kuveitas 8¢ wav &x Twos Kal els TL, Set dpa 7d Kivod- 

pevov elvar év éxeiv e& 08 Kuvjoerat Kal odk evar év 
abr, kat eis Todt Keveto Oat Kal yiyverOas ev rovry, 

wt Ado weloeras though idiomatic—cp. 134 C— Fk 

&XAo seems specially de trop here, where pévov 

follows. The fut. is a little odd, ‘if anything at all 
is to have such an experience.’ 

&pa* Heind. would expect a reply after this. 

7d 8... Sov ... evrds ... ew. Suppose the case of a 

thing ‘coming to be inside’—passing into—any 
other thing. Arrest it at any moment and part 

of it will ‘be’ inside, part outside. But here 

the thing has no parts, and cannot take that posi- 

tion. The only course open to it, if it is to pass 
inside something else, is that in the process it must 

‘be’ wholly in and also wholly out. This he here 

says is impossible. ‘There is no possibility at all 

that a thing which lacks parts can as a whole be at 

the same moment neither in nor out of another 

thing.’ od 8... clot... éyyeyvdmevov — and if that 

be so ‘is it not much more impossible that what 

has no parts, and is no whole should come to be 

anywhere, since it comes to be neither part by part 

nor whole by whole?’ The argument is a contro- 
versialist’s luxury, it slays the slain. The lang. isa 

little peculiar. Both Mss. have pyre before an 

aspirate, so xara SAov below. Both have éisi 

where éo7t is normal. Heind. puts the latter: 
Stallb. supports the former, as put quo clarius vis 

multitudinis emergat. The construction would be 

simpler thus, 6 6¢ pyre pépy exer pyre etc. 

ott’... ddNovodpevov: In 138 c we have change and 135 

circular + linear-motion : here he puts linear-motion 

and circular-motion+change. Heind. says kivetrat 
is to be understood, or even inserted, after dAAouo0- 

pevov from xapav dAAdrret. 

yé dapev Ficinus transl. ‘asseveravimus ’ whence 

Heind. thinks he read y’ épapev, the ref. being to 
138 B, ovx dpa éeoriv rov 7dév etc. But this would 
need épapev yap below ; both Mss. = ye dapév. 
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wv $ 16 aitd lori: “ev  scil. TG adtg, éoriv! 

Heind., or ‘év @ tanquam r@ atr@ inest’ Stallb. 

H. cps. Gorg. 483 a, 6 8) wal od totro 73 coddy 

KaTavevonkos Kaxoupyes év Tots Adyous: SO 159 C 

below, év d td re €v dv cin TG adtG Kal raAXa. This 

seems very probable: yet the sense might possibly 

be rather different—viz. that we should print '7@ 
atr®’ as repeating literally the 7@ at7@ just before, 
instead of changing it to ro avrd as gram. requires. 

O08’ dpa more ev TE adt@ eotiv, dre Sy av év exeiv 

ely év @ '7@ avrg’ [= TovTo 73 adrd] éoriv, 
oldv te fv aire evetvat: So editors print: but both 

Mss. read év efvac, and it is far from certain that this 

is not correct. Pl. thinks it ‘impossible for it (the 

one) to be ‘one’ in itself or in another.’ What is 
nothing save ‘ one’ cannot be localized, 138 a etc. 

otte Hovxiav Proc. elaborates the arg. here in 

syllogs. vi. 163, 7d €v odk orev Ev tive’ Td per) Ov ev 

Tie ovderore év TH atT@ éote (he has said above wav 

yap extras év tive Eats’ 7d pev yap (wriKkds éexTas év 

€auT@ cori, 7d 8 cwpaTtKas év dAAw)—these are the 

premisses to Pl.’s concl. ovdérore dpa éeort 7d ev év 

7@ avrg. Proc. goes on éreta Setrepos Adyos 
totovtos’ Td Ev ovderoTe ev TH adT@ éorTu’ Td pNdE- 

Tote €v TO avT@ Ov vx EoTynKe’ Td dpa ev ody ErTHKEV. 
6 8 (Pl.) rpooeOnxev ‘ ot8’ porvyiav dyev’—Soxel yap 
érrdvar pav al rd év GAAG ispupevov, nrvxlav Sé dye 

dpporepa b& arépyce 

Although Pl. has treated of motion with 

sufficient care for his purpose, and sees clearly its 
two great divisions ; it seems very unlikely that he 

would have made no allus, to the more elaborate 

classification which Arist. gives—e.g. Phys. 11.— 

had that been known to him. In this the Parm. 
agrees with the Theaet. 

mj 84; Sot; M has réve 64 which in uncials, if 
written closely, is very like 77. Introd. Ixxxi. 

érepov ... vas Erepov etc. The concep. of the év is 

here much more abstract than it was above. Refs. 

to physical conditions, such as size and position, 

are now pointless: the ‘one’ has been driven from 

the physical sphere and is now a pure logical entity. 

The args. used will apply if we regard their terms 
as terms merely, or the one as a thing having no 

positive content. ‘This part of the argument is the 
extreme of dialectic subtlety’ saysGrote. Of the four 
parts of the argument Proc.,v1. 172, points out that he 

be e wn F ¥ 

7d ev éauT@ pévery Suvdpevov. 

Tov €vos. 
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begins dard rOv rporépwv [read ropwréppwv] tod Evds 

kat Quiv ebdAnrrotéepwv—kal yap dre ratrdv Tols 

dAAors (PI. says érépp) ov« eos, SjAov Kal Ste Erepov 
éavrov ovx éot.—the latter of the two, being clear- 

est of all, comes first: kal ydp éorw ... 7d Tadrov 

eyyurépw Tod évds, ro Se Erepov woppdtepov' 7d Se 
eyybtepov yaderwtepov ddatpeiv. 

tatrév ye... éketvo dv en, Sound, as words are 

generally used: but we shall soon see it contra- 

dicted ; and shall then learn why in elucidating his 

present position his args. do not run in the order 

given above (Proc.), The reasoning holds, more- 

over, only from the standpoint of the ‘one’; chang- 

ing that standpoint we can see that éxe?vo would in 

turn cease to be itself and would be & Cp. Dam. 

§ 42, 85, ovre Hvwrat adr: ein yap av éxeivo Hvw- 

pevov, 

GNX’ erepov &vds: This too is right in ordinary 

usage: but the words have scarcely been uttered 

when he shows that he should not have used them— 
od yap évi mpoonjKe: érépw tTuvds etvar, Oappet 8 odv 

kat tovro, says Proc. 174-176, TO pndev eirdéxer Pax 

7d ev dd Tov dAdo... obde 7d Ev dard THs TOV SyTwY 

iSudtntos dvamipmridoat Svvatdv ... HY yap av Te mpo 

Tov évds' yap avo8os ert rd &, GAN ovK emt 7d 

whiOos ... TS SE mputws Ev Kat TO eerov Tact Tois 

otowy dpéOexrov mpovmdpxet TGv Shuv, iva pévy ev 

dtAjOuvrov ... obTw 8 dv drodelfetas Kal rHY Tabrd- 

ryTa abriy gory dry TavTéryTa pi) otoay, eiep ein 

mos TH Erepdryte Tadtov 7) GAAW Tit TOV dvTwY Tap’ 

éauriv ... 7a pav [N.B.] mpd éavrdy éxovra yévos 7 

eSos ofov dvOpwros Kal ios ... TadTa dvTa Kata TO 

yévos 1) tSos odxére GAAHAOLS Gah@s errs TavTa* py 

eivar 88 dvdyxyn mpd Tot évds yévos 7) €lSos ... TO yap 

peréyov 700 yévous exer Te mapa 70 yévos .., Kal KaGd- 

Aov wav 7d peréxov Tuvds Exe TL mapa TO peTexdpevor" 

ei yap pydév, aid av éxeivo ein TavTeA@s Kal ov 

peréxov éxelvov pdvov. ei ov 70 Ev pujre ev yéver eri 

pire ey cider, tardy 68 Wy éTépy tii, atte dy éxeivo 

eln & été radrov otk aXXo dv. 

od yap ... dAAG pévy érépw, etc. How far may this 

arg..be due to the Greek idiom alluded to in dis- 

cussing xwpav érépav e& érépas, 138 C? Our idiom 

says ‘the one is larger than the other,’ but the 

classic idiom is érepov étépov petfov éori alterum 

altero majus est. And this is the truer statement, 

a clearer perception of which may have fixed the 

€ 
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idiom. When we compare one with another the 

act places the former in a position of otherness to 

the latter, even if the result be that the two are 

pronounced similar. We may use a physical illus- 

tration which, though not quite fair, may help to 

explain the idea. Two similar pith balls are mag- 

netized in the same way: place them together and 

polarization occurs, when each becomes ‘other than 

the other,’ while yet ‘the same as the other.’ t has 

pov érépm érépov, which Stallb. and Heind. defend. 
The former says ‘Nimirum quod unum est, hoc, 

ob id ipsum quod est unum, ab altero differre nequit. 

Quocirca post érép deinde rursus infertur érépou 

quo magis urgeatur notio diversitatis quae in Unum 

infinitum cadere negatur.’ The latter translates 

‘Neque enim ei quod unum est convenit diversum 

ab aliquo esse, sed huic soli id convenit quod ab 

altero diversum est,’ adding ‘ quippe h. 1. unum illud 

per se sine ulla alia qualitate intelligendum,’ and 

giving a very acute reason for the érépov— érépov 

illud post érépw si deleas vereor ne quis haec falso 

ita interpretetur : neque enim uni convenit diversum 

ab aliquo esse, sed tantum diversum aliud autem 

nihil.’ That is, the one has no title to be ‘other than 

something,’ but only to be ‘other’ and nothing 

more. But the context renders such an error un- 

likely ; and would not the Gk. have been dAda 

pOvov érépw GAAov S€ ovdevds to bring out the mean- 

ing? Proc., 177, points out that this third arg. takes 

more discussion than the first two as being paAXov 

tod évos eyyds ... dud THY eEnpypevyny Tod Evds inepo- 

xyv. Of tavrév and érepov he says déyerae yap 
tavrov (1) Kal » Tavrdrys (2) Kal Td peréxov Tijs 
tautétyTos, Kal érepov Guoiws. Thus far the ‘one’ 
is not ‘other than’ anything dire od (179) peréxet 
erepdrytos. pov yap érépy eivar mpoorKer Tw éTEpov 
érép, which phrase may perhaps support érépov. 
Dam., § 72, 159, says Td Suaxexpysévov Siaxexpypevov 
igs alae. ‘ kat GAXos Exarépov 6 THs Siakplorews 
Tpomos, Kal yap TO Kadov TOD Sixaiov Erepov, érépov 
kat tovrou dvros’ GAN» Erepdrys ody adr) rly TH 
yeve. THs iSudrytos. We may cp. Theaet. 1 58 E, 
adivarov Toivuv Tavbrov TL éxewy 1) ev Suvdper 7 ev dAAW 
étpoty, drav 7 Kopudy erepov. With such cases of 
pos Te we must guard, as Arist. says, Categ. 7, 6b 35 
etc., against giving rd dvtuetpéhov otherwise than 
oixelws. €repov érépovis given oixeiws, but not (Polit. 
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283 D) Soxel cou Td peiCov pndevis Erépov Setv pettov 
Aéeyev 7} Tod éAdrrovos; Pl. has to put 7d pérprov 
between, and even that hardly meets the case. He 

is right if he means that the sole antith. to peffov 
tivds is not é€Aarrév tevos, but wrong if he thinks 

that anything can be inserted between the terms 
when saying 7d pel(ov pei(ov éori tod éddrrovos, 

Can he be thinking of péya and opexpov ? 
7G piv dpa ev dvav...adré TO év etvas ‘by the fact of 

being one’: after ovdé adrd underst. érepov éorat ovda- 
p@s. We have seen that Proc., vi. 177, speaks of 

‘one’ as not ‘other’ in two ways. He holds, 179, 
that here we have the proof that it is not itself 

‘otherness,’ « yap pn) KaOd ev érepdy ott, ovK eorut 
TO evi Erepov’ et S& py TO Evt Erepov, ovde add Erepdrns 
érrat, wavy Saipoviws’ 4} yap érepdrns éauty kal ov 

éavTiyy erepov, Td Sé Ev ody EavT@ Erepov ... Kal rodrd 

éotw dmep adros efre cuvtTdpws’ ‘et dé pp abT@ ovde 

éavtd,’ Tourer rev ef pr) EavT@ Evt dvre erepdv eorre, Sidte 

év Kal érepdtytos SueoTnkev, odde adrd corey Erepdrns* 

qv yap ev tadrov pdvos TO evi Erepov evar al Tp ére- 

pornre érepov eirep 70 ev Ereprns, Orrep dveidev 6 Adyos. 

abrd 8...tora. trepov: etc. He has said that only the p 

other can be other than anything; he has next shown 

that the one is in no way other; he now infers that 

thus it cannot be other than anything. 

éavr@ this comes, says Proc., more closely home to 

the one than even the last arg.—éia rv appyrov 

adrov (Tod évds) kal adpartov trepévwowy, 
Proc., vi. 182-186, 

says that here (1) the one is proved not to be ‘the 
same’:—to be ‘one’ and to be ‘same’ would need 

to be rigidly convertible, but that which becomes 

the same as the many becomes so by becoming 

many, not by becoming one; so that ‘same’ and 
‘one’ are not rigidly convertible: (2) tovrw dé dey- 

Dévre ovvije (P1.) kat dre ody? tavrdv otTw Td Ev, ws 
tabréTyTos peTadaPdv ... dAAnS ovens, ... ErTar yop 
TO petadraBety radrérytos ev re Kat GAXo Ted A EoTL, 

kat otxérs puddées iy tudrnta too évds, tAROos avr 

Tov évds yevduevoy. Pl. may give the purport of these 

separate arguments in his text, but Proc. rightly adds 

that he does it briefly. Assuming that Pl. has proved 
one not to be convertible with same on the ground 
that, if it were, then ézére Tu tadrdy eyl-yvero aie dv 

ev eylyvero, Proc. asks what right he has to go further 
and say kal érére év, radtév? The addition is justi- 

Tavrov 

ovx Hep ... ToiTd ye Advvaroy. 
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fied if the two are convertible; but Proc. rather 

suggests an alternative which interposes, €v ydp tt 

yeyvopevov Erepov yiyverar TOV ToANGY" Kal ToL Ye... 
eer 7d ev yryvdpevov evOds yiyverOas kai ravtév. He 
adds, by way of marking the priority and purity, so 

to speak, of the one as here viewed, rév pev yap ody- 
ev Sa Tiyv avTiOeoww [erepov v. érepov is present to the 
mind] érepov yiyveras (7d €v)* KaGd Se Ev 7d ev éorev 
&, ov« dv tay mpds TH Kad’ atrd yap, ... Ta yap Ka? 

aiird mpourdpxe. TavTayov TOV mpds TL... 7d be TAdTOV 

tov mpos Tt Aeyouévev éotiv, This is how we must, 

if possible, conceive of the one in our present course 
of argument—od yap drorrarel Tod wAyOovs 1) TavTs- 

ts [we can say something is tadrév trois roAAois], 
7 8¢év [he also says évorys 52] €fw trav rerAnOvopévov 

éoriv’ éxdoty yap Tékis cvverpépea Te EavTy TdvTWSs 

8 po) Av mpd adrys. And so we are to think of the 
following hierarchy of existences, each step down- 
wards (or, if we treat the first as lowest, upwards) 

bringing in its own special characteristic 6 pa) jv mpd 
airhs : 

rd dv—eyet dwdbryra Kpelrrova Tabréryros 
| 

7d dv—exet Thy Tadroryra Kal érepornra fw ovk elxe 7d ev 
l 

Svois— ,, Tod vod dpeiw 5 99 OV 

q ior 3, MeTaBarexhy vonow 35 6 vods 

é jepuctes 19 KUKN@ Klenow Thy TomKi ,, n vuxn 

q qéscnte— +» Kar’ ovclay peraSoryy v3 6 ovpavés. 

In this difficult section Pl. does convince us that 

same and one are not rigidly convertible, that ov« 
érevdav TavToy yevnrat TY Tu ev yryverat, We may 
by popular usage say ‘what becomes the same as 

anything becomes one w/z it’ but not ‘becomes 

one’; and that being realized, when we say one is 

the same as itself, we add a fresh quality to one. So 

of ef dpa ro €v éautd tavrov €oras ody Ev EauT@ cota’ 

popular language says that a thing is the same as 

itself. But Proc. truly holds that ‘same’ is a mpds 

tt, and that our duty here is to think of ‘one’ as 
xa atrd if we can, as an entity rigidly unmodified 

by extraneous comparisons. If we do, then when 

we call it ratrov éavrg@—innocent as the act may 

seem—we have caused it to be no longer év éavr@ 

—xal otro év dv ody év éorat, Proc. accounted for 

the order of the args. by their relative difficulty, the 

hardest coming last. But there seems to be another 
reason at work. The second contention, above B, 
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is "ratrov ye érépw dv éxeivo dv ety, This we now 
see is a popular use of language, which dialectic 

rejects ; otherwise tadrdv ye faur@ dv éxeivo dv ely 

would hold, and the one, when the same with itself, 

would be itself, and so necessarily one with itself. 
He could not, then, have put his second arg. after 

his fourth, which cuts away its basis. On the other 

hand if we accept the latter we may be supposed 

not to need the former. As to language Heind. 

justly says on yévynrae ‘Rectius fuerit yiyvyrat, ac 

deinde yuyvduevov pro yevouevov’: unless we are to 
fall back upon the distinc. between mere narrative 

or argumentative forms (aorist) and pictorial forms 

(present), ‘when it passes into sameness with any- 

thing, it is in that very process becoming one before 

our eyes.’ Heind. adds that Ssépepe would be pre- 

ferable to Suaépet, while a Suahepes ody would be an 

improvement before rdvu ye. Proc., vi. 185, asks, 

why say tois woAdois tadtéy instead of icov, and 
answers by saying that we don’t here deal with a 7 

mooov existing év Tots évidous rpdypacw, but with 

an otovddes rAROos or woody, and that 7 Kata riv 
otclav kowwvia tadtétys éoriv, 7 S€ KaTd Te TOTOY 

He probably gets this partly from the 

language in 140 B. 
otra Bi... érépo ety: ‘Malim obrw di) 7} érepdv’ 

Heind. A smaller change would do, otrw & 7. 

From the dats. govd. by tavrév we supply gens. for 

The statement is a condensation of the one 

with which the arg. began 139 B. 
otire ... érépw are an enlargement of rvs above. We 

might have had «ire eire, and also ovdevt for tive. 

Sr. +d tabtéy tov etc. ‘ Because to be affected 

anyhow in the same way is resemblance,’ ‘ because 

what is similarly affected in any way is like’; or as 

Jowett translates ‘ Because likeness is sameness of 

affections.’ Plato exposes his arg. to needless dan- 

ger by resting its further progress upon this asser- 

tion. The reasoning used about ‘same and differ- 

ent’ would amply cover ‘like and unlike’: but he 

seems to wish each step to lean, as far as may be, 

on its predecessor. If we are to define likeness 

this def. will do very well. Arist., Met. Iv. 9, 1018 

a 15-19, says Spoua A€yerus Ta TE TaVTH TAVTO TeToV- 

Oéra, kal Ta wAeiw tabrd merovOdra 7} étepa, Kai Gy 

Hh modTys pla Kat Kab? doa ddAotota Gar évdexerar 
aA 

3 y ” , 

rov evavtiwv, tovrwv To Trelw EXov 7} KUpLWTEpa 

Ef & igorns. 

¢ 
ETEpov. 

Ep. 34. 
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dpovoy rovTw, dyvriKerpévus Se Tots dpoiors TA dvdpora. 

He says briefly, id. 15, 1021 a 10-12, kara ydp 70 Ev 

Meyerar tdvra, Taira pev yap dv pia 1) ovoia, duowa 

& Gv 4 wodrys pia, toa 8% Gv 7d wordy év. In Ix. 3; 
1054 b 5-11, he speaks of things as like which xara 

76 eldos TavTa y ... Ott Ev TO €id0s atirav, where efdos 

seems to mean appearance. We must note through- 

out the adherence to the perfect tense—never réo- 

xov méayer—the thing has been so affected, and 

thus is like. Cp. 76 tadrév which occurs, with our 

‘the t’other’ and the Scottish ‘the t’ae ane and the 

Vither.’ rod 6€ ye évos etc. ‘jungas hunc in modum 

70 6€ ye Tabrov éfdvy THY piarv yupls (dv) Tod évéds.’ 

Stallb., who cites for abs. of 6v 165 D, ovKvtr... 

Xwpis éavrdv, and 166 ovdé darrdpeva ode xwpis. 
eal rm mérovde etc. = el TO ev wérovGe TL ywpis TOU ev 

elvat, werovOos av eivar wrciw 7 &v. The strict 

balance of moods is broken. Acw 7 év ‘ This is 

the main point of Demons. 1. and is stated pp. 

139 D, 140 A compared with 137 c.’ Grote. 

otSapds torw etc. =ovdapes duvardv éotiv dpa To 

év elvat tavtov-rerovOds ovTE... ovTE, ov aiverat 

is a little ambiguous: ‘non videtur’ Ast, ‘clearly 

not’ Jowett. ovdé pv if not ravrov ‘still less’ 

érepov. One is tempted to relapse and hold that the 

one must be either tavrév zw. or érepov w. and that 

it cannot be at once ovéapds tadrov 7. and ovdapas 

But the objection lies in the werovOds : 
to be one, as we are striving to regard that, it must 
be ovdév oddapds rerovOes, ywpls tod év efvac: if 

érepov 7. 

indeed 76 éy efvas is Tt rerovOévat, and not aire Kal’ 
abro eva. 

otre dpa...dv ety rd &v: The dats. are luckily 
suited to both adjs. this time; not as 139 EO 
reads cavrw here. We are not far past the argt. 
GAAG povy Erépw dA 8 ovdevi, 139 C, and already 
we lapse and mingle @AAos with érepos, and even 
speak of érepov werovOds ... dAAov. 

tév airév pérpwv With likeness and unlikeness 
physical features recur; and with equality and 
inequality they come to the front. We may recall] 
what Proc. said (above) about 7 rocdv, and Arist.’s 
defin. (also above) ica 88 &v 7d woody &. He says, 
Categ. 6, 6 a 26, idioy 88 pdAvora Tov zoc0d 75 toy 
te xai dvurov AéyerOar: when not used strictly so it 
is still used kar’ dvadoylav of 73 roody. Pl. regards 
all wood as estimated by units, and does not here 
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ask whether the measure is of length, capacity, or 
weight. ois... ovpperpov, those with which it isc 
commensurable, or has a common unit. Cp. Arist. 

Met. 1. 2, 983 a 15, we begin, he says, by wonder. 
ing e.g. wept ... ray THS Siaperpov dovpperpiay Gav. 

pacrov yap evar Soxe waoww ef Te 7G éaxiory wy 

petpeirat, and end by reversing our wonder. 
tay piv opixporépwy trav St etc. In the previous 

sentence the tov pév, rav 6& belonged to the foll. 

adj.: here they are separate, referring to the things 
(ots) with which the one is incommens., while the 
adjs. qualify wérpwv. It might have read cpuxporé- 
pov pev kal peCdvev petpwv éorat 7) Tatra éort, He 

assumes, as dealing now with equality, that a stan- 

dard is chosen in each case which will measure the 

objs. the same number of times; but this—as these 

objs. have not a common measure—will vary in 
absolute size. That which measures the ‘one’ a 

given number of times will in the cases of larger 
things be smaller, in the contrary case be larger, 
than that which measures those things an equal 
number of times. We may note the use of pév—é& 
throughout. 

io pev 

pee re pev tL ray 6é Ee pev 

ois 6 av 

a \ 
TWV pev 

Tov de 

rod atrod...rév airay This argt. depends on 

that regarding ‘same and different,’ while the orig. 

admiss. that the one had no parts would cover the 

whole, 76 pi) petéxov Tov adrod is the conditional 
part; the rest the consequent. ovr’ dv...ovre one 

would look for the repet. of dv or for e.g. of éaurg 
dy cin, obre GAXY. odkovv aiveraé ye ‘well (ow) it 

does not seem (ye) so.’ rocotrwr kai pepav is true D 
throughout. xa! o'rwaé the hiatus clear in both Mss. 

‘quoniam ita ei accedat 
aliud quiddam, videlicet mensurae ratio, quum 

tamen ipsa (unitas) ab omni ratione libera sit atque 

immunis,’ Stallb. Proc. says here (vi. 210-12), 
éretdy) 88 efrou dv tis dropdv, GAAS tov pujre éhar- 
Tovwv Eorar pétpwv pte rredvev GAN évds, iva pr) 

Totto 8 dBivarov ... 

3 ss 
TAHGS ev 7H Lvt katadGrwpev, abtG obv Ertw éavtot 

- 

Herpov 61a. 87) TodTwY Adwv THy droplay radryy &rh}- 
a 

veyKev, OTe Apa et Tis ToLovTOV bxdOorTO TO ey, érTaL 

ivov Twi wd, @ €avTod pérpw' Kal & py) avrav TEVTWS—TO EAUTOU pEeTpwW' Kal EL pH) ABT 
n w 

(-r0 dv ?) 7d icov Kat rd ey, Sidre 7d pdv Kal? ard, 7d 
a. Ld 

dé mpds tu, SHAov ws icov dv 7d ev Error Kal ody ev ba 
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7d icov odx €v dv. ... dvéxparov Eotar perpodv Eavtd 
Lefevre ~ , bes > a € > kal bg’ Eavrow petpovpevov, Kal Erras ody ev ws dAy- 

OGs GAA Svoedés. .., cf ody NSE SAov oti 7d aidrd, 

iva pi) rerovOds 7 7d &, ws év LoprorH Séerye, TOAAG 
cal od > ” o XN. Se \ ba x fol 

padXov pepos ovK Eotey, iva pay Kal dredes 7 mpds TG 

xal merovOds elvar rd &v.  ék 5é rotrov pavepov (N.B.) 
e > ¥ YY 2 v4 n IVA a \ ex 
ds ovK éote TO avTd Ev TOV eidav TL ev TaV yap Eidos 

’ 2 ON a a ’ 3 dy Re \ A 
pépos oti tov vonTod mavtis, dAN eEypytar Kat Too 

bAov vonTod kal Trav év adt@ eiSGv pepav dvruv, ... Kat 
mas yap av ein pérpov, éréxewva. wavTds mépatos bv Kat 
Spov Kat évdrntos; wav S€ pérpov wépas eott Tod pe- 

tpovpevoy Kal Spos. 
tov aitg aird vat: So YI, retained as intelligible. 

But t gives icov t@ avrd efvas: which (if read as 
ivov Tw) is preferable. And the reading ivov aird 
may perhaps be an error from icov dv above. 

avro eivat—yp. atT@ atro eivat. Sch. Rh. 

otre ad pettov etc. Proc., vi. 213, says Suetre Se 

7o dvicov év TH oupTepdopart, peifov Kai €XaTTov 

N 
TO 

cirav, drep avopatey év TH TpoTdce Kowwas Sia TOD 

dvicov wapadapBavev. His first statement was (B) 

otte ivov ovte avirov, but he followed it by petfoy dé 
tov 1) €Aatrov Ov. 

Soxet ra The To, as Stallb. says, depends on rv 

airnv: the passage in full might run 7d év Soxe? 

Suvardv edvas (or Soxeé Suvariv eivae Td ev) rperBire- 

pov 7 vewrepdy Tov civat, } THY adtiy HAtKiaV Tw EXEL; 

as in 141 A; Stallb. cps. 151 B-end. 
Xpévov kal Spowdryros etc. It is not clear if xpdvov 

belongs to épordr. or only to iodr. Proc. however 

rightly says that likeness in time is as much to be 

weighed as equality (v1. 226) mpecBirns yap dvGpu- 

mos irrp mpecBiry SqAov Spouds eoriv, aAN odK 
ioqAE 4 yap oipat xpovov iodrys od Tove’ TabréTyTO 

Tis HAuxlas...81d Kat 7d wav iofAcKov dvopdferas, To 5e 

6pjdAtxov, The dv does not include xpévov. 

«ris obv ... Toodrov bv: Proc., after saying that what 

has no equality or inequality in time may still have 
these of a non-temporal kind, adds (vt. 228) mpooé- 

Onxe 7d‘ rotodTov dv" Td yap SpoudtyTos Kal dvopotd- 

TyTos émékeva Tas: dv peréxor TOV GpowTyTOS Kat 

dvopowrytos perexdvrwv (such as time); Kat 7d 
iréryros Kai dvrdrytos éEnpnpevoy rGs av ovvrdr- 
ToTo TOS pEpiKas TOUTWV peTeLAnpdar ; TO yap KATO 

xpévov dvurov Kat trov ob rdons peTerxe THS TOD 

dvioov te kal inov Suvdpews. 

Gp’ ody of88 ... ely; o8de might be dropped. 
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veor, mpecBirepov ; Here two ideas mpds Te may be & 

Said oixetws dvrvotpépe as he notes, c below. 
mperBirepov ... yeyvouevov, the article goes not, as 
above, with pec f., which is part of the pred., but 

with yy. A similar case in c. 

Apelt (Parm. des Plato, 
Weimar 1879) regards this argt. as unjust and due 

to the idiom, which occurs above, atrd atrod mpec- 

Bbrepov yt-yver Oat, and which of course involves’ the 

element of time. A thing becomes older than itself 
was, not than itself zs. But we are probably to 

think of the one as caught in the instant of changing 

its age (on the analogy of 138 pD, where it is ar- 

rested at the moment of passing from one thing into 

another): at that instant it may be regarded as 

becoming both older and younger than itself. etzep 

pédXe etc. ‘if it is to have anything than which 
it grows older.’ Not only is this clause curtailed 
by the want of a proper object to éyev; but it is 

odd in the use of the pres. indic. y’y. This tense 

would be natural if the clause stood eizep éxev; but 

with wéAXe one expects yevrjoeraror rou av yiyvynrat. 

Siadépov WA clear and admissible, although t has 

Sidgopor as below. 

notionem Tov yiyverOa. Stallb. And so we see 

immediately. If ovdev is nom. érepov is tautol. 

Perhaps it is = kar’ ovdév, oddapas. 

6AAG ... 45n elvar, short for e.g. dAAd Sef pev avrd 

45n evar Suddopov Tod Ain dvtos Suaddpov: and so 

below, péAAevv needing also the word évec Gar as inc. 

After pointing out (vi. 235) that Pl. lays down here 

Kowvdév Tia. Kavova TEpt TOY avTiKemevoy Arak dmdv- 

tuv, Proc. urges that this affects rapade/ypara, which 

must ‘become’ as their image becomes etc. If this 

is so, and if wopad. are not to be affected by zo 
yiyver Oa, then ov drodefspueOa Tos mpayparuy ee 

xipov (mortal) rapade’ypara rovodytas' éorae yap TO 

rapdo, Tis eixdvos o¥« ovorns,—unless the latter does 

not itself partake of becoming, but is of the same 

nature as its model. 

odv: sot, WU has dv: the two words, howeverwritten, ¢ 

might easily be interchanged. dtagopdrys vewrépov— 

on dad. Fischer and Heind. cite Moeris Atticista 

TlAdruv év Oeaurfry: rap’ dAAw odx ebpov. Fischer 

adds ‘scilicet apud nullum veterem scriptorem Atti- 

cum Platonique aequalem. Phileb. 3 et 4 est Suadopé- 

ryta. At Theaet. 209A he quotes Thomas Magister 

x 
TU 

kal vedrepov ... ylyverat : 

ovdev Sed ylyverOar ‘premit 
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diahopd, wdvres Méyovor Scahopdrns 8é, Adrwv povov 

év Ocart#jrw. These statements might appear to 

discredit the authenticity of the Parm.; but prob- 

ably the case in Theaet. was better known than 

the others. Besides ours, Ast gives the foll.-— 

Theaet. 209 A, D, E, 210 A; Phileb. 12 E, 14 A (the 

passages referred to by F.); Rep. 1x. 587 E: a list 

which sets aside any argt. as to authenticity. The 
word does not seem to occur in Arist., who uses 

Svadépa. Would any Aristotelian, familiar with the 

latter word, go back, even when writing in imitation 

of Plato, to this rare word, when S.addpa is likewise 

habitually used by Plato? If not, then the Parm. 

is not likely to have been written by a later imitator. 

vedtepov &sa The ady. is important. He has 

been narrowing the question to the very instant 

of the change. But to such an argt. we may 

apply the lang. of Arist., Poet. 7, 1450 b 39, when 

discussing a brief plot—ovyyxetra: yap 7 Ocwpia 
eyyts Tod avoir Oijrov xpdvov yiwopévn. Has PI. in 

mind the reasoning of Zeno upon space? Proc, 
SayS, VI. 231, Sdgere 8 adv dmopsraros etvat Kal, iv’ 

He points 

out (233) that there are two views of particip- 

ation in time, 76 pév ofov edOciay ddedov Kal dpys- 

pevov te dd Tivos Kal eis GAAO KaTaAjyov (in which 

case the object sharing in time would not become 

both older and younger)—7d 6€ xard KdKAov srept- 

mopevipevovy kat drs Tod atrod mpos To atrd TV 

kivnowv €xov, 0 Kat dpyy Kal mépas eott tatrov Kat 

% Kivnows dkatdAnktos, éxdorov Tay ev airy Kat 

apxas Kai mépatos dvtos, kal obdev irrov dpyjs Kat 

[2] aéparos. 

WW e- Log e - 

citw, copictikds ws obtos 6 Adyos. 

70 di) KuKALKGS evepyovv peréxet TOD 

xpovov meptodixds, Kat (ered) TO adTd Kal wépas THs 

Kuvqoeds éote Kal dpxy,) Kabdcov pev ddiotarat Ths 

apyis mperBirepov yiyverat, kaOdcov b€ eri ro wépas 

(which 7s the dpxi) ddexveirar vewrepov yiyverat’ 
yeyvopevov yap Eyytov Tob méparos eyytrepov yiyverat 

THs oixelas dpyqs. This is ingenious: but had 

Pl. meant it he surely would have been more 

explicit. Besides, when life is advancing, zepi- 
mAopévwv éveavtay, do we grow younger as the end 
of the year brings round our birthday? Does the 
explanation explain? Proc. goes on to urge that 
whatever becomes ten years old becomes older 
than itself—as nine-years-old; é& § 88 ylyveras 
tobro, vedrepov éavtoS ylyverar rd évvaerés—by 
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instantaneous transition to ten years, which makes 

its still-at-that-instant-subsisting-age-of-nine younger 

than its at-that-instant-emerging-age-of-ten. This 

is just what has been urged above; but it has no 

necessary connection with circular motion. 

avayxn ... taiva: For this abbreviated express. 

Heind. quotes parallels, Gorg. 475 B, od Kat rodro 

dvdyxn; and Rep. vil. 519 B, Laws x. 899 a. 

wv xpove ... Tod Torotrov, What does vovovrov refer p 

to? ‘Quae in tempore sunt atque hoc tali partici- 
pant,’ Ficinus: ‘quaecunque in tempore sint hujus- 

que partem habeant,’ Ast: ‘ Was in der Zeit besteht 

und deren theilhaftig ist,’ Miiller: ‘things which 

are in time and partake of time,’ Jowett. These 

agree more or less in referring tovovrov to xpévy 

directly. ‘Was in der Zeit ist und an so etwas 

Theil hat,’ Engelm.: this is less definite and may 

refer the word to the process of becoming older and 

younger just described. We might then supply 

mentally za67jparos, which occurs in the plural just 

below. But perhaps the former view ‘and partakes 

of such a thing as we have shown time to be’ is the 

more correct, considering what follows. 
v8 dpa... xpdvo: On this Proc., VI. 215 seqq., 

has much to say, e.g. kai poe mpooéxerv afv@ Tov vobv 

éxeivous, of Yuxiv 7) GAA Te ToLodrov eipjKace To 

mparov, Srws adréiv meprarpel THY brdGeow 6 Tap. 

Secxvis Ore 7d Ev ASexTov ypdvov, TO Se aSexTov xpd- 

vou puny ddévarov elvatt Tara yap petéxet Xpdvov, 

Kal xpihrau meprddors tard xpdvov peTporpévats. .., TOUT 

5} 7d SoKody dmuorov eivar rodAols Kal pddiora Tois 

mpd atrod provoddyors, of wdvra mepexer Oar govto 

brd t05 xpdvou, kal ef re diSudv éore Tov daretpov eva 

xpdvoy, pn diy 8 dxarapérpytov trd Tov xXpdvov TOV 

mévrov elvat, Kal yap domep év térw mavta Govto 

civat, cdpara oidpevor wévra imdpxev dodparov 8 

pndév, ouTw Kat év xpove wavTa elvat, Kuvoupeva. évra. 

dxévyrov 88 pndév, ... Sore did Tobrwv etvas Sederypevov 

rdvrwy, ore ode copa 75 ev ote Wuxi ovre voos, 70 

pav Sudte py Srriv év GAAp, 7d Se Sudte pry perexet 

Xpdvov, 7 Sé Sidre pty kevetras kal éornxe. He goes 

on to raise the question what manner of time Pl. 

here refers to, and decides apparently that it is 

xpdvos 6 mpdtirros, obx 6 TpocAOay els TO éppaves, 

GAN 6 darddvtos Kal doxetos Kal! dv at repiodot mavat 

petpobvrae tov yvxGy. But into this we cannot 

follow him, both because Pl, says nothing about 
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time which does not apply to the time which we 

know, and because, in the meantime at least, he 

declares the one to have no connection with it. 
For this concl. Proc., vi. 223, gives a reason Sef ydp 

derxOjvac 7d Ev eréxetva Kal ris Oelas rdoys puyas 

mpo Tov ddAAwv Yoyay, ws Séeaxtat mpd Tov dvtus 

évtwv kal aimov rdvrov, But we must not forget 

that this severance from time speedily costs the one 
its existence. He further points out that a thing 
may, so to speak, be ‘in time yet not of it,’ may 

exist contemporaneously with time yet not be tem- 
poral (241): 70 efvae ev xpdvy is not the same as 7d 

elvat Tote Ste xpdvos éexriv, any more than 7d «vac 

éy romw ToUTETTE TO elvat OTE TOTOS eoTiV, 7) OUTWS TAY 
TO dowpatov ev rorw Pijcroper eivar, Sudte TOTOV OvTOS 

éoriv, Nay 75 ‘dre’ xwpay ext todtov [rod eds] 

mavTeAas ovK Exel pd aidvos bpertaTos ds core 

mapas, Tov xpdvov. wus yap av elroe Tes TO OTE eri 

Tod pire ev al@ve pte Ev xpovy vos, dvacvopévou Se 

Tv Tpds apdw Kowvwvlav; ws yap od« ev ypdvy TO a, 

OTe pay ev Kuvycet, ovTws ovd’ év alae, OTe pay eV 

ordre pever yap 6 aidv, ws 6 Tipaids dno. Any 
further discussion of these problems may be deferred. 

és...atpé: So At, and there are several instances 

of the phrase. Crit. 48 c, évetd) 6 Adyos otbrws 

aipe. Phileb. 35 D, duly dpa ijpav ro copa... od- 

Sapp 6 Adyos aiper, Rep. x. 604 C, bry 6 Adyos 

aipe BédAtw7’ dv éxev: see also 607 Betc. This 

need be said only because épe? was an early reading, 

and seems to be transl. by Ficinus ‘non sane, ut 

ratio dictat.’ Cp. Phaedr. 274 A, ws 6 AdSyos pyolv. 

It will be seen that a reader of 1, (Arethas ?) struck 

with the text, makes a note of it in the marg. 

kal rd yéyove etc. Cp. Rep. VI. 499 C-D, ed roivuy 
aKpors eis Grrocodiav woAeds Tus dvdyKy eripernOy vac 

}) yéyovev ev TQ arre(pw TG wapeAnAvOdts xpdvy 7} Kat 

viv éotev ... 9} Kal eretra yeviyoeras, wept ToVTOV Erot- 
por TG Adyp StapdyerOar, ws yeyovey 7 eipyuevy 

moAuteia kal ore kal yevqoetal ye, dtav airy y povoa 

médews éyxparys yevyra. Proc., VI. 242, cites Rep. 
vI. 617 B, where >. tas Moipas Stacpeto Pau tov xpdvov 

dyoi, kat tiv pev ddev Ta wapeAOdvra, rv 5& ra 

wapdvra, tiv 6¢ ra peAAovrs : and says mpdeor mpa- 

Tov pev Tpiadcxas eis TO Tapov Kal wapeABdy Kai pér- 

Aov, Ereta evveanyas éxarroy TOV TpLoV TotTwY Eis 

tpia médwv trodiatpov. But in the case of 7d wapov 

Pl. has only two subdivisions éo7e and yiyverau. 

Q 
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He rectifies this by including in his summary viv 
yéyove: but he thus repeats yéyove twice and has to 
add woré to the first one. Proc. classifies thus :— 

Td mapedOdy = Axpor, qv pécov, yeyovevat TedeuTaior, éylyvero 

Td wapdv=Kupibrarov, tort ,, yéyove ” ylyverat 

TopErorv=bYmbraror, ora ,, -yerreTat o  -yevnOnoera 

but (243) has doubts as to the main divisions, péxpe 

Tivos yap iv To Tapov 7 To wapeAGdy, Kal TdOev dpge- 

rat Aourdv Td péAdov; GAA’ tows dpetvov déeyewy Ort 

méoat pev Kuta mdvta Tov xpdvov évepyovurv, GAR’ 

€xovtos Tov GAov xpdvov tperdas év adt@ Svydpers— 

Tv pev TeAcrLovpysy Tdons Kivijoews, TV Se TUVER- 
N me yn , y ‘ tiKiy Tay in’ aitav BaotAcvopevwr Kal ppovpyTiKiy, 

. % 3 . n 5 
tHv O€ exdhavtopijy t&v Oelwv, Proc. speaks 

throughout as of 6 ypdvos trav Yvyay, not of odtos 6 

éusavys xpdvos, though this is constituted on the 

same analogy, or rather xara tip mpds ror al@va 

6podryta which comes between. This is probably 

suggested by Tim. 37 D, efx 8 émuvoel Kuvntoy Twa 

aiavos moujoat, Kal Siakocpav dpa ovpavey movet 

pévovtos aimvos év évt Kat’ dpiOpsy lotcay aldvov 

eixova, TovTov by 8) ypsvov wvoudkapev—and so on ; 

but wept pev rovtwyv ray’ av ovk ein Kapos mperwy ev 

TO wapovre SiaxptBoroyeir Aas. One would like an 

excuse for changing 7d yéyove into 7O éyeydvet and 

mote yéyovey into wor’ éyeyover, ‘This would furnish 

70 mapeA Ody with past tenses and remove the double 

use of yéyove. But the text is certain, and Proc. 
goes on to comment upon it:—ripv 8¢ rpurny rpidda 

Tews erioxerTéoy. arn Sirou Kowvov exer Taga TO 

TOTE... TOV TPLOY TOUTWY TO Lev ONpalver THY akpéTyTA 
a *. b§ P| Ce i oe > t + 

THs Tpiddos—To Fyv—kar’ avryv THY trapE.y apopi cor 
XS ok UN > , , N Pr tN yo ogy oN 

wo bé THY GOpoav TeXelworv — Td yeyove’ TO OE THY 

év TO TeAccova Oa wapdraciv—Td eylyvero" puppara 

TalTa TOY vonTGv—TO péEV Hv TOD Gyros, TO SE yéyove 

700 aiavos, Td S€ éylyvero Tod mpdrus aimviov, TO yey 

yap elvat Taotv éx TOU TpUTov, TO Se God wav Kal drov 
rN aA A gs , yo , e 
dard TOU peor, TO Sé TANAVET Oat Kal Exreiver Par drw- 

couv ék ToD Tpirov. Todvrous SE Tots Tpit Kal Ta éLis 

Of the second yéyover he says 
” \ 2.2 4 ee Lok , . 
érepov yap map’ éxeivo TO yéyove, TS pev Os Taped Gov, 7H 

éotiv avdAoyov Fpic.. 

88 ws wapov’ .., ered) oby Surrdy eoijparve TO yeyover, 

él roo mapovtos Svo pove. elre—THV mparny To €oTh, 

Kal [rd] yéyverat, iva pay wapdy tov Adyov' torepov 

Se rpoo Ojoet Kat emt Tov mapovTog TO yéyove, yey: E 

Onoeras, ‘inter yevjrerae et yevnOjoerae quid intersit 

non video. Vere, opinor, Schleierm. correxit yeye- 
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viera, quod in textum recepissem, si aliud usquam 

in promptu esset formae hujus exemplum.’ Heind. 

Proc. views it as parallel with éyéyvero and ytyverar, 

regarding it as giving the continuance of a process 

—riv & 7G teAcotrOa tapdtacw. He adds on- 

patver yap TO pev yevijoetae THY AXpovov dOpday ets 

To péddov tap, olov dotpam yevyoetau’ 70 be 

yevnOijoera tiv waputdcews mpdodov, yevnOjoerar 

dvOpwros' éxi 88 dotpamis elmeiv Td yevnOjoerac 

ped8ds éorv. This must apply here; but that the 

form in -Ojcopar is not always strictly so used 

appears from Theaet. 158 D, ti obv; 7A7Oe xpovou 

1.70 dAnbes dpicPjoerac; But perhaps the form 

dptetrac is confined to the mid., as in 190 5, «¢ Tes 
Stallb., 

overlooking what Proc. says and the demands of 

the case, renders yevijrerat ‘es wird im Werden 

sein’ and yevnOyjoera. ‘es wird werden.’ He cites 

cases of verbs possessing both forms—such as 

ddixeiv, tpeherv, wavdeveev—in which (Gorg. 509 D, 

Crito 54 4 etc.) the shorter form is used, and that 

(we must assume) in the sense of continuance. 

But there is no importance attaching to time in 

those instances: they are cases of statement 

merely. 

tod péAdovros; So At, and the sense is clear. 

Still Heind. says with reason ‘ Articulum tov ante 
péAXAovros male intrusit librarius. Tov érera pér- 

Aovros respondebit praegresso Tov mote yeyovdtos et 

subsequenti tot viv rapdvtos. Thucyd. 1. 123, Ta 
pev obv mpoyeyevnpeva .., wept 6€ Tay Ereita pedAdv- 

tov’... Stallb. agrees, but adds ‘nisi forte praestat 

ratio G. Hermanni ad Eurip. Iphig. Taur. 1234, 
corrigentis tov éreard 

solum éreve referatur.’ 

Opteirar SdEuv eivar Pevdy TO érepodogeiv. 

mov péAdovtos, ut mov ad 

torw oiv... rosrwv 4; ‘But are there any forms 

of being other than these?’ Jowett : ‘Num potest 

quidquam essentia aliter quam secundum istorum 

aliquod participare?’ Fic.: and others clearly 

take rovrwv of the phases of time just noted. This 

seems the natural sense ; in which case Pl. imagines 

here no existence save one in time, and time such 

as we know it. Proc. has no basis for his repeated 

reference to a time other than 6 mpocAOwy eis 7d 

eupavés, Yet he regards rovtwy as referring to the 
entire series of aspects in which the one has been 
thus far considered (vI. 249 etc.), wav gyoi 7d 
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peréxov ovuius Katd Te ToUTW coTi peTEXoY, ... olov 
noe 2 ‘ n ra y n > A " - w 

 GAov eativ i) pEpN EXOV 7) APXHV H pETOY Exo etc, 

ovSapas dpa etc. It seems clear that this argt. is p.16. 

meant to banish the one from existence, to annihil- 

ate it: but Proc. (vI. 250) regards it as raising the 
one ‘above’ existence. 

teia &. TO mpwTov émexeuva, ovcias édeyev Elva, ... 

ovtw d€ zov Kai 6 ev ToAt- 

évrav0d pyoey Ste ovx oidv Te Etvac prev Te pi) perexerv 

8 otclas Kai év totTe TO Siadsyo kal ev Tepaiy 

roparAncius. ... kal ravty Suéotyxev 6 Tapa TAdrwn 

Tlapp. tot év rots éreccy, Ste 6 pev eis 70 ev bv BAEeret, 

kal Touré pyow eivae mévrwv aitiov, 6 68... els 7d 

povus ev kal mp6 Tov dvros dvadpapwv. The passage 

in the Rep. is vI. 509 B, Kat Tois yryvwoKopéevors 

Toivuy py povoy TO yryvioKer Oar pdvar trd Tob 

dyabot mapedvat, dAXG Kat TO elvai Te Kal THY ovolav 

tm’ éxelvou avtois mpocetvat, ovK ovotas dvTos Tot 

aya0ov, dXX ere éréxewa. THs otcias rperBelg Kal 

Suvdpet drepexovros, the spirit of which is totally 

distinct from that of ours, where the assumption 

is that the one has been logically abolished. Proc. 

adds drofijcas & obv 7O petéxery otoius TO ev... 

mpooeOnkev ‘ovdapos dpa éoxti 76 év,’ odkére TovTO Ot’ 

amodeiEews AapBdvwr ob yap iv drodei~ar duvarov 

touto attobev dua THY Tov dvTos Mpds TO Ev avY- 

yeveav, kai ev tals dropdoert Ta avy yevertepa.. Sura- 

moderkToTepa ... GAN’ Ste pev TO Ev ovK eoTL TaAdTOV 

kai 7o dv det£e THs Sevtépas dpxdpevos trobéceus, 

But the argt. in the text seems quite a case of 
ér8eéts—Nothing that is apart from time has any 

being: the one is apart from time, therefore the 

one has not any being = Ferio of the first figure! 

ely yap... peréxov' The text and meaning both 

quite clear, ‘denn dann ware es doch seiend und des 

Seins theilhaftig,’ Engelm. Heind. would prefer 

ein yap dv 7)5n ev dv, Kai ovaias perexor,—neat but ‘ 

needless. 

7 toup8e Ady Our idiom is the indef. art. in +4 

such cases; and so ‘wenn man einem solchen 

Schlusse vertrauen darf,’ Engelm. It would agree 

with our ideas to explain the usage thus, « deé 
mrtevey TO Adyw Touwde 6vTt. The demonstr. is 
probably used SexriKxis, the Adyos being personified 
as one of the company: otherwise totodros would 
be more in place. 

8 &...4 adrod; literally = but what does not 
exist—could there be to this non-existent thing 
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anything either ‘for it’ or ‘of it’? We might 
simplify thus—p2 dvros 8€ revos, ety dv re 3} avrg 7} 
atrod ; e.g. o¥5’ dpa dvoud éotiv aitg oti Adyos 

[atrov]. So Alcib. 5 128 a-B, SaxtéAcoy éoriv Srov 

dy GAXov TV Tot dvOpurov dains i} Saxtddov 3 What 

has no otoéa can have no roidrns or mpds Te. 
ov ‘neque ab aliquo ex iis quae sunt senti- 

tur,’ Fic., who must take the words thus, ovSé rt rév 

évrewv (subject of sent.) afc@dverat avrov: and 
similarly Jowett, ‘nor does anything that is perceive 
one’: and Miiller and Ast. But Engelm. ‘noch 

(wird) etwas von dem Seienden an ihm wahrgenom- 
men’ clearly assumes aio @dveras to be passive ; and 
very naturally in view of the connection. Stallb. 
without remark renders ‘nec quidquam eorum, 

quae revera suné, in eo percipitur et animadvertitur.’ 

Pl.’s point seems to be that nothing which is can 

perceive what is not. 

4 Suvardy ... Soxet: Here we have a conclusion ; 

and it is unsatisfactory. Proc. (vi. 241) thus traces 

back the argt., drépyoe mdvra tot évos ev tage: 

(10) To xpdvou peréxery dd ToD pare mpeaBvrepov 

elvas pyre vewrepov, (9) ToUTO drs TOD pate 6pordTNTOS 

pte iodtytos pate avopowdTyTos poajte advirdtyTos 

peréxetv, (8) 70 irov Kal Gvicov Kai duotov Kal dvdopotov 

dd Tov pyre TatTov elvas pyre Erepov, (7) TavTa Oe ard 

Tov py evar GAXo Tu W Ev, (6) TovTO Sé dd TOD pi) 

keveio Oar pndapas, (5) TO S€ pr Keveir Pac pajre Eordvar 

dé Tov pijre év EauT@ elvar pajte év GAXw, (4) Torro 

8€ dard Tov pujre weprexery EavTd pare Teprexer Oa, (3) 

toto S€ ard TOU pépy pr Exerv, (2) TOUTO Se ex TOU py 

etvat GXov, (1) TovTo Se éx ToU py Elva TAROos. At 

25¢ he asks, dua motav airiay ovx dro Tov éori 

Wpéaro tov aroddrewy, GAN dad tov ToAAwY, and 

answers drt mpos tiv UroOcow evavTins elev 7 TIS 

ovcias drépacis’ } pev yap A€ye: Td ev ds Exrev, 7 SE 

drdgpacis ws ovK ote, wavTwv otv yedotsTaTov Hy ev- 

Obs && dpyis A€yeuv ei Eoru Td Ev ovk ore TO Ev, adToS 

yap dy éavrov Gofev dvarpeiy 6 Adyos. dAAd dud TOUTO 

TQ ett kaTaxpyodpevos, kal as pyndev Siadépov A€éywv 

ei €ore 70 &y, eSpev dre Ta TOAAG pddtota dvtiKeic Oat 

mus Soxel rps 76 év* Kai dAAws TO Tlapp. Soxoty ev 

é’vat TO dv Kal ov ToAAG. ap&dpevos obv dd TodTWY 

OS yvupipuTdtwv, Kal ravTa Ta GAAa drodjoas, 

kareidev Gs 7 ToD évds evvoia Kal THY Tis ovoias 

dvaiverar cuvéprnow Kat avTd To éativ. He gives, 

then, two reasons for the order; that to begin by 
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saying ‘the one is not many’ is to approach the 
subject from a distance and lay siege to it in due 
form, and that this falls in with the dictum of Parm. 

——as stated by Z.—that ‘the whole is not many.’ It 

certainly adds greatly to our convincement that the 

truth should seem to be reached gradually by 

cumulative evidence. Grote says ‘As far as I can 

understand the bearing of this self-contradictory 

demonstration, it appears a reductio ad absurdum 

of the proposition— Unum is not Multa. Now 

Unum which is not Multa designates the Atvrs-“"Ev or 

Unum Ideale; which PI. himself affirmed and which 

Arist. impugned. If this be what is meant, the dia- 

logue Parm. would present here, as in other places, 

a statement of difficulties understood by PI. as attach- 

ing to his own doctrines etc.’ Plat. Vol. 11. Without 

at present discussing Pl.’s views upon the adroev 

we can only repeat that the argt. here says nothing 

upon the question of a ‘one’ which should be ‘super- 

sensible’ and éréxe.va ths oloias: it simply shows 

how by pressing the ‘oneness’ of the ‘one’ we 

press it out of existence. One might quote many 

phrases from Dam. :—§ 5,7, 7d yap 9 év... ef éorev 

ovde &y erry? ei & odk Eat ovdeis aiT@ Adyos 

Gppdre, wate ovde améddacis ... dvoua ... dd£a ... 

értot. ... ovde yap adrat drat, ovde adtds 6 vovs 

Grhots, GoTe TavTy &yvwoToOV Kai dppyTov TO &, 

§ 7, 15, kal ri wépas ... wANY oryAs dunxdvov Kai 

§ 25 bis, 43, 
bia TOV drofdcewy aroyupvav yyov éxelvny TV 

diow iv redevtadv ode elval pyoww, GAAG pdvov ev 

Tov elvar dpéroyov: am’ abris yap 7d evar. § 27, 48, 

ei TS ev éxelvo mdvra éott Kal wav... 70 6é ‘wdyra 

Sporoyias ‘Tov pndev yryvwoKev .... 

efvae’ ovk éort ‘rdde te Elvat, Td S€ ‘yvwrrdoy efvar’ 

*76de Ti éorev elvas’—SijAov TO ovpPatvov Ste 7d 
§ 20, 55, ws yrworo 

réppwbev evrvyydvopev Kat... brepBavres jypav 7d 

yvootixdy Tod ds eis To ev efvae mepuctdpeda, 

rourérriy eis Td Gyvworov elvar dvri yvworiKov. He 

like Proc. treats the one here as transcendental. 

Botdea odv...davq; So t, which seems essential : 

MA davetn. Cp. Phaedr. 263 £, BotvAe wad dva- 

yropev tiv dpxiy adrod; Tim. 17 B, && dpxijs dua 

Bpaxéwv mo duv érdvedOe adra iva BeBawOy pardov 

map’ jpiv. Arist. Met. 1. end, éraveAOwpev whi 

tdxa yap dv etc. We must suppose something hike 

iva kat eSGpev édv etc. (Riddell’s Digest, § 64, y): 

, n > 2s la 
TAaVTA OV OVK EOTL yvactov. 
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‘Considerantes si quid forte redeuntibus (Stallb. ‘a 

principio repetentibus’) nobis aliter se habere 

videatur. Fic. t marks this by -3- opp. otv. 

otkoiv... ratra’ 1. ‘Nonne, si ipsum unum est, 

confessi sumus, quae circa illud eveniunt, cujusmodi 

esse oporteat?’ Fic, which Heind. says would 

imply épapev with a ref. to 137 B, 7 BovdcoGe etc., 

but that a similar case recurs 163 c. We need not 

press Fic. too closely, who almost omits SvopodA, 

rabra. 2. Miiller, ‘Behaupten wir nicht (ovxotv 

dapev) es liege uns ob vollstandig dariiber uns zu 

verstandigen (Stopodoy. tavra) was etwa (zoid wore) 

wenn das Eine ist (év « éorev), in Bezug auf 

Dasselbe daraus folgt (rvyydve dvta Ta cupPaivovra 

wept avrov;)?’ This is very literal, and gives the 
same interpretation as (3) Jowett, who is very brief, 

‘We say that we have to work out all the conse- 

quences that follow, if one exists.’ 4. Engelm., 

‘Also ‘‘ Eins, wenn es ist” sagen wir, und miissen 

das was dasselbe trifft, von welcher Art es auch 

immer sein mag, bestimmen.’ This makes év ei éorev 

the object of papev, ‘this is our hypothesis “if the 

one 7s,” and we are bound to follow out the conse- 

quences of it whatever they may be.’ This yields 

excellent sense (though tatra is treated as need- 

less); but it inserts «al after apev. 5. Ast, 

‘Nonne, unum si esset, diximus quae conseque- 

rentur ratione ipsius, qualia ea cumque essent, 

oportere inter nos convenire haec?’ This seems 

partly like (4). 6. Stallb. rearranges, and says 

‘quod dictum est per attractionem pro: ov«oty [ey 

ct cory, papév] Sioporoyntéov, roid mote Tvyxdvet 

dvta Ta cupBaivovta wept airs; Etenim ratra ... 

ex abundanti adjectum est. Ex his vero intelli- 
gitur etiam alteram Heindorfii conjecturam, qua 
Grota pro vote legendum statuit, minime neces- 
sarium esse. Ceterum cp. Rep. vil. 527 B, odKoby 

TovTo Ere SuopoAoynréoy ; 16 rolov; ws etc.’ There 
is room for still another rendering, which would be 
brought out by arranging the words thus, ovKoov 
papev ev ef Exriv Btoporoyytéa TA cvpPBaivovra wept 
avtod ratra [efvar]—moid wore rvyxdve dvra; and 
by the following paraphrase—‘let us review our 
hypothesis again in the light of our conclusions— 
and do we not maintain in it that if the one exists 
we must perforce agree that the conclusions flowing 
from it are those which we have just stated, whether 

PARMENIDES., 

we like their character or not?’ The weak point 
here lies in wotd wore tvy. évra for xalrep dvta 
Tovavra : it would be met if we read for epi avrovd 

rotd—rept avrd, droid. 

ty d torw... otolas 8 etc. ‘In primo supposito 

unum supra ens efferebat et a rerum universitate 

eximebat Parm.; in hoc secundo vero unum vult 

cum essentia conjungi.’ Thoms. He professes to 

have just discovered a grave blunder, and to be 

astonished at the consequences which flow from it. 

He said the one existed ; and this time he won't 

forget it. Introd. lviil. 

od tatrév otea +6 &(; The point is vital to what 

follows. Yet had he made it radrov 76 évé he might 
have contended—as above—that this did not make 

ov yap av... pereixev’ so t but not 

9: dv seems essential. The protasis might be 
either (1) ef yap radrdv fv 7) oveia Te Evi, or (2) ct yap 

% ovata Tov évds ovK 7v—if it were one with the one, 

or if it did not belong to it, in either case—ov« ay 

éxelvy tv... 000 ay peretyev’ GAN’ Gpocov dv jv. That 

the sentence is normal we see by viv 8€ ody atryc 

éotly 1) imdGeots: where further note the avrn refer- 

ring to what follows; but that repeats what precedes. 

otk oty ds... rod ty; is irregular. Fic. ‘nonne ita 
dicitur tanquam aliud significet ipsum est, aliud 

ipsum unum?’ But this would need ovk otv otrws 

ae a AL lee 
It ev Tw evi. 

* , € ” a a > trot GéseOa. ws AXXO TL ONpalvovTos TOU eoTe OF OVK 
EN > ” > \ e ©» ” , \ 

oby (et arn éoriv 4» trdGerts) GAO Te onpatver 7d 

éote Tov €v; or yet again ovk ody GAXo Te dv onpal- 
ee or eg naw A 

vovea [7 tréGecrs] 75 eat. Tov év; as we have it a 

little below. That év is all but as primitive as év is 
granted by all the ancients, ov@év yap tov dAdwv 
Xwpirrév eote Tapa Tiv ovciay’ TavTa yap Kal’ tro- 

Keuevov THS ovoias A€yerat, Ar, Phys. 1. 2,185 a 31. 

Yet we ask wérepdv wore 7d dv Kat 7d ev otola Tov 
” ara won a r ay Non yous 8. évrwy ciol,...7 det Cytety ti ror’ eote FO Ov Kal TO EV 

ws brokepevyns GAAns picews. Met. 11. 4, 1001 a 5. 

In making distinctions we are beginning ‘ process,’ 

for (Dam. § 32, 62) apy orev  mpdAnyis Tov dz” 
airfs, and we get a compound which (§ 66, 144) 

Pl. calls ovre €v obte dv, GAN’ év dv Td Odov Se 

We see (§ 67, 

145) olov mpomodicpos eis Td dv Tov évds : while next 

comes (§ 108, 280) pera 7d Ev dv evOds 7d ev Kal THY 
> # > ia L af t otciav avrirapareraypeve. kata Svo otixovs, The 

one is not a mere single quality of a thing—(§ 117, 

dropiay Tov mpocpipatos oikelov, 



NOTES. 

300) 7d yap év ovk iScdrys pla, dAAQ TovwodToy ofov 
wdvta. Our sent. implies that the preceding one 
ran viv 6 ox obrws troriBerae 73 troriBepevov. 
Probably the change arose partly through ovy obrw; 

coming between ovx atry and ov ob ds, and partly 

to avoid the colloc. tov éore tot év ; gore and év are, 
as it were, in inverted commas. 

dpa...ms...tonv: Wr, t rs. One can easily see 
how s may have dropped out before ovA-. The 

order which would best give a value to each would 
be éresd’ dv ob ovAAHBSyv eiry tes Ste ev éorey, dpa 
” bal ~ Ty * w * , o » ea la GAXo 3 Totr’ dv ei TO Acydpevov, Ste ololias peréyer 

76 év;—as Stallb. suggests. av ei is softer for 

The text should read tis not -syv. 

Towirov ... Rew: Le. THY trdeow onpaivery To ev 
ao n bs ” , my . 

Towovrov dv oiov [ = date] pépy €xev. Might we not 

also have pépyn éxov ? 

” 
eovTat, 

dtd ton... 8vros fds, After writing rod évds dvros 
Aéyerat al 70 év Tov Svtos, John on glancing up let 

his eye rest on the first évros, and wrote A€yerat kat 
To év Tov dvTos Evds, eats etc. If he corrected the 

mistake by inserting points above the words to be 

omitted (there are no brackets) he must have gone 

on at least to éore before noting his error, otherwise 

he need have cancelled only the 2nd Aéyerat. 
The Ms. from which he copied could hardly have 

had lines of the same length as ours, for in that case 

the second évros would not be likely to cause con- 

fusion. But if we assume what is prima facie prob- 

able, that the archetype had two cols., then the 

words might have stood in some such form as 

ei 76 ote Tou Evds dvTos AEyeTaL 
Kal TO Ev Tov OvTOS Eves, ETL 

or poe’ ei TO eats TOU EVs GVTOS 

Aéyerat Kal 7d Ev TOU OvTOS so that 

a mistake might easily happen. Stallb. rightly 
renders thus, ‘si oveéa tribuitur uni illi quatenus est, 

et vicissim unum 7@ éy7e quatenus in se suscepit 
unum.’ 

tore 8 od... &ds bvtos, Fic. ‘est autem idem es- 

sentia et unum, eodem existente uno quod suppo- 

suimus’ which’ differs from the text (1) by omitting 

ov, and (2) by treating Tod avrod ... dvros as genitive 
absolute. The od is needed, although t omits it ; 

and the rod atrod depend upon éo7re: so in B 
above, ovk ody Kai 4 otaia rod évds ely dv, od Tadrov 

otca 76 évi; Stallb. ‘sed ad ipsum illud pertinet [7 
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te otvia Kai rd ev] quod sumsimus, videlicet ad 7d 
ay 
€v OV. 

7) piv bdov...atré, Thoms. reads atrod and 
conjs. avd, which agrees with 2, which he had not 
seen. The sense is as if the words stood avrs—rd 
peév dAov—elvac év dv ‘dass das Ganze das seiende 
Eine sei.’ Miiller. But the emphatic word should 
be dAoy, which the text, naturally interpreted, hardly 
gives. Jowett boldly puts it as we would wish it, 

‘must not the being or existence of unity be a 

whole?’ For this we must view 76 pév as adverbial, 

not followed by 76 sé: the words would then stand 
(rd pév—) ard efvas bAov-ev-dv with the emphasis on 

dAov = ‘is it not imperative first that the thing itself 
should be a wode-existent-one, and [second] that 
the “one” and “being” become parts of this?’ 

...7d ye... mporpyréov: ‘ye italicises the noun, ‘or 

is this fart [‘ part,’ observe] to be called part of the 
whole?’ zpogp. is tautol., cp. Theaet. 204 £, Mépos 
3 €oP Srov dAXov early dep éotiv 7) Tod GAov; Tod 

mavrds ye... Aoxel pot ovdev Siaépew wav Te kal dAov, 

péprov exer; ‘Sed ne illud quidem péprov... sanum 

est, quod mutandum in pdpia, nisi quis Platonem 

scripsisse conjiciat poptw vo.’ Heind. But the 

singular is probably due to the vis inertiae, so to 

speak, of the three immediately preceding cases of 

the same word. It has a part, whatever more. 

tGv pop. ...pépiov, The noun is not hitherto in the 

dual, while the verb is. péprov, so 2 and t, but the 

latter is altered popiov. Bekker reads 7) 7d év rod 

évros vat poptov [Stallb. poptov], which gives a 

good sense: but then he says, ‘évros om. mei 

omnes,’ and Heind. ‘non sane 70 év est pars tov 

dvtos sed TOU évds OvTos, Neque TO dv pars Tou Evos est, 

sed ejusdem Tov dvros évds.’ Perhaps the évros before 

efvac may have been an early marginal substitute for 

elvat, It is more symmetrical to say 1d év Tod évros 
p. than Tod eivat pt., when Tod évds follows. There 

would be less diffic. if the following words were 7) 76 

dv tod évos péptov, but here both Mss. read popiov, 

The sense is dpa 7) 7d év droXelreras Tov elvat, 7 Td 

év rob évos; and Schleierm. would omit pdprov (as 
Bekk., or popiov as Stallb.) in each case. Stallb. 

rejects B.’s péptoyv, but adds ‘nunc suffragari dubito 

sententiae Schleierm., Heind., et Bekkeri, qui istud 

pédptov et post eivas et post évds tanquam insiticium 

delendum censuerunt. Nam quod Fic. illud inter- 



‘popiov all would be clear. 
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pretatione sua omisit, vereor ne id non tam deliberato 
consilio quam propter inertiam quandam ita ab eo 

factum sit. Quod autem codices omnes eam vocem 

constanter utroque loco tuentur [they are equally 

decided in omitting 6vros], id ejusmodi est ut sum- 
mam suadeat prudentiam et cautionem. Sed dicam 

quod sentio; legendum est popiov, genitivo casu, 

quod jam in ed. Basil. 2. evulgatum nuper codi- 

cum quorundam egregiorum auctoritate confirma- 

tum est.’ He interprets ‘perinde ac si scriptum 
esset Tov dvros efvar ws poplov et TOD Evds Ws popior.’ 

This seems to mean that the sense is dpa # 76 év 
drodeireras efvat TOU dvTos ws popiov etc., and to be 

designed as a reply to Heind.’s remark above. 

efvar Tov dyTos ws popiov is intelligible, but it does 

not meet Heind.’s objection : and is there authority 

for using both doAeir. and efvae with tevos? The 

chief diff. in the text is pépsov—popiov, Were both 

pdptov the form would have justification : were both 

Herm. defends the text 

—‘ Mihi librorum lectio idoneum sensum praebet : 

ex duabus unius-entis partibus neque unum, quia 

pars est [= péptoy, i.g. ? wdprov dv], essendi notione 

caret [ =dzoA. rod efvar], neque ens, quia unum est, 
parte sui uno,’ That is the meaning; but to reach 

that should we not need dpa doXcier Oov 7 7d ev ToD 

‘elvac’ [popiov] péprov [dv], i) 7d dv Tod ‘ évds’ poplov 

[udpeov 6v]; why then the capricious omission? 

And the natural meaning of dod. # 7d év Tod efvae 

pdptov would be ‘does either the one recede from 

being a part’ or ‘is either the one deprived of being 

a part,’ which does not balance 78 dv Tob évis popiov. 

On the whole, unless some serious error lurks in the 

text, the simplest correc. would be to read either 

poptov or péprov in both cases; and the former is 

simpler and has t in its favour. Perhaps 144 ¢, E 

decide that aoActreo Gov is passive? 7d éAdyurrov 

is adverbial, ‘ex duabus saltem particulis.’ Fic. 

totrw th poptw Notes 1. Does pdpeov form part 

of the subj. with 6 7¢ wep (quaecunque particula 
occurrit—Fic.) or is it pred. with yévyra:? 

Bu ale yyy. Sc. avrd, ie. 75 poptov. On the ellis. 

cp. 143D dvo Frov, Svo dptia 149A Svo efvas, Sto 
dpa B vo érAeo- etc. Leichtere Elisionen werden 
mit der gréssten Inkonsequenz bald vorgenommen, 
bald nicht. Meisterhans 54, § 23, 1. 

drrepov dv td wAHO0s = § This is exactly what S.... 

PARMENIDES. 

(p. 129 B-D) had pronounced to be utterly inadmis- 
sible. [Had he? He desired to see Z. carry the 
discussion into that field.] The essential char- 
acteristic of the Platonic Idea is here denied. ... 
Pl. here reasons upon two contradictory assump- 
tions: first that Unum Ens is a total composed of 
two parts separately assignable...; next, that 

Unum is not assignable separately from Zuzs.... 

Proceeding upon the first, he declares Unum Ens 

to be divisible: proceeding upon the second, he 

declares that this division must be carried on ad 

infinitum, because you can never reach either the 

separate Zzs or the separate Unum. But Pl. must 

make his election: either he takes the first, in 

which case the total Unum Ens is divisible, and 

its two factors, Unum and £us, can be assigned 

separately ; or he takes the second, in which case 

Unum and Ens cannot be assigned separately ... so 

that Unum Ens instead of being infinitely divisible, 

is not divisible at all.’ Grote, Pl. 11. Thoms. cps. 
this passage with the poem of Parma. (I. 81 Mullach) 

TO ~vvexes wav eariv, éiv yap éovTe weAde : which 

seems to show that (Is it also Grote’s view?) a 

physical turn is given to the division of é and dy. 
Simpl, on Arist. Phys. 1. 2, 185 b 5, illustrates the 

division of a ovvexés ev by that of a line: and if 

that is the division which is meant in our text, then 

you cannot take up the first half of the line and 

maintain that it contains the év of the second. 

Now PI.’s repeated use of the word pépiov does 

suggest physical analogies ; but his detailed argt. for 

the relation of the pépia to a dAov which is a év-dy 

show that he means a logical not a physical divi- 

sion. ‘One’ and ‘being’ are the two distinguishable 

‘moments’ of a single complex but indissoluble 

conception. Yet this does not remove Grote’s 

difficulty about the second half of Pl.’s argt. PI. 

seems to hold that when he has established the 

separateness of being and one in his existent-one 
he introduces thereby into the latter a capacity 

for indefinite sub-div. which was not there before. 

Grote seems right in rejecting the argt. as thus put: 

and perhaps the argt. which immediately succeeds 

(143) shows that Pl. was not quite satisfied, and 

sought to secure divisib. otherwise. But again— 

granted that év ov are distinct and essential elements 

in the concep. €v dy, are they co-ordinate as Being 
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and Nothing are in the Hegelian concep. of 
Becoming? Pl. must regard them so, since every 

sub-div. of one still retains being as factor. Proc.- 
Dam. vi. 258 becomes transcend. adra ra pdpia Tot 
vos dvtos Kal 7d év Kai 7d dv exovor, Kal adfts 

éxdtepov TOV popiwv.., kal adOis éxeiva, Kal del én’ 

dreipov’ TAiy Gowep eA€yopev ert THs ovaias TOD évés, 

Ste xal ovolav éxer Kat tmepovordy éotev, ottw Kat 
bAov Sv apepés Eote... ev yap TH Acyopevey popiw Td 

dXov dray rAnpertatus, Kal aveduros. 

8d torw ; ‘and therefore is’ Jowett. This seems 
correct ; yet translators forsake the sense from a 

feeling that it should be the converse. Our assump. 
was «i év éote, not €i év otioias peréyer : on the contr. 
we reached the latter from having assumed the 

former—142 B €v €i €otiv dpa oidv te atts efvar pev 

ovoias Sé pa peréxetv; Fic. gives ‘ Diximus unum 
essentia participare in quantum est?’ Miiller, 

‘Behaupten wir nicht, das Eine sei des Seins 

theilhaftig, weil es ist?’ and so Engelm. But can 
6.6 = because ? 

dav ... pévov kad’ atrd The context suggests that 

pévovy goes with atré xa6’ airé, not with ty 5.— 
tovTov: yet ovcias peréyey has scarcely left his 

pen. 1d airé tovro; the sense would not suffer if 

the article were absent. The separation of rd év 
from 76 év here is put with emphasis: yet we must 

take with us the caution of Stallb. ‘ Fallitur igitur, 

Heind. mirifice, hoc jam Parmenidem docere velle 

existimans, etiam 76 év, quatenus absque t@ efvac 

per se intelligatur, multa esse numeroque infinita. 

Licet enim tov évds natura per se spectetur tamen 
ea ab 7r@ dévre minime prorsus sejuncta est aut 
divulsa, quod vel propter sumtionem év «i éo7e 
nullo modo poni licuit.’ The position is compli- 
cated. The.one has been assumed as existent ; that 

at once confers upon it a more definite nature than 

was the case previously, and the definiteness clings 

to it even when we consider it apart from the 

element of existence which we have added to it. 
And definiteness is all that we require to work upon 
in order to transform one altogether. Stallb. urges 

that if there be any want of clearness it arises 
‘aptorum vocabulorum penuria’; which is likely, 

and makes for the authenticity of the work. 

dane Notesr. «i, Sdvev and eds. generally 
iSwpev, Confus. may have arisen from dict.; but 
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the form in the text is quite legit.—vVeitch cps. 
Frogs 322, yovxtay toivev dye! Bedrurrdv éotevy, ws 

dy edGpev caupds. adAdAo te érepov etc.: Ridd. 

Idioms § 22. Reference to ellipsis is out of date, yet 

the full thought here would need e.g. dAdo 71 
[vvpBaive. i) te] érepov etc. Heind. rightly rejects 

the punct. of %, "ISwpev 57 GAAO Ter eTepov, elrep 

jo) olcia—the old read. was otoias: Heind. sugg. 
ovata without knowing Ut. Stallb. * Nonne prorsus 
necesse est aliud quid esse ejus otciov aliud ipsum 
per se (avrd), siquidem 7d €v non est ovcia, sed 

tanquam unum, quod suam sibi propriam naturam 

habet, ovciay participat ?’ 

otre 73 &y ... kal Aw etc. év and ovvia are in the 

nom., connected by subst. verb with ro év and 7 

ovcia, ‘7 év sc. efvat, quod etsi statim infertur 

post illa otre 7G ovoia, tamen illud et hic accurata 

sermonis ratio requirebat. Commodius certe post 

otcia quam h. 1. abesset.’ Heind. For the pro- 
miscuous use of érepov and GAAo Stallb. cites ample 

auth., eg. Il. 1x. 472, ore wor’ eo By rip, erepov 

pev... dAdo & evi mpodduw, and Soph. 245F, 

cuvdrrerar yap érepov é€ dAdov. Phileb. 57 B, dpa 

éori rus érépas GAAN Kabapwrépa emornpns emiorHpn. 

In the argt. Pl. reverts to the line taken in Dem. 1. 

and introduces plurality into the one more legiti- 

mately than in 1425. Stallb. speaks of the ‘notio 

differentiae, quae tamen neque in uno neque in 

essentiae natura continetur, sed accedit extrinsecus. 

Est enim quasi negans quaedam utriusque illius 

copula :’ cp. Soph. 257 B-C, érérav 73 py dv Aeywpev, 

tis Couxev, ok évavtiov tT A€yopev TOU dvTos, GAN’ ETEpov 

povov ... namely dre tov GAAwY Te pyvber TO pet) Kat TO 

od ... Tov mpuypdrov wept arr’ dv Keytar Ta erupOey- 

yopeva borepov Tis aropdorews dvopata, But why 

exclude the év involved in ef év éore and then 

create another dv after that? Would he not have 

got his érepov with the original ov as well? Proc. 

or Dam. vi. 259 says Sid puxpod de epodever Tas 

drodelEets Kal mponyoupevws katrookevd(er’ ei ev ExT 

dpiOpds éotatt rovrw S& emerae 70 ToAAa etvar, and 

goes on 76 étepov ovre 7@ évi Erepov ore TH ovolg, 

GAA TO Exépw, SyAovdre TH ErepsTyTE, Kabus év 

@aidwvr edreyev, (100E etc.) ... Tovrwv oty dyTwv 

dudorépwv, THS TE ovaias Kal Tod évds, Taperdyerat 

70 érepov, Kal tpia yiyvovTas, ov tadtov ... TO ETEpOV: 

here the dat. is used in connec. with the idea of 
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compar. ; not, as above, to express the instrum. or 

material. édy mpoed. etc. our idiom would choose 

e.g. édv mpoed, adrav dv0 Tuve 7 Bovdrct, cite... etre, 

© &...-rpw Notes 1.: so t (@ patched), and it 

seems to be required : % rulvew...-repa, We have 

seen (142 E)a similar confus. of dat. sing. and accus. 

dual. The a is often almost indisting. from o. 

For the express. cp. Crat. 392 A, yv@vat ary more 

bpOas exer éxeivoy Tov motapiv HdvOov xodeiv, and 

baw dpOdrepdv éote Kadreioar XaAxis Kupivd.dos ; 

Laws v. 744D, [vooyjparos] 6 didoracey 4) oTaow 

opOdrepov av ein kexAoOat, So Arist. De Coelo I. 1, 

7a yap Sto dpdw pev Aéyoper kai rods bo dudorépovs, 

mdvras 8 od Nyopev, GAAG Kata, TOV TpLaOY TaiTHY 

Tv mpoonyopiay dapev mporov—he has said above, 

quoting the Pythagoreans, that 76 wav kal 7a wdvra 

rois tpioly wpirta. corti overlay eiretv ; Cp. nom. 

below 67’ dy cizw ovcia te xat év, and again: the 

constr. seems free and capricious, e.g. Theaet. 147 A, 

érav elrwpev wyndds, Prot. 317 C etc. 

the second xai (‘likewise’) 
resumes the first. Stallb. quotes De Corona p. 317, 

wore Kal Gy avrds ws aTvynpdtwy épepvyTo, Kat 

tatr’ éuod Katyyope?, et sic centenis locis. é¢f’ 

Déxdorov éx. est ‘quodcunque simul commemoratur,’ 

ut non opus sit numero duali éxdorory quem 

desiderabat Heind. De formula éxié tivos déyev v. 

ad Remp. v. 475 A, «¢ BovAct ... ew’ Epod Aeyerv wept 

TOV épwrixar. Stallb. 

& seems necess.: %& 6, t & pyxaviy ody ... & 

efvac; so %, but it can hold only if the constr. is 

ov'7x-€v or ov«-efvat, which from the position is very 

unlikely. t ya) ody, and ya) may easily have fallen 

out after pyxar). 

civévo WU ofv, t civ as first syll. This would 
perhaps be one of the cases relied on by Kroschel 

(Introd. Ixxvii.) as proof that the source of 2 was 

ill written. ody as in t might be suggested by the 
later Hellenistic use of this word separately—see 

L. and S. ékavra = each group, ékacror = each fac- 

tor, ‘now in as much as our selections each prove 

binary, surely of these factors each must be one.’ 

w ac, etc. x. subj. €y pred. as 131 E, ovvre- 

Gevros ... 74 wévta;=‘if to whichever couple we 

please be added whichever factor we please, does 
not the total become three?’ or alternatively ‘do 
not three arise in all?’ Stallb, cites Prot. 317 ¢, 

ovk oty Kal... Kal 
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Kal yap 7a Evpravra [érn] woAAG pot éorv. Proc. 

or Dam., vI. 260, seems to take the second altern., as 

he says yrivody 8) ovtvyig mpooreBévros tod Evis 

tpia paivovras, 

76 te St0...79 tpla He chooses now to speak of & 

two and three as singular and in inverted commas; 
he might almost as well have put vo dvros, zpia 
évtos above and below. 

avéynn te tpl etc. So MW: the re might quite well 

be misplaced, as we often misplace a word like 

‘both’—‘both as regards time and space.’ PI. 

might wish to associate tpéa Sis as closely as dvo 
tpis. treads tpia te dis. Sis pia is the text of Ut, p.r3. 

but 2 has Svo rpis very small and neat in marg. 

The correc. may have been very old without being 
seen, as the Ms. is both stained and creased there. 

Schleierm. anticipated the change ; and all admit its 

necessity. Stallb. says ‘veram lectionem habuisse 

videtur Dam., aut quisquis Procli commentarium 

inde ab secundae sumtionis exploratione continu- 

avit, T. vi. 260, évadAa€ ovvdude To Sis trois tpi 

The words are merely for 

symmetry, as tpia Sis = dvo tpis. 
dpnid ve... dvdyxn dvar; After noting that we have 

4 (dv0 Sis), 9 (tpia tpis), and 6 (rpia:Sis = bdo rpis), 

Proc.-Dam. goes on, VI. 260, Kat 5) yiyvovrac 6 pev 

réooapa [sc. dpiOpyos?] dpridxis dptios, 6 & évvéa 

%. + . . es - % 

kal To Tpis Tots Suciv. 

f , 3 san 2 Zz W x mepittakis mepitros, 6 O¢ €& dpriomépicaos, eorte be 

Kal 6 mepitta dptidkis, 6 Aeyopevos Tepiradprios, 
A < # *. Lo , ea > “* * \ (ntnréov b& wd0ev Kat otros cuvayetat’ 7, éwel 6 Sis 

#- > a v A ¢ca > col * ed - avy 9n ex Tov Sto Kai 6 e& ex Tov Tpis Sto, mavTMS 
2 fel wt on % ang 3 Lay o > €k Tov dvo abs Kai Tov e& 6 SwWdeka, Gs ewTe Tepic- 

cdptios. Is not six wepirodprios when = zpla. dis ? 

Yes: a definite, 14, 

thinkable, usable ‘one’ is such only as having 

number, or many ones, for background. 

dvros... trav BvTwv. The subst. verb is important 

throughout : he sets up multitude on the basis that 
a & ” %. Vad tf év is 6v. «at here seems=padAdov de, 

yiyverar ; a hyperb. for 7} ov« dpuO, yiyverar—mAy be 

dmepos Kat petéxwy ovoras;= ‘or is it not so, that 

number boundless in amount and sharing in exist- 

ence arises?’ Thoms. says ‘Numerus Platonicis et 

Pythagoreis denotabat essentiam, 6 dpsOyds inquit 

Damascius drodaiver ovciay.’ That may be so 
(though the language of Dam. does not necessarily 

express it, but may merely mean quot numeri tot 

ad kpa torw &, avayKy etc. 

8 2 
7] OUK 4. 
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essentiae), but Pl. makes no such assump. here. 
He is at pains to prove the connec. of existence 
with one; thereafter he infers the connec. of exist- 
ence with number or many, 

oix odbv el mas ... rd psptov etc. ‘quod si totus ipse 
numerus est essentiae particeps unaquaeque etiam 

particula numeri essentia participabit’ Fic. The 
argt. seems curious. He began by establishing the 
connec. of év with é, next he built up the existence 

of number by 2, 3, 4, 9, 6, odd, even, etc., reaching 

was dpc8., number as a whole, last of all. He now 
argues év has év, therefore mas dpcOyss has it, there- 

fore TS pdptov éxacrov (2, 3, 4, 9, 6 etc. etc.) has it. 

This assumes that Fic. is right; and Jowett agrees 

with him. But if wa@s= every, then in 7d pdpiov éx, 
we must deal with fractions; a view which finds 

some support in opexpdratov, péyiotov. 
énl wdvra ... xe ofrw, ‘Exscripsit haec ... (whole 

of 144 B) Stobaeus in Eclogg. Phys. p. 30.’ Stallb. 

Sed legitur ibi otela tv évtwy rod drorratoin— 

Kara Kekeppdtiota—kal pepiota mévrwy, padiora 8 

ére—éxes ottws. Et daroararoim quidem placet: 

caetera sunt manifesta librariorum vitia.’ Fischer. 

Notes 1. The optat. is necess.; but 

clearly a very old error has to be dealt with. Ifin 

some very early copy drocrarto? stood as closely 

under dzoorare?, two lines above, as in YI, the mis- 

take might be due to misreading. It might also 
have come through dict.—‘ e fiir 0. kommt auch im 

Jungattischen sporadisch vor: bei 

Menandros, dvetv haufig, rots Aorets auf einer 

Inschrift des Jahres too v. Chr.’ Blass, p. 56-7. 

For the sense Thoms. says ‘ Dionysius, vulgo 

Areopagita dictus, de Div. Nom. c. 5, Td etvac 

ovdérore aroletrerat Tv dvTwy, dre yap drodcipes 

droctarot, 

” ” 
OLKEL = OLKOL 

7d elvat ovx éoti 7d Gy. Katake. dpa ws ody TE 

opuxp., in full=x. dpa 7) otoia cis pdpia ws otovre 

gpexp. etc. Stallb. cites Rep. 111. 395 B, Kal ere ye 
tottwv, &’AS., paiverat poe eis opiKpoTEpa KaTAKEKEp- 

paticbat 7 Tod dvOparov pais. ‘ Accusativi autem 
pendent a verbo xaraxe, quae constans prope 

structurae est ratio in verbis divistonem significanti- 

bus: velut [Dp] Aéyovres ws mAciota pépn 7 ovola 

veven, ein.’ Heind. See Jelf § 583, 48 on daw. 
L. and S. cite Symp. 191 D, ékacros ody yar eoriv 
dvOpdrov £buBorov, ate rerpnpevos Gomep ai WHrrat 

& évds Sto, mayraxas ‘quomodocunque’ Fic., 
R 
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‘utique’ Heind. A part must either be small or 
large, so that this merely emphasizes the complete- 
ness of the division. épy dwépavra with the whole 
ep. Sophist. 256-7 on 76 pa) dv etc.; thus 256 F, 
dretpov S€ rAiBee 7d pi) dv. 257 A, Kal 7d dv dp’ 
jpiv, doa wép gore 7a GAA, Kata ToradTa ovK err’ 
éxeiva ydp ov dv ev pev adrd éorwy, dmépavra S¢ roy 
dpOpdy radXa ovk eorev ad. 257 C, } Ourépov por 
doors palverar kataKexepparic bau Kaddrep éemiatipy 
—pita pev éori wov kat éxelvy, 7d 8 él ry yeyvopevov 
Hépos aris éxarrov dhopirbey érwvuplav ioxyer Tuva 
éauriis iStav? 8d woAAal réxvar 7’ eit Aeydpevar Kui 
emtorhpar, etc. pévtoe:... pévrou ‘plurimae certe ... 
non ¢amen pars etc.’ Fic. 

dedi pro @s dy rou toro, quia roi in interrog. ferri 
non poterat ; quanquam fateor etiam 7d rovotro vel 

ms Tt dv TodTo rescribi licuisse.’ Herm. He surely 
means 7s dv tu? pandev 54, dSdvarov := ddbvarov Se 

an reaver) a 
TOL TOUTO  TWS AY TOLOVTO 

ard eivar pndev. 

So Ut: but da. éx. is 
a strange phrase; though it may be compd. with 

such early expressions as everilk or everich, and 

even everichone, as in Kings Quair, stanza 64, And 

efter this, the birdis everichone. Heind. says ‘Fic.: 
non solum ergo universae essentiae, sed illius etiam 

singulis partibus unum adest. Quasi legerit apis 

TO Tavti dpa (i.e. Tpds TH otcia dmdoy) Kal éExdoTy 

. heque satis integrum dravrs hoc 

cum éxdorw junctum videtur.’ ie. mpds To 7. = ‘in 

addition to the whole.’ But cannot this be got from 

the text? Cp. Rep. vi. 514 A, etrodov éxoton pak- 

pov wap drav 76 orjAaov; and Laws I. 637 D, érs 

mpds daravtt dpa exdorw etc. 

a 2 vs 
TW T. OVO, PEPEl .. 

yap obv elrupev tAcw rept dardons péOns, which is 

explained below—Aé€yw & odk oivov... weOns 88 adrijs 

wépt, Stallb. ‘itaque suspicari licet aut éxdéor@ ex 

glossemate natum esse—quod vocabulo damavri 

nunc wxumguodgue significanti additum esset; aut 

corrigi oportere éxdorore, quo facto haec eodem 

modo dicta erunt atque antecedentia illa dvdyxy 

avrd aiel év yé Tt etvac.’ This would do; but the 
change cannot be at once accounted for. In ov« 

droAeropevoy ...od8evds: the verb is middle, ‘partem 

nullam deserens.’ Fic. 

dpa ot... Sdov éorl; Transls. divide differently. 

The pith of the question lies in the last two words. 
Phps. the best grouping is dpa ody €v—dv roAAayxov 

dpa—édAov cori; but dua might be taken with dAov 

D 
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éoré; Can one be in many places at the same time 
and still be a whole?’ Jowett. ‘Kann nun das 

vielerwarts befindliche Eine zugleich ein Ganzes 

sein?’ Miiller. Some divide thus dpa oty éy éy 

( = eeirep &v éott)—oAayod apa drov éori 3= ‘Ist 

es nun, indem es Eines ist, an vielen Orten zugleich 

ganz?’ Engelm. dOpec: dA’ apd Stallb. cps. 

148D, oxdre. oxord. and Soph. 268 a, “Opa ov. 

Zod kai por ditt etc. So Botde obv ... rdvu pev 

obv BovAopar 142 B above, also Crito 49 B, dopey 7 

ov; dapév. Phileb. 25 B, edxov 5) Kal oxdre. 

word Kai pou Soxel etc. Rep. vil. 523 A, deixvy, 

édy. Setxvupe 5), e@rov and many others. 

Gpa &racs ‘Malim dua rao. Certe alias vix 
usquam reperias dua diavres.’ Heind. 
répy: one would expect écarep ta pépyn [éoré]. 

Aéyovres ds etc., see Cabove. On the construc., on 

which something has been said above, Fischer says, 

‘aliud est 4 ovcia vevéunrat emt ravra’ aliud 4 obcia 
veveunpevy ein trata pépy. Nam hoc quidem in 
genere, quum totum in partes dividi dicitur, verbis 
divisionem declarantibus additur fere simpliciter, 

activis quartus casus, primus passivis, ita ut rA¢ioro. 

pépy nominativi sint, non accusativi. Quod quum 

non animadvertissent grammatici et veteres et recen- 

tiores, tentare hujusmodi locos scriptorum veterum 

temere ausi sunt. vid. ad Politic. § 24 [283 p dé 
Awpev Toivuy avriy (Tv petpyTiKHy) Sto péon—where 

he quotes Herod. vii. 121, tpeis potpas 6 Hépéns 

Sacdpevos Tdvta Tov we(ov orpardy|Sic apud Xenoph. 

Cyrop. vil. 5. 7 (? 13), recte legitur in libris editis 

antiquis omnibus 7d otpdrevpa karéverpe Sddexa 

pépy* sed Hutchinsonus edere ausus est eis 5. p. 

temere.’ He is right about the prep., but surely 

not about the nom. case? vevéunxe TV otoiav 

wAeloras potpas being the act., the pass. would be 

veveunpévy ein OF veveuntat 1) ovola mAcioras poipas, 

the sense being eis Acioras poipas with either voice. 

In the examples chiefly cited of the pass. the case 
cannot be determined. 

Eooictov ... rapa wavra: It is, as it were, ‘canto 

fermo’ and ‘counterpoint,’ ‘note against note’ all 

through the compos.—quot et quanta dvta, tot et 

tantae évdSes. We may understand dAAjAouv with 

éfic., a verb which Pl. seems to use only twice 

elsewhere (Rep. vil. 563 4, Laws x1. 927 E) and 
never in the act. Eds. give dv’ dvre, not so It. 

écamrep 
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ind ris otclas strong, when he excluded the 
ovcia contained in év et éo7t, Even after that is in 

thought removed the influence of its original pres- 
ence can revolutionize the nature of the one. 

‘Then not only is the 

unity-of-being many, but absolute unity, divided by 

existence, must also be many.’ Jowett. This refers 

to 143 A, where after showing that 16 év dv is roAAd, 

he proceeds to discuss 76 €v avté povov kad’ abré, 

This latter one it is which has now been made an 

innumerable multitude, and that too tré rod évtos 

(=tr6 ris oveias), Thoms. would read as in 
143 A, 7d €v dv—the text is very well as it is, and 

the language of Proc.-Dam. vI. 262, would seem to 

show that he had it, é€v 7@ KxeppatotcOar dpa Thy 

ov pdvoy...imd Tod Syros 

ovciav Keppariferas kal Td &y, eimdvtos dé exelvou 
(Apiorort.) 7d‘ paiveras,’ cvpmepaiver Aéywr" ov povov 

dpa. 76 dv ev wodAd éorey etc. Stallb. would read 76 

év alone, which seems to be a missing of the sense. 

td Tov dvros might have been tro tov dy or rod 

modAa dvayKy etvas: for dvayKn elvat roAAd, 

the adj. in this and the previous case is not govd. 

by Stavevep. or xexepp. after the anals. in B-D. With 

the assertion that 76 év alone becomes drepa 7d 

wAnOos cp. Rep. vil. 524 E-525 A, where the study 

of dpiOpds Te Kal 7d €v is called one of those which 
are éyeptixa THs vonoews because dei Tt ait@ dpa 

éparat évavtiwpa, and we are compelled to ask 

ti mor’ éotly avté TO ev, kal oltw TaV adywyav av «cin 

Elva, 

kal petagtpemtikay ert THY Tov dvTos Béav 1) mept Td 

év pdOnots ... dua yap tavrov ws ev Te dpGpev Kal ws 

dretpa TO TAROOS. Kata Td ddov TO év" 

‘terminatum, secundum totum, unum erit’ Fic., or 

(Heind.) ‘finitum fuerit ratione tot Gdov, Le. 
quatenus totum est.’ Pl.’s statements here and 

above on whole and parts may be cpd. with those 

of Arist. (1) The most comprehensive def. of a 

whole by A. is Phys. ul. 6, 20749, otrw yap 

dpitopeba Td dAov, od pnOev dreotiv, and just below 

he says 7d dAov of pnSév éoruv é£w, With this cp. 

above 137 C, 08 dy pépos pndSev dy dAov avin. (2) 

In Polit. 111. 1, 1274 b 40, A. speaks of a city as 

being xaOdmep dAAo Te Tov Show pev covertdTor c 

ék moAAGv popiwy ; with which cp. our dAov 7a pdpta 

pépia etc. (3) Yet again, Poet. 7, 1450 b 26, dAov 

& éorl rd éxov dpyiy Kal pecov cal redeuTqv, with 

which cp. 145.8, Ti dai; dAov odk dpyay av Exo 

TEMTEPAT, «.- 
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kal péoov kai teAevr#v; (4) But Arist. Met. 1v. 26, 
1024 a1, draws a distinction ér tod roaod éxovros 
dpxjv Kat pérov kal érxatov, dcwy bev py) Tove y 

Géors Staopdy (such as units), wav Aéyerar, dowv 58 

motet (e.g. members of a body), drov doa Se dude 

évdéxerat, kal Oda kai révra—ore 88 tadra downy pev 

dors H avd7T) péver TY peTaOerer y SE popdr) ov, olov 
Knpos Kat iudrtioy ... Bdwp Sé Kai dca bypa kal dprOpos 

wav pev Aéyerat, dAos 8 aprOuds Kal dAov wp od 

Aéyerat, dv pap petadopa ... ras odtos 6 dpOpds, 

wacat adrot at wovddes, A clear and good distinction. 

Now our whole passage and all that has gone 

before shows that Pl. knows no such. He is 

speaking of parts Gv ov rotei 7) errs Staopdy, yet he 
calls their sum éAov, But we are not left to infer- 

ence. In Theaet. 204 a-205 8, after directly raising 
the question 76 8¢ 8) wav kal +6 dAov rétepov tavTov 

kaXels 7) Erepov Exdtepov ; (which is a marked advance 

upon anything we find here—Introd. xxxi.), he 
declares Soxet poe viv ovdev duadépev wav te Kal 

éAov: and after asking 7) kat 7d dAov ek TOY pepav 

Aéyes yeyovds év te Eidos Etepov Tay TdvTwV pepar ; 

(which would correspond to zotet duadopav) he con- 

cludes for od av pépn 7, TO GAov Te Kal way TA TavTa 

#épy éorot. No doubt he deals with numbers to 
some extent, but he also discusses the orotyxeia of 

the cvAAafy; and one finds no distinc. between 

mav and 6Xov, and this largely because he never 

raises A.’s point of divers kinds of pépy. 

7d & Gpa bv ... drapov mAnOa: ‘Quum h. 1. jam non 

7d €v dv, sed ipsum 7d év a Parm. intelligi superiora 

illa declarent (ie. 143 A, 144 E), istud év expungere 
non dubitavi’ Heind. It is true he excludes the év 
of his €v ci éorv in the passages cited, but his having 
first of all emphasized the éor: has in his view given 
a new character to the ¢€v which, even when he 

proceeds to dwell on év atré xaf’ avrd, does not 

forsake it again. It still is the év of his év «& éo7u, 
and he reminds us of that in here summing up—dv 

is to be retained therefore. 
142 B-145 a. (1) Thus far his first result is that 

év ov is év kat woAAd: and so he has made it to 

appear, not unjustly. Yet if he still speaks of it as 
the év of which we speak in arithmetic, his division 
of it into many is open to objection on Arist.’s 
ground (Introd. lxiii.) that, in number, ‘one’ is an 

indivisible minimum, a unit of measurement. Phys. 
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II. 6-7, 206 b 31, 207 b 7, ) yap povas éXdyuorov— 
6 8 dpOpds cori Eva rrelw Kat abo’ dtra dor’ 
dvdyKn orivar ert +d ddvalperov; Met. 1x. 1, 
1052 b 16-34, did kal rd Evi edvae 7d dSiaipérw éoriv 
elvat.... mavtaxod yap Td petpov év te (ytovor Kal 

XII. 9, 1085 b 33, 6 pev yap apiOpos ef 
ddiaipérav ovyKertat, Ta 58 peyeOn ov. If PL. divides 
a numerical unit he makes fractions of it. If it is 
the most elementary ¢hing, or idea, with which 
thought can deal, then he may plead, as he does 
here, that this very condition makes it a thing 

admitting of further and ever further division, whose 

parts (and not the assumed whole) must be the 

‘one’—and so on eis 7d dieipov. To be justly 

divisible it must be an existent év cuveyés. (2) And 
this is equally true if his second contention is to 
hold—that it is 6Aov kat pdpra, for, if the év is to be 

an arithmetical unit, its pépia must be fractions 

alone, in no sense units in and by themselves, but 

parts, whose sole raison d’étre is to be joined in 

one. (3) As to his third concl. werepacpévov kai 

drepov AyGe we may quote Arist. (as above 

207 214), TéAcov § oder pr) Exov Tédos 7d SE TEAOS 

> f 

advatperoy, 

wépas. 60 BéAtiov ointéov Tlappevidny Mediocov 

eipnxévat’ 6 pev yap (M.) 75 dietpov dAov dyaiv, 6 8 

70 dAov merepavOar perodbev ivorahés. This refers 

to Parm. 102-4 Mullach, Avrap ézet reipas miparov 
! tetehecpévoy éorir,' mdvrofev evxixrov odaipys 

' pecodGev icomadés wavrg etc. évadiykvoy dyKe 

Parm. however, here speaks of 76 ov, while in the 
dialogue he strives as far as may be to speak of ré 

év, ignoring to dv. Without discussing the question 

raised by Arist. whether ofdv re eivas darecpov évredc- 
xg capa aicOnrov, we may note that Pl. holds the 

one here as dmrepoy ty dvatpére, to quote A.’s 
lang.—cp. De Coelo ad init. cuveyés pév ody éori 

Td dtatperdv eis det Siaeperd.—i.e. as admitting of 
indefinite sub-div. And if it is dmepov in this 

sense it cannot, says Arist., be a mere numerical 

unit. On the other hand Arist. points out that the 

latter unit is, like a moment of time, dzetpov kata 

mpocGeo.v—you can add on successive units ad 
infinitum—while this cannot be said of an aio @nrdv 

oGpa, It is to be noted in conclusion that we have 
here a single antithesis under three forms—év v. 

moAAd, SAov v. popia, Temepacpévov vV. dzeipov rAx- 

Oe, For the rest we have no duty laid on us to 
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discuss P].’s doctrine on the development of 

number—whether it grows by ‘two twice etc. and 

every combination of even and odd,’ or, as in what 

Arist. (Met. x11. 6, 1080 a 30) calls mathem. 

number, by units, 6 pév paOnparixcs dpiOperar pera. 
70 €v Sto, mpos TO eumpooOev evi dAXO ey, Kal Ta Tpla 

mpos tois Svat tovtas AAO ev, Kal 6 dourds 8 

He wants to develop multitude; the 

special device he tries is indifferent to us. If he 

gets the length of thinking ‘this is one, that two’ 

he has multitude already : as Dam. says § 96, 240, 

As there 
is no question above of ideal time, there is none 

here of ideal number, or of number in connection 

with the ideal theory. 

Brov...dpxtv etc. This feature of a whole has 

already been noted. It involves a c@pa aicOyrov 

(or mental picture of one), or év cuvexés. It seems 

natural to say that a whole has beginning, middle, 

and end, yet it is rather pedantic. The sort of 

whole to which it applies strictly is that to which 

Arist. especially applies it (Poetics), viz. an action. 

To an action, occurring as it does in time, begin- 

ning and end are not convertible terms, but repre- 

sent an inherent distinction. To an object, on the 

other hand, extended in space, beginning and end 

so long as organic structure lies out of the ques- 

tion—are very much what you please to make them. 

Such objects would be more simply described as 

having a pécor or évrds, and a mepipepera, mepteyov, 

wépas OF TX Apa (76 yap oxHpa wepas, Proc.-Dam. VI. 

263). Why then is this triple distinction dwelt 

upon (cp. 137 D)? Possibly Pl. may be think- 

ing of the éAov as in motion, or in process of 

growth or change—as 138 c-E—in which case the 

side which entered another position first, or with 

which change began, would be the beginning and 

the other side the end. This idea appears clearly 

in 153 B-D. At the same time the Greeks often ex- 
hibit a tendency to dwell upon the number three, 

and Thoms. may be right in referring here to 

Oriental and other mystical speculations. He cites 

‘Jambl. sect. ii. c. 7, év 6€ rovTous Tols tpioiv dposs 

e 4 
WOAUTWS, 

was dp.Opos THs povddos ert 7 porrodic pds. 

tpurdAs ta€ews, dpyns Kal perotyTos Kat TéAous, GA 

Ta yévn Katevepato, Ideo veteribus deus dicebatur 

dpxnv Kat péoa Kal reAevTav éxevy apud Plat. lib. iv. 

de Leg. quae autem desumpta sunt ex Orpheo.’ 
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The ref. is 1v. 715 E, 6 pev &) Oeds, dowep Kat d 
madawws Adyos, apxiv Te Kal teeuTHV Kal péoa TOV 

dvtwv drdvtwv éxwv. The words as given by T. are 
thus seen to be misleading, and more clearly so 

when we turn to ‘Orpheus’ Mullach Frag. u. line 
33 etc. 

* rd kd 1 2 ‘ 5 m” A 4 

xOovi ravra tedevte, | dpxiny atros exw Kal péecoaroy 

Z Se , t 2 \ 0 3 , yo2rms 
OTL O€ TAVTWS GAVUTOS ETOUPGVLOS, Kal Emrt 

98€ TeAeuTIiV'! ds Adyos dpxaiuy, ds bAoyevijs Suetagev 

—that is, God accomplishes all things upon earth, 

having their beginning, middle, and end in his own 

hand. If this be really old it may be the source of 

the phrase in both Pl. and Arist. 

Kdy tov gy oroiv ‘ita scripsi cum Schleierm. pro 

kav Tod év (so At) ne opus sit corrigere évds, quod 

vertit Fic.: “et si quid ipsorum ab eo, quod unum, 

distat”’ etc. Heind. Perhaps this is best, the sense 

being kai éay év érioty abtav drootary tivds, as in 

144 B, Tav ovr. Tov dmogt. Still we have concords 

neglected above—e.g. 143 B, TO €y, and E, T@ Te duo 

... kal t@ Tpia—and the Mss. reading as turned by 

Fic. is quite good, being = kai édy étioby aitay dao- 

oraty Tob év, For éGeAjoe ére Bek. represents Mand 

other Mss. as reading éGeAjoee 7. But Ut both 
give eOedijoe ért, which may justify either reading. 

Heind. cps. 149 begin. For €you av... éxoe: he 

also cps. 148 E, Grotto dy 70 év .., dwtouto: Stallb. 

adds, 147 A, dv 7dn exetiyor... expedyou. and i) Kav 

ovTw peretxe... wereexev: But where more than the 

verb is repeated we have the ay given, e.g. below, 
peréxou dv TO €v... peréxor yap dv. 7 Tor evGéos,...77 

Tivos etc. Tot with the first 7) emphasizes the fact 

that it must have some shape, the special one being 

indiff. Had ro: gone with either of the other cases 

of 4 the emph. would have fallen on that particular 

shape: cp. 131 A. For evéos see 137 E. év GAAQ; 

Stallb. notes the want of the art. here and 145 £, 

and, contrasting this with tots dAAous etc., 146 B and 

D, says the art. is omitted ‘quia non significatur id, 

quod omnino ac simpliciter ab ipso uno discrepat, 

while 7a GAAa significant ea quae formis unitatis 

intelligibilis, h.e. ideis, plane opposita sunt.’ That 

is, he takes €y to represent the unity or unifying 

principle involved in the ideas, and ra dAAq as the 

many of sense, and declares that dAdo in this pas- 

sage means something different from the many of 

sense. It may be so: the variation as to the art. 

is a fact, and occurs often—e.g. 138, 140, 141 — 

Los} 
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but it is doubtful if such a distinc. is meant by it. 
Cp. with this variation that between dAdo and 
&repov—e.g. 140 B—and again that between ra 
dda. itself as used largely through the work, and 
ta woAAd so distinctly specified in 136 a, which 

distincs. convey no change of meaning. It is just 
possible that é€v dAAw here may=év ddd tory. 
But what does Stallb. gain by his view? No doubt 
Ta woAAG and ta GAXAa are terms often used of the 
multiplicity of sense—e.g. in. the opening of the 

dial.—but Soc. there wishes to see that distinc. 
shown to exist within the ideal world, and we were 

told that the ideal world could not be known by 

our faculties, so that in any case our course has not 

been rigidly consistent. Nor is anything said 
throughout which should distinguish ra d. from 73 

év as sense is divided from the ideas. We are 

simply bringing our mental faculties to bear upon 

the relations of ‘one’ with ‘many’ or ‘ others,’— 

these ‘one,’ ‘many,’ and ‘others’ being all such as 

are Aoy.op® AapPavépueva, and being understood to 

exhaust existence between them in the same way in 

which A and not-A do so. If év 4. refers to some- 

thing different from ra 4. it must refer to another 

eiSos such as Stallb. holds 75 év to be; but in that 

case there should be a great gulf fixed between its 

character and theirs. Where is that gulf? The 

only difference is the omiss. of the art. It would 

seem that Pl. having started with the antithesis év 
—ta dda (7é oAXG), does not always thrust that 
distinc. forward in his argt., but occasionally forgets 

the art. without giving up any feature of the anti- 

thesis in doing so. Arist. Phys. 1v. 3, init. reckons 
the various ways in which one thing may be in 

another—ré pépos ev TG OAw—rd SAov ev Tos péperiv 

—eSos ev yéever—yévos év eider—eidos ev VAY—év TO 

pute KwytiKg—év TO TeAa—Eév Torw. Pl. has 

nothing so clear as this. 

TOv pepav ... wepiéxerat; We have seen that the év 

as GAov was dze:pov in the sense of being endlessly 

divisible. The fact that all its parts are rigidly 

circumscribed by its wépas as a whole precludes the 
idea of its being érepov in the sense of being of 
unlimited extent: od yap od pydev Ew, dAN ob det 
tu fw earl, ToUTo drepdy éoriv. Arist. Phys. 11. 6. 

kal piv...rd &y éorw; The art. here with both subj. 

and pred. indicates (Clyde Greek Synt., Art. $ 9) 
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‘the convertibility of the terms of the proposition’ — 
Ta wdvTa pepy cori 7d v= rd ev éore Ta wévTO peépn. 
So just below éo7 6 té re wdvra rd év kal abrd 7d 
édov. In both cases it is doubtful if rd év is subj. 
or pred. Whichever it be it is not to be coupled 
with atrd 7d dAov in the last case. 
U ovrerd, t odrér. ‘The text as printed seems 
necess. The frequent use of the art. hereabouts 
may have misled Y or his orig. 

év 84» Why no art.? One could better under- 
stand his beginning with ‘a whole’ and afterwards 
speaking of ‘the whole’—he has already spoken so, 
145 A—but here he has used the art. four times in 
the same connec. before thus omitting it. 

aird & éavrg ely: Not within itself as the centre 
is within the circle, but only as ‘the rectangles 
contained by the whole and each of the parts are 
together whim the square on the whole line.’ The 

argt. would be more just thus dp’ odv (see B above) 
otrws €xov ov atrd re ev GAAw eorar Kal ovK ev 
GARY 5 

otk é& Tots pép....%y ye dracw evar’ Pl. has just 

urged that rdvra 7&4 peppy =Td dAov=7d év, and has 

thence inferred that wdvra ra pépy are év dA. He 

now denies the converse. This would be correct 

were the whole something other than the sum of the 

parts. But that distinc.,as we have seen on 144 E, 

Pl. does not recognise, and here it is expressly ex- 

cluded. Katrow ye—Proc,.-Dam. vi. 264,—e«dpyrac 

ovre te mXéov 

Kal 6 ToLoUTos Tpdros TOU ‘ey Tut,” Ore wepLeKTUKdY 

éott 75 bAov TOY pepav' Ta be pépy TOD dAov ov. The 

text of this comment in Stallb. seems unsound and 

the argt. is obscure ; but we get a sugg. from it. We 

must remember that 76 éAov=70 év, and that each 

part is also &v: and D. says 70 your év évi pa) Typy- 

Oev ev mis ev Tots mac ev THpnOAoevaL; Can he 

mean ‘as a whole which is “one” is not found in 

one part, how can you expect to find it, being “one,” 

in a number of parts (which are not one)?’ That 

is, after first viewing the several parts of one as 

mere parts whose sum makes the one or whole, PI. 

it seems now turns round and regards each part as 

‘one,’ and therefore more likely to contain a whole 

which is one than a plurality of them is—each was 

a mere portion of a ¢v cuvexés, now each is dpOpo 
éy, This, while sophistical, would be intelligible. 
And two lines of argt. do seem to be used. A word 
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on the text. If there were any authority in 2Ut for 
doing so, one could almost read with Schleierm. 

ovre év tii Pl. would thus state a general concl. 

that ‘the whole is not in the parts either in all or in 

some’ and then proceed to prove the first half of 

his concl. in ef yap év rdow... oddanGs: and the 

second in ovéé piv... ddivarov ydp: But besides 

the want of authority, the succeeding words, after 
yép, make for the text, év mXéoow... év évt... év 

draot. As to the whole not being in all the parts, 

he proves this by saying—‘if it were in all it must 

needs be in one,’ and leaves us to add the other 

limb of the argt., ‘but it is not in one therefore it is 

not in all.’ One can understand how it is not in 

one, as he next declares that it is not in some, be- 

cause the greater would thus be in the less. But 

if the only reason for its not being in one or in some 

of the parts be that it is bigger, then, as it is ex- 

pressly said not to be bigger than all the parts, why 

may it not be in them? Because, according to PL, 

if in all it must also be in each. But if that is so 

the character of the ‘ whole’ is quite altered. After 

treating it like the day and the sail—131 s—part 

of which rested on each portion of space covered 

by them, and the whole upon all the portions col- 

lectively, he now implies that it is not extensive but 

intensive, that the whole has an essence which is 

imparted perfectly to each of its portions. 

a 8 roiro...ovSapds; This he regards as clear proof 

of his contention. ‘Si autem haec una pars aliqua 

est de his omnibus’ Refertur hoc totro 76 év ad 

praecedens illud év uve évi, ad drdvrwy autem sup- 
plendum est tv, more pervulgato. Heind. ‘ Vulga- 

tum éyv éorat jam Thoms. vidit in évéorae mutari 

oportere. Pro évi autem Heind. restituit é,’ Stallb. 
At both read év éora:, while YW gives évi and t evi. 
The change to €ve is a great improvement. With 

regard to év éorarseeon131Aetc. Hereit is poss. 

that év may have been confused with the év above; 

but it is also poss. that this very juxtaposition and 

the fact that év and év recur, may have put the scribe 

(either John or a predecessor) on his guard. And 

one may even sugg. that the constr. is rots acu ev 

‘the entire number of ones,’ as 79 €v 1438. He 

could hardly say rots waowv éoiv: and in 146 E etc. 
he speaks of 74 p27) €v. Arist. again has got the length 

of ra éva—Phys. 111, 7, 207 b 7, 6 & dpiOpds éoti 
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éva theiw Kat moo’ drra. Met. xi. 8, 1083 a 25, 
arorov yap 7 év pev elval Te mpOrov Tay Evav Gomep 
éxeivol daot.... Such a remark gives a force to 
Tov anavtwv, and marks his line of argt.:—If this one 
is but a sample of the entire number, and the whole 

is not in it, how after that will it be in all the ones 

together? He seems to be back for the moment 

at the old argt. on the particip. of «Sy. Has he 

made out his contention? It would have been 
more to the point to have urged that a whole when 

reached is a new creature, and that to speak of it 

as in all its parts is to disintegrate and destroy it. 

d yap ... 8 gery a8ivarov: The ‘which is imposs.’ 

would have justified jv for ef. The lang. recalls 

Euclid, e.g. 1. 39, 76 ABT’ dpa tpiywvov 7@ EBT ivov 
éoriv, To petfov TO eAdooon, drep éoriv ddbvarov, 

») bv 8 etc. One would almost expect another 

step in the argt. Thus pa dv 8... rd dAov [ove ev 

éauTp eoriv: ob ydp: pi dv & év Eau] odk dvdyxn 
év érépw etc. 

pySapod piv etc. Thus the év dv as dAov exists 

under conditions of space and (as we shall see 
151 E) time, and is not an e/dos. See also 151A. 
év &AAw is repeated twice and is preceded and 

followed by év érépw with no diff. of meaning. 

7a wavta...(sc. To év) Tuyxdvet, One would look 

for 6v:; but ‘cave corrigas ov. Sic solent Graeci 

et verba et participia praegresso proxime nomini 

accommodare. Menon. p. 91 C, otroi ye havepd errs 

Ad By te Kat SiapOopa Tov cvyytyvopevwv.’ Heind. 
He also cps. 153 A below, which is cited Jelf§ 389, 2, 

érepov peév yap ov which is said of tdAAa Tod évds. 

airé te... év érépw: As Stallb.says, the order would 

But he adds 

that airé te év éavr@ form a phrase such ‘ut unam 
notionem efficiant nec commode possint divelli,’ and 

cites 151 B, E, 155, and 159A. 

toryke pév mov It is stationary in the sense that ov 

pevadAdrre. yopav érépav é£ érépas, but (so far as 

this argt. goes) it is quite free, as ra wdvra péepn, 

mepipéper Oar év TO ait@ (sc. TO dAw)—to use his 

own lang. 138c. It might even be maintained, in 

view of its double char. as ta mdvra pépy and td 

ddoy, that kar’ ddAoiwalv ye Kivetrat, 

éy 1G ara... ate elvat; We have admitted that it 

may be stationary if aiet év éavr@, but in truth it 

need not. Admitting that such a thing as motion 

be better év éavt@ te adbrd efvat xai, 

iS} 
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exists—which Pl. here assumes in spite of Z.’s dia- 
lectic—then Achilles is in motion when chasing the 
tortoise, but all the while he is év 7@ avrg if that 
means év ¢avrp, He is far from being év 1 avrg, 
however, if that means €v r@ av7@ tér~—a meaning 

which Pl. must give it in his second use of it in 

order to infer of the ‘one’ that éords 54 rov dvdyxy 
aiet efvat, Pl., as the Theaet. shows, knows what 

the Eleatics think, and is for the moment in accord 

with them. Thus the verses of Parm. after saying 
avrap axivytrov peydAwy év wetpace Seopav ! eoriv etc. 

go on thus, 85 etc., rwirdv 7’ év tTwiTd Te pevov Kal’ 
éwurd Te Kettat | odtws Eumedov adOe pever’ Kparepy 
yap avdyKn' weipatos év Serpoiow exe Te kat dudts 
éépyet. Parm. does not prove this dialectically : he 

lays it down as his view. Pl. seeks to prove that 
the év dv is bereft of motion, and he has not done 

it. The neuter éords for Eoras seems, from Veitch, 

to be confined to Pl. It occurs in this dial., in 

Theaet. 183 E, of év éxrds Aéyovtr Td way, said 

of the Eleatics, and Sophist 249 D, where Herm. 

reads Td wav éornKos. Note further efvae éords in 

the sense éordva: first above ; its sense is dxévyroy 
elvat, 

1 dy erépy ... iotds 88 KiveioGat; Another sophism. 

If the one is év r@ érépw it cannot indeed be év To 
avt® év avrg; but it can be év TG atdr@ érépw, and 

if it is ‘always there’ it is as much motionless as it 
would be if ‘always in itself.’ 

The dat. need not be under 
the govt. of ratrév, for then rév éAAwy must be 
underst. after érepov, but is rather a dat. of gen. ref. 

‘and as regards the others.’ Stallb. says of tots 
@dAovs here ‘non esse ideas ab aliis ideis diversas 
aut iis contrarias, sed potius res sub sensus subjectas.’ 

Yet if the argt. hitherto in regard to érepov and GAAo 
does not refer to sens. objects but to the ideal 

world, how do we get from it any infer. as to same- 

ness or difference of the one in regard to the sensible 

world? The whole argt. moves on just as it did 
previously—the only change being the art. Proc.- 

Dam. vi. 266 says, moveiras Se THY émrxeipyow ex 

tots GAas ... elvat, 

i , PN SN, ey . oN @ ta) , TUV pds Te eret TO TAUTOV Kal TO ETEPOV TWY TpOS TE 
hd a av / ee > A A eoriv’ tavrév ydp tive (ravT@?) Tavrov, Kal erepov 

érépov Erepov, 

way wou mpds ... | érepov' Thoms. well cps. Arist. 

Met. 1x. 3, 1054 b 15, Kat 7d pev GAAO dyrixetpevws 
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[A€yerat] kal 7d tavrd, 80d wav mpds dav } tadrd 7 

&AXo and below wav yap 7 Erepov 7) rads 6 7 dv Fv. 
4 ratrdv ... tov dv ely. This seems to mean that 

in speaking of any two things we may say that they 

are related either (1) as A — A, or (2) as A — not-A, or 

(3) asA— - = — A, (not-A — nota note —not-A). > 

‘Nam quod partem vel totum cuiuspiam rei conficit, 

id nec radrév est, nec omnino érepoy.’ Stallb. This 

depends on our adopting his further note ‘verba 
mpos 5 obrws éxe referas ad praegressa édv pi) Tadrov 

Y Hn étepov,’ in a very definite sense. A moment’s 

thought will show that these might conceivably and 

grammatically mean that the second thing stood to 

the first in either of the following relations A — S 
n 

A- ie ale since it is only A— A and A —not-A that 

represent accurately the cases of ravrév and érepov, 

Pl. having chosen to raise the ques. of part v. whole. 

At the same time what Pl. means is that anything, 

whether Aov or pépos, having the marks of not-A 

will be érepov to A; and that it is only where there 

would be ravrdrns but for difference of size that the 

question of dAov and pépos enters at all, This ap- 
pears from the following words. But how again 

does this square with his argt. 145 D, év Tevet yap évi 
pa) Sv ovk dy ere ov Sivacto év ye drracww elvar? If 

a ‘whole,’ regarded even in its extended sense 

merely, must be in each of its parts under penalty 

of not being in all of them taken together, much 

more must this hold true if the ‘whole’ be regarded 

as the ‘same’ intensively, i.e. in character, as its 

part irrespective of area. In that view of it size has 
nothing to do with the question. Arist. Met. 1x. 

3, 1054 b 15 (see above) continues as follows: 

7d pév ody Erepov Wf tadTd dd TobTo wav mpds wav 

Nyerat, doa Aéyerar Ev Kai dv. ... Suapopa dé Kai 

érepdtns GAXo. Td pev yap Er. Kal od Er. ovK dvdyKy 
elval teve ér., wav yap 7H et. y TadTd 6 ti ay 7 dv" To 

88 Suddopoy tivds tivi dad. dor’ dvdyKy taird re 

civat & Suadépovow. As regards text 2 reads otrus 
xe. Gs pds; but t has 7 ws which is clearly re- 

quired, and the 4 might easily have dropped if 

dictated — éx-« oJ representing three very similar 

vowel sounds. 
od8’ &pa ds... pépos dv: This is perfectly clear; and 

(although Cornarius suggested pos EavTo repos pt) 
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év, which yields a good meaning of its own ‘since 

it is not a part towards itself’) the reading is not 

doubtful. But the intricacy of the statement may 

cause confus., and the constr. may be disputed. 

Pl. has all he needs when he has reached ein, the 

words reading as if they stood ové dpa avré en dy 

dAov avrov ws mpos pepos, the last three words being 

equal to ds pépovs, as in 147 B, dAov ws popiwy., It 

is just poss. that the avré may not be the subj. of 

etn, but may be in the acc. as part of ws apds pépos 

But this is unlikely, both because atré would 

have been the better reading, and because the airéd 

atrov of the prev. sent. makes for the parallel use 

of adré airot in this one. Pl., as we say, might 

have stopped here; but, wishing to be very em- 

phatic, and to bring more clearly forward the con- 

trad. involved in the case, he adds pds éavrd pépos 
ov. The constr. here might be = otrws dv pépos rpis 

cavré, or as Heind. puts it redundantly, oirw yap 

dv mpos éavrd pepos av ein, ‘since it would thus be a 

part towards itself—which we have just declared in 

the previous sentence that it could not be.’ It 

might also be taken in close epexegetic connec. 

with the prev. ws pds pépos thus—atrod dAov as 

Tpos péepos, paAAov d€ rpos éavTd-pepos-dv, ‘It could 

not be whole of itself as towards a part, rather to- 

wards itself turned for the moment into a part.’ So 
Stallb. following Schmidt, in which view pépos dv 

is in the acc. agreeing with éavré. Either way there 

is some awkwardness. 

abrd éavros ... Svros EauTG, dvTos agrees with éavrod, 

not with avré, which is really redundant, and is 

present only in obedience to the Greek idiom. The 

sense is ‘If a thing be elsewhere than itself when 

that self is in the same place with itself, is not that 

thing of necessity other than itself?’ 
otra piv ... rd ty = epavy pay TO Ev ovTWS Exov. oT 

refers both back and forward, what follows being 

but a restatement of what has just been said. He 

points back to 145 E, 7 pév dpa 7d év dAoy, év dAAW 

éoriv. Here piv=attamen: Ast. gives several 

cases, e.g. Soph. 217 D, cup PovAw py enol ypapevos 

TOV véwy Tuva aipyoe with which cp. 216 B, Kal pros 

In all 

the sense would be brought out by using 6€ py, 
Srepov Epa...radry dy ‘Non sine caussa tavry dicit. 

Significat enim huius tantum rei habita ratione unum 

Pe 
av7To. 

Soxel Oeds pev dvnp ovdapds elvar, Oelos py. 
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a semet ipso diversum esse.’ Stallb. We may cite 
Arist. Soph. Elench. 5, 167 a 11, olor ¢i, AaBov tov 

AlOiora efvar pédava, Tods dédvras éporr’ ei A|evKds: 
2 Ss if ig Lg ¥ e. > # w 

ei otv TavTy AevKds, OTe péAas Kal ov pédas, olotTo 

StecAexOae gvddoyiotixws Tededoas THY épwryow. 

Proc.-Dam. vi. 267 puts the present argt. thus, 
> \ 3 € n°: a N > ve a ae A 

atré év éavt@ drehdvOy. 7d avo Eavtod, Kal év TO 

aiT@ ov, érépwOt yeyovds erepov éoras éavTod" érépwbi 

yop yéyovev Eavrod Tod év TO att dvros—otrw yap 

But he prefixes this 

gore 8¢ copia tiki 7 érexelpnots. eXeyov yap ot codu- 

arepavOn: érepov apa éavTod, 

atai Kopickos érepos éavTov" 6 yap viv pev év Axa. 

Snpig, viv 68 év Zrog, erepos' 6 5) wal eLedeyye 

Arist. Soph. Elench. 5, 166 b 28, gives 

among the rapa 7d cup PeBynxds rapadroyicpol—otov 

el 6 Kopioxos érepov dvOparov avros abrod repos’ 

"Api. 

éore yap dvOpwros, ei LZwxpdrovs Erepos, 6- Sé 

Loxpatys dvOpuros, erepov avOpurov party wporo- 

ynxevar Sd To oupBeByxévas, ob Edyoev Erepov evar, 

Tourov etvat GvOpwrov. How to meet these he shows 

chap. 24. Proc.-Dam. means that P]. here proves 

a thing to be different from itself rapa 7d cvpBeByxds 

—by a mere difference of place—while according 

to Arist. this is no ground of difference. “Erepa 8 
Aéeyerat Sv 7H Ta €iby TAC, 7) 7 VA, 7} 6 ASyos Tis 

ovoias’ Kat dAws dvrixermévus TH TubT@ A€yerae TO 

érepov. Met.1v.9,1018at0. ef rot te Wt ef Tovri. 
Boa ph &y...rdv dAkov: Thoms. speaks here of ra 

éAXa andra roAXAG being used forthe objects of sense, 

which is quite true (as Stallb. says and said above); 

and quotes appositely Proc. (in Parm. Ms. Lib. v. fol. 

32) "EOos ydp Fv wept (1. rapa) tots IIvOayopeious év 

pev mporayopevey TaTav THY dowpaTov Kal YwpioTHy 

otciav’ aXXo, 8 thy copatiKny Kat év copac bherrn- 

xviav [N.B. he does not say ra. dAXa]. But what evi- 
dence is there throughout of a distinc. between év 

and rodAd or T4AXa of this fundamental kind? The 

one and the many are contrasted, but as correlatives 

and, to use a modern phrase, on the same platform: 

if the one is an «Sos the many are other «iSy, if they 

are sensible objects the one is such. He does 

better wlen he says” differunt hic ra dAAa ab uno 
uti 7) Sud«peots differt ab unitate. Ita Dam. de hac 
quam Parm. statuit differentia aperte scribit. 75« 7 

ETEpdTNs OvK avTiKETaL TMpds THY TAVTOTHTA, dAAG Tpds 

7 &, Gs Sidxpiors mpds Evworv' womep yap Td ev 

TavTa éxte Kate TO Ev, Ott TavTMY eoTLY Evwcis, ODTW 
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Kal q ereporys airy 75 mdvtwv TAHOos Ext 7d Sewpio- 

pévov.’ 

146 D-E. We may note the complications of 
the passage :—(1) The ‘different’ is ‘different 
from the different’: (2) the ‘not-ones’ are ‘dif- 
ferent from the one’ and the converse: (3) the 
‘one’ is ‘different from the others’: (4) the 
‘same’ is ‘opposed to the different’ and vice versa: 
therefore (5) the ‘same’ is never ‘in the different’ 
and vice versa: therefore (6) the ‘different’ is never 

‘in any existent thing’: therefore (7) the ‘different’ 
is never ‘in the not-ones or the one’: therefore (8) 
the ‘one and the not-ones’ do not ‘differ by the 

different’: and as (9) the ‘one and the not-ones’ 
cannot differ ‘ by themselves without the different’ 

it follows that (10) the ‘one and the not-ones 

escape from differing’ (and are therefore ‘the same’). 
Why this series of rather sophistical statements ? 
His aim being to infer that the one does not ‘differ’ 

from the not-ones, he might have founded at once 

on the concession that Only the different differs, 

and differs from the different. As neither not-ones 

nor one is the different these do not differ. Pos- 

sibly because this might seem abrupt he chooses a 

widely different course which is itself startling. 
After the admiss. that It is the different that differs, 

he flies off at a tangent, affirming that The not-ones 
differ from the one—and the converse; and that 

the one differs from the others. Next he finds that 

the ‘same’ will be of use, and declares that the 

same and the different are évayria which obviously 
means that they differ, since he has assumed above 
that, setting aside the possibility of whole versus 

part, everything is either same or different relatively 
to everything else. The truth seems to be that one, 

other, many, different, whole, part, not-one etc. are 

all different: but that when we speak of them as 

differing each becomes for the moment the different, 
relatively to that from which it differs, and so only 

the different differ mutually. Returning now to 

No. 5 above we see Pl. quibbling with ‘the same’ 

as he has done before. If the same and the different 

are two entities, no doubt it may follow that the one 

of them will never be in the other; but it does not 

follow that either of them is never in the same or a 

different position. It would be quite fair to retort 
upon him thus, If the different is never in the same, 

8 
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then the different is always in the different: the 

different therefore is always in that same thing the 

different: accordingly the different is always in the 
same: or The same differs from the different: but 

only the different can differ: the same therefore is 

the different. It is not clear whether PI. is through- 

out consciously sophistical or partly confused. His 

views on this relation of contraries seem clearer in 

the Phaedo, although expressed in terms of his ideal 

theory. There he says, 102 etc., that if Simmias is 

taller than Socrates he is so not qua Simmias but 

TO peyéOe 6 Tvyxaver éxwv, and if from being taller 

he becomes less, it arises from ouexpérns expelling 

éyeBos—ovse ddXo ovdev TOY évavrioy ere bv dmep Fv 

[eOéAec] dpa tovvavtiov yiyverOat Te Kat etvat, GAN’ 

Yro. amépxerae 7) arodAvTat év ToUTY TE TaOypartt. 

Applying this here we may say, if the one is different 

from the not-one it is so, not qua one but 7@ érép@ 

o Tvyxdver €xov and so on. The same percep. of 

possible and impossible combinations with a like 
crudeness of lang. appears in the Soph. 252 c-260. 

[xpsvov] etc. Proc.-Dam. vi. 268 

says ovdérore év TadT@ xpdvov Tivd, PI. mixes up 

pres. and abs. in space and time with logical agree- 
ment and difference. We have here an accurate 

condit. sent. «i yap ein... éxetvov ay .,. ein 70 Erepov. 

A less accurate one precedes «i dpa... érrat, ovdér 

Zrrt, and a still less careful one follows éreéy 8 

ovderore ... Throughout 

there are several only the apod. of which appears. 

otSérore tv run etc. He quibbles again. The dif- 

ferent is not in the ‘same’ so it can be in nothing; 

for if it were in anything for so much as an instant 

it would thus be in the same. ‘The same’ at first 

is a thing so called; it changes to 6 avrds téros or 

ro atvTo mpaypo. Proc.-Dam. explains—mdvta yap 

ro évta exarrév orev vy TabTG, ws Kal adTo TO Erepov 

a ydp syrwv’ 

FE , LANDA nv wm éoriv, ovddrote... dv etn. 

ey éavT@ kat ov« ey reve, 

76 érépy ... favrots ‘ by reason of the different ... of 

themselves.’ We must, as Heind. says, suppose 

érepov after TO év from rd pu ev... érepa.. 

od may av ecedyor To pl A question to which 

the answer is—Yes éxgev'yor [dv]. ‘Recte, quan- 

quam parum Latine, Cornarius: ‘“ penitusne jam 

effugerint, ut ne inter se alia sint.” Frequens hic 

usus est voculae p*) post verba fugiendi abstinendi 

et similia illatae. Soph. 235 B, Gore ovxer’ expevferar 

E 
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708 ye... 7d py ov... elvae etc.” Heind. He adds 

examples, and Stallb. cites Crito 43 c, dAd’ ovdev 

avrovs éextAverar } HAtKia TO pr odxXl dyavaxKrely. 

A better case is Phaedo 117 ©, of roAAol... ofof re 

Proc.-Dam. v1. 268 

says KdvredOev exevyou dv tabta, Td Te ev SyAovore 

fjoav karéxey TO py Saxpverv. 

Kal Ta py Ev, TO pry elvae Erepa'—dyAovere ‘Td elvat 

érepa’’ weovdler yap at TiKGs TO ‘pulp’ eis TO py etvar 

érepa.’ 

GAAG piv... dpiOpsy ye Yxovra : Again we have variety 

in the condit. sents. By strict rule we should have 

ovde Tot Evds ye peréxer TA pty Ev—(el yap pere’xev) 

ovK ay pay ev nv GAAG...: dANOZ: od8 aprOpos erat 

dpa Ta py Ev'— ove yap av obtw pi Ev Fv mavrdracw 

The first sent. is the basis of 

his premiss That the not-ones have no connection 

with the one, and the result is naturally a foregone 

conclusion (av jv). Having fortified his premiss he 

draws as inference That the not-ones will not be 

number; but puts that in a politely problematic 

form (016? dv ... en). But he at once clinches it by 

a reason which he holds as unanswerable (ov8é yap 

av... iv). The otrw refers back to the ov yap av just 

above. They can no more be not-one if they possess 

number than they can if they share in one. We 
may put his syllog. in Aristotelian form, Tot évés ye 

ov peréxer Ta put) Ev? GAN’ 6 aptOpds peréyer TOU Evds” 

et dptOpov ye elyer. 

ovd dprOpods dp’ adv etn Ta py ev. Ta pH Ev not Ta ovx 

ev is the form throughout: he speaks hypothetically. 
A kav offre peretxe= 1) kal otro (=e pdpta iv Ta py 

év Tod évds) pereiyey dv. The answering perefyev 

like the éxpevyot omits év. Above on 145 2. 

poploy ... pépta’ Uf popiov... popiov, t popiov... 

popua, The text seems clearly needed. Whether 

in majusc. or in early minusc. popéov and pépra have 

a strong likeness. It is less easy to explain the 

corrup. of popiwy. Perhaps an early scribe had 

omitted the », and after writing MOPIN had placed 

a diminutive w above. A little w in majusc. might 

easily be taken for ov (or a), and a later scribe— 

e.g. Joannes—might so read it and think that it 
was to be put in place of the N, thus giving popiov. 

The repeated use of the same word in different 

constrs. might naturally cause difficulty. The note 
of Proc.-Dam. vi. 269 reads érrel yoy aitd 7d év ovre 

poplov TOV pl) Ev éaTLV ovTE GAOV ws popiov. 

mpds Ta ph & So t, and the sense requires it, 2% 
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has 76 for 7d, and Proc.-Dam. also reads adore 7b év 

mpos TO pay Ev. 

vd & dpa... rod Adyov. Common sense, as well as 

Pl.’s reasoning, tells us that the one is the same with 

itself and different from the others. But the others 

here must stand for the different, and as the argt. 

advances, another synonym is the not-ones. That 

the one is different from itself has been made out 

above only sophistically, apart from the objection 

that, on Pl.’s own showing, only the different and 

not the one can differ. His final thesis that the one 

is the same with the others requires much argt. He 

starts by laying down four possibilities (practically 

three) as open to two things when under compari- 

son—they may be the same, or they may stand 

related as whole to part, or they may be different. 

He then aims at reaching the truth by elimination. 

First the different must have no connec. with the 

one and the others (or, as the latter are now called, 

the not-ones), and thus the one and the not-ones 

‘escape altogether (he feels how narrowly) from 

differing.’ Next he takes up the question of whole 

and part. He gets rid of the possibility that the 

not-ones or others can be simply a number of ones 

instead of a single one—it is noteworthy that they 

They 

must have no connec. with one—a curious prelim- 

inary to their being the same with it. But the 

absence of connec. is needed to prevent their stand- 

ing related as whole and part; there is no one in 

are never called ra woAXa. or 7AROos here. 

‘the not-ones, no not-ones in the one, so they can- 

not be whole and part. It remains then that they 

must be the same. No wonder Aristoteles says 

‘from the course of the argument there is a risk of c 

their appearing so’—which is but another way of 

saying that Pl. knows how narrowly he has escaped 

failure. We may meet his reasoning in several 

ways. 1. The one and not-ones ave different. It is 

a mapadoyiopos rapa 76 ovpBeBnKOds to say that the 

different has no connection with them, and that they 

cannot differ. The term ‘different’ is applied to two 

objects as a result of their comparison. They are 

found not to have the same qualities, and to express 

that fact they are called different—a term which is 

applied to them kara ovpP_eBnxos and adds nothing 

to their characteristics save the accidental circum- 

stance that they have been compared. 2. Pl. would 
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have made out a better quartette of tests for dis- 
tinguishing two objects if he had said they may be 
(2) the same, (6) different, (c) part v. whole, or (2) 
parts of awhole. In fact one and not-ones are both 
parts—not extended but logical parts—of one com- 
plex concep. Give what name you please to this 
concep. it is certain that they are the two necessary 
factors in it, that you cannot think the one of them 
without the other to help you. 3. And we may, if 
we choose, call them in ¢Azs sense the same, because 
they play the same part or have the same function 
in the thought in which they occur. But our calling 
them the same because of the function they fulfil 

does not prevent them from differing when com- 
pared each with the other. 

tows: ereS} y’ otv ‘ Very likely,’ says Aristoteles, 

like one who does not really see his way but gives 
up courting controversy. ‘Well, at all events,’ 

replies Parm., ‘they both differ equally.’ 
The meaning of this answer will be 

seen if we put the passage differently. ovdx ody otrws 

érepov dv Tov dAXwv ein... kal obre wadAov erepov ove 

Hrrov; Ti yap padXov érepov 7} irrov ay ein; 

vl yap dy: 

2 a 
qe 7G ol: =H [7d év] wérovOev efvar érepov tov 

dddkwv Kal TaAAa éxeivou acattws, taiTy Td TE é&v 

merovOds av ein TavTov Tots GAXots, Kal TAAXA TO Evi. 

‘In the way in which the one has the experience of 

being different from the others and the others like- 
wise than it, in that way the one would have an 

experience identical with (that of) the others and 

the others with (that of) the one.’ Fic.: ‘ Porro si 
uni contingit’ etc.; so he read ¢é for #, which would 
need other changes. The two are sometimes inter- 

changed ; but the Mss. agree here. 

t&kagrov ... kadets; We find in this connec. xaXe«iv 

Twa dvoua (or Tt). =to call one a name, something: 

kaAety ovouzd tevs which is much the same, but re- 

sembles our ‘to call names to one’: 

éri tive which Jowett renders here ‘ You give a name 
to a thing?’ Heind. also gives ‘ Unumquodque 

nomen nonne rei cuipiam tribuis?’ And L. and S. 
seem to agree. Would it not be better thus, with 

Ast and Engelm. ‘ Of the names in use you employ 

each on some ground’? Thus in Soph. 218 c, of 

the name Sophist he says viv yap &) od xéyo 
Tovrou mépt (SC. TOD TopuaTov) Tovopa pdvov Exopev 

(=kadodpev) kowvy’ 1d de Epyov ef’ @ Kadodpev éxd- 

kaAeiv dvopa. 
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Tepos Tay’ dv Sig map’ ypiv adrois Zxoupev, Neither 
this nor the other cases cited (e.g. Cratyl. 433 &, 
Rep. v. 470 B etc.) nor the case in E seems to clash 
with such a meaning, though the other sense is 
quite possible. Cp. Proc.-Dam. vi. 270, wav évopa 
ert onpacia Teves Aéyerat, Arist. Met. x. 5, 1062 
a 13, det rotvyy ty dvopdrw exagrov evar yvdspupov 
kal SnAoty ti, Kat pay roAAd, pdvov & ey dy 88 wrAedlw 
onpaivyn, pavepdv roreiy ef’ d héper rovopa tovruy, 

wheov. } drag; Fic, ‘vel saepius vel semel,’ and 
so Thoms., Ast, Engelm., and Jowett. But would 
not this need 7} mAcovdxis 7) dwa;? As it stands 
the choice seems exclusive, in which case éywye has 
no meaning, and the answer would be wAcovdxes. 
Miiller gives ‘mehr als einmal’=‘ oftener than 

once,’ with which cp. Rep. 111. 409 D, mAcovdxus 8 
movnpots i) Xpyorrois évrvyxdvwv (6 Sixarris) cope- 
TEpos 1) duabeorepos Soxet civar aitG@ te al dAAOS, 

This seems preferable, the important thing being 
that a name may be given oftener than once. Per- 

haps the transl. incline to the other because drag and 

moAXd«es are contrasted in what follows. But that 

is met in the latter rendering—if you use a word 

oftener than once you must use it once also, which 
gives the material for contrast. 

otmép tore rotvopa, Cp. odmrep iv dvoza and jomep 

Taking these in order Fic. gives 

‘cujus est nomen, cujus hoc nomen est, cujus pro- 

prium nomen est’; Ast repeats ‘cujus est nomen,’ 

and others treat the phrases as identical. Sub- 

stantially they are; yet one feels a difference in 

mental attitude, although it is hard to define. 

Should not todvoza be the subj. and évopa part 

of the pred.? Cp. on 126 B; and contrast the 

following, 76 dvopza kal éxeivos otrep Td dvopa Eore 

The 

formula might be completed thus, 76 évoyza kai 

éxelvos otrrep TO dvopd éoti dvopa, which gives 

material for both expressions. Heind. would read 

rovvoua in all three cases. tatrd dvoya the use of 

ravrs and ravrov seems capricious. Here if any- 
where ravrov might be expected. édv POéyéy cp. 

érév p0éyyy below. So in Proc.-Dam.’s notes, v1. 

270. The common distinc. between aor. and pres. 

is that the former makes a passing allus. in narrat., 

the latter rather a pictorial allus. in descrip. If 

there be any distinc. here it may be shown by the 

qv tovvopa in E. 

&: mW XQ ’ lal t4 ” 

and 70 dvopa Kat exetvos otiep eoTuv ovopa, 
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conjuncs.—éév ‘should you utter,’ érdy * whenso- 
ever, as often as, you are uttering.’ 

ral 7d Erepov = Kal 67d Erepdv’ eoriv dvoua, Proc.+ 

Dam., éorev ody pera TOV GAXav (dvoudrwv) Kal TO 

erepov dvopa emi tiv onpacig.... drav toivuy pbeyyy 

76 Erepov ToUTO dvopa, ct pev drug, dak SyAois rd 

mpaypa ob Td dvopa iv... dis eimdvres TS ETEpov ex’ 

avryn 7] pioe mepi is dmopatvépefa, én” exeivy det 

A€yopev is qv To ovopa. Is the precisely similar 

ravTo dvopa above=7d dvopua, ‘ado’? Prob. not, 
and the sense is clear otherwise. 

évopdtes ... Kéyonev, A number of more or less 

synonymous verbs have been used in the course of 

this illustration from names, and it is not easy to 
preserve the distinctions in translating. Aéyeev 
wavers in sense as it repeats itself; e«iwetv and 

p0éyyer Oa both apply here to physical utterance. 

qj etc. Here and in 148 a, B Xt wavers, reading 7 
here and 7 in the three following cases, the first of 

them having an eras. above, and the second one 

after. t reads 7 here and # in the others. 7 seems 
necess. Fic. and editions before Steph. seem to 

have had «i, between which and 3, 7, 7, confus. is 
easy. In 7 dpa érepov .., Td Ev Tots GAAOts W reads 

y apa erepov Tdv addwv 7d Ev, Kal TGAAG TOU Eves, 

KaTaTavTo éTepovremovGevat, ovKaAAO GAG TO adTd 

avrerovOus etn Td Ev Tots AXAows* which needs alter- 

ation: t reads 7 dpa érepoy tov dAXwY Td EV Kal 

TaAAa TOU Evds. KaTdTavTd érepov werovGévon [in the 

margin a later and fainter hand writes carelessly 

memovOev efvar], otk GAAO, GAAG Td adTd av TerovOds 

ein 76 €v Tois GXAous* Except as regards 7 for 7) and 

the marginal read., the two agree. The words as 

printed show less change from Mss. than is usual. 
Their construc. is 7 dpa érepov Trav GAAwy 76 Ev, Kal 

Tada Tov évds [étEpa]’ Kara 7 ab 7d eTepov werov- 

Bévar odk GAXO GAAG TO adrd av rerovOds Ely TO EV 

tois dAAors ‘in the same way therefore in which 

the one is different from the others they likewise 

are different from the one; while again to the 

extent of this experience of difference the one 

would have, not another but, the same experience 

with the others.’ This gives the proper course to 

the argt. and that with virtually no change—for the 

iota subscr. (7) is often omitted, while accents 
(j, #5) and word division are matters in which 

scribes vary. The editors and Dam. regard 7... 
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rod évds as a single supposition from which some 

other conclus. follows, not as containing both sup- 
pos. and conclus. They have thus to alter from 148 

kara onward. Thoms. says ‘ Melius legeretur xa7’ 

avts 7d erepov TerovOevar. Nec dubitandum veram 

hanc esse lectionem, maxime cum Dam. (in Ms. at 

Oxford) eam suo comprobet suffragio’: Bek., follow- 
ing Heind. and followed by Ast, reads kara 7d 

Tairov érepoy mwerovOévar ‘to the extent of ex- 

periencing the same difference’: Stallb. xara radrov 
To érepov merovOevas ‘secundum id ipsum quod 

videlicet 75 évepov habet etc.’ After all, accepting 
their view of what goes before, the Ms. reading 

Kata TavTs etepov werovOevas in the sense Kata 7d 

auto ‘érepov-werovOevar’ might almost do as it is. 

vd 3é ov ... Snorvov' may mean either 7d 5€ ov 

*ravrov-rerovOds’ dpoudv éort, or 6 dé wou TavTov 

mérrovOev Spoudy ete. 
54 ... erepdy torw: Everything is like everything 

because everything is different from everything: 

Any two things mutually differ; and this sameness 

of difference makes them pro tanto like each other. 

This may be so, but it is not the conclus. proposed 

147 C, avrg te kal rots dAXors. That implied that 

there were but two sides to the antith., év v. 7a 

dA asa group. If we are to speak of day draccy 

we must apply the same reasoning to one in its 

relations to each part of the others and to each of 

these in relation to every other. His one becomes 

a selected atom, and his others are the remaining 

infinity of atoms, which may each in turn be chosen 

as the one. At this point he does look as if he 

would carry out in detail the original scheme of 

136.C. 7@ dvopoiw so t; W=dpotw, and in the 
paradoxical state of the argt. there is some excuse 

for it. 7@ ad7G; (sc. évavriov) so Yt, but the latter 
has in the marg., by a similar if not the same hand, 

This would suit the repeated use of 

tavtov above; but 7@ avt@ may mean that. Cp. 

Arist. Met. Iv. 9, 1018 a 11, dvrixepevws TO Tato 

AeyeTau TO Erepor. 

a 2A 
TY TAVTW. 

rotvavtioy ... TH trepov etc. =70 Sé elvar TavTby Tots B 

&dAows Tobvavtiov ye TAOos éoTl TO elvas Erepov TOY 

aéddov. 

avopodee This word, ‘praeter analogiae leges 

et propter oppositionis rationem formato’ (Stallb.), 

seems peculiar to Pl. Rep. VIII. 546 B, dpovovvTwr 
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re kal dvopovovvtwy is the only other case of the act. 
in Ast.; but there are several cases of the pass. 
Stallb. however refers to Lobeck Phrynich. 563. 
By praeter analogiae leges does he mean that you 
don’t have privative verbs formed from affirmative 
ones? If so, it may be that dvopoidw is not from 
spordw but from dvdjov0s as the other is from dpovos. 
tairdy, i} ovK évavtiov Exrat (sc. todro rd ravrdv) TE 
érépy—t has 76 rairdv, as above 76 tavrg, in marg, 

txa yap... Aéyov: From the rovde it seems that 

Tovovtov Adyov form one express. and that rowodrov 
is not a neut. nom. descriptive of the argt. just 

closed. But the expression is odd. ‘Talem ut 

videtur rationem habet’ Fic., whom Thoms. copies ; 
and this is the best rendering. The force of the 

particles might be brought out thus: ‘I agree; for, 

strange as it may seem, it is true that the statement 

has some such reason in its favour.’ Instinct bids 

one expect Tov or tuva with rovodrov, In this pas- 
sage, €xet...dvdpovov efvac, Proc.-Dam. seems, VI. 271, 

inclined to take éxee...éxee as spoken by Parm., 

leaving only tiva; to Aristoteles; and if we may 

judge by his words he seems to have read éye pev 

otv 5) here. ov« évéeneve tiv cvyxatdOeow Tot 
mporSiadeyopévov, aA’ adrdos erexpiver Kal Td wav 

Aé€yet, Os Oappov Kat GAAws arodei~ar. 7) Td SExer pev 

obv 61’ drodoyia érri kai Kardvevois TOU mpordiare- 
youévov kal éx TéTe éridéper arodegdpevos olov tiv 

drékpurw ‘kal yap Kai révde éxea’* etre ody TUS 

cite éxeivws,  évvora owferar The ¢ye has no 

very definite subj. here or above. We may supply 

‘your contention.’ Then we must add some words, 

eg. tiva; Td €v, 9) Tadrov werove, py dAXOlov weEroV- 
Gévat, py dAAotov Se werovOcs xi) dvdpovov efvat, p21) 

dvdpouov 8 dv dporov efvac’ 4 8 dAdo TrérovOev 

aXdAoiov, ddAoiov Se dy avdpovov evar: TavTdov Te dpa 

ov... kal dtu érepdv éors, the particip, constr. is 

exactly parallel to és or éwei as below, with the 

indic. giving a reason. xara éxdrepov so both Mss. 

as pera éavts E. The editors give xa@’. Note this 
insistence on the clear recognition of each method 

and both, repeated also below. ‘Secundum ambo 

haec et secundum horum utrumque’ Fic. 

éxdrepov so U; t repeats the card, probably rightly. 
147-1480. Here we have a demonstr. that the 

one is like and unlike itself and the others. How 

does he reason? 1, He takes pains to establish 

x 
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that the one is like the others (147-148). The 

argt. ends by proving that everything is like every- 

thing ; and that because all things differ by differ- 

ence—that is, by the same thing, Were he speaking 

as in the first part of the dial. and in the Phaedo 

he would say they differed by having the «Sos of 

difference, which of course is always the same thing. 

But one is tempted to think that Pl. wants us to 

confound this with the idea of differing to an equal 

extent. One, two, and three are alike in differing 

each from the other, but one and two are not alike 

in the extent of their difference from three. Arist. 

as usual does a service when he notes that in prac- 

tice the word ‘different’ has several senses. Now, 

while Pl. proves likeness through sameness of differ- 

ence, and recalls his own remark that 75 radrov 

merovOds duo.ov, save for his wish to make each 

new quality of the one spring from its predecessor, 

is there any need for the argt.? One would say 

that sameness includes likeness, and, as he proved 

sameness, he might infer likeness. We may also 

ask, supposing one and not-ones (or others) are 

like, Zow like are they? PI. would lead us to fancy 

that they were so like as to exclude divergence— 

although, of course, unlikeness is proved very soon. 

And there is something to justify such a view in 

this case, for, when speaking of mere existent one- 

ness and comparing it with mere existent other-ness, 

and proving these like or unlike, we feel that the 

latter qualities may rank on the same level with the 

former, and that we say as much about a monad 

when we call it ‘like’ as we do when we call it 

‘one.’ On the other hand he has been speaking 

about one and not-ones now for some time, and we 

have had a sense of growing complexity in these as 

the argt. has advanced. One has become One- 

being-whole-parts-different-same-in-itself-possessing- 

shape etc., and if to all these qualities we add but 

one more—likeness—we add little, something that 

might be called a mere separable accident, not an 

essential feature. Of course if likeness were the 

outcome of all combined—if one were like not-ones 

Tapa wavrs. 7a Acydpueva, then likeness would be a 

very important feature in its character. 2. He 

next proves unlikeness between one and others 

very briefly—it was in virtue of difference that they 

appeared to be like, that being so they must in 
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virtue of sameness be unlike (148 4-8). This would 
be unanswerable if we were sure of our terms. PI. 

has said that all words retain the same sense through 

all uses. Now when we speak of two things as 

different we think of the characteristics in which 

they don’t agree—one is square-white-flat, the other 

round-black-solid, and that is the sense in which 

Pl. uses the word at present. On the other hand 

we have used the word ‘ different’ in regard to both 

these things, and not a bit more or less in regard to 

the one than in regard to the other, and to that 

extent the two things resemble—by the pajre padAov 

pare Frroy of their difference. It was in this latter 

sense that Pl. used the word when he proved by it 

that one and others were like. In other words he 

proved them like by difference not qua difference 

but qua the sameness which it suggests. If then 

they were like in virtue of the sameness of their 

difference they need not necessarily be unlike 

through sameness. 1+2. Having now sought to 

show that one and others are both like and unlike, 

he shows his doubt as to the result by re-proving it 

on the converse ground (148c). The two are ‘like’ 

q] TavTov werovGe (leaving the €repoy out of sight), 

and ‘unlike’ 7 éAXo rérove (leaving tavrov out of 

sight): a proof which is assented to with much 

greater readiness than the previous one—aAnO7 

Aéyeus. iSod Kal oiTws drodeikvuTas TOU Evds pds 

éavts 75 dpotov kat dvdpmoov. Proc.-Dam. VI. 272. 

But he won’t give up the former proof: on the con- 

trary he maintains (ratrév te dpa... dvdporov Tots 

uAAous) that the case is made out by the two 

methods jointly (kar’ auddrepa) and severally (kara 

éxdtepov). 3+ 4. In proving that one is both like 

and unlike itself he says merely—See previous 

argts. jointly and severally (148 p). One is like 

itself both by equality of difference from itself— 

which must be held as proved 146c—and by 

tatrov merovOevat éavT@ ; and unlike itself by same- 

ness with itself (146 B-c), and by &AAo rerovévat. 

Proc.-Dam. vI. 272 says Kata éxdtepov—kara te Td 

TavTov, ws évTavda, Kal KaTa TO erEpov, WS ert TIS 

But when he adds kal kar’ 

appotepa—opovoy EavTov Kal dpovov dAAous* ovrws 

, > ¥ 

mpotépas drodeiLews. 

Kul TO dvdpotov—kaTd Te TO dvdpolov EavTOU Kal 

Kata TO dvdpotov To (?) dXAss, he surely mistakes. 

wept Tod Ewrecdar etc. We must take arrecdae... 

PARMENIDES. 

édAwy, as a phrase equivalent to a noun whose art. 
is tod and which is govd. by wept, = epi rov ‘76 

év drrecOat atrod xat tov dAAwy’=ept Tovéde, sc. 

ei 76 ev Grreras avrov Kai TOV dAAwY ElTE py, oKOTEL, 

airs ydp...épdvy dv’...70&; See 145 B-E. Heind. 

objects to the repetition of 76 &. But it may be 
due to the fact that when the one was shown to be 

in itself as whole it was so as rdvra r& pépy, while 

when it was shown to be in the others it was again 

OXov ev ov, 

fi pv ... éavrg bv: Thoms. refers to the opp. con- 

clus. reached in Dem. 1. 138 a and cites Proc. in 

Theol. Plat. Lib. 2 Cap. 1, ‘ubi tandem ita concludit 

GAN’ ovd€ Td Ev 7} abToU ywpis eoTLV, 7} EavTOU darréd- 

pevov' ein yap otrw memovOds TO axterOat Kal td 

xwpis' 7d S€ ye Ev TéerovGev ovdév GAO wap’ adré,.’ 

But this refers to the one in whose case existence 
was not pressed. We deal now with the one which 

‘is.’ Again he points out that ‘alia est ratio 

materialium alia immaterialium. Sic Porph. Sent. 

7a Kal? éavTa dowpara, avto 6 Kpelrrov mavrés éore 

TwparTos Kai Térov TavTayy erty, od SiagtaTas GAN’ 

dpepos. Ita in Phaed. de Anima érav py rpocope- 

Actos TH odpate h Puy}, darteras Tov dvtos.’ Which 

is of course true, and the azrerat in the Phaedo is 

a metaph. And so of any dys among the eidn? 

Whether the one is here to be material or not is 
hard to say; but if it is not material it is at least a 

mental picture of an extended thing to which the 

idea of touch has a natural application. Proc.-Dam. 

VI. 273 says wept Tov amrerOat ... ok dverkevacev 

év tais dvackevais, 008’ dAws éuvjoOn (but see 138 a) 

Sid TotTo Kal Thy KatacKevny TiOnowW évTavOa Kal 

Thy dvacKkevyv* mwAjv mpoTépay THY KaTacKeUTV 

(positive side, Odors) da Tv TOV AouroV KaTacKEVoV 

cvvéxeay, Kal éreta THY dvacxevyy (negative side, 

As to lang. in tov peév 
dAXuv dreipyouto ater Gas the position of 7Ov pev 

éAXwv would suggest that they depend directly, as 

they might, on dreipyo:to, drterOae being = dore 

But the constr. is probably 

dreipyouto arrer Got Tov GAAwv: yet here we miss a 

neg. with the vbs. But both usages are found: 

cp. Laws XI. 929 C, éav Tus ... vidv BovAnrar OérOan, 

pseis vdpos drepyérw moveio Oar, and vill. 837 D, 

dei KwAverv Tov vopov dzretpyovta pay yiyverOar ev 

ypiv. GrtovTo: as 147 A, av om. 

dvaiperts) mockthwrépay, 

a en 
pay arrec Oat avrav. 



NOTES. 

Gp’ ob wav... j atrd ton: The lang. is peculiar. 
First the usage of the verb to touch is uncertain 

throughout, 148 E-149 a. In % we have rd péddAov 
der Oar, ci pede dperOar, 7d péEdrov dverOat, od 

péAXe aveoOac; and the future is usual, as 141 C; 

but with this we have od pédAa drrerOar 148 &, 
and ef péAAee dys efvac 149 A, which also is a 

recognised construc. t corresponds in the three 

cases 148 £, but reads as follows in 149 A: 75 péAXov 

dWarOot, od pédXrer drrerOar, ci pedder dyes elvar, 

Thus all possible construcs. appear, and in the order 

of their normal frequency—fut., pres., aor.: this 

last, however, is probably wrong considering its sur- 

roundings. Of course wéAAe here means purpose 

rather than futurity. Some would change od péAXe 
Grrer Oat to fut.; but wéAAee dys efvas still remains, 

while Proc.-Dam. in his note uses 08 péAXe drrec Oat 

thrice. Next we have the words ratrny tiv edpav 
Karéxov 7) dv per’ éxelvyy 7 eOpa, 7) av Kenrar amrerae, 

(Cp. Dam. § 14, 28, exacra péver Ta edn, KaTéxovTa 
Thy troKxepéevnv Tov cwpatos édpav) Notes 1. The 

text shows that xaréyov had been omitted; nor 

does it seem to have been soon supplied—lIntrod. 
Ixxxvi., xci. Otherwise the text is as in 1, save 

that 3} has a smooth breath. as well as the rough. 

t agrees, having xaréxov and # in the text: and the 
remainder of the sent. also corresponds, with év 

added before 7 avr6 éorev: in W this last 7 has the 
acc. above a scrape. As 2% has omitted xaréyov, 

t seems in this place the better authority, and prob- 

ably év should be read. But granting this, the words 

quoted above still contain some ambiguity. Their 

general purport is clear, and corresponds to what 

follows about the one. Fic., as Stallb. says, seems 

to render correctly, the crux of the passage being 

in 9 av etc. ‘Nonne quodcunque tacturum aliquid 
est, prope illud quod tacturum est jacere oportet, 

atque eam sedem occupare quae sequitur illius 

sedem—in qua cum primum fuerit, tanget?’? The 

descrip. of the position ends with ¢8pa, and the 

sent. might end there. But Pl. chooses to add ‘ if 

it assumes fAaz position it touches.’ This surplusage 
has parallels, e.g. 146 B, mpds éavrd pépos dv, and 

146 ©, elmep kal érépwOt Ertat; The only difficulty 

in the way of this interpr. is the use of éxeévqv 

where one would rather look for per’ éxeivo or per’ 

éxeivov éSpav referring to tevos above. Nec tamen 
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Opus est corrigere per’ éxeivov suys Stallb. The 
nom. éSpa is a little harsh, but may be part of the 
pred. to 7. Those who find the text incomplete 
do so because they assume these last words to be 
an integral part of the descrip. of the position 
necessary for the thing that intends to touch some- 
thing. Corrections usually follow Heind. 9 év 
kéyrat od dr., and with this they either change é8pa 
to accus. or omit it. Heind. reads tavryy ri 

édpav Karéyov y ay per? exelvnv 7 [éSpav], 9 dv Kénras 

[exetvo] of dyera, This gives a good meaning, and 
the of might have been om. through confus. with 

the one above. But Heind. sees what others seem 

not to notice, that awrerac must in that case be 

made fut. The pres. is an addit. argt. for the text 

as it stands, and for the interpr. Fic. puts upon it, 

notwithstanding his tanget. PJ. says virtually ‘if 

one thing is going to touch another it must take up 

a position by the side of that in which the other 

is—when there it couches.’ Heind. makes it ‘by 

the side of that position in which lies the thing 

which it is gong ¢o touch.’ It is just possible that 
the text may once have stood édefijs Sef keto Oae 

€xeev@ od pedre dmrerOar—7 dv Kénros darteras and 

that an early reader, not being certain of its meaning, 

added a gloss borrowed from the lang. of the foll. 

sent., which gloss after being itself patched has 

been inserted in the text in the form tatrny ... dpa. 
And it is worth noting that in the passage which 

follows xwpa, not dpa, is used twice. éxetyys 7 
Bek. and Stallb. read é. év 7 though neither collated 
t in this dial. 

xupls bv... tvav: Clear but irreg. The first half 

might be ywpls Set etvar epegijs S¢ éxecv. The 

second introduces tpirov as a new subj. To be 

regular we should have either tpirov 5 de etc. or 

else 7d pédAov der Oar efeEns pév Set efvas, tpitov 
Se éy perm pndev Exe. 

ddtyooratv So 2, Notes 1 Bek. after Gais. 

wrongly puts the accent on t. Toiv dvoiv épow .., 

ééjs, %W oddly writes €£ js; but both Mss. give 
toiv Svoiv éporv, of which Heind. says ‘Istud épow 
quis ferre potest, quum de rebus ipsis non de earum 

terminis hic agi appareat?’ After the 2nd Bale 

ed. he omits votv and reads édy 8 Svoiv dvroey, 

while Bek. and Stallb. bracket dpow. Herm. says 
‘ gpovv librorum consensu traditum nec cum Tur. in 

145 
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épépoty mutare nec cum Stallb. cancellis notare 

libuit ; 6p0¢ nunc opponuntur dyeos, ut Phileb. c 7, 
Sartipaot, Rep. vil. 3 et Tim. c 8 davrdcecs, 

quarum ipsarum absentia ayes oriuntur; nec neu- 

trum tpiroy offendit, quia tertium illud non tanquam 

épos accedit, sed accedendo demum épos fit. Immo 

ipsos dpovs pro numeris accipi ostendunt sequentia 

cal oupBaiver tas ders To wAijOovs TOV aprOpay peg 

éXdrrovs eivat, ubi recte jam Stallb. Heindorfii 

conj. tov apOpsv a BT receptam abjecit.’ We 

retain dpocv, although Herm. is not quite clear. 

The rpirov refers to tpirov above and means Tpirov 

tt. Observe that épocv is introduced only after the 

suggest. of a tpitov coming év perm. May not this 

convert the previous Svo into the two dpa of a row 

of three? Pl. wishes us to see that he means those 

two, so he uses the dual and calls them épouv (below 

he calls them ra mp@ro, dv0), that we may not sup- 

pose one of them and the tpirov to be meant—for 

if we did the conditions of dys would not be 

violated, only another than the original Sv0 would 

be meant. That dpoey existed at an early date is 
made prob. by Proc.-Dam. vi. 275, % 5é dyes 7d 

€Xutrov (?) év duci Kat peragd tplrov ovK éorat,—et pi) 

dpa éEwOev, kat rére S00 aes cio Tpidy dpwv dvTwy 

[he uses it as=terms?], cat det orws rapa play ai 

aes mpds Tos Spous, Kaas ’Apurt, eAeye rept Te 

Tov dpwy Kal Tov mpotdcewy’ Ta yap dbo pata TO ev 

[sense =a yap dbo mpOra apd 75 ev] mpds Tiyv piav 

After 

quoting this Stallb. adds ‘ex his verbis origo glosse- 

matis explicari poterit,’ i.e. épocv crept into the text 

from this passage? In that case Dam. must have 

written prior to the date of the archetype of both 

our Mss. Do we know that? And if he is to 

account for glosses can we cite him as corroborat- 
ing the text ? 

ras dipes ... @Adrrovs evar, ‘ipsos tactus a numero- 

rum multitudine uno exsuperari.’? Fic. That is, 
éAatrovs Zovs. TOU rAjGovs, and that 74v dprOpor, 

which word means the dvo, rpia etc. that touch. 

‘Non opus est cum Heind. et Bek. praeter fidem 

omnium librorum corrigere tov dpwOpov [ie Kara 

tov dpOpov on the analogy of the phrase which 

follows].’ Stallb. 

6 yap etc. Notes1. So 2 with AIIDR, t reads 

crAeov. Tov dvewv. The latter is universally adopted 

a 2 7 \ 3 Paced a #, 

Gey erAcovextnoe Kal epeEns obtw yiyveras. 

PARMENIDES. 

(though by editors who had not collated t) while no 
one discusses dAXAwv at all. dWewy certainly makes 
the sense obvious, but does it not also suggest the 

probability that eis rd wAeiw ... ras difets is a gloss, 
explaining érAcovéxtyoev Tov dew? Alternatively, 

in view of the fact that the conflict arises over rav 

dew, may that not have been put in the margin, 
the text having been ra wpira Sto érAcovexrncer eis 
7d mAciw efvae etc., a reading which would account 

for 2 having v at the end of the verb? But again, 

what of the repeated plural, when from the nature 

of the case only one touch can be meant; and 

what of the lang. of Proc.-Dam. above, ré ydp dvo 

mpwta 7 &v pos Tv play dw erdeovextyoe Kal 

édeEis oltw ytyverar? It would not meet this last 

objec. but it would simplify matters otherwise it 

some such view as the following were adopted. 

He is all the while discussing the relation of év to 

+a, dAXa and he wishes to bring out two facts of the 

case, if the one touches the others—(1) that there 

will always be one touch less than the whole num- 

ber (of others, let us say), (2) that number does 

not exist in the others; on both of which grounds, 

but chiefly on the second, the idea must be aban- 

doned. Suppose now that some early reader had 

put in the margin tov déAXAwy as a gloss on tav 

dptOuev to show that, so far as the present argt. 

goes, the latter must mean the former. Without 

following the argt. one would not see the point of 

this, and at the same time one might note that 

érheovéxtnoev had no case. Assume further that 

&XXwv was in old minuscule, but written small and 

with a slight running of the ink at the AA. Now 

when 2» occurs double it closely resembles y, 

both being approximately a +. When then this 

zov ddAwy comes to be read and copied both 

scribes think it belongs to erXAcovéxtnoev; one of 

them reads it correctly and puts it down, the other 

sees no sense in it and takes it for a blotted dew, 

which he thinks more suited to the context. In 

any case this paragraph on touch has. been some- 

what tampered with. 1 iow rotrw refers back to 

@. Fic. ‘quanto, tanto’; but ‘by this equal 

amount’ seems an odd phrase. Might rovrw be 

govd. by 7@ iow, and alone refer to ¢, ‘by an 

arnount equal to this, by the equal of this amount’? 

The amount of course is one. 
9 

émeita like Aouror 
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NOTES. 

carries out the idea of starting at one and adding 

& re TO so U; t évrerg@ c. 

de pug implies that the units follow in a line. 

otxoiv...od ydp: Fic. alters the tense of apev, 

makes it govern the sent., and assumes ¢apéy in 

the answer. ¢apeév is so far parenth. as to leave 

the constr. independent, and the sent. is neg. in 

sense but interrog. in original form. ‘Is it not the 

case then, we say, that the others-than-the-one 

neither are one nor have part in it?’ = But as a fact, 

we say, the others neither are nor have? In ra 

&AXa-Tov-Evds as one, the Tot évds are intentionally 
added to fortify the concl. 

tveorw ... vévros So A, but with’ and’ patched. 
Notes 1.: t gives év éorivy and dvros. One can 

sympathize with the uncertainty. The feeling that 

the sense might be ovd’ dpa eis eoriv apiOpds év trois 

&Aos may present itself Fic. ‘Ex iis conficitur 
ut non sit in aliis numerus unus quippe cum unum 

illis minime adsit’; and Thoms. adopts év ‘non 

ergo unum numerus est in aliis ’"—both apparently 

meaning ‘the number one.’ On the purport of the 

statement Thoms. refers to Plotin. Enn. v. 5, 4, 

and quotes Hierocles in Aur. Carm. xx., 9 pév 

yep povas os apy TavTds dpiOmod Tas wavTwv Suvd- 

pes év éauty ovvéexe. He further quotes Sext. 

Emp. Contra Phys. Lib. x., following the Pytha- 

gorean povas and adpioros Stas, and finally cps. 

147 4. It must be remembered that if number 

even to the extent of ‘one’ crept into the others 

the argt. is upset, for that one with ‘the one’= 
‘two,’ and two give touch. But if Pl. had meant 

év he would have worded his statement more clearly. 

otre UANov...088v: The constr. is odte [éoriv 7a 
adda] éxovra dvopa ovdéy dAAov dptOpov = ovre Exe 

évopa etc. Exspectabam ovédevds. Heind. 

7d & dpa... &, katetc. Heind. and Bek. following 

Schleierm. reject the second €y referring to C, «i d¢ ye 

év pdvov éoriv, Stallb. seems right in objecting : 

but he seems to treat the words as=70 év dpa éoriy 

év pévov. Why not ‘only the one, therefore (and 

not the others), is one; and thus two cannot exist’? 

In c on number Pl. declared that if we had only 

one and no two, touch vanished. He now applies 

this to the one and the others, and finds that, so 

far as they are concerned, (1) the necessary one 

exists only in the one, (2) the absence of one and 

T # 
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of number from the others shuts out the existence 
of two also. If, after directly referring to the 

others, he said, 76 év dpa pévov éorev, would he not 

deny existence as well as number to them? 

148 D-149 D. The question of touch was men- 

tioned 138 a, but only to prove that the one could 

not be either in itself or in another. Here we have 

the one in itself and in the others, therefore it 

touches in each case. Thus far touch is dealt with 

from the point of view of one thing inside and one 

thing outside another, and in 138 a the phrase used 

is rohAaxy KiKdw darecOat, 1. Now he urges that 

the one is in ‘the others,’ and therefore touches 

them, 148. He does not prove that it is, but 

assumes it from what has gone before. In Dem. 1. 

138 a he speaks of the one being év &AAw, and in 

Il. 145 E he says év dAAw and év érépw: in 146 D-F 

we have dca pi) &v éotiv dav érepa Tov Evds, érepov 

dpa dv ein 7d Ev TGV GAXwY, ott’ dpa év Tots py EV... 

éveln dv To érepov, but that seems to be the utmost 

that can be urged as proof that it is in the others. 

We must assume that év dAA@, év érepw, ev dAXors, 

mean the same thing: and the touch is that of neck 

and necklace. 2. Next the one is in itself, and 

touch of the same kind occurs. 145 c affirms that 

one as parts is within itself as whole: which is true 

in the sense that the bricks are in the wall. But 

the wall does not touch the bricks, nor they it. To 

get touch we must have at least a film in addition 
to the parts, as we have in the roe of a fish. But 
at once the objection urged in 138 B applies—ovx 

obv érepov pev dv te ein avrd Td meptéxov, ErEpov SE 

3. So far his case is not strong. 

He now chooses a way of his own to subvert it. 

Touch, it seems, is external only: and if one is to 

touch itself Se? edOds pera éavtd xeicPar—ev Svoiv 
x#pawv, Thie touch is now that of two beads: and 

one cannot touch itself. 4. But the stress comes 

when he seeks to show that the one cannot touch 

the others. Touch being external, it is immaterial 

to say that the one is in the others locally : his cue 

now is to prove that it is not in them logically. 

‘Three ideas run through his argt.—touch is external: 

it needs number as far at least as two: it goes in 

a straight line, so that there is one touch less than 

the things touching. He then shows that the others 

have no number in them, on the logical ground 

TS Teprexdpevov. 
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that the idea ‘others’ excludes ‘ one’—see 147 A. 

If this holds, his case is made out. ‘The one’ gives 

1, and if ‘the others’ yielded even another 1, then 

7 +1=2 and touch may exist. Why then the idea of 

a straight line? There seem to be two reasons. 1. 

If touch went in a circle, as we have it in a rosary, 

there would be as many touches as there are things 

touching, and this would seem to him somehow to 

clash with the idea that two things are needed to 

make one touch, while he must have ‘ two’ or his 

argt. from number fails. 2. If he can make out 

that—given a number of ‘ ones ’—there will be a 

touch less than that number; then in the event of 

the others being such a collection of ones, touch 

will fall short of overtaking them. If these do not 

account for the introd. of this bizarre idea it is hard 

to explain its presence. We might ask, Would the 

one touch the others as a body or as individuals? 

But this is shut out by his line of argt. Thoms. 

says ‘Unum quatenus est supra omnia tactus 

omnis est expers, quatenus autem cum aliis con- 

jungitur tangere dicitur et tangi Procl. in Theol. 

Plat. Lib. 6, cap. 24, 7d 8€ drrépevov trav dAdAwy 

&y, Kat ovx amtopevoy, kal cvvefevkra mpds TA GAAG 

Super and rep 

imply something above argt.; but Pl. professes to 

argue throughout. 

troy éort In YW (Notes 1.) the gap between toov 
and éo7i represents an eras. of several letters. Some 

early blunder had been made. As to the state- 

ment Thoms. says ‘in semet ipso esse, i.e. stare 

Pythagoraei aequalitati tribuebant, in alia autem 
transire seu. moveri inaequalitati competere crede- 

bant. Sext. Empir. Lib. x. adv. Phys., Tov 6 xar’ 
> , ” ” Z , ay . 
évavtiwowv edefay apyev—yevous Taki éeréxov—rs 

Kal UrepiSpyrat adrwv (1. -6purat). 

ivoy kal TO avurov' év TovTOLS yap 1 TavTHV TOV 

evavtiovpevioy Oewpeirar icts' ofov povys pev ev 

LaOTHTL, KuHoews O& év dviodryTL, ewdéxeTae yap Td 

paAAOV Kal Td Fooov, To ev 7) TaAAG 7H EAaTTOY, 

it is odd to find 3} rdAAa thus followed by 7 €Aarrov, 

espec. when the genit. of comp. occurs immediately, 
roo évos. 7 at Ta GAXa, Notes 1. 

ov« here goes with what 

follows and is strengthened by ovre otre: dpa begins 

to tell at «f »év, and the whole might stand dpa (ovx« 

dv .., ovoiats’ GAN’) ef pev mpds... Aarrov; dpa in- 

dicates interrogation; but, to make the interrog. 

&pa otk ... tais otelats 
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form expecting an affirm, answer correct, we must 

understand ov« twice—dpa ov (ov« dv... ddd’) ei 
pévetc. Both Mss. read dpa, which would be better 
but for its position. Considering the repetition of 
av and the awkward turn of the sentence, the reading 

ovx dpa Ty ev would be welcome if there were any 

authority for it. And all objecs, would vanish if we 

simply omitted dpa here as an early confus. with 

dp’ obv above; or alternatively read «i apa petfov 

As Stallb. says, cal raAAa dAdo 

The 

words TO pay ev... rou évds, and atrais ye ravracs 

otciats explain each other: the one and thé others 

are not equal or unequal xa6’ atra or in virtue of 

their own nature, but by receiving into themselves 

equality etc. [dAAo] is bracketed as having no 
meaning. It may be due to confus. with the raAXo 

above. For éxdrepa one would almost expect the 

sing. ; but rdAAa are themselves plural, which may 

decide the writer’s bias. The word goes with éxovev 

not with rovatra eva, 

Mss., and the 74 may be used carelessly in antith. 

to ré pev, though it refers to the one, and edd. 

read 7d 5é. Phps. it is a feeling of this diffic. as well 

as a sense of the repeated use of pev 8@ in the sent. 

” > a 
€t7) ... OUK GV... 

~ a a ¢ la 

Tov évds = Kal T@ TaAAG elvat GAG Tod évds. 

ta 5€ cpixpdtyta, so both 

that leads t to write rad pev—ra Se as a guide to the 
connec. The relation of the particles throughout 

seems to be as follows :— 

ovK by TQ wey ey elvarc—aN el Exouey [ = GANA TO Lxew, OF TE 

| de Exew) 

| | 
el wev [= 7 pev Sew] &AdAnda* ef 6 [ = ry be Sew] 

| 
| 

[A] ra pev—ra 5e 
| 

A xal udyebos wev—opuxpornra dé 
| | 

| 
| 
@ 6... 

and the whole might stand «i ro év pei(ov 7 éXarrov 

ein TOV GAXuv, 7} ad TA GAAG TOD Evds, OdK av atTO 

| 
omorépy mer... 

ye ToUTW—TG ev kal TadAG elvar—pei(w } CAdTTw av 

ein GAARAWY? GAG TO pev ExdTEpov Evev mpds TOUTY 

iséryta iva av ein, TO S€ TO pev peyeOos exew Td SE 

opuxpornta 7d pev peifov 7d 8é EXarrov av ef. peye- 

Gos pév rd év is his second altern., but it is one 

which would not apparently be thought of by a 

Pythagorean. Thoms. quotes Sext. Emp. as above, 

GANG % Urepox?) Kal  EAAEuYts Kara TOV THs dopicrou 

Svados Adyov réraxrat: also Auctor Theol. Arithm. 
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exddovy 68 td isov tdgiy cupdwrias ev petovt Kal 
éAdrrove of rept "Epred, gat Tlapp. «al oxeddy of 
wreioror Tdy dda cody, pduevoe Tv povadyxiyy 
piow érrias tpdmov (like the hearth) év péow idpu- 
oOat, kai dd. 73 irdpporov puddacey Ty atti eépav. 
7@ fe so both Mss. and the word is quoted by 
Proc.-Dam., drotépp pév cidn (-€?) && todtwr, fo 
evi} trois dAAos péyeOos mpooety (v1. 276). Yet we 
have the word in the next line. There it is used 
in its well-known ideal sense of avrd 73 péyeOos and 
avti) H cpiKpdTys: here it is used of 75 gv and ra 
édAa in which these ideas are to be found. Thus 
(1) if the sense is the same in both cases then we 
have quite unexpectedly and in isolation a practical 
illustr. of péOcées of «iS by eiS) such as S. spoke of 
at the beginning, which disposes at once of the view 

which pervades Stallb.’s commentary that 7d év is 
an ¢ios but ra dAAa not: these are on the same 

footing in that respect—both or neither: (2) if we 

have not this »é0eéts then 7@ eiSee must be used in 

a different sense from ¢iéy, and as a fact Ast classes 
the expression with such as év r@de 7O dvOpumivy 
cider, 75 rav “Irroxevtatpwv eiSos ; while Jowett calls 

it ‘class.’ But why choose this particular place to 
speak of ro év as an ‘appearance’ or ‘class’ or 

‘shape’? It is certainly as little reasonable as the 
use of épotv (B) which troubles edd. Yet é rots 

otow éyyryvoic nv below makes for this view. iy 

entering into 7a t78e is sound Platonic doctrine ; 

‘but if 7é 795e are in this case to be themselves «iSy 

the fact is broached with little ceremony, while it 

is as well worthy of elucidation as the question 
whether one is equal to the others. 

Both Mss. give te, yet edd. 

naturally prefer ye. Heind. wishes 7# before eiéy 

and in t a tw is erased and cidy written. The 

article however would throw the whole stress upon 

€rrov=do not these two edn exist ?, while its 

absence makes the noun part of the predicate = 

ovkovy TovTw érrdév tive eidy. Below he says pa) 

ovre ye = ei oy city, which in turn rather makes for 

éxrov in the sense of existence. Nothing would be 

lost to the present argt. if ovxotv ... rOs ydp av: 
were dropped. It is a mere aside, to justify once 

again the existence of «idy, If it does anything 

more it adds to the unlikelihood of the view that 

&y and ra &AXa are meant here to be eid, by its 

toréy té tTwe etc. 
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leaving them—the principals in the discussion— 
unmentioned. 

ouxt 4 e€ toow... wellov: This alternative of sup- 
posing that when one thing is in another the two 
may be equal, or one may be bigger and contain 
the other, is not dwelt upon when éy is called éAav 
and wdvra ra pépy (145). These are indeed re- 
garded as two views of the same &, yet the whole 
contains all the parts and not the converse, so that 
it must be the bigger of the two. It is noteworthy 
that he here reverses the view of wéOe£us of the €iSy 
given in 131. There the diffic. was how to divide 
the «?os among many partakers: here he asks 
whether the partaker receives the whole «dos in 
the whole or part of itself. Contrad. arises under 
both views. 

wparrev Ta peyéBovg etc. =to assume the rdle of, 

perform the function of. Does he mean playfully 
to bid smallness mind its own affairs «al pu 

wodwrpaypoveiv? Rep. Iv. 433 A, Ore ye Td Th 
atrov mpdttev Kat pip toAutpaypovety Sixacoovvy 
oTL. 

otre ye etc. The ovre is unusual standing alone. 

The sense of course is (4A\’ ... vad scarcely break- 

t reads 
ovrt, which has good parallels in Pl., e.g. Phaed. 

81 D, eixds pévrou, ... kal obte ye Tas TOY dyabdr ... 

GAXG tds THY PatrAwv. So Bek. reads; while Heind. 

says ‘ Malim ov rou ye=neque tamen.’ Herm. says 

‘ovdé ye Herm. ex Oxon. vestigiis ubi est ote ye : 

editi odre ye, quod foret cerfe non ut Phaed. c. 3 

[the passage quoted above]; cf. nos ad Lucian. 
Hist. Conscr. p. 183.’ If he means that 2 shows 
signs of patching he seems wrong. 

may stand, as showing the orig. design of the sent., 

which was found to need aA’... pépet as it went 

on. L,. and S. cite a case of oire alone, Arist. 

Phys. m1. 8, 1, otre yap tva 7 yéveots pa) ercAciry 

avaykatov évepyeia adietpov clvat capa aicOyror. 

With aan’, etrep Stallb. cps. 138 D, edrep ye dy: 

and Heind. quotes many cases of ellipse with etzep ; 

we may add Arist. Met. vi. 1, 3. 

el $4 for this phrase after a neg. ( = otherwise), 

Heind. cps. 132 E, and we may add Arist. Met. v1. 

5, 1030 b 34. Ard dromov 7d trdpyey Tols ToLodTos 

ing it) obre év dry, obre ye ev Aw TO péper. 

A 
TO Te Hy etvae' ef S€ py, eis dareipoy cow, Tard 

woujoet, Notes 1, mowjon must be wrong, 

Perhaps ovre: 
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tév 8ytrav The proof really is a general one, 

although he deals only with 76 év. 

petfov yap etc. He overstrains: he has admitted 

above a that when one thing is in another it may 

The argt. holds, how- 

ever, as pei(oy cannot be tcov any more than opexpd- 

tns can. In dAdo, kai rAjv Heind. wants xat first. 

«al gives emph. in either case, and where it stands 

it may point the anal. to wAjy adris opixpdrytos 

which precedes: xat ravra just below is. still 

stronger; éxeivo, ie. 7d &v. Kal Tatra... 9 péeya. 

The ratra is idiomatic, we use the sing. Heind., 

Bek., and Stallb. all take atrot to be the read. 

here, and Heind. shows acuteness in changing it to 

be é€ icov adt@ terapévov. 

avr [ = éxeivy TO pelCove]. But see Notes1. The 

sense 1s ‘nor will bigness be in it either. For thus 

there would be something else bigger—ay, in- 

dependently of bigness itself—that namely within 

which bigness was; and this moreover when it is 

not furnished with smallness, the thing which it is 

essential that it should surpass if it really is big.’ 

Of course a plea might be urged for avrov, which 

Stallb. reads. He rightly notes that smallness is 

not here annihilated, but only excluded from meet- 

ing bigness within the one. 

aird péyedos odk GAdovetc. Stallb. justly cites 133 c. 

In otre dpa... ovre at 1d év Pl. chooses to begin 

with 7a GAAa on which he has led no explicit proof, 

and end with rd €y on which the whole proof has 

turned. We would expect ovre apa rd év... obre 

avTw ToVTW ... ovTE av Ta GAXAa (which are included 

but by implication only—see ov’ évi ... rv dvrwy B). 

This freedom of order is common in Pl., and still 

more that of passing from one illustr. to another 

analogous. So Arist., e.g. Met. vi. chap. 7, after 

pépos THS Oikias* otov of ALBot, gives % olla mALvOivy 

GAN od wAivOo1, and again 6 avdpias ad AiMos dAAA 

AiBevos [usually xaAxods] followed by ov’ evratda 
6 dvdpias £dAov GAAG mapdyerar EVALvos: sO yaAKH 

opaipa and xadxois kixAos are interchanged. Note 
the negs. here. First otre odre otre: then within 

v the sphere of the first and last of these pate pyre: 

finally within the sphere of the last rovrouw ovdé trav 

&AXwv and peifov ovdé €Xatrov. The inference may 

be that had he been using p in the last cases he 

would have put pare totrow pote Tov GAXwy and 
pte petCoy pajte éAattov. But he cannot use ovre 
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rovrowy ovre Tov GAAwv etc., lest confus. should arise 

with the main ovre at. attra tovrw so t. Notes 1. 

txerov Sot. Wexerw. There is a small final v 
like a v which if written after an o might be taken 

for the latter half of a careless , p. cxi. 

otread 7d ty rotrow Sot. WI otre avrg év rodrow 

which cannot be right. Notes 1. He deals with 

three entities, &, ra dAAa, and rovra, i.e. smallness 

and bigness. 

dvayxy aird etc. Thoms. quotes Porphyr. Sent. 

36, 7d dvtws bv ovte péya obre cpixpdv éoti—Td yap 

péys. kal pexpov Kupiws dyKov ia, 

Notes I. 

mentally something with réde. 

141 C: there are many examples. 

This is explicit. He 

uses, as we have seen, several antith. to the one, 7a 

moAAd, To érepov, TA GAA, aXXo and Ta pi &v. The 

last is best here; for év—p-év,=A—not-A, in- 

clude all possibilities. Arist. indicates in various 

places that 73 év is used in different senses, generally 

giving four. Thus Met. Iv. 6, 1016 b 10, xal yap 

dprOpotpev Os wAciw 7 TA pH ovvexy, } Ov pay ev 7d 

ovK otv Kal rd8e etc. We must supply 

Stallb. justly cps. 

pydey var... trav dddov: 

eiSos, ) Gv 6 Adyos pay eis: and below ére 6€ Ta péev 
kar’ dpOudv éorev év, ra 8€ Kar’ eidos, Ta Sé Kara 

yévos, Ta 82 Kar’ dvahoyiav,—dapiOu@ pev dv y bAn 

pla, etSer 8 dv 6 Adyos ets, yéver & dy 7d adtd oyApa 

Tis Katyyopias, Kar’ dvadoyiay S& doa exes ws AAO 

mpos GAAo. So again Met. Ix. 1, 1052 a 34, A€yeras 

pav obv 7d év Toravtax@s—ro Te cuvEexes Piet, Kat 

7d ddoy, Kal 73 Ka? Exacroy, Kat Td KaOddov. 

We have more than one 

condit. of exist. laid down in the dial. for rd év. 

Here we have apparently the condit. of space (we 

have Ty éxopévyy xdpay 148 E), and although he 

speaks metaphor. of a voyrds téros he can hardly 

be held as speaking so here. If he speaks literally 

then 7 év cannot be an eédos. But Stallb. interprets 
kat efvae ov as ‘aliquam habere cum alio necessi- 

tudinem et conjunctionem,’ which is a logical ‘ being 

in somewhere,’ not a spacial one. 

éraSy 8 otStv etc. The one has been proved 

somehow or other to be in another, or in the 

different. This is the first case in which it is 
proved—per imposs.—to be év trois dAAows. The 
argt. is—all that exists must be somewhere: the 

one and the others are all that exists : therefore the 

kal elvar qov...%y tw by 
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one and the others are in each other. Here too 
Stallb. holds his ground: ‘Meminerimus enim 
necesse est haec omnia ita disputari ut rerum sub 
sensus cadentium rationes ad ipsas ideas transfe- 
rantur.’ Thoms. argues, ‘Unum quidem est in aliis 
sed omnia implet et nusquam est. Plotin. Ennead. 
3, Lib. 9, cap. 3, mas oby e€ Eds rAROS; sre 

mavTaxov" ov ydp cory drovoty. mdvra obv wAnpor. 
moda ody, padXov S€ wdvra €iSn* adrd pev yap ed 

povoy tavtaxov, atts dv iy ra mavra: ere 88 Kal 

ovdapod yiverat, Ta mdvta Sv avrd, dre mavraxos 

Conf. Procl. in Theol. Plat. Lib. 1, cap. 2. 

Patebit ex his quomodo respondendum fuisset ad 

propositam quaestionem anne aequale sibi sit unum 
et aliis et inaequale, quae his praemissis nititur, 

quod unum in se sit et in aliis, quod majus sit et 
minus se ipso et aliis.’ 

149 &-1518. The stages of the argt. upon equality 

and inequality are as follows :-—a. (1) The one and 
the others, if equal or unequal between themselves, 

are so only through having in them the ideas equality, 

bigness, or smallness—for there are such ideas in 

existence. (2) But the existence of these ideas in 

the one and the others leads to a series of contrads., 

and the conclus. is that (149 E-150 D. 3) the 

one and the others cannot be equal or unequal one 

towards the other, because they have not equality, 

bigness, or smallness in them, and because those 

ideas have their respect. relats. only towards each 

other. Here we have an almost startling return to 

the argt. of the first sect. of the dial. In Dem. 1. 

the present conclus. was reached without this 

machinery, There (140 B-D) the argt. which im- 

mediately succeeds this did effective duty—equality 

meant the same number of measures, and so of 

parts, and the one had no parts. Here that argt. 

will not apply, because the one as existent has 
already been proved to have parts. Now it may 

be granted—although this is not how Pl. uses the 
argt.—that the conceps. of one and others in them- 

selves do not involve ref. to size; and that if size 

is to enter it does so xara cupB_eBynxds. To Pl., for 

the present, it seems that the only means by which 

size can come in is by the entrance of three ideas ; 
and as these cannot enter, size remains out. But 

note that he does not argue out the case as regards 

icérms—perhaps for the reason that there is no 

2 ~ 
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absurdity in fancying equality as occupying the 
whole of the one, and so being equal to it. The 
absurdity here would arise only if péyeOos also 
occupied the same ground and became equal to 
equality. If we read the whole argt. fairly over 
from «i peifov 149 E to daiveral ye 150 D, we can 
hardly help feeling, notwithst. the express. érorépw 
Bev TO eider (149 E), that iodrys péyeOos O pk poTnS 
as «idm stand in one class, and that 7d év and ra 
dAXa are grouped together as co-ord. members of a 
totally diff. class (if Stallb. is right in thinking ri 
év an eédos, then again ta dAAa must go with it, 
for they are treated alike); and for the second time 
it is proved that «Sy have no useful function in 

metaphys. In arguing that the one and the others 

are not equal or unequal because they don’t possess 

the ideas of equality etc., Pl. seems to make two 

mistakes. He fails to see that he should have a 

single idea of inequality, though this is a small 
matter: and he fails to ask—how then are the one 

and the others ‘one’ and * others’ without the 

interpos. of suitable «’S)? He speaks of their 

being such 7@ év efvan and T@ GAXa Tod évds efvar—is 
this then what Arist. would call their tAy, the tzo- 

keiuevov which is postulated as a substance whereof 

size in its various forms is to be predicated by the 

aid of ei3n? dsropyjoee 8 dv tes, as he would say. 

d. (1) The one and the others, not having in them 

bignessand smallness, cannot exceed or be exceeded. 

(2) Two things which mutually neither exceed nor 

are exceeded must be equal: so (150 D-E. 3) the 

one and the others are equal. Here we have the 

argt. by exclus., as we have had on several occasions: 

but it will scarcely serve in its present position. 

Why does he not say--Things which, viewed in 

regard to size, possess neither ‘ bigness’ nor ‘ small- 

ness’ must possess ‘equality’? And if they are 

equal merely by not possessing bigness or smallness, 

are they not equal 7@ év efvas and 7 GAXa Tod Evds 

efvat, which was impossible? It is true that the 

one and the others when viewed as the two factors 

of a compound concep. may be called equal, in the 

sense of being co-ord. or equally essential. But Pl. 

is speaking of equality not logically but spacially. 

c. (1) The one, being in itself, is also around 
itself: so (150 E. 2) the one is bigger and smaller 
than itself. Here we get clear away from the 
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eiéy again. The process began with the absence of 

exceeding and being exceeded as steps to prove 

equality, and now it is complete. We may talk of 

the one and the others as being equal and unequal 

without reference to «57 at all. But his conclus. is 

reached by falling back on the view which he took 

in 138 a and 145 c, and which he adheres to in 

what remains of the argt. (d), that if one thing be 
in another, or in itself viewed as another, bigger 

and smaller are the only terms which can be used 

in describing the situation. Now he has just con- 

tended (150 a) that ‘smallness’ might, if in the 

one, ‘play the part of equality,’ because of being 

If then 

smallness might thus be equal to the one, it seems 

still more natural that the one might in the same 

way be equal to itself, and not bigger or smaller. 

d. (1) The one and the others represent all that 

exists. (2) Whatever exists must be somewhere : 
sO (I5I1 A-B. 3) the one and the others must be 

in each other, and thus (4) must be greater and 

smaller than each other. This cancels the idea of 

x#pa, which was assumed in the argt. on touch 

(148 £), where the one and the others lay outside 

of each other and the latter occupied Tv éxopévny 

x“pav to the former. Or alternatively the one and 

the others must include space between them. Yet 

he adheres to the view indicated at several points 

that existence is spacial —whatever is must be some- 

where—and as this is contrary to the nature of the 

«Sn which are in a vontos Témos, the one and the 

others cannot be «i6y. If they are, we must suppose 

Pl, as Stallb. does, to be speaking figuratively 

throughout—yet what would be his motive? But 

again he does not prove his conclus. The one and 

the others comprise all that is; but they are not 

necessitated to be in each other unless they are 

first precluded from being each in itself, while the 

one has been expressly declared to be in itself. It 

must be admitted that the lang. throughout Dem. 11. 

is ambig. and confus. Before leaving the subj. we 

may raise another point on this reappear. of the 

«i5n of smallness, bigness, and equality. Since 

mentioning these before he has talked freely of the 

infinite divisib. of the one, Now, as Arist. points 

out (Met. 1x. 1 and elsewhere), if you speak of one 

as a starting point, a unit of measurement, dd.aipe- 

2 ” A ey , @ > OA Z 
e€ mov to Evi bl GAov avrov TeTapéevy. 
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Tov Td év i) awAGs 7) &: it is your terminus a quo. 

But if you are searching for that which you may 
call one because it does not admit of being made 
smaller—for one as your terminus ad quem, as an 

atom—you will fail to find it; pavepdv 6 Kat dre 
wav cvvexes Staiperov eis det Scarperd (Phys. vi. 1 etc.). 

Now this has a bearing on Pl.’s idea of cpexporys. 

That is an idealized minimum of extens. At 132 

the process by which eiéy are reached is said to be 

comparison—smallness then should be gradually 

attained by compar. of smaller and smaller things. 

He admitted there that this was an endless process. 

Since then he has (144) exhibited the one as dreipa 

7) wAyO0s. And smallness is by the nature of it to 

be smaller than the smallest part of one—how is it 
then to be got at? Again when got at it is zof to 

be smaller than anything save bigness, which in 

turn is bigger (?) than the biggest of sensible objects. 
kal dpi0nd Heind. would change this to dp:Op0v, 

to accord with 7d rAnOos and rdv dpcOpov in D: but 

Mt are clear, and to be consist. he needs rév. 

kalltcov tewy etc. As Stallb. notes we must underst. p. 2s. 

éauvt@ with icov from the preceding éavrov, and 

conversely extract atrov for rAcdver and éAarrovwy 

from aire, the last construc. being (Heind.) ident. 

Just be- 
fore that in B we have the other altern., wov re Kat 

peifov ... atTov Kat tov dAXAwy, and again in the 

summing up below E. 

151 B-€, ‘This argt. may be compd. with that at 
140 c. He uses the concep. of pérpov or pétpa 

solely as a lever to prove something else, not as a 

separate attrib. of the one, and brings it in quite 
incidentally as a thing of course. But if he pos- 

sesses a ‘measure’ without assistance from the eiéy, 

can he not determine equality and inequality with- 

out reference to them? And does he not perceive 
that in a well-regulated world of ey an c@Sos of 

‘measure’ would be much more useful than one of 

‘bigness,’ ‘smallness,’ and ‘equality’? Again, is 

not a measure simply a unit, a one? Is it a 

suspicion of this that causes Pl. to insert (140 D) 

el 5€ ye évds petpov ein tov av ylyvowro TH péeTpPyY— 

for he is measuring a one? When he speaks of one 

as the source of number (148 E-149 D), he is 

treating his one as itself a wérpoy: and when again 

he speaks of his one as divisible into parts he is 

with fowy .., att@ kat Tois &AAots above. 
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treating it as a perpyrdv, as a ev ouvexés. The 

quest. naturally arises why in both cases Pl. men- 
tions measures after he has referred to equality 

and inequality. An extended thing will contain 

measures whether we know that it is equal to any 

other thing or not. Phps. he does so because 

equality and inequality more than any other terms 

apply to extension—as Arist. says, Met. Iv. 13, 

1020 a 23, €ote b€ Kal Td péya Kal 7d puxpdy, Kal Td 

peifov kal éXarrov, kat Ka atta Kal mpds GAAnAG 

When Pl. 

extends his inference about measures and numbers 

etc. to the others, he of course turns his back 

upon the contention in r4g B-c that the latter had 

no one and no number. 

Qvar pév wou The ov here has not the local sense 

which it had a, cat efvai wou Se?, It means ‘I pre- 

sume,’ as in ov ydp mov 152 B below. 7d 8 edvac... 

vd qv... 7 éorac, Analog. would require infins, 

throughout. There is of course no infin. for yr: 
but he comes nearer to uniformity in 141 c, Kal 

elpar kal yeyovévat Kal pédrew ere Ban. 

xowovla: The Mss. on which Aldus, Stephanus 

etc. relied have xowwwvias: but Steph. said ‘substi- 

tuendus nomin.,’and so Ut. peréyer pev dpa xpdvov, 
t and others read peréxerv, which apparently has led 

to a reading peréxetv peév dpa éore xpdvov. Heind. 

does not doubt ‘quin post dpa textu exciderit dvdyxy 

quod expressit in vers. Fic.: “ergo si ipso esse 

participat, necesse est temporis quoque esse parti- 

ceps.” Nisi quis scribere maluerit : peréxov per dpa 

eort” A good case of conjecture going wrong. 

mopevop. Tod xpdévov; Thoms. ‘Strato tempus com- 

positum esse dicebat éx pepOv pa) pevdvtwy apud 

Dam. fol. 280.’ pepvijpeda refers to 141 A-B. 

airot otrw; Had the pron. been ill-formed in the 

archet.? 1 dv rov, and t airod *. 

Yor S$...73 viv: The éore S¢ peo. gains force 

from preceding dpa. Ast cps. 147 A above, 74 pev 

év rod évis dpa pdpid eorev ; and cites other cases of 

the usage. 7 yeyvopevov, the part. is predicative 

=év 79 yl yverOa, ev ty Topedg ; being a stage more 

indep. of # than it is of réxy in 8 re dv TYyy yeyvd- 

pevov D below. It is only to onlookers that this is 

an isolated act on the part of the one, as he says 

below p, 76 ye piv viv del rdperte 7G evietc. Carlyle 

is fond of calling the present time the meeting point 

Aepopeva, Tod oro wdOy Kal? adra. 
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of two eternities, but this too is a judgment from 

without. The one if conscious knows of the future 

only that it is the next moment, and of the past that 

it is the sum of the moments up to the passing one. 

émloya réreetc. ‘ Hoc significat Parm., praesentis 

temporis articulum a futuro esse sejunctum ac sepa- 

ratum, ita ut 7d év, dum in eo versetur, nondum 

temporis particeps sit futuri.’ Stallb. The present 

moment is a punctum saliens: we must think of it 

in both its capacities. Unless we can seize it as a 

separate entity, being in the sensible world does not 

exist: ovx dv wore AnbOetn, That is the aspect of 

the question on which Heraclitus and his followers 

dwelt, in so much that Cratylus 7d teAevraiov over 

Gero Seiv Aéyev GAAG Tov SdervrAov éxiver pdvoy, Kal 

“Hpakrettw éreripa elrsvte bre Sts 7G att rorape 

ovk eotiv uBjvar atrds yap wero od’ drag. Arist. 

Met. ul. 5, roroa 12. Of course as a fact the 

present is a good deal more than 76 viv: our memory 

unconsciously extends it. Proc.-Dam. vi. 282 says 
perapéper S€ AcANOdTws Td yiyverar eis Td EoTLY, 6 eae 

petagd Tod qv kal eorau’ Td yap yryvopevoy Kata TUY 

vov xpdvov ‘ore’ éyeTat... e@ yap mpdetoe Kata Td 

ytyver Oa ravrws ov KparnOein irs Tov viv. It does 

not occur to PI., either here or above 141, to discuss 

what time is: he merely treats of one as influenced 

by an accepted conception called time. We gather 

incidentally that time is to him a something which 

may be partaken of, which passes, and which has a 

present moment of brief duration called now. The 

one, again, while passing through time, becomes ; 

but when at now, is. We shall hear of this later, 156. 

The passage seems to have struck some reader— 

perhaps Arethas—as ‘seasonable’ and suggestive, 

for he has marked it with the usual contr. for wpaiov. 

mpotdy ... Anpbely (= kpatyGe’y in Dam.) i.e. & yap 

mpotot ovk dy etc.: he does not use the indicative, 
though he must assume the condit. as denied. 

aay Td yeyvép. may be either in the acc. as subj. to 

mape\Oeiv while understood in the nom. as subj. to 

érioye and 7, or the exact converse. In favour of 

the former view is the point that rapeA@etv would 

have to wait for its subj. and be left unprovided : 

in favour of the latter it may be urged that in its 

present position, following dvdy«n and pj, the phrase 

should rather have been pySév rv yryvopévwv, The 

grammar would have been safer had he written rar 
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dé To yeyvopevov ef ye avdéyxn etc. Our pointing 

makes the phrase nom. to émio-xet, 
évruxy 7a viv, etc. So t, and it is clearly necess. : 

Wrd, viv. If the passage were dictated 7@ might 

be confused with 7d, and vv taken momentarily as 

going with érecyev. ‘This last is a sudden appear- 

ance of the aorist, and may be used both in its 

momentary and in its iterative capacity. It is an 

odd instance of the difficulty we have in expressing 

75 AnOjvar vrs Tod viv: the present tense is too 

continuous, and whilst we are using the instantane- 

ous aorist the present has become the past. The 

present moment is a present moment ; but if we are 
to realize it and think of it as such, we do that in 

the xext moment, and retain this one in the memory 

to be dwelt on as an atom of the past. ovxovv obrep 
éy‘yvero so ft, and it can hardly but be right: Notes 1. 

76 ye pv viv deletc. Thoms. ‘Hincillud Platonicum 

“‘aeternitas manet in uno.” Quod enim nec futuro 

nec praeterito tempori est obnoxium, sed semper 

in praesenti est, id demum est aeternum. Plotin. 

Ennead. 3, Lib. 7, cap. 2, 6 obv pare fv pate eran, 

GAN ote povoy, TOUTS EGTUS EXOV TO Elvat, TH BH 

petaBadrAav eis TO eotas pnd ad peraPeBAnKéva, 

eutiv 6 aidv. Hinc 7d viv 7d tyvos aiwveoy dicitur. 

Dam. fol. 282.’ 

melo 8... 4 Tov toov; Fic. ‘Quin etiam longiusne 

vel brevius tempus est aut fit quam ipsummet; an 

potius aequum?’ From this appearance of vel 

brevius and from the general use of ‘more, less, 

and equal’ in the work, Cornar., followed by Steph., 

suggested 4 éAdrrw after xpévov; and Heind. 

would agree but finds no authority. The words 

occur neither in Wt nor in any of Bekker’s Mss.; 

and Proc.- Dam. vi. 283 says érel ydp ov mieiw 
xpovov atrd éavrot éotiw 7) ylyverat Kara TO viv 

Stallb. thinks Pl. gets all he 

needs by the words as they stand, and cps. 157 8, 
€k opuxpod ... ein av for needless meddling by Cor. 

So both Mss. But 

scholars find a diffic. in the last odre and give altern. 
changes. (1) If ovre is to stand we must have ore 
éeoriv to balance it, and Heind. cps. 155 c, xara dy 
etc., while Stallb. quotes Rep. 11. 382 £, otre adrds 
peBioratar oite GAAous efarrara, obte Kata Adyous 

(2) 
If no ovre precedes éoriv we must read ov8 yiyverat, 

” 

pavopevov, ivov apa. 

otte vedr, ... ore ylyverac: 

” \ , , nO) 4 oy 
OUTE KATA THUELWVY TOLUTAS, ovd UTGp OVT oVvap. 

PARMENIDES. 

for while te has a coupling power and is repeated, 

8? has a disjunctive power and may stand alone. 

Heind. cps. 155 B where the connec. is otre 7d év 

...obTe TGANG TOD évds ... ylyvoer’ av mperPdrepov 

And cp. further 150 D, where we 

have on the one hand otre... ore... ore, and pajte 
... pyre twice repeated, and on the other a single 
ovde twice repeated, Tovrou ovde Tav dAAwY, pelfov 

ovde ZAarrov. Certainly as a rule ovre requires ovre, 

and it is ovéé which can be used singly. But does 

this rule hold de xat é€ avdyxns (Arist.) or only ws 
éxt 7d woAv?—If the latter it may have exceptions 

Kata ovpPeBykos: and while we often have ovée ... 

ovdé for ovre ... oUre, we may perhaps have a single 

ovre in the sense of a single ovde. We have it in 

poetry, see L. and S. otre 11.5 b. If the text is 

to be changed it seems all one as to sense which 

change is adopted: ‘neither is nor becomes’ will 

suit as well as ‘is neither younger etc. nor yet 

becomes so.’ Edd. read ov8é. 

wt Bal, rav GAdwv: *quo autem modo ad alia se 

habet?’ Fic. A loose rendering: Ast’s is better, 

‘Quid vero? num ceteris? (ie. junius aut senius 

est vel fit).’ Gen. govd. by compars. underst. 
elmep trepd ... dv txou: ‘Nusquam Parm. 16 aAAo 

aut 70 érepov in hac disput. sua memoravit, sed con- 

stanter numero plurali usus est. Cujus rei causa 

posita est in eo quod ideae natura sua unitatem 

habent, res adspectabiles autem per se omni carent 

unitate, quam per idearum demum vim accipiunt.’ 

Stallb. as usual. It may be that Parm. does not 

say Td aXXo or 7d erepov, but we have seen that he 

says @\Ao and érepov while meaning apparently the 

same thing. As for év agreeing with é€repov, not 

with ta dAAa, Heind. contrasts 145 © where ta 

mavra pépyn dvra is said of rd év. The concord 

recurs in rA7Oos S¢ dv. Note the change of form 

in the cond. sents. érepov pév yap dv [=ei pev yap 

érepov qv Ta GAXa] ev ay Hv and €repa be dvra [= eb 

érepa cote] wAciw évds éore, kal [ei wAeiw évds éote] 

wAnOos av éxot. In (1) the suppos. is held as denied 
and the concl. as one to be rejected: in (2) the 

suppos. is held as true and a very obvious concl. is 

directly drawn: in (3) from that concl. as a suppos. 

a new concl., to which exception has formerly been 

taken, is drawn but not dogmatically. This last 

again is followed by another in the same form. 

Far , 

ovde veudtepov. 
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wAiOos 8 ... rod Eds: This one is not, of course, 
the one of the dial. but the one of number. Vet 
he might equally have said 3} rd &, where the one 
of the dial. would have been meant. Proc.-Dam. 
(v1. 284) is less distinct, rA#Oos 8% dv aprOpod 
mAciovos Tod évos peréxou dv. 

éAlyirrov Notes 1. %Whasascratch over -ov which 
recalls the dAvyoorov of 149 A; but there seems to 
be no eras. in the seconds, Proc.-Dam. has 73 6X 
yoordvde, Thoms. says—‘Dam. repi’Apy., Ms. fol. 2, 
invehitur in Speusipp. quod unum omnium rerum 
duxerit esse minimum, cum Parm. nihil uno esse 
majus defenderit. Sic Parm. in versibus apud 
Simpl. et Platon. in Soph. Sed vocat h. 1. Parm. 
unum minimum utpote primum, cujusque magnitudo 
non sit ex mole metienda. Ita Auct. Theol. Arithm. 
ex povddos Tas aprOpds, 7) Sé povas Td EAdyuoTov erry 
aptOpovd exdorov, Et ut evincat Parm. unum esse 
omnium primum, supponit hic alia numero constare, 

quod antea sustulerat,’ i.e. 149 B-c. The passage 
quoted, Sophist. 244 E, does not say of 76 éy nihil 

uno esse majus, but that as regards shape it is 

odaipns évariyxcov dykw, and ovre Te peifov ovre Te 

Ba.érepov wedévar xpedv ote TH 7) 77). 

tpa&rov 8é ye ... yeyovds refers back to mparov yéyove 

as if nothing had intervened to interrupt. ra & 

Borepov so M with IIA, but t (whence the other 
Mss.) has torepa which also occurs in Proc.-Dam. 

with Tot mporépov yeyovdros. 

Proc.-Dam. vi. 285 says of this 

proof mporyparas S¢ TO Ajjppare THOSE Ste Tapa priory 

7d by Tapa diow 

Tb €v od yéyovev, dAAG Kata piorv, iva eis oikeiov 

tédos KatavTijon TO ev... 1a TovTO Kal TéAOS oiketov 

AapBdve 70 rip dpa Kivotpevoy tiv adrov (?) Kara 

ptow kivnow’ eiSoroinbev yap padrXov iotara Kat 

KivelTat Tpos TA dvw, Kadas ’ApiotoréArns pedocodel. 

mpooxpata. 8¢ rpos TH Ajppate TovTw... Kal dAdAw 

Ore pépyn Exet, KaOws Kul mpdtepov dmedeixvue—I 44 B 

etc. As to the natural order of the one Dam. § 86, 

201 says Tav yap ev mpd TOU oixetov mAHOous (whether 

Hépyn, ototyea, or €idn) eorl ty éavtod dice... 

XaAGrar 7d ev eis brdoTacwv TOV ToAAOY ... xdpav 

kal rovrows Tapexopevoy eis UrdoTacwv etc. 

mévrov mpGrov 4px} Heind. would like 7 here, 

but the statement is in general terms, and it may 

simply resume the word dpx7v immediately before. 

Do =. mp. mean as we say ‘first of all’ or ‘in the 
uU 
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case of all things first’? Probably the latter. So 
Proc.-Dam.—he also has }—ovKoby ért rdvrwv Ka! 
TOU évds Kal Tv Aoumdv rpdrepov % dpyi. 

kal rddNa wévra ~Heind. would omit «af; but the 
Mss. give it, though Stallb. notes that Fic. does not. 

kal piv ...évés" The order here is kai jv dijooper 
Tatra mdvra Tada elvar popid ye rod... &vds. He 
repeats the réAAa wdvra of the previous sent. = these 
aforesaid, ‘all the rest.’ Stallb. seems almost an- 
noyed at the presence of 74AAa—‘ quid enim ? estne 
ipsum quoque initium pars 70d évds atque totius? 

Cur igitur Parm. de iis solis loquitur quae principium 

excipiunt?’ He is right about the dpyj. The 

lang. is a little careless. But is not Stallb. thinking 

that he would rather not see ‘importunum istud 

TaXa’ standing for anything but sensible objects? 
aid ro &y 

wrongly included. It is the only use thus far of 

atvrs 7d é, and its natural sense is not 7d avrd-éy 

but ‘the one itself’ as distinct from the parts whose 

genesis he describes. dua tedevty av... dv prob- 

ably the repeated év is to enforce the nat. order 

of growth for the one—it follows the two important 

words. His argt. has been—Every whole must 

come into being in its natural order; i.e. cannot 

have come till all of it has come; i.e. must come 

last in order. He applies this in condensed form 

doe... yéyver@ae: ‘Thus, assuming that the one 

itself (the whole one) must come into being in its 

natural order alone (eimep ... y’yver@a), [it would 

arrive simultaneously with the end, and] if it has 

come into being simultaneously with the end, it 

would be its nature to come into being last of all.’ 

The Greek would be elep dvdyxn atrd 7S ev poy 

mapa ptow yiyverOat, dpa tehevty av yeyovss etn, 

Gore, eirep dvdyky atrd dua redevy yeyovévas, TepuKds 

This should 

be torepov tay dAAwv or torarov révrwy: but Pl. 

wishes torarov to make sure of its being Zas¢, and 

he wishes t@y GAAwv to say vedtepov dpa Tov 

dAXuv. 

VvEeoT. ... 

dy «in ylyver Oa twtatov Tov éA\dov, 

mpecBirepa: Proc.-Dam. vi. 285-6 says 

émei 5¢ even Ort ob mapa pio [etvar], dAN dpa rH 

rekeuTp (ds Kata ici Kiotpevov) yéyove, toTepov 

dv rév GAAwY popiwy—tatta ydp éote Ta Tapa TS 
mper Bv- 

tepa S¢ 7a dAXa* Kal otrws ebpéOn dvdrahw Ta dda 

év adAa, mpos & ovyKpiveras Td év—eora. 

Heind. would make 73 év a gloss p.27.D 
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Tov évds mperPurepa, 

with ra @AAa. 

apxiy ... wépos ye bv; dpxny put first rhetorically, 

The order is ov« dvayxaiov—dpyyv 7} dA pépos 
6 Tt obv ... Ev efvat, pepos ye Ov; 

Note the growing conf- 

dence in the change from yiyvorr’ dv to daoXcimera, 

Or are we to make a break in the sense, as though 

the words were kai ottws ovdevds aod. ? The ind. 

in Proc.-Dam. vi. 286 takes preced. 
79 4pxy ev kat év Sevtépw kal tpirw pepe ev divaty- 

He sees the double dealing 

ovk ody ... év TH yevéou : 

> A x 2 
OUVKOUV TO €V 

pnOncerar, kal ovK droAepbeln Tuvds THY pEpaV ews 

od mpos TO €oxarov, Ta ravra SueAOov, yevnrar. For 

the sense of aod. see L. and S.c. u. The follow- 

ing words mean ‘the others as they come into 

being, whichever it be that in each case succeeds 

which.’ The sent. is redund. for emphasis: it 

might end with yévjrat So also érw ody might be 

omitted, since, of course, if the one chosen be the 

sixth it must follow the fifth, if the ninth the eighth, 

and soon. év yevnrart: Wand its family éyyévyran, 
with which contrast 138 p, Notes 1. Here we have 

a glaring double use of é, first as any part, then as 

6Aov é€v. The end of Proc.-Dam.’s note just cited 

shows that he sees this change. 

pevoy Ta GAXa TOV évds, Grep ert pépy Exeivou Kai ev 

> x a id erel you duepxo- 

éxdotw TovTwy yryvopevov éfurdet, 

The words between the 

two infins. inclus. form a noun govd. in the gen. by 

wept: avr and TdAda are subjs. to the infins.; rot 

évos might in the circs. have been avrov. In dpa... 

éxee the sent. divides at o¥rw, an éxer being underst. 

after efvar. € Kal... €répov, is quite clear, only we 

must understand a second éotiv after rpeoB. which 

II. supplies at the wrong place—ei kai éortw Kat 

éottvy ott. t places the dr: before «i and so the 

edd., Notes 1. It is to be said for 2 that its read- 

ing is the less likely to have been invented, and 

that the dre from its position in the line—marking 

a new paragr.—could hardly have been the subject 

of a blunder. érepov érépov make the statement 

general, as Grav draow 148 A, yiyverOai ye UW has 
re, t seems to have ye. Notes 1. Herm. defends 

re, ‘at respondent inter se mpeoBurepov et vewrepor, 

quanquam gradatio structurae ad posterius ovd’ ad 

addidit.’ This would seem to mean that ové’ ad 73 

vedtepov stands for 7é te vedtepov. It is difficult to 

aepl Tod yly. ... ylyver Oar; 

PARMENIDES. 

accept this; and ye gives emphas. to yi'yverGas 

which suits the passage. It has an exact antith. 

in ovx dpa To ye dv below. 
apeoB. ére means ‘still 

older,’ as ér: vewr. means still younger, and is ex- 

plained by 7... 797 7Atkig; the second ére goes 

with ovd« and means it would no longer be able— 

could not go the further length of becoming still 

older. The clause 7... 777 7AcKég makes the constr. 
awkward, = 7} 75 rpGrov, 4 mpiv, f Kar’ apxds. 

xpévp re kal dAAw The close connec. here almost 

gives a plural sense such as may agree with dvicous; 

yet we need two times, and two of everything in 

the circs., which makes it more likely that the dat. 

is used in the sense of év or ért xpévw = in the case 

of time and of everything else. For duadépecy why 

not Steveyxety, with Sipveyne Seevéyay ? 

Tod évds... vewrepov, edd. after Schleierm. reject 

évds here: but the Mss. are clear. On the other 

hand the preceding éy is upon a scratch in %, and 

suggests an orig. €v. The sense is ov dpa 76 ye dv 

ape Birepov Tov dvros vewrepov Kal ylyvoer’ av mpec- 

Birepov ért, ovSé vedrepov, For ovdé here cp. on c 

ovre yéyverat 152 E; and here t gives otre. Hv 

aAcxiav does just the same duty as ry 7)Atkia above. 

W rpecB. r6de" vewr, 8 

aperB. én... én Sivatro, 

> ” 

ovK apa... 

mpecB. Td5e, vedr. 8 ad: 

ov: t yeyove mperB.: Td Se vewrepov’ yyveros 8 od: 

And so the edd., supplying mentally 73 pév before 

mpecf., as is not rarely done. This is quite satisf., 

and is very likely the true reading. The text is an 

attempt to adjust 2% so as to yield a satisf. meaning. 

After pointing out the scope of the argt., Proc.- 

Dam. vi. 287-8 says éore 5€ 4 Efodos Hde—Td pev 

yap mpecBuirepov 768 Tovde dv, Kal Ere tperPirepov 

yiyver Oar (raps ws mpotepov yéyove mperPurepov) 

xépav xe [it is possible for what is older to be- 

come relatively older still !], cat yiyverac ére mpec- 

Birepov kal rperBirepov’ Td S2 vewTEpov od Xwpet Kai 

ere vewtepov yiyver Oar, Wore TS elvat pev Kal yeyovevat 

Tt vedtepov GAAov Tivos Eore A€yer [Every ?], avdrd bE 

Td dv vewrepov vewTEpov yiyver Oat 7} EavTov 1p aAAov 

[od] xwpet [yet this is but the correlative of the pre- 

vious statement !]. This can hardly mean that he 

had the reading of Y& in 154 c, vedrepov 8 od; for 
he soon adds efvat pev xal yeyovevar rpecButepov 7} 

vewrepov Soréov icws Kata tiv Tpotépay Suaopav Ka 

qv evOds Sujpveyxe, yéyverac & ov [the reading of t}— 
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ove vedrepov (ov yap dic Oodpopel), ovre mpecr Bire- 

pov (drag yap rv rpérnv tpdcOeor laws Tod ypdvou 

AaBe cal yeyove tperPvrepov, erecta Se iaw Suapépov 

éavTod Kata Thy mporépav mpdc ecw rperBirepov od 

yevjoeras xaiére). The text of D., as given in Stallb., 
is not always quite clear. év...évrwy here as 

above we must understand 7d & dv aperBirepov 7 

veditepov Tov GAAwY dvTOY vewTépwv 7 TperBuTéepwr, 

Spa 88... ylyverat: After the long proof upon one 

side, we might expect dpa 5) with the opening of 

the opposite argt. Heind. wishes the adjs. in the 

sing., but Stallb. seems right in assuming that the 

suppressed subj. is avrd, i.e. 7d ev kal TaAXa. 

mréovs ... r6 Yow poply The wAéov refers to the 

elder, the €Aar. to the younger; and we add equal 

times. He now asks if they differ by the same 

portion as before: and here we see that his use of 

the word 7Acxéa, above B, was a little unhappy. If 
he wished to prove that the diff. between an older 

and a younger never changed, he should have said 
Sinveyxe TY xpova, tow Siaéper det Tov xpdvov: and 

no doubt that is what he meant. Here it is at once 

conceded that the two do not continue to differ 7@ 

iow popiw [THs HAckéas] while it is certain that they 

do continue to differ t@ iow popiw Tov ypdvov. A 

boy is one year old when his brother is two; he is 

younger in time by a year, and in age by 3. He is 

79 when his brother is 80; he is younger in time 

by a year, and in age by gy. 
ovk pa... rd trara,=d ti wep Td ev Fv Stadépov 

jAtkia mpos TaAAa Td mporov, odK apa TodTO ErTaL 

diadépov kai eis 7d Exeita, 6 ti wep and Tovro might 

be replaced by doov wep and togotrov. 716 ye 

2rarroy Siadépov =4 ye eotiv éXatrov duadépov, 6 

mpos te becomes at once, in 

applic. to the case, mpds éxeiva, mpds a. 
vewstepov ... @eavTws all the change of age is, of 

course, relative; and rpds dAAjAw must be under- 

stood although not used thus far. 

idvre yap ... ylyverdov etc. YW idvre yap adroiv cis Td 

éXatrov Sdiaépet, 
In 7d perv 

évavriov dAAjAow. yiyverOov. Td pev vewrEpor, 

mpecBirepov tod mperButépov’ 1d Se per Ptrepov. 

veditepov Tov vewrépou- Our text makes this clearer 

by reading ara and connecting yiyverOov with 

what follows. But t repeats 7d évavriov. ‘This 

admits of atroiy, in a sense equivalent to dAAyjAowy ; 

connects yéyver Gov with the latter word ; and makes 
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73 pév vedrepov etc. an explanatory adjunct :-—thus 

idvre yap avtoiv eis 7d évarrtiov, Td évaytiov dAXAHAow 

yiyverOov—rd pev vedrepov etc. All edd. adopt 
this ; and it would be easy to omit one of two suc- 
cessive phrases such as 70 évayriov in copying. 

yevéoOar ... elev dv. etc. The dual is not kept up. 

He gives an odd reason for their not being able 

actually to transpose their positions, while always 

getting apparently more nearly within reach of 

doing so. They fail, not, it would seem, because 

there is a limit which, while admitting of infinite 

proportional reduction, cannot be surmounted, in 

the shape of the original difference of time at birth, 

but because we are speaking of them as becoming 

at present and not as become! No doubt if they 

became differently placed they would be so: ‘he 

that will to Cupar maun to Cupar’: but that is 

hardly an argt. 
ylyovras piv wpecB. The per has no answering &, 

with which Heind. cps. Theaet. 197 c, dAAG Sdvapey 
py att@ ... rapayeyovévar, and there cites other 

cases—Theaet. 201 B, ovdapds ... dAAG weioae pev: 

Phileb. 37 B, Gp’ dre Sdfy pev... etc. Ore mpecP. ... 

ott vorepa, a neat paradox. You can only ‘reduce 

a lead’ by having a lead to reduce. The constr. 

is interrupted to emphasize the parad. and to avoid 

hopeless involution of relations: the omission of 

y’yverat would make it more of a piece. 
rédAa oftw wpds For ovrw t gives rovr@, which 

gives a good meaning if=xard dé tov atrdy TovTy 

Adyov Kal raAXa wpds 7d Ev ioyet, 
This sent. is balanced 

as a whole, though with variation in detail, thus :-— 

, Poure (neg. 
> [? Bl ire 

OUVK OVV i | _ g afte 
Kab 

ovK odv fj piv... Ta GAdov: 

The irreg. arises from the diff. of form in the words 

following § pév and 7 6 respectively. Had the 

second corresponded it would have run thus—j 6 

rav mavtos mperBurepov yiyverat kal vewTepor, KaTa 

7d GAw popiy drAAjrwv del Siadéepery, mper Bi'TEpa 

re... ylyvetat Ta TE GAXa rou évds Kal TO ev TOY 

GAAwv. Kara Td low etc., ie. the numerical diff. 

between them is constant; but it is an ever lessen- 

ing frac. of the ages under discussion. Proc.-Dam. 

is surely wrong (ut sup. 290) xa pev ydép dyoe 
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Kata Td tow dprOuG adAAjAwY Siadéperv 7d Ev Kal Ta 

adXa, ds toa Exovra pépy dAAHAots Kal iva dvra etc. 

He has just inferred 

this in ypdvov peréxer—it ranks with the succeeding 

infers. For the repet. elep ypovov peréxet ; Stallb. 

kal tot mpeoB. ... ylyver@ar, 

cps. 138 A, év éauT@ ov... elmep Kal év éavTé ein. 

Here are general state- 

ments followed by partic. illustrs.; but in the re- 

versed order of xtaopds. éxetvw is exemplified in 

svopa and Adyos, and éxeévov in émiorypy 56£a aic- 

kal ely dv ...7d &y tori: 

Oyows. Proc.-Dam. says (291) ely peév éxelv Td av 

Kal 7d ote Kal Td éoTaL’ TadTa yap ovK eKEivoU TL 

GX’ éxévip tpodvra [so O. Apelt for éxetvou meady- 

ros and other variants] ds év ypdvey dvre,  exeivou 6e 

4) éreorijpin etc., wept éxelvou yap Tatra ws émurtnToD 

etc.—mhiv oby dua ta tpia tatra, Nothing he 

says would preclude the idea that dvoua and Adyos 

are éxetvp. It is true that the preds. qv éore eorae 

are also éxetvw ; but is that sense conveyed here? 

Dam. seems to hold that the constr. makes kal qv 

Kat éoti Kal éorae explanatory of ein ay te éxelvy. 

Perhaps his reason is the diffic. noted by Heind. that 

(if we construe =kal etm dy te éxelv Kai éxelvou, Kal 

yy Kal €or Kal éotas Te éxelvy Kal éxeivou) we really 

Tepeat «in dv in éort, But Heind.’s explan. seems 

sound, ‘ verba et dv in universum 7d duvardy efvar, 

illa qv éore €orat temporis rationem designant,’ ie. if 

the one (orthe others) bein time there would be some- 

thing for it and of it, and that something was and is 

and will be of it and for it according as the one itself 

was or is or will be; or as Fic. ‘ Esset quoque illi 

aliquid et illius,—eratque et est et erit.’ Any diffic. 

in the way of this interp. arising out of the use of 

etn dv and éore is much less than would arise if we 

take Dam.’s view. Pl. expressly says that émurrijuy 

etc. are adrot ( = exeivov), and that 6voza and Adyos 
are atr@ (=éxelvw): the passage is thus balanced 

as we said by xeaopds. Now if qv éore eorat are to 

be taken as Dam. takes them, not only is the bal- 

ance disturbed, but there is nothing save infer. to 

decide whether they are examples of avrod or airg, 
dmep ... mpdrropev: i.e. elmep émurtdpeOa Kal doéd- 

(opev Kal aicOavopueba says Heind. rightly. This is 

rather a bizarre argumentum ad hominem: Parm.’s 

argts. against the existence of the one would fall 

equally well under the categ, rdvra tatra mparropey. 

But does not this frank admiss. that the one is 
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a subj. of 83£a and aixOyoxs no less than of émorjpq 

tend to support the view that the one is not an 

idea? dcamep TGV ToLovTwy go together ‘et quot- E 

cunque ejusmodi in aliis reperiuntur’ etc. Thoms. 

It does not seem as if raAAa were used in a techni- 

cal sense here: rather it means that the one is 

named, discussed etc. just like any other thing. 

142 B-155 —. Herecloses what Grote calls Dem. 

u. He points out that while 1., starting from a neg. 

propos., proceeds (like the second figure in the 

syllog.) to prove double negs.—Unum is neither ... 

nor—in 11. the concls. are all do/h... and. Of two 

contrads. first both are false, next both are true. 

‘This offends doubly against the logical canon, 

which declares that of two contradictory propositions 

one must be true, the other must be false. We 

must remember that in the Platonic age there 

existed no systematic logic ...’—‘ Prantl (in his 

Geschichte der Logik, vol. i. 3, 3, pp. 70-73) main- 

tains, if I rightly understand him, not only that PI. 

did not adopt the principium tdentitatis ... but that 

one of Pl.’s express objects was to demonstrate the 

contrary of it, partly in the Phileb. but especially 

in the Parm. ... I understand these Antinomies as 

dropiat to be cleared up, but in no other character. 

Prantl speaks (p. 73) of ‘‘die antinomische Begriin- 

dung der Ideenlehre im Parm.” etc. This is the 

same language as that used by Zeller...’ Introd. 

Ix.-Ixiii.. The ancients are clear for the priority of 

one to being. After arguing the point with special 

reference to dzAdrys, Dam. says, § 21, 37, TavTayas 

dpa Td ev mpd Tov dvTos: this is the dwA@s duéPexTov 

éviaiov év. Proc. speaks in the same sense. Com- 

pared with this év the €v-dv of Dem. 11, or év qvw- 

pévov, is markedly less abstract in their eyes. While 

to later students the materials for this distinc. may 

appear in Pl.’s text, it is not drawn by him, and we 

may doubt if, as thus formulated, it was even present 

to his thought. In Hegel the distinc, is transposed. 

There Being comes first, and ‘process’ has advanced 

appreciably before One is reached: and if the latter 

be as abstract as €v the former must be more abstr. 

not only than év but than ev étself—Dam. sometimes 

in a sort of despair admits that the dpy7) is too 
glementary to be grasped or defined. We may 

note that H., constructing ab intra, says No thought 

no being: these ancients, surveying ab extra, hold 
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that process has ‘crept gently crusting’ past both 
év and év ere vods emerges. Is their vots his Self- 
consciousness? Lastly of this év-dv—When Arist. 
(Met. 1x, 2-end) says dre 8 radtd oypaiver mws 7d 
év kal 1d ov, SijAov (1) 7G te rapaxodovdeiv ivaxds 
tais Katnyoplars Kal pi) evar év prr/Sened, ... (2) Kat 
TO po) TporKarnyopetr Oar erepdv te 7d els é.vOpwiros 
Tod dvOpwros, domep ode 79 elvar Tapa Td TL a} rowdy 
9 moody, kal rd évl efvar 73 Exdor@ efvac—he seems 
to be speaking of both as a logician and xaré oup- 
BeByxés, not as a metaphys. and xa airéd. Now 
of Pl.’s argt. It was said in the Introd. that 

Dem. 11. v. Dem, 1. =synthet.-construct. v. analyt.- 
destruct. This is true; and Pl., either consciously 
or half so, shows it by his efforts to make each step 

lean on the previous one. But the great con- 

structive step is the first, that of adding év to év. 
All else might almost be called an analysis of what 

that synthesis implies. And while much is extracted 
from it, the €v-dy even at the close remains a very 
abstract concep., in no way more advanced than 

atoms and the void. When Dam. talks (§ 88-89, 

214-17)—not as a commentator—of a cepa through 
ToAAG, erorxela, wépy, e1dn towards cwparoedés dav 

he is far beyond this dial. As Pl. goes step by 

step, and secures progress by dcaipeois, it may be 

assumed that his first distinc. is as primary as he 

can make it. We shall not seek to determine what 

is the most elementary difference from one—not- 
one, many, others, or what not. Dam. (§ 104, 270) 

speaks in this connec. of 78 €v pdvoy dvtiWunpnuévov 
mpds Td dv, KaTa THY TpaTHV ErepdtnTa paveicay, 

goxe yap % éteporys atirn, Xwpicaca Td ev dxd Tijs 

ovalas, ddethe Td Ev awAds mpoTdéue dmdvtrwv—eira 
Tas ToAAds dmebéxrous Evddas, pel? as epe£is Tas 
perexopéevas trd otoidr, Kal (wv, Kat etc. GAA’ 6 

TIA. pera 73 ddvdxpirov ev dv rods dbo orixous dvré- 

Onxev TOv peGextav évddwv Kal TOV peOeKTIKGY OdTLaY 

etc. at greater length than we can quote. This is 

an early form of Grote’s objec. to Pl.’s course at 

143 A, and seems to mean that if Pl. took that 

course he should have gone from év (without dv) to 

mohAal dpéOexror éevddes then to ai perexopevas, in 

place of running Svo0 orixor downwards «is dmetpov. 

Pl.’s course indeed seems almost to refute the im- 

portance of the addition of dv, and to make us ask, 

Does he really add a vital new predicate to ¢v which 

advances it to greater concreteness, or does he 

merely mean in a loose way that he will not push 

the one so hard as in Dem. 1.? Dam. can justly 

say (§ 91, 226) 7d ev TovTO drep Kadotpev drAGs ev 

eer wAHO0s ev EavtG, od yap dv dw’ abrob ta woAA 

mpo7jAGe—elsewhere he gives (§ 33, 63) the dialecti- 

cal reason, which Pl. does not, ds kivyous Kat ordoes 

dvriderws pia... obtw Kai ev Kal ToAAG pela. Tus dvTi- 

ects ... Kat 7d ev Kai Ta TOAAG év dGAAHAOIS Ewin, 

He makes a further direct comment (§ 98, 253), 6 
ITA, tpeis rd ges jyiv wapadedwxe Tod voytod Karé. Tov 

Tlapp.—rijv pév mpwrnv kadeoas ev-dv, tiv 8¢ peony 

drov Kal pépn, tiv 8€ Tpityy daetpov TARO0s: with 

which cp, 142 B-143 A. Dam. (§ 122, 314) says 

again 6 IIA, rotro peév [7d Hvwpévor?] Staxpivas eis ev 

kat dv Guus etpurev exdrepov Td cvvappdrepov yryvd- 

pevov, Td 6€ péoov ek pepdv SAov éote Tov Evds Kai 

tov dvtos. But when he goes on to say of woAAg— 

G& Aéyopev efvar wr. Tpd dpiOpod wavrds, SOev Td daec- 

pov 7AjOos (cp. 143 A), Ste dvdpOpov pice: Kat mpd 

mavTds Gpov dprOunteKod: od yap 6 apr, évdexeras To 

drecpov...dAAa 7d TARO. .., ewexerva THs TAV apiOpav 

TadvTwv brootécews—we must qualify his words. It 

is true that Pl., 143 A, speaks of daepov rAj Gos be- 

fore he elaborates number; but this does not isolate 

the one from the other. On the contrary the cul- 

min. of the deduc. of number is stated thus (144 a) 
} odk daretpos dprOpds whifBe ... yeyveras ; 

ev... dvdykn: As he does not qualify ofov diedyA. 

we must hold that he refers to the whole course of 

the argt. up to the present stage. Of this he 

assumes that every aspect has been established 

and is to be accepted: he does not regard Dem. 11. 

as abrogating L 

dp’ odv ...dp84s: From the answering ody ofdv te 

it seems that ofdv 7’ does not agree with 7d év, but 

means ‘will it be possible’ not ‘will it be able.’ 

He here suggests an explan. of the contrad. in- 

volved in his conclusions regarding the one. Grote 

has urged that they imply disregard or ignorance 

of the law of contrad. Now, men reasoned before 

they wrote logical treatises; and, although the 

dialectic of Zeno was a great advance, yet in prac- 

tice they were always guided by innate feeling for 

logic, so that this law would be accepted in fact 
before it was formulated by Arist. And his formula 

is, Met. Ul. 3, 1005 b 19, 70 yap avTd Gua tardpxer 
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Te Kal pay trdpyev addvatov TH avT@ Kal Kata Td 

otrd, We thus see that xai xara 7d avr is all that 

Arist. adds to the argt. which Pl. here employs. 

PL knew in principle the law of contrad., and is 

here applying it, although when in ‘his altitudes’ 

he does not always regard it. Cp. Introd. Ix. etc. 

There is a diff. between science in process of be- 

coming, and science when checked by tests in its 

results. As Arist. says, Met. lI. 5, 1009 a 35, 

duvdper pev yop évdexerar dpa TavTd eivar Ta évavTia, 

But there is a flaw in the reason- 

ing of a different kind. He has said that the one 

is one and many, and neither one nor many. Now, 

although this may exclude the possibility of exist- 
ence for the one, he does not actually say that the 

one is and is not, unless we interpret the words drt 

pev éotuv év... dtr & ovx éorw in that sense, in 

spite of their manifest reference to what has just 

preceded. Yet with this limitation of his language 

he, as Proc.-Dam. (293) points out, goes on to infer 

non-existence absolutely from non-existence as one, 

though the latter may merely mean existence as 

many: mA épa tov rapadoyiopdy? ard yap Tov 

évredexeia. 5 ov, 

‘pyre ev’ SpAov dre Tov ‘ovx & eats,” Td ‘ovK 

fori’ drAds LapBdver [-veeyv Ms.], Kal pry peréxerv 

avTd ovcias Kata ToUTO Pyotr. 

Stallb, explains the want of the art. 

by saying that otros is loco subjecti while xpédvos is 

instar praedicati. This would justify the omiss.; 

but is otros thus subject? The sense is ‘is there 

not then also this point of time, viz.’ etc.—which 

in better Eng. becomes, as in Jowett, ‘is there not 

also a time?’ Fic., ‘numquid est id tempus?’ 
Jelf says of the art., § 453, 1, ‘In prose it is some- 

times omitted when the substantive is ... a collect- 

ive noun used as a proper name; as Thuc. Il. 74, 

This comes nearer what we need. 

For the lang. cp. Arist. Phys. vi., 10,241 a 17, otros 

pev yop errae ypdvos év @ xuveirar dia Td wav ev 

otros xpdévos 

a; lol tf , 
eri yny THVvee, 

pov Kiveir Oat, 

& 8 Kal... rdvvye: Just above éy is the subj. of 

both yéyveros and dwéAAvrae: here it is the subj. 

of yiyv., but is it of awdAX.? Fic, ‘desinit esse 

multa’ and ‘desinit esse unum,’ which might seem 

to favour the view that it is the subj. What then 

% are we to make of the 73 woAAad efvar of Wt? Fic., 

one would think, must have read 7a, the constr. 
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being droAd. efvar ta woXdAd, if even that be a pos- 

sible one. But on the suppos. that év is the subj. 

we would need to treat 7d woAAd efvat as a phrase 

in the accus. of descrip., ‘dies so far as being many 

is concerned,’ The altern. is to make that subj. to 

aréXA,—as Jowett and Miiller do—the only objec. 

to which is the sudden change in that respect. 

Stallb. seems to take this view, ‘ posteaquam Unum 

ipsum et oriri et interire docuit, etiam singula ejus 

attributa eandem subire vicissitudinem ostendere 
instituit.’ 

& 8... lrotcfar; Two examples of x:acps occur 

here in the arrangement of the infins. Proc.-Dam. 
293-4, StaxpiverOar 8 atOis ev to e& évds wodAa 

yiyverOar xatackevalee and Kai é& tov yiyveoGas 

Spotov, ws eXeye Kata Tas mpotépas trofecets (TARY 

dopiorws, Kal ov Aéeyer ‘éavT@’ Ff ‘tots GAAS,’ ws 

éxel €heye Tatra yap év éavT@ T@ évi SoxtpdCer Kal ob 

ampos TA TOAA, Smep peTa TavTa ToLnreEL), SpoLove bas’ 

ex d€ Tod yiyver Oar dvdpotov, dvopototc Oat’ dpa yap, 

was tporPiBdle ovvarrwy rd yiyverOat Tois mpoTe 

pow, Kal év 7 yiyverOar dep ex Tov TapdévTwv 

eOjpacev, edeye yap ev TQ ovolas petadapPavev 

ylyverat, ev TQ ylyverOar yoy Ff peifov 4 édXatrov 

9 icov Kata tas mpotépas imobéceas avédverOai re 

He urges two points 

here: (1) that Pl. gets in all his predications in 

the wake of 1d yiyveoOat, (2) that these are here 

used abstractly—the one becomes like, equal etc., 

but not to anything. 
Br’ Av & xwoup. ... elvar; etc. As Proc.-Dam. has 

said, and says in his next note, Pl. has carefully 

developed everything thus far through yiyver@as° 

he adds kai ratra rdvra, bia Tov yiyver Oar ev xpdvp 

—note the last words. Pl. now assumes motion 

abruptly, without reference to becoming, or to any 

other source. It is not even certain at the moment 

what sort of motion he means. The lang. suggests 

éper Oa (1388), but the associations would favour 

Not till we reach E is the ref. to motion 
in space established. a7’ év évi ypdvw is very em- 

phatic. The expression 7d viv, used in 152, is not 

adequate, and must be replaced by a better. ws dy: 

does not seem to mean ‘how should it?’ implying 

acquiescence—as ws ydp: seems to do—but rather 

‘how can that be?’ implying doubt, which the foll. 

sent. clears up. 

kat POivev Kai icotoOas, 

ddAoiuors. 

In éotds Te... ravra mdryew: the 
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last two words are (Stallb.) superfl. The constr. is, as 
it were, broken at éordvas, which might be followed 

by a dash. Stallb. seems right in objecting to 

Heind.’s sugg. dvev prjv, and in saying that the pev 
is taken up by xpovos 8 which follows. Proc- 

Dam. 295 says od év évt ypdvy éotiv, érel Extras 

kwveirar Kat xivovpevov lorarat xal oddérore péves, 

and again eet od’ év reve xpovp ovre év rp éordvat 

éutiv obte év TO Kivetr Oar, 

«dr obv p. This opening use of zére is not fre- 

quent, and rather arrests attention. 

otre yap éords odv etc. YU érds dv, which makes 
éorés an adj. such as dxivyrov. No one seems 

bold enough to take this view, yet we have a fair 

analogy in 157 B, ovre avgavdpevov ... pOivov ... 

ivovpevoy ety dv: and in e.g. radrdov mevovOdra dv 

em 158 E; indeed in 159 A Kat Kevovpeva Kai éotara 

are directly under the infl. of the preced. dv ein. 

t seems to give dv for év, and the accepted course 
is to adopt this and read peraBdAro. We hesitate 

to make a double change in & and so read oi», 
not with any great conviction, the position being 

strained and the word occurring four times rapidly. 

Possibly the orig. might be ovre yap otv éords? 

&p’ ody tore... rd Ealpvys. oT. seems to express 

existence here. tovro may naturally be used for 

7ode as some descrip. precedes, back to which roto 

partly refers. It is hard to disting. rd éfaidvys from 

rd vuy, save so far as the latter refers to the 7d 

éfaipvys of the present, while the former is a viv 

not necessarily contemporaneous with our sensa- 

tions. Yet a distinc. is necessary, both because 7d 

ef. is assumed not to be in time, and because you 

construct time out of successive ré viv, which you 

cannot do if these have individually no time. 

‘Differt hoc éfaépvyns a viv, cujus ante aliquoties 

mentionem fecerat Parmen. rovro pév 7d é. dpyepées 
éore ty iSidryti, Kai Sid tovTo axpovov, éxeivo dé 

xpovou pérpov qv Kai Sudornya, scribit Damasc., Ms. 
fol. 295.’ Thoms. Proc.-Dam. 295 describes the 

instantaneous as wdvrws év dxapel, and 1d év dve- 

raurOite xpévy—but this last, which comes from 
Arist., gives up the point. Even when speaking of 

that which must have no time, Pl. is forced to say 

év @ Tor’ dv ein Gre 

és & éxelvov... cls &dr. This is not easy to transl. 

The meaning would be got better from as ¢£ avrod 
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per. 7d év els éxarepoy, or still better from rowdvde 71 

Zouxe onpaivev e& od per., or again as é& éxeivov 

peraBddAovros Tov évds: *certum quiddam significat 

ex quo in utrumque transitur.’ Fic. The meaning 

is that the one (or anything), whatever state it may 

be in, passes through 15 é£ai¢vys into the corre- 

sponding counter-state—‘ No pause the dire extremes 

between, He made me blest—and broke my heart.’ 

of yap... kwSdveva: This brings out the full agony 

of the crisis. The one is stock-still until instan- 

taneously motion is in full swing. Proc.-Dam. 

points the paradox by showing that, in order to 

effect this sudden transfor., motion and rest must 

themselves not be in time (295), év pydevt yap xpdry 
éotiv év T@ Kveio Oat, iva ex TovTOU els Td totarbat 

petaBdaAdot, avs’ év tO totacOas iva éx TovTov cis Td 

kiveio Oar peraBddAXor, and again on the other types 

of trans. (296), od yap &v tut ypovy early év TH eivar 
ovTeE py év TH pi) elvat, Gore Kata Td éLaidvys kal Tov- 

TwOV yeyvopevov ovTEe Exriv obtEe OdK EaTL TO EV OTE 

yiyveras obre déAAvTat. Pl. begins by assuming that 

td ylyveo Gat in all its forms is in time; he is now 

eager to effect the change from motion to rest with 

absolutely perfect abruptness, and says that the 

point at which the one is in ezther state cannot be 

in time. Thus rest endures in full force until the 

one is already in the instantaneous, while motion 

has acquired perfect action before it comes out: in 

other words, motion and rest, which we might infer 

were in time, are now shown to be in the instan- 

taneous and therefore out of time, i.e. non-existent. 

And with the disappearance of time disappear all 

the characteristics just assigned to the one a rot 

yiyver Oat &v xpdve, 

008’... o¥8... 008’ The sense of od7e ... ovre is not 

quite given here in the last two cases; the first of 

course coalesces with évi. The sense of the whole 

would, if accurately stated, stand thus: « 6 pera- 

Barre eaipvys dv peraBdAdou kat odtws ev od? évi 

xpovw dv etn: ef & év ovd’ Evi xpovy etn ob8€ Kevoir’ 

av tére 005’ dv otain, ‘and if it were in no portion 

of time, neither would it move then, nor yet stand.’ 

We have learned, 152 4, that a thing peréyer per 

xpdvov eirep Kal Tov eivat, 

mpis Tas UAdas p. Exe, He introduced motion and 

rest abruptly without any statement that they re- 

sembled the characteristics already assigned to the 
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one; here he assumes that they do, and are but one 

type of peraBoAy. He seems to think that he can 

reach 7d égai¢vys more readily through them. 
. ovre, otre... ore etc. These seem to 

constitute two pairs, and may without violence be 

rendered strictly ; ‘and neither is then nor is not, 

neither becomes nor perishes.’ The same arrang. is 

continued. Contrast é¢’ €v with eri dvop., émt op, 

éri icov, and the repeated cases of ovre unelided. «is 

He does not say éri rd, the phrase 

being used apparently much like totvayriov, ‘ to- 

wards big and towards equal, and the converse— 

and vice versa.’ 

otre tore .. 

K 8) 7 
TA €VAVTLG 

ov« gouxe, Steph. reads douxe say- 

ing ‘alia est lectio od« €o.xe’ quam et Fic. agnoscit’: 

and Bek. says ‘ ovx om. AEF. Does this give us 

the Ms. authority on which Steph.’s edition rests ? 

155-1578. We have seen Dem. 11. conflicting 

with 1., and within itself containing contradictory 

proofs that the one ‘both is and is not’ something 

or other. Pl. in Dem. 11., while not giving up any 

previous conclus., calls in a reconciling element. 

If the one ‘is’ it ‘partakes of time and ropevopevov 

Tov xpdvov (152 A),’ and we have only to understand 
that ‘is and is not’ apply to different portions of 

time in order to comply with the law of contrad. 

and to save every characteristic of the one. But 

Pl. seems to be possessed by the concep. of ‘is and 

is not,’ and he has already dealt with that very 

small portion of time called 73 viv. Apparently 

under these two influences he proceeds to prove 

even here that the one ‘both is and is not,’ the 

medium of proof being a refinement upon 75 viv. 

The more one thinks of 7 viv the less one is able 

to distinguish it from 7d é€aidvys. Pl. describes 7d 
vov as the point at which the one ov yiyveras dAN’ 

érte-—which seems clearly to assume that at 73 viv 

we have a petaBoAy: and rd efalpvys is simply 73 

viv reduced to so fine a point that time vanishes. 

But can 1d vty itself be other than a timeless in- 

stant? If it can, then it has duration, and before 

we reach ite end its beginning is past, has ceased to 

be 73 viv and become 78 rapeAnAvOds. ‘Some of 
the Stoics,’ says Grote, ‘ considered 78 viv as pndev 

—and nothing in time to be real except 73 zapw- 

xnKds and 73 pédAov (Plut. De Commun. Notitiis 

contra Stoicos, p. 1081 p).’ He adds ‘The doc- 

trine (of 73 é£ai¢.) served the purpose of the 
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Platonic Parmenides, as ingenious, original, and 

provocative to intellectual effort, but it did not 
acquire any permanent footing in Grecian dialectics.’ 

Something must be said here, but within modest 
limits, on Time and Change. 

Time.—1. Both Pl. and Arist. accept the popular 

idea of time. Pl}. hardly discusses it now: A. after 

disc. decides thus, tovrwv 8 dvtwy dvdyKn Kai rdv 
Xpovov ovveyy evar” Aéyw dé ovvexés 7d Stouperdv els 

det Suatpera (Phys. vi. 2). Both are influenced by 

the analogy of space; but A. notes (what PI. as- 

sumes) that while space has six (our three) dimen- 

sions (Iv. 1), time has but two (our one) mpdrepov 

and torepov, and that neither of these exists while 

we speak (iv. ro etc.). He also raises the question 

whether if motion and souls observant of it ceased 

time would remain (Iv. 14)—a step towards the 

Kantian standpoint. Of time Pl. assumes that it 

‘ passes,’ the one peréxet mopevopevov Tod xpdvor, 152 

—dquite a popular view. A.’s may come to the same, 

but it involves much deeper analysis: he says time 

is our measure of change—rtotro ydp éotw 6 x., 

dptOpos Kivioews Kata, TS mpdt. Kal dor. (IV. IT). 

2. Over against this both elsewhere speak of aisy, 

our eternity. A. draws a fine distinc. in this connec. 

—ovk earl 7d év-ypdve-elvar TO efvat-6re-6-X.-€oTiV ... 

Gore pavepdy Sri Ta det OvTa, 7 del dvTa, ovK ETL ev 

xpovm ... onpetov dé rovrov Ste obSé mrdcyer ovdev td 

tov x. (Iv. 12). Thus the law of contrad. exists 

during the writing of this note and the discuss. of 

Supply in the House of Commons, but is unaffected 

thereby—it is det dv. Of aiov Dam. says ($1509, ii. 31) 

cuveNitrety eOédXet kal ovvaipely eis ev Ta TOAAG Kal 

3. To both the 

effective existing portion of time is 73 viv. Popu- 

larly Now may include a good deal, but Pl. and A. 

agree in treating it technically as a part of time, but 

an extremely small part. A. says—and Pl. would 

probably agree—that viv may be infinitely small, 

time being divisible eds ded Suacperd, and makes this 

play a part in his reply to Zeno (vr. 6 etc.). 4. Pl. 

makes a further step in 7d é£aip. It is not easy to 

say whether he means by this merely a generalized 

and infinitely reduced viv, or whether he creates a 

timeless time, so to speak: probably the latter, as 

he calls it dicots dromds tus év xpdvm od Evi ode. 
A. uses the term, but in the other sense, 7d & 

els TO OAOV TA pEpn, WS 6 Xp. Suatpery. 
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eLaih, 73 &v dvawOjry xpdvy Sid pexporyta éxordy 
(Iv. 13). 

CHANGE, again, is the insoluble crux, the vital 
question in the philosopher’s brief. ‘If, indeed, you 
are able to instruct ¢#a¢ point, Mr. Fairbrother—’ 
‘If am indeed able to instruct that point, my Lord, 
I trust not only to serve my client, but....2. We 
cannot instruct that point. Pl. does not even treat 
it in a strictly metaphys. manner. Metaphys. ex- 
planations do not so much explain it as explain it 
away. PI. is directed by Zeno towards physical 
becoming or change, whether in the form of xara 
témov kivyots or of dAXoiwors’ he does not admit 
Z.’s reduction of it to impossibility: he seeks to 
construct a physical theory which will explain the 
physical facts. He said (1528 etc.) that in past time 
the one has been becoming older and younger than 
itself, but that when it reaches ‘now’ it ‘ceases to 
become and is’ older and younger—for if it went on 

becoming it ‘would not be caught by now.’ And this 

now holds on to it as long as it ‘is,’ which seems to 

mean that to us at each successive now the one ‘is,’ 

while when we look back, from each to all that have 

passed, it seems to have been ‘ becoming’ all the 

while. There is the crux: it is conceded that change 

is gradual and takes time (e.g. 138 c, and A. Phys. 

Iv. passim), but when you put that time under the 

microscope you find that at each instant the chang- 
ing thing ‘ceases to become and is.’ To put it in 

terms of A.’s dictum (1. above), if ‘now’ as a 

‘measure of change’ reveals change going forward, 
it eo ipso breaks up into as many nows as the stages 

of change which it reveals, and at each of these the 
thing ‘ceases to become and is.’ From one ‘now’ 
to the next we find, it may be, different being; but 

being, not becoming, is what we find: we caz not 

catch change in the fact. Pl. then in despair says 

Change is ex/va-temporal : time advances thus—viv, 
eLaid., viv, eLaid., viv, eEarh. 

vov the changing thing ‘is’ in some phase (not the 

same phase, yet not more than one phase), and at 

each é£aid. the change from phase to phase (or from 

place to place) is effected. It would need a minute 
knowledge of A.’s works to ascertain clearly his final 

view on change, but he seems to be driven to the 
same conclus. as Pl. He says peraPBodAi 5€ roca 
ioe exoratixoy (IV. 13), and again év & 8 rpary 

x 

eis dretpov : at each 
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(hunting change into a corner) peraPéBryxe 7d pera- 
BeBAnxos, dvdynn &ropov eivar (§vi. 5). Here éropoy 
conveys the same idea as Pl.’s év o¥8 évt_ypdve, and 
might even prompt a wrong-headed critic to read 
pious dross tis for droros at 156D. ‘To Pl. then 
change is resolved into the series ‘is, is-not, is, 
isnot ...,’ and perhaps one influence that leads him 
to such a concep. may be that while Heraclitus 
(Introd. p. 1.) had taught him that ‘becoming’ is 

not a subject of science, ‘is and is-not’ may be 

subjects of science. Another influ. is of course to 

hand in the fact that, when Pl. lands the changing 

thing in that which is not time, he may—having 
made time a condition of being—declare that it ‘is 

not’ in an absolute sense. He is thus able to say 

in Dem. 111. as in 11. that each attribute of the one 
both is and is not. 

tl 8al...ckerréov; For ti dai see pp. Ixxxi., xci. 

But this case is peculiar. Elsewhere the ri Sai 

either stands alone, or is coupled with 8%, or again 

with 775 or 7é8e, to form a brief prelim. question 

introducing a longer one which is complete in itself. 

The only apparent excep. seems to be ti Sai, trav 

dAdwv ; (153 A). This however does not mean 

‘but what of the others?’ tov d\Awyv is govd. by 
apex PBirepov in the line above and corresponds with 

In the present case ré is an integral part 

of the main quest., in close connec. with rpooyjxox 

Had it been like the others the lang. 

might have been ti daé: dp’ ob oxerréov ti Tots 

dAAows TporjKor av maoyetv, ev ci Coriv; This case 

seems to show that 6é was the orig. word rather 
than 64, and so t. 

otre So Ut; but nothing responds; whence 

Buttm. (Heind. agreeing) reads [odre rdAAa éori 7d 

év] otre ro €v éore taAXa, which may perhaps have 

been in Pl.’s mind, but is surely redundant. Stallb. 

reads ovdé. May not the following ov meet all 

requirements—the intervening ép0as: being a mere 

dvaravAa to Parm., and no interrup.? Engelm. 

suggests ovre referring back to 1508. The note of 

Proc.-Dam. 297—which as usual reflects the text 

while commenting upon it, contains ovre... odte: 

but the lang. seems to need correc., which takes 

from its value as evid. For the sense Thoms. cites 

Plotin. Ennead. 5, lib. iii. cap. 15, Eipyrae pev ody 

Ore ef Te éx Tov Evds, AAO 8 map’ atrd: cAXo Se dv, 

€ a 
€AUTOV,. 

dy maoxev. 
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ody €yv—rovTo yap Fy éxeivo, With od yap av... jv 

suppl. raAAa, ef ev av. 

0882 piv...7qj 84: Notest. t gives peréxer wy. 

The text is as near % as possible: it assumes that 
a—not unsuitable to the context—had heen in the 

orig., that it had been overlooked and inserted in 

the marg. or above, and that the writer, influenced 

by oréperas, had supposed the intention to be that 

peetéxerae (av = ac) should be the reading. 

rod évds seems to go closely with ra dAAa, and 

yet it may be a case of hyperbaton: the sense in 

any case would be given thus: dre rov 7a GAAa@ TOU 

évds pdovas ws pépia exovta &AXG Tov Evds etn. 

8 av Sdov g; So ft; and the sense needs it. 

GANG piv etc. This intricate argt. is meant to 

show that 6Aov-pépia are strictly correl. He 

seemed to find no diffic. before (145 a), and his 

argt. now is not easily followed. If a part is not 
part of a ‘ whole’ (ris éavrot 6AdryTOs, Proc.-Dam. 

297), it must be part of a ‘many’ or ‘all’: that is, 

if it is not part of a many in their collective sense 

it must be so in their distributive and individual 

sense—must be part of each, including itself. For 

if so much as one be excluded then it cannot be 

part of ‘ all,’ and by hypothesis it is not part of the 

‘whole.’ If the argt. is sophistical (Stallb.) it is 

so mainly because it undertakes to prove that which 

hardly admits of proof, or needs it. The sophistry 

arises in the statement that ‘if it is not part of each 

it will not be of any.’ Proc.-Dam. takes (298) a 

different view. He says the parts must be part of 

some ‘one’ thing—tuvds pdpror ay etn od 8) wodAGy, 

Ta yap woAAG Svaxexpipeva éoriv—if therefore it is 

to be part of ‘all’ which are not a ‘ whole,’ it must 

be so by being part of each ‘one’ of the all. This 

it cannot be—ér, gyoiv, ... érras péprov Eavrov [7d] 

poptov, 6 ddivarov. It thus is not part of each one, 

érei 8& wavtwv Tov TOAAGY ovK éyxwpel pdptov efvar 

7d ev éxeivo bd’ évds Exdorrot (éorat) Tav GAAwy" and 

so can be part only of the whole-less many en 

masse—Aijv yap évds aizod Kal pdvov tov dAwv 

€orat apa, Kal obtuws dvarpeiras TS ExdoTov elvar 10- 

prov, pay dv 8& éxdarrov popiov ovdevds Tay mo\Ov 

In the closing sent. pydevos dé etc. dv (t) 

scems essential. Heind. and Stallb. object to efvat 

after ddtvarov as useless, and as probably due to the 

previous «vat, It would be easy, with a slightly 
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different length of lines to imagine the second nearly 

below the first, and so to account for the presence 

of the latter; but the Mss. agree, and (as Stallb. 

adds) Proc.-Dam. agrees with them. The sent. 

may be rendered ‘and to be something of all those 

things, of none of which it is anything—whether 

that something be a part or what else you please— 

is a thing which cannot happen.’ 
vatov etvat, Proc.-Dam. 

8as_ This does not seem to be used technically. 

Thoms. quotes here his Dam., ‘éore pév yap 7d ddov 

ev év TH yeveres pepirrdv, Kal Td ev werAnOvopévoy, 

GAN Spws 7} 

(pyoiv) dre adu- 

év kal yf dAov, Ta pépy Kal Ta ToAAG 

Inde Pythagoraeis Monas dicebatur 

dppevoOnAv test. Macrob. ... Totam rem vero aperit 

Plut. in Quaest. Platon. od yap rote?, inquit, Mévas 
> vz, a ee eT 2 , a 7 , apibuov, av pa tHS dmeipov Suddos dYyyrar’ rouwjoaca 

6) obtws apiOpdy, eis oTvypds, eira ypdupas, ex Se 

tovtwy eis éripaveias Kat Baby Kal copara mpder, 

mepretAngev. 

kal cwpatwy moutyTas év rdOece yryvopevwv.’ 

& dea So ft, and rightly. On poépra éxov Proc.- 

Dam. 298 says Kat ouvéypape Tatra eis Td Ee 
pope iva py, ev dvra, ovk 7 [Ms. iv] dAAa. tov Evds. 

kai évredOev eSeixvvev Ta pdpia ddov kal TeAclov pdpia 

—xal ote Exdorov TOY popiwy ote TOY TOAAGY OUTE 

Tov TavTwv Ta dpota Tovel, i.e. he calls none of these 

others réAciov? atrov, Le. TOV popiwy. 76 ye So 

t: W176 re, less good. 7 y easily confused, p. cxi. 
od yap... aird f= el yop pay dAXa Tod Evds Pv OvK 

dv peretxey etc. The _ suggests that some writer 

or reader thought the form avroév—like atrocxarrov 

in Arist.—the proper one. Notes 1. The word, 

however, would convey the idea of an «Sos Tov évds, 

which is not meant here, but rather that the others 

‘in place of being partakers of the one would be 

the one itself.’ Proc.-Dam. 299 says 7d petéxov Tov 

petexopevov GAAo Te Soxe’ efvat... peTexer yovy exa- 

OToOV TOV popiwy Tov Evds KaHd Ev pdptov, Kal GAXO Te 

In viv dé évi... rov the first 

évi is a notable case of attrac. We expect év with 

e(vac; yet the dative is used through the action 

upon the writer’s thought of the succeeding constr. 

ddivatoy pév tov wavri, tAjy avtT@ TO Evi, Evi efvar. 

nN Z acy 
OV PETEXEL TOU EVOS. 

The 8 of viv 6 answers to a suppressed pev in od 

ydp, while the évt pev is answered by peréxecy 6€. 

Td piv yap & ... pépov ddov: Heind. is prob. right 

in taking 7d pev as separate from the following &, 

mI 
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and 7 8 ad as corresponding—only it seems better 
to couple éxacrov with the latter. The sense will 
thus be ‘for the former (the whole) will be one 
whole of which the parts are parts, while again each 
of the latter, ie. whatever is part of a whole (3 dv 
1} #épiov SAov) will be one part of the whole.’ This 
is quite intellig.; but excep. is taken to the clause 
in brackets, although Wt agree. As it stands, Heind. 
renders it ‘ quaecunque tandem est pars illa totius 
sive magna sive parva—sive ei commensurabile est 
7} ddov, sive non commensurabile,’ and this gives 
excellent sense, although no ref. to size has been 
made hitherto. Bek. again, following SY and 
followed by Ast and Herm., reads of dv 7 pdprov 
dAov ‘ will be one part of the whole--of that whole 
of which it is a part,’ but there is no such gain as 

to justify the change. And so of the suggest. of 

Schleierm., 6 dv 7 popiov dAov (altered to popiwy and 

called egregia by Stallb.), ‘one part of the whole, 

of that one which happens to be whole of the part 

(or parts).’ The clause, like some we have met, is 

redund., but neither of these changes helps much. 

B otk ofv...atrod: Steph. (leaning, as Fischer says, 

on Fic.) wishes évds twice, the former being govd. 

by érepa, the latter by weOé£er, but (Heind.) the art. 

also must in that case be repeated, while there is 

no diffic. in treating avrot as govd. by both part. 
and verb. 

aira ye...rod évés; This might end at éxefva or 

even aird, but his argt. seeks to emphasize the 

paradox that this is their nature, while yet it is they 
that partake of the one. The tense of the part. is 

import. and is dwelt on in what follows. The sent. 

contends that, as both the whole of the dAAa and 

each portion of them turns out to be more than 

one, we may well say they are rA7Oec daretpa. Proc.- 

Dam. (300) puts it differently—érei 5€ dAXo 7d 

peTexXov Tov Evds popiov (6 jy Td poptov), Kat dAdo 

TS preTéxov Tod évds dAov (6 Fv SAov) TAciw dpa TOD 

évis éotiv' Kai 81a todTo dvayKyn wAHOn darecpo. civar 

Ta TOD Evds exeivov peTarapPdvorTa. 
dSapev. So both Mss. as in 143 B. Edd. give 

iSwpev and so Dam. 4Ado re might be replaced by 
zi dai or the like: it introduces the quest. and 
assumes what the answer will be, but does not 

otherwise interfere. So Theaet. 159 D, drav & 

doBevotvra [pe Ad By] GAAO Te mpGrov pev 7H aAn- 
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Oetg. od rdv adrdv éXaBev; and others. Proc.-Dam. 
differs—GXXo te kai ody ev dvra odd peréxovra Tod 
évds Tore petakayBdvey adtod Tod évds, Ste peraAap- 
Bdver, ddAo te dvra if &. 
TAO Svra, each severally is a tAHOos, c 
a @édouey etc. An exaggerated superlat. of 

dimin. It might take various simpler forms: «i 

eOédoupev adedeiv 77 Scavola (pdpuov) rv TovovTwy 
s ofof 7’ éopev—or ds oldv re—or dti-—dA-yurrov. 
Proc.-Dam. explains érel eis direipa Suauperdv éorre 
Stavocio Oar éxetvo, évraiOa yap Ta dAAa Tod Evds cs 

On éAiyiorov, Notes 1., 

6Avyorrdv has prob. been the orig. as in 149 A, 

unless indeed that case may have influenced this 

one. ’Adatpebev following thus upon ddedety is a 

neat illustr. of the fact that no 2 aor. pass. of the 
verb was in use. 

ov otv...rdfda: The constr. changes between 

oxorovvre and épapev, while éorav will suit either. 

Thomson’s Dam. reads oxorotvres, Proc.-Dam. has 

Here roi efSovs means the concep. 

of 7a dAdAa, and tiv érépav puow is that aspect of 
it which is separate from the one—‘ quatenus roAAd 

sunt Tov évds pa) peréxovra.’ Heind. 
poprov pépiov The former goes with év éxacror, 

but it is (by linguistic necessity) used prematurely. 

€v éxagTov poptov cannot properly apply to any 

element of tdAXa before it comes into connection 

with the one, nor even rére dre peradapBdver, but 

only éresdav popiov yévyrat. He does not say 

whether this transform. occurs év ro efaidvys. 
kal 7d Bdov etc. This is the Gdov rédAcov popia D 

éxov of 157 E: and of course it does not, any more 

than the pdpea, exist until the latter are thought of 
as popta. In the phrase ra dAAa rod évds the ev is 
of course the év of the dial. Does éx pév rod évis 
refer to that also? Perhaps so, in view of the 

prev. express. and also of the é€ éavréy xowwwry- 

gavtwv which could cover his recent argt.: yet it 
really is diffic. to say. He has not been speaking 

of 7d év for some time, and the év é6Aor réXetov, or 

even the év ékacrov popiov of which he has been 

speaking—any é, in fact—would do. We must 
remember too, though he chooses to forget, that 

even 7d éy only gets its épas when thought of in 

connec. with rd dAAa, and that the nature of either, 

if we strive to think of it out of such connec., is 

OAov te Stavocio Oat dEvov. 

OKOTOUVTL ToL, 
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dmeipia—so much so that the very names he gives 

would not be permissible. Kowwwvnodvrwy is seldom 

used in this absolute manner to mean ‘in uno com- 

municantibus’ (Fic.). Proc.-Dam. puts tov évds 
under the govt. of kotvwy. (301) :—Tois dAdous your 

Tod évds cupPaiver eK pev THS KoLWwvias Tov Evds 

airiv, Kat é& adrovd tod évds obmep exotvevnray, 

ylyverOai re érepov, rep adrois wépas Tapéoye mpds 

a\Anda. We might expect 6 8) répas adrois raperxe, 

but éavrots immediately precedes. In t we have 

dwepiav, for which a verb must be sought from 

Taper XE. 

bpoid te...éavtois; A formula with which cp. the 

familiar obte rperBirepov ovdte vewrepov (ote cot 

ovre ylyverat) odTE atTov OTE TAY GrAwY, 

ape So %: t 7, which certainly suits tadry. 
The same diverg. occurs in e? ye, ef 8€ below. In 

this sent. Heind. would read advra twice, one 

with despa the other with «iy, to corresp. with 

the aravra—rdvr’ following. In évavria...merovbev 

the force is as if it read dp’ ov« évavtia wdOy 

dAAjrots eoTi TavTa TA TAOY a werovOer ; 

kara piv... dvopoidrara: i.e. so long as we consider 
them all either as despa or as merepaopéeva in both 

cases they are like; but when we regard them all 

in both lights at once—both xara rv éavray pio 

and as Tov évds peréxovra—then they are as unlike 

as possible. Here (Heind.) dudorépws=aird re 

avtots kat ddAjAos. Stallb. is brief, ‘Itaque ex 

quaque ratione similia erunt sibi ipsis et inter se, 

ex utraque autem utrinque maxime contraria et dis- 

similia,’ 

kal ratra 84 etc. Up to éorora this preserves the 

connec. with the é&y ein above, and ésrara should 

have had a colon. 

157B-159A. In pursuance of the dictum 136 a-c, 

Parm. has now entered upon his consideration of 

TdAXa ad pos atta te Kal mpds GAAO 6 Te ody (Le. 

But we find that the discuss. becomes 

more and more a recapit. of argts. dealt with at 

length in Dems. 1., 11.—ovx ért xaderds cipijoropey 

is its key note, and inevitably. He cannot define 

his éAAa save in relation to 70 €v, but he has already 

set forth the nature of 75 év by continuous ref. to 
ta GAXa: a complete discuss. of the one, however 

it may be formally isolated, involves so much ref. 

to others and many as to make a separate treatment 

BY XN ampos TO Ev). 
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of these perfunctory. His difficulties here, as 
formerly, are that he must make ordinary. lang. 

express abstruse ideas,.and that he must treat as 

successive, thoughts that are correlative and simul- 

taneous. We see still more clearly now that ‘the 

one’ is but a counterpart of each of ‘the others’ 

or ‘the many.’ . Stallb. persists in regarding the 

latter as the sensible world and the former as the 

ideal; there is no distinc. in the treatment of them 

to justify this. 
a...émoxowSpev Both Mss. ei... éreoxorotpey, of 8 

which the former seems diffic. to explain and the 

latter must be wrong, unless .we assume that some 

words have dropped out, which would account for 

both. It will be seen that ei has an -«é nearly above 

and an «i nearly below it ; if this was so in:the archet. 

one of these might explain this one. To account 

for -rotuev some would read éOpev. But we have 

Aéywpev below ; and the subjunc. is employed in 1428 

and 1555. It is curious that in the former case 
éravéAOoper is followed by davety in A. It is just 
conceivable that et may point in some way to a lost 

BovrAa—ovk obv BotrAe or BovAc otv. But Heind. 

suggests ti obv et, which of course carries the optat. 

in both verbs. In dpa... povov the order seems 

inverted: it would at least be equally clear thus, 
dpa otra pédvov [ie. ws dpte SueAyAVOaper] exer Ta 

Proc.-Dam. (303) says ém- 

ckorel 8 adOts rept TovTwY aiTav—rTov Te KivEirOuL 

dAXra 7H Kai odx OUTS. 

Kal éoTdvat, TOD dietpou kul memepacpevov ... Kal TOV 

dAXwv évavtiwy ra0Gv—eirep obTw povov Exe TAVTaA 

Os davivar Ta adr, Exdpevd Te Kal ovX exdpeva, Cp. 

163 B, et TadTa Hiv paveiras dwep Kal vov, 7) érepa: 

evar; is under xp%) or xpi) werovd, in the prev. sent. 

& @...76 abrG ~Hyperbaton for effect: = év g xaOd- c 

mep év TH adTH =‘ in quo velut in eadem sede’ Fic. 
This is hardly proved. He has 

urged that they are not, as separate things, in one 

third thing; and he has added that the one has 

not parts which could be in the others; but he has 

not said till now that the one as a whole may not 

be in the others, and he gives no reason that.could 

justify it till he says ovdayy dpa... &v ovder: 
Hee: Both Mss. éyy—phps. shows that the 

archet. had been partly written to dict. 

tad tod évds, Not in this case one phrase, Tov v 

évds is govd. by peréxou. In ref. to this and what 

éy rots ddAots 
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follows Thoms. quotes his Dam., fol. 23, 08 ydp 
éxeivo [TS év] povov ext, dAAG Kal Ta per’ exeivo, 
TOAAG Kai Sudhopa, Kal Ste pev Tabra vx eotuv éxelvo, 

davepdv? Gore Siaxéxperat dm’ adtov, kal ef pl) KaBdcov 
év éxagtov dAAG Kaddcov ody &v, TovTo Tolvuy Td 

Ovdx Ev ovk éotiv drdpacts, dAAG Oéris TOD Tapa Td ev, 
&y ydp ... woMAd Fv Is it the form of this sent. 

which has led to the marg. note? If we are to 

regard the words as complete they are oddly as- 

sorted. A better arrang. would be &v ydp éxacrov 
Yet that hardly gives 

the sense required, which demands (as in Fic.) that 

év should be the pred. We must then read thus: 

exactov yap atray nv .dv év pdptoy Tod OAov: oF as 

Proc.-Dam. (304) éxarrov dv pdpiov Tod dAov év iv 

which omits adr@v. Tot éAov must be regarded as 

=Tov GAAwy or wdvtwy Tov dAXov. 

viv 8... peréxae: Here again the lang. is diffic. 

Fic. does not injure the sense and aids the grammar 

by neglecting adrot, and mentally arranging the last 

Possibly 

we should treat rd Aa Tov évds as one phrase, since 

it has often been used as such, and hold airov as 

sufficiently explained bythe occurrence of €v and évds. 
Stallb., neatly, ‘Ergo ta\Aa 

neque ipsa sunt duo vel tria neque hos numeros in 

se complectuntur.’ The simplest order would be— 

ov8’ dpa (1) ovte adta Ta GAXa Svo odTE tpia érri (2) 

ovre évertiv év avrois (ra tovavTa). Here ovS dpa 

connects a new neg. sent. to previous ones, as above ; 

and ove is left out before dvo. 

035% Spora ... dvopordrys is another sent. on the same 

plan. But the correl. nature of éuova-dvdpu. and the 

corresp. nouns makes it easier than in the case of 

dv0 tpia to use Kat for ore. 
ed yap... tod &és: t has 9 éxoe which makes the 

apod. begin here instead of at dvo rov. The text is 

better. The contention is—where you have not 

‘two’ you cannot have two of anything, and we saw 

that there could be no two where there was no one. 

eiSm may or may not be used technically. Below 
Svotv is, of course, gen. by peréxev: we expect a 

robros govd. by ddvvaroy as anteced. to 4. 
ott’ dpa... erepopévois: We have here three suc- 

cessive cases of otre followed by ten successive 

cases of ovSé Do the former three suggest’ the 

connec. ‘neither-nor,’ while the others are a 

> A PNW ’ a¢ 
QUTWV 1)V GY LOpLov TOV bXov. 

words as éreudy) Tov évds otdapy peTexet. 

0v8’ dpa ... év abrois, 
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string of strong independ. negations to be rendered 
by a series of ‘no nor’ or ‘not yet’? 

Spore piv yap bvta pdvws, (Proc.-Dam. 304) 7} dvé- 

powa pdvus, évos av TOU érépou eldous peTéyot, 1) THS 

Gpoudtntos 7) THs dvopodryros’ duddrepa Se dvra 

Svoiv roiv évavtiow pebéFer: and again et yap dpou- 

TyTos peHéLer TA AAXG TOD Evds 7) dvopowdTyTOS, ora 

 Gpodtns 7) dvopowTys TL Kal mapa Td ev Kat Tapa 

7a dda tov évds: and again (305) « yap pap ev ras 
kun Oqoerar; was oTHoeTaL; ... TOD 8 Evds avaipe- 

Gévros kata Tas dvwrépas trobkces Kal TatTa dvaspe- 

Onoerat. 

otrws 3... p8v odv: This summing up seems rather 

a non-sequitur. It may state facts, but if so they 

are not the facts on which the argt. has dwelt. 

Dam., cited by Thoms., says this concl. is similar 
to that of Dem. 1. But to make it the same the 

very important words mdvra ré éore 7d év, which 

really refer to Dem. Iv., must be omitted. The 

remainder forms a comprehensive negative pro- 

nouncement which corresponds with that of 1. But 

granting it to be true it is not relevant. We are 

speaking now of the others, and the natural concl. 

would have been wdvra ré éore Ta GAXG TOD Evds Kal 
a ee & N € \ \ x Ne , 
ovdev ETL, KAL TPLUS EUUTU KAL TPUS TU EV WOGUTUWS ;¢ 

It is very natural, then, that Heind. should expect 

kai mpos TaAXG, Kal TAAAG Goatrws: the introd. of 

kal TdAAa being but a modest acknowledgment of 

their prominence in this last Dem. He also points 

out that this summary comprehends the argts. in 

both 1v. and v. Indeed Thomson’s Dam. says that 

it amounts to a summary of the whole five. 
88 ey gore Kowvdy ToDTO oupmeparpa TOY TEVTE 1O- 

A otTw 

Oécewv, et yap éxte Td &v, (1) Kat ovdev ear, ws 4) 

mpurn kat méumtn—(2) Kal rdvta eoriv, ws 7 Sevtépa 

Kat terdpry—(3) Kal éoriv Sov Kat otk éorw, os 3} 

tpitn Kal péon THs OAns wepmtddos. Proc.-Dam. 
: f ay 

(305-6) observes at this stage terAnpwxe Tas mpo- 
£ rs ce ts a 77 > ' ” 

répas Sudexa troberers TOU eb EV EOTL, (1) tlva éreras 
§ , > oe x ‘g ¢ f ‘ > 

ul (2) Tiva obx ereTal, Kal (3) Tiva EreTat Te Kal OVX 
- i ie shia 

érerat:—Kal Tabta TeTpaxas’ Tiva Ererat avT@ (a) 

mpds Te atrd Kal (2) mpos Ta GAXa, kat Tois &dAots 
o * ¥. > 

(y) mpds te dAAnAG Kal (5) mpos TO €v' Kai Tiva OVX 
. 

éreras dpoiws TeTpaxas, kai Tiva éretal Te Kal ovx 
: = ‘ 

ererarépolus rerpaxGs[i.e.3 x TeTpaywos = 12]. Aourov 
~ > Og 2 Lis ‘ 

cig BddAe Kat wept Tod ei Ev ovx eoTiY, ef Gv tds 
ee , « Zz co 

érépas Sudexa iroferes eveT} TE, 

1 60 
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4 xat etc. Gram. requires either that e/vetv should 

be om. or that it should be underst. after vow. 
Stu erep. ... 7d ph Sv; may be rendered (1) ‘that 

he speaks of non-existence as something distinct in 

its nature’ or (Miiller) ‘dass er unter dem Nicht- 
seienden etwas Verschiedenes versteht.’ But this 

would rather require 7d 1) efvac—(z2) ‘that (in each 

case) he says that this which is not is something 

distinct,’ or (Ast) ‘se diversum ac proprium quid 

dicere hoc quod non sit.’ This is the better. In 

the case before us the thing which is spoken of as 
pa Ov is 7d ev, and to it we must attach an intellig. 

and separate meaning as compared with ta dAXa. 

Upon érepdv te Heind. cps. Theaet. 153 D, 6 dy 
Kadels xpOpa Aevkdy, (tardAae) yy efvar adrd Erepdsv 

Proc.- 
Dam. (306) says érepov yoty éoriv éxt tovrous Td 

pay Ov Kat érepov te 7d droKeipevoy. 

” a a > t ro nl” 
Te e£w TUWV TCWV OPULATWV pnd €V TOLS OMA, 

oray obv eixn 

év et pay éotiv iopev 6 A€yer Td pay dv ev, iopev 8 

atts TO Aeydpevov év Kal [pi] &v, Kat efvar kat pi 

elvat, Ore érepov TOV GAAwy éori peta Tv KaTdoTacLW. 

With this argt. cp. Soph. 257 etc., where he not 

only brings out the definite exist. of what in each 

case is described as being po) 6v—7d po) Kaddy, 

péya, Séxacov—but clearly shows that he is aware of 

his divergence in this from the views of the historic 

Parm. by quoting his well-known words: od ydp pj 

wrote ToUTO Sapys—elvar pa) evta, dAAA od Thad ad’ 

Sot Sufjovos elpye vonpon 

There has been an 

omiss. here in YM, cp. pp. Ixxxili., Ixxxvi., Ixxxviii., 

xc.,xcl. It probably arose from a confus. in connec. 

with the double 1) efvat. A reader of the Ms. at a 

later date supplied the blank but omitted yap and 

the second y in yyvwoxerat, The yap is also 
absent from ft, and no doubt it would be from the 

second family which t represents that the passage 

would be supplied. The word seems necessary. 

Heind. refers to a reading yryvisoxerat te Td deyd- 

pevov, and says that it probably points to yeyvaoKeras 

The text seems better. 

mpatov piv... py tor: Touro refers forward to 

elvas adrov émiotypyy, but the substance of this is 

already given in topev 6 Aéyer and yvwordv ze A€yer. 
We must get a governing word for yyvick. etc., 

from imdpxew Sef; Stallb. suggests dvayxaiov which 
would cover the following infins, also. 

etre TO ph clvar... Tav dAdov. 

OS TL 
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Kal piv etc. An extens. of 142 A, 155 D-E. 

Proc.-Dam. (307) says Ti 8€ Ssapéper 73 exeivou mpos 

7) rovrov; 7 TO pev éxelvou dvadopiKdv éott, TO SE 

rovrov Sextixdv; ovd adv te édéyero etc. = nor 

would it be called or spoken of as ‘something’ if 
it had no share in ‘something.’ 

elvat pev 8)... ph Zor. Stallb. says ‘quum formula 

ef py éore significet negativa habere praedicata, 

non est difficile ad intelligendum, ezvac nunc esse 
aientibus gaudere attributis. Itaque sententia ver- 
borum haec est: ubi 76 év sumserimus non nisi 

negantibus notis esse determinatum, aientibus s. 

positivis utique carere. Quod autem addit Parm.— 

peréxery 6€ 7oAXGy ... dvdyxn—his verbis significat 

ideam negando finitam cum ideis aientibus eatenus 

habere communionem quandam quod per has ipsas 

negando determinetur.’ But is the one here defined 
by negative qualities? On the contrary, having 
made the single stipulation that we must ‘know 

what we are talking about’ when speaking of the 

non-existent one, Pl. proceeds to affirm for it all 

the qualities ascribed to the existent one. Does he 

then mean that when he says ‘the one is,’ a definite 

thing with the characteristics claimed for it exists 

év 7 voce. ; while when he says ‘the one is not’ 

(in his present acceptation of the term) he means 

that this same thing has no exist. in nature and 

exists only as a subject of our thought? I assume, 

he says, on the one hand a definite set of qualities 

which I call ‘one’ to enter into the sum of things 

as pictured by me, and on the other hand that same 

set of qualities to be withdrawn from the sum of 

things ; and in each case I ask—What follows? 

After insisting that ‘that one,’ 

and no other thing, is non-existent, he goes on, 

‘For if the thing which is to be non-existent be 

neither one nor that, but rather the talk is about 

some other thing, then we have not a word to say.’ 

And so Proc.-Dam. (308), «i yap éxeivo 75 ev ovx 

€ore A€éyouev, exeivo Aéyouev Kal ovk GAXO* eredy, ei 

pate TO Ev Eéyopev prjte éxelvo pry etvar, GAAG wept 

Tivos dAXov 6 Adyos iv Ste eA€yopev TO ev pr elvar— 

el pévror ... obdéy. 

ovde pbéyyerOar eer... Kad Eds pev—rod efvac—od 
pebeker, roAAGY 68 peHeEe Kal TodTO, Kal Tod éxelvou 

kal Tov TovTov Kal Tov TOUT Kal TGV AotToY. Stallb. 

finds a diffic. here, and says that what we require 
from the passage is this, ‘Si vero praeter unum 

E 

P- 34- 
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etiam 74a negando determinarentur facile apparet 
(sublatis affirmantibus notis omnibus) futurum esse 
ut ne verbum quidem crepari oporteret?’ Un- 
doubtedly if both one and others were negatived 
there would be little to speak about, but this seems 
hardly what the passage requires. ra yap adda... 
dddota ; It seems odd that érepa and érepota should 
have to be called in before we can admit that &Aqa 
are d\doia, He makes a much bolder step im- 
mediately. If (etrep 76 évi etc.) he can infer that 
TO &y is dvdpovov because r& dAAa are dvdpora To 
évi, why not infer at once that it is dAAo rav dAXov 
because td GAAa are dAAa rod évés? This comes 
directly under 146 pD that the different differs only 
from the different, and so below c ra 88 dv. etc, 

B  avrot Spowdrnra Cp. 147-8 on this argt. The 
words below, ov« dv... rod évds, admit of two senses 
differing slightly—(1) about such a thing the argt. 
could not be conducted as if it were the one 
(=Gorep ci qv 7d &). This seems to be Miiller’s 
view, ‘so kénnte wohl nicht von so etwas die Rede 
sein, wie von dem Einen’: (2) the argt. could no 
longer be held as dealing with such a thing as the 
one. The latter suits ofov rod évds better. Both 
Mss, and edd. seem agreed that in rod tovovrov we 

have the art.; yet it might be rov. Does not this 

argt. cancel the preceding one? If the one must 

be like itself, it must equally be unlike the others, 

and so ddAa érepa érepoia, ddAoia are unnecessary. 
c With dé dpa... atT@ eivac; 

above. In the former the dat. éavr@ is wanting, in 

the latter the «?vac—the full constr. being Se? dpa 

[dpa otk dvdyxn] efvar TO evi [atrG] 6poudryta atrod 
ELUTY, 

ed yap etn... d8tvara: The odd part of this argt. 

lies in the ety te dv 75n—if the one were equal it 

would already have acquired being, which it has 

not. Stallb. points to this as coinciding with his 

view that the non-existent one has only neg. 

qualities—equality being positive. But surely like- 

ness to itself is a positive quality, to say nothing of 

the others referred to 160 £. Besides PI. has not yet 

decided whether the others exist or not, and yet has 

brought them into compar. with the non-existent 
one, a course which ought to involve diffics. Again 

he infers immediately that if one and others are 

not equal they must be unequal; but that altern. 

€ hie os kd €4UTM CP. Gpa OvkK ... 
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holds only if they exist; at least if they exist to an 
equal extent, are on the same terms as to existence. 
And if they are equally related to existence are they 
not equal and like to that extent? The ey re dv 

#8 seems one of those captious freaks of sophistry 
exemplified already in 155 D, eiep kat viv sets rept 
avrov rdvra tabTa rpdtropev, 

GNAG pévros ... opuxpdtyns: ‘It is, however, in con- » 
nection with inequality that we have bigness and 
smallness.’ ‘Jam vero ad inaequalitatem referuntur 
magnitudo et parvitas’ Ast. 

tor dpa «at... évl: This first kat refers to the 

whole express. ». te kat o. and means ‘ moreover, 

in addition (to what has already been conceded).’ 

adérrarov is a syncopated perfect form with a 

present sense. One almost feels as if wera£éd re be- 

low were one word and atroiv a dative. But the 

following words contradict the idea. 

tO St Gl... perely Heind., and with him most § 

edd. read 7@ 61 ‘In his, quibus conclusio praece- 

dentium continetur, 6) scripsi pro 6é Fic.: Unt 

igitur etc.’ A good change; but it deserts both 

Mss. pere’n comes from t: for the per(y of W cp. 
mpaypatiav 136 C and mpayparidy 137 B. 

exew atrd Set... dvdykq: Both Mss. read otrws 

€xy which cannot stand. 

The text gives a form which usage justifies and 
which is closer to the Mss. The subject to Aeyew 

is omitted. The contention here recalls that of 

Descartes, that the concep. of God postulates his 

existence; but it is more extrav. both because of 

the less vital nature of the concep. and because of 

its neg. charac. The fallacy lies in the sense put 

upon dAn64. We were told that 76 ey ef pa) éore is 

a tréeots, and we now learn that it is not, but a 

statement of a fact, because our veracity hangs upon 

that issue. If that is so then any hypoth. which we 

may set up about Hippocentaurs, Chimaeras, and 

the other 7A7j6n te Kat dromias teparoAdywr Tidy 

¢icewy referred to in the Phaedr. (229), carries with 

it objective validity. The only truth with which 

we have to deal in arguing from an assump. is the 

truth involved in consistent adherence to the terms 

and conditions it imposes upon us—a truth which 

does not carry us into the region of objective reality. 

No doubt PL. and still more Parm. set great store 

by the one, and would not place it in comparison 

Edd. change to yor: p. as. 
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with a Pegasus or Gorgon: but the argt. ‘If the 

one does not exist, what follows?—The objective 

existence of the non-existent one follows’ seems a 

circle of rather contracted radius. The otrw pév 

ovv and dvéyxy illustrate the unreal character of 
the discuss. If Parm. wishes to push on or to 

change the subject Aristoteles will say advdy«y to the 

most paradoxical assertion ; if Parm. would like to 

enlarge a little, he will say ms 6); in a much 

simpler case. And this in detail, though not always 

in the main outline, is largely the character of 

Platonic dial. 

torw dpa... pevotv: The first sent. here may have 

two senses (1) dpa, ws govxe, Td odK dv ev Err, but 

this jars with the context ; (2) Td ev dpa, ws éouxer, 
éotiv ovk év ‘The one is non-existent, then, as 

would appear.’ It is diff. to form a theory of what 

underlies the correc. of 77 in the marg. In f the 

text is rt, so that the error does not go back to the 

archetype. Perhaps some scribe had been writing 

to dictation, and after confusing the sound te with 

that of 77 (an easy matter) had decided for the 

latter, from some odd passing notion that dvjoe 

was the dat. of a fem. noun. As to the corrector: 

there is no sign of correc. in IT or A, whence we 

infer that it was not in the marg. of WU at the time 
when A or its orig. was copied. But there is another 

possibility. Proc.-Dam. (below) seems to have read 

Tov m7 elvat avince. Tpds TS py) ecvat, and 161 E gives 

ovolas peréxey 7. Does ry explain ty, and is te 

the missing accus. to dvijoe. added, and was the 

orig. Te TOU Ty efvat OY TH Te TOU Etvas? On dvijoe 

we have in the marg. of tII (Notes 1.) the schol. 

apo } dvareire. ‘Scholiastes Augustanus inter- 

pretatur a. 7) a.—ut Hesychius: ’Avires’ dvareice, 

ddyoe. Quae quidem interpretamenta docent, 

librarium Codicis Augustani perperam advice: scrip- 

sisse pro dvyce.” Fisch. Why dvvces? The only 

diffic. lies in dvareicer, and it is not easy to see how 

that suits advices better than advice. May not the 

sense be ‘if it shall let loose a portion of being 

against non-being ’—like a dog? (L. and S. dvinpu, 

Il. 2). To this dfjoe would be a suitable equiv., 

while évareices might mean ‘hound on,’ ‘ urge for- 
ward’: unless by chance it is an error for -répwe. 

Proc.-Dam. (310) has droAver rodT0 7d 7) efvae mpds 

which seems an equiv. for dvyjoe. On the substance 

PARMENIDES. 

” Ld « me a 9 > na 

of the argt. he says éoruv cpa ws coke 7 €v ovK dv 
€ %. = lol 

Kar’ abrd 8) todro—dAnOH A€éyerv Huds wept avrov 
2 > 

bre obx gore. 8 yap pi) eotev éotw ovK dv. i yap 

fi obtws, GAN 4 avrigpacis reOy (Srep éoriv, ovk- 
” \ ‘ 4 i igs x es > , ‘\ XX ‘ éori-puij-ov) Kat odtw Tov m7 efvar dv_TEL Tpos TO p27) 
i at - Eva Wn ” « nan e # ” 

elvat, paddov edOds gota dv. ws av et Edeyev dre 
2 i n bray Aéywpev 7d Ev odk dv, A€yopev 7d Ev [Ms. dv] 

ovx Ov éort, kal €k TovToU TO TH Elvas TOUTW TapEXo- 
pev. 

x. 

(706 

mpos Td pay evar eis SHAwWoLY TOU pu) efvar, ardor 

ei yap py TovTo, GAN’ 4 dwddacis Tebe’n 
ov«-érri-piy-dv), Kai dover ToUTO Td m7} elvas 

evOis eora: bv, drav ydép tis A€yyn Td Ev odK-EoTt- 

piy-dy, dmopaiveras [=drddyoe here?] 7d pay dv 

This means that Pl. 

gets round to the doctrine that ‘the non-existent 

oné exists in a sense’ by two paths. (1) If we speak 
truth then the non-existent one zs non-existent, and 

so we show that it odoias peréye wy. (2) If we 

reaffirm the more strongly that ‘the non-existent 

one does not exist,’ we by our double neg. let exist- 

ence at the one again. 

Set dpa... py tora: 

zy yw 
éxeivou, Kal piyverau éotuv-dv. 

The first statement is this det 

dpa ats [i.e. Td ev] Exe 7d efvar-pr-dv (as) Seopdy 

zo pa-eivac: and the second domep 7d dv det Exerv 

rd paj-elvat-ph-dv (as Serpdv) tva ted€ws ad efvar 7. 

In the third otrws refers to these two assumed 

necessities, and is explained by the following peré 

xovra which (Heind.) would be clearer as ei peréyet. 

For the modern reader (whatever might be the case 

for the ancient one) this complicated statement is 

rendered still more trying by the introd. of Chiasm— 

TO pev dv... TeAews evar referring to the second 

statement, 7d 8€ pa) dv... TeAews py Eotae to the 

first : and additionally so by the closing redundan- 

cies ef wéAAe teAéws efvac and ef Kal... py eorar 

We feel also the want of abstract terms, which leads 

to the use of parts. and infins. in a confusing man- 
ner. As regards grammar iva tedéws ad efvar 4 

would be clearer were e@vat omitted, or if it had 7d 

before it. The whole means much the same as 

iva abd é€y atrG tedéws etvot, Again the phrase 

ovcias Tov etvat dy etc. =‘ of the actuality of being 

existent, and of the non-actuality of being non- 

existent.’ The whole might run thus—ei dpa 76 p27)- 

6v-ev peAXee pr) evar, Sei Exery Td efvat-piy-dv ds Seopov 

TOU py elvat, Gpolws Gomep TO dv Set Exery Td puij-ezvat- 

poy-8v iva teXéus 9. 76 Te yap dv ein dy Kal 7d pay dv 
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ovk adv el obtws pddiota, € peTeXot TO pev Ov ovolas 
peév Tov elvac-dv pi)-odoias 88 Tod py-elvar-pj-dv, To 88 
H)-dv paty-oboias pev roo po)-etvat-pi)-dv otcias 88 Tod 
etvac-pa)-dv. ‘Accordingly if it is to prove non- 
existent it must have the being-non-existent as a 
bond of its non-existence, just as the existent must, 
in order to perfect its existence, have as bond the 
non-existence of not-being ; for in this way best 
would both the existent be, and the non-existent 
not be, namely, where being shares the actuality of 
existence and the non-actuality of non-existence, if 
it is to prove truly existent, and where not-being 
shares the non-actuality of the absence of non- 
existence and the actuality of non-existence, if not- 
being also in turn is to be completely such.’ After 

paraphrasing, Proc.-Dam. (310, 311) says 7d ydp 

eva ovotot Toro TS Neyopevoy pi) dv, ei Kal Td ph dv 

Euharcy €xet Tov yr) elvar. TétTapa yép Tia AapBdver 
Gv wAgov ovx ebpyrar—v eotiv, dv ove eotiv, Kat 

méduy pay dv gore, pay dv ovk éore.., ef Kal Td ph dy 

ait) KaP atts tehéws otk Etat, GAN Spws 7d elvac 

ovoiav [Ms. -clas] rapiorg, doe Tot dv efvar Kat pu} 

bv efvae otoias peOeels eotiv: ert (Ms. ei] &€ rob dv 

ov« érte Kat pay dv odk ears pu) ovolas peOekis eoriv. 
ovk ofy ... was 8’ 03: Heind. supplies mentally tod 

py etvae [ua dv], kal TO po) ovTe Tot etvae [pw dv). 

The phrase és 7d ji) ecvae corresp. to ef méAXee pr) 

etvacabove. Heind. suggests «vac as underst. with 

gaiverat TO évi. This Stallb. rejects, giving ‘ also 

erscheint auch ein Sein fiir das Eins, wenn es nicht 

ist.’ In eithcr case the sense is clear. When Pl. 

wishes to say that the non-existent one has being 

he presses the éore in ef €v yy €ote, when he wishes 

to say that it has not he presses the wp}. +Proc.-Dam. 

goes on (311) ovKody éreimep TH TE OvTU meéTETTL TOU 

po efvar [Mss. peta te Tod efvac] dud 7d [Tod] pay ov 

pay efvas, Kal 7@ pty OvTe Tot elvae Sia TO py dv ecvan, 

Kat TO évt dpa—éredi) Aeyopev TO Ev OK ETTL—TOU 

eivan dvayKn pereivar eis ato ToUTO Td pH Elval, Gore 

kal oboia gaiveras TO evi ef py Eat, Kat adOis pr 

otoia Kal? avrd pH éore kal pdvov, This commentary 

as printed by Stallb. seems to have many errors ; 

the last clause has probably something wrong. 
oldv re ofv...xq: It is not clear whether ofdvre 

oév is impers., followed by an accus. and infin. 

clause, or personal with 7d éxoy as subj. to the 

understood éoré. ws is fromt; zw wrongly. 
¥ 
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Ast turns the first sent. thus: ‘Num potest autem 
fieri ut id quod aliquo modo se habet (éyov wus) non 
se habeat ita, nisi transeat ex hoc habitu?’ There 
seems to be no special tense-meaning in pa) pera- 
Baddov, which =e pa) peraBddXAe, dvev petraBodis. 
In the second sent. we look for petaBodiv onpatver 
at the close; and for some such word as récye 
rather than oypaive. The latter would imply the 
form ‘ every such case, in which we have the pres- 
ence and the absence of a quality, etc.’ Proc.-Dam. 
Says (311) eel 7d pev éxerv e£ev Sn doi, 7d SE pip Every 
orepnow, && ews b2 e's oréepyow petaBory rus eoriv, 
Sod Kal peraBoAjy adtG rpoopaprupe. Here again 
Pl. accepts in subst. the law of contrad. 

Notes1. It would seemas c 
if the archet. had not been quite clear on év ré@avrav: 
and we have many cases of hesitation between év 

and ev in the dial. If Wis right this would appear 

to be the only case of the perf. of éudatvw in Pl., 

while wégavrae and other parts of the tense occur 

repeatedly. No doubt that very rarity might suggest 

a change here. Again we might expect to find 7d 

ov« dv ev here, as it is the subj. of discuss. and 

occurs just above. Yet the very expect. of it might 
cause the scribe in t to write it wrongly (i.e. he ex- 

pected the form and put it, but afterwards corrected 
himself) ; while on the other hand we find 73 év and 

7S pa dv without év, and following 7d év ovx dv in 

1624 above. é and éy differ much less in Ms. 

than in print. “Eyoy corresponds with x.vovp., and 

yet one almost looks for €ye: after éretrep, In dAdG 
pay... woe: both Mss. read re for ye, and has 

blundered in pnGicratro, The clause edrep py Corey 

stands as it were in brackets. 
ov8t piv... d8ivarov elvar: If all three forms for p 

‘the same’ here were in the same case they would 

Perhaps the last 

may mean ‘the same of which we are speaking.’ 

Both Mss. read év 7. What is the marginal mark 

like a small 5 here? pay) dv... yay orev: the former 

neg. keeps up the hypothetical nature of the case; 

the latter is as it were a quot. of the former, and is 

as if in inverted commas. 

+é ye pi ...éordvat: If the reason for absence of E 

motion be non-existence that reason will equally 

exclude the idea of rest. Pl. draws no distinction 

of a def. kind between jovya gery and éordvas, but 

kal xuvodp, ... elvar gxov: 

¥ ra 

read ravrov ro avtdv 7d Tatrov, 
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his terms x.veioOa1, érrdvat, yovxiav ayev imply a 

distinction. Prob. the last corresponds to Arist.’s 

ipepeiv, which is the true antith. to kuveioOa. It is 

the state of being unmoved on the part of a thing 

which admits of being moved; both «ivyots and 

penta imply duration—xpévov tuvd. It would seem 

that 7d icra at is included in motion, and means 

its momentary arrestment with the expectation of 

renewal; on the other hand—ovée 6) 75 npepodv dre 

mpOrov ipeunaéy éoriv év dpepel pev yap ovK ypepnoe 

Sed 7d pty cfvou kivnow ev ardpw ... ovTe yap Ktvel- 
oOat ovr’ peseiv Eoriv év TO vov, Phys. tv. 8, and 

elsewhere. 
Bary yap... dv GdAowiro: One expects xadcor in 

place of dy, or tavry in place of Kara tocovrov. 

The words used show that the orig. meaning of each 

form had been so far modified. The two presents 

. €xet os Exet are retained as intelligible; but the os 
efxev of tis better. Both Mss. read xcvovuevov 8é 

Edd. prefer 5, and Fic. renders ‘ergo unum dum 

movetur,’ which is more approp. has no dv: t 

gives it, and it seems necessary. On the argt. 

Proc.-Dam. (312) says codiortixds pavepds 0 Adyos 

(ov yap «i KiveiTar ddAAoLodTas papév, GAN ei Gr- 

Aovodrat kiveiTar)” 7 yap Kivyoes Kal? brroKerpevov TIS 

dAAowwrews, 03 Td dvaradty, The brackets are put 

to bring out what must be the sense: the last 

statement being (necessarily, if it is to hold) the 

ground of the charge. He no doubt refers to 138 8, 
Gre Kivovpevov ye 7} péporto 7) dAXovoiro av, where 

xivyots is the genus of which dAAociwots is one 

species ; and his charge is that this is here reversed 

in order to establish dAAofwous from a conceded 

xévnots, while all that can be inferred is either 

change or motion in space. Despite Stallb. the 

charge is just, if Pl. adheres to his terminology: 

and he has just renewed that by saying, 162 D, 

petaBoAx Sé ives, and then treating of its kinds; 

cp. Arist. Phys. m1. 1, 201 a 8, Gore Kivijoews Kat 

petaBodis eotiv cidn Toratra dou TOU dvTos... ofov ... 

ddAolucts,...avEnors kal POicns, ... yeverrs kal POopd, 
tod S& opynrod dopd. Hi peév...dddAototrac: YW 

ei... ef, and it does quite well: t 9... 7, which also 

satisfies the passage. If this conversion is to hold 

dAXolwors and «ivqoes must be convertible. In any 
other case the lang. must have been either ef xevetras 

GrAoodrat, ct SE po) GAALODTAL Od KuvEiTaL OF Et GA- 

PARMENIDES. 

Aovodras Kuvelrat, ef SE pr) Kevetrar ovK dAAOLOdTAaL— 

the latter being the form which would agree with 

Pl.’s former definitions. 

1d Gddovobp. ... dwdAAvoOat; Here again dAAviwors 

stands for dréAAvo at-yiyveo Oar if the conversion is 
to hold. But if so éréX. and yiyv. are used to 

mean (1) any change (even one of place), (2) the 

very special change implied in death-birth. 

ddovodpevov piv... ob yap ofv: Here while the B 

positive te xai are repeated twice, the negs. vary 

from ov... ovre to ovre... cute. Of the negs. the 

latter form is the normal one. On the former cp. 

on 1508. Jelf rightly says, 775, Obs. 2, that ov... 

ovre is often ident. with ovde ... ovre, the d€ merely 

linking the sent. to a previous one. The want of 

symmetry here is often paralleled in English— 

‘Does not become nor perish’ might well be fol- 

lowed by ‘neither becomes nor perishes.’ t gives 
ovte ... ovre in both cases. 

160 8-163 8B. Dem. BI. is to the hypoth. ‘if the 

one is not’ what a 1. was to the hypoth. ‘if the 

one is.’ It is synthet. or construct., being based 

upon such a concep. of the hypoth. as ‘admits of 

discussion. Grant that the subject admits of being 

clearly discussed, and it has in it a capacity for end- 

less antithetic development, it ‘both is and is not’ 

many things. But like a 1l., B 1. is much harder 

to work out than is the corresponding analytic one. 

The author makes his points in various ways—(1) 

by stipulating for definiteness, (2) by pressing the 

‘is’ in ‘is not’ as he did in ‘if the one is,’ (3) by 

attempting determination through negation, (4) by 

claiming that the object of thought if you are ‘ truth- 

ful’ exists, and withal (5) by sophistry. These 

various methods run into each other. With regard 

to the fourth, while the proposition that thought and 

existence are one may be strongly and legitimately 

defended, it is not easy to feel that Pl.’s statement 

of it is legitimate. One is reminded of the state- 

ment 132 C, which he regards as sufficient to refute 

itself, about ‘thoughts that are without the power 

of thinking.’ What he seems rather to contend for 

is that if any persons choose to lay down a hypoth. 

and reason seriously about it, their reasonings, if 

just, will lead to conclusions possessing objective 

reality. In that sense thought and being are not 

identical. Even Arist.’s strong assertion, Phys. m1. 
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4, 203 b 30, "EvdeyerOar ydp i} efvar ovdiy Scahéper 
év tois diSiovs, is guarded by the closing words. 
Grote says ‘The meaning of the predicate is alto- 
gether effaced (as it had been before in Number r): 
we cannot tell what it is which is really denied 
about Unum ... the proposition Unum non est is so 

construed as to deny nothing except Unum non est 

Onum, yet conveying along with such denial a 

farther affirmation — Unum non est Unum, sed 

tamen est aliquid scibile, differens ab altis (160 C). 

Here this aliguid scibile is assumed as a substra- 

tum underlying Unum, and remaining even when 

Unum is taken away: contrary to the opinion— 
that Unum was a separate nature and the funda- 

mental Subject of all—which Arist. announces as 

having been held by Pl. (Met. B, roora6-20), There 

must be always some meaning (the Platonic Parm. 

argues) attached to the word Unum, even when you 

talk of Unum non Ens: and that meaning is equiv- 

alent to Aldiguid scibile, differens ab alits. From this 

he proceeds to evolve, step by step, though often in 

a manner obscure and inconclusive, his series of 

contradictory affirmations respecting Unum.’ As 

regards terminol. the close association between the 

ideas kivyots dAXotwors and yéverts is derived from 

the old physical philosophers. Idvra pei etc. sug- 

gest the first, while Arist. Phys. 1. 4, 187 a 29, 

ot7w Aéyourry, Fv duod ta wdvra, Kat Td yiver Oat 

toudvde KabeaTyKev dAAotota Oat, couples the others. 

So both Mss. Edd. may be right in 

reading tatré : but there is nothing to call for the 
change. For dAAa xp}: one would expect some 

such echo of the previous statement as fwpev 57, 
&pa ph etc. The query =dp’ od réde onp. 

arérepov...76 ye ph bv; pur) Corre Aeydpevov Corresp. 

so far to pa) éoriv drav A€ywpev above, and phps. it 

is used for mere variety after the repeated ¢opev pu} 

elvat: py éore is in inverted commas. As to the 

sense ; we are, it may be hoped, speaking as truth- 

fully here as at 161 E, yet we can banish the one 

from existence with some success. The efvas below 
is found in t, and seems necessary. 

4 Te GAO F 4 etc. So both Mss.; yet Heind. 

can justify #v, ‘Ita correxi vulgatum 7, quoniam pi) 

h.l. interrogandi vim habet non dubitandi.’ The jv 

would (Stallb.) refer to 156 a. Certainly p inter- 

rogans in Ast goes always with the indic. As for the 

ed ratra 
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colloc. of sounds cp. Phaed. 69 A, pj yap ody adryn j 
9) 6p) dda}. The close of the sent. might equally 

have run 7d pév otoias perddnyis 7d 8 drdAveres 
ovoias, 

pysv rotrov The fem. might be looked for, and 

Heind. would read pydev tov: but atrd confirms 

the neuter. Cp. 157 D, pydevds Se dy etc. 

ott’ Av AapBdvor Sot: W ots’ dvaAapB. There 

is something to be said for the compound verb, but 
év can hardly be spared. Proc.-Dam. (315), how- 

ever, in paraphrasing gives ovre yoty dvahapBave. 

ovre drokAver, Was his text that of the 2 family? 
If he is on the right track we would have an un- 

Attic form in drodAver. Notes 1. 

7 &\...elxéds: It is hard to bring out the distinc. 

between ovdayz7 and ovdapes as used throughout 

this passage. ‘Auf keine Art und Weise’ Stallb. 
above: ‘dass das Nichtseiende keineswegs irgend- 

warts ist und nirgendwie an dem Sein Theil hat’ 

Miller: ‘nullo prorsus modo usquam est’ Fic. : 

‘in no sort or way or kind’ Jowett, including zp. 

Is ovSauzes = nohow, and ovéayy=nowise? As to 

the argt., Proc.-Dam. (314), after saying that the 

previous Dem. discusses tiva érerat TO évt pr) Ovtt, 

goes on éx Tovrov 8¢ diodeixvuce Ta pi) Erdpeve. (an 

odd but intelligible phrase) ... 75 yap py dort, pyoi, 

rote A€yopev btav ovoias droveiay TovTw mpoopapTL- 

popev @ dv dapev po) elvar. ovk efvae yodv papev 

adro Tus, Tas 8 efvat, i) A7TAGS py etvat... 3 Kal dzo- 

Aoyeirat 6 mpordiadrcyspevos od pdvov admis, dAAA 

Thoms. quotes his Dam., Ms. 

fol. 8, 76 pndap pydapas dv drérrwcis eore THS 

In ovre dpa... mdoxov he carries out his 

remarks in B. 

arXovcrara. etc. 

2 ¥ 

ovotas. 

The assigning of the 

second 76 av7@ to the reply is t, not %, and it seems 

essential, while Stallb. gives ample authority for the 

omission of the prep.—e.g. Crat. 408 D, draAAayo- 

pev éx TOV Oedv, Tov ye Tootrwr, & Z., et BovrAc. 

iv TO atta... was yap ot: 

Mijre... pajte... py) yop odv, a neat illustr. of the 

compound character of pare as=‘both not, and 

not’ rather than ‘neither, nor.’ The yp in the 

ans. takes up the double j} of the statement, and 

leaves the ve... Te aS mere copulatives. 

48 yap av...8vros So 2, and it seems quite satisf. 

It is as if he said dvros yap av rotvrov peréxov, the 

évros being predicative. otro t can hardly be right. 
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Bek. adopts av rov from ‘rc. 2’; while Stallb. in- 

serts tov before dvros, which seems to take from the 

significance of the passage. 

In the first sent. the triple 

ovre is reg.: in the second there would be two cases of 

a double ovve, but in the former of them the first ovre 

becomes ovéé so that the 6 may couple the second 

sent. to the first. t balances this ovde by a second 

before érepou.: and gives te for yeand 7a\ Aa. for dAdo. 

tédda.... elvar; ‘Is it possible that there should 

be a 7aAXa. for it at all, if it be necessary that there 

should be nothing for it?’ ‘is there any respect 

in which it can have 7éAXa if it behoove to have 

nothing ?’ 
wept rd pi} bv A variety from T@ pa) dvTt. So 

155 E and often. Thoms. cps. Soph. 238 c for a 

series of negations, cvvvoeis obv ws ovte POeyEar Gan 

duvardy dpOGs ovr’ eireivy ove SiavonOqvae TS pr} 

otre dpa...dy aira: 

dv avté Ka avré, adAN eotw ddivavdntéy te Kat 

appytov Kat apOeyxtov Kat 

163 B-164 B. 

dAoyov ; 

These two Dems., marked B 1. and 

u., under the hypoth. of €y e pa) éore correspond to 

Dems. a I. and 11, under the hypoth. év « éor, 

but in a reversed order. The present 11. corresponds 

to the former 1. Both are analytic or destructive, 

and attain their object, the present one by pressing 

the jj, the former by pressing the é. And the 

result is much more easily and satisfactorily got at 

than in the corresponding synthetic or constructive 

cases. Indeed the course of reasoning merely tends 

to give clearness to the conception with which we 

begin. In this case ps} evar =ovcias drovoia; and 

there is an end. Grote says ‘These two last 

counter-demonstrations (6-7), forming the third An- 

tinomy deserve attention in this respect—That the 

seventh [i.e. this one] is founded upon the genuine 
Parmenidean or Eleatic doctrine about Non-Ens, as 

not merely having no attributes, but as being un- 

knowable, unperceivable, unnameable: while the 

sixth is founded upon a different apprehension of 
Non-Ens, which is explained and defended by Pl. 
in the Sophistes (pp. 258-9) as a substitute for, and 

refutation of, the Eleatic doctrine ..., The negative 
results of the 7th follow properly enough from the 
assumed premisses: but the affirmative results of 
the 6th are not obtained without very unwarrantable 
jumps in the reasoning, besides its extreme subtlety.’ 

PARMENIDES. 

It was said, Introd. Ixvi. that not-being is as 

diverse as being; and that Pl. assumes this in part 
here, and more clearly in the Soph. Arist. as usual 

has the advant. in scient. clearness when he says 

that not-being tcayés tats xarnyopias Aéyerat 

(Met. x1. 2). If your Categs. are properly 

deduced the statement is complete. In this Dem. 

we deal with not-being in the Categ. of odcia, in 

the prev. one we did not—this corresp. with Grote 

above. The most import. declar. in Dems. B. 1.-11. 

is that (162) being and not-being imply each the 

other. If we speak of being in the popular 

phenom. sense this holds even under the Categ. of 

ovoia, while of course it holds in the sense of the 

dictum Omnis determinatio est negatio. It does 

not hold (Grote above) in the Parm. sphere of 

being; hence the abortive char. of that system. 

Pl. in this dial. has a presentiment that it will have 

to hold in the ideal sphere—év adrois rots eidecr 

mavrosaras TAekopevyv—if his system is to succeed 

where the other failed. 
GAAG piv mov... Méyorro: ft pev which (Heind.) 

would suit ef 6¢ wept. The wov has probably not a 

local meaning, though occurring thus it suggests 

such at first. To be consist. Pl. should say de? aira 

He has proved, or assumed, that this 

alone is needed 161 E- 162. 
éml ré aitg §=Cp. on 147 D ‘on the same ground.’ 

érepov 8é... val: The 75 (t) seems needed to mark c 

the subject. For the terms see 143 B. The argt. 

is that ‘others’ as a zpds 7s must have a correl. 

pi 8vtos ye: In this Dem. then the sense of py 

eivat applied to the one is the same as in the pre- 

ceding—otuias drovcia, 

dAdo... 6p83s: Proc.-Dam. (316) 7d érepor 6é 

mpos Tt €aTiy ... eat odv Kal Tots dAXors TL (el peAAOL 

7? 
€LVaL Ty. 

[sic] dAXa evar) ob GAG. eoras ... eet viv 7d ev dal- 

verat dAAo Tapa TA GAXa, adTd S€ odK eoTiv, GAAPAWY 

It seems to be idiomatic to use the pres. 
Aciweroe in this sense of Aourdy, cp. Ast. So ra 
cw(opeva for the literary remains of an author: 

cp. Arist. Phys. 11. 6, Aereras oty Suvdper efvar 7d 

Giretpov. 

” 2 , 
apa «oTt. 

Kata €v... GAN ékaoros give a sharp 

contrast of hiatus and elision. 

6 bykos...€atrod: ddfavros efvar is one of Pl.’s p 

redundancies for emph.; while kat dyri opuxpor. 

mappéey. is surely a confus. of ideas. It grows 
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numerous, and exhibits a case of what Arist. calls 

drepov xard Siaipeory, but surely it does not in- 
crease in bulk. No doubt Arist. says, Phys. 11. 
6, 206 b 27, IIA. ... 800 Ta dretpa erolnoev, dtu Kat 

eri rv avény Sone trepBadrAcuw Kai eis daetpov iévar, 
kal éxt mv Kadaiperv’ and very likely he may 
regard ra aAXa collectively as ert rv avénv trep- 
BadAovra, but he can hardly mean that 7d opuxpér., 

because it is divisible indefinitely, becomes inde- 
finitely large. His words are probably to be 

qualified by pds ta x. é& atrov—it becomes in- 

finitely big by comparison. On the other hand we 

have the extraord. paradox, as Arist. Phys. 111. 6, 

206 b 5, points out, of a limited bulk divisible in- 

finitely, and then (as regarded from the divided 

state backwards) augmentable infinitely—yp ydp 
Siatpovpevoy dparar eis dretpov, TavTy mpootibepevov 

[avreotpappevws’ he says above] favelras mpds 7d 

Thoms. quotes ‘Procl. Inst. Theol. 

cap. 1, lav rAqOos peréxes ry Tov évds' €f yap pndayn 

wpwo, ‘pévo vw 

perexor ovre TO ddov Ev eotaL, OVO Exuctov Tov ToA- 

Adv e€ dv 7d TAROs, GAN Eorae Kal Te Ex TovTw 

TAOS Kal TovTO els Grepov' Kal TOV dreipwv TOvTwY 

Democr. 

must have believed in the dme:pov ert riyv adbfyy, or 

as Arist. also puts it, ob card woody AapBavovow 

aici te AaBeiv doz é€w, since starting with dropoe 

~ Bu 

éxactov éotat maduv wAnOos darecpov. 

he held kat ras dropovs 8’ dzelpovs etvat kata péyeOos 

kat 7AnO0s, Diog. Laert. Ix. 44. 

rootrwy 8)...7raddda, Fic. ‘talibus, inquam, acervis 

diversa invicem alia praeter unum erunt,’ where in- 

vicem rather avoids the difficulty. Heind. wishes 

we had évvwyv after dyxwy. Stallb. objects and says 

the order is raAAa 51) ety dv GAXa dAAHAWY ToLOVTOV 

éyxwy, but does not transl. Jowett ‘And in such 
aggregations the others will be the others of one 

another,’ which gives the gist but does not ex- 

plain the structure. Pl. has already said that the 

others are other than one another, and he does not 

wish to part with the phrase, but he seeks to add 

his elucidation of the true character of the dAAnAa. 

What we seem to need is either a mentally repeated 

dAAa—rovotrwv 5) dyxwv Ada, GAAjAWY GAA ay 

ein 7a@\Aa—or a different case for the first words— 

Tovotrou 5 dyKot dvta TaAAG, GAAHAWY dAXa dy ety. 

kal dpiWpds...dvrav: YW! ddfevev may be a reminisce. 

of the ej dv which has occurred more than once, 
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or may be due to ddge év below: t def, Heind. 
would supply od« @v to dpeOuss ddge efvar. That is 

the sense,carried on from dv6é ov,and recurring in od« 
GAnOGs, The argt. shuts out his use of roAAd above. 

From ‘would’ (ey) év) through ‘will’ 
(S8er) we reach ‘does.’ ‘Mallem daveiras,’ Thoms. 

kal piv...dva Wt Sdgerev adrois, while t reads 
The edd. prefer ddfe ev adrots 

éveivat, which may possibly be best, but évetvae and 
év eivae are debatable throughout the dial. Proc.- 

Dam. in his note follows QU, ddéeev ... ev efvan. 
Without knowing that t has 

gptxpots here Schleierm. (whom edd. follow) sug- 

gested that for opexpds, and it is very taking. But 

we must note that if we have not this direct state- 

ment that the dyxos from having been big becomes 

small, after passing through equality, we can only 

infer that it does from the following words which 

assume it. Proc.-Dam. (317) says Kal éxacros dyKos 

dalverar, 

s 

elvae for €v evar. 

kal loos ... ladryros: 

SogacOjoera Kat icos Tots ToAXOts Kal cptxpds. The 

form dofacOjoeras occurs Theaet. 209 Cc, Qeaityros 

ev éuol dofacOjoera, and this passive voice is much 

more frequent in Pl. than one would infer from 

L. and S. When the dy«os passes from little to 

big it is being closely observed and becoming 

many ; when it passes from big to little (Heind.) 

each of the many is being momentarily viewed as 

one. The constr. of dotvdmevos partly recalls the 

idiom zpotepaios for ty mpotepaig. The words ovx 

dy pete. pay. are fairly equiv. to ovK dv peta Baivery 

épaivero, but we might bring out the force of the 

part. by rendering ‘for it could not cross over in its 

phantasmal course, in its progress of make-believe’: 

unless indeed we are to suppose that by some 

strange whim the words é« peé{ovos eis é\arrov 

atvopevos are meant for éx Tov pet(ov eis Td EAaTTOV 

gaiverOa, Edd. do not comment upon zpiv ddgeuv 

é\Ociv, yet the express. is peculiar. How many 

cases are there of mpiv with the fut. infin.; and why 

the fut.? If again we take mpiv edGeiv, still how 

deal with Sdgev? t gives ddgevev, which would do 

very well but that one would then expect peraBar- 

vot, the whole sent. being = ot yép dv petuBatvor ... 

el pay mporepov ... ddgevev AGeiv. It is worth asking 

whether the orig. may not have been dav, the 

part. balancing parvépevos so far, but agreeing with 
To peragd = mplv édOetv eis Td petaky ddgay, 

os 65 
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ovkodv ... pécov txav: Heind. would understand 

doar Ojcerat efvar with the first €ywv, while Stallb. 

assumes it with the latter only. Heind. seems 

right ; yet it is hard to make any distinc. where all 

isseeming. But if, with Stallb., we assume that each 

éyxos has a limit towards every other, a consider- 

able step has been taken towards making each ‘one.’ 

Yet Proc.-Dam. (318) takes this view, évretOev 

deixvuoty OTe exaaTos dyKos mpos GAXoV Tépas Eywv 

(els yap exacros wepsopiferas mpds Tov Erepov) adrds 

If we take this view we 

must remove the comma from airév and place it 

before wépas €xwv and also perhaps with Herm. put 
ye for re against both Mss. 

What is atvay? It might, so 

far as form goes, like the following tovrwy refer to 

apxiv wépas pévov preceding, but it is better to refer 

it to d6yxwy =‘ as often as one takes hold mentally 

of any part of them (the groups), as being one of 

these parts (i.e. as being beginning, middle, or end), 

so often does another beginning appear before the 

beginning [if it is as a beginning that we have 

viewed our part] etc.’ The reading of % is éAAa 
peoaitepa Ta Tov pérov from which edd. omit the 

unintelligible 7a leaving what is the reading of t. 

The text gives a reading which, with a very slight 

change indeed, both accounts for the ra and yields 

a much better parallel to the two previous expres- 

sions. For the lang. cp. Arist. Met. rx. 4, 1055 a 20, 

oUTE yap TOU éoxarov exyaTuTepov ein dv Tt. The 8 

is added from t as apparently necessary. For the 

closing words from 64 Fic. gives ‘ quia nequit unum 

aliquid in his accipi etc.’; but would not this re- 

quire Sta 78 pp Sbvar Oar ev adrav éxacrov AapLdve- 

oOa.? If it stands as in the text Aap. must be 

mid., as Ast assumes, and we must borrow mentally 

a subj. for dvvaoGo. from tis at the beginn. of the 

sent. = 61a. 7d pr) Svvac Bae aiirov. 

There seems to be in Pl. but 

another case of OptmrecOa used for ‘break to 

pieces,’ viz. Crat. 426 D-£, where he is speaking of 

the p-sound as indicating movement or ¢opa, and 

cites felv pon—eira ev TH Tpdpm, etra ev TO Tpayel, 

4. £ .y > la ra 

mpos avtrov odx eLer TavTa. 

Bre Gel... TOU Evds: 

Optar. ... ry Savoia. 

Bg a 2 a a <2 ec 4 i“ éru b€ év Tots Tovotcde prypacw ofov Kpovety, Opavery, 
5. , , € , rn \ 
epeixery, Opimreay, kepuaticey, pup Betv' ravra TavTa TO 

TOAD drreikafer 1a TOU Pw" éEwpa yap, of WY YAO p pa yap, ofpac, THY yAGT- 
.e: 2 , " LZ , Ss t 
FAV EV TOUT KLOTA PEVOVTaAY padsoro, be TELOPEeVTY, 

PARMENIDES. 

Thus we might render it ‘crumble away’: which the 
group does, as Proc.-Dam. (319) says 5:4. 75 pry OeAecv 

icracOat év r@ evi. He twice uses the phrase AaBeiy 

tH Savoia, cp. 130 A. Does he mean that the dyxos 

are not physical? Whether so or not they are at 

least mental pictures of physical objects. "Avev évds 
AapBdvowr’ dv: so YW, while t gives dvev évds aie 

AapBdvorro av, and so Fic. ‘ semper enim acervus 
unius expers accipitur.’ 

WM dédvov7s, where the small mark c 
looks like a small aspirate. Although Proc.-Dam. 

has ofvvovr:, it can hardly be right. Pl. does not 

use the word at all elsewhere, and in the sense 

required here it does not seem to be used anywhere. 

Perhaps the little sign is all 

that is left of a misunderstood y or F which had 

been omitted and was placed above, or else it may 

be a sign of a lost marginal correction. The aorist 

seems better too in this connec. as we have the 

parallel épGvru: daiver Oat :: yvdvre: havijvat, For 

the lang. cp. Rep. x. 596 A, émet woAAd ton oftrepov 

Brerovrwv apBditepov dpiwvres mpdtepor eiSov, and 

6fb yvdvrs, 

t gives 6€b voovyte. 

Theaet. 165 D, tows d¢ y’, & Oavpdore, TAciw av 

rovavr’ érabes, el tis we rpoonpwra et ériatrac ban éore 

pev 6&0, éore b¢ dp Bri, cal eyydOev pev exicrac Gat 

moppwbev 82 p27}. 

Sc galverdar Sot. Whas 6): wrongly—explained 
by 6 above, or by dictation. 

otov...dAAqdots: The wavra (ra &AXa) are identi- 

cal with tots dyxous or wav 7d ov. The sense is that 

as outlined roughly to one at a dist. they have 

a sketchy resemblance to units, and that as thus 

affected similarly they are also like ; but that when 

one goes up to them they split into differentiated 

multitudes, and by an appearance of difference be- 

come unlike. év rdvra dawvopeva is subj. to paive- D 

oOa and tatrdv remrov@evar is pred.; Kat dpora efvat 

is the conclus. drawn in conformity with 139 £. 

We must assume dd£e from above to gov. the infins., 

which changes as we go on to avéyxn daiver Oar 

Heind. cps. Theaet. 208 F, Arist. Rhet. 111. 12, to 

show that cx:aypadyjara, were meant to be seen at 

a distance. In ov« ofv... ToAAG éorey the parts. 

and adjs. seem throughout to be govd. by avdy«y 

gaiverOar, In xtvovpévous racas kuvjoes we have an 

allus. to the distinc. in 138 B-C, 139 A, popd, wept 

gopd, ddAotwots, while mdvrp (t wavrayy) = rdoas 



166 Bre rddAa... ph odo: 

NOTES. 

Eordces to correspond. “H&y=by this time, after 
the practice we have had. 

1648-165 0. The result of this argt. is that in 
the absence of ‘one’ we may affirm or deny any- 
thing about the others with equal truth. But in his 
anxiety to make sure that the latter cannot be one 
he permits himself to speak as if they were many, 
which he has no right to do. They are simply 
undefinable as lacking 7d pérpov. But he saves 
himself from self-contrad. by urging that all this is 
only apparent, and does not stand investigation. 
If you are to have others without one the result is 

a wild phantasmagoria or chaos. ‘This Dem. 8 
with its strange and subtle chain of inferences, pur- 
porting to rest upon the admission of Caetera with- 

out Unum, brings out the antithesis of the Apparent 

and the Real, which had not been noticed in the 

preceding Dems. Dem. 8 is in its character Zeno- 
nian. It probably coincides with the proof which 

Zeno is reported... to have given (p. 127 E£, cp. 

165 E) against the7existence of any real Multa.... 
Zeno probably showed ... that Multa under this 

supposition are nothing real, but an assemblage of 

indefinite, ever-variable, contradictory appearances : 

an “Avepoy ...; relative and variable according to 

the point of view of the subject.’ Grote. 
The opening means « ev ja) 

€ote TaAAa dé TOU évds Eore. 

&y el py... Kal é. 

The zoddois ovary is 

an echo of éoras téAAa and rodAa éorev, we might 

view it as equivalent either to év yap adrots rodAois 
Proc.-Dam. (320) 

says of this Dem. eir@v tofvvv (in the last) tiva ra 

éxopeva, TIOnot Kat Tiva Ta pi) émdpeva, and one sees 

what he means, though as above his lang. is odd. 

The order here is dre 

TaAXa ovd’ evi Tav po) SvTwy etc. and mapd tw TaV 

d\Awy. The argt. rebuts the assump. both by 

whole and part; the d\A« have ‘nothing whatever’ 
to do with what is non-existent, nor has any part of 

either any connection with any part of the other. 

Stallb. would read ovée yap for ovdév, but the Mss. 
agree. Heind. in order to justify pépos, which he 

thinks superfluous, suggests that éd£@ etc. which 
follow may be regarded as pépy. And so Proc.- 

Dam. (321) «f yoov re Tod pip Bvros rois dddoes 
ovk gxtiv, otSe Sd£a Tov pn) dvTos Tapa Tois aAAous 
Re td 

ectiv etc. 

ovo or év yap woAAois & éotev. 
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008’ ipa... id rdv Gddov: As Proc.-Dam. says, 

viv tabra 8%, dep épaivovro efvas (in Dem. B 111.) 

ovre eioly ovre paivovrar. Cp. Rep. v. 478 B, ap’ 

obv 7d pi) dv So€d fer; i) addvarov Kal Sofdoa 75 pij 

ov ; etc. From 155 D we may infer that ddvracpa 
is a result of aic@ ors. It is a startling thing to be 

told that the dofd(ev is supposed, if it exists, to 

be carried on ird tov dAdwy : no such sugg. has 

hitherto been made. On the contrary we have 

been permitted to assume that sjpeis ... rdvra tabra 

mpatropev, and edd. follow Schleierm. in reading ém? 

against the Mss. Yet it is not more startling than 

that vojpara should have vénors, in 132 C; and if 

we change id we cannot stop there, the same 

sense being contained in d6fa rapa tots addous 
éoriv, 

ot8’ dpa Note the series of similar negs. meaning 

‘no, nor,’ ‘nor yet’ etc. év tots mpdo Oey, i.e. 165 D. 

The sent.=60a év 7. wm, elropev atta daiver Oar. 

t gives raAAa, and it seems better. 

etc. This summarises the dial.: Proc.-Dam. (321) 

Says kal «i ey ote Kadus ev Tals mpdacOev droererw 

a ” ” 
€v €l TE €OTLV 

éXeye Kal ef ev ov eat Kadws év TavTats 5) Tals 

mapovoats. As in Dems. B I. and 11. he had treated 

of the result to the one if it is not, first after a 

fashion and second absolutely; so he deals in 

Dems. 111. and Iv. with the fate of the others under 

similar conditions. That is, 1. corresponds with 11. 

and 11. with 1v. With regard to the last sent., sum- 

marising the whole, it must be regarded as held 

subject to the conditions indicated in Dem. a m1. 

156 a-B, viz. that the law of contrad. operates at 

least roughly. As Grote points out that Dem.— 

which breaks up the harmony of the antinomies 

A L-IL, IV.-V., B L-II., IIL.-1V.—must so far apply to 

each pair of contrary proofs as these occur. Of 

the conclus. he says ‘ The close of the Parmenides 

as it stands here, may be fairly compared to the 

enigma announced by Plato in his Republic v. 
479 C, [€otxe Kal Tw TOV watdwy aiviypate To mept 

rod edvodxou Tis Rodis wépe Tis vuKrepidos, @ Kal ed’ 

0d abrdy airiyy aivirrovras BaXdeiv].... This is an 

enigma propounded for youthful auditors to guess : 

stimulating their curiosity and tasking their intelli- 

gence to find out. As far as I can see, the puzzling 

antinomies in the Parmenides have no other pur- 

pose .... There is however this difference ... The 
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constructor of the enigma had certainly a precon- 

ceived solution to which he adapted the conditions 

of his problem: whereas we have no sufficient 

ground for asserting that the author of the anti- 

nomies had any such solution present or operative 

in his mind. How much of truth Plato may him- 

self have recognised, or may have wished others to 

PARMENIDES. 

recognise in them, we have no means of determin- 

ing. We find in them many equivocal propositions 

and unwarranted inferences—much blending of 

truth with error, intentionally or unintentionally. 
The veteran Parmenides imposes the severance 

of the two as a lesson upon his youthful hearers.’ 

Surely this is too pessimistic. 

ErRATA.—The following errors have been observed: no doubt there are 
others, although much care has been taken. It should be noted that, in giving 
the punctuation in Notes I., no attempt has been made to give the ‘middle stop’ 
where it seemed to occur. This is due partly to doubts as to the facts, partly 

to the trouble which would have been caused in printing. The upper or lower 

stop has been used according as the position in the Mss. seemed to incline. 

Page xxvii., line 30, for premises read -isses 

vi Avis o> 31, 5, principal » -ple 

yx DKXVig- oy. Oh 55. WIE oy) ~=«C VIL 

spf Clas » 38, 5, reproductions ,,  -tion 

ay 16, ox 22) 3 7H ouNAHBony sy «TUS -OnY 

325 » 14, 5) €o7@ra, oy °TO" 

>> 11S, 55 I; 55 Topwréppwy —,,_-— oppwrépww 
» 139, »» 29, ,, than from 

>», 8.—The 80b1 and ! belong to 6 
” 

'éyw in line 17. 
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Absolute, The, xlv., xlvi.-I., 100, 103, 
106. 

Abstract science, xiii. ; thinking, Ixv. 

Dialec., Science. 

Abstraction and generaliz., xxix., xliv., 

xlvii. Comp., Generaliz. 
Academy, The, iii. Pl., Text. 

Accident, 84, 136, 138, 141. 

Achilles paradox, Ixii., 135. Motion, 
Zeno. 

Adimantus, xvii., 76. 

Aeschines, philos., iv. Dialogues, 
Panaetius. 

Age, Ixvi., 119, 154-5. Time, Younger. 

Aldus Manutius, Lxxiii., Ixxiv., cxiii. 

Edits. 

Alexandria, ii. Libraries, Thrasylus. 
All, 97, 150, 162. Whole. 

Ambiguities, Ixiii., etc., 138. 
Not-being etc. 

Analysis-synth., lvii., 96, 99, 157, 170. 

Construc., Parm., the. 

avdpuynots, Xxx., 95, 106. 

Anaxagoras, liv. 

Antipho, xxii., 76, 

Antisthenes, v., lx. Predic. 

Antithesis, xxxvi., 131, 138, 148. 

Aorist v. pres., imperf., 80, 92, 117, 139. 

Apellicon, Ixxvii. Attic, Text, Usener. 

Aposiopesis, 109. Sentences. 
Appearance (seeming), Ixviii., 173-4. 

Being, Cratyl. 
Arethas, cxvil. etc. Mss., Patras. 

Aristophanes.of Byzant., i. etc. — Li- 

braries. 
Aristoteles, xvii., xx., xxxv., lii. 3 = Ar- 

istotle ? xxvi., xxvii. 

ii 

One, 

Aristotle, on Antisth., Ix.; on begin., 

Ixiv. ; on change, Ixii., 160; on 

divisib., 173; on dogs, 843 on 

ideas, x.-xi., xxix., xxxiii., xliv., 

xlvi., 88, 89, 96, 98; on likeness, 

1175; on motion, vi., x., 113, 1703 

on One, 111, 148, 157; on Pl. and 

his works, vi., a., xi., 1. 3 on rela- 

tion, 102, 116; on Socr., xxix., 

xxxii., xliii., L, lil; on time, 160; 

on whole etc., x.; Metaph,, viii.-x.; 

refers to the Parm.? v., vi., viii, 

xliii,; terminol. later than Pl.’s, x., 

xxxi., Ixii., 86, 120, 134, 141, 1603 

text dub., iv., vi., vil. ; zpl7. dy. 

Opwrr. in, xii. 

Arrow parad., xxxvili. Motion, Zeno. 

Article, 81, 109, 132-3, 135, 139, 158. 

Athenaeus, xxxiv., xxxv.-vi, Parm. 

Atoms, Ixvi., Ixviii., 140, 161. Democ., 

One. 
Atticus, -ciana, Ixxvii. 

Usener. 
Attraction, syntact., 162. Sentences. 
Authenticity of Parm., i.-xix., xxi. 

Aristoph., Galen, Grote, Thrasy- 

lus, Ueberweg. 
Author’s attitude, xxvili., xI., Ixxiii., 

Ixxx. Pref. 

Apellic., Text, 

Bast, F., xcix. Mss. 

Becoming, Ixii., Ixxi., 105-6, 151, 153 

etc., 161; and perishing, xxxix., 

Ix., 158, 159, 171. Change, Mo- 

tion, Process, Time. 

Beginning, xxxix., lix., Ixiv., Ixvii., 75, 

153, 156; in space, Ixvi., 132. 

Zz 

Being, Ixiv., Ixvii., 117, 128; confined 

to space (q.v.), 1503; to time (q.v.), 

122; chains of (q. v.), 117 3 object- 

ive, 167, 1703; of One (q.v.), lviii., 

Ixvii., Ixxi., 106, 127, 131, 156 etc., 

161; of Parm., xxxvii. 

Bekker, I., Ixxiv., Ixxv. 

Bigness, xlii., xliii., 1., 92, 148, 149. 

Ideas, Smallness. 

Blass, F., xciii., 129. 

Body, xliii., 76, 96, 131-2. Sense 

etc. 

Bond, 168. Being. 

Boundary, 132, 133. Limit ete. 

Byzants., cxx. Subscrip. 

Byzantine reckoning, cxxi. Indic, 

Caesarea, cxvili.-xix. Arethas, 

Caligraphists, -phy, cxvii. 
Campbell, Prof., xxi. 

Categories, Ixx., 172. 
Cause, lxiv. 

Cephalus, xxii., xxxiv., 76, 

Chains of being etc., 75, 90, 95, 100, 

117, 1573 of ideas, xxx., 95, IOI, 

105. 

Change, 159, 161, 170, 171. Becom- 

ing, Process etc. 

Chiasm, 156, 158. 

Chronology, Platonic, xxiv. Sequence, 

Parm., the; Teichmiiller. 

Circle, 112, 133. 

Clarke, Dr., ciii. 

» Ms, xxxv., Ixxlii.-vi, ciii, etc. 

Clazomenae, 76. 

Clinton, xxxiv. 

Cobet, C. G., Ixxvii., xci., xcviii. 
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Comparison and generaliz. (q.v.), xxix., 

116; not same as ours, xliv., 95, 

99. Abstrac. 

Constructive argt., Ivii., Iviii., 157. 

Analys. 

Continuity, -uous, Ixiii, Time. 
Contradiction, Law of, etc., xxxi., Ix., 

156, 157. 
Copies of patterns, li., 99, 101. 

Cratylus, 1. Arist., Pl. 

Damascius, 75; Dam. (Ms.),140. Pro- 

clus. 

Day, 93, 134. Ideas, wédekts. 

Decay, viii. Change, Motion. 
Deductive argt., lvii., Ixv. 

Construc. 

Definition, xxix., xliii., L, li. 

Demetrius of Phalerum, ii., iii. 

thent., Libr., Text. 

Democritus, iii., vili., xxxv., lxvi.-vii. 

Atoms. 

Demonstration, 87; -tions. Parm., The. 

Description of Mss.,  xciv.-cxxv. 
Mss. 

Dialectic, xxxii., xlvii., lit, liv., Ixviii., 

78, 81, 105, 111, 1173 its object, 

xli., xlvii., lv. 

Dialogue in Pl. (q. v.), xv., xvii, xX., 

110; system in, xvi. 

Dialogues, i. ; sequence of, ii. ; spurious, 

ii., iv.-v. Parm., The; Pl. 

Dictation in Mss., 76, 96 etc. 

Different, The, 115, 116, LEQ, 127, 135, 

137-139, 140, 167. 
Diogenes Laert., i.-iv., viii., xxxiv.-v., 

Ixxvii. 

Discipline of philosopher, xxxii., lii., 
liii., Ixv., 106, 107. 

Dittenberger, W., xxi. Language. 

Divisibility, Ixiv., Ixvi.-vii., 126, 130, 

133. 
Dogs, 84. 

Analys. 

Au- 

Editions of PL, Ixxiii. Aldus, Bekker, 

Heind., Steph. 

Eleatics, xli., lvili., lxvii., lxviii. 

lissus, Parm., Zeno. 

Elements, x., 76. 

Enclitics, 78. 

End, xxxix., Ixvi., 132. 

Equal-unequal, -lity, xlii., xliii., 92, 118, 

141, 149, I51. 
Euclides, xxv., 79. 

Even-odd, 128. Number. 

Extremities, 132. Limit ete. 

Me- 

PARMENIDES. 

Finite-infinite, Ixii. Divisib. 
Finlay’s Hist., civ., exvii., cxviii., cxx., 

exxi. Areth., Mss., Patras. 

Flinders Petrie papyri, xciii. 
Text, Usener. 

Forgery, Literary, iv. Antisth., Galen. 

Mss., 

Fractions, Ixiii., 131. Divisib., 

Minin. 

Frederking, A., xxi., 77, 78, 88. 

Lang. 

Gaisford, T., Ixxiv., cvi., exxii. Clarke. 

Galen, iv., Ixxvi.-vii. 

Gardthausen, cxix. Palaeography. 

Generalization, xxix., xxx., xliv., 95, 96, 

99. Abstrac., Compar. 

Genus, 86, 103. Idea. 

Glauco, xvii., 76. 

God, xlv., 103, 104. Idea, Science. 

Graux, C., ci. Mélanges. 

Green, T. H., xiv. 

Grote, G., 82, 96; on the Demonstra- 

tions, lvii., Ix., Ixii., 123, 126, 156, 

171, 172, 175; on the Parm., ix., 

liii., 1753 on Pl.’s methods, xiv., 

xxxix., Ix., 1043; on Pl.’s text, 

i.-iv. PL, Parm. 

Hegel, 156. Being. 

Heindorf, lxxiv. Edits. 

Heraclitus, L., Ixxii., 161. 

Hermann, Ixxiv. Edits. 

Becom. 

Ibycus, 109. 

Ideas and ideal world, xli.-xliv., xlviii., 

94, 97, 105, 147, 1493 Arist.’s(q.v.) 
objecs., xlvi., 88; extended? 92, 94, 

96; growth of, xlii., 1., 89, 90; how 

reached, xxix. ; incomplete and in- 

consist., xxix.-xxx., xli., lii., 149, 

150; intermingling, xxxi., 1. ; pé- 

Ocks (q.v.) of, xliii. ; name, 97, 103, 

105; necessary for philos., xlix. ; 

vojmara? xxix., xxxvii-, xliii.-iv., 

xlix., 96, 105; patterns set up in 

mature? xxix., xxxii., xlv., xlix., 

li., 93, 973 xwptord? xxix.-xxx., 

xliii.-vi., lii., Ixix., 87, 100, 105. 

One, Parm., Pl, Sense, Sensible 

Objects, 

Imperfect, 80. Aorist. 
Indiction, exxi. Subscr. 

Inequality, 118. Equal. 
Infinite. Finite. 

Instantaneous, The, Ixii., Ixxii., 159, 

160. Now, Time. 

Jackson; Dr., xi., xx., xxiii, xxxiii., 

Iviii., Lxviii. 

Joannes, cxvii., cxxii. Caligr., Subser. 

Jordan, A., lxxiv., Ixxvii., xcii. Schanz 

etc. 

Jowett, B., xvii., xxxix. 

Kant, li., lv., lxv., 96, 160. 

Knowledge, Ix., 106. 

Lachmann, Ixxiv. Edits. 

Language as test of date, xxi. Campb. 

Leo VI., cxx., cxxi. Stylianus. 
Libraries, ii., iii., iv. ; at Patmos, civ. 

Alexand., Apell. 
Like-unlike, -ness, xli., 85, 117, 1138, 

140, 141. Same, Different. 

Limit, -less, xxxviii., lxii., Ixiii., Ixvii., 

126, 130-1, 157, 163, 164, 173, 174. 

Lines of Mss. (q.v.), Ixxvi-, ci. Graux, 

Schanz. 

Little, 118, 173. Small, Big, Minimum. 
Logic, -cal, xxxi., lviii., lx.-Ixi., Ixiii., 

lxv., Ixvii. Analys., Contrad., 
Metaph. 

Maass, E., cxvili., cxix., cxxli. Arethas, 

Mélanges, Palaeogr., Subscrip. 
Mai, Card., ciii., cxix. Arethas, Vatican. 

Majuscules, Ixxvi., xcix., cxvii., 138. 

Mss., Minusc., Palaeogr., Writing. 

Manuscripts, archetypes, Ixxvi., 126, 
144; comparison of, lxxxii. ,lxxxvii. ; 

descrip. of Paris A, xciv.-cii.; of 

Clarke, ciii.-cxxii.; of Venet. t, 

cxxii.-v.; families of, Ixxx. etc.; 

form of, xcviii., cx., cxxiv.; gaps 

in, Ixxx., Ixxxviii. etc.; great, Ixxv., 

Ixxviii., cxvii.-xxii.; measurement 

of, Ixxvi., xcvill., cx., Cxili., cxxiv.- 

v.; treatment of, Ixxiv., Ixxix., 

Ixxxiv.-vi., xci. 

Many and One (q.v.), xl., Ixiv.-v., 86, 

107, 130-1, 136, 162; of sense (q.v.), 

XXXviil., 106, 133. Maultit., One, 

Others, Stallb. 

Matter, xliv., xlvii. Sense etc. 

Measure, 118, 150, 175. Idea, Limit, 

Little, Small ete, 

Megarians, xx., xxv., XXxiii, 

Meisterhans, K., xciii., 76. Blass, Pro- 
nun., Flinders Petrie. 

Mélanges-Graux (q.v.), Ci., CXVili., Cxix. 

Maass, Subscrip. 

Melissus, xxxvili. Eleatics. 

Metaphor, xlvi., li, Arist., Ideas. 



Metaphysics, xxxii., xxxix., lii., lviii., 
Ixiii.-iv., Ixvii., Ixx., 1055 begin 
with Pl. (q.v.), viii. 

Metaphysics of Arist. (q.v.), refer to the 
Parm.? viii. -ix. 

BéOedis, X., xxiv. XXV., xxviii, xli., 

xliv., lv., 85, 94, 100, 147. Ideas, 

Pi. 

Middle, Ixvi., 132. Begin., End. 

Minimum of being (q.v.), Ixiv., 131; 

of thought, lix. Small. 
Minuscules, Ixxvi., xcix. Mss., Palaeo- 

gr., Writing. 

Montfaucon, cxvii. Palacogr. ete. 
Motion, xxxix., xlviii., 99, 113, 158, 

159, 170, 171, 174. Becoming, 

Process, Rest. 

Mullach, xxxiv., xxxvi. Parm., Zeno. 

Multitude, Ixiii., 126, 128, 130-1, 132, 

157. Many, Number. 

Names, naming, 139-40, 142. 
Nature, xlix., 97. Ideas, Patterns. 

Natural order, 153. Becoming, Begin- 
ning. 

Negation, -ive, xl., xlvi., Ix., lxvi., Ixvii. 

Being, Not-being. 
vonros Témos, xlix., 105, 150. 

Nature. 

Not-being, xl., lviii., Ixiv., Ixix., 166; 

ambig. (q.v.), Ixv., 172; of Parm., 

xxxvii. Being, Neg., One. 

Not-one, 138. Many, Others. 

Now, xxxviii., Ixii., 151 etc., 158, 160. 

Instant, Time. 

Number, xxxiii., Ixiii., 128 ete., 132, 

145. Many, Two. 

Ideas, 

Older. Becom., Time, Younger. 

One, abstract, lv., lviii., lix., Ixiii., 111, 

115, 120, 156; all (q.v.), 1503 

ambiguous (q.v.), Ixiii., I11, 114, 

116; antitheses to, Ixv., Ixviii., 138, 

148; atom (q.v.)? Ixvi.-vii., 140 ; 

+ being, lviii., lxiv., Ixvi., 124, 126, 

127, 130, 131, 141, 156, 157, 167; 
cancelled, Ixvii., 122-3; exists, non- 

existent, lviii., 168, 170; idea? 

lvi., lxiv., 147, 149, 156; in others 

etc., 148, 149, 150, 164; like-wn- 

like, 1413 of it, for it etc., 156; 

symbolical ? liv.; whole of parts, 

133. Being, Idea, Many, Others, 

Parm. 

Opinion, xxxvi., xxxvii., xli., xlviil., 175. 

Science. 

INDEX OF SUBFECTS. 

Opposite, 85, 137, 155. Contrad., 
Different. 

Other. Different. 

Others, xxxvii., Ixvii., 138, 145, 149, 

164, 165, 167 ; = many? Ixv., Ixix.s 

and One, Ixvii., 1323 opinion in, 

1753; Tade ra Adda, xliii, Many, 

One, Not-one, Stallb. 

Palaeography, cxvii. Mss., Subscrip., 

Text, Writing. , 
Panaetius, ii., iv. Authent., Dials. 

Panathenaea, 80. Parm., Zeno. 

Parmenides, viii.; age of, xxxv.-vi., 815 

views of, xxxvi. etc., xl, liii.-vi., 

80, 110. Mullach, Zeno. 

Parmenides, The, analysis of, xl. etc.; 

conceps. less developed than Arist., 
x., I15; contents of, xxix., xxxiv.- 

Ixxii.; the Demonstrations, Ivii., 

123, 156, 160, 164, 170, 172, 175; 

growth of ideal theory (q.v.), xliii., 

lii.; historical? xxxiv. ete.; lan- 

guage of, xxi.; mé@eés (q.v.) in, 

xi.; need of discipline, lii.; noticed 

by Arist.? vi.-ix., xiii; by Pl.? 
xvii.; Part 11., lili, etc., 109, IIT 

relation to Parm., xxxvi. etc., liii.- 

iv.; results of argt., Ixviii.; scenery 
of, xxii. ; sequence of, xix.-xxxiv., 

li., 86, 87, 95; speakers, 86, 108; 

spurious? xili., 119; rplros dvOpwr., 
xiii., xliv. Arist., Being, Dialect., 

Ideas, One, Plato etc. 

Part, xliii., Ixiii., 94, 114, 125, 129, 

130, 133, 135, 138, 153, 155, 162. 
Many, Others, Whole etc. 

Patmos, ciii. Clarke, Mss. etc. 

Patras, cxvii., cxix. Arethas, Subscrip. 

Pattern-world, li. Ideas, Parm., the. 

Perceive, -ception, xlvii. Sense etc. 

Perfect whole (q.v.), 163. 
Philosopher, -phy, xv., xl., xlvi., 105; 

*Philosopher,’ the, xxiii, ete. 

Dialec., Discipl., Ideas, Zeller. 

Physical ideas (q.v.), 91, 101; objects, 

xxix.-xxx. Chains, Sense. 

Place, xlix., 103, 114. Motion, voyrds 

tomos, Rest. 

Plato, iii.; bent of, xvi.; cause of ideal 

theory, Ixix., 105 ; dialogue in, xv., 

xvli., xx., xxii, lili, 85, I10; 

differences from Arist., xxxi., ]xii., 

130; dualistic inconsistencies, xiv., 

xl, lii., Ivi. ; early views, xxix., 

xli., 1, 87; family, 76; knows 
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views of Parm., xxxvi., 110; modes 

of arguing, xxxi., Ivii., lxv., 113, 

115, 1583 refs. to own works, xv., 

views, xiv., xxxix., xliii., Ixix. 3 to 

Zeno, 853; second etc. hand nar- 

rative, xv., xxv.-vi., 80; sentiment 

in, xxiv., xli., 89, 91 ; sequence of 

works, xx. etc., xxviii. ; system in, 

xvi., xxxix., lil, ; writings, contro- 

versial ? xxiv. 

Platonists, lili, Damasc., Procl. 

Porson, R., cvi., ex., cxiii. Clarke, 

Position, 143. 

Predicate, -cation, Iviii. Antisth, 

Process, Ixii., 75, 114, 124, 156, 161. 

Becom., Motion. 

Proclus, 75, 105; Proc.-Dam., contin. 

of Proc., 127-8; Proc. Ms., 136. 

Damasc. 

Pronunciation of Gk., 76, 129. Blass, 
Meisterh. 

Pythagoreans, xi. 
Pythodorus, xxii., 76. 

Ueberweg. 

pébeeis, Number. 

Parm., The; 

Quality, xlviii., Ixiv., Ixv., Ixvi.-vii., 88, 

89. 

Quantity, Ixvii. 

Quaternions, xcviii.,cx., cxxiv.,20. Mss. 

Readings, 41-74, 83, 86, 89, 90, 93, 97, 

125, 129, 138, 140, 144, 153, 154, 
162, 164, 166, 168, 174. Editions, 

Mss., Text. 

Reason. Science, Thought. 
Relation, xlviii., Ixiii., Ixvi.-vii., 102; 

ideas of, x., xlvi., 88. 

Relative terms, 102, 116, II7. 

Ideas. 

Resemblance, 117. 

Rest, 134, 159, 169. 

Motion. 

Ruelle, C. E., 75. 

Avis", 

Like. 

Arist., Becom., 

Same, 116-17, 134,140; ambig., xxxix., 

137. Differ, Like, One. 

Schanz, M., xxv. etc., Ixxx., cxili., cxv., 

56. Clarke, Mss. 

Schleiermacher, v., xx., xxiii., xxv. 

Scholia, cxii., caix., cxxii., cxxiv.; 

series of, 3, 5, 15, 71, 76, 79, 80, 
81 (two), 88, 90, 93, 109 (two). 

Science, Idea of, xlil., x]vili., xlix., Ivi., 

III; our, xlvii.-viii., lvi., 105; 

process v. result, Ilx., 106. Dialec., 

God, Ideas, Sense. 
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See, xl., xlviii., alix., laviii., 89, 96, 

106. Ideas, Knowl]., Science, 

Sense. 

Sense, alvii.-viii., lxvili., Ixx., 106, 1755 

transcendental, xlviii. 

Sensible objects, xl., xliii.-iv., 1, 1315 

exist., xl., xlvii., 106; sphere, 

xxx., xli., xlii., xlvi.-ix., 1, li, 

lv., 106, Ideas, Many, One, 

Science. 

Sentences, forms of, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 

85, 86, 93, 95, 98, 103, 107, 109, 
110, 112, 118, 124, 136, 138, 143, 

146, 148, 152, 155, 160, 161, 165, 

169. 

Sequence of dialogues (q.v.), ii., xix.- 
xxxiv, 

Setting of dialogues (q.v.), xxii. 

Shape, Ixvi., 112, 132. 

Simplicius, viii., xxxviii, 
Size, xlii., 92. Bigness, Smallness. 

Small, -ness, xlii., xliv., 1., li., 92, 94, 

118, 149, 150. 

Socrates, met Parmen.? xxxiv. etc. 3 

views of, xxix., xxxii., xliii., lii.; 

views as Pl., xxix., xxxvi., xl. etc., 

xlix., lv., 87, 91, 100; youth of, 

in the Parm., xxvii.-vili, Arist., 

Ideas, Pl. 

Soul, xxix., xlix., 96, 117. 

Space, xxxviii., lvi., lxii., lxvi.-vii., 99. 

Becoming, Motion, Time, Touch. 

Speusippus, iii, Acad. 
Stallbaum, vi., xiv., xxxiv., 753 places 

One and Many (q.v.)in diff. spheres, 

132-3, 135, 147, 149, 152. 
Stephanus, Ixxiii., Lxaiv. 

Stichometry, Ixxvi., cxiii., cxxv. Iss. 

Stops, ci., cxxvili. Mss., Writing. 

Style for date, xx., xxv. Dial. 
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Stylianus, cxviii, Arethas, Leo. 

Subscriptio, Ixxix., cxvi., cxviii, Areth., 

Clarke, Maass, Mss, 

Syllogism, xxxviii., 138. 

Synesius, xxxiv., QI. 
Synthesis, Ix. Anal. 

rade ra dda, xiii, Others, Sense, 

Stallb. 

Teichmiiller, xxiv.-xxviii. Dial., Se- 

quence, 

Tetralogies, trilogies, i., lxxv, etc., 

Cxxiil. 

Text of PL, iii., xxiii, -xciii., Ixxvii., 98; 

chief sources, xxviii. etc. ; com- 

pleteness of, v.-vi. Atticus, Edi- 

tions, Flinders Petrie, Grote, Mss. 

Thompson, E. M., xcviii. 

Thomson, liv. Dam. 

(Ms.). 

Thought, apprehends ideas, xliii., xlix.; 

and sensible objects? xlvii., lvi., 
lxx.-i. 3 position of thought (vois) 

in being, liv., 75, 117, 1563 

thoughts thinking, xlv. Dialec., 
Ideas, Science. 

Thrasylus, i., Ixxv., Ixxvii.-ix. Alex- 

and., Atticus, Authent., Cobet, 

Mss., Ueberw. 

Time, xxvii, lvi., Lxii., lxvi.-vii., 119, 

I5I, 153, 158, 160; divisions of, 

121; kinds of, 120; non-temporal 

things, 121. Arist., Becom., 

Change, Instant., Motion, Now, 

P]., Process, Space, 

Touch, Ixvi., 112, 142-46. Space. 

tpitos avOpwr., viii., xii--xiii., xliv. 
Arist., Dials., Ideas. 

Tiibingen Ms., Ixxix., Ixxx., Ixxxi., 

Mss. 

(Ms.), Proc. 

Ixxavii. 

Tyrannion, Ixxvii. Apellic., Atticus, 

Two, 128, 144, 145, 165. Number. 

Ueberweg, v., «., xi., xxii, xxvi., 
xxxiv. Authent., Parm., the. 

Unit, One as, Ixiii.-iv. 

Unity, Ixviii. 
Universe a creature, xlv. Ideas, 

Usener, H., Ixxvii. Attic., Flinders 

Petrie. 

Varro, Ixxvii. 

Vatican Mss. etc., Ixxvi., Ixxx. etc., 

cxix. 

Venice Mss. (q.v.) etc., Ixxiii.-vi. etc., 

Ixxxv. etc., ci. Schanz. 

Void, xxxviii., xvi. Atoms, Democr. 

Whole, xxxi., xlili., 94, 125, 129-135, 

162; in the parts (q.v.)? 133-4, 

147. One. 

Wohlrab, M., Ixxv., Ixxxi., xcii, Jor- 

dan, Mss., Schanz etc. 

Worlds, 106. 

Writing of Clarke Ms., cx., 1283 of 

Paris A, xeviil. ; of Ven. t, cxxiv, 

Caligr., Joannes, Palaeogr. 

Xenocrates, iii, Academy. 

Younger, 119, 120, 153 etc. Becom., 

Change, Time. 

Zeller, vil. xvili., xx., xxiii, Ixix. 

Philosopher, 
Zeno, V., xxxiii. ; age of, axxv. 5 views 

of, xxxviil., xl, lil, lv., Ixit., 80, 

82, 85, S8, 93, 99, 111. Achilles, 

Arrow, Dialec., Many, Motion, 

Parm., Time. 
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"ABvdov pdvapiav, 130 D. 
alpe?, 6 Ady., 141 D. 

aloOavera, 142. 

Grn F elxacOFvar, 132 D. 

Ado Tt ovK, 137 C. 

apgurByTov, 6 (cp. 135), 133 B 

avdykn J, 132 C. 
avdmavda, 137 B. 

dvapavycerat, 132 A, E. 

advice, 162. 
dvdpds ... duvyoopuévov, 135. 

av AapBavor, 163 D. 

dvopodoe, 148 B. 

dravre éxdoTy, 144 C. 

dtreipryotro, 148 E. 

amidavos, 133 B. 

drrecba, dperda, 148 E etc, 
drra, 130 B. 

ad mov, 132. 

ad Trav THd€ Gy, 130 C. 

aury ouodrys, 130 B. 

abrijs bo7 ... 9, 133 B 

airo év, 158. 
atrot desrérov.,. & ort, 133 E. 

Téyove, 74, ... yevnOyjoerat, 141 D-E. 

yevn Te Kal eldn, 129 C, 134. 

yphppa, 128. 

Aci dpa... wh torat, 162. 

dia xpdvov, 136 E. 

diavetoat, 137 A. 

dtarpipew mpbs, 126 C. 

duapopérys, 141 C. 

deréxOnoav, 126 C. 

610 oT 5 143. 

doxd, 126 B. 

Sbzew ENOciv, 165. 

du’ aiel, 143- 

"Edoet, 135 B. 
éaurd ... adré, 138 A-B, 

éaurod ... udpiov, 157 C. 

&Spa—ywpa, 148 E. 
€Opate, 130 D. 

el... émicxomGpmev, 1§9 B. 

eldn—idéat, 132 C, 

eldGuev, 143 B. 

elrety—advat, 126. 

elot for éori, 138 E. 
éxeivd Tw, 133. 
&\xvoov, 135 D. 

év GTO avr@, 139. 
év etn, 138. 
év elvat, 131 A-B. 

év répavrat, 162 C. 

evdetxvupevou, 133 B. 

évl pév elva, 158. 

étalpyyns, 156 D. 

émecxev, 152 D. 

éml rive kaneis 3 147 D. 

érheovéxTnote, 149 B. 

émov voel, 132 C. 

éeruvuplas toxev, 131. 

épet, 129 D. 

éords, 146. 
éaras obv, 156 D. 
érépav é& érépas, 138 C. 
Ere eyyeyvopevov, 138 D. 
Erowmos ... TOUTO, 137 C. 

0 pdda 6}, 127 B. 

exer ws eet, 163. 

éxerov, 150 D. 

eyou ay... 2yors 145 B. 

“He av xénrat, 148 E. 
i dpa... Too evds* 147 E. 

noéws, 131 B. 

hovxlay dyew, 139 B, 162 E. 
18h 

"Tdéa, 132 A, C. 

lamixg, 126 Cc. 

trou pépous, 131 D. 

torly xaramer., 131 B. 
ior®, 130 D. 

Kat waddov, 135 C. 

xadéy te rl, 135 Cc 

Karagalverat (cp. 128), 132 D. 

kardyov, -xew, 148 E. 

Kowurnodvrwr, 158 D. 

Kwpuwdety, with Adyov, 128 D. 

Aéye Egy, 127 A. 

delwerat, 164 C. 

Mddora, 127 B. 

pecalrepa totrou wéca, 165 B. 

peréxet ad, 157 C. 

peréxovTa, 129 B. 

pndevds ... ddvvarov elvat, 157 D. 

Hou AaBduevos THs XEtpds, 126. 

Nodv yew, 136 E. 

°O dorw ty, 129 B. 

8... udprov Bdov: 158. 
of... -cOat, 127 C. 

olov ein etc., 131 B. 

odvyoorov (cp. 153), 149. 

Guus 6é... dopév, 137. 

62d yrdvrt, 165 C. 

d-mep, 128, 
Gpow, 149 B. 

obmep, 152 D. 

ovola, -av etc., 143 B-C. 

obre ... ov6e (cp. 150 B), 157 B. 

odros xpévos, 156. 
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Tlappeyédn, 128 3. 

wav... Grav, 146 B, 

wap ... émlaxet, 152 C. 

mapa mavra, Ta Ney., 127 E. 

mepl ern... uddtoTa, 127 B. 

mepl Ta, 155 E. 

7H 5} 139 B. 
tAdyny émiokoTely, 135 E. 

mXelous, 136 D. 

mrEloTa vevennevn, 144 D. 

mreovdkis 7) drat; 147 D. 

TOAAG EvreTUXnKE, 126 C, 

wor’ ody 3 156C. 

tov, 126 B. 

mpaypatiavy, 136 C. 

mpdrrew Ta peyébous, 150, 

tpwl, 135 C. 
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Te, 126 B. 

TH T0O elvat, 162. 

rt dal rots dddors, 157 B. 

zl dal, roy EdAwv, 153. 

tl iv bvopa; 126 B. 

zl iva, 136 D. 

Twas ... ToANOUS, 127 C. 

tl od dudes 3 136 D. 

réde, vewrepov 6 ad: 154 C. 

Towodrov Adyov : 148 C. 
Tots maow év, 145 D. 

tov déy Tav THOSE, 126. 
rod elvat pcptov, 142 E. 

rovvoua ... dvopa, 147 D. 

pla dis; 143 E. 

Tp Te S00... TH Tpla, 143 E. 
tav Erwv, 149 B. 

“YrepBhoerat, 152 B. 
umerlOero, 136 C. 

trd ray Gdwv, 166. 

Pawépevos, 165. 

paper... Tatra, 142 B. 

gpdge, 126. 

"Qube, 129 E. 
@xecaOat etc., 128. 

vy, 129 D. 

ws ololr’ éoper ... ddlyearov, 158 Cc. 

ws mpds pépos, 146 B. 
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